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FOREWORD 

l t  should be useful t o  begin with a statement o f  what thÎs book 
attempts to do. 

The goal has been a full and definitive treatment of Marx’s political 
theory， policies， and practice. Needless to say， this goal is unattainable， 
but it has served to determine the form and cO'ntents， scope and 
limitations of the work. 

1. POLITICS 

The word political is one key. Its ambiguities are legion， even apart 
from its association with electoral activity in general and unscrupulous 
maneuvering “dirty politics") in particular. The question of a “scien
tific" definition is touched on in Chapteε 11; here let us make do with a 

process of elimÍnation. 
Of the making of books on Marx and Marxism there is no end if the 

books are on Marx’s “philosophy，" economics， or social-historical 
theory (“histor-Ìca1 materialism"). This still leaves “everything else，" 
whic.h in fact constitutes the bulk of the forty-three volumes of the 
Marx-Engels Werke. True， this “everythin용 else" Îs more misceUaneous 
than politics， but it will do as a first approximation. The scope， then， is 
the same as Pooh-Bah’s， who after all comes on stage with one of the 
first essays on the role of the state bureaucracy to bε found in the 
literature. 

Marx’s politica1 ideas have not genera11y interested “marxology" 
(one of the most curious of industries) except as incidental appendages 
to the “grand theory." The exceptions are few if outstanding. To be 

1 1  



12 Foγeword 

sure， a theory of the state usually has to be stated somewhere， and a 
reference to the “dictatorship of the p∞letariat" is dictated by custom. 

that， there are few treatments， εven ones， of most 
of the questions in this area. 

The “philosophic" side of Marx’s development has been covered 
more copiously than any other aspect of Marx’s activity or thought， 
from a muh:iplicity of viewpoims. 1 The imbalance is striking; even some 
books purporting to deal with his social and p olitical thought are 
largdy concerned with the philosophical concepts involved or read int。
it. The imbalance is 싫50 symbolic， for it repre5ents a tendency 1:0 turn 

Marx into an abstract savant. Marx himself o bjected to such o ne-sided 
preoccupations even before he became a socialist: Feuerbach’s weak
ness， he wrote a friend，  was that “he refers too much 1:0 Nature and 1:00 
lil:de 1:0 p olitics，" whereas philosophy had to be realized through 
politics.2 

This lopsided situation is one of the difficulties here， for almost 
every 뿔 rerlresellts an almost virgin field. The situation is curious 

it is customåry to quote Engels’ overall appreciation of Marx as 
all else a revolutionist，'’ yet to ignore the dose attention he 

to a h ost problems of revolution the indispensable 
" It is to bend the stick the other way that this work is 

ti더ed Kaγ1 Marx 's Tbeory θ'1 Revoluti011 rather than Political Tbeory. 
which mi강ht be too narrowly. 

lt is significant that， in the graveside speech on Marx alluded to 
made a simiiar disl:Ïnction Marx “the man of 

science " and Marx the “rcvolutionist. " Marx was a 
a1so in his scientific workô Icss formaUy speaking， the 

“revolutionist" Em!ds meant 엄arx the political man. 

But tbis [상1e man of scienceJ was not even h alf the m an. Science 
was for 댐arx a dynamic， revolutionary force . . . .  

For Marx was all dse a revolutionisl:. His real mission in 
li활 was to contribute， in one way or another， to the overthrow of 

and of the state institutions which it h ad 

conscious of the c onditions of its emanci-
was his dement. And he wÎth a passion， a 
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WritÎn앓 to an old friend， Marx had had occasion t o  express his con
tempt for the philistines who “consìder people like you and me im

mature f。이s who all this time have not been cured of rheir revolu
tion따y f없ltasies." 4 

lt is this Marx， the political man， that is our subject. 
Besides the limitation to the political fiεld， there are other sdf

imposed limitations that affect the scope of the book. 1 have rεsisted 
frequent temptations to folIow questions farther than Marx and Engds 
themsdves， into the discussions and views of the subsequent Marxist 
movement， let alone bring them up to date. To do otherwise， even 
sketchily， would take more space without being definitive. Refer

ences to later ideas and developments have been made only where they 

throw some special li힘1t on the subject under discussion. 

On the other hand， in an important respect the scope of this work is 
broader than the usual approach to Marx’s theory of the state， which 
tends to concentrate on the developed capitalist state. Here the em
phasis is o.n Marx’s world-histo.rical view of the state. Mo.re specific 
material to the bourgeois state will be fo.und in subsequent 
vo�umes. This approach is of a piece with 뼈arx’s. One must 
삼lat mo.st of the states that Marx ha.d occasion to discuss were 11θt 
capitalist states-aS yet-εven in Europe， let alone througho.ut the rest 

。f the world. Fro.m the standpoint of theo.ry this is a good thing， since 

no. phenom�non can be thoroughly understo.od if only o.ne specimen or 

type is available fo.r examinátion. The litεrature o.f Marxism and marx-
01。짜r is fuU of statements abo.ut Marx’s views which 
actually t。 ε and the era， and which 
require at least qualification as soon as the fo.cus is 

to indude mo.st of the world and world history. It is a form of 
ethnocentrism. 

The limitation of the subject matter 1:0 politics creates a 
practical dilemma. On the one the is that the reader is 
more o.r less with the main lines of the basic so.cial and 

political conceptio.ns. On the o.ther 
1:0 hold 1:0 this assumption where issues in 

social and economic are either less well kno.wn or more com-
monly mÎsstatεd. Iη the latter cases， some discussion of the underlying 

has been induded. For this reason 21 is entirdy 
devoted t。 때 aspect of Marx’s social theory. 
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2. CLASS 

The problem just stated becomes most a.cute in Chapter 20 and 
。ther sectio�s dealing with the concept of class. After aI!， class dy
namics is the foundation of all of Marx’s politics. It is the “transmission 
belt" between his social-historical and political theory; or， to change 
the image， it constitutes the latter’s drive shaft. Since the concept is 
vital from the beginning， and since it is generally misstated， a summary 
may be useful here even if we only have the space to be suggestive. 

1. ln popular usagε， a class is merely any group of people sharing 
some common characteristic(s). A “socia1 class" may be seen as sharing 
certaÎn social characteristics-say， rankj an “economic class" may be 
deduced from income brackets; and so on. These are classifications， the 
result of classifying people according to some more or Iess relevant 
criterion. For many loose-jointed purposes there need be no reasonable 
。bj ection to such a usage. Contrary to a widespread misapprehension， 
Marx himself not infrequently used dass in similar loose or broad ways 
when convenient. The issue is not whether this common use is wrong in 
itself， but rather what it is used for， what it is considered relevant to. 

2. This popular usage implicitly regards a class attribute as a mani
fcstatioη of society’s structure， a derivative of it. But what if there are 
classes of people who share the common characteristic of forming a 
structμral ele쩌eηt of the society itself? Such a structura1 class is 
certainly more basic. In any case， in the context of Marx’s theory a 
socioeconomic dass is a dass of， people pIaying a common role as a 
structura1 component of a given society. 

:1. How this is concretized flows from Marx’s theory itself. Histori
ca1ly ， in Marx’s view， class differentiatÎon begins only with the ap
pearance-due to development of the forces of production-of a surplus 
product; that is， that which is produced over and above thε reproduc
tion needs bf the direct producer. This is the key to the meaning of 
dass in Marx. Classes define themselves not sirriply in terms of the 
process of production (which existed before the separation into classes 
and wilI exist after dasses are done away with); they must be defined in 
relatiqn to surplus production， and specificaHy in relation to control 
over the appropriation of‘ the surplus product. '" 

.. In this connection， see the passage from Marx cited in Chapter22， pp. 570-571. 
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Look at any given society through this len�， and two basic c1asses 

appear. One is the class of direct producers-this being Marx’s genenc 
term for those who perform the actual productive labor， the working 
class of the particular society. The other is the class that controls the 
appropriation of the surplus product， the ruling class. It may accom
plish this control through control of the means of production， but this 
latter relationship itself may need explaining in terms of the former. 
The two classes thus defined are the so-called p olar classes of the 
society-“the extremes of a relation of production，" as Marx put it 
speaking of the capitalist/worker relation in bourgeois society. 5 It is the 
polar-class antithesis that forms the skeleton around which a given 
mode of production is socially structured. Around this central re1ation
ship the rest of the class structure takes shape， including elements left 
over from obsolete social forms. 

4. The roster of classes in a particular society is determÎned by that 
society’s mode of production， not vice versa. This is another way qf 
saying that one cannot determÎne what social strata are structural 
components of the given society simply by an abstract consideration of 
the characteristics of. the strata involved; it is a question of how they 
relate to the mode of production. In this connection we can repeat here 
a relevant passage in Chapter 20; 

The way in which a given society divides up into classes is specific 
to its own social re1ations. Thus， there are warIord elements in 
many societies， but a warlord becomes a feudal lord or baron 
only when specific social relations become dominant. There 
is no rule-of-thumb definition which decides whether the chief of 
an armed band who resides in a stronghold and lives off the 
surplus labor of unfree producers， etc. is or is not a member of a 
feudal class. The point can be settled not by a gIossary but only 
by a concrete examination of the overall social relations of the 
society. SimilaεIy， merchants become a separate class not simply 
because they buy and sell， but only when buying and selling 
begins to play a certain role in a given society.。

5. Therefore， any formal definition of ciass is， at bottom， only a 
restatement in other words of Marx’s basic method of sociohistorical 
analysis， not some special lexicographical formula. Many marxologists 
have reproached Marx for failing to give a dictionary definition of class 
which th 
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which can be applied on the basis of formal descriptive elements 
abstracted from the specific societal relatioηsbψs. 

As it happens， Marx made this methodological point in so many 
words， but since he was wl"Íting about the definition of property at the 
time， it has often been ignored: 

In each historical epoch， property has developed differently and 
under a set of entire1y different social relations. Thus to define 
bourgeois property is nothing else than to give an exposition of 
all the social relations of bourgeois production. 

To try to giv，ε a definition of property as of an independent 
relation， a category apart， an abstract and eternal idea， can be 
nothing but an illusion of metaphysics or jurisprudence. 7 

If anything， this applies even more dosely to class than to property. 
6. 11: was stated in point 3 that dasses cannot be defined simply in 

terms of the process of production. Still wor않， methodologically， is a 
common pseudodefinition of dass found in both Marxist and non
Marxist works. In the formulat:ion of N. Bukharin， who may have 
invented it， it is “persons united by a common role in the production 
process."S The force of these words is to Hmit dasses to catεgories in 
the production process. This is a basic mistake， flatly incompatible with 
뼈arx’s historical an외ysis of actual classes. Most obviously， for ex없nple， 
it would exdude the early class of merchant capitalists， which was 
notable precisdy beεause it playεd no role in the production process; 
tllOugh th양 role it pl쩍 in relation to the process‘ was 50 
important in establishing control over the of the surplus 
product that thesc capitaIists tended to extend control into 
production itself， ceasing to b엉 a merchant dass. The 
Bukharin-type formula would a150 decree that the 
a la:rge sector of it， like not form d없， simply 
because it does not ha.v엉 the quality of a dal잉S. 、vide
acceptance thi5 π。r， even estabIishment is itself a 
sociological problem，9 but' 3.t any ratc it owes to Marx. 

7. The fact that 뼈arx himself 싱.ad little inhibition about usir옐 d:ass 
in the 1005엉 popular sens앙 has be썼n an add생 complication in the 
post-Marx history of th엉 ‘ 표‘α be s‘lre， a physicist ordinarily 
uses work in two diff암rent senscs， a one and a scientific one， 
without confusion， on context; one has to approach Marx’s 
usage with!.; an amount of common sense， together with some 
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fee1ing for the vocabulary and verbal conventions of the mid-nineteenth 
century. 

Thus， in various of Marx’s writings-published economic works as 
well as popular articles and unpublished notes-one can read about the 
“ideological etc. classes ，" or the “unproductive classes，" or the “serving 
(or servantl dass" with or without quotation marks， or the "educated 
dasses" with or without a prefixed “so-called，" or the dass of “pro
fessional conspirators，" or the “servile class of la、wyers，" or artificial 
“classes" fabricated in British India， or the confrontation between “two 
particular classes of capitalists" (moneyed and industrial). 10 It aIl offers a 
splendid opportunity for pointless quotation-mongering through which a 
new “theory of class" can be discovered in Marx every week. 

8 .  Another complication， which deserves more notice than is pos
sible here， is how to deal wíth classes iη the process o[ being born. as 
well as (conversely) classes or social estates， etc.， which are in the 
process of dying out or decaying into something eIse-in short， classes 
t와<en in the process of becoming. In Tbe Genηaη ldeolo앙'. speaking of 
the end of the eighteenth century with its still impotent German 
bourgeoisie， Marx comments: “One cannot speak here of estates or 
dasses， but at most only of former estates and classes not yet born"; 
and he su짧ests the term spbere o[ li[e (Lebeηsspbå':γe) for these class
elements that are perceived in flUX.11 There are interesting discussions 
by Marx eIsewhere of what might be called 쩌다cψatory class
elements.12 Without a dynamic understanding of classlike formations 
outside the boundaries of stable situations， discussions of what is， is 
not， or cannot be a “class" are bound to be sterile. 

ln sum: while point 2 offered a formal definition of class， this is 
mere1y an “algebraic" formula， which takes 00 concrete meaning when 
it is fleshed out with the specific relationships of a specific social order. 
The rest of the foregoing propositions go beyond the obIigation to 
provide a definition :  they offer a guide to analysis. 

3. MARX 

Another k.ey is the fact that the title specifies Marx， not Marxism. 
What goes by the name of Marxism nowadays， like as not， has little 

to do with Marx’s views， in general or on any particular subject. This is 
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a penalty for the “success" of Marxism-that is， its widespread appeal
in spite of the periodic announcements of its death， which are almost as 
frequent as of yore. This parasitic disease-cooptation by alien 
e1ements-attacks all world outlooks that encompass a who\e era. 
Sweeping rεorientations of consciousness， such as thosε denoted by the 
terms democracy， scieηce， and so on， have all been victims of the same 
complaint. Thus a distinguished Frenchman wrote of the catchword 
democracy: “ lt is the sovereign， universal word. Al\ parties invoke it 
and want to appropriate it as a talisman .. .. Such is the sway of the 
word democracy that no government or party dares to exist， or believes 
it �an exist， without inscribing this word upori its banner .. .. " 13 This 
was not written yesterday but in the year 1849， by the historian
statesman Guizot. 

lt is easy for superficial pundits to conclude from this factionaliza
tion of meaning that democracy， science， and so on have no meaning 
whatsoever; but in fact their meanings -have become pawns in a social 
and ideological struggle. The interpretation of class struggle becomes a 
weapon of c1ass struggle， just as the meaning of democracy becomes an 
arena for the struggle to determine what democracy shall mean. Marx 
would have no trouble understanding why ideologues who hold concep
tions he fought bitterly still insist on calling themselves Marxists. This 
corner of intellectual history is a function of social history， as usu외. 
The response is also simple in principle if difficult in practice: the 
answer to pseudodemocracy is real democracy; the abuses of “sci
entism" can be countered only by a genuinely scientifiè attitude; and 
the obfuscations of various contemporary “Marxisms" can be under
stood only with the help of Marx’s Marxism. “God protect me from my 
frìends!" wrote the young Marx oncc; and a few years later he ex
plained to the radical Dεmocrats of 1850 why he had no compunction 
about attacking a certain prestigìous “revolutionary" : 

We know in advance that we will evoke general indignation from 
the sentimental bunco-artists and Democratic elocutionists .. 
This makes no difference at all to us. Our task is ruthless critÎ
cism， even more of alleged friends than of open foεs; and in 
affirming our position on this， we gladly forgo cheap Democratic 

1 _ _ :_. 14 populanty. 
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I n  any c as e， t he s ubject of t his work is not Marxis m in s om e  
inclus ive s ens e but t he t heory， c onc ept ions ， and views o f  Karl Marx. It 
goes wit hout s aying t hat evε ryone concerned must in s ome f a강l ion 
cons ider how Marx’s views apply t o  t he cont emporary world， and， 
ext ra polat ing from 뼈arx t o  t he present ， arrive at a modern ad apt at ion， 
whic h  t hen becomes a “Marxis m." No doubt t he marks of my own 
opinions on t his sc ore are vis ible. But t he goal is nevert he1ess a fait hful 
disc overγ of Marx’s views -not as t he end- all of a polit ic al inquiry but 
as a bas is for it . 

I f  no att empt has previous ly been m ade t o  reconst ruct t he whole 
picr ure of Marx’s views on polit ic al t heory and polit ic al str ugg le， it c an 
sc arc ely be doubt ed t hat prejudic ial int erest has st ood in t he way. T he 
“grand theory ，" prec is e1y becaus e it s eems t o  s oar above c urrent 
st ruggles ， c an s omet imes be disc us sed wit h  an ai r of t ranquiUit y. When 
t he s ubject is t he polit ical realm of power， t he knife cuts deeper. 
Polit ics in t he broad s ens e is only one as pect of s ocial revolut ion， but it 
is its cutt ing edge. 

While object ivit y (whic h  is not t he sarn e as impart ialit y) is a s carc e 
c ommodit y， wit h  a s mall exc hange value， t h ere is only one way t 。
proc eed in t his cas e  i f  t here is t o  be any hope o f  att aining it . T hat is t o  
go t o  Marx’s own writ ings on polit ical quest ions. But t hes e are unc ol
lect able in t he kind of ant h ology or “s elect ed writ ings" t hat do for 
s ome ot her as pects of Marx’s t heory， s ince t hey are 1:00 sc att ered. Yet 
no re1iable conc lus ions in this fie1d can be bas ed on less t h an t he 
t ot alit y  of what Marx had t o  s ay.  T he us ual patt ern is t o  cull quot at ions 
as “ex와n ples " of what is s uppos ed t o  be Marxis m :  t his is a res pect able 
enough met hod where t here is s ome meas ure of c ons ens us and t he 
problem is c onc is e  and c omprehens ible pres ent at ion. Suc h  is no1: t he 
c as e  here. 

Anot her diffic ult y ，  which applies part ic ularly t o  Marx’s polit ical 
ideas ， is t hat t he s ource mat erial for a complet e  s urvey has not long 
been access ible. A collect ed edit ion of Marx’s and E nge1s ’ writ ings has 
exist ed for s ome decades in only one language， Russ ian (wit h  omis 
s ions )j but for reas ons whic h  need not t ake s pac e here， acc ess t o  t his 
mat erial by Russ Îan marxologists and West ern Kremlinologists has not 
changed t he pict ure but exemplified it . 

T he s ir uat ion began t o  change wit h t he publicat ion， bet ween 1961 
and 1968， of t he German edit ion of t he Marx-E ngels Wc채c. But 
experience has shown-in t he c as e  of t he Paris 
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example， or the Grundrisse notebooks-that accesS to an important new 
source of knowledge seldom changes the entrenched myths untiI ten or 
twenty years have passed. The present work could not have been 
written before the publication of the Werke， practically speaking. There 

was a similar pattern when the great Marx-Engels Gesamtausgabe was 
published in the 1920s， collecting the writings of the young Marx (later 
extended through 1848). Its eventual impact on the understanding of 

Marx’s early development was revolutionizing-but limited， since it was 

not allowed to continue. 

4.METHOD 

The first work that attempted to tackle Marx’s political thought in 

this way stated the problem dearly: “Now one has to engage in 
excavations， as it were， in order to bring undistorted Marxism to the 
knowledge of the mass of the people." 15. And so Lenin’s State and 
R eνo/ution was， in form， an exercisε in excavation. It was then， and still 
is， virtually unique in' the literature-whether by Marxists or non

Marxists-in its method， leaving aside its conclusions. Its uniqueriess 
consists in this: it does not state certain opinions about “what Marx 
really said" and iUustrate them with selected quotations; rather， it sets 
about bringing together eνeηItbing written on the subject by Marx and 
Engels， to the best of the writer’s knowledge. As against the various 

claims and interpretations， it proposes the simple expedient of setting it 
all down and trying to work out an answer that is at least consistent 

with the assembled evidence. 

It may be objected that finding out “what Marx re외ly said" does 
not settle any question of politics. This is quite t:rue: alI it settles is the 
matter of “what Marx really said."-which happens to be the subject 
matter of a multitude of books， most of them collections of entrenched 
myths that have never even been examined. '" 

The “excavation" method has serious literary disadvantages， which 
Lenin stated at the beginning of his first chapter. After the well-known 

$ An example of the attention paid to “what Marx really said" is a book 
entitled Wbat Marx REALLY Said， by H. B. Acton-a concise (141-page) compila
tion of vulgar marxology that refrains from mentioning that Marx had a theory of 
the state， let alone telling what it was.16 This tour de fOTce is in great vogue in 
some circles. 
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introductory passage (when revolutionaries have died， “attempts are 
made to convert them into harmless icons ... ") Lenin makes a promise 
and an apology: 

In these circumstances， in view of the unprecedentedly wide
sprεad distortion of 뼈arxism， our prime task is to re-establisb 
what Marx really ta.ught on the subject of the state. This will 
necessita.te a number of long quotations from the works of Marx 
and Engels themselves. Of course， long quotations will render the 
text cumbersome and not help at aU to make it popular reading， 
but we cannot possibly dispense with them. All， or at any rate all 
the most essential passages in the works of Marx and Engels on 
the subject of the state， must by all means be quoted as fully as 
possible so that the reader ma.y form an indepεndent opinion of 
the totality of the views of the foundεrs of scientific socia1ism， 
and of the evolution of those views， and so that their distortion 
by the “Kautskyism" [today， several other isms] now prevailing 
may be documentarily proved and clea.rly demonstra.ted.17 

It is ironic that this method， so clearly demanded in the interest of 
simple scholarship， ha.s never been used in a.ny a.ca.demic treatise in this 
field. (An a.ppa.rent exception， Chang’s dissertation The Marxia1z Theory 
o[ the State litera1ly prove� the rule， for it was written in dεfense of 
Lenin’s interpreta.tion.) The method， apparently so “academic，" is in 
fact directed to the possibility of objective verification， “so that the 
reader may form an independent opinion." 

Lenin’s insistence on long and full quotation of “Marx and Engels 
themselves" is pregnant with potentia1ities and problems， one no less 
than the other. It is the only rea1 a1ternative to that quotation
mongering which leads to sterile results. Quotation-mongering is no 
recent phenomenon: it started while Engels was still around to com
ment on it. As it happens， the pace-setters came from the Russian 
émigré movements as early as the 1880s and 1890s. “lf you have 
followed the RussÎan emigration literature of the last decade，" wrote 
Engels to a Russia.n correspondent， “you will yO!lrself know how， for 
instance， passages from Marx’s writings and correspondence have been 
interpreted in the most contradictory ways， exactly as if they had been 
texts from the classics or from the New Testament， by various sections 
of Russian emigrants." 111 A Russian visitor later reminisced that “Engels 
wished that the Russians-and not only the Russians 
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would have thought in their place， and that it was only.in that sense 
that the word Marxist had any raison d’'être . ... " 19 

Thinking “as Marx would have thought" is excellent advice in 
principle but somewhat difficult in praètice. In any case， one wày to 
prepare for it is to become acquainted with what aηd bow Marx did 
think about various problems and how he set about analyzing them. 
This means reading Marx not in selected snippets but in some quantity. 
But in the political area this is usually not possible; the material must 

first be brought together. This is one of the goa1s of this.book. 
One more point on method is necessary. Too frequently， especia1ly 

in brief expositions， Marx’s theory of the state is treated simply as the 
statement of a noYm: “the state is the executive committee of the 

ruling class" or some such formula. This is a possible starting point， and 
to some extent this is what is done in Chapters 1 1  to 13， following the 

developmenta1 treatment in Part I. But the aim of theoretica1 under

standing is to get bebind norm statements， which are a1ways approxi

mate rule-of-thumb formulas， however useful for limited purposes. As a 

matter of fact， the very word norm is likely to be seriously misleading 
and is better eliminated. A summary statement of an a1ternative ap
proach to the “norma1" is given at the end of the last chapter. 

In point of fact， in his historica1 and political writings there were no 

state “norms" for Marx to start with even had he been so minded. For 
one thing a “norma1" state (whatever that is thought to be) must be as 
hard to find in rea1ity as an “average" person; and no planet actuaUy 

follows Kepler’s Laws even though they are “true." For another， the 

states that Marx spent time discussing were all states dis!orted， or 

modified， from the “normal" by socia1 stresses， national factors， obso

lete hangovers， and so on. It was scientifica11y valid for Marx in Capital 
to posit a “pure" or “abstract" bourg'εois economy for the purpose of 
ana1yzing its basic laws; this is a way to begin. But in the case of the 
theoIγ of the state， there is a tendency to end with the beginning. This 
means freezing the theory into a static formula. It can make little sense 
of real politica1 phenomena， which are usua1ly seen in the process of 
becoming， of change and interaction. In the life course of states
arising， flourishing， and dying-more time is spent in the first and last 
stages than in the more “norma1" middle: that is， the “normal" is one 
of 
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revolut ion， even more t han on t imes of relat ive st as is. T he st at ic 
formula is a blunt ， britt le t00 1 ，  whic h  bre삶s off at t he first att ac k on 
realit y. T his realit y  is c omplex， but it is a c omplex of s implic it ies ; and 
t his m akes it poss ible for people t o  underst and and c ont rol t heir s oc ial 
dest iny. So Marx t hought ， and implic it in t hes e  pages is t he t hes is t hat 
polit ic al t heory t oday had best look bac k  t o  Marx. 

5. E NGELS 

Back to Marx， t hen. But what about E ngels ? Th ere is a pers ist ent 
effort t o  put a wall bet ween t hem， an effort th at emanat es from more 
t han one sc hool of t hought . In a mild form ， it involves t he ass ertÎ on 
t hat t here were s ome differenc es of viewpoint whic h  were bas ic ， but 
whic h  apparent ly neit her was aware of; in a more viru lent form， Ît 
involves t he ass ert ion-s omet imes merely t he ass umpt ion-t hat notbiηg 
wrÌtt en by E ngels c an be t aken as refl ect ing Marx’s opinion unless 
Marx’s nam e is s igned and not arized. 

T his pos it ion des erves a det ailed t reat ment， but not here. At any 
rat e， 1 must report t h at 1 c an find no reas onable bas is for Ìt . Or rat her， 
its bas is Iies not in evidenc e  or arg ument ， but in t he a dvant ages t o  
c ert ain viewpoints of eliminat ing E ngels from t he pict ure. T his has a 
mass ively c rippling effect on any att empt t o  underst and Marx. 

A fundament al bac kground fact is t he divis ion of labor whic h  t he 
t wo c ollaborat ors c onsc ious ly est ablis hed and followed. It was by 
des ign and agreement ， duri ng Marx’s lifet ime ，  t hat E ngels handled many 
popularized expos it ions ， “p art y" problems ， and c ert ain su bjects in 
whic h  he was pa rt ic ularly Î nt erest ed or expert .  T here was muc h  writ ing 
t hat E ngels t ook off Marx’s s houlders in order t o  give him undisr urbed 
。pporru nit y 1:0 c omplet e  his work.20 Henc e  E ngels' name was s igned 1:0 
many a proo uct ion t hat was int ended t o  repres ent t he joint views of t he 
“f irm." More t han onc e， Marx ref erred t o  t he fact t hat “t he t wo of us 
work t oget her in acc ordanc e wit h a c ommon plan and previous agr ee
ment ." 21 In import ant c as es ，  preliminary disc uss ions and c ons ult at ions 
t ook plac e， and/ or Marx read and c rit ic ized t he manusc ript before 
E ngels publis hed it . 

Up unt il Sept ember 1 870， when E ngels moved from Manc hest er t 。
London， s uc h  c ons ult at ions t ook plac e  part ly by mail ， part ly during 
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띠sits. ln 벼e former case， therefore， we sometimes have a record in 
writing， such as Engcls’ composition of the important propaganda 
pamphlet “The Prussian Military Question and the German Workers' 
Party." Here we can see Marx proposing general and specific changes. 
The more important consultatÍons were often hcld over for visits (by 
Marx to 뼈anchester， for example). After Engels moved to a residence 
near 뼈arx in London， their correspondence naturally fell to an 'inter
mittent trickle， but the two talked over issues and affai엉 virtually every 
day. Such intimate， almost 양mbiotic， coIlaboration over decades does 
not， of course， guarantee identity 00 every question; but it cannot be 
blithely ignored as if we were dealing with two ordinary political com
rades. Another elemεnt in this relationship would have been clear even 
if Engels had not publicly asserted it， as he did. While Engels never gave 
the impression of lacking confidence in his own capacities and opinions， 
this samξ sometimes bumptious man looked on Marx as his intellectual 
mentor and superior. 

For the period of their joint work， up to 1883， it is especially 
difficult to believe that Engels published any writing of significance 
that is basically different in viewpoint from Marx’s. Such a claim als。
entails the subclaim that Marx could read such a piece without realizing 
that a substantial disagreement was involved ， a phenomenon that at 
least calls for explanation. 

The main cases at issue go further， for one of the chief objeζtives of 
the Engels-versus-Marx myth is to detach E ngels' Aηti-D상hring from 
Marx’s seal of approval. This is a great convenience for a number of 
tendentious views， since Anti-Dühring was the only m ore or iess syste
matic presentation of Marxism made by either of the two men， and 
therefore covers much that Marx never got around to treating under his 
。wn namc. The bigger the vacuum that can be created in the Marx 
canon， the more easily can the empty spaces be filled in freehand and at 
will by anyone who cares to spin a fantasy of his own about Marxism. 

It is a nuisance for the fantasists that A ηti-Düh서η!g C따ne before 
뼈arx’s death， and that their collaboration on the work is well docu
mented， 뼈arx even writing 011e chapter of the book. 1 am afraid that 
the mythologists are unaware that Marx wrote a blanket endorsement 
of the book for party publication.:n Even if this record did not exist， it 
would take an imaginative reconstruction of their r 
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By its nature the work was a polemical defense of Marx and the views 
잃sociated with his name in the first place. It had to be a production of 

the “firm." It is a measure of the propensity to concoct nonsense that 
ambitious essays “proving" that Anti-D강hring is basically anti-Marx can 

be written without even raising or mentioning (let alone discussing) the 

plain fact that all this anti-Marxi5m went by Marx’s anxious inspection 

without raising a murmur.23 Obviously， Marx did not understand Marx

ism either; only the mythologists do. 

A11 this， however， is only one side of the matter， for of course each 

claimed divergencè must be considered on its own demerits. For the 

period after Marx’s death， the main front in the push to dεtach Engels 
from Marx has traditionally been located in the daim that age softened 

Engels into reformism， pacifism， and 50 on. 1 think the cla.im itself has 
been adequately refuted; in a subsequent volumε 1 shall show that the 
allegation has even less basis than is commonly supposed. 

It is customary to insert a wedge for the E ngels-versus-Marx myth by 
making the reasonable assertion that Engels and Marx wεre not identi
C외 twins， that Enge1s had a mind of his own， and similar unanswerable 
propositions. One can go much further without getting into mythology. 
It is unlikely that Marx would have written any given sentence in the 

same way as Engels. There is plenty of latitude for differences in 

formulation， nuance， emphasis， and so on， that are not negligible. These 
differences certain1y exist， and require attεntion depending on what is 
at issue-not merely because Marx and Engels were distÏnct individuals， 
but because they were very different indeed in features of personality 
and personal style of the sort that have a significant effect on formula
tlon. 

The single fact that Engels was a very facile and rapid writer sets h im 
off from Marx， who somεtimes seems to be wrenching formulations and 
concepts out of a depth by a convulsive effort. Engels' literary facility 
was a great convenience; his pen외양 was a greater capacity for making 
mistakes， some of which 1 have noted in these pages and elsewhere. 
(Naturally， each case is a separate issue.)  Another penalty was， fre← 
quenrly， the greater superficiality of his argumentation as compared 
with Marx’s. He was far less inhibited about making large generaliza
tions， not all of them properly qualified; Marx， on the other hand， 
often seems to be happier giv 
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that， if I see something 1 finished writing four weeks ago， 1 find it 
inadequate and give it a total reworking." Engels complained， as Marx 
dξlayed completing Capital， “As long as you still have a book before 
you that you consider important， you do not get down to the 
writing." 24 

In  any case， there is a large common-sense area lying between the 
view that anything Engels writes on his own is basically anti-Marxist， 
and that every word εver writtεn by Engels is guided by Marx’s mana. 

The practical conclusion of this discussion is this: because of the 
division of labor within the framework of close collaboration，  it is 
impossible to givε a thorough presentation of Marx’s views without 
including Engels' contributions， with whatever critical screening of 
formulations one believes necessary. This holds doubly for the political 
field ，  where， during Marx’s lifetime，  Engels often did the writing for the 
“firm，" and where so many problems did not become acute until after 
Marx’s death， as the movement developed. 

6. FORMAT 

NOTES: A sharp distinction in content has been made between 
reference ηotes， segregated in the back of the book， and footnotes， 
which are intended to be read as part of the text. The reference notes， 
indicated by superscript numbers， mainly offer information on sourceSj 
sometirnes， further referencesj seldom， rernarks on technical problems 
like translation. ln no case does the coηtent of a refereηce note affect 
the line of thought. The general reader is advised that tbey at.e best 
igηored. 

QUOTA T/ONS: All emphasis inside quoted passages is in the origi
nal ， never added. AII [brackets] inside quoted passages represent inter
polations added by me-explanations， reconstructions， etc. 

Much of Marx’s very early writing suffers from an overabundance of 
emphasized words and phrases， often for reasons undear 1:0 our con
tempor따y εyεs. But it is a mistake to adopt the course， which has 
lately become frequent， of omitting this emphasis， and it has been 
retained here. It may seem less puzzling if two things are borne in mind. 
First， the original German system of using 1 e t t e r s p a c i n g in
stead of ita/ics was rather less wearing on the optic nerves， and second， 
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the letter spacing was often intended not to indicate emphasis in  the 
usual sense but to draw attention to the coordinateness of thoughts， 
names， word-plays， and such， more like a pointed finger than a raised 
V01ce. 

It has been useful， especially when Marx’s unrevised English is in  
evidence， to  signal the fact that certain quoted passages or  words are in  

。
English in the original. The degree mark C )  has been ùsed with this 

。。
meaning. A double degree mark C V ) at the beginning of a quotation 
means the whole passage was originally written in English. Inside a 
quotation， words or phrases originally in English are marked off using 

。 。
the symbol like quotation marks， Yas here. V This has been done 0η@ 
where there was reason to indicate the fact. 

TRANSLA TIONS: Extant translations have been used where pos
sible; otherwise 1 am responsible fot all translations or revisions of 
extant translations as noted. In  g끽neral， the translations lean toward the 
literal within reasonable bounds: 1 have wanted to avoid the kind of 
literary editing in the guise of translation which in my opinion m와(es 
some translations unreliable. A remarkable number of new translations 
of Marx and Engels have appeared between the time this volume was 
substantially completed (about October 1973) and the time of publica
tion; this explains why there is no use of the translations in the new 
Marx-EngeIs Col/ected Works in English (of which three volumes are 
out as this is written) or in the Martin Nicolaus translation of the 
Grundrisse， as well as some othεrs of lesser note. However， these have 
been utilized as checks at some points. 

Finally， it is my p1easure to acknowledge the important assistance 
rendered to this work by grants from the Louis M. Rabinowitz 
Foundation. 

THE SCOPE OF FORTHCOMING VOLUMES 

Following is a chapter outline of Volμmes 2 arrd J as presently pro
jected. Space aηd o tbeγ coηsiderations mα'y cause miηor cbanges. 

VOLUME 2. CLASSES AND REVOLUTI ONARY POLlTICS. 
Part 1 . The Proletariat and Proletarian Revolution. 

1 .  Patterns of revolution. 2. The special dass. 3. Anatomy of the prole-
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tartat. 4. Trade unions and dass. 5. Trade unions and politics. 6. The 
principle of dass self-emancipation. 

Part 1 1 .  Social Classes in Struggle. 
7. The bourgeoisie and bourgeois revolution. 8. Permanent revolution in 
184.8.  9. The last version of permanent revolution. 10. From bourgeois 
to proletarian revolution. 11. The petty-bourgeoisie in revolutÎon. 
12. The peasant question: social setting. 13. The peasant question: 
toward a revolutionary alliance. 14. The peasant question: program and 
policies. 15. The lumpen-class versus the proletariat. 

Part m. Mixed-Class Elements and Movements. 
16. InteIlectual labor and laborers. 17. IntelIεctual elements: social role. 
18. InteIlectuals and the proletarian movement. 19. The women’s rights 
movernent. 20. Nationalisrn and revolution. 

VOLUME 3. THE ROAD TO SOCIALISM 
Part I. Marx versus Other Socialisrns. 

1. Utopian and nonclass socialism. 2. The anarchist mirage. 3 .  State 
sociaHsm. 4. Reactìonary anticapitalisrn. 5. Reform and revolution. 
6. ReforrnÌsm and parliamentarism. 

Part IL The Road to Political Power. 
7. The question of force and violence. 8. The question of putschism and 
terrorism. 9. TI1ξ revolutionary act. 10. Movement， party， sect: the 
question of organization. 

Part IH.  Theory of the Workers State. 
11. the state machine. 12. τasks of the workers state. 13 . The 
Cornrnune state. 14. Centralism and decentralization. 15. The “dictator

of the prolζtariat. " 
Part IV. The Societal Revolution. 

16. Revolution in economics: toward the abundant society. 17. In 
sociεtal structure: toward the dassless socictγ. 18. In political struc
ture: toward the stateless society. 19.1n social life: toward com
munality. 20. In sexual relations: toward the ernancipation of women. 
잉 . ln humankind: towar갱 a new individualism. 
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THE DEMOCRA TIC 
EXTREMIST 

Marx entered active p olitical Iife at the age of twenty-four as  a 
liberal democratic journalist， the champion of political democracy. This 
period opens .at the beginning of 1 84 2 ，  when he wrote his first pub
lished .political artide， and cIoscs toward the latter part of. the following 
year， when h e  became a communist. The development in between， 
which transforrned him from a radical-democratic liberal into a revolu
tionary-democratic communist， is centered around his work for the 
Rheiηische Zeitung (RZ) of Cologne， of which he became the editor in 
October 1 842. ‘ 

At the beginning of this period Marx’s main interest lay in and 
around the field. of philosophYi  by its end he h ad reoriented toward 
social and political issues. That is， h e  began it as a radical philosopher 
and ended it as a soc:ial revolutionary. 

The .  transition was not primarily a philosophical process， nor one 
made through philosophicaI Iucubrations. This young Marx Ís often 
portrayed as having come to a revolutionary understanding of society 
through a critique of H egel’s texts on the state and society. The 
biographical fact， howevζr， is that hε came to the content of his 
critique of the Hegelian view of the state through a year and a h alf of 
rubbing his nose against the social and political facts of life， which he 
encountered as the crusading editor of the most extreme leftist demo‘ 
cratic nεwspaper in pre-1848 Germany， as weII as in reading contem po
rary political literature. 

3 1  
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1 .  STA TE AND CI V/L SOCIETY IN HEGELESE 

During this RZ period and for some time after， Marx shared a stock 
of conceptions about the state with the Young Hegelian milieu in which 
he had matured， within a framework of ideas that remained basically 
HegeIian even while departing from HegeI in important conclusions. For 
our purposes it is especially vital to understand the Hegelian distinction 
between state and civi/ society， a way of thinking we wilI encounter 
often in the next few chapters. 

The difficulty for the modern reader is not simply terminological， a 
matter of learning the HegeIian tag for p henomena which go by some 
other label in plain English or German. One reason HegeIian terminolσ 
gy remains puzzling even after a formal explanation is that it reflects a 
different way of ordering social phenomena in one’s mind ; it dissects 
social reality along different Iines. 

To begin with : the “rational" state， involving a j ust and ethical 
relationship of harmony among the eléments of society， is an ideal 
against which existing states are to be measured. The extent to which it 
“really" is a state depends on its closeness to the ideal. 1 The essence of 
the state is eternal， 끽ot historical. For Hegel ， its aim is the “realization 
of rational freedom " ;  aS “an association of free men mutually educating 
each other，" it is the “great organism in  which juridical ， ethical ， and 
political freedom has to achieve realization." (These phrases are， as a 
matter of fact， from an article by Marx in the RZ. )2 The frame of 
reference， then， is not necessarily anything that actually exists， but 
rather what should exist. 

Next， the word state does not refer merely to the political institu
tions of society， but to all of public affairs and life in a certain broad 
sense. It embraces the totality or col1ectivity of humanity’s communa/ 
concerns; it is the institutionalization of communality in society， not of 
political organization in  our narrower sense. The “political state" is 
oIÙy one aspect of this. 

If the state is the communal sphere of society， in contrast ci띠l 
society (bürgerliche Gesellschaft) embi:aces the private world of indi
vidu외 strivings and interests. Hence it especially comprises the eco
nomic strivings of individuals. I n  modern times， bourgeois economic 
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activity， with its emphasis on privatized dog-eat-dog relations， is pre
eminently in the realm of civil society. '" 

But the term becomes ambiguous as its mεaning shifts from the civil 
society of the old regime to the civil society of modern times; the 
medieval Büγ-geγ becomes the m odern bourgeois. In German， bürger
licbe Gesellscbaft can mean either “civil society" or “bourgeois soci
ety ，" depending on its context and the user’s intention. Whεn the 
context is modern times， and therefore the bourgeois society of modern 
times， it inevitably tends to connote bourgeois society even when it is 
properly translatεd “civil society." The term operates on a sliding scale 
of meaning. In translations a conscious choice must be made， but the 
German usage did not necessarily involve a conscÎousness of the 
alternatives. 

This caution is interestingly confirmed by the fact that Marx first 
showed awareness of the slipperiness of the term in Tbe German 
ldeology， thε work in which he first thoroughly emancipated himself 
from the Hegelian framework in social thought. Here he uses bûrger
liche Gesellschaft explicitly to mean the ecoηomic sphere of society， 
which determines the state as its political superstructure : “ l t  embraces 
the whole commercial and industriål l ife of a given [historical ] 
stage . . . .  " He now sees the ambiguity of the term from outside 
Hegelianism， and feels called on to explain : 

The term bürgerlicbe Gesellscbaft emerged in the eighteenth 
century， when property relationships h ad already extricated 
themselves from thε ancient and medieval communal society. 
Büγ-gerliche Gesellschaft as such  only develops with the bourgeoi
sie; the social organization evolving directly out of production 
and commerce， which in all ages forms the basis of the state and 
of the rest of the ideological superstructure， has h owever always 
been designated by the same name.6*'" 

• This distinction in H egel resembled， and was partly derived from ， the 
c1assical Greek distinction between the polis (the communaJicy， not “politics") 
and the privatized concerns of individuals.3 Also see the point made in  Chapter 11 
regarding Marx's impact on the “difference between state and society， an idea 
virtually u nheard of before h is time . . ...  But actually i t  was more a matter of 
different ways of drawing the line between state and society. It is exaggeration to 
believe that Hegel， or the young Marx， usually equated the state with (all) 
society， S for what the state concept exduded was precisely civil society. 

'" '" Further on， Marx notes that Stirner was able to perpetrate confusions with 
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In. full maturity，、 in one of his most important summary statements， 
Marx traced his developed theory .of the state back to his first critique 
of Hegεl’s conception，pf state and civil sociεty: 

My investigation led to the result that legal relations as well as forms 
。f the state are to be grasþed neither from themselves nor from the 
sò-è'alled generàl devèlopmenf of the human mind， but rather have 
theirroots in‘ the materìàl cónditÌons of life， the sum total of which 
Hegel， following the example of the Englishmen and Frenchmen of 
the eightéenth century， combines uIlder the name of “civil soci
ety � ' ;  that， however， thε anatomy of civil society is to be sought in 

; political economy: 8 

That is: Marx’s irivestigation led him to believe that Hegel’s views on 
the relatipη between state and civil society had to bε changed. Never
theless， it is useful to reme‘mber that his cεntral starting point was the 
probleri1 50 p osεd: 

The bróad .'use of state in Hegelese prεsents translation problems. 
Marx’s early f�rmulatiolis， in the Hegèlian spirit， oftεn come close to 
counterpo'siη'g the state concept (the idea! state) against what we would 
now understand by thè temL What we would call the statehe might label 
the p()litical sta.te or the Beamteηstdaf-the bureaucracy’s state apparatus， 
or just the burèàucracy. TI1us， ìn ^Üne article Marx wrote that the “bu
reaucracy is still too powerful; that not só'much the whole state as part of 
the state， the ‘govεrnment，’ carries on a real political life [5 taatsleben ] . "  9 
In i:he present èhapter� Staat iIl one cöntext is translatεd the “body 
p이iric/， in the hope of suggesting a widet sphere of public affairs than is 
prεsently connoted by state. ln another context 5taatgeist is translated 
“public spirit，" for today “statè spirit" would suggest almost the very 
opposite of what Marx was trying to say in 1842. 

2. THE WINDS OF 'FREEDOM 

The arena . .  of Marx’s political debut ‘ was the Rhineland， .which 
differed from the rest of Germ‘any ìn significant respects. 

the “assistánce of the. Gennan word Bürger; which he can interpret at will as 
‘ciloyen ’ or as ‘bourgeoís’ or as the Gennan ‘good burgher.’ " 7 But this is the 50rt 
of sh íftíng word play on which Hegelianism thrived. not simply Stirner. 
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1 .  When Marx was bom h is native .Rh.inelandι was only three years 
away from having been ι part of revolutionary France . .In ， 1 795 it h ad 
been taken over by Napoleon’s armÎes and socially remolded. Only↑ m 
1 8 1 5  was it annexed by Prussia: annexed • .  but: far from compJ�tely 
Prussianized even by the 1 840s. Even the . legal system remained . gal
l icized. As Heine put it ，  the Rhinelander was tl1US made into “a Prussian 
by the power of conquest. " Engels‘ echoed . thisin the midst ofrevohl
tion in Cologne in 1 849 : “ I t was only byforce that. w.e [ Rh inelandersl 
became subjects to Prussia and remained so. We w.ere ηeV.er Rrussiaηs. ” 

He adds: “ But nowi when we '. are marched against Hungary， when 
Prussian territory is  trodden by Russian robber bands-::-no\'，l :we feel . like 
Prussians， yes indeed. ψe feel . wbat a disgrace it is to. bearιbe ‘name of 
Pruss ian! "  10 rusStan l 

2. The Rhineland was the most industrialized and . economically 
developed section of Germany . with the' most conscious’ l iberal bour
geoisie. Top 1εaders of the 1 848. rèvolutionary government wetè gbing 
to be Rhenish-indeed， were to be men .who .  had b’een sponsors of the 
Rbeiηiscbe Zeituη'g. >1<、 The Prussian bu'reaucratic system， wrote a， .mod
ern h istorian， “harmonized but poorly with the. free‘ industrial com
munities of the Rhenish provinces， where Prussian bureáuciats .were 
perpetually at daggers' points with the native population.:’ 13. Further， 
the peasantry of the RhineJand was advanced and ìnodern as compared 
with that of Prussia. 14 ι ( 

3. In consequence of these facts. the intellectuaJ and .social climate 
of the region retained some of the heat generated by the revolutionary 
furor on the othεr side of the Rhine. “ French" ideas-:-constitutional
ism ， representative democracy. Liberty-Equality-Fraternity . etc .-were 
not so foreign. 

Have we forgotten [ wrote Enge1s in 1 888 J  that the whole left 
bank of the Rhine . . .  was pro-French-minded when thè Germans 
moved into it again in 1 8 14 ，  and remained pro-French-minded till 
1 848 when the revolution rehabilitated the Germans in the 
Rh inelanders’ 아res? that Heine’s pro-French enthusiasm and even 
h is Bonapartism were not�ing but th e ech o of general public 
feeling west of the Rhine? 15 

Q Prominent among these was the same L. Camphausen “’ho was going to be 
the head of the first bourgeois government in 1 848 and the target of Marx’s 
revolutionary opposition H As editor of the RZ. Marx defended Camphausen’s 
election as deputy to the provincial Diet against criticism from the right. 1 2 
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Even French socialist ideas had penetratep， especially in the form 
most appealing to a modernizing， industrializing new class: Saint
Simonism. These new notions were denounced from the pulpit by 
the archb ishop in Trier， Marx’s birthplace j Marx’s future father-in-Iaw 
talked them up at homej and h is law professor did the same at the 
University of Berlin. 16 The first German socialist propagandist， Ludwig 
Gall ， h ad recently used Trier as his center of operation. Marx’s mind ， 
long before it turned to social issues， was formed on the front where 
French' ideas met German cultural patterns. 

The winds from France， and the breezes wafted up from the Rhenish 
liberal bourgeoisie， bore the word liber갱/Freiheit to the ears of those 
interested in widening political participation in decision-making by the 
people. A specific freedom was the occasion for Marx’s debut as a 
political activist. 

The new king， Friedrich W ilhelm IV，  whose accession to the throne 
in 1 840 had been eagerly awaited by the Iiberals， had made noises 
about broadening the freedom of the press， and in December 1841  he 
promulgated new regulations (“instructions") on the censorship. Lib
erals and εven Y oung Hegelians hailed the step enthusiastically ; indeed， 
so did the Rheinische Zeitung at first. 17 [n two articles Marx set out t。
dissect the pseudoliberalism of the new regulations and counterpose h is 
own conception of freedom-that is， political democracy. 

We must stress that under the existing circumstances the issue of free 
press and censorship was not just one of many liberal issues. The liberal 
democrats considered it， along with the constitutÍon， the key to 
political change.18 

3. THE “ FREEDOM OF THE PRESS" ARTICLES 

We shall consider Marx’S two articles together. One， “Comments on 
the Latest Prussian Censorship lnstructions，" was the first article he 
ever wrote， but although it was written in J anuary 1842， it was not 
published till the following year， in Switzerland. The other， dealing 
with the debates on freedom of the press in the Rhenish Diet， was his 
first ar，ticle to see print， in the RZ. 

The RZ article first takεs up the speakers who opposed freedom of 
the press， analyzing the arguments used by deputies of three of the 
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social estates (Stände) *  represented in the Diet:  the princes， the landed 
gentry， and the “cities" (the urban bourgeoisie) .  It then discusses the 
arguments used by supporters of freedom of the press， from the cities 
and from the fourth estate (the peasantry) .  

At this point Marx is  writing within the framework of a bourgeois
democratic view of society， in the sense that he does not question 
private propεrty in production， especially in land. Similarly ， his opera
tive social theorγ is that of h is intelIectual milieu : to defend freedom ， 
he writζs， “1 must grasp it in its essential character， not in εxternal 
relations" 1 9_a characteristical1y idealist formulation. But the im
portant thing about these first two articles is how far he goes in a 
direction which is incompatible with the framework， and becomes 
ready to burst through it. For while th eory (“philosophy") telIs h im he 
must grasp the subject in some way other than “in external relations，" 
it is precisely the social relations that he keeps running into in the 
course of his RZ career. 

Freedom of the press and censorship provided only the peg for 
Marx’s analysis of the problem of freedom (democracy) in these ar
ticles. The passages concerned only with the press are of m inor impor
tance. For example: the opponents of freedom of the press do not face 
up to the real relationship that exists between censorship and intellec
tual development; the government-approved press “lies without cease; it 
must give up even the consciousness of lying， and lose all shame." 20 The 
first duty of a truth-seeker is “to make directly for the truth without 
looking right or left"-“Won’t 1 forget the heart of the matter if it is 
more important that 1 speak it in the prescribed form?" The censorship 
closes the possibility of frank discussion on th e press.zt 

But the real subject is not simply the specific issue of the new 
regulations. The subject is democratic rights across the board. And the 
main target is not the apologists for the old absolutism ， but the l iberal 
defenders of freedom themselves. 

Here is a summary of the themes in Marx’s first political articles. 

* The German Stand ( French état; English estate. socia! estate， as in “Third 
Estate") does not mean exact!y the same as “class." A S tand is a class or social 
stratum organized in a juridical relationship to the state ; it also means an assembly 
based on Stand representation. Here i t  is often translated “c1ass " ;  “estate" is used 
when it is advisable to call attention to the difference. 
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4. THE SUB] ECT: 
DEMO，CRATIC RIGHTS IN GENERAL 

The liberal oppositioη shows us the h igh point of a p olitical 
assembly， just as opposition in general shows the h igh .point of a 
society. . . .  Tlie l iberal opposition shows us what the l iberal 
position is， it shows us to what extent free�om has been in
carnated?2 

The debate on this question best shows the character of the Diet， Marx 
contmues: 

It is in the opposition to freedom in geηeral that the spirit of a 
particular sphere of people， the individual interest of a specific 
class [Stand] ， the natural one-sidedness of its character， manifests 
itself most crudeIy and harshly， and shows its teeth， so to speak. 

When the speakers for the princes， landed gentry， and cities attacked 
freedom of the press， 

it was not thê individual but the class that polemized. What 
m irror， therefore， could more faithfully reflect the inner charac
ter of the Diet? μ 

Freedom of the press is only one particular question ; it will not solve 
everything. “ I t  is not a perfect th ing itsεlf" and wiII not bring per
fection ; it is not the “all-in-al l" of the matter.24 What the right wing 
“argues against in freedom of the press is huma11 freedom . . . . " 2S For 
no democratic right can be rejected without impugning every demo
cratic right:  this， in fact， is the climactic point of the RZ article :  

. with the lack of freedom of the press， all other freedoms 
become il1usory. Every form of freedom conditíons the others， 
just as every bodily membεr affects everγ other. Every time one 
form of freedom is rejected， it is freedom that is rejected and 
dεprived of any semblance of life ;  after that， pure chance will 
decide just what will be the butt of unfreedom ’s overweening 
power. Unfreedom thcn becomes the rule， and freedom an excep
tion to chance and arbitrariness. Thus there Îs nothing more 
topsy-turvy than to believe ， when it is a questiol1 of a special 
existence-form of freedom， that this is a spec갱1 questi01ι I t  is the 
general question within a special sphere. Freedom remains free
dom. whether it expresses itself in printer’s ink or land or con-
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science or a political assembly . . . . Thus the Sixth Rhenish Diet 
condemned itself in .uttering its condemnation of freedom of the 
press. --

5 .  MARX RE]ECTS THE LIBERAL OPPOSITION 

We said that Marx began as a liberal democrat， but from the 
beginning he was not only on the extreme left wing of thè tendency but 
publicly attacking it. 

His first aìticle (in ] anuary 1 842) is already critical of the liberals' 
basic approach. It will not do， he argues， to reform the censorship 
procèdures or personnel， for “ìn the essence of censorship lies a basic 
defect which no law can correct." It is a mistake to attack the 
indivìduals， the censors， rather than the system of censorship: “ It is this 
kind .of pseudo-liberalism from which concessions are. squeezed， to 
sacrifice individual persons， the tools， . but maintain the heart of the 
matter， the institution. " 27 Rather: “The real radical cure o[ the censor
ship would be its abolitioη; for the institution is bad， and institutions 
are migh tier than men." 28 

His May RZ articIe leads off its discussion of the Diet debates with a 
caustìc characterization of the liberal defenders of freedom . The oppo
nents， he writes， had the adva‘ntage of arguing with a “passionate bias" 
which gave them a real position on the press， whereas the defenders 

have no real relatioηsbip to what they are defending. They have 
never felt the need for freedom of the press. For them it is an 
ìntellectual thìng， in which the heart has no place. For them it is 
an “exotic" . plant， which they are concerned with simply as 
“hobbyists. " ‘1 

They do not really have a deep attachment to freedom of the press， 
and hεnce are not really able to defend it.31 

One of the urban spεakεrs gave a blunt businessman’s line of argu
ment， which we will take up in the next sectÍon. ln this connection 
Marx contrasts this speaker’s down-to-earth concreteness with the vague 
abstractions of the liberal ideologues: 

. we must recognize the unconditional advantage he has over 
the rambling and shambling argumentation lacking any stand
point whích is put forward by those German liberals who think 
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they are honoring freedom when they transport it into the starry 
heaven of the imagination instead of the solid ground of reality. 
It is to these theoreticians of the imagination， these sentimental 
enthusiasts， wh o shun any contact between their ideal and vulgar 
reality as a profanation， that we G ermans partly owe the fact that 
freedom has up to now remained a thing of the imagination and 
sentimentalism. 

The G ermans are in general inclined to sentimentalities and 
extravagancesj they h ave a fondness for music out of the blue.  It 
is gladdening， therefore， if the big question of the idea is demon
strated to them from a blunt， realistic standpoint derived from 
the immediate background. The Germans are by nature most 
deferentiaI， submissive， and respectful.  Out of pure respect for 
ideas， they do not put them into practice. They devote a cult of 
worship to them， but they do not cultivate them. The speaker’s 
method， therefore， seems to be a suÎtable one to familia셔ze the 
G erman with h is ideas， to show h im that involved here are not 
remote matters but his immediate interests， to translate the 
language of gods into the language of men.32 

Toward the c10se of the article， Marx goes almost alI the way in 
repudiating the l iberal opposition : 

G oing by the usual normal type， the defeηders offreedom oftbe 
press in the Sixth Rhenish Diet， therefore， differed from its 
oppoηeηts not in substance but rather in tendency . . . .  Some 
want the privilege for the government alone， others want t。
divide it among severaI individuals; some want a complete censor
ship， others only a half censorship;  some want three-eighths of 
freedom of the press， others none at all . God protect me from my 
friends! 33 

After a short reference to some exceptions， * Marx summarizes the 
debates as having produced an overpowering impression of “dreariness 

• The better speeches noted by Marx were made by one libera1 and some 
representatives of the peasant estate. Marx quotes general st와:ements from these 
deputies which at least seem to oppose censorship as SUCh. '4 Later in 1842 he 
ca1led his own viewpoint “real Iibera1i앙n" as distinct from the self-styled liberal
ism of the existing liberal opposition， which (he says) could be considered liberal 
only as against the ideas of 1 8 1 9. This “real Iibera1ism . . .  has to strive for a 
compJetely new， deeper， more thoroughly devel?ped， and frur polítical form 
corresponding to the consciousness of the people."" 
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and malaise，" fluctuating “between the willful callousné.ss of privilege 
and the natural impotence of a half-libera1ism . . . . " 36 

6. MARX REJ ECTS THE BOURGEOIS 
APPROACH TO D EMOCRACY 

While it is true that Marx’s thinking b egan within the basic frame
work of bourgeois-democratic ideology ， it is also true that this bour
geois-democrat began h is career by publicly blasting the specifically 
bourgeois approach to democracy on the free press issue. This came up 
in his RZ article in connection with h is discussion of three speakers， in 
ascending importance. 

The speaker from the landed gentry had made critical remarks about 
the consequences of freedom of the press in France. ln reply， Marx 
points to the French system whereby a publisher m ust deposit security 
money (caμtion) as a bond that will be forfeited if the government 
cracks down : 

The French prεss is not too freε ; it is not free enough. I t  is not 
under an intel1ectual censorship ，  to be sure， but is under a 
material censorship，  the system of heavy security-money deposits. 
This has a materia1 effect precisely because it is drawn out of its 
true sphere into the sphere of large-scale commercial speculation. 
In addition， large-scaJe commercial speculation goes along with 
big cities. Therefore the French press is concentrated in a few 
places ; and if material power concentrated in few places has a 
diabolical effect， how can it be otherwise with intel1ectual 
power? 37 

Tying the exercise of a freedom， then， to possessìon of εnough m oney 
to operate it Îs a form of censorsh ip too， and not to be borne. (This， 
and more of the same， is written by a man wh o is still under the 
impression he is analyzing freedom in its “essεntial" character and “not 
in external relations" ! )  

The speaker who represents the urban bourgeoisie (the cities) a s  a 
social estate gets the shortest shrift of all ìn Marx’s article. “Wε have 
before us the opposition of the bourgeois， not of the citoyen. " He is 
treated with contempt:  “The speaker from the cities thinks he is linking 
himself with Sieyès when h e  makεs this bourgeois remark : ‘Freedom of 
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the press is a fiηe thiη'g as long as bad.people don’t meddle in it.' ' ’ 38 
Marx derides this， and cites some other philistine generalities by this 
bourgeois. One of them points ahead to the role of the bourgeoisie in 
the 1 848 revolution. The folIowing passage by Marx begins with his 
quotation from the speaker: 

“Sympathies in favor of a coÍ1stitution and freeddm of the press 
must necessarily be weakened when one sees how in every coun
try" (meaning France) “th ey are linked with endless changeable
ness in conditions. and a disquieting uncertainty about the 
future." 

When the cosmological discovery was first made that the earth 
is a .mobile perpetuum， many a staid Gεrman put his hands on his 
nightcap and groaned over the endless changeableness of condi
tions in the motherland， and- a disquieting uncertainty over the 
future dismayed h im about a h ouse that stood on its head every 

39 mmute. 

But most important is Marx’s attack on the main motion proposed 
by the defeηders of freedom of the press. Here is “the real charac
teristic viewpoint of this report":  

The proposer wants the freedom of the press-busiηess not to be 
exduded from the geηeral freedom o[ business . . . . “The labors 
of arms and legs are free，  but those of the head are put under 
tutelage . . . .  " 

What strikes one first of all is to see that [reedom of the press 
is subsumed under freedom of busiηess. . . . Rembrandt painted 
the mother of God as a Dutch peasant:  why shouldn’t our 
speaker dζpict freedom ìn a form with which he is familiar and 
feels at home?40 

But， argues Marx， to put freedom of the press under freedom of 
business Îs like “compelling a giant to livε in the house of a pygmy." 
Every freedom (of press， courts， religion， business， etc.)  is a freedom in 
its own right while at the same time part of a system of freedom . 

To put freedom of the press in a cIass under freedom of business 
is to defend it while kiIling it in the course of the defense; for d。
1 not abolish thè freedom of a character when 1 demand that it be 
free in the same way another character is? Y our freedom is not 
my freedom ， cries thε press to business. [ wilI obey the laws of 
my sphere as you do the laws of yours. To be free in your way is 
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to me identical with unfreedom ， just as the cabinetmaker would 
hardly feel pleased if he demanded freedom to carry on his trade 
and was given freedom to philosophize as an equivalent . 

. is the press true to its character， does it act in accordance 
with the nobility of its nature， is the press free， if it degrades 
itself to a busiηess? To be sure， the writer must make money in 
order to be  able to exist and write， but on no account must he 
exist and write in order to make money.41 

The argumentjs that . the democratic freedoms must not be “degraded" 
into a mere instrument for advancing the interests of the bourgeoisie. 

7. AGAINST B UREAUCRATIC (STATE) 
CONTROL OF THE M IND 

At this stage in the development of democràtic institutions， the 
demand for the rule of law meant a struggle against the rule of an 
arbitrary state and its bureaucrats. This is also an integral part of the 
program embodied in Marx’s first articles. 

Censorship is “a prεventive measure of the police against freedom ." 
A good press law would step in only against abuses defined in  the law; 
it “considers freedom to be the ηormal condition of the press." In fact， 
freedom needs laws， not arbitrary power. “A press law is therefore the 
legal recogηitioη of freedom of tbe press. 

， ， 42 Freedom means the 
freedom to disagree. '" From this p osition， common enough in liberalism 
up to this point， Marx goes over to a sweeping opposition to any and 
every control over opinions， as distinct from acts. The .transition is 
m ade inthis passage: 

What a difference between a j udge and a censor! 
The censor has no law except his master. The judge h as n。

• Here ishow Marx worked out .this basic notion: “Since a legal development 
is not possible without. the development of laws; since a developmeQt of laws is 
impossible without a criticism of laws; since every criticism of. l aws sets the 
citizens' heads; hence also hearts， at variance wiih the existing laws; since this 
variance is  perceived as dissatisfaction : then a l oyal participation by the press in 
the deveIopmerit of the state is impossible if it must not stir up dissati�faction 
with the existing legal conditions." 4 3  It is interesting that this line of argument 
proves not merely the permissibility but the necessity of opposition， its indispen
sability even from the point of view of good government. 
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master except the law. But the judge has the duty of interpreting 
the law in order to apply it to individu31 cases as he understands 
it after painstaking scrutiny ; the censor has the duty of under
standing the law as it is 0힘cially 쩌teγpreted for him in the 
individual case. The independent judge belongs neither to me nor 
to the government . . . .  If  1 am haled before a court， 1 am charged 
with contravening an existing law， and for a law to be violated it 
must first εxist. Where no press law exists， none can be violated. 
The censorship does not charge me with violating an existing law. 
It condemns my opinion because it is not the opinion of the 
censor and his master. My public act， which stands before the 
world and its judgment， before the state and its law， is judged by 
a hidden and merely negative power which cannot constitute 
itself as law， shuns the light of day， and is not linked to any 
general principle. 

A ceηsoγ'ship laτV %s aη impossibility because it would punish 
not offenses but opinions， because it cannot b e  anything but a 
formularized ceηsor . . . .  여 

To the Diet speaker it is all one whether action is taken on the basis 
of a bureaucrat’s arbitrary decision or a court decision based on law. 
“Certainly our spe와<er， whose eyes are fixed on heaven， sees the earth 
far beneath him as a contemptible dust-heap， and so all he can say 
about flowers is that they are dust-covered." But such distinctions are 
basic to freedom: “ Freedom involves not only what but just as much 
hoτv 1 live， not only that 1 perform a free act but that 1 perform it 
freely." 45 The alternative is encouraging anarchy: “As the people must 
look on free writings as lawless， they get used to thinking that what is 
lawless is free， that freedom is lawless， and that what is legal is unfree. 
Thus censorship kills public spirit." 46 

Above 311， the offense of censorship is that it regiments the m ind ; it 

exercises tutelage over the highest interest of the citizens， their 
minds . . .  [ itl regulates the behavior of the public mind， which is 
m ore than the Roman censors did . . . .  

You m arvel at the deIightful diversity， the inexhaustible riches 
of nature. You do not ask the rose to smdl like the violet ;  but the 
richest of  311， the mind， is supposed to exist in  only a siη!gle 
manner? 1 am humorous， but the law orders people . to write 
seriously. 1 am bold， but the law commands my style to be 
restrained. Gray 0η gγay is the  so1e color of freedom， the author-

.J ___ 47 lzeo one. 
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The last remark is a reference to the regulations' allowance only of 
“serious and restrained pursuit of truth." Marx objects to any limita
tion. The regulations also demand that writings be “well-intentioned in 
tendency‘" Marx replies: 

The writer is thus subjectεd to the m ost frightful terrorism， the 
jurisdiction of suspicioη. Tende1떠ous laws， laws that do not 
provide objective norms， are laws of terrorism such as were 
conceived by the state’s extremities under Robespierre and the 
state’s rottenness under the Roman emperors. Laws that make 
their main crit�rion not the act as sucb， but what is in the mind 
of the person acting， are nothing but positive saηctioηs oflaτvless
ness . . .  

On1y insofar as 1 express myself by entering the sphere of the 
actual do 1 enter the sphere of the legislator. In the εyes of the 
law 1 h ave no existence， 1 am not its 。비ect， except in my acts. 
They are the on1y things the law has to hold me to . . . .  However， 
a tendentious law punishes not o nly what 1 do but what 1 think 
apart from any act . . . .  The law punishes me not for the wrong 1 
do but for the wrong 1 do not do.'+<> 

Twice m ore in this article Marx repeats with emphasis: “All 。이ec
tiνe norms are abolished. 

，，49 One trouble with such bureaucratic regula
tions is the “indefinite scope" of the qualifications: “We are at the 
mercy of the temperament of the censor." 50 Prescriptions like “serious 
and restrained" cannot be objectively defined: “ Is the truth to be 
u nderstood so simply， that that is truth τvhich the goverηment so 
decrees . . .  ? " 51 

And how is a law of this kind to be carriεd out? Through means 
more revolting than the law itself， through spies， or through 
agreement in advance to consider whole literary tendencies sus
pect， in which case indeed it remains to ferret out to what 
tendency an individual belongs.52 

But this puts unrestrained power in the hands of civil servants: 

You place so much trust in your state institutions that you think 
they will make a saint out of a weak m ortal ， the government 
official， and make it possible for h im to do the impossible. But 
you distrust your state organism so much that you fear the 
isolated opinion of a private person. . . . The Instruction asks 
un1imited trust in the officialdom， but it fIows from unlimited 
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distrust of all nonofficials. Why shouldn’t we pay back in the 
same c_oin? Why shouldn’t this very officialdom be suspect in our 
eyes? �" 

Which !eads to another sweeping conclusion : 

So the essence of censorship is in general based on the arrogant 
delusion of the police statε about its officials. Ev，εn the simplest 
thing is considered beyond the understanding and good will of 
the public; but even the impossible is supposed to be possible for 
thε officials. 

This basic defect permeates all our institutions.54 

8 .  FREEDOM MEANS DEMOCRATIC 
CONTROL FROM BELOW 

It is not only the state bureaucracy that considers itself above all 
control from the people. The elected representatives sitting in the Diet 
hold a similar attitude. But the representatives must express the wil1 of 
the people. " 

The speaker for the landed-gentry estate warns .the Diet against being 
swayed by “outside influences" rather than “inner conVÍction. "  The 
amazing thing， comments Marx， is that by “outside influences" he 
mεans the people the Diet is supposed to represent. Marx goes on to 
polemize against this e1itist and fetishistic conception of representative 
democracy. 

To. be sure， the [people of theJ province h ave the righ t， under 
prescribed conditions， to adopt these gods [ their representativ，εsJ 
as their own， but right after this act of creation they must， like 
fetish-worshipers， forget that these are gods they have made with 
their own h ands.56 

The deputies 。이ect to publishing Diet proceedings regularly because 
they regard the Diet as their own privilege and not as the right of the 
people to representation. “What the province demands， rather， is that 

"'. cf. Marx later in the RZ: the state is in a healthy condition only “if law is 
the conscious exp ression of the will of the people， and therefore is made with the 
will of the people and by it."5S 
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the words of the deputies be transfonned into the publicly heard yoice 
of the country." This representation of the people 

is therefore pure nonsense if its specific character does not consist 
precisely in the fact that action is not taken here on behalf of the 
province but rather that it takes action itself; that it is not 
represented h ere but rather represents itself. A representation 
which is secIuded from the consciousness of its constituents is no 
representation at all .  

That way， you get the “sensεIess contradiction that my own self
activity is to be an act by someone else， of which 1 myself 따n 

"， 57 u naware . .  � 
The mere existence of a representative assembly (for which the 

liberal bourgeoisie would gladly settlε) is declared to be unacceptable
in the organ of these very l iberals， by Marx’s pen. He already feels it 
will be necessary to go much further: 

To be sure， we have long been of the opinion that parliameηtary 
freedom [ that is， freedom through representative democracy} 
stands only at the beginning of its beginning; and the very speech 
under d iscussÍon h as convinced us anew that the rudiments in the 
study of political affairs have still not been worked out. 

What has to be workεd out? Marx offers early warning against a 
representative system that gives deputies freedom to isolate themselves 
from the people :  

Certainly the devel opment o f  patliamentary freedom i n  the old 
French sense， '" '" independence in  respect to public opinion， stag
nation of the caste spirit ，  may develop most completely through 
isolation ; but it is precisely against this development that one 
cannot warn too early. A truly political assembly blossoms out 
。nly under the great protectorate of the public spirit， just as 
living things do onIy under the protectorate of the open air 
I꺼’ezeη Luft l . S9 

It is this issue， the meaningfulness of representative forms， which 
leads Ìnto one of the most important passages. The Diet speaker had 

" l n another RZ article Marx similarly attacks a legislator who “replaces 
sel f-detennination by determination from above . . . .  " 58 

" "  The (pre- 1 789) “。Id French" par/ement was a h igh court. made up of the 
administrative nobility ; i t  i ncreasingly became p ol itical in function， but it was not 
an assembly of representatives. 
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said (as quoted by Marx) that “iWan . . . is by nature imperfect and 
immatμre and needs education for the whole duration of hÌs develop
ment， which ceases only with his deatb. " ( I t  is the old argument， still 
lively today， that this-or-that people is not “ready" for democracy.) 
Marx’s demolition of this “principled stand" (as he calIs it) has not 
been surpassed. To begin with : 

To fight freedom of the pγess， one must maintain the thesis of the 
permanent immaturity of the human race . .  

lf  the immaturity of the human race is the mystical ground for 
opposing freedom of the press， then certainly censorship is a most 
reasonable means of hindering the human race from coming of 
age.60 

That is the first point : the people can never become “mature". enough 
to govern themselves as long as they are deprived of democratic rights 
on the ground that they are not mature enough. As Marx had pointed 
out some pages before， the Twelfth Rhenish Diet could continue giving 
the same answers as the Sixth， and so on indefinitely.61 

Next : how does one mature? 

For him [the speaker] true education consists in keeping a person 
swaddled Ìn a cradle aU his life， for as soon as he Jearns to walk he 
also learns to fall ，  and it is only through falling that he learns to 
walk. But if we all remain children in swaddling-clothes， who is to 
swaddle us? If we all lie in a cradle， who is to cradle us? If we are 
all in jail， who is to be the jail warden? 62 

This extension of Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? is already the basic 
answer to 꾀1 arguments， old and new， for “educational" dictatorships. 
I t  already implies that democratic freedom is not a diploma of maturity 
passed out a.t a graduation ceremony， but is acquired only in a process 
of struggle by people who are not yet “γeady " for freedoηt， but who 
grow up to it only by enga용ing in the struggle th강mselves， before 
anyone certifies them ma.ture. * 

.. Compare this position of Marx’s wÎth that taken seventeen years later by the 
eminent apostle of demOcflltic libertari:mism， J ohn Stuart MiII， În his 
classic 0η Liber양" 

It is， perhaps， hardly 
only to human beings in the of their faculties. We are not 
speaking of children. . . .  For the same . reason we may leave out of 
consideration those backward states o f  society in which the race itself may 
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Later on in the article， Marx dramatizes this thought with a little 
charade， apropos of various proposals for limiting freedom of the press: 

AlI these efforts recall the gym teacher who proposed， as the best 
way to teach jumping， to bring the pupil to a big pit and show 
him by some threads how far he was to jump over the pit. Of 
course the pupil first had to exercise jumping and was not to clear 
the whole pït the first day; but from time to time the thread was 
to be moved farther away. Unfortunately，  at the first lesson the 
pupil fell into the pit， and lies thεre to this day. The teacher was a 
G erman， and the pupil’s name was: “ Freedom." 66 

Further， these people not only fail to develop， but are in danger of 
demoralization : 

Thε government hears only its own voice， it knows it hears only 
its own voice， and yet hangs on to the iIlusion that it hears the 
voice of the people; and it demands that the people likewise hang 
on to this illusion. On its part， therefore， the people sink partly 
into political superstition，  partly into political skepticism ， or， 
wìthdrawn from political lif，ε， they become a privatized rabble 
[Privatp öbel ] .67 

be considered as i n  i ts nonage. The early difficulties in the way of 
spontaneous progress are 50 great that there is seldom any choice of means 
for overcoming them ; and a ruler full of the spirit of improvement is 
warranted in the use of any expedients that will attain an end perhaps 
otherwise unattainable .  Despotism is a legitimate mode of government in 
dealing with barbarians， provided the end be their ìmprovement and the 
means justified by actualIy effecting that end. Liberty， as a principle， has 
no application to any state of thin흉 anterior to the time when mankind 
have become capable of being improved by free and equ잉 discussion. Until 
then， there is nothing for them but implícít obedience to an Akbar or a 
Charlemagne， if they are 50 fortunate as to find one.63 

Thus the acme of English bourgeois I iberalism knew of no case to be made in 
favor of democracy for any but  a smalI slice of the world， his own. After 1859 
MiII found additional criteria for excepting the iesser breeds from his  liberalism， 
such as i l l iteracy. Indeed， in  1 8 36-four years before a liberal rrìovement arose ìn 
Prussia， let alone won anything-Mill had written in  a major article that Prussia 
enjoyed a “substantially democratÎc though formally absolute government."64 
Yet in the preceding century Kant had already given the general argument against 
the conception that a people is  not fipe for freedom (on tÏ1e last. pages of h is last 
major work) : “According to such a presuppositìon， frecdom will never arrive， 
since we cannot ripen to thís freedom ‘f we arε Ilot first of all placed therein (we 
must be free ín order to be able to make purposíve ‘lS'� of our powers in  
freedom)."  For  “we never ripen with respect to reason except through Qur QWη 
efforts (which we can make only when we are freε) . ‘ ’65  
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The speaker’s argument that man is imperfect certainly cannot be 
denied : 

Man is by nature im perfεct， individually or in mass . . . .  What 
follows from this? Our speaker’s arguments are imperfect， govern
ments are imperfect， Diets are imperfect， freedom of the press is 
imperfect， εvery sphere of human existence is ímperfect. Hence if 
any one of these spheres is not to exist on account of this 
imperfection， then none of them has a rìght to exíst. : . . 

The imperfect needs education. ls not education also human， 
hence imperfect? Does not education [ itself] also need 
education? 68 

This last thought was to be elaborated three years later in the third of 
Marx’s “Theses on Feuerbach ，"  which represents the gateway to Marx’s 
own maturity. * 

Who is mature or perfect enough in his wisdom to decide when their 
rights are to be handed down to the people? Perhaps (ruminates Marx) 
the speaker or the government think they are inspired by God? Then 
they have to be refuted-by a head-doctor. Therε is also another way : 
“But Eηglish history has demonstrated welI enough how the assertion 
of d ivine inspiration from above evokes the counterassertion of divine 
ínspiration from below， and Charles I mounted the scaffold by virtue of 
divine inspiration from below." 69 

The people will never be made “good" through being drilled into 
goodness by a dεspot: 

Censorship places us all in subjection， just as undet despotism we 
are all equal . . .  that kind of freedom of the press acts to 
introduce oligarchy into questions of th강 spirit . . . . That [kind 
of] freedom of the press pushes presumptuousness to the point 
of forestalling world history， substituting itself‘ for the voice of 
the peoplε 70 

Whatever is evil in general remains evil ， no matter which indi
vidual is the bearer of this evil， whether a critic or one 

by the in the latter case the evil is 
authorized and is as a from abovξ， in order t。

about 

10 this Marx makes a thrust at the pen-pushers 

$ The Third Thesis is discussed in Chapter 10.  
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who believe i n  “progress by command."  72 The solution to the problem 
posed by the imperfection of the individual is not to be found in 
entrusting comπland to allegedly superior individuals; the answer lies 
elsewhere: 

These people are dubious about mankind in general ， but they 
canonize certain men. τhey paint a repulsive picture of human 
nature but at the same time ask us to fall on our knees before the 
holy image of certain privileged people. We know the individual is 
weak but at the same time we know that the aggregate is strong. 73 

In view of the “democratic extremism" which this line of argument 
represents-repudiation of the right of “superior" people to exercise 
despotism over the allegedly immature-it is important that Marx re
peated it in an article published two months later. The subject was 
again freedom of the press， and the target was the editor C. H. Hermes. 
Hermes， charged Marx， rεgards the state as an 치nfants’ home，" a 
nursery institution for the care of children (its citizens)， only a big 
institution instead of a small one， and one which expands its “care" to 
a broader scope. Instead of “an association of freemen，" the state 
becomes “a bunch of grownups who are ordained to be educated from 
above and to pass from the ‘narrow’ schoolroom to the ‘broader’ one." 
And as for the liberals: “the liberals of the recent past . . .  know only 
the dilemma posed by Vidocq [ the French police chief] ， ‘prisoner or 
jail warden?’  " 얘 

ln still another article Marx argued that a free press is a necessity 
even when a people is still politically underdeveloped， precisely in order 
to bring it to political maturity. If the government carries on a struggle 
against the free press， this struggle itself is the ‘'first fonn " in which the 
reality and power of the free press is recognized : “And only the struggle 
can convince the government as well as the people and the press itself of 
the real and necessary justification of the press." 75 This is an important 
note : to stretch Marx’s point a bit， it is through the struggle for demo
cratic rights that the question of maturity resolves itself. 

Moreover， Marx makes it clear that h e  would also object to banning 
rightist newspapers on the same basis: 

. it goes without saying wε would have made objections no less 
earnestly against banning the Elberfelder Zeituη'g， the Hamburger 
Correspondent， and the Coblentz Rbeill- und Moselzeitung， for 
the juridical positioll is not altered by the moral character of the 
individual case， let alone its political and religious views. 
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The press is shorn of rights “as soon as its existeηce is made 
dependent on its opiη10ηs. To this day there exists no code of opinions 
and no law-court of opinions." 76 When another paper distorted these 
passages， Marx reitεrated them : “We counterpose the 껴ct o[ bad 
opiηions， for which there is no laψ-court， to the fact of bad actioηs 
which， if they are illegal， do have their law-court and their penal laψ "77 

9. THE DIALECTICS O F  ENDS AND M EANS 

As Mill’s sorry apologia for despotism shows， the problem is inti
mate1y related to the argument from immaturity. That is: u nfreedom
authoritarian， absolutist， or despotic government， or， m ore generally， 
control from above-is justified as the necessary m eans to a good end， 
the end being naturally described in  terms of the long-run interests of 
the people， who are to be “done good." 

Marx met this head-on. In the RZ artic1e， he returned to the theory 
of human imperfection to take up the consequences of censorship 
considered precisely as a means， confronting the allegedly philosophical 
formulation of the approach. 

I n  his first (January) artic1e， he had stated the fundamental fallacy 
of the vulgar interpretation of “the end justifies the means，" the one 
împlanted by Jεsuitrγ. The argument in favor of censorship takes as its 
starting point “a completely topsy-turηr and abstract view of truth 
itself." The nature of the subj ect affects the inquiry， and “not only the 
result， but also the way to it， belongs to the truth. The inquiry into 
truth must itself be true . . . .  " 78 Or， in Hegelian terms， ends and m eans 
múst be considered in their interpenetration. 

This is elaborated in the RZ article. To begin with : 

Machiavelli maintains that evil has better consequences than good 
from the viewpoint of princes. Hence if we do not want to 
validate the old Jesu.it maxim that a good end (and we doubt even 
the goodness of the end) sanctifies a bad m eans， then we must 
above aU inquire whether censorship is by nature a good means.79 

This inquiry into the “nature" of the censorship does not turn into ;;t 
philosophical one: Marx proceeds to some of the political argumen�s we 
have already summal'izεd. H e  shows that censorship asεumes not that 
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the society is healthy but that the press is d iseased. ln particular he 
attacks the justificatioll of censorship as a preventive measure. '" Then: 

But the cεnsorship itself admits that it is not an end in itself， that 
it is not a good in and of itself， that it is therefore based on the 
principle that “the end sanctifies the means." But an end that 
needs unholy means is not a holy end.81 

Besides， Marx argues， the maxim always works both ways as a 
justification : if the censorship can plead the goodness of its ends as 
justification for what it does， then so can the (antigovernmental) press. 

One other idea is needed to round out the argument; Marx makes it 
not aphoristically but by implication. The censorship is not only a 
policε measure， “but it is even a bad police measure， for it does not 
achieve what it wants and does not want what it achieves." It succeeds 
only in adding the allure of martyrdom and mystcry to the victims of 
censorship.82 In other words， the justification of the means must be 
sought not simply in the end proclaimed (even sincerely) ，  but in the 
actual consequencesj not in the end conceived merely as su비ective 
intent， but in the end conceived as objective result. 'ι * 

Marx had arguεd that censorship enforces arbitrary power. He now 
adds that， as a preventive measure， it is worse than anything it prevents: 

There is no danger it can prevεnt which is greatεr than it itself. 
For every living thing the main danger consists in losing itself. 
Unfreedom is therefore the real deadly peril for men. Leaving 

.. This ends wíth an analogy: 

You consider it wrong to catch birds. Isn't a cage a preventive measure， 
against birds of prey， bullets， and storms? You consider it barbaric to blind 
nightingaJes， but you don’t think it a piece of barbarism to jab out the eyes 
of the press with the sharp pens of the censorship? You consider it 
despotic to cut a free man’s hair against his will， but the cen∞rship daily 
carves the flesh of thinking people， and only puts the st없np of approvaJ on 
the health of bodies without a heart， bodies that do not react， bodies that 
are respectfully submissive! 80 

.. ..  One more specification is perhaps aJready implied in the prop05ition that 
“Not only the result， but a150 the way to it， belongs to the truth . "  Thi5 is the 
consideration that an “unholy" means， consistently pursued， not only leads to 
“unholy" ends-as-consequences but also tends to transform (assimilate to itself) 
the end-as-intent. But this， after all ，  is only another way of pointing out that， in 
the long run， ideology tends to be brought into line with reaJities. On the 
reciprocal interrelation of ends and means， see Marx’s comment on the process of 
exchange in the Grundrisse. 83 
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aside the ethical consequences for the moment， keep in mind that 
you could not enjoy the advantages of a free press without 
tolerating its inconveniences. You could not pluck the rose with
out its thorns! And what do you lose in losing a free press? 

A free press is the omnipresent open eyc of the popular spirit， 
the embodiment of the trust a people has in itself， the eloquent 
bond that links the individual with the body politic and the 
world， the incarnation of civilization that transfigures material 
struggles into struggles of the mind and idealizes their crude 
physical forms.84 It is the rnerciless confessional that a people 
rnakes to itself， and it is well known that confession has the 
power to redeem. It  is the intellectual rnirror in which a people 
beholds itself， and self-examination is the first condition of wis
dom. It is the public spirit which can be spread to every cottage 
more cheaply than can material gas. It is universal ， omnipresent， 
omniscient. It is the ideal world which springs unceasingly out of 
the actual world and then， ever enriched in spirit， flows back into 

85 1t， to ammate lt anew. 

This， if we overlook the dithyrambic quality ， perforrns the function of 
reformulating the end， not simply in immediate political terms， but in 
terms of the I ong-run development (cnrichment) of the human spirit. 

It  may be remarked that one of the mysteries of marxology is the 
not uncommon ascription to Marx of the Jesuit doctrine that “the end 
justifies the means" tout court. No such vulgarity is to be found in 
Marx. In The Holy Family， for example， part of h is slashing attack on 
the morality and politics of Eugene Sue’s Mysteries o[ Paris indudes the 
point that the hero Rudolph easily convinces Chourineur “that a foul 
trick is not foul when it is done for 'good， moral ’ motives." Só  Or there 
is h is remark in 1852  that A. Ruge thinks “he has the right to allow 
hirnself every kind of base action because he knows that his baseness 
springs from h onest motives.， ， 87 

10.  NOT ONLY WITH LANCES . 

The Diet speaker， says Marx， denies that freedom is “a positive 
good" and argues in effect that “Freedom involves the possibility of 
evil. Therefore freedom is eviL" Marx replies that this position is un
tenable even from the speaker’s viewpoint. For there alψays is freedom 
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of the press in a sense-if only for the privileged few， for the govern
ment. The censor enjoys “freedom of the press." does he not? So it 
cannot be evil in itself. I n  fact， it is so precious that these people want 
it for themseIves alone ! 

No man opposes freedom ; at the most he  opposes the freedom of 
others. Every kind of freedom has therefore always existed， only 
sometÎmes as special privilege， at other times as a general right . 

. The question is not whether freedom of the press should 
exist， for it always exists. The question is whether freedom of the 
press is the privilege of a few people or the privilege of the human 
mind. The question is whether one side’s wrongs should be the 
other’s rights. The question is whether “'freedom o[ the mind" 
has m。re iigilts than ‘'freedom agaiηst the mind. ， ，88 

The speaker wants freedom for the “good" press， not for the “bad." 
But which is which-the free press or the censored press? Marx then 
argues that a censored press is always a bad press even when it produces 
something good. On the other hand， 

A free press remains good even if it produces bad products. for 
these products are traitors to the nature of the free press. A 
eunuch remains a poor soft of man even if he has a good voice. 
Nature remains good even if it brings forth monstrosities. 

The soul of a free press is the staunch， rational ， ethical soul of 
freedom. The nature of a censored press is the shapeless black 
soul of unfreedom; it is a civilized horror， a perfumed mon
stroslty. 

This is cast in absolute idealist terms. ln addition it is a question of 
short-range and long-range consequences (products) ; and one has to ask 
“Good or bad for whom?"  A step forward is taken as Marx continues 
the argument: “Doesn’t it go without saying that outside restrictions 
imposed on intellectual life do not go with the inner character of this 
life， that they negate this life instead of affirming it?" 89 

The argument returns to the socially concrete as it offers its alterna
tive preventive measure against that of control from above : 

The true censorship， rooted in the nature of freedom of the press 
itself， is criticism. * This is the tribunal it creates out of itself. 

• The German Kritik translates as either “criticism" or “critique" ; this should 
be borne in mind for later chapters also. Kritik was used virtually as a technical 
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Censorship is criticism as a government monopolY i but does not 
criticism lose its rational character if it is not open but secret， . . . 
if it operates not with the sharp knife of reason but with the dull 
shears of arbitrary power， if it wants only to make criticisms but 
not take them， . . .  if it finally becomes so uncritical as to mistake 
an individual for universaI wisdom， the verdict of force for the 
verdict of reason， inkspots for sunspots， the censor’s crooked 
blue-penciling for mathematical constructions， and the striking of 
blows for striking arguments? 91 

Here then was the democratic answer to the bogy that a free press 
entailed dangers that had to be prêvented in the egg. In general， the 
authoritarian attitude was that freedoms had to be doled out to sub
jects like day passes to soldiers in camp:  not too many at once， always 
revocable from above， and under strict control at all times. Marx ob
jected to the conception : 

In  general we do not love that “freedom" which holds good only 
in the plural. England is a lifesize historical proof of how danger
ous for ‘칸eedo1η " is the limited scope of ‘'freed oms. " V oltaire 
says: “This word liberties， privileges， presupposes subjection. 
Liberties are exemptioηs from geηeral servitude. ，

，92 

lt is clear， then， that he is pushing adherence to democratic rights 
(“freedom") to its extreme limits. He derides limitations: “Write as you 
speak and speak as you write-so we were taught as early as elementary 
school. Later they tell you: Speak as you are told and write what you 
parrot. " 93 He closed h is January artic1e with a similar line from Tacitus: 
“Oh ， the rare happiness of times when you can think what you wish 
and say what you think." 94 The RZ article l ikewise ended with a quota
tion from the classics， but with a harder edge. lf， he wrote， the bureau
crats tell us that a mild censorship is preferable to a harsh freedom of 
the press: 

We will give them the answer that the Spartans Sperthias and 
Bulis gave the Persian satrap Hydarnes: “Hydarnes， the advice 

term ín the YO!-lng Hegelian vocabuláry. (Compare the tag “Critical Criticism ，" 
the philosophical label used by the Bauers， which is derided in The Ho/y Familyó 
see Chapter 10.) The word connoted the .process of analytical thought in arriving 
at truth through counterpositíon of views， and by extensíon， theoretical analysis 
ín general. As Marx moved to the left， he gave it a more militant content- “ l t  is 
not a surgical knife， it is a weapon'’-by 1843.90 
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you give u s  i s  not equally balanced on  both sides. For you have 
tried one of the alternatives on which you advise ; but the other 
remains untried by you . That is， you know what it means to be a 
slave ; but you have never yet tasted freedom， to see if it is sweet 
。r not. For had you tasted it， you would advise us to fight for it 
not only with lances but with axes." 9S 

1 1 . THROUGH BOURGEOIS D EMOCRACY
AND BEYOND 

It  should be clear that Marx irrupted into thε German political 
liberal movemεnt of the day ，  in its most advanced center， as an un
compromising democratic extremist. Or， as a Prussian official wrote 
when he resigned as editor， he was a man “whose ultrademocratic atti
tudes stand in utter contradiction to thε principle of the Prussian 
state. ， ， 96 This young man， who proposes to fight “not only with lances 
but with axes，" takes so εxtreme a position on what to fight for that he 
will either have to rεtreat to the “rεalistic and practical" stance of the 
bourgeois-democratic movement as it is， or else burst Ihrough the limits 
of bourgeois-democratic actuality. 

It is only half enlightening， though true， to state that Marx began as 
a bourgeoís-democrat ; the other half of the picture is that， without at 
first questioning the social premises， he launched himself in the direc
tion of a fight for complete， consistεnt democracy regardless of its 
compatibility with any class interest， and specifically regardless of its 
compatibility with bourgeois interests. 

Marx appreciated the drawbacks of th is extremist approach. Even 
before becoming editor， he wrote to an assocìate : 

in any case we tread on the toes of many， indeed most， 
progressive-minded practicaI men who havε undertaken the 
onerous role of fighting for freedom step by step within constitu
tional limits while we demonstrate their contradictions to them 
from our armchair of abstraction.97 

His immediate solution， in order not to break with these “progressive
minded" permeators of the system， was to suggest a division of labor: 
“all general theoretical discussions on political constitutions" should go 
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into “purely‘ scientific" journals， not Înto the newspaper， which should 
tackle the t:hing from the side of concrete problems: “Real theory must 
be clarified and developed within the frarriework of concrete conditions 
and existing relationships." 98 

But， while justified in itself， this dívision of labor did not take the 
curse off the basic discoveries in political reality that he was to make in 
1 842-1 843 .  These were : 

1 .  By driving the political logic of democratic demands to its very 
end ， regardless of consequences， you come ínto conflict not only with 
the regime， but with the bourgeois-democratic movement and bourgeois 
democracy itself. 

2. If “freedom" means dεmocratic control from below， this has 
consequences not only in political life but for civiI society， that is， in 
the socioeconomic life of the people. Democracy does not easily stay 
within the bounds of a merely political conception. 

3 .  If you start with a concept that sees the state as an ideal entity， 
you do not immediately abandon this concept when you find particular 
group interests corrupting the ideal. At first， the external relations seem 
to be something which distort the ethical-rational state. Then you dis
cover that the state is mostly characterized precisely by these “distor
tions." It is like peeling an onion’s layers away to find what lies at its 
heart ; when you have peeled away all the layers， you find there is 
nothing at its heart， that the onion consists of the peeled layers. So  
also， you now find that the  state consists of the “distortions" them
selves， and not of some ideal substance which is being distorted. Y ou 
started out to grasp freedom “in its essentiaI character， ηot in external 
relations"; but what you discover is that its real essence can be grasped 
only in terms of its external (social) relations. Then you grasp its essen
tial character by grasping its relationship to society. The philosophical 
principle about essence and external relations has been stood on its 
head ， but not via phiIosophical ratiocÌnation. That comes Iater. 

In another article of this period Marx wrote， to the same point: 
“world history decides whether a state is so much at variance from the 
idea of a . state that it does not deserve to exist any longer . . . .  ，， 99 But 
suppose it continues to exist nevertheless: how does world h istory get 
rid of it? The question will suggest that it is not enough to philosophize 
about the world， “the point is to change it." 

The imp 
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means of a fusion. A socioeconomic critique of the existing society had 
been developed by the pre-Marx socialist theoreticians: the Saint
Simonians. Fourier. Owen. Cabet. Proudhon. Weitling， Dezamy， Gay， 
and others whom Marx was going to read， or read about， in the next 
few years. Without any exception then known， these first socialist 
ideologists were proponents of a socialism from above， the instaIlation 
of the new order by a more or less benevolent élite who would “do 
good" for the masses despite the latter’s immaturity. Marx was the first 
socialist figure to come to an acceptance of the socialist idea through 
the battle for the consistent extension of democratÍc control from 
below. He was the first figure in the sociaIist movement who， in a 
personal sense， came through the bourgeois-democratic movement: 
through it to its farthest bounds， and then out by its farthest end. 1OO In 
this sense， he was the first to fuse the struggle for consistent politicaI 
democracy with the struggle for a socialist transformation. 

But， it may be asked， wasn’t it the case that， in h is course from 
bourgeois democracy to communism， Marx relinquished his early naive 
notions about political democracy? 

Not in Marx’s view. There is a special way to document this， as it 
happens. lf wε consider thε decade following the articles we have dis
cussed， by the end of this decade virtually aII of the basic revolutionary 
ideas associated with Marx’s namε were already developεd. After writ
ing the Communist Man선'esto. after going through the revolutions of 
1 848-1 849， after devεloping the social theory (historical materialism) 
which put pol itical ideas in their real context， after writing about the 
dictatorship of the proletariat and the permanent revolution-after aII 
this， Marx worked on a project for the publication of his Co/lected 
Essays. Planned in late 1 850，  the first volume was actually published in 
1 85 1 ;  no more were publishεd becausít of the Prussìan government’s 
persecution. 

This volume containεd Marx’s two 1 842 artides on freedom of the 
press. to the public in 1 85 1  without quaiification or apology. 
There can hardly be greater evidence of Marx’s consciousness of the 
continuity between h is democratic views of 1 842 and the rεvolutionary 
communÎsm of his mature years. 

’ The volumes were to be published in Cologne by Hennann Becker. He was 
arrested (by order of Marx’s brother-in-Iaw， MÎnÎster of I nterior Fer 
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During the Rheinische Zeitung period， Marx's constant concern with 
freedom of the press was not due only to the importance of this free
dorn. The censorship was not rnerely a topical issue ;  it was a daiIy 
threat. In January 1 843  the authorities finally decreed the paper’s sup
pression as of ApriI 1 .  Sorne months  before， Marx had written a friend: 

. from rnorn to night we now h ave to endure the most frightful 
harassment by the censorship， rnissives frorn the ministry， diffi
culties with the provincial governor， complaints by the Diet， 
screams from the shareholders， etc.， and 1 remain at the post only 
because 1 consider it rny duty to do what 1 can to prevent the 
authorities from carηring out their designs . . . .  1 
The government cracked down both because the politicaI content of 

the paper was dangerous and because it was rcaching people. When 
Marx becarne editor there were only 800 to 900 subscriptions; in a 
month the figure was up to 1 ，820; in another rnonth and a half to 
3 ，400.:2 Actual readership rnust have been a multiple of these figu�es. 
The governrnent issued its decree before circulation mounted again. 

Marx’s forrner Y oung HegeIian friends wcre stilI at the campus in 
Berlin， arguing the fine points of He.정d and Feuct'bach， concentrating 
on the battle against religion， and e따oying a bohemian lifestyle in a 
corner of that city’s bureaucratic wasteland， for which reasons they 
dubbed themselves “The Free." Marx wanted to have nothing to do 
with them. As Heine put it around the same time: 

Oh ， leave Berlin ， its dust and grit and sand， 
And watery tea， and overclever crew 
Who use Hegelian phrases to construe 
Anything tÒ'ey do not understand.3 

60 
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In contrast， Marx was operating in the thick of  the m ost advanced 
political and economic milieu in Germany， flanked on the one hand by 
the practical men of the government’s watchdog agencies， and on the 
other by the practical businessmen who were shareholders and sponsors 
of the RZ. Between the harassment of the one and the screams of the 
other， he was taking a quick course in some of the socioeconomic 
problems of the day. 

1 .  THE SHIFT IN ORIENTATlON 

From January to October 1 842， none of Marx’s contributions to the 
paper dealt with social and economic problems as such. The first article 
in which he took up an issue outside politics and philosophy was 
written on the day he becamε editor. Leaving aside such social issues as 
divorce (which we wilI consider elsewhere)， he published four impor
tant articles dealing with the economic world between mid-october 
1 842 and the following January， when the death sentence was imposed 
on the paper. Here is a summary. 

1 .  Commμηism. Onε of thε leading dailies in Germany， the Aμgs
burger A llge1ηeine Zeituηg， had attacked the RZ for flirting with 
communism because it had published an article by Wilhelm Weitling. 
Marx’s first job as editor was to write the reply. There are two aspects 
to his article that deserve notice. 

While neither the RZ nor Marx accepted communist ideas， and said 
so， Marx concentrated on the necessity of dealing with the questions 
raised by this nεw m ovement. Even if communism “wears dirty linζn 
and does not smell of rose water，" it “possesses Euγopeaη sigη힘canee ” 
and is “a question of the day of the greatcst seriousness for France and 
England. ’ ，4 

τhe Rheiniscbe Zeituη�g， which cannot concede even theoretical 
reality to communist ideas in their present form ， much less wish 
their practica[ realizatÎon or even consider them possible， wiH 
submit these ideas to a thoroughgoing criticism . . . .  but writings 
like those of Leroux， Considérant， and above all Proudhon’s per
spicacious work cannot be criticized with the first superficial no
tions that occur. to you ， but only after long-sustained and deep
searching study. � 
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As a matter of fact， Marx， along with other writers for the RZ， was 
already involved in a study group on these ideas， but he had not jumped 
to embrace them. Indeed， he never d id accept “communÎst ideas in 
their present form." 

The short article is chock-full of  references to the socioeconomic 
problems besetting the country. Weit1ing’s original article had been 
about housing conditions. Marx addresses the rival paper thus: 

in connection with communism you give us to understand 
that Germany is now poor in people making an independent liv
ing， that nine-tenths of the educated youth beg the state for 
tomorrow’s bread， that our rivers are neglected and our shipping 
in decline， that our once burgeoning commercial cities have lost 
the old bloom， that aspirations for free institutions are only 
now slowly underway in Prussia， that our surplus population 
helplessly wander off and melt away as Germans into foreign 
nationalities 6 

Mentioned also is the problem of a crisìs and the starving condition 
of thousands of workers， as well as parcellization of land. As for Weit
l ing’s statement that “today the class [Stand] which owns nothing 
demands to share in the wealth of the middle class， which is now in 
control" :  this demand， says Marx， is simply a fact， and it is not refuted 
by silence or by indignation at bringing it out. The WeitIing article had 
l ikewÍse suggested that the middle class is in a position analogous t。
that of the nobìlity in 1 789. There are even intimations， writεs Marx 
(unaware that he is seeing Lassalle and B ismarckian state-socialism in 
the crystal ball ) ，  that the monarchy may take up socialist-communist 
ideas. It is reactionaries， he stresses， who talk about setting up laborers 
(Haηdweγker) as a corporate body， to form “a state within a statε” 
But if the laborers’ social estate (Staηd) is to be h is state， and if in the 
modern conception the state is a sphere shared in common with all 
one’s fellow-citizens， then “how wiI1 you synthesize both thoughts in 
any way except in a laborers ’ state [Haηdweγ'kerstaat 1 ? ' ν7 

Now， Marx’s main point in this article is that he has no ready solu
tion for these problems ; he is arguing only for the need to discuss them 
openly. One must remember that it was only in this same year， 1 842， 
that the words socialism and communism appeared in German for thε 
first time. 8 
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2. The Wood Theft Law. Later that same month ，  Marx started writ
ing another article on the debates in the Rhenish Diet. The subject may 
strike the modern reader as a tenth-rate problem compared with those 
already mentioned， yet this article is easily the most important that 
Marx wrote as editor， and we will come back to it shortly. For now it 
must suffice to explain that the subject of the aπicle was the proposal， 
on behalf of the owners of forestεd land， of a harsher law to stop the 
gathering of dead wood. Wood gathering had been a traditional right of 
the peasants， but now when times were hard for them， the state was 
cracking down on it. Even dead wood was needed for commercial enter
prises. As a result of this collision between the needs of mass poverty 
and the needs of property and business， prosecutions for wood theft 
had climbed dramatically during the preceding decade， especially in the 
agricultural district around Trier (Marx’s hometown) and Coblentz. For 
example， around Trier， wood thefts formed an amazing 97 percent of 
all thefts in the period 1 830- 1836  (for which there are figures) j in all 
Prussia in 1836 ，  offenses in forest， hunting， and pasture lands (probably 
mostly wood thefts and poaching) formed almost 77 percent of all 
prosecutions. This situation continued until the 1 848 revolution.9 

3 .  Protective Tariff Marx had to take up  this question too， in an 
editoriaI note， though conscious of his lack of knowledge of the sub
ject. In his short comment he raises the questìon: Do protective tarìffs 
really protect trade and business? 

Rather， we regard such a system as thε organization of a state of 
war in peacetime， a state of war which， while at first directed 
against foreign countries， necessarily turns against its own coun
try when put into effect. 1O 

But this， he  adds， can be settled only by an international congress of 
peoples， not by an individual government. 

4. The Plight of the Moselle Peasaηts. Another case of economic 
distress which had been going on since the 1 8 3 0s was that of the 
wine-growing peasant� of the Moselle. The RZ had published articles on 
the situation which stirred the provincial governor to such guilty wrath 
that he publidy threatened suppressive action u nless the allegations 
were documented. Marx had to step in to do the job for the corre
spondent who had first reported the situation. For the first time he 
devoted himself to a systematic factual documentation of a social and 
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economic problem， aided by the fact that he was dealing with a situa
tion familiar to anyone brought up in Trier ."  

Marx was able to publ ish only two parts of his planned article;  a 
third ， on the “basic evils afflicting the MoseUe region，" was suppressed 
by the censor and its text is not extant. After that there was no point in 
writing the last two， which were to cover the role of USUIγ (“the vam
pires") and proposals for remedy. 

Although the two published parts constituted an important attack 
on the government in action and were of great significance contem
poraneously， they do not open any new theoretical front from the 
standpoint of our present interest in tracing Marx’s political develop
ment. We should note， however， that this is the second time-the first 
being the wood-theft article-we see Marx caught up in a passionate 
피entification with the poor and oppressed， vividly feeling the misery 
and want he has investigated and trying to cry out to the comfortable 
burghers: Look， bere are human beiηgs sufferiηg-sometbing has to be 
done! 

Whoεver hears directly and repεatedly the grim voice of distress 
in the neighboring population easily loses the esthetic delicacy 
which can express itself in refined and reserved images， and per
haps even considers it his political duty to publicly use， for a 
moment， the popular language of distress which at home he  had 
no occasion to forget. l2 

We should note too that this dispute with the government was， in  a 
way， a continuation of the free-press issue， for the au thorities were 
trying to stifle the R Z’s exposé. Marx’s article was considerably con
cerned with the free-press angle. But then， every honεst word became a 
free-press issue under Prussian conditÎons. Freedom of the prζss might 
be an abstract political and philosophical problem from the point of 
view of the academy， but in the real world of political struggle it had to 

$ The Rhenish historian H .  Stein wrote in this connection :  “Karl Marx’s ar
ticles on the Moselle and wood theft questions， from the contemporaneous view
point， had the task of drawing public attention to the distressed economic situa
tion and to the defects of the administrative bureaucracy， both of which were 
l ittle known or not at a11 known among broader circles due to the pressure of the 
pre-1848 press censorship. But even today these essays stil! deserve the attention 
of scientific research. They are contributions to an important sector of Rhenish 
economic and social h istory . . . .  " 1 1  
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do with the way people lived rather than merely the way they ratioci
nated. The practice-not merely the theory-of freedom of expression 
built a bridge of struggle between the two spheres which were too well 
separated in Hegdian theory : the sphere of the state and the sphere of 
civil society， which included everyday economic life .  

This very thought i s  stated in a blurred way. as  if seen th rough a still 
cloudy glass， in a passage in which Marx tries to explain why a free 
press would be a positive aid in remedying the Moselle situation. He 
sees the need for a social element which is neither a tool of the state 
nor of private economic interests: 

Therefore， to resolve the difficulty， the admÌnistration and the 
people administered both equally need a third element， which is 
political without being official and hence does not proceed from 
bureaucratic premises， an element which is l ikewise ciνil without 
being directly involved in private interests and their needs. This 
supplementaη， element which bears the mind o[ a citizen coη
cerned witb tbe state and tbe beart o[ one concerned witb ciνil 
society is the free press- 1 3 

Obviously this entails the still liberal assumption that the interests of 
thε state and of the peasants are reconcilable，  as well as the naive 
assumption that a big newspaper is not itself a big private interest ; but 
its positive side in  Marx’s development is that it emphasizes the im
portance of solving deep-seated εconomic problems through instrumen
talities other than state action. 

And finally， one should take special note of a passage bearing on the 
relationship of the state to civil society， the sphere of private interests: 

But if the governmεnt official upbraids the private cÍtizen for 
elevating h is private affairs to the 1εvel of statζ intζrests， the 
private citizen likewise upbraids the official for demeaning the  
state interests into h i s  private affair， into interests from which all 
others are excluded as laymen， so that even the CIγstal-clearest 
reality seems illusory to him as against the reality embodied in 
the documents under his nose-which is therefore the official 
reality， the state reality . . . so that only the domain of govern
mental authority seems to h im to be the state， as against the 
wor1d which lies outside this  domain of authority and plays the 
role of obj ect for the state . . . .  14 
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A little later we are going to see a sharper formulation of the idea that 
the state bureaucracy comes to look on the state as its own private 
property. 

I n  addition to the articles on the Moselle peasants， mention should 
be made of an article Marx published in March 1843 .  In the form of a 
reply to another. paper’s criticism ， this article contained an inconclusive 
discussion of the role played by economic interests an.d issues in the 
elections to the Rhenish Diet. ls 

2. WOOD THEFT AND THE ST ATE 

We see， then， that Marx’s interest was starting to turn toward socio
economic questions and away from exclusive concentration on the 
philosophy of politics and the politics of philosophy. But that is not aU . 
Concern with the “social question" was not only not new， it was the 
special characteristic of the pioneer socialists and communists whose 
ranks Marx was still unwilling to join. What was characteristic of these 
early radicals was that they mostly dissociated the “social question" 
from the “political question" (gaining freedom in the state). Reacting 
sharply against the bourgeois-democratic aspirations for liberalization in 
the state structure. which they saw one-sidedly as the selfish strivings of 
new would-be oppressors， they would usually have nothing to do with 
politics. which they understood to be the democratic political tasks 
that stood on the order of the day. I t  was precisely Marx’s contribution 
to develop a communism that 껴tegrated into one consistent perspective 
both the battle for political democracy and the struggle on the “social 
question. " 

The basis for this too was laid during the RZ period， but only the 
basis. To complete this development. it was necessary for Marx to 
deveIop a concept of the state that did not involve thξ Hegelian type of 
dichotomy between state and civil society， but， on the contrary， 
showed the i ntegral dependence of the state pn the socioeconomic 
sphere. The need was for forging the theoretical l inks between politics 
and economics. The unmet task was not simply to realize the impor
tance of the “social question，" but to utilize this new understanding in  
order to shed a backlight on the  old “pol itical question" and see i t  to。
ìn a new way， without rej ecting it .  
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There are already some anticipations o f  this i n  the material we have 
revìewed so far， but it is in Marx’s article on the wood-theft law that its 
beginnings can be seen most clearly. Here elements of later Marxist 
theory exist in the form of discrete insights. germinal ideas that are not 
yet connected. 

Marx gives a rtason for taking up the subject of thε Diet debates on 
the tightening of laws and penalties against wood theft: it was an ex
ample of the role of the Diet “as supplementary /egislative power 
alongside the state’s legislative power." Hence the debate was really on 
the Diet’s “function in the legislative process" relative to the state 
apparatus. 16 I n  other words: Does the Diet have any real power vis-à-vis 
the absolutist state? But in reality the artide does not take shape 
around this question: the answer was too obvious to need much argu
mentatIon. 

There are two themes developεd in the article that are of primary 
mterest. 

Tbe rigbts of property versus the rigbts of people 

Typically， Marx-stiIl the philosopher by training-approaches the 
question from the abstract side in the intellectual fashion of the time. 

The law subordinates the rights of men to the rights of trees-their 
right not to have branches broken off， and so on. In view of the pen꾀
ties against picking up dead wood. either human beings or trees are 
going to be mistreated : which shaIl it be? 1 7  

Marx proceeds to argue inside the framework of the rights of prop
erty ， which are not questioned as such.  He raises questions about the 
relationship among three rights: the rights of property， the rights of the 
state. and the rights of individual people as against both. 

First comes a “philosophic" argument that picking up dead wood is 
not stealing property because nature already took this #property away 
from the tree when the dead wood dropped off. This device preserves 
him from coming into collision with the fíghts of property as such. But 
it leads in an interesting direction :  

I f  every violation of property， without distinction or  closer deter
mination， is thεft， then would not all private property be theft? 
By my private property . do 1 not exclude every other person 
from this property? Do 1 not therefore violate this right of 
property? ‘。
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To be sure， the phrase that “property is theft" had two years previously 
acquired a succès de scandale with the publication of Proudhon’s Wbat 
Is Property? It had made such a rapid tour of Europe that to this day 
some writers sti1I believe that Proudhon meant what it said and others 
thai: he originated it. But certainly in 1 842 it sounded very radical and 
was associated with subversive doctrines. Here Marx’s way of puttíng it 
is juridical rather than social， but it fulfills the function of questioning 
the sacredness of the rights of p roperty. 

Marx next looks for a consideration within his own ken to counter
pose to the bourgeois right of property， and finds it in the same place 
that others did hefore and after him: in precapitalist rights of the 
people . He takes up the idea of “customary right"-the old rights ante
dating the rise of hourgeois property relations. * He uses these as a 
juridicaI means of supporting the rights of the poor against those of 
property owners: 

But we impracticaI people [he writes sarcastically] put forward as 
a demand， for the poor multitude dispossessed politically and 
socially， what the erudite， and docile lackeydom of the so-called 
historians have found to be the true philosopher’s stone to trans
mute every impure daim into pure juridical gold . We vindicate 
the customaη right of poverty [ that is， the poorJ . . .  in all 
countries. We go even further and maintain that customary right 
in accordance with its nature can be 0ηly the right of this lowest， 
elementary mass which owns nothing.20 

With this thesis he  tries to turn the tables on the erudite and docile 
h istorians who use the concept of customary right to justify the rights 
of p roperty owners. The argument on which he embarks bears the germ 

’ In his 1 882 essay ’‘The Mark." written as an appendix (0 Socia/ism UtoPÚ/11 
and S강ent힘c in order to deal with the old German village. communicy. Engels 
refers back to the p rocess whereby rising capi talism e1iminated the last 
remnants of comn10n property in land : “The chief use of the common Mark 
was in pasturage for the cattle and feeding of p igs on acorns. Besides that. the 
forest yielded timber and firewood. I iner for the animals， berries and 
mushrooms. . . .  The common woodlands that are 5til‘ met with here and 
there are the remnants of these ancient unpartitioned marks. Another relic. at 외l 
events in West and South Germany， is the idea， deeply rooted in the p opular 
consciousness， that the forest should be  common property， wherein everyone may 
gather flowers， berries， mushrooms， beechnuts. and the like， and generally so long 
as he does no mischief， act and do as he will. But this also B ismarck remedies. and 
with his famous berry ‘egislation brings down the Western provinces to the level 
of the old Prussian squirearchy. "1 9  
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of a conception of the relation between l aw and socioeconomic in
equality. Man， he says， has been divided Înto two groups “whose rela
tionship is not equality but rather inequality-an inequality fixed by 
laws. The world condition of unfreedom requires laws of unfreedom. 

，， 21 How has law entrenched inequality? And how does Marx pull 
off the trick of proving that customary rights， as distinct from statutory 
rights， should redound 0ηly to the poor? 

He argues that the privileged classes have long ago turned tbeir cus
tomary rights (even the unreasonable ones) into statutory laws. Tbey 
no longer have to appeal to the concεpt of customary laws， for this very 
reason. lt is only the unprivileged whose customary rights have re
mained without the buttress of law; hence only in their case does such 
an appeal make sense.22 

Moreover， while the customary rights of the propertied were being 
hardened into law， the historical pattern was that the customary rights 
of the poor were being abolished by simply being ignored. For example， 
there was the case of the secularÎzation of church property.: 

The monasteries were abolished， their property was secularized， 
and it was right that this was done. But the incidental help the 
poor used to get from the monasteries was in no way replaced by 
any other positive source of benefits for them. Whilε the monas
tic property was made private property and the monasteries were 
perhaps ζven compensated， the poor who livεd off the monas
teries were not compensated. Rather， a new restricting limÎtation 
was drawn about them， and an old right was cut off. This took 
place in the case of all transformations from privilegεs into 
rights.23 

The dominance of Roman law over old German law favored private 
property rights， and at the same time the masses of the poor also lost 
their political leverage. Law concεntrated its concern m ore and more 
upon private property rightS.24 Thus Marx attempts to describe the 
bourgeoisification of law not as a plot but as the outcome of historical 
changes. 

From another side， Marx uses the Diet debates to show how the 
customary rights of the poor get destroyed. Take the question of berry
ing: it had bεen carried on by thε children of the poor since time 
immemorial， with the forest owners' toleration. But in the Diet a 
deputy eXplaíned why it could not be tolerated now: ín his district 
these fruits had become an article of commerce， shipped out by thε 
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barre1. ln other words， a customary right had to be made iIlegal because 
it collided with a new commercial interest-because it had been made 
into a “monopoly，" says Marx， a monopoly of the rich .2S 

The state and the property owηer 

The Diet had decided that a landowner’s forest warden， on catching 
a wood thief， might levy the fine on the spot， fixing the sum himself. 
Marx pointed out this made him. simultaneously gendarme， indictor， 
judge， and assessor. It was “inquisitorial ，"  a “basic violation of our 
institutÌons." These contradictory roles could not be played objectively 
by “a man whose official duψ is brutality. ， ， 26 

But there was a dispute in the Diet on another question concerning 
the forest police : are the wardens to be appointed for life or not?  This 
represented a difference of interest between large and smalI landowners， 
for the small ones could not afford such a permanent forest warden. 
Marx pointed out that the Diet was concerned not about equa1ity be
twεen the forest owner and the poor man who is caught as a wood 
thief， but about equa1ity between large and small forest owners. 

I n  the one case [ large versus small owner] the law is to be of the 
most fastidious equality'， while in the other [ owners versus 
people l inequality is taken for granted. Why does the small forest 
owner demand the same protection as the big one? Because both 
are forest owners. The forest owners and the wood thieves-are 
they not both citizens? I f  a smaU forest owner and a large one 
have .the same fight to the p rotection of the state， doesn’t this 
apply even more to a little citízen than a hig citizen? 

But no， the reIation between the state and the p oor human being is 
changed and distorted “by the pa1try economics of a p rivate person， the 
forest owner." 27 

Earlier in the artide 뼈arx had indicatεd suspicion that th앙 p rop
erty OWners controlIed the legislators: a discussion on one point was 
choked off because “th e  forest owners imposed silence on the legis
lators， for waUs have ears." 28 

This arrogant p resumption of Private I nterest， whose shabby soul 
has never been moved or enlightened by a single thought of the 
stat:e， is a serious and profound lessol1 for the state. If the statε 
Iowers itsεlf， if only on a single pointJ so far as to carry on its 
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activity i n  the manner o f  private property instead of i n  its own 
way， it follows immediatdy that it must accommodate itself to 
the l imits of private property ，  in the form of its means. Private 
I nterest is cunning enough to push this consequencε to the point 
where it makes itself， in its most limited and shabby form， into 
the limit and rule of the state’s action. . . . But if it clearly ap
pears here that Private I nterest wishes to and must prostitute the 
state to the means of Private I nterest， would it not follow that a 
representatiνe of Private Interest， the estates， want to and must 
prostitute the state to the thinking of Private I nterests? 29 

One must not suppose that this already means to Marx that the state 
is the instrument of Private Interest， that is， of class power. It has 
merely been “prostituted ，" distorted. Such a case shows “how little it 
[ the actual state] corresponds to its concept [ the ideal of a state] . ， ， 30 

But as his argument procεeds， Marx gets closer. As he explores the 
further  arguments of the Diet deputies， and shows how they are con
sistently motivated by class interest (“Private I nterest" ) as against social 
welfarε and the good of the state， he tecalls the French maxim， “Noth
ing is more tεrrible than logic in absurdity ，" and reformulates it :  
약‘Jothing is more terrible than the logic of self-imerest." 

Thís logic， which transforms the servitor of thε forεst owner [ the  
forest warden} into a state authority， transfonηs tbe state author
ity into a servitor of tbe forest owηer. The state structure， the 
designation of particular adminÌstrative authorities， everything 
must get out of kilter so that everything is degraded to instru
ments of the forest owner， and his interests appear as the deter
mining soul of the whole mechanism. A11 organs of the state 
become ears， eyes， arms， and legs with which the interests of the 
forest owners hear， evaluate， detect，  protect， grab， and run.31 

Using more material fwm the debates， Marx shows over and over 
rhat the se1f-interest of the property owners determines for them what 
is moraì : “the  whole debate shows that moral and humane motives find 
shelter here only as empty phrases.' ’ Self-interest invents the necessary 
phrases， it becomes e10quent as needed， in order “to turn the wood 
thÎef into current coin. ， ，32 

PrÎvate Interest considers itself the end-aim of the world. There
fore， if the law does not realize this end-aim， it is unsuitable law. 
Law which is disadνaηtaf!eous to Private 1ηterest is therefore law 
witb disadvaηtageo μs consequences. 33 
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Finally， another question arises: is the wood thief to be punished for 
an offense against the property owner or against the l aw (the state)? 
The fact that the owner has been given authority to enforce the law 
h imself su잃ests this thought :  

Before the wood theft took place， was the forest owner the state? 
No， he becomes the state after the wood theft. The wood， as soon 
it is stolen， has the remarkable property of conferring state quali
ties on  its owner that he did not have before. Yet， the forest 
owner can get back only what was taken away from him. lf the 
state is given back to h im-and it is given back to him when he 
gets state’s rights over the thief in addition to private rights-then 
the state too must havε been stolen from him; then the state must 
have been h is private property. 34 

The reasoning leaves something to be desired， but the idea is clear. 
Marx gets back to it by another direction. The fines levied by the owner 
stay in his pocket and do not go to the state， even in addition to what is 
collected as damages; and if the thief cannot pay， the owner is em
powered to extract forced labor from him， to subject him to a “tem
porary serfdom. "* This， concludes Marx， proves that the forest owner 
really “puts himself in place of the state，" that he “now triumphantly 
admits that through the fines he has transformed the public right into 
his private property." 36 The Diet’s basic principle is seen to be “that 
the interests of the forest owner be ensured even if the world of right 
and freedom perish.퍼7 Non [iat justitia， ruat coelum. 

Our whole presentation has shown that the Diet debases the 
executive power， the .administrative authorities， the existence of 
the accused， the state idea， the crime itself， and the punishment， 
into material iηstrumeηts o[ private iηterest. 38 

• The article has an eàrlier section on crime and punishment which we have not 
yet noted. It is directed against the practice of draconic penàlties for wood theft. 
Marx attacks the idea of treating these acts as c서mes， even if they are infractions 
of the law: “The punishment ought not to inspire more abhorrence than the 
offense; the disgracefulness of the crime ough t not to be transformed into the 
disgracefulness of the law; the groundwork of the state is undermined if mis
fortune turns 피to crime or crime into misfortune." But the Diet is far from this 
point of view: “The petty， w06den， mindless， and selfish SOU\ of [5el f-) lnterest 
sees only one point， the point where it has been damaged . . .  " In this way the law 
is regarded by the powers above simply as a rat-catcher， an Înstrument for dealing 
with vermin. But the “lawbreakers" here are human beings， citÌzens of the state
it is wrong for the state to make “crimínals" out of them. 50 goes Marx’s line of 
thought. 35 
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It has been shown that “private interest has overruled right." Of 
course ， the Diet should act in the interest of thε whole province， not of 
special interests， “but it goes without saying that Speèial lnterest knows 
no fatherland just as it knows no províncζ ; it knows no general spirit 
just as it knows no homeland spirit." 39 

3 .  THROUGH SOCIAL REALITY TO THEORY 

The article on the wood-theft law， then，  contains some of the ingre
diεnts out 'of which Marx is going to shape a distinctive theory of the 
state. From our hindsight it would be easy to exaggerate the theoretical 
level that Marx reaches in this article， for some of its most advanced 
formulations emerge out of the çoncreteness of the discussion， without 
being generalized. Hence they are not repeated in a different concrete 
case. 

The lack of generalization，  as yet， can be seen in an article that Marx 
published the following month . '" It deals with the proposal ， intended to 
undercut the demand for a real representative assembly， to set up 
estates committees out of the provincial diets， with a permanent com
mittee of representatives of estates acting in an advisory capacity to the 
king. 

Once again， as in the wood-theft article， the most interesting idea is 
the dominance of property interests in the governmental setup，  ob
served as a fact and countεrposed to the ideal of the state. But this time 
the spotlight is on the question of popular representation. Should the 
people be represented by social estates (classes) or by ownersh ip of 
land? Of course， neither is satisfactory to Marx.41 He dirεcts particular 
attention to the play of competing class differences in politics， and 
formulates h is objections within the framework of the Hegelian concept 
of the state. That is: thε ideal-rational state should represent the 
people’s interests as a communal collectivity ， rather than the narrow 
selfish interests of parts of society ; class differences distort the state.42 

The important thing is not the extent to which Marx still discusses in 

• H owever， allowance m u s t  also b e  made for the inhibitory effect of the in
creasing pressure of the censorsh i p ，  which p u t  the p aper’s fate in jeopardy if Marx 
gave free rein to his pen. lndeed， Cornu discusses this article as an example of a 
pulled punch.40 
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terms of what should be， but the extent to which he brings out social 
reality :  the c1ash of class interests within society as reflected in the 
statε. 

He senses， and expresses in language still philosophical， that there is 
an antagonism between the narrow interests of property holders ， who 
are overwhelmingly represented in thε estates committees， and the in
terests of the state or communal ity as a whole:  

Everyth ing that is particular， l ike landed property， is l imited in 
itself. Therefore it must be dealt with as something limited ， that 
is， by a general power standing above it， but it cannot deal with 
this general power in accordance with its own needs. 

Through their pεcul iar composition， the diets are nothing but 
a society of special interests that have the p rivilege of asserting 
their particul.αr limitations as against the state， and thus are a 
self-constituted legitimation of non-state elements within the 
statε. Therefore， in esseηce they are hustiJely disposed to the 
state; for in ìsolated activity the particular is always an 
enemy of the whole.  43  

The peop!e should not be represented (in the passive voice) l ike a 
dependent: 

Representation must not be conceived as representation of some
thing that is not the people itself but only as its self-1'epreseηta
tion， as a political actÎon which is not a single exception잉 pol iti
cal action but distinguishes itself from the other expressions Df its 
political l ife only by the generalness of its content. . . . l n  a true 
state thεre is no landed property， no industry， no crude element 
。f this 50rt that can make a deal with the statej there are only 
iηtellectual {geistigej powers， and only through theìr resurrectìon 
in the state， in their political rebirth ， are natural powers en
franchised in the state.44 

Whìch means that the power of property is an “unnatural" power; and 
in fact Marx proceeds to portray the true state as informing “all 
nature" the way the nervous system permeates the body. 

There is not much point in sìmply repeating again that Marx’s think
ing is still imprisoned within the Hegelian conception of the “true 
state， " that is， the one that does not exÎst in reality. What is happening 
during Marx’s RZ period ìs that， within the womb of this abstraction， a 
realistic appraisal of thε real forces and dynamic lines of power in 
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sociery is in gestation. I t  will be born later， not as the result of some 
sudden intellectual act of creation at a particular moment， but because 
it was a1ready roughly formed before it emerged from the philosophi
cal-speculative matrix in which it incubated. 

Marx’s political apprenticεship on the RZ was ζnded by the state: 
not by the “true state" or idea1-rationa1 state that hovered in the 
HegeIian empyrean， but by the a11-too-real state of Friedrich Wilhε1m 
IV ，  manifesting i tself not through unnaturaI powers but through the 
natural person of the provincial governor of the Rhineland， whose im
manent capacity to suppress the paper was proved by the existence of 
jails， judges， and gendarmes. 

About sixteen years later， Marx summed up this period in introduc
ing himself  to the public in thc' preface to his Critique of Political 
Ecoηomy ( 1 85 9) .  After reporting that at the university he had con
cerned himself mainly with philosophy and history while formaIly 
majoring in law， he goes on :  

ln the years 1 842-1843 ， as editor of the Rbeiniscbe Zeituηg 1 
experienced for the first time the embarrassment of having to 
take part in discussions on so-called materiaI interests. The pro
ceedings of the Rhenish Diet on wood thefts and parcellation of 
landed property ， the officia1 polemic which Herr von Schaper， 
then governor of the Rhine province， opened against the 
Rheinische Zeituηg on the conditions of the Moselle peasantry， 
and finally debates on free trade and protective tariffs provided 
the first occasions for occupying myself with economic 
q ‘ 4S uestlons. 

The place given here to the tariff question， which hardly corresponds 
in importance with Marx’s extant writings of the time， may indicate 
that he spent more time studying the issue than we know about. But 
the reference to the wood-theft and Moselle articles properly gives them 
pride of place as the first steps on the road to Capital. As Engels wrote 
in h is last year， these articles were a1so among Marx’s first steps toward 
conversion to socia1ism: 

1 heard Marx say again and again that it was precisely through 
concerning h imself with the wood-theft law and with the situa
tion of the Moselle peasants that he was shunted from pure 
poIitics over to economic conditions， and thus came to 
socialism.'+O 
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In  his 1859  preface to the Critique， Marx next mentions the effect 
of having to write his artide on communÎsm in reply to the A ugsburger 
AI않emeine Zeituη'g， and adds :  

1 eagerly seized on the ilIusion of the managers of the Rheiηische 
Zeituη'g， who thought that by a weaker attÎtude on the part of 
the paper they could secure a remission of the death sentence 
passed upon it， to withdraw from the public stage into the 
study.47 

At the time， Marx was most conscÎous of his relief at no longer 
having to write with one eye on the censorship and another on the 
shareholders. After the government issued its death sentence on the 
paper in January， he wrote a friend :  

1 see in the suppression of the RZ a step [orward i n  political 
consciousness and am therefore resigned to it. Besides， the atmos
phere became so stifling to me. I t’s bad to work like a verγ slave 
for freedom and fight with needles instead of dubs. 1 have be
come weary of hypocrisy， stupidity， the c rudity of authority， and 
of our bowing and scraping， backing and filling， and hairsplitting. 
So the government has give� me back my freedom.48 

And just before resigning: “As for the RZ， 1 would not remain under 
aηy coηditions; it is impossible for me to write under Prussian censor
ship or live in Prussian air."49 

뼈arx then took time out to think. 



3 E뼈At“JCIPATION 

FROM H EGEL 

When Marx withdrew “from the  public stage into the  study，" it was 
to settle accounts with the political philosophy of Hegel ， which 
blanketed all of the Y oung Hegelians’ thinking even while thεy revolted 
against h is political conclusions. “The first work which 1 undertook for 
a solution of the doubts which assailed me，" said Marx’s 1 8 5 9  account， 
“was a critical review of the Hegelian philosophy of right . . . . " 1 This 
rεview was performed in a notebook into which Marx copied para
graphs from Hegel’s Rechtspbilosopbie.* and then dissected each one 
more or less at length. 

1 .  INVERTING HEGEL 

The difficulty offered by these notes is  partly due to thε fact that 
Marx deliberately situated h imself inside the Hegelian universε of con
cepts and terminology-in order to tunnel his way ou t of it as he went 
along. He set out to hoist Hegel with h is own petard， that is， to show 
how Hegel’s inconsistencies and contradictions 0η tbe basis 0 f bis OWη 
method pointed outside Hegel ianism. While this approach was called for 
from the Young Hegelian standpoint， it did not entirely reflect the level 
Marx had already attained by the spring of 1 84 3 ; for in the Rheiηiscbe 
Zeitung he had already put forward ideas， and argued for conclusions， 
which he was now to laboriously “deduce" by another process. Or put 
another way: he was going to show that political ideas he had arrived at 

• Recbt (“righ t") included the field of l aw ， jurisprudence， state concepts， and 
even ( politicaD justice at l arge. 

77 
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in the course of the real struggle were also validated by “philosophical" 
analysis. 

Indeed ， in some respects th is manuscript， “Critique of Hegel ’s 
Philosophy of Right ，" does not go as far as he had already gone in the 
RZ; but then， it was never completed. Marx had been thinking of doing 
this sort of thing at least since March 1 842，2 and may possibly even 
have got started on it in that year， although in accordance with Marx’s 
1859  account the extant manuscript is usually regarded as dating from 
the summer of 1 843 ，  after the RZ. 

As before， wε shall avoid the ph ilosophical side of this long and 
discursive work as much as possible，_ but one characteristic is basic. 
Throughout， following the lead already given in philosophy by Feuer
bach ， Marx is intent on inverting Hegel， turning h im upside down， in a 
sense which he  later described in a preface to Capital : in Hegel the 
dialectic “is standing on its head. I t  must be turned right sidε up again， 
if you would discover the rational kernel within the mystical shell . ， ， 3 In 
the 1 843 “Critique，" this process is seen in terms of the relationship of 
“subject" to “predicate"-of What Is (the  existing reality) to the idea of 
What Is. Which engenders which? Shouldn’t the real point of departure 
be the actual state， the one that really exists， rather than a philosophi
cal concept (idea) of a state which does not exist anywhere but in the 
philosophizing head? In 1 843 Marx already put it in terms similar to 
those to be used in the Capital preface thirty years later， referring to 
Hegel : 

The true method is stood on its head. What is simplest is most 
complicated， and what is most complicated is most simple. What 
should be the point of departure becomes the mystical result， and 
what should be the rational result becomes the mystical point of 
departure.4 

More important is this passage: 

Hegel is not to be blamed because he describes the essence of the 
modern state as it is， but rather because he presents What Is as the 
esseηce of the state. Whether the rational is real [ actual ， existent] 
is manifested precisely in the contradictioη of the irrational 
reality which everywhere is the opposite of what it predicates and 
predicates the opposite of what it is. 5 
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And more of the same. * l n  terms of political ideas， this was eventually 
to push Marx toward the realization that it is not the state that shapes 
society， but society that shapes the state. 

The following summary is more systematically arranged than Marx’s 
notes， since his own procedure was a paragraph-by-paragraph analysis. 

2. THE STATE AND PRIVATE PROPERTY 

As in the R Z  articles， one of the main problems was the relationship 
between the power of private property and the state， which translates 
philosophically first of all into the relationship between private prop
erty as a “particular" interest and the state as the “universal" element 
of society. [n Hegel Marx mainly had to deal with the role of landed 
property， the private property of the landowning ruling class， in the 
form of Hegel’s views on primogeniture. 

Marx， as had already been indicated in the RZ， was strongly opposed 
to primogeniture， which ， by reserving the whole inheritance to the 
eldest， preserved landed property in big blocks， thereby preserving the 
concentration of the class power beh ind it. The rising bourgeoisie was 
likewise strongly opposed to primogeniture and to any laws which 
prevented landholders (peasants included) from selling parcels of land. 
Such restrictions made it more difficult for the bourgeoisie to permeate 
the countryside with its own property relations， which furthered the 
bourgeoisificatipn of agriculture. The government sought to prevent 
parcellization of land and preserve the structure of landed property， 
which formed its own class foundation， while the bourgeoisie took the 
opposite side. Marx’s position， then， was entirely in line with the 
position of bourgeois liberalism， which identified “freedom" with free
dom for the unfettered sale of land-to anyone who couJd afford to 
buy ; by the same token， his position was in line with the needs of 
economlC progress. 

* Likc: “He ( Hegel l does not allow himself to measure the idea by what 
exists; he must measure what exists by the idea." And for him. “The p hil9s0phi
cal task is not the embodiment of thought in determinate political realities but 
the evaporation of these realities in abstract thought."6 
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The long discussion on primogeniture， then， reflects an important 
front of the struggle between th e new and the old propertied dasses， 
and the former’s resentment of the stifling hold of the aristocracy on 
t1π society . “Landownersh ip is . . .  true private property ，" whereas 
“ th e  wealth of the ‘uníversal c1ass’ [ th e  bureaucracy 1 and of the 
‘busÎness cJass’ is not true private property， " writes Marx， with the 
vague explanation that the prope rty of the latter two groups is in some 
sense “universal " and “social， "  that is， not simply a “particular" in
terest. When he writes further that “The p ol itical ε。nstitu tion at its 
highest summit is， then， the constitutioη 01 priνate propεrty. The 
highest polùical opiηwη is the opinion 01 priναte propeγ잉" ， ， 7 he is 
referring mainly to the big landowners’ dass.’ But the relationship 
formulated h ere between tbis p rivate property and the state is similar t。
that exp ounded later wíth reference to bourgeois private p roperty. 

I t  is in this connection that hε speaks of “the p ower of abstγact 
pri.vate pγoperty over tbe political state， " as ’s illusion that 
thε institution of primogenìture the p ower of the polítical 
state over private property. B 

What then is the power of the political state over private prop
Pγivate pγoperty 's OWl1 poweκ its essence brought into 

What is left to the p olitical state as this essence? 
The illμSIOη tha’t it is the determining when [in fact l  Ìt is 
the determined element.9 

b‘ arχ argues makes 
thε basic source of “po1itical 

among rhe members of the statc. 

’rhe that pγopεrty h as in the ρolitÎcal state is its 
esseηtiα1， its tγμε mea찌 the that clα55 distiηεtion has 
in the political statε is the essentiai of dass distÍnc-

self-
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The same condusion is 
over several pages: 

He has 혀。ne b생t work out the m ora.‘ity of the 
m odern sεate and m odι�rn righ ts . . .  ‘ private 
property Îs the 융uarantee of εhe constìtutÌon . . . . The 
constitu tion， therefore， is here the ι:o?1stitμ상on 01 private prop-

and from various angles 
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erty . . . .  Private property i s  the universal category ! the u niversal 
bond of the state. I 1  

H ere are some germinal formu!ations of  the typically Marxist theory 

of the state. 

3 .  THE STATE AND τHE BUREAUCRACY 

We saw that， alongside the “true" private property of the landown

ing classes， Marx ranged the private property not o nly of the “business 

class" but of the state bureaucracy. In H egel ， thε bureaucracy is the 

“universa1 c1ass" par excelIeηce， for it supposedly represents the gen

eral ized，  communal i nterζst of all .  What is the “property" of the 
bureaucracy? 

First of all ，  Marx εstablishes εarly that the state is not some i n

corporeal ideal-it is people， certain i nd ívidua1s， involved in a particular 

social relationship.  

The affairs and operations of the state are bound up with indi
viduals (the state opεrates o nly through índividua1s) . . .  with the 
state-related quality of the individual . . . .  [ Hegel forgetsl that 
the state affairs and arε human functions . . .  that the 
state affairs etc. are but of εxÎstence and o pera-
tion of the  socìal au“ l ; ，.; �� �ç 1-. . . _、rt� h�:_�� 1 2  

Marx comξs back to the  burεaucracy ìn much morε detail later. H is 

p rime target is precisely thζ ''-��'-''"l.U view of the bureaucracy as thε 
“universal" element in contεnds the bureaucracy is 
just anothεr “ particular，" o nε that identifiεs its own interests 
with those of the state， and vice-versa. “The burεaucr‘acy passcs Îtself 
。ff as the final end of the state，" but Ît comes ínto conflict with wh at 

thε real aims of  thε statε should be‘ 

The aims of  the state are transformed into aims of‘ or thζ 
aims of bureaus Înto the ainτS of the state. . . . ε  bureaucracy 

essence of society， in its 
pOSSeSSIOI1 ; lt IS lts pnvate 

Hegel had raisζd something l ike this question himself-whεther state 

sovereignty is thc “private of the family-in order to 
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deny it categorically. (Not in his Pbi/osopby of Rigbt but in thε 
somewhat later Pbi/osopby of Hístory. 14) Turning Hegel around on this 
offered a useful way of rooting state theory in the real society. * 

Since the bureaucracy， in its own (particular) interest， uses the state 
as its private property， it makes the state into a secret or mystery of its 
own， “safeguarded internaJly through hierarchy and externally as a 
closed corporation." 

A utbority is therefore the principle of its knowledge， and the 
deification of authority is its meηta/ity. But inside the bureauc
racy itse1f spiritua/ism becomes a crass materialism， a materialism 
of passive obedience， faith in authority ， mechaηizalÌon of a fixed 
and formal behavior， fixed principles， views， and traditions. As far 
as the individual bureaucrat is concerned， the state’s ends become 
his private ends， namely， chasiηg after bigber posts and carving 
out a career . .  " The state continues to exist only as various 
bureau mentalities connected by relations of subordination and 
passive obedience. . . . The bureaucrat therefore must deal with 
the actual state ] esuitically， be this ] esuitism conscious or un-

16 consclOus. 

It is important to note that Marx does not give Up i:he aim of finding 
some way of real/y identifying particular interest and universaI interest， 
fusing them into a genuine unity. Later this will be his first approach to 
the proletariat ; here， it is all stated very abstractly ，  “philosophically" : 

ln the bureaucracy the identity of the state interest and the 
particular private aim is established in such a way that the state 
interest becomes a particu/ar private aim opposed to the other 
prIvate alms. 

The abolition of the bureaucracy can mean only that the 
universal interest becomes the particular interest in reality， and 
not， as wÎth Hegel， simply in thought， in abstraction; and this is 
possible only if the particu/ar interest really becomes 
universal. . 

l n  a true state it is not a question. of the possíbility of every 
citizen devoting h imself to the universal class as a particular class， 

• Twenty-eight years later Marx again used this figure of the state power as a 
50rt of “private property."  In a contrast between the Commune and the bourgeois 
state. he remarked that under the Commune， “The public fu nctions would cease 
to be a private property bestowed by a central government upon its tools." 1 5  
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but of the capacity of the universal class to be really universal ， 
that is， to be the class of every citizen. But H egel proceeds on the 
premise of the pseudo-universal， illusorily universal dass， the 
universality of a particular class- l7 

I n  short， the trouble is that the bureaucracy， which is put forward 
by Hegel as the univeπal dass， is not really universal in its interests at 
all ; this is an illusion. I t  is really just another dass with particular 
interests like the others， peculiar only in that itS particular interest base 
is the state. lt too is based on a sort of “property，" but its private 
property consists of “the essence of the state" itself-th e political 
power. I t  is this peculiarity， to be sure， that creates the illusion of 
universality. But it is all based on a lie-“the lie . . .  that the state is the 
people 능 interest or that the people is the interest Of the state. ， ， 18 

How is this problem of universality to be solved in a “true state"? Of 
course， Marx does not yet know， but he points in a general direction. 
The problem cannot be solved by trying to figure out h ow eνeη last 
citizen can actually function as part of a u niversality through a par
ticular da:ss， since this would seem to be impossible. The solution lies in 
the direction of making the universal dass “the dass of every citizen." 
This stiIl cloudy idea is going to point to the necessity of abolishing all 
class d istinctions; from a longer-range hindsight ，  the solution also points 
to “every cook a statesman，" but the distance to go is vast. 

There is another question of interest about the state bureaucracy 
which Marx takes up-again， because Hegel has raised it. How is the 
state， as well as the peoplε under it， to be safeguarded from thε abuse 
of power by governmental authorities and officials? One answer given 
by Hegel is hierarchy-the hierarchical structure of government means 
that abuses by a lower official can be redressεd by a higher official. 
Marx interjects the following scornful refutation， between parentheses: 

. as if the hierarchy itself were not the chief abuse， and as if the 
few personal offenses of the officials were at all comparable with 
its ηecessary hierarchical offense j the h ierarchy punishes the 
official insofar as he commits an offense against the h ierarchy， or 
commits an offense which is needless from the hierarchy’s stand
point; but it takes him under protection whenever the hierarchy 
itself commits an offense through him ;  beside 
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Another solution， according to Hegel， is the countervailing restraint 
exercised by communities and corporative bodies， which allegedly sup
plement hierarchical control from above with control from below. 
Regarding this， 서arx inte낀ects: “as jf this control does not take place 
from the viewpoint of the bureaucracy hierarchy itself . . . .  " 

Marx argues further that the h ierarchical structure of the bureauc-
racy is no safeguard against bureaucratic abuse because 

the oppositionist is h imself tied hand and foot . . .  '. So where is 
the protection against the “hierarchy"? To be sure， the lesser evil 
[ bureaucratic abuseJ is abol ished by the greater [ hierarchy J 
insofar as it d isappears to make way for Ît. 20 

Finally ， he derides the idea that any safeguard can be made to 
depend on the human (personal) qua1ities of the officia1s themselves. 
〈“1'he human being in the official will protect the officíal against 
h imself! But what a unity that is ! ") 1'he section ends with the thought :  
“1'hε governmental power* Í s  the hardest to  develop . 1'0 an  even 
greater degree than the legislative power it belongs to the whole 
people." 22 1'hat is， it  should belong to the whole people. We will see 
that l ater Marx wil1 devote considerable attention to the problem of an 
executive power separated from popular control. 

4. POLI1'ICAL LEXICON: DEMOCRACY 

We get Marx’s first d iscussion of  the word democracy when i t  
appears in  one of  the  passages cited from Hegel. None of  this can be 
understood without a preliminary explanation of what that word meant 
in 1 84 3 .  

!n  the first half o f  the nineteenth centmγ， almost all politica1 terms 
were in a transitional period of turbulence and change ，  coming into 

" Note that here govetηmeηt and govenzmental power denote the execu tive as 
distinct from the legislative department. The executive is indeed the entire 
meaningful government when the legislative assembly is most!y window-dressing 
and the judiciary bodies are mere appendages. This terminological restriction of 
goνernment to the executive appears again prominently in the drafts for Tbe Civil 
War Í1z Fralzce， especially the second draft， but (interestingly enough) this usage is 
c1ear!y eliminated from the corresponding passage of the final version.21 However， 
it keeps cropping up because it is the common political I:mguage of the time. 
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being or taking on nεw meanings and connotations. I t  cannot be 
assumed that any givεn term meant the same thing then as it does to us 
now， or that it had one u niform meaning even then.23 

No word was in a greater state of flux and chaos than dem ocracy. lt 
was not yet common parlance on  the Continent ( that came with the 
1 848 revolutions) and， as we have seen， it was not yet thε term that 
would naturally occur to anyone discussing such political issues as 
freedom of speech and the prεss， or the rìght to vote， representative 
government， constitutionalism， or most of the complex of questions 
nowadays associated with the word. What then did it convey? 

Like certain other terms with a classical past，24 it was heavily 
conditioned by the history of， and opinions about ，  what had been 
called democracy in ancient Greece. The core idea waS its etymological 
meaning of rule (domination， authority) of the people (demos). But 
who or what were the people，  and what did it mean for the people t。
exercise authority? The interpretation varied from person to person， 
time to time， ideology to ideology. S ince thε most fateful issuεs of 
social change were involved， it was not simply an intellεctual question 
bu t became a plaything of ideology， a vìctim of tendentiousness. With 
the etymology as nucleus， the word became amoebic， extending 
pseudopods in the dirεction of various political mεanings. 

Especially on the radical end of the political spεctrum， thε word had 
a marked tendency to overIay its political content with a social one. 
While its Greek past hardly allowed one to forget that it suggested a 
kind of governmeηt， and hence was a politic외 term， it was widely used 
not so much for particular forms or procedures of government as for 
thε social coηtent of a rεgime: thε extεnt to which the rεgime had a 
base in the people， regardless of how its procedures reflected that base. 
The people， the demos， might directly participate in the regime or 
might merely have great weight in it in some sense ( induding a dema
gogic sense) without reference to forms of participation. AIso， people 
might mean the commoners below the aristocracy (often， the bourgeois 
strata) or the masses of poor below them， depending on the politics of 
the user. 

As an indicator of social contεnt， democracy could be used almost as 
the equivalent of social equality， or equalitarianism in general， as it was 
in Tocqueville， without losing its tendency to blur back and forth 
betweεn such s 
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example-tbe Democracy came to rεfer not to government at all but to 
the movement of the people， or to the People， the Masses. ( ln fact， tbe 
Democracy took on something of the red bogyman character that tbe 
Masses had in a more recent era.) This last meaning will become very 
important when we take up the problems of the bourgeois revolution. 
A “democrat" was one who sympathized with the Cause of the People; 
perhaps the first published use of the word communist was Cabet's 
1 840 article， “Le démocrate devenu communiste， m‘rJgγé lui. " 

We wiIl see that Marx， over the next few years， used democracy like 
everyone else， that is， variably， sometimes with a social and sometimes 
with a purely poIitical reference， often with an amalgam of the two. 

To increase the difficulties， Hegel-who wrote his own dictionary as 
he went along-suffused this protean term democracy with a special 
content of his own， integrated into his phi1osophic system. And un
fortunately it is the Hegelese democracy that we meet first in Marx’s 
critique. It takes off from the social aspect of the term ， and gives a 
Hegelian version of a sort of union of the state with the people. I t  
connotes a society in  which the separation between the social and the 
political is transcended， in which the universal and the particular are no 
longer counterposed， in which the state is no longer alienated from civil 
society and， on its own side， civil society is no longer merely the sphere 
of individual interest. 25 The monarchist Hegel h imself did not think 
that such a state of affairs， “beautiful" though it might be or once had 
been in Greece， was possible in modern society ; but the problem which 
this conception raises is going to remain with Marx long after it is 
divorced from the terminology. 

I t  is this Hegelese connotation of democracy that is uppermost in a 
section df the critÎque of Hegel where Marx discussεs the peculiarity of 
med ieval society. The overt fiμ'Stoη of political and economic power 
under feudalism-so different from the apparent divorce of eco'nomic 
power from political rule in the era of the rising bourgeoisie-appears 
here as a case precisely of absence of alienation of political (state) life 
from the spheres of private life; the universal was not counterposed to 
the particular. Yet， far from being beautiful ， it meant a state of 
unfreedom . 

In the MiddIe Ages the political constitution is the constitution of 
private property， but only because the constitution of private 
property is a political constitution. In the Middle Ages the life of 
the people and the life of the state are identical. Man is the real 
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principle of  the  state， but i t  i s  unfree man. I t  i s  therefore the 
dem ocracy of unfreedom， alienation carried through to the end.26 

Tbis fusion of political and economic life which ， if it was democracy in 
Hegelese， was the “democracy of u nfreedom，" produced an alienation 
even more thoroughgoing than at present， Marx said， and furthermore 
created an antagonism in society， a dualism that was real as compared 
with the abstract one of the present day. 

With this background ， let us now return to Marx’ s  critique of H egel’s 
political philosophy. 

5. THE STATE AND DEMOCRACY 

There is a long section， which we pass over， in which Marx polεm
izes against Hegel’s monarchism. I n  addition to a refutation of heredi
tary rule in general， a large part of it is devoted to argumentation 
against concentrating the wiU of the state in one man.27 Marx is arguing 
against any form of monarchy， induding the constitutional m onarchy 
advocated by Hegel. ( lndeed， the aim of writing an “essay against 
Hegel’s doctrines on the constitutional monarchy" had been in Marx’s 
mind since early 1 842-the “crux" of the essay was to be an “attack on 
coηstitutional moηarchy as a hybrid thing wh ich is thoroughly self
contradictory and self-abrogating.") 28 

Next is a section in which Marx takes the “sovεreignty of the 
people" as central to politics. He attacks Hegel for counterposing the 
sovereignty of the state to the sovereignty of the people. Even a 
monarch is sovereign only 

insofar as he represents the people’s unity ; he h imseJf， then， is 
only a representative， a symbol of the sovereignty of the people. 
The sovereignty of the people does not exist through him but， 
j ust thε contrary， he exists through it. 

And again :  “As though the people were not the real state. The state is 
an abstraction. The peop1e alone is what is concrεte." 

Marx quotes a pa��age from Hegel stating that “the  sovereignty of 
the people is one of the confused notions based on the wild idea of the 
people." Marx retorts: “The ‘confused notions’ and the ‘ψild idea' are 
to be found here only on HegeJ’ s  part . . . .  The question is just this : 
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Isn't sovereignty as embodied in the monarch an illusion? Sovereignty 
of the monarch or sovereignty of the peoplε， that is the question . . .  
And these， he adds， arε “two cor.ηpletely opposed coηcepts o[ sover-

"29 etgηty. 
I t  is at this poil1t that democracy enters， brought up by a remark ìn 

헤egel. Hegel (as cited by Marx) h ad dismÎssed the notion of sovereignty 
。f the people， “if by sovereignty of the people is understood the form 
。f a republic， and ， even more specifically， of a democracy ." Now， 
a1though we have duly explained the special connotation which Hegel 
gave to democracy， it is dear that in this passage the word js being used 
also for a particular governmental form. I n  reply， Marx embarks on a 
defense of democracy against H egel’s aspersion. 

The meaning of Marx’s line of argument here can best be understood 
by keeping in mind the capacity of democracy to embrace both the 
political and social aspects of sovereignty， sway or par잉nountcy of the 
people. The thought that runs through it is that in all constitu tions the 
state must rest on the mass of people in the last analysis， that the 
people always form the determining power in society (that is， “exercise 
authority" in that sense) even if what they determine is to suffer a 
monarch to rule over thεm. This is the sense of such a statement as 
“Democracy is thε resolved mystery of all constitutions." When Marx 
writes that “Dεmocracy is the truth of I that is， the reality behind1 
monarchy， monarchy is not the truth of democracy，" the thought is 
that behind the rule of the monarch is the (passive， u nused) power of 
the people， whereas the rεverse does not make sense. * Under a mon
archy， the constitution is still a product of the pε。ple as they are， 

$ At about this time Marx was making notes and excerpts on his historical 
readings. One of h is excerpts from a work by L. Ranke is summarized this way by 
thε edítors of the Marx-Engels Gesamtausgabe (ιft:G‘A): “Out of fear of the 
revolutionary demands of the ψeople was born quasi-Iegitimism， the union of 
popular sovereignty and divine righ t . " 30 Here too the thought is that popular 
sovereignty lay behind the absolutism of the monarchy， in  the specific sense that 
the Crown leaned on the determining power of the people in order to subordinate 
the aristocracy. The s와ne thought WlIS expressed by Engels in an articIe the 
following year-quite independently， for the common source was Hegel (as 
Engels' context showed on the very next page). Explaining why the English 
system is not as democratic as commonly supposed， he wrote: “England is indeed 
a democracy， but in the way Russia is a democracy õ for， without being aware of 
it， the people rule everywhere， and in all states the government is only a d ifferent 
expression for the people’s level of education." 31 
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indirectly， for the people ( remember) are always “the real state，" even 
if th is does not appear to be so ; whereas under a democracy， “The 
constitution appears as what it is， the free product of men ." 32 

Marx， who seeks to turn Hegelese against therefore argues 
that， after all ， democracy-the powεr of the people to detεrmine 
government in thε Iast analysis-is implicit ，  if h idden， in all states， just 
as the essencε 。f religion is implicit in 꾀1 religions although ovεrlaid in 
most. 

Hegel takes the state as h is 5tarting point， and makes man into a 
subjective thing of the state; democracy takes man as starting
point， and makes the state into an objectification of man. Just as 
religion does not create man but man creates religion， 50 likewise 
it Ís not the constitution that creates the people bui the people 
that create the constitution.33 

Religion suggests an analogy ， based on the standard Young Hegelian 
conception of Christianity as the last and most advanced form of 
religion because i t  is the essence of all religion as such ; that is， Ît is 
religion boiled down to essentials， whereas other religions embody this 
e�ence in an overlaid ， contradictory way that has to be exhumed by 
critical analysis. “ In a certain respect，" writes Marx， carrying through 
this analogy， “democracy is related to all other forms of the state as 
Christianity is related to alI other religions." In democracy， tbe deter
mining power of the people at last comes out into the open， freed of 
superimposεd repressions: “So l ikewise democracy is the esseηce of 
eνery state constitution， it is socialized man in the form of a particular 
state constitution . . . .  " The real relationship between man and the state 
can emergc : “Man does not exist for the l aw， but the law exists for 
man ; it [democracy l is humaη existeηce， while in other state forms 
man has legal existence. This is the basic differεnce of dcmocracy." 34 

Only now d。εs Marx proceed to tiε up democracy as a kind of 
government form with the special Hegelìan meaning. All other (non
democratic) state forms are particular state forms; but the democratic 
form of the state is more than merely a form : it is the “material 
principle" of the state made  manifest. That is， it manifests openly the 
determining power of the people. Then Marx writes: “Therefore it is， 
for the first time， the true unity of the univεrsal and the particular." 35 

Q.E.D.-What Marx has thus done is to build a of argumenta" 
tion ，  wholly inside the Hegelian system， between democracy as a fonn 
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of governmem εmbodying the open sovereignty of the people， and 
democracy as the unity of the universal and the particular. 

Over this bridge Marx goes on to the next point. ln monarchy and 
other nondemocracies， man in his political aspect ( as a citizen of the 
state) “has h is particular existence alongside the unpol itical ， private 
man." Or more concretely :  at present a man has his existence on the 
one side as a citizen of the state， presumably devoted to the universal 
interests of the community ，  and at the same time he also has his private 
interests and relationships-for example， as a bourgeois， trying to get 
rich regardless of the community interest. At present these two aspects 
of the same man are not fused， they are separate and in  contradiction. 
The (Hegelian) monarchy， which ， as the state， claims to be the universal 
element， does not do away with this contradiction ; it merely asserts its 
right to subordinate the particular to the universal ， that is， to subordi
nate everything e1se to itself. 

1 n contrast is democracy， where “the pol itical state . . .  is itself only 
a particular content， like a parücular form of exístence of the people." 
Thε monarchy is a particular which claims to be the universal element 
ruling over and determining all particulars， whereas democracy knows it 
is only a particular. Democracy does not presume to lord it over all tbe 
particulars; that is， it is not a form of state which presumes to permeate 
all of social life， as does absolutism. 

The modern French have the folIowing conception of i t :  that in 
true democracy the political state disappears. This is correct 
insofar as the political state as such， the constitution， no longer is 
equivalent to the whole.36 

The first sentence is plainly an acknowledgment of the ideas about 
“an-archy" (no state) emanating from Proudhon and others. But the 
second sentence refuses to go that route. ln “true democracy" the state 
will ηot entirely disappear but will only dwindle to its proper sphere; it  
will no longer claim to run the whole but only to take care of one 
particular social task among other particulars， just as Marx had ex
plained before. It has a limited ， not an unlimited ， place in society. 

Hegel mentioned the form of the republic without clearly differen
tiating it from the idea of a democracy， a blurring of terms that was 
very common. Marx proceeds to explain quite clearly that while “the 
abstract state-form of democracy is the republic，" a state-form which is 
merely republican in political constitution is not a real democracy if 
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democracy does not  permeate the  social as well as  the political com
p lex. Going right to the point， he gives the example of the American 
republic :  

Property， etc. ，  in  short the whole content of law and the state is， 
with few modifications， the same in North America as in Prussia. 
There， consequently， thξ republic is a mere state-form just as the 
monarchy is here. The content of the state lies outside these 

37 onstltutJons. 

It ís clear that， aS before， Marx thinks of the content of the state as 
constituting more than merely the political state in that it comprises 
also its system of property relations. It follows for him that in a true 
democracy property too must be held democratically ， and that it is not 
50 held in the republican United States any more than in monarchist 
Prussia. 

6. DEMOCRACY AND REVOLUTION 

For a state to get a really new constitution (state form) ，  Marx 
maintains， “an outright revolution was always nεeded." He quotes 
HegeI ’s contention that “improvement in conditions is apparently tran
quil and imperceptible ，" taking place over a long period， and he 
disagrees: “The catεgory of gradual transition is ，  first of all ，  historically 
false， and secondly， it explains nothing." He emphasizes that what is 
necessary is conscious change， and to that end 

it is necessary that the movement of the constitution and progress 
be made tbe priηciple of tbe coηstitution， therefore that the real 
bulwark of the constitution， the people， be made the principle of 
the constitution. '" Progress i tself is then the constitution.39 

Hegel ’s idea， of course， was that the gradual change was to be 
brought about by the government (the executive) from above. Marx 
argues: 

.. Marx made this same poim in passing earlier in  the notebook: the state 
needs a constitution “that has within itself the character and principle of advanc. 
ing along with advances in consciousness， advancing along with man as he is in 
actuality， which is possible only when ‘man’ has become the principle of the ’ 3s constltutlon. 
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It was the legislative power that made the French Revolution ;  in 
general ， that is what made the great organic， universal revolutions， 
when it came out in its specific character as the rulìng element. 

This was 50 “precisely because the legislative power was the representa
tive of the people，" whereas the governments could m와κ 。nly counter
revolutions. Indεed， the phrase “legislative power" should be under
stood to refer to representativε assemblies as d istinct from the 
governments under which they arose. 

I f  the question is correctly p osed， it means only this: Do the 
have the right to give themselves a new constitutÍon? To 

thi5 the answer must be an unconditional yes， for the constÍtution 
becomes an illusion as 500n as it ceases to be the reaI expression 
。f thε wiU of thε people.40 

Naturally hε supports the idea of a representative assembly as against 
an estates (assembling deputiεs estates) : “The representa
tive constitutÎon is a step forward， because ìt is the open， νη![als좌 

coηsistent expression of the situation o[ the m odern state. I t  is the 
coηtγadiction. " That is， it does not disguise the existing 

contradictÎon between srate and civil society， but rather expresses it.41 
This is out a little later : 

The power is indeed for the first timζ the 
total pol itical state， but it is precisely in it that there also appears 

unveiled of 엽1e 업oliticα1 stαte with itself‘ be-
‘ l“>，1 ←� h ‘ k ‘� .、t、;"-*" ，r、 ，1.，‘u‘ 、“‘��" cause nas re: 

power， the 
political state 

to ltS 0원’n 
m odel of the Convention in 성le French Revolution. He 
later that t섭is model was ‘ a 

。f everyone deliberatÌons 
“the demoεγ'atic 혀ement 

。f the state‘ 뼈arx ar찔les 
: all should partiε ‘ for 

The of civil society to transform itself int。
。r to make sodety the αctual 
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Ítself as a striving for the m ost fully p ossible uηtveγsal participa
tion in legislative p oweγ 45 

This 21so means the widest possible suffrage， univers21 suffrage: 

‘A.s 

The opposition within the representative p ower i s  the princip21 
p olitìcal existence of the representative p ower. . . .  It is not a 
question here whether cÌvil society should exεrClse εgislativε 
power through deputies or through 211 as individuals， but rather it  
is a question of the extension and greatest possible u쳐versaliza
tioη 。f νo tiηg， of active as well as passive voting rights. This is the 
real p oint at issue in  politic21 reform， in France as well as ìn 
England‘ 

. τhe vote is the αctμal relatioηship of αctuα1 civil society t。
the civil society of the legislatìve p ower， to the representative 
elemeηt. . . . It therefore goes without saying that the vote c onsti
tu tes the principal political interest of actual civil society. I n  
uηrestricted sμ伊αgε， active as wε11 a s  p assive， civil society for the 
first time has re21ly elεvatξd itself . . . to polítical existence as its 

true universal， essentì21 existence . . . .  By actual1y εstablishing its 
p olitical existeηce as its true one， cívil society h as at the same 
tÍmζ establishεd that its civil existence， as distinct from its p oiiti
C싫， IS ηesseηtialj . . .  the reform o[ the su댐age is， therefore， 
withi n  the abstγact p oliticα1 state， the demand for its dissolutioη， 
but 상ke‘vise for the dissolution o[ civil society. 46 

this rcference to the “dissolutÎon of thε statζ is 

not an echo more a correction of th ε 

talk about no-statc. This is dea r h ere since the dissolutÎon of “ 

abstract statζ" is Ii패ed 、%’Îth “t.�e dissolution of ci피i 

both to bε abolished as contr‘αdicto서es， as 

becausε the truly democratic state estab

and economics. 

* τhc notebook contains still anotÏ1er referencc to th(� abo!ition of εhe 
state，" Maτx discusscs a 잉ituation wherε “。n thε 。ne side stands 

an강 and， on the other， civiì society as 
state (wÎth its “arious estates).  then， the 

"47 τhe last word， emphasized by Marx， 
makes dou셉y dear that what is to bc abolishcd ;s the 상aim 01' the political 
state!...that is‘ the absolutist regimε (goverrunem and sovereign)-to constitute the 
totality of 
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7. THE BREAK WITH HEGEL 

I t  is in these pages that we find the rεcord of a kind of break with 
HegeI that cannot exactly be ca1Ied an ideological ， theoretical ， or 
philosophica1 break. It involves something more than merely a rej ection 
of HegeI’s views to this or that extent. As far as views were concerned ， 
Marx had begun sloughing off Hegelianism long before this (if indeed he 
ever was an “orthodox" Hegelian)， and he  was far from finished with 
this process ( if  indeed he ever completed it). 

This break is manifested most obviously by the tone of the manu
script. If we keep in mind that it  was written over a period of months at 
least， if not as much as two years， there is a striking change which 
builds up at the end. At the beginning， the tone is that of ordinary 
disagreement: the master is unfortunateIy wrong about this and that. I t  
i s  on1y later that we start getting expressions implying positive d is
respect， a note of impatience if not asperity， plus more sweeping 
judgments. FinaIly， quite near ' the end， there is the most visible change 
of a11. 

It comes out after Marx has proved to himself how thoroughly 
authoritarian and bureaucratic HegeI’s thinking is. He quotes a passage 
in which Hegel makes c1ear that he is afraid of， and wants to build 
bulwarks against， the free action of deputies from civil society in the 
estates assembly.  As far as the upper-class deputies are concerned ， says 
Hegel ， the guarantee is their independent wealth . But the lower-c1ass 
(mainly bourgeois) section of deputies is drawn from the “t1uctuating 
and changeable element of civil society，" which he fears is weak in its 
obrigkeitlicheη Siηη its sense of hierarchical authority， and other 

48 necessary state attnDutes. 
This means， Marx charges， that Hegel would reaIly I ike to pack the 

lower chamber with ‘ψeηsioned g。、rernment officials ." Hegel demands 
not only that the deputies have a “sense of the state" but aIso a 
predilection for h ierarchical and bureaucratic authority. He has (Marx 
demonstrates by further quotation) a deep distrust of what he caIls 
“the so-caIled people" and theii deputies， who are likely to be i rrespon
sible. In reply， we do not get much of an argumentative refutation from 
Marx， but rather this:  “Here Hegel ’s unthinking inconsistency and 
‘hieraγchical ’ sense become reaIly disgusting. "49 1 n anothεr few lines， 
Marx bursts out again: 
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Here Hegel goes a1most to the point of servility. One sees he is 
infected through and through with the miserable arrogance of the 
Prussian world of officialdom， which， from the patrician heights 
of its bureaucratic narrowmindedness， looks down on the “self
reliance" of the “people’s subjective opinion about itself." Here 
the “state" is everywhere identica1 for Hegel with the 
‘government." so overnment. 

There is another page or so， dotted with dismissals of Hegel’s 
argument as “thoughtless，" or hopelessly contradictory， or “simply 
playing around with formulas." 5 1 Another passage from Hegel is copied 
down for refutation， but instead of refuting it Marx curtly dismisses it 
as “worth no special discussion." Another passage: and this time， 
instead of any comment at a11， there is only this : “o Jerum! "  (The 
word is a minced form of Jesus， and the exclamatÎon is the equiva1ent 
of rolling one’s eyes up in disgust and crying “Oh Lordie!") Finally， 
another passage from Hegel is set down， and this time there is nothing 
at a11 :  tbis is wbere tbe manusc서p t  breaks of! 52 

Here is the picture: at the beginning of the notebook， Hegel and 
Marx are， as it were， two philosophers looking at the state and society， 
and disagreeing. What happens at the end is that Marx sees Hegel in an 
entirely different context， apart from the extent of philosophical dis
agreemεnt. Hegel is no longer simply in error: he is (to use a later 
expression) on the other side of the barricades. He is not sirnply voicing 
mistakes about the state; he is a voice of the state. He is not simply 
wrong about the problem ; he is a part of thε problem. 
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During the same mon ths that Marx was settIing accounts with Hegel 
in h is pdvate notebook， he was also trying to thínk out a political 
perspective for himself. Was he a socialist (communist) ，  and if 50， which 
of the dozen socÎalisms or half-dozen communisms was he for? If he did 
not like any of the existing isms， should he concoct one of his own? 
What else could one do? 

This was one of the important issuεs that emerged from the work 
done by Marx for the next periodical of which he became an editor. I t  
was a journal with the ambitious， and unrealized， aim of  becoming a 
political center for international col1aboration， combining French and 
German radicals， and hence named the Deutsch-Fraηzösische Jahrbücher 
(DFJ) .  Coeditor and moneyman of the project was Arnold Ruge， a 
young Hegelian radical who then seemed to be evolving in the samç 
general direction as Marx. Only one issue (a double number) was 
destined to be published， in February 1 844. Meanwhile Marx married 
J enny von Westphalen in J une 1 843  and in October moved to Paris 
where the magazine was to be edited. 

The DFJ had no formal programmatic article or editorial statement 
of political intent ;  this was r，εplaced by eight letters， dated 1 84 3 ，  which 
discussed the magazine’s orientation. Three of the letters were by Marx 
(dated March， May， and September) ，  induding the first and last in the 
exchange， therèby setting the tone. >1< 

The exchange of letters discussed contemporary socialism and 
communism， among other things. Before we can profitably continue， 
another lexicographical digression is necessary . 

.. Since it is quite possible that all the letters were revised for publication. 
these letters are best regarded as reflecting Marx’s views as of the beginning of 
1 844， even though the thinking that produced them took place during 1 843.  

96 
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SOCIA LlSM AND COMλ1Ul\f/SM 

These two words were very nεw then ; they concea! boobytraps for 
the modern readεr. One of the best-known explanations， made by 
Engels in an 1888 preface to the Communist Man까'Sto， is true enough 
as far as it goes but requires supplementation. Engels’ εxplanation refers 
to 1 847 but most of it app1ies to the 1 843-1844 period we are now 
concerned with : 

By Socialists， in  1 847，  were understood， on the one hand， the 
adherents of the various Utopian systems: Owenites in England， 
Fourierists in France . . .  on the other hand， the most multi
farious social quacks， who ，  by a11 manners of tinkering， professed 
to redress， without any danger to capital and profit，  a11 sorts of 
social grievances， in both cases men outside the working-dass 
movement， and looking rather to the “educated" dasses for 
support‘ Whatever portion of the working class had become 
convinced of the insufficiency of mere politica1 revolutions， and 
had prodaimed the necessity of a tota1 socia1 change， that portion 
then called Îtself Communist. l t  was a crude， rough-hewn， púrely 
instinctive sort of Communismj stil l ， it touched the cardina1 point 
and was powerful enough amongst the working dass to produce 
the Utopian Communism ， in France， of Cabet， and in Gennany， 
of Weitling‘ Thus， Socia1ìsm was， in 1 847 ，  a middle-class move
ment， Communism a working-class movement . 1  

Thε central notion around which the term socialism and its  dεriva
tives and cognates developed was not so much any particular proposal 
regarding property or ownership .  The centraI notion was coηcem with 
the “sociα questioη " as distinct from concern merely with political 
l ibera1ism ， freedom， philosophic and religious radica1ism ， and such. The 
“social question" was thc plight of thc rnasses of people in the new 
society of growing industry and bourgeoisification， and the need to do 
something about it. The new term litera1ly mεant social-ism ; and i t  
could be applied， and was abundantly applied， to  any ideas and pro
posals about reforrns directed to the “socia1 question ，"  whether or not 
any changes in the system of property ownership were involved， 
whεther or not any govεrnment action was sought-in short， whether or 
not there was anything socia1istic about them in a more definite 
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modern sense. From another side，  socia/-ism was conceived as the 
opposite of indiνidual-ism， that is， hostile to the new bourgeois dog-eat
dog ethic. 

The broadness or amorphousness of the term is， for example， clearIy 
visible in an early 1 844 article by the pre-Marxist Engels. Referring to 
England after 1 760， when rule passed from the Whigs to the Tories， he 
wrJtes: 

From then on it was thε social movement that absorbed the 
energies of the nation and pushed political interest into the 
background， even did away with it， since all domestic politics 
from then on were concealed socialism， the form which social 
questions assumed in order to assert themselves on a universal ， 
nationwide scale.2 

It is important to understand this usage， *  for， above all ，  “socialism" did 
not necessarily imply the abolition of private property in production. 
Neither Fourier nor Saint-Simon countenanced the abolition of private 
property， nor did Proudhon. Abolition of private property implied 
community of goods-or “community" for short-and provided the 
core distinction for the differentiation of communism from the broader 
penumsra of socialism. Of the prominent French isms， only Cabet and 
his followers (“Icarians") called themselves communists， for only they 
advocated complete communal ownership (in fact， state ownership) of 
the means of production. Before Cabet， the term had arisen among the 
rεvolutionary Jacobin secret societies and Parisian workers' clubs stem
ming from the tradition of Babeuf (as transmitted particularly by 

.. This general use of socialism can be found in other writings by Engels 
around this time: for example， his account in December 1 844 of the spread of 
“。Social ideaso .. which are equated with socialist ideas， and in The Holy .Famiι 
where concern with pauperism is taken to be socÎalistic.3  This was the prevalent 
usage. Laveleye reports that when Proudhon was tried in 1 848 the magistrate 
asked him whether he was socialist: 

“Certainly. . .  “Well， but what， then， is Socialism?" “1 t is." replied 
Proudhon， “every aspiration towards the improvement of society." “But in 
that case，" very justly remarked the magistrate， “we are 며I socialists. 
“That is precisely what 1 t야m‘h나ir띠n바1“Ik‘“，" rejoined Prou뼈l펴d‘honκ1. 

ln 1 850， during the trial of a group of socialists arrested for organizing a Union of 
Workers Associations， the defense attorney (a MaÎtre Laissac) retorted to a 
prosecutor’s jibe with these words: “Socialist-ycs; that’s understood. We are all 
socialists， you as well as 1 ，  sir; only， we are so from different points of view." The 
day before， a defendant had been ral lied by the judge for using “these new words 
( l ike socialism ) ，  which cròp up only in time of revolutions." The defendant 
answered (with a shrug， 1 imagine ) :  “They’re plays on words， if  you wish ; for 
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Buonarroti’s book)， whose best-known leaders were Blanqui and 
Barbès. But writers and publicists like Dez잉ny ( wh om Marx had al
ready read ， or read about ，  in Germany) collaborated in the clubs as 
“communists." The German ar디san Wilhelm Weitling， learning the new 
ideas in Paris， worked out his own version of “cOITImunism." 

I t  was in general true that the communist currents， in this French 
radical melting-pot， were the ones with a greater appeal to working-class 
elements-which meant at the time mainly artisanal workers.8 Even 
Cabet， who made quite clear that he  expected his utopia to be ushered 
in only after the upper classes had been persuaded to adopt it， aimed at 
and probably gained a greater working-class clientele than h is utopian 
competitors. Above all， in reputation-in the fears of the upper classes
it was communism that was far more closely associated with the 
stirrings of the dark masses， as reported in the books and periodicals 
read by the educated classes. 

But there was a complication that speciaUy concerned Marx in 
1843-1 844. The only “communist" Marx yet knew peγ'sonally did not 
fit the above picture at all .  This was Moses Hess， one of Marx’s leading 
associates on the Rheiηische Zeitung， the moving force in the Cologne 
study group on socialism-communism in which Marx had been par
ticipating， and the man who had converted the young Engels to some
thing he called “communism" at about this time. Hess’s whole career 
was a straw in the wind. At this time his “communism" was a personal 
stew of German phi!osophy (left Hegelianism plus Fichte) and 
Proudhonist anarchism， with croutons from other French socialist 
schools， but antagonistic to the working-dass nuance of French com
munism εven in theory. Although Marx’s written references to com
munism， before h is removal to Paris， mention Cabet， Dezamy， and 
Weitling， it is possible to wonder to what extent h is remarks may have 
been influenced by his acquaintance with Hess. 
everything is socialism， even the rai!way companies." 5 lt is clear here that 
socialism implies anything collective rather than individual ， and it was all long 
before the Tory Harcourt gained immortality with the remark that “We are all 
socialists now." However， i t  was only when socialism was popular that types like 
Proudhon used the term for himse1f; l ikewise with more opportunistic social 
reformers of various kinds. ln a prerevolutionary year like 1 847 it was true that 
(as Eng 
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2. HOW TO DEVELOP A MOVEMENT PROGRAM 

In  his notebook on Hegel Marx had already made it clear that he 
believed political democracy and a republic were not sufficient
property must be democratized too-but there was no direct discussion 
of socialism or communism. '" 

His first letter in the DFJ exchange， dated March 1 843 ，  reflects more 
or less the same frame of mind. H is viewpoint is already socialistic (in 
the modern sense) in a general way. The goal of the revolution， which is 
“freedom，" means to “make society again into a community of men for 
their highest aim， a democratic state." 10 But we should keep in mind， 
from the notebook， that a truly democratic state also means democracy 
in civil society， economic democracy. Hencε， when Marx calls for 
“going on to the human world of democracy，" 1 1 it is not only political 
forms that are involved. This is made more specific in the same Ietter: 

The system of money-making and commerce， of property and 
exploitation of people， however， leads much faster than the 
increase in population to a rupture within present겁ay society， a 
rupture which the old system is powerless to heal， because it does 
not heal or create at all but αlly exists and enjoys. 12 

The letter ends with recognition of the need to give a “positive" 
form to the new world that stiII has to be created. But it is precisely the 
question of this positive form that creates the predicament with which 
we began this chapter. i t  is dealt with in Marx’s third letter， which is 
also the last in the exchange. First thε problem is stated : 

The internal difficulties almost seem to be even greater than the 
external obstades. For even though there ís no doubt about the 

$ I n  these notes Marx :nade only a passîng reference to the communist idea， 
with a tenuously favorable implication:  

The atomization into which civil society sinks ìn its  political αct necessarily 
arises from the fact that the communalit)ζ the communistíc mode of being 
Ikommunistiscbe Weseη J ，  i n  which the individual exists， is a civil society 
that h as been separated from the state or a political state tbat ís aη 
abstractioη of civíl society. 9 

The context demanded only a phrase l ike “the communal mode of being in which 
the individual exists." By substituting the brand-new \�ord communistic， with， its 
current implications， Marx was su용gesting an equation berween the innate com
munality of man and his “communistic" essence. (The word Weseη also means 
“essence" or “essential nature. ") 
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question “Where from ? "  confusion reigns all the m ore about the 
question “Where to ? "  Not o nly h as a general anarchy broken out 
among th e reformers， but evεryone will have to admit to h imself 
that he has no exact notion of what is  to be. 13 

I n  th is letter Marx suggests a new approach， one that h e  may not 
have had in mind when h e  made the remark in the first letter about 
giving the future a positive form . 

50 far ， almost all of the new sect 1εaders had taken pains to satisfy 
the natural demand: “What is y ou r  new world going to look like? " *  
Answering i n  more o r  less detail， each had wound u p  with his own 
system， or blueprint， for the new order: all d ifferent， all in  conflict， and 
all unsatisfactory to any but a band of convinced followers. 

While admiring many of the specífic contributions of this or that 
theorist， Marx could not accept any one of them as the final solution t。
the question of what is to be， as the correct d ep iction of the future. H e  
proposes， not t o  try to invent still <l. new “gospel o f  the new l ife，" but t o  
take a different tack altogether， bypassing all existíng system-mongers. 
The following explanation con디nues after the statement that no o ne 
has an exact notion of what is to be:  

Howevεr， that is  precisely thε advantage of the new direction : 
that we do not d ogmatically anticipate the world but rather want 
to find the nεw world only through criticism of the old. Until 
now the p hilosophers h ad the solution to all riddles ly ing on their 
desks， and the stupid outside world had only to open its m outh 
wide for the roasted p igeons of absolute knowledge to fly int。
it. . . . lf constructing the future and settling the matter for all 

• The notable exception was Blanqui，  who criticized the system-makers for 
quarrel ing about the future reconstruction of society. His famous formulation of 
this ζriticism was directed at Cabet and Proudhon， whose followers (he said) 
stood on a riverbank disputing what is on the other sidc. “Let us cross and see，" 
hc advised. That is， first make the revolution， and then worry about how to 
constitute the new society. This was an assertion that conceptions about socialist 
society were unnecεssary ; as we explain be\ow‘ this is quite d ifferent from Marx’s 
idea， which bears on how such concep tions are to be developed eventually.  
Moreover， i n  the Blanquist movement this “!et us cross and see" attitude was part 
of its general anti theoretica l ，  anti-ideological bias. Anothcr statement by Blanqui is 
closer to Marx’s spirit. “。ne of our most grotesque presumptions." h e  wrote， “is 
that we barbarians， we ignoramuses， pose as legislators for future gcnerations." 1 4  

This bears most obviously o n  the dctail i n  which the system-makers envisioned 
thcir future social order， as against the general l ines and conditioned presupposi
tions o f  a socialist socicty that emergc from Marx’s a pproach. 
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time is not our job， yet what we have to accomplish at the 
present time is all the more certain-I mean the ruth/ess criticism 
of eνerythiηg that exists， ruthless in the sense that the criticism is 
not afraid of its results and just as Iittle afraid of conflict with the 
powers that be. 1 5 

The positive form of the new world， therefore， will eventually be 
found， but from a new direction. It wilI not be found by anticipation or 
by fiat， but by the road of criticism of the existing system. 

We have already mentioned the central importance of criticism
analysis through critique-in the thinking of the Young Hegelian ten
dency， and here Marx is employing it to help chart a new course. I ts 
own dissolution is already immanent within everything that is: this was 
familiar to anyone who had gone through the Hegelian schooJ. l ts inner 
contradictions assert themselves through the dialectic of h istory ; it is 
the job of criticism to unveil these contradictions and to make the 
process of dissolution a coηscioùs one， therefore a human one， for this 
time (so went the general persuasion) a society was possible in which 
human consciousness could flower. 

Here is one of the important nodal points where a conception 
nurtured in the sociophilosophical matrix of left Hegelianism was 
transformed into a fundamental idea of politics ， indeed into a solution 
to a fundamental problem of politics. It is a keystone of Marx’s politics. 

Marx’s letter then states flatly : “1 am therefore not in favor of 
raising a dogmatic banner; just the opposite. We must try to help the 
dogmatists c1arify their own tenets to themselves. " 16 

Dogmatic， to be sure， is a dirty word， and is usually used to assert 
that one’s own dogmas are better than the other person’s. It easily lends 
itseIf to pejorative conjugation: “1 am principled ; you are dogmatic ; he 
is fanatical."  As such， it is only a literary device. But in the case now in 
question Marx’s use of the word reflects a more objective difference
the difference between views to be reached through critical examina
tion of reality and tenets laid down by fiat (1ike the architecture and 
clothing in Cabet’s regimented utopia (jf karia). 

The new direction is again summarized toward the end of the letter: 

ln that way we do not confront the world in doctrinaire fashion 
with a new principle: “Here is the truth ， here fall on your knees ! "  
We  devεIop new. principles for the wor1d out of  the principles of 
the world Ìtself. We do n01: tell the wo 
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struggles， they are stupid stuff; we wish to yell the true slogan of 
the struggle at you ." We merely show the world why it is actually 
struggling; and consciousness is a thing it must acquire even if it 
does not want to. 

The reform of consciousness consists only in the fact that one 
makes the world become aware of its own consciousness， that one 
awakens it from its drζam about itseJf， that one explains its own 
actJons to It. 

Our motto must be， then: Reform of consciousnεss not through 
dogmas but through analyses of the mystical consciousness that is 
unclear to itseIf， whether it appears in religious or political guise. 
It will then be demonstrated that the world has long possessed in 
dream a thing of which it need only possess the consciousness in 
。rder to possess it in reality. It will be demonstrated that it is not 
a question of a big h iatus in thinking betweεn past and future but 
of carrying out the thinking of the past. FinaIly it will be 
demonstrated that humanity does not begin l1ew work but ac
complishes its old work in a conscious way. 

We can therefore express the tendency of our journal in a 
single phrase: the epoch’s  seIf-understanding (critical philosophy) 
。f its own struggles and aspirations. This is a job for the world 
and for US. 1 7 

The objection to doctrinaire and dogmatic principles applies directly 
to blueprinted plans for the new society， not to political principles in 
general ; but even the latter are subj ect to the general method. A11 
socialist ideas are to be sought through a critical examination of the real 
struggles going on， in order to draw out of them the meaning that is 
struggling to emerge to consciousness. This is not an injunction against 
adopting principles but a strategy on how to work them out. 

3 .  TOWARD THE POLITICALIZATION 
。Þ SOCIALISM 

I t  is in this context that we get a very important statement of where 
Marx stands at this point on socialism and communism. lt must be kept 
in mind that h is references are to the specific socialisms and com
munisms of 1 843 .  The foIlowing passage takes off from the thought 
that one must help the dogmatists clarify their own tenets: 
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Thus， communism in particular is a dogmatic abstraction，  but by 
this 1 have in mind not any imaginablε or possible communism 
but the communÌsm that actually exists， as taught by Cabet， 
Dezamy， Weitling， and so on. This communism is itself only a 
special phenomenal form of the humanist principle when it is 
inf，εcted by its opposite， privatism [Privatweseη J • *' Abolition of 
private property and communism are therefore by no means 
identical， and it was not by accident but by necessity that 
communism saw the development of other socialist doctrines 
distinct from it， such as those of Fourier， Proudhon， etc. ，  because 
it is itself only a particular， one-sided realization of the socialist 

I � 19 pnnClpJe. 

The communism which Marx does ηot  have in mind is that of the 
secret societies (Blanquist and others) and the Parisian workers' clubs， 
with which he did not become acquainted until he came to Paris. The 
Cabetist form of communism was easily one of the most dogmatic 
abstractions in the field ，  involving a most detailed blueprint of a society 
by fiat. Wεitling’s communist utopia was no less dogmatic， indeed 
messianic， if less lucid than the Frenchman’s. It is clear that in a general 
way Marx accepts abolition of private property but not the particular 
communist doctrines presently embodying that general idea. These 
communisms are too narrow， and they represent only one side of the 
“humanist principle" (the realization of human freedom). A broader 
vision of communism is necessary. 

Communism (abolition of private property) itself is only one facet 
of the socialist principle (solution of the “social question") ，  and 

. the whole socialist principle is， in turn， only one side bearing 
on the reality of true human nature. We have to concern ourselves 
just as well with the other side， the theoretÏcal life of man ，  and 
therefore make religion， science， and so on an object of our 

20 cntlclsm. 

The socialist principle is too limited because it does not deal with 
the whole scope of the “humanist principle"-man’s complete eman
cipation， including h is emancipation from the old conceptions of 
theOlγ， hence the reference to religion and science. But it  turns out as 
we read on that this does not mean Marx is thinking back to the old 

• The though t of this sentence will be elaborated in the chapter 00 private 
property and cornrnunism in Marx’s Paris rnanuscripts of 1 844. 1 8  
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ph ilosoph ìcal preoccupations. Rather， the b roadεr agenda is nεcessary 
because 

we want to have an effect on our conternporaries， and in par
ticular o n  ou r G erman contem poraries. Th e questio n  is how to go 
about it.  Two facts are undeniable. The subjects constituting the 
chief i nterests of G ermany today are religion， for one， and poli
tics， for another. l t  is necessalγ to tie into these interests even as 
they are， and not counterpose to them， readymade， any particular 
system like， say， the Voyage eη Jcarie [ by Cabet] .21 

The G erman p u blic must be reachεd through what it is Ìnterestεd in，  
religious and political questions. O f  the two ，  Marx makes clear as he 
goes on， it is the political questions that are most important. 

Why is this a broader agenda than the socialist p rinciple? Because all 
the existing socialisms coun terposεd the social to the political ， and 
more or less ignored th e real political arena. l n  this respect O wen was as 
one-sided as his Continental competitors， the Saint-Simonians， Fourier
ists， Cabetists， Weitl ingites， e tutti quaηti. as well as the communist club 
movement. Having discovered the “ social question，" they counterposed 
it to the political questions of the day ， which stemmed from the 
struggle for democratization of society. These political struggles werε 
condemned as merely liberal concerns; there was no conception of 
integrating their social goals with a political struggle. * At that time the 
connotation of the label “socialist" was nonpolitical. 

Marx h as put h is finger on the self-sterilizing characteristic of the 
isms of the day.  H e  argues that the rational kernel of the questions 
raised by politics can bε shown to point to socialism-that a connection 
can and must bε mad e :  

Reason h as alwa.ys existed， only n o t  always i n  rational form . The 
critic can therεfore tie into all forms of theoretical and p ractical 
consciousness， and d evelop ， out of ‘ts own forms of the existing 
reality ， the true reality in terms of what it  should be and aim at. 
Now as far as real life is concerned ， it is εxactly the political state. 
even where it is not yet consciously imbued with socialist 
demands， that comprises the demands of reason in all its 
moderη forms. And it does not stop there. Everywhere it implies 

‘ The main excepcion was constituted by the left-wing Chartists of England. 
\\(ith whom Marx was not yet famil iar. The coming alliance wi th left Chartism was 
one of Engels' importanr contributions. 
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that rεason is being realized. But also everywhere it gets into a 
contradiction between its ideal goal and its real presuppositions. 

Out of this conflict of the pol itical state with itself， therefore， 
the socíal truth can everywhere develop.22 

Here we gεt a statement of the view， destined to become one of the 
building blocks of Marxism ， that the forces which will produce the new 
socialist society first take shape within the womb of the present 
society. '" Therε is， to be sure， stiII a speculative-philosophical cast to 
such expressions as “reason is being realized" ;  and there is an am
biguity， in hindsight， in the conception of the “political state . 
imbued with socialist demands." These are not finished formulations of 
the later Marx. The important thing is the gulf  that lies between this 
approach and that of a Cabet dreaming up the details of the uniforms 
of the future. 

If the future reality is to develop out of contradictions in existing 
reality， if thε “social truth" will deveJop out of conflicts within the 
existing political framework， then certainly the latter cannot be ignored 
as the socialists had been doing. The new direction， Marx argues， means 
that a connection must be made with the real politics of the day， with 
what pεople are really concerned about.  And it can be done， he insists， 
without impugning our principles. 

Just as religioη is the table of contents of the theoretical struggles 
of humanity， so the po!itica! state is that of its practical struggles. 
The political state is therefore the expression， inside its own form 
sub specie rei publicae， of alI social struggles， needs， and real ities. 
I t  is， therefore， by no means a violation of high principle to make 
vεry specífic political questions a subject of criticism-for ex
ample， the difference between the estates system and the repre
sentative system. For this question expresses-only， in a political 
way-the difference between rule by humanity and rule by pri
vate property. The critic， therefore， not only can but must take 
up these political questions (which in the view of thε crass 
socialists are benεath notice). 

$ The “womb" m etaphor had already occurred ín the Jast sentence of Marx's 
second letter in rhis exchange: “The mo，re the course of events gives thinking 
humanity time to reflect and suffering humanity time (0 gather themselves 
together. the more finished a product when it  is brought into the wor1d will be 
that which rhe present bears in its womb." 꺼 
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The example that Marx gives-advocacy of  a system based on repre
sentation of voters as against an assembly representing the social estates 
[Stände] as such-:-was about the most immediate issue of political 
democracy that existed. '" Agaínst the “crass socialists，"  Marx’s argu
ment in favor of gettíng into thís questíon goes from the practical to 
the strategic : 

By developing the advantages of the represerìtative system over 
the estates system， he gets a l arge party iηterested in a practical 
way. By elevating the representative system from the category of 
a [mere] political form to that of a universal form， and brínging 
out the real meaning that underlies it， he at the same time forces 
this party to go beyond itself， for when it wíns ít also loses at the 
same tlme. 

Herε ís stated the germinal idea of a “transitional" type of demand 
which， by the very fact of being achieved， poínts on to a higher level of 
demands. To begin with ， it is the bourgeois liberals who are mainly 
interested in a representative assembly versus an estates assembly ; but 
when they win， they thereby bring about a new situation， a new 
relation of forces and a new agenda of social problems， ín which they 
are bound to lose as the immedíate issue movεs further left. Marx 
concludes: 

Nothing prevents us， therefore， from tying up our criticism with a 
criticism of politics， with participation in politics， hence with γeal 
struggles， and identifying ourselves with these struggles. 2s 

I n  sum， the' new direction involves these ideas: ( 1 )  I nstead of creat
ing a new sect alongside the several existing sects， let us develop our 
program out of a critical analysis of what is going on now， out of the 
real struggles and the real movement rather than sheer ratiocination. 
(2) Instead of counterposing the “social question" to the vital political 
issues of the day， let us ídentify ourselves with the struggle for these 
political objectives， in order to tie them in with our more basic social 
goal. 

While this approach was new to most contemporary socialisms， Ît  
was not new to Marx. I t  was a continuation of the approach to politics 

• For example， in J anuary 1 84 1  Engels， still merdy a radical democrat， had 
formulated this slogan in an important artic1e for the Young Germany movement: 
“No estates system but rather a single big nation of citizens with equal rights! " 24 
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that he  had held and put into writing even before assuming the 
editorship of the R heinische Zeituη'g: 

A question of the day shares a common lot with any other 
question justified by its content and hence rational : namely， that 
not the aηswer but the questioη ÎtseIf constitutes the chief 
difficulty. True criticism therefore analyzes not the answers but 
the quεstions. J ust as the solution of an algebraic equation is 
given as soon as the problem is posed under its purest and 
sharpest conditions， so every question is answered as soon as it 
has become an actual question. World history itseIf has no other 
method than answering and disposing of old questions by posing 
new questions. It is therefore easy to find the riddle words of 
each period. They are the questions of the day. And while a given 
individual ’s interests and insights play a big role in the answ!!rs 
and Ît takes a practised eye to separate what is due to the 
individual and what to the period， on the other h and the ques
tions are the open， relentless voices of a period， overriding any 
single individuality ; they are Îts signposts; they are the most 
practical proclamations of its own fnlme of  mind.26 

“Genuine theory ，"  뼈arx wrote to a friend a little later the same year， 
;‘must clarified and developed within the framework of concrete 
circumstances and under conditions." 27 

τ turned Marx toward one of the then important 
。f the 1 8405 in Germany， a question of the day that 

spotlightεd one of the riddle words of advancing bourgeoisification. 



‘JG τHE 

、N DIRECTION 

Marx applied thε new direction， or supplied a p ractical example of 

it ，  in the first article hε wrote for p ublication after leaving the 

Rheiηische Zeituηg. Published in the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücber， 
the article dealt with a currently controversial political issue o f  the 

hour， with a “real struggle" going on i n  the political fiεld .  I t  identified 

itself with the progressive side in the struggle in order to d irect the 

questìon toward the solution of the basic “social question." 

Thε issue was religious freedom， or rather， p olitical freedom regard
\ess of religion: the p ol itical emancipation of the ] ews. Should J ews 

have the same civic， legal rights as Christians? 

1 .  THE J EWISH EMANC!PATION QUESTION 

The French Revolution had p rovided the first example in Europe of 

the complete legal emancipation of the J ews， and in this as in other 

respects， had had a great impact on those parts of G ermany where 

Napoleon’s armies smashed thζ 。ld regime. With the rεaction after 
1 8 1 5 ，  gains made by the German J ews went into decline， but by the 
beginning of the 1 840s the issue had been raised agaín and the debate 
was raging， espεciaIly in the commercial centers such as the Hanseatic 
towns and the Rhineland. 1 In fact， in 1 84 3  the Rhenish Diet by a large 
m매。rity voted for legal ξmancipation， but it was quashed by the king. 
1 t was not until 1 847 that J ewish political emancipation would be won 

partially， in 1 848 completely (though temporarily) ，  in Prussia. 

1 09 
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I n  the Rhine1and [ relates the h istorian Elbogenl ， where industrial 
development was a1ready far advanced and where the ]ewish 
upper stratum of owners already played an integrating role in the 
economy， the liberals were seized at the beginning of the 1840s 
by a general enthusiasm for religious tolerance and for the idea of 
the brotherhood of man.2 

The conservatives generally resisted enlightenment， but the Iines 
were not neat. There were prominent conservatives who supported 
it-especiaIIy Catholics， who had their own axe to grind ;  and there were 
soi-disant l eftists who opposed it. Prominent in the Iast category was 
Bruno Bauer， the Young Hegelian Ieader， who in 1 842 published a 
much-discussed essay， “The ]ewish Question，" issued in somewhat 
expanded form as a brochure in 1 843 .  

Bauer’s brochure was i n  no  sense a general d isquisition on the ] ewish 
question bu t rather a concentrated polemic against granting equal 
poIitical rights to ]ews. It wås opεnly cast as a contribution to current 
controversy. “The popular interest in the ]ewish problem，"  wrote 
Bauer on the first page， is due to the fact that “the public feels that the 
emancipation of the ]ews is connected with the development of our 
general conditions." Further on: “The demand for emancipation from 
the side of the Jews and the support it has found from the Christians 
are signs that both sides are beginning to break through the barrier 
which until now has separated them." And: “The problem of emanci
pation is a generaI problem ， it is the problem of our age. Not only the 
Jews， but we， also， want to be ernancipated."  3 Bauer’s polemic 
evoked a number of replies， in books and articles， of which Marx’s 
essay was only one. 

2. MARX ON ]EWISH EMANCI PATION 

Marx had originaIly intended to write an article on the subject of 
J ewish emancipation back in August 1 842，  shortly before he became 
editor of the Rheiηische Zeituηg (which had been publishing aiticles on 
the subject every month since March) .4 His target was going to be the 
same C. H. Hermes， editor of the Catholic KδIηische Zeituη'g， whom he  
had attacked the previous month on the free-press issue.s I n  the latter 
article the third instaIIment had been devoted entirely to the right of 
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the press to d iscuss freely the relationship between religion and the 
state， and the necessity for the separation of church and state. I t  went 
on to argue against any reIigious criteria for the individual’s reIation to 
the state.6 τhe argument thus already implicitly embraced the J ewish
εmancipation question，  although this was not its subject. 

But，  as it happened， righ t after Marx finished the article and while it 
was appearing În the R Z， Hermes specifically went after the Jewish
emancipation issue from h ís usual conservative viewpoint， advocating a 
sort of apartheid system for J ews. 7 After Hermes' third article on the 
subject had been published in the Kölnische Zeitung， Marx wrote to h is 
friend Oppenheim to send h im “Hermes’ collected essays against 
}ewry. ， ， * 

1 will then send you [ for the RZ]  as soon as possible an essay 
which ， even if it will not bring the Iatter questÌ9n to an end， wilI 
at any rate direct it ínto another path .。

But by this time the RZ had already published two replies to H ermes 
and ， shortly after， another artide on the questíon.9 And about a month 
later Marx was thrown into the turmoil of becoming editor of the paper 
and moving to Cologne. The essay that was going to reorient the 
discussion over Jewish emancipation did not get written while Marx was 
absorbed with thζ tribulations of εditing the paper. 

Near the end of his editorial tenurε ， Marx (as we learn in passing 
from one of his letters) d id involved in the petition movement for 
J ewish righ ts. 

The head of the 1sraelites here [ Cologne， according to the date
line on the letterl just came to me and soIicited me for a petition 
to the Diet for the J ews; and 1 will do it. However repugnant the 
Israelite faith is to me， Bauer’s viewpoint seems to me ’ too 
abstract. I t  is a matter of punch ing as many holes as possible in 
the Chrisrian state and of smug용ling the rational thíng in. as much 
as we can. That is what one must try to do， at least-and the 
embittenneηt grows with every petition that is rej ected with a 
protest. 10 rotest. 

The petition which was presented from Colognε in May 1 843  called for 
“εquality before the law‘’ for J ews， as “the  fundamental principle of 

$ judentum may mean either ] ewry or J udaism ; this should be kept in m ind in 
connection with alJ the ensuing quotations. 
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civil liberty." Of course we do not know whether Marx actually did 
draft a petition or whether any draft he may have written was used for 
the text circulated. But the petition m ovement was a serious and 
important affair， and in fact the Rhenish Diet was carried， as we have 
mentioned previously. "  Aside from Marx， the Rbeiηiscbe Zeitung’s 
writers and sponsors were prominently involved in this “real struggle" 
on the political field. Several days after Marx wrote the above-cited 
letter， a Rbeinische Zeitung article explained that the J ewish question 
was “one of those thermometers . . .  by which a progressive or retro
gressive step by a state is to be recognized."  12 This was the paper’s 
militant policy. 

Marx went back to the project of an essay on J ewish emancipation 
when the editorial burden waS behind him. I nstead of writing it for the 
RZ， hε wrote it for the coming Deutsch-Fraηzösische jahrbücher; and 
instead of directing it polemically against the conservative Catholic， he 
madε it an attack on the leading opponent of J ewish emancipation 0η 
the left， Bruno Bauer. Marx’s essay “。n the Jewish Question" was 
divided into two parts， the first a review of Bauer’s brochure The 
jeψish Questioη， the second a review of a subsequent article by Bauer 
entitled “The Capacity of Present-Day J ews and Christians to Become 
Free." 

l t  cannot be overemphasized that Bauer’s brochure was not only a 
polemic against J ewish emancipation by a “leftist，" but that it was 
written “from the kft"-that is， p itched in such terms. Since Bauer has 
gone down in h istory books as a Y oung Hegelian， it is seldom recalled 
that his leftist period was only a short episode :  in 1 8 3 9  he was regarded 
as a Hegelian reactionary ; he was shortly to become a conservatÎve 
admirer of Bismarck and Russian czarism and an early ξxponent of the 
racial type of anti-Semitism. 13 Híndsigh t makes it easy to sεe Bauer as 
the type whose essentially reactionary approach does not change when 
it is temporarily dothed in leftist catchwords. But in 1 843 he appeared 
to be a leading personage of what was called the left. 

The crux of Bauer’s position was that the German condition could 
not be solved primarily via polirical steps-like giving Jews equal pol iti
cal rights with Christians-but only by emancipating all G ermans from 

$ ln J une a petition for Jewish rights was presented from Trier， Marx’s home 
town， and some think that perhaps Marx’s letter actually referred to this city， 
being wrongly datelined. The Trier petition was more interesting than 
Cologne’S. 1 1  
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religion as such. Christian religion as well as J ewish. For Bauer it was 
the questíon of religion-the destruεtion of religion-that was the key 
to social and political change， not the reverse. “Religious prejudice is 
the basis of civiI and political prejudice . . . .  As soon as the beIief in the 
religious sanction of civil and political prejudíce is shaken， the political 
prejudice loses its self-assurance ." H e  thinks he  is being very radical， 
very “extreme，" in counterposing basic change to a mere partial reform ， 
hence coming on the question from thζ “left." As far as th is goes， his 
stance is that of the dassic sectarian: “AII reforms wiU be palliatives 
only" until the one and only remεdy is effeεted-though it is something 
of an anticlimax to find that th is sure cure is merely “complete 
disbelief in servitude， bel ief in freedom and humanity." He attacks 
“th is faintheartedness and cowardice wh ich fights one 50rt of oppres
sion without considering the generaI lack of freedom under which 
humaniry still suffers . . . .  " 14 

Everybody is unfree [ argues Bauerl in an absolute monarchy. 
The J ew is only unfree in a particular manner.  The hope and wish 
。f the should be not for the removal of h is special miserγ but 
for the downfall of a principle. 15 

But in the course of urging this wooden sectarianism， he makes the 
fuIl cirde from left to righ r，  again in c1assic fashion. He expresses 
agreement with ， and quotes， utterly reactionary politicaI arguments 
against J ewish emancipation ，  in addition to praising H ermes' position. 16 

The rationale goεs th is way: I f  you really bε!ieve in Christianity or 
J udaism， thξn it is logical ， justifiable， and inεvitable that you hate and 
persecute the rival religionist. Once i t  is granted that the majority will 
continue to bε Christian despite the Higher Criticism， then their sin
cerity justifies the worst possìble treatmεnt of J ews. Of course， Bauer is 
for religious toleranεe， as the people would be too， if they became 
atheists; but meanwhile his brochure devotes its bulk to convincing the 
good Christian people ηot to grant equa1 pol i tical rights to the Jews. I t  
is n o  exaggeration to say that th is line o f  argument would justify the 
worst excesses of the I nquisition-for bel ieving Christìans only ， of 
course. Consistency demands that the Jews be shipped out to “the land 
of Canaan，" so that thεy can be good J ews there， by themselves: one of 
the early examples of the reciprocity of anti-J ewish reaction and gentile 
Zionism， following the example of F ichte and Fourier. 1 7  
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3 .  POLlTICAL EMANCIPATION AS A STAGE 

Marx begins h is reply (after a summary of Bauer’s views) with a 
criticism of Bauer’s “one-sided" concern with political emancipation in 
the abstract :  

l t  was by no means enough to inquire: who is to emancipate? 
who is to be emancipated? Criticism . . .  had to ask : what kind 01 
emaηcipation is involved? What preconditions are rooted in the 
very nature of the emancipation that is demanded? Only a criti. 
cism of polt'tical emancψation itself was the definitive criticism of 
the Jewish question and its true resolution into the ‘강eneral 
question 01 the age. ， ， 1 8  uestioη 01 the age. 

Bauer errs in that he criticizes the Christian state (a state formally 
espousing Christianity) rather than the state in general ; but in some of 
the United States， we see examples of a state which is purely secular， 
hence purely political， juridically detached from all religions. Only here 

can the relation of the Jew， of the religious person in general ， to 
the political state-hence the relation of religion to the state
emerge in its characteristic and pure form . .  " Criticism then 
turns into i;:riticism 01 the political state. 19  

For we find that religious feeling flourishes in the United States， 
despite the abolition of any political imposition of religion， despite 
“complete political emancipation" from religion. 'The reason for this 
“defect" must be sought ，  therefore. only in the nature of the state 
itself， not in the naturε of the Christian state. 

We do not transform secular questions into theological ones. We 
transform theological questions into secular. While history has 
long enough bεen rζsolvεd into supεrstition .  now we resolve 
supεrstition into history. The quεstion of the relatiorl 01 political 
emancipatiorl to religioη becomes for us the question of the 
relatioη 01 politicα1 emancipatioη to humaη emaηcψation. 20 

The state can be emancipated from religion without the people being 
emancipated from religion. Marx makes the following comparison:  
When the propεrty qualification for voting is  abolished， the state is 
abstractly (that is， only juridically) separated from private property. 
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“Yet， with the political annulment of private property [ in this way 1 ， 
private property is not only not abolished， but rather it is even pre
supposed ."  Everyone is then “an equal participant in the sovereignty of 
the people" in the political form， but private property (and other 
features of the present system) continue to exert their practical effect 
in their own way. “Far from abolishing these factual differences (differ
ences in private property ， etc . ) ，  it [ the state] exists， rather， only on the 
basis of presupposing them . . . .  " 21 Thus-

Where the political state has attained its true development， man 
lεads a double life， a heavenly and an earthly one， not only in 
thought and consciousness but in reality， in life: one life in the 
political community where he considers h imself a communal 
beiηg， and one life in civil society where he functions as a private 
persoη， regards other people as a means， degrades h imself to a 
means， and becomes the plaything of alien powers. The political 
state is spiritually related to civil society in the same way as 
heaven is to earth .22 eaven IS to earth 

Contrast this with Bauer， who had argued mechanicaUy as if every 
bεlieving Christian or ]ew automatically had to act out all the “logical" 
consequences of his religiosity within the structure of the state. I n  
contrast， Marx emphasizes the “split" (his word) i n  consciousness 
within the same person， as he !eads this “double lif，ε " 

There are two aspects to this split consciousness: ( 1 )  on the one 
hand， the citoyeη， the member of the state， the communal being;  on 
the other， the bourgeois， the member of civil society ; (2) on the one 
hand， the citoyen， etc . ;  on the other， the believing Christian or ]ew. To 
be sure， this split leads to “sophistry" all around， Marx agrees (for 
Bauer had made a to-do over the hypocrisy of ] ews as they adapt 
themselves to l iving in present Christian society and states) ，  “but this 
sophistry is not personal. It is the sophistry of the political state 
itself." 23 

This secular conflict to which the ]ewish question is reduced in 
the end-the relation of the political state to its presuppositions 
whether these be material e1ements like private property etc. or 
intellectual ones like education and religion，  the conflÍGt between 
general and private interests， the spl it between the political state 
and ciνil society-these secular antitheses Bauer allows to keep on 
existing while he polemizes against their rel뺑ous expression.24 
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Marx， on the contrary， wants to downgrade the religious form in 
whìch political conflicts manifest themselves， and instεad go behind the 
po1itical conflicts to the social import of the question. That does not 
mean that the political conflicts should be ignored: 

Politicα1 emancipation is， to be sure， a great step forward ; it is not 
the final form of human emancipation in general.， certainly， but it 
is the final form of human emancipation u，ith쩌 the present world 
order. lt should be understood we are speaking here of real， 
practi cal emancipati on.

25 ractical 앙mancioation. 

PoHtÎcal emancipation， then， is a to be passed through. “Man 
emancipates h imself politically from re1igion by banishing it from the 
public to the private sphere of legal relations." That is the great step 
forward， but it is not the end of the struggle. 

Therefore we do not tell the ]ews， with Bauer: you could not be 
emancipated politicaUy without emancipating yourselves radically 
from Judaism. Rather， we tdl them: since y ou could be emanci
pated politica!ly without clItting loose from Judaism fully and 
consistendy， it follows that political emaηcipatioη by itself Îs not 
bUma1l emancipation.26 

The demoεratic state is counterposed to the Christian state: “The 
democratic state， the real state， '" does not need religion for its political 
fulfiUment." 27 Rather-here 뼈arx echoes Feuerbachian humanism-the 
democratìc state expresses the human foundation or human back
ground of Christianity， that is， the humanist values which Christianity 
expresses il1 a veiled and distorted way. The foundation of the demo
cratic state “is not Christianity， but the bumaη foundαtion of Chris
tianity . . . ， Political democracy is Christian in that man-not m erely 
one man [ the king] but every man-counts in it as a soνeγe썽n being， 
supreme being." In Christianity the “sovereignty of m an" is a fantasy; 

-1 ___ _ _  • __ ___ ， � ， _ ___ _  ， 28 tn democracy lt IS real. 

.. The mcaning behind calling the democratic state a “real" statc will be 
explained in Chapter 8. 
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4. “HUMAN EMANCIPATlON" AS THE END 

Marx then makes a frontal assault on Bauer’s position that a J ew， as 
long as he does not give up religion，  has no claim to the rights of man. 
Marx replies， referring to these rights: 

They fall under the category of political freedom， under the 
category of ciνic rights， which by no means presuppose the 
consistent and positive abolition of religion， h ence l ikewise of 
J udaism， as we have seen. I t  remains to consider the other part of 
human rights， the droits de l 'homme insofar as they are d ifferent 
from the droits du citoyeη. 

Among these is freedom of conscience， the right to practice 
any religion you want. The pγivilege of holding a faitb is expressly 
recognized either as a rigbt of maη or as a consequence of a right 
of man， freedom.29 

He quotes from the Declarations of the Rights of Man of 1 79 1  and 
1 793  and from the constitutions of Pennsylvania and New Hampshire 
in order to prove that， far from religion being incompatible with the 
rights of man (as Bauer claimed) ，  “the right to  be rel뺑ous， to be 
religious in any way one chooses， to practice one’s particular religion， 
is， rathεr， expressly counted among the rights of man. The privilege of 
holdi쟁 a faith is one of the u껴'versal rights of maη . .  30 

These rights of man represent pol itical emancipation but not yet 
human emancipation (social revolutioη in Marx’s later vocabulary). 
They express the conditions of bourgeois society as against the old 
order: “The practical application of the human right of freedom is the 
human right of private properη " Likewise， the other rights， such as 
equality， security， are really ’concepts of civil society with its self
interest and egoism. l ndeed， Marx points out， none of the so-called 
rights of man go beyond the egoism of civil society. >1< “The only bond 
that holds them [ the people in civil society] together is natural neces
sity， need， and private interest， the preservation of their property and 

. 31 eg01stlc person . 

.. Remember that this term ciνil society stands for bürgerlicbe Geseliscbaft， 
which can also be translated “bourgeois society，" and that the meaning shifts 
from one to the other in this period， depending on context， as explained in 
Chapter 1 .  
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Marx brings up the “puzzling" fact that the French Revolution， in 
the name of freedom， prodaimed “the justification of the egoistic man， 
isolated from felIow men and the community ，" instead of overcoming 
εgoism and exalting community. 

This fact becomes even more puzzling when we see that citizen
ship ， the political community， is even demeaned by the political 
emancipators to a mere meaηs for preserving these so-called rights 
of man; that thus the citoyeη is dedared to be the servitor of the 
egoistic ho껴me; the sphere in which man behaves as a communal 
being is degraded below the sphere in which he behaves as a 
fragmented being; and fínally ， it is not man as citoyen bu t man as 
bo강rgeois that is

→
taken to be the real and true man.32 

But “the puzzle is easily solved." The answer starts with an analysis of 
fεudalism which deserves to be better known (it was already set forth in 
the notebook on Hegel) .  

I t s  starting point i s  the fusion of  politics and economics under 
feudalism， as distinct from the relationship under capitalism ; that is， the 
landowning aristocracy (the propertied ruling class) is also the political 
ruling dass automatica/ly， by virtue of its ownership， not through some 
indirect mechanism. The baron is the state， for all in his demesne;  the 
state is not some juridicalIy independent executive committee which 
acts on h is behalf. L ’'état c ’'est 1찌. Economic power is political power 
directly. 

These， we hasten to add ， are not the words in which Marx explains 
the idea in the essay before us. He puts it in terms of the politicaliza
tioη of all aspects of civil society under feudalism : 

The old civiI society had a political character in a direct sense; 
that is， the elements of civil l ife， such as ownership or the family 
or the kind and mode of labor， for example， were elevated into 
elements in the l ife of the state， in the form of the manorial 
system， social estates， and corporations. l n  this form they deter
mined the relation of the single individual to the state as a who/e. 
that is， h is p olitical relationship， that is， h is relationship of separa
tion and exdusion from the other components of society . .  
Thus the vital functions and vital conditions of civil society 
always remained poli!ical， even though they were political in the 
feud�listic sense. : . .  33 

The French revolution 
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abolished the political character of civil society. l t  shattered civil 
society into its simple components . . . .  It unchained the politicaI 
spirit . . . it freed it from its union with civil life and constituted 
it as the sphere of communality . . . .  A particular activity in life 
and a particular l ife situation sank to a merely individual sig
nificance.->'+ 

But the idealism of this new political setup was accompanied by the 
materialism of civil society. Under feudalism ， the εgoistic spirit of civiI 
society had been restrained by the political power; now no longer. 

Political emancipation was at the same timε the emancipation of 
civil sociεty from politics， from even the appearance of having a 
universal content. 

Feudal society was dissolved into its foundation， into man. 
But into man as he actually was its foundation-into egoistic men. 

This man， the member of civil society ， is now the basis， the 
presupposition of the political state. 3S 

This then， concludes Marx， is the real meaning of political emancipa
tion (from the old feudal relations)-the emancipation of the realm of 
private interests from politics， that is， from the political restraints 
imposed by feudalism. In one paragraph Marx gives the related mean
ings of political freedom ， economic freedom， and religious freedom， in 
this context: 

Man， therefore， was not freed from religion ; he obtained freedom 
of religion. He was not freed from property ; he obtained freedom 
of property. He was not freed from the egoism of business; he 
obtained freedom of business.36 

Thus Marx has now put religious emancipation-the pol itical eman
cipation of the ) ews-into the same category as polìtical emancipation 
in general. Of course， everybody on the left was for political emancipa
tion-Bauer too， naturally， only he had counterposed it to emancìpa
tion of ) ews only . But wh ile )ewish emancipation is now bracketed 
with political emancipation in general (after the pattern of the French 
Revolution) ，  the very same line of argument has also shown why it was 
necessary to push beyond any mereIy political emancipation ， on to 
social reconstruction. 

What Marx distinguishes from pol itical emancipation is human eman
cipation (social emancipation in later terms). This is defined in terms of 
the reintegration of political and social powεr : 
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Only when the real ， individual man . . .  has recognized and 
organized his ‘'Jorces propres " [ h is own powerl as social power， 
and hence social power is no longer divided within itself in the 
form of political power， only then is human emancipation con
summated.37 

Thus Part 1 of Marx’s essay ends， with the aim accomplished : it has 
been shown that an immediate， h ence partial， p ol itical demand of 
progress can be supported， and at the same time liηked orgaηically with 
the further aim of social change. 

5 .  BAUER: ROUND TWO 

Part II of the essay takes up Bauer’s follow-up article， “The Capacity 
of Present-Day J ews and Christians to Become Free." The main 
characteristic of Bauer’s artide-already present in the brochure， to be 
sure， but not so massively-is the emphasis on denouncing Judaism as a 
religiol1 in comparison with Christianity. * By itself this is not so 
contradictory as it may appear to be for an atheist who advocates 
destroying both Christianity and Judaism and all religion in general. 
Feuerbach had given the lead on this: the role of Christianity in h istory 
was to reduce religion to its clearest essentials， to the point where the 
real humanistic content which is concealed in the best aspects of 
religion is most plainly brought to the fore， and thus the way is 
prepared for the supernatural integument to be discarded， leaving only 
the humanist content. It is this Feuerbachian distinction between 
Christianity and .all previous religions， general\y accepted by the Young 
Hegelians， that Bauer takes as his point of departure. 

ln his brochure the main emphasis had not been on differentiating 
between Christianity and J udaism， but rather on arguing against partial 
emancipation on basically sectarian grounds: What? 0，씨y a miserable 

， • This aspect is proportionately less prominent in the brochure， but it should 
be understood that there is no change in views involved. Near the very beginning_ 
of the brochure Bauer protests: “There is an outcry as if it were treason against 
humanity if a critic starts to investigate the particular character of the J ew. The 
very same people who look on with pleasure when criticism is aimed at Chris
tianity . . .  are ready to condemn the man who subjects Judaism too to criti
cism . "  38 One trouble with this protest i s  that Bauer’s criticism o f  Judaism is 
aimed at keeping a minority deprived of political rights. 
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partia/ emancipatioη， of only a feψ people， when ψe  o thers need total 
emancipation-religious emancipation? This l ine had been demolished 
from various sides， including articles in the Rheinische Zeitung， as we 
have seen ; and it fades into the background in h is 1 84 3  follow-up essay. 
After all， even if we grant that all religion is reactionary， still-pending 
the happy day when it is all rooted out-why shouldn ’t J ews have the 
same legal rights as Christians? And if it is no great issue， why go to the 
lengths of writing and publish ing a whole brochure to convince people 
to oppose this mεasure? Even woodenheaded sectarianism d oes not 
quite seem an adequate explanation. 

Bauer’s follow-up article， then， does not take its main stand on the 
heights above thε Christian-Jewish antithesis， but rather launchεs a 
full-blooded poleinic to prove that J udaism as a religion is so bad that 
J ews do not have the capacity to be free men， merεly by virtue of being 
J ews ; and that they do  not deserve to be free men-a proposition which 
goes beyond the title of the article. His case against the J ews en bloc 
makes the following four points. 

1 .  Christianity is a religion which already implies freedom and 
human p rogress; Judaism is a religion that is coarse and inferior. I n  
much of Bauer’s argumentation， antimodern and contemporarily Ìr
rational features of J ewish religious orthodoxy are set against a Feuer
bachian-laundered version of an idealized Christianity. The very new 
trend of Reform Judaism is ignored . The following is typical of these 
speclOus contrasts: 

Whεn the J ewish casuist， the rabbi ，  asks if it is permitted to eat an 
egg laid by a hen on the Sabbath ， this is simply foolishnεss and an 
outrageous consequence of religious prepossession. 

On the other h and， ， when the scholastics asked if， as God 
became man in the Virgi마 womb， he could just as well have 
become， say， a pumpkin;  when Lutherans and Reformed Church
men d isputed over whether the body of the God-Man could be 
present in all places at  the same time， this i s  comical， to  be sure， 
but only becallse it was a dispute over pantheism in religious and 
c1erical form.39 

2 .  J ews have never done anything creative in the fight for human 
emanclpatJon .  

3 .  Specifically， J ews have played no role in the struggle against 
religion，  that is， the philosophic criticism of Christianity ; they merely 
felt malicious joy at the exposure of Christianity. They are servitors of 
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the religíous illusion ; not a síngle ]ew has done anything important to 
combat it. 

4. J ews are so nationalistíc that they form a nation within the 
nation， a state within the state. This accusation， a favorite of the 
philosopher Fichte， had more than a kernel of truth in orthodox 
]udaism and the history of ]ewry. But especially at th is time， the trend 
was the other way-above all ，  in Germany， which had seen one of the 
h ighest rates of J ewish assimilation. Moses Hess and others later took 
this ch arge， turned it inside out， and invented Zionism. 

Since aIl this is ascribed to ]udaism’s unfortunate characteristics as a 
religion，  Marx， as could be expected， p ítches ínto the fact that “ Bauer 
here transforms the ' question of ] ewish emancipation into a purely 
religious question ." 40 As before， he wants to d irect it into rhe path of 
social critique. 

Wε try to break down the theological formulation of the ques
tion. For us the question about the capacity of the ] ews for 
emancipation transforms into the questio n :  which particular 
social element is to be overcome in order to transcend ]udaism? 
For the capacity of the present-day ]ew for emancipation is the 
relationship of ]udaism to the emancipation of the present강ay 
world. This relationshìp arises necessarily out of the specific 
position of ]udaism in the p resent-day enslaved world. 

He immediately adds， apropos of Bauer’s thrice-repeated sarcasms 
about the Sabbath observance of religious ] ews: “Let us consider the 
actual secular Jew， not the Sabbath Jew， as Bauer does， but the 

..J .... _ .  1 ..... _ •• ' ’4 1  everyaay Jeψ. 
This is the special theme of the second part of Marx’s essay : not the 

religious ] ew but the economic ] eψ; not the role of religion in J ewry 
but the role of ] ewry in the socioeconomic world.  

The economic εveryday meaning of  ]udeηtum was not a contro
versial subject in 1 84 3 ，  not for the right or the left， for conservatives or 
l iberals， for intellectuals or ill iterates， and， to a considerable extent at 
least， not even for the ]ews. lt had been built into the very language， let 
alone the popular stereotyped image of the ] ew， since before Shakes
peare wrote Tbe Mercbaηt of Veηice. Behind this process was thε 
skewed economic structure into which the ] ewish people had been 
cramped by medieval restrictions: the “economic ]ew" had been 
created by the Christian state. Overwhelmingly ]udentum and ]ude 
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were inextricably associated， not only in thought but in language， with 
the underside of the economic world : with usury ( as in Bauer’s bro
chure， for example) ; with huckstering (Schacher); in general， with 
money-making. 

6. D ISSOLV ING THE ] EW→:::H R ISTIAN ANTITH ESIS 

Thìs is  the route by which Marx turns the question away from 
religion and toward an εxamÎnation of the whole social system. The 
everyday J ew is linked with practical need and self-ìnterest or egoism
the distinguishing features of civil society in general ;  with the chase 
after money and money power， symbolized by the biIl of exchange ; the 
εconomic J ew is par excellence “thε merchant， the moneyman ín 
general. " 42 (The best-known part of the sterεotype， usury， is not 
mentíoned.)  AlI this is merely “what everybody knows，" but from this 
starting point Marx steers toward a new interpretation of what every
body knows， to exhibit it in a diffζrent l ight. The economic J ew must 
be seen as basically the prototype of th e bourgeois. * 

The first aim is to see the question in a h istorical l ight. J ewry has 
this “general contemporary antisocial εlement which by a h istorical 
development， in which the J ews zealously collaborated in thís bad 
rεspect， was brought to its present h eight-at which point it must 
necessarily dissolvε away." 43 

Secondly ， Marx sets out to erase the antithesis between Jews and 
Christians， whìch was the main content of Bauer’s article. He argues for 
the opposìte proposition: today there is no difference between Jewψ 
and Christendom with respect to these “J  ewish" economic patterns. 
Today “'1110ηey has becomζ a world powεr and the practical spirit of 
the has become the practical spirit of the Christian peoples. ，. * The 

$ The quoted phrases in this paragraph constitute the case for a m assive 
m arxological ! i terature devoted to exhibiting the “anti-Sem itism" of Marx’s essay. 
This is discussed in Special Note A .  

φ * T h e  εminent J ewish sociologist Arthur Ruppin has made t h e  same poim i n  
t h e  fol1owing words: 

J udged by medieval standards， h is ( the J ew’5J business outlook was im
moral. . . . the business methods of the J ews were rehabilitated by being 
universaHy adopted-the pursuit of profi� !lnd free competition became the 
guiding principle of the càpitalist system.44 
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J ews have emancipated themselves insofar as the Christians have be-
11' ___ �_ ， ， 45 come l ews. 

He takes as example the United States， quoting Thomas Hamilton on 
“the pious and politically free inhabitants of New England : Mammon is 
their idol. . . .  In their eyes the world is nothing but a Stock Ex
change . . . .  Their one relaxation consists in bartering objects . . . .  " And 
so on. Hamilton’s stereotype of America is similar to that of the J ews in 
Germany-both are flavored with a scorn of money-making as a human 
preoccupation. (This scorn is prebourgeois in its roots， to be sure， but 
does not d isappear even under h ighly developed capitalism .) Marx 
further quotes a French work on America: even the very preaching of 
the Christian gospel has become a money-making business over there， 
“an article of commerce."  In fact， “the practical-J ewish spirit" not only 
permeates Christianity but “has even attained its h íghest develop
ment. ， ，46 

Judaism reaches its high point with the completion of civil 
society ; but civil society is first brought to completion in the 
Christian world. Only under the sway of Christianity， which 
makes a/l national ， natural ， ethical ， and theoretical rdationships 
external to man， could civil society detach itseIf completely from 
th e l ife of the state; sever all the species-bonds of manj substitute 
egoism， self-interested neεd， În place of thesε species-bond5i dis
solve the human world into a world of atomized individuals 
confronting each oth εr h ostilely‘47 

This theme is repeated， the changεS 011 it rung in several ways， and again 
summarized: 

ln  its finished practice， the Christian egoism of bliss necessarily 
turns into the J ews' egoism of the body， heavenly need into 
earthly need， subjectivism into self-interest. We explain the 
tenacity of the J ew not by his religion but rather by the human 
foundation of h is religion， practica( need， egoism .48 

And it is exactly this same ‘1‘practical need， egoism" which is the 
spirit of the modern commercial civil society of the Christian world， the 
new socioeconomìc system: 50 goes Marx’s argument. 

It must be understood that， Iike the rest of the socialists in thìs 
period before Marxism， Marx h imself has only the usual superficial 
notion of what this new commercial society reaIly is. Like everyone 
eJse， h is emphasis as yet is on the role of m oney and the spirit of 
money-making， not on the system of production， class exploitation， 
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and so on. What is  uppermost is “the contradiction between polit ics 
and money power. While the first is ideally superior to the second ，  it 
has in fact become its serf."49 So， while it is thus incidentally recog
nized that the state as it is has become th e tool of a new economic 
power， this new master is seen only as the money power. '" 

It is therefore the organization of society itself that has to ， be 
changed， not man’s religiosity ， as Bauer would ha ve iì:. We need “an 
organization of society that will abolish the presupposition of huckster
ing"-that is the way this modern economic J udaism will become 
impossible .  As for the economic J ew， the Christian or the J ewish J ew， 
“His religious consciousness would diss이ve like a thin miasma in the 
real-life air 。f society -”  52 

7 .  THI RD ROUND W ITH BAUER 

Bruno Bauεr replied to h is critics on the J ewish-emancipation ques
tion in three articles published between December 1 84 3  and July 
1 844，53 marked by his developing élitism and bitter rancor against the 
‘�masses."  Marx took this up in three sections of The H oly Farnily， This 
work is considered in Chaptεr 10， but a word on the J ewish-question 
aspect of the book can be d isposed of here， sincε there is Iittle new to 
be noted. ln good part， Marx overtly refers to and repeats the content 
of h is artic\e “On thε J ewish Question" in order to show that Bauer has 
not dealt with the issues. 54 Thεre is a good deal of reemphasis of the 
re\ationsh ip among political questions， social questions， and religious 
questions， entirely along the l ine wε have already seen.5S I n  fact， any 
dubiousness about the proper interpretation of Marx’s approach in the 
essay is cleared up by the material in The Holy Fm.까ly. 

$ Here is a key paragraph in which Marx’s essay eloquently denounζes money 
as the very devil : 

Money is the jealous god of Israel before whom no other god m ay exist. 
Money degrades all tbe gods of mankind-and transforms them into com
modities. Money is  tbe u n iversa l ，  self-constituted value of all things， l t  has 
therefore robbed the wbole world，  tbe human world as well as nature， of its 
distinctive value. Money is tbe essence of man’s l abor and existence that has 
been alienated from bim ; and this alien essence dominates bim，  and he 
worships it.50 

Comp are tbis with tbe section entitled “The Power of Money in Bourgeois 
Society" i n  Marx’s Paris manuscripts of 1 844， with its long p assage from Shakes
peare on “yellow， gl i t tering， precious goJd. "51  
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Also repeated， but in somewhat more developed form ， is the concep
tion that J ewish emancipation， or more generaliy complete political 
emancipation， is neces�ary but not sufficient. Marx insists again on the 
difference between political and human emancipation， and that “the 
states which are not yet able to emancipate the J ews politically are to 
be judged， once again， as against fulIy evolved political states and rated 
as undeveloped ."  S6 The “fully developed modern state" is only “the 
democratic representative state， " which is equated with complete politi
cal emancipation of the índividual citizens. But at the same time th is 
fully developed state of political democracy lays bare m ost clearly “not 
only the relative but the absolute defects constituting its very es-

， 57 sence. 

The antithesis between the democratic represeηtatiνe state and 
civil society is the full development ， of the classical antithesis 
between the public community and slavedom. l n  the modern 
world everyone is simultaneously a member of slavedom and of 
the community. l t  is precisely the slavedom of civil society that is 
the greatest freedom in appearaηce， because it is apparently the 
fully developed iηdependeηce of the individual-who equates his 
own freedom with the uncontrolled movement of the elements 
alienated from his life ( such as property， industry， religion， etc.)  
kept together no longer by universal bonds or by men; whereas it 
is rather h is fully developed serfdom and inhumanity. 58 

Noteworthy in these sections of The Ho!y Fami!y is Marx’s l engthy 
defense of the leading J ewish spokesmen for the emancipation move
ment， whom Bauer has attacked ， especially Gabriel R iesser. This is all 
the more interesting since the political basis upon which Riesser and his 
l ike  advocated J ewish emancipation could not but be repugnant to any 
radical， let alone Marx. As a good bourgeois liberal ， Riesser ener
getically protested h is allegiance to the monarchist state and the social 
order; since J udaism was merely another rεligious confession like any 
other in the state (a proposition repudiated by many Orthodox J ewish 
leaders as well as by people like Bauer) ，  a J ew could be， and would be， a 
loyal subject. S9 In Tbe Holy 윈al1씨y Marx is content to remark only 
that Bauer’s arguments fail to dispose of “even these poor opponents ."  
He then defends the J ewish spokesmen on a number of points: 

1 .  Philippson was right in pointing out that Bauer’s case has to do 
with his “philosophical ideal of a state，" not with the existing state.60 
(Philippson， incidentally ， had previously had the honor of being the 
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J ewish spokesman attacked b y  name i n  Bauer’s brochure The jewish 
Question， for an article publ ish ed in the Rheinische Zeitung.) 6 1  

2.  Rabbi Hirsch was right in showing that Bauer h imself tacitly 
assumed the‘historicity of the J ews， while trying to deny it. The J ews 
were not some strange excrescence on history， as Bauer argued， but an 
integral part of “the making of modern times." ) ewry is a historical 
pr。duct， not an aberration- 6Z 

3 .  Riesser was right in maintaining that Bauer’s “Critical state" (his 
ideal state embodying the principles of “Critical " philosophy) must 
exclude both J ews and Christians. 

Herr Riesser is in th e right. Sincε Hεrr Bauer confuses political 
emancipation with human emancipation; since the state knows no 
other way of reacting to opposition elements-and Christianity 
and J udaism are called treasonable eJements in [ Bauer’sJ  jewish 
Question-except forcible exclusion of the persons representing 
them (just as terrorism ， for example， wished to cu t out specula
tive hoarding by cutting off th e offendεr’s head) ，  so too Herr 
Bauer had to have J ews and Christians hanged in his “CriticaJ ， 63 state. 

4. But Bauer argued that it was not thε state which excluded 
recalcitrant religionists， but rather these people excluded themselves 
from society by their attitude. Marx’s comment on this bears on the 
fact of social ( nongovernmental) anti-) ewish pressure: “Society behaves 
j ust as exclusively as the state， only in a more polite form : it does not 
throw you out， but it makes it so uncomfortable for you that you go 
out of your own will. ， ， 64 

5 .  StiIl ， th e domain of legal rights is important of itseJf. Riesser was 
right in demanding that Bauer make a d istinction between “what 
belongs to the domain of law" and “what is beyond its domain. ， ， 6S The 
right to practice religion in any way one wants is beyond the law’s 
domain for both Riesser and Marx. Further: 

Herr Riesser correctly expressed the m eaning of the ) ews' dεsire 
for recognition of their free humanity when he dem anded ，  among 
other things， the freedom of movement， soj ourn， travε1 ， earning 
。ne’s l iving， etc. These manifestations of ‘'free humanity " are 
explicitly recognized as such in the French Declaration of the 
Rights of Man. The J ew has all the more right to the recognition 
of his “free humanity"  as “free civil society" is thoroughly 
commercial and J ewish and the J ew is a necessary link in it.66 
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6. ln general Marx emphasizes in various ways the validity of the 
argument that religious freedom is a necessary part of political eman. 
cipation. In this connection he comments on the latest book publ isheè 
by Bauer: 

l n  h is last political work， Staat， Religion， uηd Partei， the most 
secret wish of the Critic [ B auer] inflated to the size of a state is 
finally expressed. Rel뺑on is sacri[iced to the state-system， or， 
rather， the state-system is only the means by which the opponent 
of Criticism， un-Critical religion and theology ， is done to death .67 

History teaches us that Hébert’s party ， the l eft Jacobins in the French 
Revolution， “was defeated mainly on the grounds that it attacked the 
rights of man in attacking [reedom o[ rel땅ion; similarly the rights oi 
man were invoked later when freedom of worship was restored." 68 

H err Bauer was shown that it is by no means contrary to political 
emancipation to divide man into the nonreligious citizen and the 
religious priνate indiνidual. He was shown that as the state eman
cipates itself from religion by emancipating itself from state 
religioη and leaving religion to itself within civil society， so the 
individual emancipates h imself politically from religion when his 
attitude to it is no longer as to a public but as to a p서νate matter. 
Finally， it was shown that the terroYÎstic attitude of the French 
Revolution to religion， far from refuting this conception， bears it 

69 out. 

The point of the J ewish question in 184 3 ，  then， was to get away 
from controversy over religion in general or the Jews in particular， and 
to establish that religion was a private matter with relation to the state， 
thereby emancipating the state from the religious question. The politi
cal emancipation of the J ews was a means to general political 
emanclpatlOn. 
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l n  the editorial exchange of letters in the Deutscb-Französiscbe 
Jabrbücber， a good deal of space was taken up by a problem that need 
not detain us long: the perennial one of revolutionary confidence in the 
future (revolutionary optimism) versus despair and defeatism . 

The first letter， by Marx， makes clear that: the editors are for a 
revolution of some kind ; the second letter， a reply by Ruge， is a 
ululating elegy or funeraI dirge (as Marx caIls it) on the impossibility of 
revolution in the fast-frozen politicaI wasteland of Germany. Ruge’s 
letter is a classic cry of h opelessness and d espondency over the fact that 
no revolutionary or serious reform movement is in sight-publish ed 
only four years before the outbreak of the most m assive revolutionary 
upheaval the world had yet seen. >1< 

Marx， to be sure， does not claim that the current picture is anything 
but dim : on the contrary， “the air in this country makes one a serf and 
1 see no room for frεe activity anywhere in G ermany." z [n his first 
letter his optimism is basεd on very general， indeed vague， grounds. Thc 
G ermans must become asbamed of their political backwardness: 
“Shamc is already a revolutÎon . . . Shame is a kind of anger that is 
directed against oneself. And if a who\e nation were reaIly ashamed of 

• The opening threnody of Ruge’s letter goes like this: “Y our letter is an 
iIIusion. Your courage discourages me even more.-We are gOiD용 to Iive to see a 
political revolution? We， the contemporaries of thcse Germans? My friend. you 
bel ieve what you want to believe. Oh， I know! it is very sweet to hopc， and very 
bitter to put aside all il!usions. Despair takes more coutage than hope. But it is the 
courage of reason， and we h ave reached the point where we may 110 longer de1ude 
ourse1ves."-And 50 on to paint the gloomy picture of the presellt: all are sheepó 
man was not born to be free ;  the German soul is a base thing; there is no future 
for the German people: “Oh this German future t Where is its seed sown?'" 
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itseIf， it would be a lion that falls back in order to spring." *  The 
revolution is coming even though no one beIieves in it: “One could 
perhaps let a ship full of fools run before the wind for a good while; but 
it would run into its dεstiny for the very reason that the fools do not 
believe it. This destiny is the revolution that looms before US.， ， 4 

But if the ship is full of nothing but fools， what can be expected 
when it runs into its destiny? Who is aboard who can head into the 
wind when the storm breaks? Besides the questions “where from?" and 
“where to? "  there was also the question “τvbo ? "  

The existence o f  the question itseIf was not y et clearly recognized in 
the socialisms of the time， and the DFj letters make the usual assump
tions in this respect. One would gather that the great change will be 
brought about by “enemies of philistinism ， in short all people wh。
think and who suffer ." For “the existence of a suffering humanity that 
thinks and of a thinking humanity that is oppressed" must necessarily 
become intolerable to the world of the philistines. s Does this imply 
that it is， then， the philistines themseIves who will eventually remedy 
the situation? That， after all ，  was the view of the “communist" Cabet. 
Marx’s third and last letter declares that “a new rallying-point for the 
really thinking and independent minds must be sought." 6 That is， the 
jabrbücber's role is to act as a political center for the revolutionary 
opposition-the independent thinkers. On this， Marx has not yet gone 
beyond h is contemporaries. 

Nevertheless， it is between the covers of the same double number of 
the DFj， in his third and last-written article， that Marx first poses the 
question and gives his answer: the “who" of the revolution is a class， 
and this class is the proletariat. 

Before we discuss what this opinion meant to Marx， we must fill in 
some background. What did proletariat， and an orientation toward the 
proletariat， mean at this time? 

.. A similar invocation o f  the power o f  shame occurs again i n  Marx’s introduc
tion to the critique of Hegel .  which is discussed later in this chapter.3 
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1 .  POLlTICAL LEXICO N :  PROLETARfA T 

Proletariat had begun assuming its modern meaning mainly in the 
decade or so before Marx wrote down his new perspective， but at the 
same time it retained its old m eaning-with the usual consequences in 
imprecision and confusion. By the first quarter of the century books on 
social topics h ad begun to refer to wage-workers as an identifiable social 
group-people who worked for an employeur ( wh o  uses people) ，  for an 
A rbeitgeber (who gives work) ， for capi때. The overwhelming mass of 
working people did not perform their labor within this social frame
work. 

From at least the second century A.D. '" until the nineteenth century， 
proletarians were simply the lowest stratum of poor and propertyless 
freemen; the term often meant living in pauperism. I t  embraced all 
kinds of workers simply because they were aII poor， but it did n ot 
necessarily imply a working status of any kind， let alone the wage
working status; nor did it necessarily distinguish between urban and 
ruraI p oor. 7 Thus proletariat began as a broader !abel than workers， 
though it was to end up as a narrower one. 

The early socialists spoke， at most， in the name of the People， in the 
style of the French Revolution. This was characteristic of the J acobin 
Ieft from Babeuf to Blanqui even when th ey used the term proletarian. 
For exalnple， Blanqui， asked h is occupation by the court， replied 
“Proletarian，" and eXplained this as “one of the 3 0  million Frenchmζn 
who l ive by their labor." This figure referred to about eight-ninths of 
the entire population， which included very few proletarians in the 
modern sense. The people or proletariaηs meant vírtuaIIy everyone 
except the small number of aristocrats and exploiting bourgeois， alI 
who worked for a living by the sweat of their brow. The term was being 
used in this way by the Saint-Simonian lecturers by the end of the 
1 820s.8 

But on the way to the mid-nineteenth century ，  the people were 
visibly differentiating : the lines obscu"red by feudal institutions and 
habits were being clarified as capitalist relations developed. I n  this 

$ The original-and overquoted-meaning of the Latin proletarius goes back t。
the sixth century B.C. as a census term: one who contributes nothing to the state 
except offspring; but this technical meaning was obsolete by the second century 
AD. 
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period of change-in society and in the words required to talk about 
it-the term pγoletaγiat began to assume its new meaning， not only after 
an identifiable class of wage-workers arose with the development of 
capitaIism ， but particularly a.fter this class began to be conscious of a 
novelty in its position. 1‘his can roughly be placed after the revolution 
of 1 8 3 0. 

A book by Sismondi 9 in 1 8 3 7  has been commonly pointed to as the 
first to use the word in its modern sense. Sismondi， h owever， does not 
appear to be introducing the term， but only welcoming it ; in any case it 
could not h ave been his little-noticed book that spread it. 10 ln 1842 an 
influential book by Lorenz von Stein on the current socialist and 
communÍst tendencies in France connected the new meaning of proJe
tariat with the burgeonin흉 of socialist ideas and proletarian movements. 
It  was in Paris that von Stein gathered the material and ideas for h is 
book， which even implies in places that the workers’ movement had 
adopted the term in a spirit of dass-consciousness.11  It is highly prob
able ，  then， that the new usage was not \invented between book covers 
but rather emerged out of the workers" ‘clubs and drdes， most par
ticularly in Paris， which in the 1 83 0s was the very h earth of the new 
radical thought and radical workers' organization. 

In England the Chartists were using the term by this time， or even 
perhaps earlier， and when Engels published his Coηditioη oftbe Work. 
iη!g Class i?1 Eη'gland in the spring of 1 84-5 ，  after a spell in Manch ester 
and collaboration with the Owenites and Chartists， pγoletαriat figured 
in the work in a fully modern sensc. '" 

I t  should be plain， then， that a reference to the proletariat in 
1 844 is far from being immediately self-explan'atory ; the old ，  broad 
meaning was not only very m uch a1ive but still dominant. 13 It will be 
necessary to see what Marx had in mind when he used it. 

$ Note that in his 'preface Engels thought it necessary to explain to his German 
readers that “1 have continually used the expressions ψorkiη'gmeη (Arbeiter) and 
proletarians， and working cJass， pγ'opertyless class， and proletariat as synony. 
mous." The work makes clear from the first page that it is a question of a new 
and modern c1ass.12 
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2 .  THE AMBIGUITY O F  POINTING 

I n  addition to the ambiguity of the term itself， the mere expression 
of a special concern for， or interest in， the proletariat or the workers 
was not itself distinctive in the socialist spectrum even at this early 
time. Some sort of orientation toward workers had already taken 
several forms among socialist ideologues and movements. Without put
ting too fine an edge on it， the following d istinct，  though interpenetrat
ing， conceptions can be observed. 

1 .  Some saw the working class as a special object of compassion， a 
visibl� proof of the defects of society. “Only from the point of view of 
being the m ost suffering class does the proletariat exist for them"-th is 
was the way the Communist Mani[esto put it later， in its section on the 
Utopians. 14 This approach had been reflected in Marx’s letter in the 
DPJ. 

2. Some looked on the working class as a useful source of pressure 
on the real powers， the powers that could really change society. This 
had appeared most plainly in Saint-Simon’s last work， The New Chris
tiaηity， in which the workers were urged to submit respectful petitions 
to their economic masters， soliciting them to do their duty of instaUing 
the New Order. 

3 .  Some looked on the working class as an especially fruitful recruit
ing ground. This was true of Cabet’s Icarian communist movement， for 
example， as well as some of the secrεt societies. But the movement was 
still conceived mainly as a pressure upon the top levels of society， as in 
Cabet’s case; and even if it was predominantly drawn [rom the working 
class， it was not conceived as the movement o[ the working class. 

4. Some looked on the workers as useful in providing a revolu
tionary threat， or disrupting the status quo with revolutionary dis
turbances， thus h e1ping to create the conditions for a takeover by the 
revolutionary conspiracy. This was part of the Babouvist-J acobin tradi
tion ，  newly reprεsented by the Blanquists， later by Bakunin. 

5 .  Some advocated the self-organization of the working class-the 
workers as a whole rather than merely an advanced tip-on a corpora
tive basis， that is， to further their corporate interests within the society， 
along the lines of Buchez’s cooperatives or Flora Tristan’s Union 
Ouvrière. 
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Marx’s conception of the relationship between socialism and the 
pr이etariat would be basicaIly different from any of these. I t  did not 
appear fuIl-blown in a sudden article but developed in a number of 
steps during 1 84 3  and 1 844. 

3 .  TH E ROAD TO THE NEW ORI ENTATION 

There certainly was no impulse to a proletarian orientation during 
the Rbeiniscbe Zeitzmg period:  not in the Young Hegelian milieu ， nOT 
in the thinking of the house communist Moses Hess j not in the regional 
problems， for the more Ìndustrialized sectÌon of the Rhineland was 
north of the Cologne-Trier area that Marx had been living in， and the 
economic issues that had caught Marx’s attention in connection with 
the wood-theft law and the Moselle winegrowers were problems of the 
poor countryfolk， the peasantry. 

Only in his retort to the A ugsburger A/lgemeiηe Zeitung about 
communism， in October 1 842， had Marx been led to write about the 
workers (albeit the Handwerker) as a soci.al group ， since this had come 
up in the article by Wilhelm Weitling that had touched off the exchange 
in the first place. lndeed， the idea had even been broached there that 
the middle class was facing its 1 789-which implied that the workers 
were the revolu tìonary class of today. 15 

Weitling was not the only one writing about the new concern with 
the workers even then. 1n autumn of the same year Lorenz von Stein’s 
important book on the socialist and communist tendencies in France 
was published to the accompaniment of great public interest. lt empha
sized the new role of the proletariat， as we have already mentioned. But 
Marx was only just becoming interested in such new social questionsi he 
was not yet a socialist， and it was unlikely that he was wondering who 
was going to make a revolution he was not yet in favor of. I f  Marx read 
von Stein at the time (as is possible but unrecorded)， its effect might 
well have been only l atent. 16 Pεrhaps more 피lportant was th e d iscus
sion of von Stein’s book in the form of a review by Moses Hess， which 
appeared in J uly 1 843  in a collection of essays by various hands， 17 
including two other articles by Hess and one by Hess’s new disciple 
Engels. A year later Marx was going to give due credit to the influence 
on his thinking exercised by Hess’s essays in this book， without specify-
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ing among them- l8 True， in the casε 。f this article i t  could not  have 
been Hess’s viewpoint-which objected to von Stein’s emphasis on the 
proletariat and on class-that influenced Marx， but its publ ication was 
one of the events that at least raised the question at a po이m따t when Marx 
was preparing material for the Deu따‘“tscb-F‘;산‘ 

During that same summer 。아f 184 3 ’  before moving to Paris in 
October， Marx’s readings of h istorical works naturally suggested class
struggle p atterns in history (for example， sans-culottes versus bour
geoisie in the French Revolution ;  Münzer’s common people during the 
Reformation) ，  but the m ost specific reference to the working class t。
be found in his excerpt notebook comes from the book by Thornas 
Hamilton on America-a book he cited m ore than once during these 
years. '" In this case there can be little doubt about the latent effect of 
Hamilton’s book. 

Marx’s lucubrations over H egel ’s  philosophy of right ，  in the note
book of this summer， contained not a hint of an orientation toward the 
proletariat. Indeed， this manuscript critique offers as yet no clear idea 
of the role of class divisions in bourgeois society (civil society) .  The 
discussion is carried on in terms of the Stå'nde， the social estates， which 
are seεn impl icitly as social ranks rather th an classes in the modern 
sense-no doubt because Marx is fol1owing in the tracks of Hege\’s 
thought. lt is in this context that Marx makes a referencε to workers in 
a passing remark that “th e  estate o[ direct /abor， of concrete labor， 
forms not so much an estate of civil socìety as the ground on which its 
spheres rest and move." 21 This whole d iscussion is in terms of a past 
social structure. 

‘ The excerpts in  Marx’s reading notebooks are summarized in MEGA. Of 
some interest in this ιonnection is the summary of W. Wachsmuth’s h istory of the 
French Rcvolu tion and L. Ranke’s h istory of the German Reformation period.19 
The summary of Marx’s excerpts from Hamilton shows much emphasis on the rule 
of wealth and the deprivation of the lower classes from power-for ex따nple:  “ . . . 
the Federalists against right to vote by the propertyless. Position of the Negro， 
formally free， yet treated as pariahs ;  the fight against the whites' prejudices 
against them is necessary. Arrogance of the rich， in spite of legal equality of all 
citizens. Manlmon and huckstering the idols of the Americans . . . .  (n New York 
civil society has split  into two parts-working people and those who do not have 
[0 work. Aims of the combinations among the manuål workers: equal education 
of all citizens， abolition of the educational monopoly; but in part also equal 
division of p roperty : the agrarian law. Danger of the overturn uf the state by a 
simple vote， under complete democracy ; this does not yet exist at p resent in 
America， for its citizens are mostly property owners. I n fluence of the money 
aristocracy in America . . . . "20 
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There is likewise no indication of  a special interest in the proletariat 
either in the editorial exchange of letters in the DFJ or in the essay “On 
the J ewish Question. " 

The change occurs in Marx’s third contribution to the DFJ. This 
essay was published as the introduction to a still unwritten “Critique of 
Hegel ’s  Philosophy of Right"-Marx’s planned revision of h is notebook 
analysis. Yet it is certainly not meaningful as an introduction to the 
notebook critique as it was written during the summer; that is， to the 
manuscript as we have it now. He had plainly developed beyond it. The 
introduction presents not only new views but a quite different orienta
tion，  looking toward different problems. 

Marx put it this way when， in the preface to his so-called Economic 
and Philosphic Manuscrψts o[ 1 84 4  he explained why h e  had decided 
not to publish the promised critique of Hegel : 

In the course of working it u p  for publ ication， it became clear 
that intermingIing criticism directed only against [ Hegelianl 
speculative theory with criticism of the various problems them
selves was altogether unsuitable， hindering the development of 
thought and interfering with comprehension. Moreover， the 
wealth and diversity of the subjects to be treated could h ave been 
compressed into a s껴gle work only in a very aphoristic manner， 
while such an aphoristic presentation would h ave produced the 
appearance of arbitrary systematizing-zz 

What this reflects， no doubt， is that Marx’s need to settle accounts 
with Hegel had diminished， while his need to grapple with “the various 
problems themselves" had rapidly increased. 

4. THE IMPACT O F  PARIS 

What had happened b efore the writing of the introduction was very 
simple: Marx had moved to Paris. The change from the relative placìd
ity of Cologne， not to speak of the h oneymoon felicity of Kreuznach，  
cannot be overemphasized. Cologne， though the center of new politics 
in G ermany， was a viIlage backwater compared with the politica1 
maelstrom that was Paris. 

ln Cologne there was something of a circumspect and mild bourgeois 
liberal tendency ; but for anyone interested in politics， Paris pulsed with 
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all the political and social movements from liberal reform t o  revolu
tionary communism. In Cologne， as in most of Germany， there was 
virtually no proletariat as yet， outside of the pages of certain books; 
Paris stood at the peak of the Continent’s industrial development. I n  
addition t o  the variety o f  workers’ clubs， associations， sects， and move
ments of the French workers， Paris was also one of the main concentra
tion points of German workers， who formed their own organizations. 
There were about 1 00，000 Germans in Paris， most of them artisans， 
working abroad for a period.23 The League of the Just (which Iater be
came the Communist League) h ad incubated in Paris. AlI in all， it was as 
if an aspiring young actor moved from the high school dramatic club of 
Dubuque to the midst of Broadway. 

The immense impact of the Paris workεrs’ movεmεnt on the émigré 
from the Rhineland is beyond doubt. Marx wrote about it with an air 
of wonderment three times in the course of 1 844-1 845 : 

When communist artisaηs assemble [he wrote in his Paris manu
scripts of 1 844] ， educationals， propaganda， etc. are above all 
their end. But at the same time they thereby acquire a new need， 
the need for fellowship、 and what appears as a means has become 
an end. This practical movement can bε observed with its most 
brilliant results whenever French socialist workers are seen as
sembled. Smoking， drinking， eating， etc. no longer serve [merely 1 
as a means of association or as an associative means. Fellowship， 
association，  entertaÎnment which in turn has fellowship as Îts 
end-these are enough for them ; the brothe1'hood of man is not 
an empty phrase with them but a reality， and the nobility of man 
shines out to us from their work-hardened figures.“ 

、'01.1 [hε wrote to Feuerbach]  would have h ad to attend one of 
the meetings of the French ouνriers [workers J to be able to 
believe the virgin freshness， the nobility， that flashes forth among 
these work�weary people. The English proletarian is also making 
gigantic progress， but he lacks the cultivated character of the 
French. 1 should， however， not forget to emphasize the theo
retical merits of the German artisans [Handwerker 1 in Switzer
land ， London， and Paris. Only， the German artisan is stiH too 
much an artisan. 

But in any case it is among these “barbarians" of ou1' civilized 
society that history is making ready the practical element for the 

_-" __ __ 25 emanclDatlOn ot man. 
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One must be acquainted [he  wrote in The Holy Family ]  with the 
studiousness， the craving for knowledge， the moral energy and the 
unceasing urge for development of the French and English 
ouvriers [ workersl to be able to form an idea of the human 
nobility of that movement.26 

“ During my first stay in  Paris，" Marx related much later， “1  main
tained personal relations with the leaders of the League ( of the Just] 
there， as well as with the leaders of most of the French secret workers’ 
societies， without however joining any of these societies." 27 In addi
tion，  he threw h imself into a furious whirl of reading， attacking a 
number of problems in various d irections， planning and dropping sub
jects for several books. " 

The introduction was written in the first few months of this Paris 
period， hence under the impact of the new milieu but before Paris had 
fully taken its effect. lt is to be noted that th e d iscussion of the 
proletariat occurs in  the last half of this essay ; the first half scarcely 
prefigures the turn that it is going to take. It gives us a snapshot of 
Marx in transition to a neW view of society， stil1 half-baked， stil1 in 
process. He still has read l ittle or nothing about the new economic 
world that has given birth to aIl these phenomena; it is right afterward 
that he undertakes h is economic studies. 

He knows that the criticism of religion-the ru t in which Bauer is 
stuck-is a preoccupation of backwardness， that o ne must go on from 
there to an analysis of the society ; and he d evotes the first page and a 
half of the essay to saying so. But what h e  proposes to go on to is the 
analysis of politics and the state，29 and from there to revolutionary 
action on elementary humanist grounds: “The criticism of religion ends 
with the precept that man is the supreme beiηg for man. h ence with the 
categorical imperatiνe to overthrow all conditions in which man is a 
d egraded ，  enslaved ， forlorn， despicable creature . . . .  ， ， 30 

" Ruge， now on the outs with Marx， wrote in one letter: “He [ MarxJ reads 
very much ; he works with extraordinary intensity . . .  but he finishes nothing， 
breaks off every time and p!unges all over again into an endless sea of books." He 
might thus stay up three or four nights running. Ruge， Îq �nother l etter: “He 
always wants to write about whatever he read last. but then continues'to read on， 
making excerpts anew." Among the books Marx contemplated: the critique of 
Hegel ; a h istory of the Convention of 1 792-1 79 5 ;  a criticism of the social ists; a 
work on politics.28 
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5 .  “PRACTICALS" AND PHI LOSOPHERS 

The economic question-“the reJationship of industry， of the world 
of wealth in general ， to the political world"-occurs to h im later only as 
an example of “a m헤。r problem of modern times" which illustrates the 
backwardness of Gennany. 31 Th is theme， the backwardness of 
Gennany ， is the main subject of the first half of the essay. But， much as 
he recognizes this fact， he himself is still tied to this backwardness in 
terms of the framework of h is thinking. What is still completeJy 
Gennan about Marx in this introduction is the continued assumption
still accepted even while it is consciously set forth for criticism-that 
the road to understanding society lies tbrougb pbilosopby. (He will 
shortly come to the conclusion that this too must be stood on its head:  
the road to understanding philosophy l ies through social theory.) 

The big advance in this part of the essay is preciseJy Marx’s con
sciousness of the assumption. He understands fulIy now， and explains， 
that for this backward Germany， philosophy is the “ideal" (ideological) 
fonn in which the modern world manifested itself;32 but what he is stilI 
unable to add is: manifested itself to us， tbe pbilosopbers. This lies 
behind the polemic in which Marx tries to take a third position against 
b oth the “practical political party in Germany， "  on the one hand，  and 
“the thεoretical political party， which originated in philosophy ，"  on the 
other. 

The unnamed “practical party" must be the movement of the 
German communist workers， whose most prominent theoretician is 
Weitling. Marx now admires Weitling’s writíngs， and will continue to 
express his admiration-until he， in turn， goes beyond Weit!ing and sees 
the latter’s backwardness. Right now， he realizes that this practical 
party is far advanced， in its social critique， beyond the theoretic
philosophic party， that is， the radical trend stemming from the Young 
Hegelians and including his  old self. Yet this practical party had not 
made its way via philosophy. Which was the right way ，  that taken by 
the communist workers or that taken by the radical intellectuals? 

Marx does not take the line of defending the “philosophical" party， 
but rather maintains that b oth have been one-sided. On the one hand，  
he lectures the practicals: You cannot get rid of philosophy simply by 
turning your back on it  and refusing to acknowledge it as  a part of the 
German reality. “Y ou demand starting from actual genns of life， but 
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you forget that the German people’s actual life-germ has up to now 
flourished only in its craηium . . . 33 In order to abolish or transcend 
(aufbeben) philosophy， he tells them， you must first make it real for 
the first time: “You canηot  abolish philosophy without actualiziη'g iι ” 
Then he turns to the others， the party from which h e  himself is 
emerging， and tells them that they have committed the bisymmetrical 
error of seeing only the philosophical struggle， of turning even critical 
social insights into philosophical formulations， of failing to see that 
“philosophy as philosophy" Was a dead end. “lts basic defect，" 'Marx 
sums up with the same bisymmetry， “may be reduced to this: it 
believed it could actualize philosophy without abolishing [ transceηd
iη'gJ it. ，， 34  

The difficulty wìth this bisymmetrical criticism is  best seen in the 
key charge against the practicals: “you forget that the German people’s 
actual life-germ has up to now flourished only in its cranium. " This was 
obviously not so: the very existence of the German workers' m ovement 
disproved the 0ηly. Even the artisan communism of Weitling was arising 
out of the new economic conditions， regardless of the new philosophiz
ing. A very few months after the publication of the introduction， the 
revolt of the Silesian weavers made clear to all that the new germs of 
1ife were not arising only out of the cranial portion of the German 
social anatomy. 

Likewise with the first: sentence of the introduction: the aphorism 
that “the critique of religion is the premise of every critique" did not 
apply to the working class， nor indeed to social critique in general. but 
was specific to the intellectual current which was Marx’s origin. It was 
an autobiographical truth， one which could be made by anyone out of 
Marx’s former milieu， but no more than that. 

This is the overwhelming characteristic of the whole section which 
!eads up to the introduction of the proletariat. In perfect accord with 
the Y oung Hegelian tradition and with all the assumptions of the school 
in which he had been intellectually raised， the emphasis is on the role of 
the pbilosopher as the source of revolutionary ferment. “Theory" -that 
is， perfected philosophy-has to “seize the masses." The same accounts 
also for the past: “Germany’s revolutionary past is， indeed， theoretical: 
it is the Re[o1껴atioη. Just as at that time it was the m onk. now itis the 
pbilosopber in whose brain the revolution begins." 3S 
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i n  history. Within the year h e  was going to start h is first polemic against 
this very attitude in The Holy Family， after he had moved in the 
opposite direction and after Bauer had moved to push this Y oung 
Hegelian intellectual élitism to its extreme. 

But in this essay， Marx thinks that the Peasant War “failed becausε 
of theology，"  just as he thinks that the Reformation began in Martin 
Luther’s brain. As for the future， the German status qu。 “wí1l smash up 
on philosophy." [t is the “philosophical transformation" of the Ger
mans that “wiI1 emancipate the people. 

， ，36 The only modern activity in 
Germany has been “ the abstract activity of thought" ;  Germany has not 
taken “an active part i n  the actual struggles of this [ modernl develop
ment." 37 Obviously Marx sees the Young Hegelians’ “abstract activity 
of thought" blown up big as a factor in modern German history 
because it is still close to him ，  and he sees the actual struggles of 
workers in the practical party as nonexistent because he is still far from 
them. It is precisely this attitude， part of the old baggage of Young 
Hegelianism which Marx had brought over with him from Germany， 
that will get rocked in June of that year by the explosion of the Silesian 
weavers' revolt. 

6 .  NEW CONCEPT O F  THE UNIVERSAL CLASS 

All this is paπ 。f Marx’s past. But this essay， which stands tiptoe on 
a boundary peering into new country， starts a new train of thought 
with a however. There is an interesting symbol of the fact that Marx’s 
direction of development here is toward the new. In that apparently 
evenhanded rejection of both parties as equally one"Sided， there is a 
significant difference in the way Marx addresses h imself to each. The 
criticism of the practical party adopts the second-person form of 
address: “Y ou forget . . .  " The criticism of the u nreconstructed philoso
phers retains the third person. In the case of the first， he turns to taH‘ 
to them ; in the case of the other， he is merely talking about them. 

The however introduces “a major difficulty" that appears to stand in 
the way of revolution: 

Revolutions require a passiνe element， a mate서al basis. TheoIγ 
will always be actualized in a people only insofar as it is the 
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actualization of their needs. Now will the enormous gap between 
the demands of German thought and the answers of German 
actuality correspond to the same gap between civil society and 
the state and within civil society itself? Will theoretical needs be 
immediately practical needs? It is not enough that thought should 
strive toward actualization ;  actuality must itself strive toward 
thought.38 

The “passive element，" the material basis of the revolution is the 
“practical needs" of the people， that is， what he would later call their 
class interests. '" Later these interests will be seen as the drive; for now， 
as before， theory is the active principle. But it is already an advance to 
pose the dynamics of the revolution as an interaction of the two. ( I n  
fact， this notion o f  the dynamic interaction o f  theory with material 
interests will be retained by Marx， only with a different relationship 
between the components.) 

The practical needs are in the first place the economic needs of the 
people; but at this point Marx has little theoretical conception of the 
economic life of society ， and even his interest in the subject is only on 
the verge of being aroused. The practical needs are those of a “suffer
ing" people-it is in the suffering that the nεeds exist; no wonder they 
appear as a passive element. This view is precisely one of the basic 
defects of all the socialisms and communisms of the day .  The greatest 
theoretical result of Marx’s economic studies-right up to and including 
Capita/-is going to be the transformation of the economic question 
from merely a lamεnt or indictment of suffering (passivζ into the 
driving mechanism of class struggle (active) .  

To be sure， it follows that if  practical needs (class interests) are 
viewed as a passive element， the suffering people may also be viewed as 
a passive element. This remains implicit in the essay， though Marx does 
not go so far as to say so. lt might have been difficult for him to make 
this conclusion explicit on the heels of his intensive reading about the 
French Revolution. 

One of the difficulties stemming from his philosophic past that Marx 
had to overcome was the basic idea that the selfish ( or particular) 
interests of any one sector of society could not and should not be 

• I t  h as been c1aimed that by the passive element Marx here means the 
proletariat. Obvìously not; the paragraph spells out its reference perfectly p lainly. 
The proletariat has not even been mentioned up to this point and for some p ages 
still to come. 
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promoted as  against the  general interεsts of  society as  a whole (which in 
Hegel means those of the state).  Thus thε particular aspirations of the 
bourgeoisie were， by definition， amisocial ， as were similarly limited 
practical nceds of any other social group. O nly the bureaucracy， for 
HegeI， represented the social whole， and hence only the bureaucracy 
was the universal cIass， a class which represented not the interest of a 
part but the general interest. As we have seen， Marx’s notebook critiquε 
of H egel’s theory sought to rcfure precisely this conception of the 
bureaucracy: he sough t to show that the bureaucracy too had its own 
interests separate from and opposed to the best interests of the social 
whole. But if the bureaucracy could not be considered the universal 
cIass becausε it acted for its own practical needs， could there be any 
universal cIass at all ?  

I n  the introduction， Marx meets this problem by working out  a 
basically changed conception of a universaI cIass. I t  is no Ionger HegeI ’s ，  
wh ich was devisεd to account for the stability of thε status quo， but 
rather a universal class which functions toward a revolutionary over
throw of th e status quo. 

Th e first m odel in whìch he presents this is the pattern of the French 
Revolution， wh ich is seen herε (wrongly) as “a partial， merely political 
revolution"-because it was merely the emancipation of the bourgeoisie 
from the aristocracy and not of all society from p rivatε p roperty rule.  
The French bourgeoisie “emancipates the wh ole society， but  only on 
the condition that the whole society shares the situa.tion of-this class
hence，  for that it has money and education or can obtaÎn 
them at wilL" This condition is not true， of course ; but Ít was accepted 
a.s the assumption of the French Revolu tion.  

No class of civii society can play this role unless it arouses an 
impulse of enthusiasm in itself and in the masses; an impulse in 
which it fraternizes and coalesces with society in general， idemi
fies with Ìt， and is felt and recognized to be its geηeral represeη ta
tîνe; an impulse in which its demands and righ ts are truly the 
rights and demands of society itself and in which it is really the 
hcad and h eart of society. Only in the namc of the universal rights 
of society can a particular class lay claim to univεrsal domìnance. 
To capture this position as emancipator and thereby gain political 
exploitation of all spheres of society in the Înterest of its own 
spher 
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Just as this class appears as the embodiment of all society’s interests， so 
another c1ass must embody the “notorious crime of the whole society ，" 
must have the role of the oppressor c1ass. 

Thus Hegel’s concεption of the universal dass is revised from the 
unrealistic view that some class can embody society’s universal interest 
În a permanent， never-changing way. Marx’s version is: in a particular 
h istorical context， the context of revolution，  the universa1 significance 
of a given c1ass may coincide with its particular rolε ;  its s려fish interests 
may ，  at this conjuncture， coincide with the interests of the masses and 
“the universal righ ts of society." 

I n  France in 1 789，  that dass was the bourgeoisie. l s  there such a 
class in the Germany of the 1 840s? asks Marx. τhis is the major 
difficulty he had referred to. “Evεry particular class in Germany， 
however . .  "". lacks the consistency， the acuteness， the courage and the 
ruthlessness which could stamp it as the negative representative of 
society . "  There is no villain in the cast (an opinion， we must p oint out 
in anticipation， which he wiU modify) .  ls there a hero class to fit the 
pattern in Germany? 

Likεwise everγ dass lacks that breadth of soul which identifies 
itse\f， if only momentarily ， with the soul of the people;  that 
genius which inspires materia1 force to political powerj that 
revolutionary boldness which hurls at its adversary the defiant 
words: 1 a�η nothing and 1 should be eνerythillg. 40 

There is nα 
not as 

universa1 dass for the ‘。b ln 

7 .  THE PROLETARIAT AS “UNIVERSAL CLASS" 

Not this German bour흉eoisie， says 
Marx; its has No sooner does any dass begin a 
struggle the dass above Îs in turn involved in struggle 
with the dass bdow: “ is to en징age in 
struggle against the is the first time the proletariat 
comes in for’ mention.) Condusion :  in “no dass of civil 
society h as the need and thc for u niversa1 emancipation unti1 it 
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i s  forced to it by i t s  immediate situation，  by material necessity， by its 
，_ ， ，41 verv clJams. 

“Until it is forced to it": the inj ection of this qualifícation is by n。
means prepared by the preceding argumentation. For one thing， it 
narrows the gulf  between the French and German conditions which 
Marx had been emphasizing， for was not the French b ourgeoisie als。
forced to it eventually? As we wilI see in a later part， there is a problem 
here that wiU not be deared up for several years. In any case， Marx is 
saying that he does not think the German bourgeoisie will ever be 
forced to it. He turns to the next candidate， the class below it. 

Where， then，  is the positive possìbility of German εmancipation? 
A nswel': In the formation of a class wíth mdical cbains . .  

That is， a class whose oppression stems from the very 1'00ts of society， 
its private property relations-not simply any oppressed dass . 

. a class of civil ( bürgerlich J society that is not a dass of 
bürgerlicb society . 

This is a play on the shifting meaning of bürgerlìcb: from civil society 
to the kind of civil society characteristic of the modern scene， bour. 
geois society. The proletariat ís a nonbourgeois dass in civiJ society; it is 
in bourgeois society but not of it . 

. . an estate [Staηd] which is the dissolution of all estates . . .  

This is a less happy formulation ;  takεn Iiterally， it is better said of the 
bourgeoisie ， whose dominance means the dissolution of the estate 
system， though not of class society. Therefore the translation may be 
b ent: “a class which is the dissolution of all dasses." 

. a social sphere which has a universal character because of its 
universaI suffering， and lays claim to no particμlar rìght because 
no particular wrong. only wrong in general， is committed against 
It;  . . .  

Here again it is the p assive aspect of the proletariat-its suffering and 
wrongs， as previously its chains-that is as i ts claim， not its 
p otentialities for actÎve struggle. 

. a sphere which can no longεr invoke a histoγical title but only 
a human one ; whicþ does not stand in one-sided opp-osition to the 
consequences， but in all-around opposition to the premises of 
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the Germa.n politica.l system ; a. sphere， finally， which ca.nnot 
emancipa.te Îtself at a11 without emancipating Îtself from a.ll other 
social spheres， thereby ema.ncipa.ting all those other socia.l 
spheres; a. sphere， in short ， which is the complete loss of the 
human being， a.nd hence only by [uμlμlυy re，쩡ga찌in저2서fη썽'g t껴he hmηman be‘끼n 
ca.n it g양al띠n itself. This dissolution of society in the form of a. 
particula.r class [Staηd] is the proletariat.42 

The strong side of this statement， which will remain with Marx and 
only be developed further， is that it does not， after all， propose a hero 
class aga.inst a villain class. It does not glorify its nomineε for the 
revolutionary class j if anything， it falls over in the opposite d irection， in 
seeming to equate a.lienation with complete dehuma.nÎzation. It does 
not propose the proletariat merely because o[ the proletariat’S own 
practical needs， however philanthropic one may feel about them， but 
because the proletariat’s needs coincide at thÎs h istúrica.l juncture with 
the univ，εrsa.l needs of society. 

I ts weak side， from the standpoint of developed Marxism， we have 
already pointed out sufficiently : it does not yet bring to the fore the 
actiνe potentia.lity of the proletariat’s place in society. This weakness is 
entirely bound up with its underlying vicε it h as no economic under
pinning. Therε is yet no understanding of economic exploitation as the 
root of the socia.l position of the proletarjat， as the root also of many of 
the assertions which appear only as insights. Hence a genera.l view of the 
dass struggle is missing， and with it the solution to (among other 
things) the dehumanizing effect of the new bourgeois society. It is only 
later that Marx comes to stress that has the socia.l function not 
merely of (eventually) overthrowing the rul ing class but also， in the first 
place， of ma.king the proletariat fit to rule. 

Marx herε points to the proletariat with the knowledge， p lainly 
stated， that “the proletariat is only to appear in Germany as a 
result of the industrial development place." It is the class of the 

only visible in the presεnt. For one this certifies 
that he is using thc t�rm in the new sense， for he has found it in the 
same place that von S tein reporte예 it from : the Paris cauldron of revo
lutionary ideas. 

But even in Paris-let a.lone a entity sometimes 
forgotten by Paris residents-.th 
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치 n  France and England it is a quest�on o f  abolishing monopoly， which 
h as progressed to its final consequences . . .  "!  This may be taken as a 
warning against brashly announcing “final" stages， but of  course Marx 
knows little about economic devdopment as yet. Even 50， it is worth 
noting that not only does he make no claim about the size of the 
proletariat in France or Engl and， but h is wh ole m ode of approach 
diminates this as a p ivotal question. In the present essay， the decisive 
thing about the p roletariat is that it can play the role of the genera1 
representative of society ; l ater it will be added that it can lead the 
genera1 majority of society. 

In any case， it should not be supposed that by this time Marx 
already has a c1ear conception of the proletariat as a socioeconomic 
entity; the word is still dastic enough to mean the τvorkers in a general 
way. The more definite later meaning should not be read back into the 
1 843 manuscript. '" 

8 .  PHILOSOPHY AND THE PROLETARIAT 

lf we. h ave sufficiendy emphasized the tran5itional character of this 
eS5ay， then it should be clear why the final summary paragraphs are 
m ore ambiguous than could have bεen understood at the time. In this 
first announcement of the special role of the proletariat， Marx is still 
m oving in a twilight zone between the élitism taken for granted by 
Young H egelianism and a revolutionary principle which has not yet 
been developed. 

J ust as philosophy finds its material weapons in the proletariat， so 
the proletariat finds its iηtellectual weapons in philosophy; and as 
soon as the lightning of thought has struck deep into this un
spoiled soil of thε people the emancipation of the Germans int。
meη will be carried ou t. 

Let us summarize the result: 
The only practically possible emancipation of G ermany is 

emancipation based on tbe theory which declares that man is the 

.. Even as late as 1 847 Marx could refer t。 “the proletariat of feuda! tirnes，" 
that is， the serf c1ass; he does this twice in his book The Poverty 01 Philosophy. 
On presenting the book to a friend in 1 876， he corrected the phrase in the rnargin 
tO the “working cIass" of feuda!i앙n 43 
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supreme being for man. . . .  The bead of this emancipation is 
pbilosopby， its beart is the proletariat. Philosophy cannot he 
actualized without the abolition [Aufbebuηgl of the proletariat ; 
the proletarìat cannot be abolished without the actuaIi?ation of 
philosophy.44 

Any good Young Hegelian would have no doubt about h ow to read 
the repeated references to philosophy:  Pbilosopby means αs， the 
philosophers. Bauer was insisting on this point that very year In his own 
writings-writings that Marx was going to set out to demolish before the 
year was up. The young Engels ，  whose course of deve10pment will come 
up in another chapter， had no doubt about how to read it. As late as 
March 1 845 he referred， in the English Owenite paper， to the prediction 
by Marx “a year ago" of the union of “the German philosophers" and 
the German workers， a union now “all but accomplished." He added: 
“With the philosophers to think， and the working men to fight for us， 
wilI any earthly power be strong enough to resist our progress? "  45 

This conception of the division of labor was not only standard 
Y oung H egelian， it was also， in less candid form， equalIy the conception 
of the allegedly proletarian communist Weitling and the anarchist 
Proudhon， of the philanthropic Owen or the hierarchic Saint-Simon-jn 
fact， of aU the extant socialisms and communisms except those that had 
no use for any kind of thinking at al1. But Marx was on another road. 

Every indication of context is that philosophy is to be read at its 
face value ，  meaning theory. If “the proletariat finds its intellectual 
weapons in philosophy，" it is not because philosophers become their 
weaponsj rather “the lightning of thought"-theory as the necessary 
complement to the practical party-has to electrify the popular soil so 
that the Germans finally are made “men." The statement that the 
abolition or transcendence of the proletariat (the abolition of the wage 
system) is necessary in order to actualize “philosophy" makes good 
sense if it is a question of actualizing theoryj it makes no sense if it is a 
question of actualizing (realizing， making real) the philosophers them
se1ves. 

But as yet this ambiguity cannot be resolved any farther. The 
important thing is not to prove the obvious proposition that Marx did 
not leap from darkness to_dazzling light in a day， but rather to see the 
direction in which h e  waS moving out of the inevitable twilight zone. 
And how rapidly : during the year 1 844 h 
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OF THE PROLETARIA:τ 

The same double number of the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücber 
that carried Marx’s three contributÎons also included two articles by a 
young man with whom Marx was only slightly acquainted， Friedrich 
Engels. This is the point where Engels' road first meets Marx’s， though 
without converging as yet. 

Engels' contributions had a characterÌstic more important than 
anythìng they actually said : they brought England into the picture. AlI 
。f Marx’s articles had been centered on Germany despite other allu
sions; that is what he knew about. '* He was just discovering a second 
country， France， as it could not be got out of books; and the concept 
of the magazine Îtself had already attempted to link the�e two coun
tries， to fuse the left wing of German philosophical radicalism with the 
left wing of French politics. 

Now the third componεnt was brought forward : English political 
economy on the background of English social conditions. lt was this 
third component that transformed Marx’s theory .of the proletariat in 
the course of the following year and gavc- it a firm foundation.  

• England’s social situation had al50 been terra incognita for Lorenz von Stein. 
whose book on France had first introduced French socialism and communism to 
the German public less than two years before. In The Hoψ Fan서y Marx was 
conscious of the importance of this advance beyond von Stein: he rallies Bauer 
about h is ignorance of the English movement. explaining that it is due to the fact 
that Bauer found nothing about it in von Stein'5 book. I 

1 49 
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1 .  ENGELS'  CONTR I B UTION 

Th e innovation camε naturaIly to E ngels. Like Marx h ε  was a 
Rhinelander by birth， but h e  came from the more industrialized sectÌon 
to the north. H is father was a weU-to-do textile manufacturer in the 
Wupper valley : Barmen， where h e  was born， and Elberfeld ，  wh ere he 
wεnt to school， are today part of th e ind ustrial city named Wuppertal. 
He grew up with the I ndustrial Revolution， am idst ( th ough not 00 a 
working class such as did not exist around Trier 01' Cologne. H is mind 
was not formed in a university m ilieu. He h ad been puIled ou t of high 
school before the age of sevεnteen to learn the family busìness， m ainly 
as a commercial apprentice in Bremen ; and only for about a year， while 
d oing milìtary servìce in Berlin，  did he sÎt in on un iversity lectures and 
get acquainted with th e Young H egelian circle in the capital ， arrìving 
some month s  after Marx had left. 

I n tellectually he wen t  through three main stages during this time: 
( 1 )  religious emancipation-from the narrowm inded， Calvinistic ，  and 
stultifying Pietism of his family and hometown friends ;  (2) enthusiasm 
for the liberal democratic radicalism of th e Y oung Germany movement， 
and especi잉Iy for th e democratic-oppositionist wrìter and journalist 
Ludwig Börne; and ( 3 )  Young Hegelian leftÎsm and atheism， merging 
under Moses Hess’s influence into what Hess called communism .  He h ad 
published articles in the Rheiηische Zeitung under a pseudonym before 
Marx became editor. 

Then his father shipped him off to th e fam ily business branch in 
Manchester， the capital of industrial E ngland ， in the latter part of 
November 1 842. (On the way he stopped off in Cologne to see the 
Rheiηische Zeituη'g people， and thus he met ed itor Marx for the first 
tim e ;  there were no sparks.) 

Barely settled in England ， he began writing a series of articles for the 
RZ on the social situation in th e country. Soon (exact time unknown) 
he formed a l iaison with Mary Burns， an l rish workingwoman， who was 
to b e  his  companion till her death .  This link was no doubt important 
in giving h im access to the life of the working class and i ts movements， 
for Mary Burns was a m ilitant revolu tionist of the plebeian I rish nation
alist type which ， u nder English industrial c ond i tions， was one of the 
greatest Ieavens of the proletarian and socialist milieu of the time. 
Engels has  been accused of seεing England th rough her “prej ud iced " 
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eyesj bu t at the samε time he  was su rrounded i n  h is business l ife by the 
choicest representatives of the industrial bourgeoisie. I t  was a double 
l ifε， making possible a double vision wh ich could hardly have been 
enjoyed by any other observer of the new economic reality in its 
most advanced bastion. 

2 .  FROM BARMEN TO MANCHESTER 

Engels’ progrεss toward a new view of the proletariat was a gradual 
。ne. During his Bremen pεriod ， when he oriented h imself toward 
socioliterary journalism after the Börne model， he  succeeded in raising a 
smaII scandaJ with a two-part pseudonymous article “Letters from the 
Wuppertal，"  published in the organ of Young Germany. The first part 
devastatingly describes how “the whole district liεs submerged under a 
sea of Pietism and phil istinism，" 2 and includes striking views of the 
misery of the workers. But the workers are only the object of p ity and 
indignation ; they are seen whol ly from the outside. The writer notes 
that the factory workers resort to drink as an anodyne， the artisans to a 
mindless religiosity laced with brandy ; and it is clear that this much one 
can see hurrying through the streets.3 The factory opεratives are viewed 
merely as vÍctims: they are forced to breathe mQre coal dust and smoke 
than oxygen; from the age of six they lose their strength and joy in l ife ; 
they are mercilessly sweated and suffer an incredible incidence of 
diseasej child labor ruins the next generation. 

But the rich manufacturers have an elastic conscience， and bl ight
ing the l ife of one child more or less does not send any Pietist 
soul to hel l ，  especially if he goes to church twice every Sunday.4 

When the occasion arose， Engεls’ invocation was to the people in the 
usual libera1 fashion. One such occasion was the anniversary of the ]uly 
revolu tion of 1 8 3 0  in France， celebrated in c1assical mεter under the 
title “German ]uly Days‘ ’ :  

A-toss ìn my boat， I am thinking of you， 0 princes and kings of 
Germany: 

The patìent peopIε once raised you up on the gilded th rone that 
you Slt on， 

Bore you in triumph rhe homeland through， and expelled the 
darin!l invader. 
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Then you grew brazen and arrogance-fiUed， you broke your word 
and your promise， 

Now out of France whirls the storm， and the masses of people are 
surgmg， 

And your throne is tossed like a boat in the storm， in your h and 
the scepter is trembling. 

On you above all， Ernst August， do I bend my eyes in anger: 
Rashly， 0 despot， you flouted the law-harl‘ to the storm’s roar 

swelling! 
As the people look up with piercing eye and the sword scarce 

rests in the scabbard， 
Say : Rest you as safe on your golden throne as 1 in my boat 

a-tossing? 5 

But there were no princes or kings in the Wuppertal ; the workers 
whom the young man p itied were exploited by the same factory princes 
and cotton kings whose dass had put Louis Philippe on the throne in 
July 1 8 3 0. The king， Friedrich Wilhelm I I I ，  who had broken h is prom
ise to grant a constitution after Napoleon was expelled， had mainly 
aroused the anger of the church←going sweaters， n�t of the inebriated 
operatives or the psalm-singing craftsmen. This was still the rhetoric of 
Young Germany. 

England changed all that. Socially， Manchester was a d ifferent world 
-a thoroughly bourgeois society such as could not be found anywhere 
in G ermany， not even in Paris， nor even yet in London in concentrated 
form. At this point Engels was one of the few Continental revolution
aries who could be said to be living under capitalism. 

As he circu!ated in the milieu of his business associates， h e  attended 
meetings of the workers' movements， read their press， got acquainted 
with their propagandists， met their leaders-John Watts and James 
Leach in Manchesterj George J ulian Harnεy， the left ChartÏst leader， in 
Leeds ; the Owenites of The New Moral World， which began publishing 
artíc!es by him in February. And what is most important， here there 
was a genuinely proletarian movement， quite class-conscious on various 
levels， from the revolutionarγ socialist wing of Chartism which Harney 
represented to the trade unionists. Three months before Engels' arrival， 
the trade unions had arrived at the poínt of attempting a general strike 
covering thε industrial north-the so-called “summer uprising" or 
“August insurrection" which was intimidated by armed force. 
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I n this capitalist society， not only was there an advanced economic 
development and class structure， but a pattern of political movement 
which was congruent with the class structure. There were parties 
roughly reflecting the main classes of the society. While par텅I was an 
elastÎc term， >1< this was true even of organízed movements-Tories， 
Whigs， Radicals， Chartists， and so on. 

Late in life， Engels remarked in a letter that he had been “fortunate 
in being thrown into the center of modern， big industry and in being 
the first to keep my eyes open for the interconnections-at least [he  
added modestly 1 the most superficial ones." Rejecting an intended 
compliment which labeled h im the “founder of descriptivε economics" 
on the strength of his Coηditioη o[ the Working Class iη England， he 
pointed to the economists before him who had written descriptively on 
workers' conditions and general economic conditions. What hε had 
pioneered in developing was the connection between descriptive eco
nomics and a new type of socialist theory.6 

3 .  REPORTS FROM ANOTHER WORLD 

The articles OQ the situation in England that started 
back to be read by German leftists were therefore quite unusual ， if not 
unique， at the time. His first series of five were sent to the Rheí껴sche 
Zeituηg， and must have passed through the hands of Marx as editor j 
they were published during December 1 842. I t  had been only a few 
months previously that von Stein’s book on French socialism and 
communism had first revealed， to the uQsettlement of the German 
burgher， the portεntous political world of Paris， and c!assified the new 
social animal called the proJetariat. Engels' articles must have read to 
many like reports from another planet :  indeed thcy gave a picture of 
another world.  

From the first article， one of Engels’ main points was that  revolu-

o Political lexicOl1: At this time and for a long time (Q come. the word party 
i n  the European l anguages did not necessarily imply an electoral organization. 
nor， in fact， necessarily an organized movement of any kind. I t  frequen tly meant 
nothing more than a political or ideological telldellcy. When the Malli[esto o[ tbe 
CommulIist Parly was publ ished by the Communist League in 1 848， the tide did 
not imply that an organization named the Communì"， r-arty existed.sa 
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tionary ideas were not a characteristic of a wing of the educated classes 
as in Germany ， but rather rife among the workers， the proletarians. 

Hence Chartism has been able to strike no roots at all among the 
educated in England， and will not do so very soon. When Chart
ists and Radicals are mentioned here， it is taken almost uni
versaIly to mean the yeast of the masses， the mass of 
proletarians- 7 

To be sure， in these articles Engels' conception of what exactly 
comprised the working class was not at aIl fixed， sincε it did not rest on 
a theoretical generalization. l t  was a description rather than a scientific 
term. His second articIe began by speaking of the “lowest class，" and of 
the “propertyless" or “non-’property-owners" as if this was the name of 
a class. l ncluded were also the tenant farmers on the land， who were 
indeed workingpeople too. 

This is followed by increased emphasis on the workers in industry， 
but it would be misleading to try to read an exact class notion into the 
terms: 

. .  industry does indeed enrich a country， but it also creates a 
class of non-property-owners， of the absolutely poor， who live 
from hand to mouth ， who Íncrease by leaps and bounds-a class 
which cannot subsequently be abolished since it can never acquire 
stable property. And a third ， almost a half， of England belongs to 
this class. The slightest stagnation in trade makes a large part of 
this class jobless [ literally， breadless } ; a big trade crisis makes the 
whole class jobless. . . .  But by virtue of its size this cIass has 
become the strongest in England， and woe to the English wealthy 
if it becomes conscious of that fact. 

It certainly has not， so far. The English proletarian is only as 
yet beginning to suspect h is strength， and the result of this 
suspicion was the turmoil of last summer [ August1 . 。

The difference from Germany is  brought out specifically. The 
middle cIass， writes Engels， has the position of an aristocracy in relation 
to the workers， 

and in a country like England which lives only on industry and 
therefore has a mass of workers， this fact must instill conscious
ness sooner than， for example， in Germany， whεre the artisans 
and peasants are conceived of as middle dass and the extensive 
dass of factorγ workers are not known at all .9 
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i\fter this seriξs for the RheÍ?상scbe Zeitung. there is a h iatus of some 
months， during which Engels read political economy and history. Mean
while the RZ was suppressed， leaving no successor in Germany ; his next 
articles were sent to a Swiss republican organ as “Lεtters from 
London，" published during May and June 1 843 . The subject is again 
a more or less connected account of the social situation in England. The 
second letter ( of four) describes the strength of  the Chartist movement 
among the workers and hence the mass of the population ;  the th ird 
makes the socia\ist (Owenite) movement look very important. The 
fourth reflects the education derived through Mary Burns and is 
devoted to the Irish question， induding the lrish workers’ movement 
inside England. (The young man writes， about the mass support wasted 
on Dan 0 ’Conndl : “Give me two hundred thousand lrishmen and I 
could overthrow the entire British monarchy.") 10 

The December reference to the Radica1s is corrected here : the 
Radical party is identified as mainly lower middle class; the Chartists as 
“the  0 working men，O the proletarians";  the Owenite socialists as re
cruited from both dass strata. 

Thus England exhibits the noteworthy fact that the lower a class 
stands in society and the more “uneducated" it Îs in the usua1 
sense of the word， the closer is its relation to progress and the 
greater is its future. 

This sounds l ike a condusion about the proletarian nature of the 
social revolution， but in fact Engels has not yet genζra1ized that far ; it 
holds only for England. 

In Germany the movement stems not only from the educated but 
even the learned class [ that is， university elements] ; in England 
the educated and the learned elements have been deaf and blind 
to the signs of the times for three hundred years. 1 1  

4. ENGELS' F IRST PERlOD IN Mi\NCH ESTER 

How very far was， in fact，  from a revolutionary social 
tbeory of the proletariat was fully brought out in thε autumn of 
1 84 3 ，  whεn he started writing about socia1 movements on  the Con
tinent for the 0、，venÍte paper， Tbe New Moγ'a/ World. Conceptually he 
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was still where Hess had left h im. German development is entirely 
different from that of England or France， apparently solely because 01 
the nationaI character: “the Germans became Communists 
philosophically， by reasoning upon the first principles，" he informs the 
practical English. 12 In France， it is true， he sees the rise of communism 
as the outcome of the working class， which “seized upon Babeuf’s 
Comm디nism" after 1 8 3 0 ;  and it  would appear that communism then 
spread among the workingmen. But then he also thinks that the 
communists in France incluùe not only the peaceful Cabet but a1so the 
reformist Leroux， the Christian socialist Lammenais and the vεry anti
communist Proudhon. 

The state of h is thinking becomes most evident with respect to 
Germany. He recognizes Weitling’s movement as a workingmen’s com
munism， while justly explaining that “Germany h aving comparatively 
little manufacturing industry， the mass of the working classes is made 
up by handicraftsmen ." 13 The Weitlingites form the “popular party" 
which “will 00 doubt verγ soon u nite a11 the working classes of 
Germany." But h e  more space to the philosophical Com-
munism that from Young Hegdianism ， including in this party 
not only Marx but also and the poet Georg Herwegh ， who were in 
no sense communists. Obviously this other kind of communism h as ，  
i tself， to do with the working dasses. I t  will win the Germans， 

because 

. the Germans are a nation， will oot， cannot 
abandon Comm‘ as 500n as il: is founded upon sound 
philosophical principles . . . .  There is a chance in Germany 
for the establishment of a Communist the educated 

。f society， th an 
disinterested 
with 
interest. The same love of the same 
of r잉 and ￦hich h ave brought the Germans to a 
state of political UVU"'''�'''Jμ these vεrγ same 
the success of p hilosophical Communism in that country. It will 
appear very 1:0 that a p arty which aims at 
the destruction of is chiefly made up those 
who h ave propérty ; and this 1S the case in We can 
recruit our ranks from those dasses only which h ave enjoyed a 
pretty good education; that is， from the u niversities and 왔om the 
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commerCial c1ass ; and in either we have not h i th erto met with any 
consíderable difficul ty . 14 

Th is too was pure H ess 1 S  on the background of the student él ìtism 
。f the Young H egelians. He had not yet advanced b εyond it theo
retically， even though English conditions enf‘。rced quite different views 
for the E nglish case. 

E ngels' first articles in the Engl ish prεS5 were publ ished in th e 
。wenite New Moral World and the left Chartist Northem Star. '" The 
Owenite m 。、lement was dεfinitely socialistic i n  the sense familiar t。
Engels:  it  proposed a model (utopian) socialist society l ike those of 
Cabet， Weit! ing， and so on; but it  was not a worki ng-class movement. As 
h e  h imself h ad noted ， it rεcru ited workers as well as m iddle-dass 
people，  but it was not a movement 01 the working dass. O n  the other 
hand， Chartism was not only a m 。、lement of th e working class， it  was 
the movement of the m il itan t working class; it  Was the very embodi
ment of the E nglish dass struggle at the level th ε dass h ad then 
reacbed. I t  was， as he shortly wrote， “nothing but the political expres
sion of public opinion among the workers."  16 But as a whole Ì t  was 
definitely nonsocialist; and evεn its social ist wing， while revolutionary 
enough in an E nglish 50rt of way， was by 00 means ideological1y dear 

by the standards of the Continent. 
E ngels h ad earlier got acquainted wi th the G erman émigré com-

mu nists in London wh o formεd the of the ] ust-S ch apper， Moll，  
and the rest; and the impact they made on h im was 

recorded in 1 885 ， 1 7  But in fact its effect  wa5 latent. He dζveloped h is 
relations with Harney and the left Chartists-a very important fact for 
the near future-but for the p resent Ch artism was l ab eled radical 
democratic 18 as against Owenism’s tag of socialist. 

Then there was a third sector of the working-class m ovement， 
neither Chartìst nor 0、venite socialist-th e trade u nions， new and em
battled. They had in fact  a genera.l strike， n o  less. But 

u nanalyzed attitude，  h ere too，  is standard Contìnental . τh ere is 
as yet no indicarion that he h as any contact with them ， Îs 
Înterestcd in a relationsh ip，  or h oJds a view about their future . 

• The new English version of the Collected Works， volume 3 ，  
disdoses new p ieces b y  Engds i n  The Nortbem Staγ showing that he 
writing re짧11ar!y for the peri。이cal earlier than previously known. 
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All this describes the then standard revolutionary attitude in its best 
form. lt provides a benchmark from which to measure the great 
transformation to be accomplished by Marx’s theory of the proletariat. 
The sequel for Engels will appear in Chapter 10.  

5.  ON CARLYLE 

It was while Engels was writing h is first articles for The New Moral 
World (November 1 843  to beginning of 1 844) that he also wrote the 
two artides for the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher mentioned at the 
beginning of this chapter. 

One of them-actually the second one written-was a contmuatlOn 
of h is series of artides on the “Condition-of-England question， "  to use 
the phrasε which h ad already been made famous by Thomas Carlyle. 
Thj.; one， in fact， waS a review of the latest book by Carlyle himself， 
Past aηd Preseηt. Carlyle’s views will concern us in another volume， but 
we must mention now that h is prophetic uniqueness among the well
known writers of the time was h is sensitivity to th.e threat of subversion 
from below， from the Lower Orders， specificaIly thε Working Classes 
(capitalized， of course). In this book， as before and after， h is message 
was an appeal to the ruling dasses to do something before the dark 
sullen masses overran Civilization. The “something" was usually philan
thropy， plus despotism ， but in the earlier versions it was philanthropy 
that set the tone， accompanied by a rhetorical broadside against both 
the aristocracy and the middle dass. 

In his artide Engels quoted Carlyle’s castigation of the ruling classes 
with natural relish but used it to present the English working class in a 
quite different l ight-not as a menace to be pitied， propitiated， and put 
down， but as the class of the future that would replace the worn-out 
and exhausted holders of present power. 

The English-that is， the English of the educated classes， from 
whom the nati。따I character is judged on the Continent-these 
English are the most contemptible slavεs under the sun. Only the 
sector of the English nation that is unknown on the Continent， 
only the workers， England’s pariahs， the poor， are really re
spectable， despite all their roughness and all their demoralization. 
F rom them will come England’s salvation ; they still possess plas-
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ticity ; they have no educarion， but also no prejudices; they still 
have forces to expend on a great national achievement-they still 
have a future. 19 

On the one hand is the condition of the ruling strata according to 
Carlyle :  the landed aristocracy sunk in idleness， the bourgeoisie in 
Mammonism， Parliament in corruption ， philosophy in laissez-faire， reli
gion in despair; everywhere “a general spiritual death" ;  the educated 
classes are “ impervious to any progress， and still kept going to some 
degree only by the pressure of the working class，" says Engels.20 On the 
other hand， “a disproportionately strong working c1ass， under in
tolerable conditions of hardship and misery ， wild d issatisfaction and 
rebellion against the old social order， and hence a threatening， ir
resistible advancing democracy . . . .  " 21 

In  this essay ， as we have noted before， the attitude toward Chartism 
is favorable but cool-cool because it is merely about political， not 
social， change. “Social evils are not to be cured by People’s Charters，" 
Engels writes critically， “and the people feel this-otherwise the 
People’s Charter would be the basic law of England today."  Chartism 
has to bε victorious， but it will be only a passing stage. He is critical of 
the Owenites too-for they are， after all ， empiricaI Englishmen and 
panacea-mongers in their own way-but they are “the sole party in 
England that has a future， relatively weak though they may be. Democ
racy， Chartism must soon win out， and then the mass of workers wìIl 
have only the choice between starvatÎon and Socialism." 22 

6 .  FIRST STEP IN POLITICAL ECONOMY 

It is Engels' other article in th is issue of thε DFJ that marks a new 
step-and that also had an immediatε impact on the magazine’s editor， 
Marx. Entitled “Outlines of a Critique of Political Economy，" it was 
the fruit of Engels' studies of the British ecònomists， and was a first 
effort (outside of England itself) to draw socialist conclusions from 
their work. I t  is， perhaps， more important now for its effect on Marx 
than its contribution to the subject， for a materially based theory of the 
proletariat as revolutionary class could be based only on such an 
inquiry into the economic system. 

But in the essay itself， the spotlight is by no means on the working 
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class or its role. The workεr is only one of the cast of characters， so tc 
speak. Indeed， at first the focus is on trade， not production; further on 
the productive system takεs centεr stage， but not in a systematic way 
I t  is only incidentaHy that we hear of 얀he division of mankind intc 
capitalists and workers-a division which daily becomes ever mon 
acute， and which ， as we shall see， is boμηd to deεpen." 23 The articlt 
ends with the statement that another subject， the factory system， hru 
been left out，  because he  has “neither the indination nor the time tc 
treat this here.

，
， 24 

There is no doubt that this essay of Engels' was at least one of the 
important influences， if not the most important one， that turned Marx 
toward the study of political economy at this time. He was anxious tc 
acknowledge its impact more than once. * The economists whom hε 
proceeded to read were， for the most part， those mentioned in Engels' 
article. His study notebook shows excerpts first from that article itself， 
then Say， Skarbek， Smith ， Ricardo， and James Mill-at which point 
there occurs an extended comment which turns into Marx’s first draft 
of an essay in economics. Our interest， as before， is not in its signifi. 

cancε for the development of Marx’s economic theory， but a more 
limited one: its relationship to the development of a theory of the 
proletariat. 

The difference from Engels' artide is that， for most of the note， the 
focus is on labor and the labörer， though there is only an incidental 
mention of “the antithesis between capitalist and worker.，， 29 The 
subject， however， Îs not wage labor (Lohnarbeit) but what Marx here 
calls Erwerbsarbeit， labor carried on to earn a living. The difference 
between the two is crucial to understanding what Marx is writing about. 
Labor for wages puts the spotlight on the relation between the worker 
and the capitalist who pays h im ;  labor to earn a living spotlights the 
difference between labor performed for its own sakε and labor per
formed simply to stay alive， with no interest in the labor itself. The 
latter is therefore a broader term， comprising m ore than wage labor. 
Marx indicates this also by deriving it from the rdationship of ex-

o Later in 1 844， writing the preface to his Economic aηd Philosophical 
Manllsc셔:pts， Marx noted that the German socialist works on political economy 
that he had used were Hess’s articles of 1 843 and Engels' articles in the DFj， plus 
Weitling’s writings.25 Engels' article is also given considerable credit by Marx in 
The Holy Family. 26 In  the preface to his Critiqlle o[ PoUtical Econo…Iy of 1 859， 
Marx also acknowledgeS Engels' “brilJìant sketch." 27 I t  i s  even quoted three time5 
in the first volume of Capital. and mentioned once.26 
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change，30 not from the capitalist-worker antithesis: wherever products 
are made for exchange， not out of immediate human need or enjoy
ment by the laborer， there you have Erwerbsarbeit. 

This conception， Marx will find ， is not serviceable to explain the 
laws of motion of capitalist production; but that is not the line of 
thought in which Marx is engaged at this point. The concept of 
Erwerbsarbeit does concretize what Marx had discussed in his DFJ 
article:  it gives something of an economic meaning to the dehumanizing 
effect of labor on the “c1ass with radical chains." 

For， when labor is merely labor to earn a Hving， 

ìt becomes altogether accidental and immaterial not only whεther 
the producer’s re1ationship to his product is. one of immediate 
enjoyment and personal need， but also whether the activity， the 
act of working itself， Îs for him the self-enjoyment of h is per
sonality， the realization of h is natural predispositions and 
spiritual aims. 

In this case， the worker labors only to satisfy social needs that are al ien 
to him， ex�ernaI to h is own individuality， needs that act as an external 
constraint on h is being and to which ， therefore， h e  has the relationship 
of a slave. The aim of labor becomes merely to maintain existence， not 
the act of labor itselfj living becomes merely earning a living.3 1 

My labor should be a free expressioη of life， hence an e꺼oyment 
of liviηg. [ But] on the premise of private property. it means 
alienatiol1 of 1까 >1< because 1 work η order to live， in order to 
provide myself with the meaηs of living. My working is ηot 
living . . . .  On the premise of private property， my individu떼ity is 
alienated to the point where this actωity is bateful to me， a 
tormeηt， only the appearance of an activity ， and therefore also 
only a forced activìty， one which is imposed on me by an 
external， accidental need， not by an iηterηal， ηecessary need. 32 

This conception of a1ienated labor will shortly be elaborated in the 
Ecoηomic aηd Pbilosopbic Manuscripts， whose passages on the subject 

，. There is an incidental play on words here: “expression of lifc" is Lebens
d’usseruηg， and “alienation of I ife" is Lebensentäusserung. This may he/p to 
underline that Entäusseruη!g can be translated as “alicnation " only if it is u nder
stood to connote also externalization-not onc’s aJicnatÎon from lifc， but  thc 
making of a part of one’s I ife (Iabor) a thing external to one’s human prcdisposi
tions. This is essentially the same way that the similar word Entfreηzdung 
(estrangement， alienation) is used in CapitaI and in the Grundrisse. 
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are better known， and still later integrated into the economic analysis in 
Capital. What we are interested in， at this point， is what it does not yet 
say. For as long as labor is conceived as Erwerbsarbeit， rather than wage 
labor， one can arrive at an important observation about work in general 
and about the working dasses in the old sense ; but one cannot arrive at 
a theorγ of the proletariat， the modern working dass. 

It is exacdy this conception that is transformed in the very first 
sentence of the Ecoηomic and Philosophic Maηuscripts. 

7 .  ENTER:  THE CLASS STRUGGLE 

The key to understanding the Manuscripts is that they are the first 
fruits of Marx’s study of political economy， that is， of the system of 
deνeloped capitalism . >1< For the first time the subject does not revolve 
around German problems and German conditÎons. The impact of 
Engels' writings and of h is own readings in British and French pol itical 
economy is evident in the references especially to English social condi
tions. For the first time Marx confronts modern capitalism in its 
contemporary form， rather than the backwardness of a country that 
still has one foot in the old regime. Even more specifically， the focus is 
not simply on the commercial phenomena of capital ism but on indus
try， the factory system: 

All wealth h as become iηdustrial wealth ， the wealth of labor， and 
industry is consummated labor， just as the factory system is the 
perfected essence of industry， that is of labor， and industrial 
capital is the consummated objective form of private property. 34 

‘ With the exception， of course， of the incidental notebook passage on J ames 
MiII already discussed. The tit1e Economic and Philosophic Manusc서ipts of 1 844 was 
conferred in MEGA ( 1 9 3 2) and is a Iittle misleading， for until the very last 
chapter it is definitely focused on pol itical economy， not philosophy. I n  fact. in 
writing the prefa.ce with a view to publication， Marx felt cal1ed on to explain that 
he “considered the concluding chapter of the present work， the settling of 
accounts with th'e Hegeliall dialectic and phi1osophy in general ， to be entirely 
necessary. Isincel a job Iike that has not been carried out." Before this. referring 
to the work as a whole， he had stressed tha.t it resulted from “a wholly empirical 
a.na.lysis based on a conscientious criticai study of political economy." 33 He 
c1early saw the subject of the work a.s political economy， not philosophy. 
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This realization was a giant step. Even Engels' essay had not felt 
compeUed to start with the factory system; that subject was merely 
promised for a future tÏme. This stεp likewise does away with the 
category of Eηverbsaγbeit (labor to earn a living) as a central notion. In 
the factory system， labor is wage laboγ'. Hence the first sentence of the 
first manuscript is this: “Wages are determined through the antagonistic 
stru잃le between capitalist and worker ." 35 

Thus with the first sentence the concept of the dass struggle be
comes inseparable from the analysis of modern society. ln Marxist 
theory the dass struggle is the middle term， the trait d ’uηion， between 
economics and politics as 'between economics and historical analysis. 
This is where it starts， as a consciously formulated approach. 

The class struggle between labor and capital is not simply a fact， it is 
the active principle representing the coηtradictioη within modern 
soclety: 

But the antithesis between propertylessηess and property， as long 
as it is not understood as the antithesÌs of labor and capital， is stilI 
a passive antithesis， one which is not grasped in its active connec
tioη in its internal relationship-not yet grasped as a contra
diction. 36 

It is in modern times， under the factory system which produces this 
antithesis bet、li!een labor and capital， that the antithesis becomes a 
“developed relationship of contradiction， hence a dynamic relationship 
driving to resolution." 37 Moreover， it is built into the system ; the 
political economists are wrong to view it as accidental : 

• 삼1e political economist the original unity of capital 
and labor as the unity of capitalist and worker; this is the 
original state of paradise. How these two as two persons， 
leap at each other’s throats is for the political economist an 
accideηtal event， hence to be explained from the outside. 38 

The working c1ass is not mer라y the 
li파ced with the idea of a c1ass that “has to 
struggle is generalized even the 

tenant and landlor’d. 
hostile contraposition of 
as the basis of social 

it is organicaUy 
，， 39 The class 

reIation. Thus 
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But the decisive antagonism today is between the two polar classes 
characteristic of the new system ; for the capitalists acquire landed 
property and the landlords hecome capitalists: 

The fjnal result is therefore the disappearance of the difference 
between capitalist and landowner， so that thus there remain， on 
the whole， only two dasses in the population，  the working class 
and the class of capitalists.41 

And ， finally， as the landowners are ruiried as a class， and the 
conditions of the workers are worsened， all this “necessarily leads to 
revolution."42 Marx sees “the necessity that the whole revolutionary 
development finds hoth its empirical and theoretical basis in the devel
opment of private property-of the economy， to be exact.， ，43 

These form a series of momentous conclusions for the recasting of 
the socialist movement. The tormulations are far from finished ; the 
argumentation is full of gaps; but already this is a socialism (or commu
nism) which is qualitatively d ifferent from any existing. No longer is 
the proletariat merely a suffering class， merξly a ‘녔ass with radical 
chains"; it is the class which is at the levers of the whole economy. No 
longer can the new type of worker， the industrial wage-workers， blur 
into the same hackground as other people who earn a living by their 
labor-they now have a meaning as a class in their own right.  No longer 
is this class merely an ohject of injustice and oppression ;  it is a class 
that must struggle. 

The basic elements of a theory of the revolutionary proletariat are 
now m eXlstence. 

8. NE、M CONCEPT OF AUENATED LABOR 

There is a second 
of the proletariat: in the 
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 the notebook comment on ’x was still wor씨ng ‘I\Tlth， or 

。ut， a of alienation whiε was no means essentially 
。 쐐  with him. It had been ε (via and 
Feuerbach’s idea of Moses Hess’s essays of 1 843 and 

which Marx with The target ，  as we have 
seen， was the kiηd o[ ψ0γk enforced on the laborer the exÎstence of 
private property exchange relations. 
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This is now seen by Marx as only one aspect of the alienation of 
lahor. It is still very important， to be sure: it is twice elaborated to 
considerable effect.4S But what is new is that Marx explains another 
aspect of this alienation that ties in dosely with his nεw view of the 
economy 10 soclety. 

This new aspect ζmerges only through “conside서ηg tbe direct rela
tioηsbip betweeη tbe worker (labor) aηd production. "  Until now， 
Marx says， we have been considering only the worker’s relationship to 
the products of his labor-that is， he is compelled to labor on things 
that have no direct， human meaning for him. “But the estrangemenî: [ or 
alienationJ manifests itself not only in the result but in the act o[ 
production， within the pγodμcing actiνity itself.

， ，46 

Specifically， it is production in the factory system that is in ques
tion .  The shift in perspective is a basic one， with long-range implications 
for Marx’s continuing analysis of economic forces. Consider this differ
ence : the earlier aspects of alienation would also apply， say， to a 
peasant who is economically forced to produce a cash crop for con
sumption by others. His labor too is alienated labor. But the crop does 
belong to him when he  harvests it. The same is true for a master artisan. 
Something different happens in the process of factory production : 

. the external character of labor for the worker appears in the 
fact that it is not his own but someone else’s， that it does not 
belong to hím， tha.t in it he belongs， not to h imsdf， but to 

1 ，，_ 47 someone else. 

The product of !abor becomes “an alien object dominating him ."생 
Both Ia.bor and the worker become a comm odity， and “this fact 
expresses nothing but the following: The object which labor produced， 
its product， confronts it as an alieη entíty， as a poτver tηdependeηt of 
the producer."49 So far in Now Ma.rx works toward plain 
German:  

We ha.ve formulated this fact in terms of a concept in the 
following way: estraηged， alienαted labor. We h ave ana.lyzed this 
concept， thus simply a fa.ct of political economy. 

Now 1et us see further how the concept of estranged ，  a.lienated 
labor must be formulate갱 a.nd prεsentεd in terms of realíty. 

H the product of labor is alien to me， confronting me a.s an 
aliεn power， to whom does it then belong? . . .  

To someone otber than myself. 
Who is this someone? . 
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I f  the product of labor does not belong to the worker and is an 
alien power confronting him， this is possible only because it 
bdongs to some other person than the wo채er. If his activity is 
torment for him， it must be pleasure for another， the joy of 
another’s life. . 

[ l t must beJ that some other person， who is a1ien ， hostile， 
powerful and independent of him， is the master of this object . . . . 
[ His labor isJ activity in the sεrvice of and under the dominion，  
coercion， and yoke of some other person.50 

Marx’s step-by-step argument is much more drawn-out than appears 
in this condensed extract. Yet the whole thing could have been stated 
in two lines. Why so circumspect? Because there is a novelty : he is 
translating a Hegelian concept into real-life terms (instead of the other 
way round). He is developing a novel reinterpretation of a1ienation. He 
is transposing it out of the speculative sphere of philosophy ，  through 
the ideological sphere of the bourgeois economists， into the realities of 
the social struggle. The conclusion is not left in doubt: 

Thus， t:hrough estranged， alienated labor the worker creates the 
rdationship to this labor of a person who is alien to labor and 
situated outside it. The relationship of the worker to labor creates 
the relationship to it of the capitalist-or whatever one wants t。
call the master of labor. 51 

This Îs an alienation of labor which is peculiar to capitalism， which is 
∞ the worker-capìtalist r려ationship，  whereas the other had 

exÌsted wherever property an얘 relations reigned. '" 
The peasant， h is to othεrs while he lived on stunted 
potatoes， could not be conscious that his product was alienated from 
him ; the laborer in the workshop or mill saw his product t�ken from 
him ，  knew indeed that it did not belong to him for a moment. It was 
taken by one who “ is alien， hostile， and independent of 
him." This type of was as inseparable from the dass struggle 
as from the act of production. ‘'his was the type of alienation specific 
to the proletariat. At the same time it 

‘ There is still a third aspect of aliεnation expounded in the same section -tn e  
estrangement of man frÐm nature and from his own “species-life"-wnich for 
present purposes can be considered with tnc first aspect presented. 성 
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From the relationship of  ξstranged labor to private property it 
follows， furrher， that the emancipation of society from private 
p roperty， etc. ，  from servitude， is expressed in the political form 
of the emaηcψatioη of tbe workeγs-not as though it is only a 
question of their emancipation but because in their emancipation 
universal human emancipation is comprεhended ; and this is so 
because the whole of human servitude is involved in the relation
ship of the worker to production， and all relations of servitude 
are only modifications and consequences of this rε1ationship.53 

Thus the concept of alienation-mutated from Hegel through Feuer
bach and Hess-became an integral part of a revolutionary theory of the 
proletariat. But not as a merely philosophical notion:  it was now a part 
of the socioeconomíc foundation of the politics of cIass struggle. 



I THEORY 0 εLASS THEORY OF THE Sτ:ATE 

The ECO�lOmic aηd Pbilosopbic Maηuscrψts sca.rcely mentíoned a 
basic a.spect of politica.1 theory with which Marx ha.d been previously 
much concerned : the nature of the sta.te.

、
‘One might conclude that 

Marx was uninterested in it at this time， were it not for an important 
article which he published in the midst of working on the Manuscripts. 
This article wa.s provoked by an unexpected event. 

The rela.tionship beJ:ween the sta.te and other eIements of society ha.d 
previously pla.yed a.n importa.nt pa.rt for Ma.rx， a.s we ha.ve seenj  na.tu
rally so， in view of its importa.nce in Hegelianism. In previous chapters 
we have occasionally pointed out a.nticipations of the future to be seen， 
for exa.mple， in Ma.rx’s a.rticles in the Rbeiniscbe Zeituη!g (especially thε 
a.rticle on the wood-theft la.w) or in the notebook a.nalysis of Hegel’s 
philosophy of right.  There ha.d a.lso been consid.era.ble a.ttεntion paid to 
the sta.te in the essay “。n the Jewish Question，" since it dealt directly 
with a. current politica.l Ìssue. 

The a.nticipatory elements were usually connected with Marx’s dis‘ 
cussions of real political life， not theoretical generalization j  for， from 
the standpoint of state theory， the latter were dead ends. They cou!d 
not be otherwise as long as they remained within the framework of the 
HegeIian conception of. the state as the orga.nization of communality 
distinct from egoistic civil society. While by now Marx had drawn many 
conclusions in opposition to Hegelian views (old Hegelian and Young 
Hegelian) ， his thinking still revolved inside the Hegelian catego다1 of the 
state-a category which did not correspond 1:0 the new social reality. 

At bottom， it was not the power of Hegelianism that enforced this; 
it was the conditioning influence of the backwa.rd German social， and 
political conditions. The way of looking at the nature of the 

1 68 
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state still seerned to rnake sense in G errnany， no rnatter what objections 
it  raised， whereas it  rnade no sense at all in  France or England. In 
absolutist Prussia， the state was still in the hands of a precapitalist 
ruling class wh ich was habituatζd for centuries to identjfy its social 
rnorality with everything worthwhile in society， with the dictates of the 
Absolute Spirit of God， and hence with the God-given nature of the 
state as the realrn of cornrnunality as against the selfish strivings of a 
rising bourgε。isie which. was obviously interested in individual enrich
rnent and the devil take the hindrnost. There was an obvious gulf 
between the state on one hand ahd the civil society of the bourgeoisie 
on the other ; and if Hεgelian theory took this conternporary fact as 
basic to a de[iηitioη 。f the state， th e error was hard to see frorn the 
inside. 

That this state was not the ínstrurnent of the bourgeoisie was 
obvious ;  but could the notion easily arise that it was the instrurnent of 
any other class-of the aristocracy， for example? l t  was not that simpJe: 
as we shall see later， " it could be u nderstood i n  class terms only as a 
transitíonal balancing act between two social worlds. l ts cornplexity 
could be analyzed in dass terms only after a c1ass th eory of the state 
had been worked out--just as ìn Capital complex labor can be u nder
stood only after simple labor has been isolated. This Prussian state was 
indeed forced to exercise control over the aristocracy itself; it was no 
longer the feuda! state， but the Beamtenstaat of absolute 
monarchy-the statε of the fu nctionaries， who h ad to keep a rein on all 
c1asses in ordεr to 앙ep tb e growing antagonìsms from pulling society 
apart.. 

1 .  TH E S H E L L  OF H EG E LlAN STATE THEORY 

Now already know that in his notebook crítique of Hegel’s 
ph ilosophy of righ t ，  야arx had seen th e theory that the state 
bureaucracy was the u niversal c1ass， the class that embodied the com
rnunal interest as against every other social estate’s particular or selfish 

interest. But not there， and not in the essay. “On the J ewish Question，"  

* I n  t h e  discussion of absol u te monarchy a s  a type o f  autonom ized state， ín 
C hapter 1 9 .  
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had Marx yet broken with the Hegelian type of definitioη of the state 
as the embodiment of communality. 

This is what explains the otherwise peculiar statements in “On the 
J ewish Question" on the relation between political state and society. 
There Marx refers more than once to the “split between the political 
state and civil society ’ to “civil society in its antÌthesis with the 
political state，" and so on. 1 There he is under the impression that the 
French Revolution was a time “when the political state as political state 
was for<;ibly born out of civil society ，" 2 instead of seeing it as the 
transformation of one tγpe of state into another. If the political state 
was born only in 1 789 in France， what about Prussia? There is ηo 
political state in that benighted country， he explains in this essay j for 
unIess there 1S a demoèratic state expressing the sovereignty of the 
people， no state exists at all . The reason is simple enough once the 
premise is understood : only a democratic state can be said to embody 
the communal interest. " This is a very important break with Hegelian
ism， but it takes place witbin tbe Hegelian νteψ ofwbat tbe state is. 

In  this essay， therefore， remarks that now sound like an approach to 
a d，!-ss theory of the state were not really intended to have that 
meaning. Marx comments on the contradiction between “the practical 
political power" of (due to their “monèy power") and their lack 
of political rights; this contradiction， h e  says， is “the contradiction 
between politics and money power in general. "  And he adds: “While 
tne first [politics] ideaUy stands superior to the second [money 

， it has in point of fact become its serf." 6 That money power 
has enserfεd political power is， however， regarded as .abnormal j it is a 
distortíoη 。f social life and constitutεS one of the evíls of this egoistic 
Soclety. 

$ This is why the democratic state is called the “real state'’ whereas in 
there exists “no political state， no state as a state." 3 Elsewhere in this 

essay， he writes， within the same dozen l ines， that “the so-called Christian statc" 
。f ’russia is (a) “simply a noηstate "; ( b) ’ ‘thc Christian negation of the statc" ;  
an d  (c) “thc imperf，εct state." 4 Also involved， still， is the basically Hegelian
ideal ist of evaluating the existing state in terms of the Ideal S tate: if 
only the Ideal State Îs a “real" state (or really a state)， and if the existing state is 

distant from this ideal， then the existing state is not really a state at all.  If 
democratíc state has been “perfected" as a state (that is， brought close to 

the State o f  communality)， then the state is an “imperfect" state. 
So it goes ìn We should mention that this Hegelese wordplay about 
nonstates was destined to become fused (confused) with anarchoid conceptions. 
In 1 845 the protoanarchist Max Stirner published h is book The Ego aηd His 
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Within this framework of thought， the diffεrεn t social eras are 
differentiated not according to the dass which controls the political 
power but according to the relationship between politics and economic 
life in a quite different sense. In medieval society， civil society was not 
separate from the political sphere-political power and social power 
were onej but this oneness existed in a condition of unfreedom.7 The 
French Revolution， inaugurating the bourgeois era， forcibly split SO
ciety into two parts-the political state on one hand， civil society on the 
other-in a systematic and “perfected" way. Every person was now a 
split entity like the society itself: a member of the political state on one 
hand ，  a member of the civil society on the other. What dominates this 
interpretation is the view that society has bifurcated into these tw。
aspects which were once united ; this is what cbaracterizes the bourgeois 
era for Marx at this point. He does not raise the general question :  which 
aspect rules the other， bourgeois society or the political state? The 
point is not that he gives a different answer than hζ was to give later， 
but that he had not raised the k얀， question. 

By the same token， the era of human emancipation (not merely 
political emancipation) which was to dawn would be characterized by 
the reintegratioη of social and political life-when “social power is no 
longer divided within itself in the form of political power" 8-only this 
time， unlike the oneness of the Middle Ages， the reassociation would be 
under conditions of freedom. That was the goal of communism. 

This schema by no means disappeared in later Marxism: it re
appeared as the reintegration of communality and individualism. How
ever， it would not do as the historical explanation of real social change. 
lt was a schema that: could be entertained on the assumption that 
societies acted out philosophical categories， just as Life bodied forth 
the Idea. But when real social forces replaced the permutations of the 
Spirit as the motive force of historical development ，  it had to go by the 
board .  

Oψn， i n  which ( among other things) the state i s  handily abolished; it  is the 
Hegelian state of communality. as well as the political state which is abolished in 
favor of egoism. Writing Tbe Holy Family in 1 844 Marx uses the word aηarcby 
itself to describe the modern civil (bürgerlicb) society which has been purged of 
feudal privilege. The formulation that “no state" exists in Prussia is not repeated; 
indeed “the anarcby of ci떠1 society is the basis of the modern public order just as 
the public order is in turn the guarantee of this anarchy." S Here anarcby does not 
refer to chaos or planlessness， but simply to the separation between the state ançl 
the business of civil society-the laissez-faire idea. (Marx’s later reference to 
anarchy of production under capitalism reflects the different idea of planlessness.) 
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2. BREAKING THE SHELL 

Marx’s transplantation from Germany to Paris was more than a move 
from backward conditions to more advanced conditions. The case was 
not simply that Germany was a more backward bourgeois society while 
France Oike England) was a more advanced one: for the qualitative 
political difference was that in Germany the bourgeoisie was still 
virtually εxduded from participation in the state power. In France， on 
the contrary， capital was king-in fact， the king himself was the bour
geois monarch of the July revolution， Louis Philippe. Likewise， it 
became clear from British political economy that the iQterests of capital 
were also the dominant interests in the constitutional monarchical state 
and even in the English aristocracy Îtself， no1: 1:0 speak of the “milloc
racy." 

The eventual effect of this shift on the schema just explained-the 
one embodied particularly in “On the Jewish Question"-was shatter
ing. The pattern which Marx ascribed (at some length too) to the 
society estabIished by the French Revolution， that is， the separatioη of 
the political state from civil (bourgeois) society， simply did not exist in 
actuality. On the contrarγ， it turned out to be  a peculiarity of the 
Germaη reaIity， precisεly because Germany ha.d η ot yet had its 1 789， 
rather than a characteristic of a more advanced society which had had 
its bourgeo!s revolution (what Marx had mistakenly considered mεrely 
political emancipation). Wherever absolutism stiU maintained its state in 
the face of， and counterposed to， a rising bourgeoísie， there did the 
separation between po1itical state and civil society still loom large; there 
did society seem to be split into two aspects. But where absolutism had 
been overthrown， where the interests of capital were accepted as the 
most important interests of the state， that separation was reduced to its 
minimum. Political life and economic life were reintegrated indeed， but 
not in the medieval fashion and not in the communist way. Capital 
ruled politically as well as economicalIy. 

Marx’s development in the direction of this view begins with the 
analyses he performed in the Ecoηomic aηd Philosophic Manuscripts. 
Just as this was a view that could hardly have been acquired from a 
preoccupation with German conditiol1s， so was it a view that could 
ha.rdly be avoided once the optical angle was moved to E ngland. Hegel 
had philosophized that it was wrong for selfish economic interests to 
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rule state and society ; but Adam Smith and Ricardo not only assumed 
it was right for capital to rule， they demonstrated that it did rule， and 
that society could progress only if it ruled. Marx， as he eXplained somε 
years later， did not have to discover the class struggle ;  what he dis
covered was that French historians and British political economists 
took it for granted as a fact of life. A11 Marx had to do was to explore 
its role in social change， without inhibitions. " 

We havε noted that， from the fjrst sentence of the Manuscripts， the 
c1ass struggle is seen to play a basic role in political economy， manifest
ing itself in economic terms as the stru잃le over the appropriation of 
the products of Iabor. But political economy is the endoskeIeton of the 
state-that is what makes it poJitical .  The shift in optical angle， there
fore， meant that the state too had to be viewed within the context of a 
c1ass struggle which necessarily raged over aIl of society . 

l n  the course of the year 1 844， all of the elemeI:1ts for such a theory 
of the state had accumulated. There ìs no need to suppose that some 
cataclysmic wrench was necessary. There is a Jules Verne tale 9 in which 
our hero stands on the shore of a strange sea and observes that thε 
water’s temperature has already descended to the freezing point， yet it 
has not frozen over. He shows his companions what is involved : an 
object Îs thrown into the water， and as the rìpples spread the surface， 
turns to ice. For all thε molecular changes prelimìnary to freezing had 
already taken place ; only a relatively slight addition of energy was 
needed to precipitate the change ìn state， from liquid to sol id .  

Yet， as has been mentioned， the  class theory of the state which is 
impl ied by the analyses of the Manuscripts scarcely appears in its pages; 
Marx is working ou t thε economic side mainly . A referencε to the 
nature of the state occurs in passing as part of a broader statement 
about the economic basis of (what will later be called) the ideological 
superstructure. For HegeI state power， like religion， εtc . ，  was only a 
“ 'spiritua! entity ，"  10 bu t now Marx sees clearly that the basis of social 
dynamics is the economy. We have already mentioned his statement 
that “It  is easy to see the necessìty that the whole revolutionary 
development finds both its empirical and theoretical basis in the deveI
opment of private property-in the economy， to be exact." 1 1  This is 
immediately followed by the folIowing germinal passag 

$ Even HegeI had explained， within his own framework， that the state arises in 
response to c1ass distinctions and property reIations. These passages are cited (in 
another connection) on page 648-649 fn. 
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worded as compared with later Marxism but unmistakable as the 
starting point of the materialist conception of h istory: 

This material and directly tangible private property is the material 
and tangible expression of estranged buman life. I ts development 
-production and consumption-is the taηgible manifestation of 
the deveIopment of alI previous production， that is， the actualiza
tion or actuality of man. Religion， family， state， Iaw， morality， 
science， art， etc. are only particular ways of production and fall 
under its general law. The positive abolition of priνate property， 
which means taking on a bumaη way of l ife， is therefore the 
positive abolition of all estrangement， hence the reversion of man 
from religion， family， state， etc. to his bumaη， that is， social 

12 eXlstence. 

Here， just as the concrete and tangible content of alienation (estrange
ment) is seen to be economic in nature， so too the state is seen 
concreteIy as a manifestation of the general laws governing production. 

3 .  LlGHTNING FLASH FROM SILESIA 

Yet the changeover from the old to the new view of the state took 
place in ragged steps， not neatly at all. The first evidence appeared in an 
artic1e written at the end of July 1844， before the Manuscripts were 
completed. 

Marx was moved to a direct discussion of the state by an unexpected 
event. Now faded out of the history books， Ît was like a Iightning flash 
across the socia! skies of Germany: the first German workers’ uprising 
against bourgeois exploitation， immediately confronted by the state’s 
armed force. I ts impact on Marx cannot be exaggerated. He had 
scarcely begun to realize that in France at least there was a rebellious 
working class in motion such as had not been visible in Germany-when 
10， here it was erupting in Germany for the first time! 

This was the so-caHed revolt of the S ilesian weavers in June of 1 844， 
today better known through a poem by Heine and a play by Haupt
mann than through the attention of historians. (Engels translated 
Heine’s “The Silesian Weavers" into English for the December 1844 
issue of the Owenite paper， after sending two reports on the ever to 
the Chartist Nortbern Star. ) 13 
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These weavers were not factory workers， but rural domestic-industry 
workers living in East Elbian villages-no longer peasants but not yet 
modern proletarians. " Paìd incredibly low rates for their weaving by the 
few local employers， men， women， and children of whole families 
labored night and day without always succeeding in staving off death 
by starvation. During the “Hungry Forties ，" attempts at workers' 
“combinations" and strikes ( for example by the cotton printers in 
Berlin 01" the railway workers in Brandenburg) had already beεn put 
down by police c1ubs. Rεsistance was hunger-drìven， planless， the prod
uct not of plots but despair. Such actions aIso took p tace in Bohemia; 
but the most extensive movement broke out on June 4 in the Silesian 
weaver villagε of Peterswaldau (now Petrvald ， Czechoslovakia) ， against 
the most brutal of the local nabobs， the Zwanziger brothers. A crowd 
of weavers had gathered before the Zwanzigers’ mansion to sing the 
defiant Weavers’ Song (“Das Blutgerich t") ， wh ich had arisen t ine by l ine 
and stanza by stanza from the people themselves; one was arrested. The 
demonstrators demandεd h igher pay ;  scornfully rebuffed， they finally 
stormed the house and ripped it apart， aIIowing the Zwanzigers them
sεlves to flee unharmξd. The next day ，  threε thousand marched to 
Langenbielau (now Bielawa， Poland) ，  where the establishment of the 
h ated Dierig brothers was stormed‘ The military， catJed in by the 
masters， fired on the unarmed crowd， kitl ing elevζn outright and fatally 
wounding twenty-four others. The weavers， p icking up cudgels， rocks， 
and axes， drove the sold íers away. The following morning， three 
companies of infa.ntry， plus gun batteries， artillery， and cavalry， took 
over the battlefield. Weavεrs who f!ed to the mountains and woods 
were hunted down; scores wεre sentenced to prison. 1S 

The Prussian government was understandably inclined to belíttle the 
signifîcance of the movεment， to treat it as a local contretemps. But the 
same tack was also taken by Marx’s former coed itor of the Deμtscb
Fraηzösische Jahrbücher， Ruge， who h ad moved from d isbelief in the 
possibility of revolution to a liberal dismay at its rεality. Ruge’s article， 
published in the Paris German-language organ Voγ:υdγts， was entitled 
“The King of Prussia and Socia! Reform，" and signed “A Prussian." 
Marx took the occasion to reply in the same paper in an open political 
break with Ruge， wìth h is “Cr 

‘ See the reference to the rise of rural weavers’ settlements in The Germaη 
lde% 양" and compare Engels' description， in the first few p ages of h is Condition 
o[ the Working Class in Eη'glaηd， of the English counterpan. 14 
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The center of the argument was the evaluation of the uprisings. Marx 
took the following passage from Ruge as his butt : 

I t  is impossible {wrote Ruge] for an uηpolitical country like 
Germany to perceive the distress of factory distrÍcts in a part of 
the country as an affair of general concern， let alone as an injury 
to the whole civilized world. For Germans the εvent has the same 
character as any /oca/ drought or famine. For this reasorì the king 
considers it an administrative defect or lack of charity. On this 
ground， and because it too�‘ few soldiers to deal with the weak 
weavers， the destruction of factories and machines did not inspire 
even the king and the authorities with “terror. " 16 

Marx gives a crushing reply to the “weak weavers" argument :  the 
political banquets of the bourgeois liberals had collapsed before a mere 
decree of the king; “not a siη'gle soldier was needed to quash the desire 
of the eηtiγe liberal bourgeoisie for freedom of the press and a consti
tution." On the other hand， 

in a country where passive obedience is the order of the day， in 
such a country was not the compulsion to use armed force against 
weak weavers an eνeηt， indeed a terγor-%ηspiring event? And the 
weak weavers won out in the first encounter. They were sup
pressed by a subsequent troop reinforcement. Is the uprising of a 
mass of workers less dangerous because it does not need an army 
to stifle it? Let our clever Prussian [ Ruge} compare the Silesian 
weavers' uprising with English workers’ uprisings， and the Silesian 
weavers will look like strong weavers to him. 17  

Th.e favorable comparison with the “English workers' uprisings" no 
doubt refers to the outcome of the general strike movement of August 
1842 in thε English factory districts， which collapsed before the threat 
。f armed force without actually joining battle. τo be surε， the compari
son is unfair when all the facts are examined ; but a ful1 story of what 
had happened in 잃lesia was not easy to out of the German and 
French press immediately after the 
Further on， Marx’s artide als。 혈ves a of “ the theoreti-
cal and cot2scious of the Si1εsian action as than 
anything in or France-a considerable in hind-
sight ，  though this was no doubt thε 14ÇI.'<;;I <i1 view taken by the gleeful 
German workers' movement abroad. The exaggεration， reflecting their 
enthusiasm at sαmethiη'g break the ice of the apparcntly frozen 
social situation in Germany， was by four years. 
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The impIicit meaning of the weavers' outbreak was endowed with 
more conscious generalization than then existed : 

To bζgin with ， let us remember the ψeavers ’ soη'g. '" th ose bold 
watchwords of struggle， in which home， factory， and district are 
not mentioned once， but rather the proletariat directly roars out 
its antagonism against the society of private property in a strik
ing， sharp， ruthless， powerful way. 19 

But beyond doubt was the salient fact that this uprising was aimed 
directly against bourgeois exploiters， not against the old ruling class. 
This was its portentousnessi this linked it to the new social phenomena 
in England. I ts future was also visible in England : 

ln  England the distress of the workers is not confined to a part， it 
is universal; it is not limited to the factory distrÌcts but has spread 
to the rural districts. There these phenomena are not just in 
inception ; they have recurred periodically for nearIy a century. 20 

Evεn in England the authorities still ascribe economic distress to 
“administrative defects，" and so on， but no more than in Prussia can 
this explanation hold. AIso， English experience has amply demonstrated 
that it cannot be abolished “by benevolence and administratiνe meas
ures. " AIl this is， rather， “the necessary consequence of modern in
dustry. " All England can do with pauperism， chronic poverty， is “to 
discipline it and perpetuate it"-institutionalize it. I t  cannot be elim
inated by political wilI， by a state decree， whether issued by Napoleon 
or the Prussian king or even the French re、rolutionary Convention， 
“that high point o[ political eηergy， political power， and political 
intell쟁eηce . . .  21 

• This does not refer to Heine’s poem but to the homespun song sung by the 
weavers before the mansion of the Zwanzigers on the eve of the explosion. Here 
are most of the stanzas quoted in Mehring’s h istory: 

Here tormenr slowly shuts your eyes， 
Here torture victims l anguish. 
Here men exhale a million sighs 
As witness to their anguish. 

No use to plead or beg， we know， 
In  vaìn is l amentation: 
( f  you don ’t I ike i t ，  you can go 
And die of slow starvation! 

The hangmen are the Zwanziger5， Now think you that this 50fe distres5， 
The constables serve their G races. Drawn limbs and cheek5 50 a5hen. 
How brave they crack the whip. the curs， Without a crumb of bread to bless， 
They sh ould find hiding-places. Would move them to compassion? 

You villains all. you hellish drones， 
You knaves in Satan’s raiment! 
You gobble all the poor man owns
Our curses be you r payment! 

Compassion? Ha!  AI I  mercy lacks. 
You cannibals. take our curses! 
You want the shirts from off our backs. 
。ur hides to stu ff you r purses! 18 
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4. F IRST REACTION: ANTISTATISM 

Marx then asks: “Can the state proceed in any other way?" No， it 
cannot; it is useless to seek “the causε of social ills " in the politica1 
domain.22 “Even the radical and revolutionary politicians seek the cause 
of the evil not in the ηature of the state but in a specific state [orm， 
which they want to replace by aηother state form.

， ， 23 

This makes clear the present direction of Marx’s thinking about the 
state: he is not moving directly toward a class theorγ 。f the state but 
rathεr toward a depreciation of the state in general. Ruge’s article had 
asked: who can remedy poverty， “the state and the authorities?"-only 
to answer insipidly ， “No， but the union of a11 Christian hearts [ canl ." 24 

Marx argues back that neÎther the state nor Christian hearts can solve 
such basic social ills. >1< 

In  a key passage of this article， old and new views jostle side by side. 
First the old (Hζgelian) view of the state is reiterated to this extent: “ I t  
[ the statel rests on the contradiction between public and private 1팎， 
on the contradiction between general iηterests and particular interests. " 
But the conclusion that follows reverses Hεge\ ’s view of the central role 
。f the state: 

The admiηistratÎoη must thεrefore limit Îtself to a [ol'mal and 
negative activity ， since its power has come to an end εxactly 
where civil [ b강rgel'licbe 1 life and its work begins. lndeed， vis-à-vis 
the consequences springing from the unsocial nature of this civil 
life， this private property， this commerce， this industry， this 
mutual plundering of different sectors of civil sociεty-vis-à-vis 
these consequences the natul'al laψ of thε administration is 
tmpoteηce. 

This is vεry far indeed from seeing the state as a class weapon and a 
potent one. Yεt Ît， in turn， is immεdiately followed by a statement 
about the class bαsis of this state's existence: 

’ This also makes clear what he had in mind in writing at the beginning of the 
article that he was going to examine “the general re1ationship of politics to social 
il!s. " Today the proletariat stands counterposed to the bourgeoisie， h e  also wrote， 
but when it gets stronger it  wi!l “turn the whole enmity of politics against 
itself." 25 
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For this internaHy torn and debased condition， this slaveηI 01 
civil society is the natura1 foundation on which the modern state 
rests， just as the ci꺼1 society 01 slavery was the natural founda
tion on which the state of aηtiquity rested. The existence of the 
state and the existence of slavery are inseparable. The state and 
the slavery of antiquity (with their candid classical antagonisms) 
were. not more intimately welded together than are the modern 
state and the modern huckster wor1d (with their hypocritica1 
Christiaη antagonisms).26 

But whiIe the state is recognized as having a varying class basis (in a 
rather passive sense : the state “rests" on a particular form of civil 
society)， it is seen only on the negative side， only on the side of what it 
cannot do: it cannot soIve the basic socia/ ills. This inability is not 
linked with its particular class bias but with the general impotence of 
the state. Therεfore the only conclusion is that the state must go : 

If the modern state wanted to abolish [aufhebeη 1 thε impoteηce 
of its administration， it would have to abolish the present-day 
priνate life. If it wanted to abolish this privatε life， it would have 
to abolish itself， for it exÎsts only in contrast with this life.27 

But the state cannot rea1istically be expected to commit suicide: 
“Hence the state cannot believe in the inhereηt 피lpotence of its 
administration， that is， of its own self." This is why it explains events 
like the weavers' movement by “administrative defects." 

This sort of flat counterposition of the political sphere to the socia1 
was (as we saw in another connection) typical of the thinking of the 
radicalism of the day. '" Marx had broken with this pattern by advocat
ing positive participation on political issues. But the extent to which he 
stilJ shared its blind spot is fully visible here ; it will not altogether 
disappear until virtually the writing of the Communist Ma껴festo. 

One result is a gaping contradiction， which was typical of the 
contemporary radicalisms. The state and political thought in genera1 are 
impotent to solve socia1 ills， Marx rdterates-yet we find next that this 

.. This general negative attitude toward the political sphere can， to be sure， be 
labeled anarchism， as has been done often enough. But at this early date， the label 
can be misleading if  taken too I iterally ; strictly speaking， it puts a part for the 
whole. Anarchism proper took shape out of this general mood to negate politics， 
by pushing all its implications ad absurdum and systematizing its errors. But other 
isms also flowed out of this general pool of anti-politicism too， including pure
and-simple trade unionism， cooperative movements， and 50 on. 
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very impotent state is the source of what is wrong with society. The 
trouble wìth the political approach ， says Marx， is that it is not inclined 

to seek the cause of social ills and grasp their geηeral principle in 
the priηciple of tbe state， hence in the pγ'eseηt orderiηg ofsociety 
of which the state is the active， self-conscious ， and official ex-
presslOn. 

Even the political thought of the French Revolution shared this mis
take: “Far from discerning the source of social defects in the principle 
of the state， the heroes of the French Revolution rather discern the 
sourre of political abuses in social dεfects." 28 

It would seem， then， that something called the principle of the state 
is the source of social evils-of the same social evils which political 
thought is împotent to do anything about. Nothing else is vouchsafed 
about this all-potent principle of the statε， for this train of thought was 
common coin and did not have to be explained to readers who had seen 
it before often enough . 

If the principle of the state is the source of social evils， what then is 
the source of the principle of the state? This interesting question could 
not possibly be answered by Marx as yet， but more important ， it could 
not have been asked on the basis of this approach. 

However， at the end of this article we get a clear statement on one 
aspect of the state and politics: the conception of a political revolution 
which is also a social revolution. If we leave out the fuzzy polemical 
form in which this is cast against a remark ‘ by Ruge， '" the folIowing 
remarks stand out .  

A revolution which is merely political-Marx means one that changes 
the state but leaves private property， like the French Revolution-is one 
that “necessarily organizes . . .  a ruling sector in the society， at the 
expense of society."30 And: “Every revolution breaks Up the old 
society; to that extent it is social. Every revolution overthrows the old 
poτver; to that extent Ìt is political . .. 31 

The coming .revolution， says Marx， has to be “a political revolution 
with a social soul." (The specific phraseology is due to his reversîng a 
phrase of Ruge’s.) 

• The same p assage also contains a formulation about the nature of the state 
which is the fuzziest Hegelese in the articIe: .‘an abstract whole， which exists only 
through separation from real life， and which is unthink<:lble without the organized 
antithesis between the general idea and the individual existence of man." 29 
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Revolu“t“ion in gent“eral-‘‘f‘ 
t t야he disso이Jutμion of the 0이l벼d re리la와t디iψons-카.i찌s a po이l“i“tica찌1 act. And withou따 lt 

revo이ltωu따4αti01η끼1ι’ socialμ따i삽S1ηm cannot be real ized. It needs this political act 
insofar as it needs the destruction and dissolutioη. But where its 
organiziηg aciivity begins， where its owη aim and its soul emerge， 
there socialism throws away the political husk.32 

The germinal idea here will later be formulated as the task of first 
smashing the old state power ( the political aspect of social revolution) 
and then organizing the new social rεlations ( thε social revolution 
proper). What is missing is the conception of what must come in 
between， a transitional period based on a new type of “political husk." 
But if there is no conception visible as yet of a new class state (workers' 
state) as a class weapon， that is hardly surprising since the article 
likewise betrays no conscious conception that the existing state is a 
class weapon of the old order. Caution :  this lack does not mean that 
Marx had not observed the class role of the existing statε; it means that 
this observation of fact was not integrated into a theory of the state. 

In the same issue of Vorwärts that carried the last installment of 
Marx’s article， there was also a short item headed “From a German 
Lady’s Letter"-actually an excerpt from a letter by Marx’s wife 
jenny， written from Trier where she was visiting. Marx had had it in
serted into the paper. It is thεrefore interesting that J enny’s comment 
on a recent assassination attempt against the Prussian king is that “right 
here is proof once again that in Germany a p이itical revolution is 
impossible， but for a social revolution all the seeds are present." 33 
The idea is that a purely political revolution， a merely politicaI revolu
tion， is impossible;  the coming political revolution must become a social 
revolution. This cζntral idea of what soon aftζrwards became the 
concept of permanent revolu tion is boldly stated in Jenny ’s lettεr 
but is only implicit in KarI’s article. 

5. ENGELS TAKES THE LEAD 

Marx worked on the Economic and Philosophic Manusc셔pts until 
August ; toward the end of that month Engels， returning home from 
England， met Marx in Paris and the two decided to collaborate on a 
polemic against the Bauer brothers， which occupiεd Marx till Novem-
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ber. This was The Holy Family， a book which we will examine more 
closely in Chapter 10 .  For， as far as the theory of the state is con
cerned， it marks no qualitative change， and need not detain us long. I ts 
plan entailed no systematic positiνe exposition on any subject， though 
there are some positive statements in incidental passages. On the state， 
the nearest thing to a theoretical discussion occurs in a section dealing 
with the French Revolution (Chapter 6， section 3c) .  

As  compared with the essay “On the J ewish Question，" there i s  a 
distinct advance in that the social transformation is no longer inter
preted in the Hegelese terms of the integration of civil society with 
political life. Instead， the French Revolution is very clearly seen as the 
overthrow of the society of feudal privilege and the inception of a 
bourgeois society， “freed by the revolution itself from feudal fetters" 
and stimulating a powerful new economic development. The whole 
pattern is portrayed in class terms. 

The very word bürgerlich， hitherto equivocal (“civil" or “bour
geois") ， is given a class meaning : “The bürgerlich society is positively 
represented by the bouγ'geoisie. The bourgeoisie thus begins its reign. "  
Napoleon’s dictatorship i s  accurately seen a s  the suppression of  bour
geois liberalism in the sphere of political forms， but 

Napoleon， to be sure， already had insight into the nature of the 
modern state， the insight that it rests 00 the unhampered develop
ment of bourgeois society and the free movement of private 
interests， etc. as its basis. He decided to recognize and protect this 
basis.34 

With the revolution of 1 8 30 ( the establishment of Louis Philippe’s 
bourgeois monarchy)， adds Marx， the bourgeoisie was resigned to exclu
sion from direct political power as long as its social interests were taken 

1: 3S care or 
However， there is no advance beyond this still static view of the basis 

on which the modern state “rests.
， ， 36 As for the idea of a political 

transitional period， good will might possibly read something into Marx’s 
corriment that he “considers material ， practical upheavals necessary 
even to win the timε and means that are required just for concern with 
‘theorv' !" 37 eorv 

While Marx was working on Tbe Ho/y Fami/y， of which he wrote the 
bulk， Engels was in Barmen writing his book The Condition o[ tbe 
Working Class iη Eη'glaηd amidst a sea of English books and documents. 
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This fírst book by EngεIs is a treasury of seedlingsj a good deal of !ater 
Marxism can be found 1n it， by hindsight ，  in seminal formj the tempta
tion is to read into its passages much more tha-n was consciously in 
Engels' head when hε wrote it. For it is so permeated with the influence 
of the English class struggle that parts of it， by dint of merely generaliz
ing a little on the Eηglish facts， sound like theoretical generalizations of 
widεr import. I t  is one of those germinal works of which it can be said 
(as Rupert Brooke did in another connection) that “thoughts go blow
ing through them， are wiser than their own‘"*  

The bourgeoisie i s  the  ruling cIass (Marx has not yet used such a 
term) j  it is “the chief， in fact， the only power in ParIiament" ; the 
cabinet minister is “the obedient servant of the bourgeoisie . . . ， ， 39 Even 
more directly : 

. .  theirs [ the workers ’ 1  is not a state in which a man or a whoIe 
class of men can think， feel， and live as human beings. The 
workers must therefore strive to escape from this brutalizing 
condition， to secure for themselves a better， more human posi
tion ;  and this thεy cannot do without attacking the interest of 
the bourgeoisie which consists in exploiting thεm. But the bour
geoisie defends its interests with all the power at its disposal by 
wealth and the might of the state.40 

Here， before anything to be found in Marx， Engels states the basic 
idea that the state is a class weapoη in the hands of the bourgeoisie， to 

o N ot to be overlooked is also the influence of the l eft-wing Chartists. 
particularly George J ul ian Harney， editor of the Nortberη Star. whom Engels had 
met in Leeds in autumn 1 84 3 .  Harney had no head for theory but was well ahead 
of Marx and Engels in a class-struggle approach to soCÎalism. Schoyen rightly says: 

There was a great deal that this young foreigner [ E ngelsl .  with his German 
training in philosophy. could.  and did. learn from such radical leaders as 
Harney. l mmersed from early youth i n  the struggles of a working c1 ass 
confronted for the first time with the problems of industrial ism . Harney 
was saturated with ideas and attitudes which were new to Engels. When. 
for example， Harney told an average Chartist meeting that profits and 
wages， and thus the i nterests of the middle class and the working class. 
were diametrically opposed. neither he nor his audience considered these 
concepts anything out of the ordinary. But Engels， still filled with abstrac
tions. was only in the process of realizing such concepts; he h�.d just 
recognized the dominance of i nterests over p rinciples in Manchester.3• 

l'n general. the influence of left Chartism， then the most advanced proletarian 
revolutionary tendency in the world， o n  the maturation of Marx and Engels has 
been undervalued. Though i t  is indubitable， it is l argεIy undocumentableõ  there 
are no manuscripts about it requiring exegesis. 
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keep the working class ìn its condition of subjection. The ìdea is 
elaborated at even greater length in a subsεquent chapter. The state， 
explains Engels， is a burden in bourgeois 야res from the standpoint of 
free competition and its Iaissez-faire yearnings. 

Since， however， the bourgeoisie cannot dispense with govern
ment， but must have it to hold the equalIy indispensable prole
tariat in check， it turns the power of government against the 
proletariat . . . .  41 

He applies this class view of the state so effectively to an analysis of the 
state of law and justice that it reads like something that he or Marx 
might have written ten years later-but like nothing that Marx has 
written so far: 

Let us turn now to the manner in which thε bourgeoisie as a 
party， as the power of the state， conducts itself toward the 
proletariat. It is quite obvious that all legislation is calculated to 
protect those that possess p roperty against those who do not. 

The judges construe the law in accordance with what the ruling class 
wants-for one thing， because “they are themselves bourgeois ， who see 
the foundation of all true order in the interests of their class. And the 
conduct of the police corresponds to that of the Justices of the Peace. 

" Events show “how little the protective side of the law exÌ5ts for 
the workingman， how frequently he has to bear all the burdens of the 
law without enjoying its benefits. ，

， 42 

6 .  ENGELS IN ELBERFELD 

This is， without doubt， a very important step forward， and bears 
witness to the contribution which Engels was to bring to the coming 
Marx-Engels partnership. (So far they had spent only ten days togethér 
talking in Paris， followed by some correspondence.) But some addi
tional facts must be presented to avoid exaggeration. 

At the same time that Engels was writing in this vein about English 
conditions， he was also confronting the far more backward German 
conditions: first as an activist and speaker in organizing communist 
meεtings in the Rhineland， and second in reporting on the German 
movement for the English Owenite organ Tbe New Moral World. To 
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what extent does his insight into the English bourgeois state carry over 
into his approach to German activity ? 

Only partia1ly at best ; this is a caution against exaggerating the 
extent of the thεoretical clarity embodied in The Conditioη o[ the 
Working Class. The difference is not due to any notion that England 
was in some way exceptional， as distinct from merely more advanced. 
While working on the book， for exampJe， Engels remarked in a letter to 
Marx that “it is self-understood that when I hit the bag 1 mean to strike 
thε donkey， namely， the German bourgeoisie， of whom 1 say clearly 
enough that it is just as base as the English ， only not so courageous， 
consistent， and adept in sweatshop methods.

， ， 43 Yet in Germany， in 
letters and in artic1es， Engels was elated over the “rapid progress of 
communism in Germany" when， in fact .  as he explained in the same 
contexts， the meetings and groups had not reached any workers at a11 ，  
only bourgeois scions， intellectuals， and other mεn of good will of the 
“educated classes，

， ，44 including the police inspector in Barmen.4S 

Besides the artic1es for The New Moral World， which may have been 
affected by the non-class.‘struggle character of the Owenite movement 
on the receiving end， an interesting glimpse is afforded by the text of 
two speeches made by Engels in February 1 845 at meetings held in 
Elberfeld to propagandize for c9mmunism. The emphasis in making the 
case for communism is overwhelmingly on the need for rationa1ity in 
social planning and organization and on the prospect of a decent life for 
al1 men in a rational social order. The approach is obviously appropriate 
for a middle-class audience. The class struggle is not overlooked， but 
there is a tendency to represent it as a threat which can be avoided only 
by taking steps toward a communist society which would satisfy the 
workers’ grie，’ances. 

Here are some representative excerpts showing both sides. 

Today what keeps the administrative authorities busy is， in origin. 
the continuing state of [ social l warfare : the police and the whole 
administration do nothing but make sure that the warfare remains 
hidden and indirect and does not develop into open use of force 
and into crime.46 

A standing army. he explains， is needed only because of the authorities' 
fear of revolution ; and “Fear of revolution is indeed only a conse
quence of a conflict of interests; where all interests coincide， there can 
be no thought of such fear.

， ， 47 
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Yet the plea in these speeches is for “a peaceful transformation of 
society" through three key demands: universal education， state
sponsored productive associations for the jobless poor， and a progres
sive capitaI levy to finance it all.48 This is just where the mild socialists 
were; in fact ，  Hess， who did not have a c1ass-struggle notion in his head， 
was organizing this propaganda movement. 

To be sure， Engels' second speech in Elberfeld laid stress on the 
inevitability of social revolution : 

A social revolution， gentlemen， is something altogether different 
from the political revolutions seen up to now; it does not direct 
itself， like the latter， against the property of monopoly but rather 
against the monopoly of property. A social revolution， gentle
men， is the open war o[ the poor against the rich. And such a 
struggle . . .  threatens to become more intense and bloodier than 
all its predecessors. . . . 

If these consequences are correct， gentlemen， if social revolu
tion and communism in practice are the necessary result of our 
existing conditions， then we should concern ourselves before 
anything else with the measures whereby we can obviate a for
cible and bloody upheaval in the social situation. And there is 
only one way to do that， namely， the peaceful introduction of， or 
at least preparation of， communism.49 

There is more of the same， in an implicit appeal to his audience to do 
the needful .before an exacerbated proletariat does it to them with 
bloody violence. Moses Hess and G .  A. Köttgen also spoke for “com
munism" at these meetings， where Köttgen answered criticism by 
eXplaining that only a spiritual transformation of society was proposed， 
and where it was agreed that another meeting would discuss “How 
communism might be introduced among us under the present [ socialJ 
relations and constitu tion."  50 

One must conclude that the insights which the English class struggle 
had enforced regarding the nature of the state had not yet been 
integrated into a theory of social revolutÎon. 
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7.  PRELUDE IN B RUSSELS 

I t  is in the first work written jointly by Marx and Engels， begun a 
year and a half after these speeches were delivered， that the character
istic Marxist theory of the state is present in all its essentials for the 
first time. This is The German ldeology. '" 

A great deal had h appened during the intervening year and a half 
(over two years if we count to the date of completion). The written 
record is sparse， and yields fεw documents for exegeses; hence ，  it  is easy 
to overlook the crucial importance of this period as the birthtime of 
Marxism-its parturition as d istinct from its gestation or conception.  
The best known document of the period Ìs  Marx’s “Theses on Feuer
bach ，"  whìch we will come back to in another connection. For present 
purposes， it does not bear directly on the theory of the state， although 
its germinal importance is indisputable， especially in effectuating a final 
break with Hegelianism-Hegelianism in its last-ditch Feuerbachian 
form-the “German ideology" Îtself. Again， this does not mean that 
Marx was uninterested in political questions; on the contrary， he 
actively planned to write a book on that subjεct， and h is brief outline 
for it is extant. '" " 

What did h appen during this parturition period? Let us mention 
three salient devξlopπlents: 

1 .  Relocation to Brμssels. At the beginning of February 1 845 the 
French government， under Prussian pressure， expeHed Marx and others 
of his circlε; he moved to Brussels. It is Belgium ， therefore， that has the 
honor of providing the localε for this crucial period， as well as providing 

$ The Holy FamiJy had been a coilaboration of the two men， but had not been 
written jointly. Different sections were written either by Marx or Engels separate
Iy.  lndeed， even the discussions that gave rise to it could not' have lasted more 
than a part of the ten days that they spent together at this time， since Engεls h ad 
dashed off his assignments b e fore he left town. 

“ The outline is tantal izing in its intimation of what might have been written. 
Here i t  is: 

( 1 ) The genetic history o[ the modern state or the French Revolution. 
-The overweening p resumptuousness of the poiitical sphere-confusion 
with the state of antiquity. Relationship o f  revolutionaries to civil lbürger
liche J society. Duplication of all  elements in the domain of civil socíety 
and of the state. (2) The proclamatioη 。f the rights o[ man and the 
constitution o[ the state.-Freedom. equality. and unity. The sovereignty 
of the people. ( 3 )  The state and civil society. (4) The representative state 
and the Charter l program of the BrÎtish Cha.rtistsj .-The constitutiona1 
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systematic police harassment for its guest. Brussels was not Paris as fal 
as the organized revolutionary movement was concerned any more thar 
in other weIl-known respects; but Belgium’s socioeconomic develop. 
ment was about on France’s level . Besides， it had its advantages 
Socially as well as geographical1y， it faced toward England， France， anò 
Germany (especially the Rhineland)， the three main fronts on which 
society was being transformed in Europe. The optical angle from thh 
binational， bilingual country added another dimension to Marx’s cos. 
mopolitanism， as an ingredient in internatÍonalism. And Brussels had Ìt! 
own radical democratÏc movement， which Marx helped to build， as welJ 
as a German workers' colony and a gathering of Polish and I talian 
revolutionary émigrés. 

2 .  Be링nηiηrg of colJaboration τlJitb Engels. In early April En용eb 
came to live in Brussels near the Marx family. I t  is from this date tha‘ 
regular intellectual communication between the two became possible， 
hence the definitive amalgamation of the special contributÏons which 
each brought to the union of minds. Un-Boswellized conversation 1εaves 
no historical deposit， unforrunatelYi but the written documents are no 
more the sole content of ÎnteUectual biography than potsherds are of 
archeology . 

3 .  Visit to E ηS￥land. In July and August， for about a month and a 
half， Marx and Engels visited England together-Marx for the first time. 
Most of the time was in Manchester， where Engels knew his way 
around， on two activities: reading in political economy (as Marx h ad 
been in Brussels too) and getting acquainted with the English 
working-dass movement through Engels' contacts. ln London， they 
hdd discussions with Chartist leaders， especially Harney， and with the 
leaders of the German émigré revolutionary group then caHed the 

of the Just (the future CommunÎst League)， which was ideolo.용1-
caUy in flux. 

It was ri혈lt after their return to B russeIs that Engds quit writing 
for the periodical. And both started work on Tbe Geηnan 
Ideology. Marx later summed it up this way : 

representative state， the democratic representative state. ( 5 )  The sepaγ'ation 
01 powers. Legislative and executive power. (6) The le.링slative poweY and 
the' legislative bodies. Political clubs. (7) The exec%liÍ'νe po잉eκ Centralíza
tion and h ierarchy. Centralization and political civiliza.tion. Federal system 
and industrialism. Sta 
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Friedrich Engels， with whom 1 had maintained a constant episto
lary exchange of ideas since the publication (in the Deutsch
Fraηzösische Jahrbücher) of h is brilliant sketch of a critique of 
the εconomic categories， had come to the same result as 1 by a 
different path (compare h is Condition of the Working Class in 
England) ; and when he too settled in Brussels in spring 1 845 ，  we 
decided to work in common to hammer out the contrast between 
our own view and the ideological [ idealistl view he1d by German 
philosophy-in fact to settle accounts with our former philo
sophical conscience. 52 

8. THE FIRST “MARXIST" WORK 

The Geηηaη Ideology is the first work that can be read as a reliable 
exposition of the essential viεws of dξve10pζd Marxism (except in 
economics). I n  that sense it is the first “Marxist" work， all previous 
writings being anticipations， forerunners， or harbingers to one extent 
or another. This is true above all of the Marxist theory of social change 
(historical materialism) ，  thε underlying basis of all Marxist social 
science and hence also of political theory. With this work thεre is no 
more point in talking about the “young Marx，" regardless of the fact 
that he was twenty-eight when the manuscript was substantially com
pleted-though ， to be sure， therε are many mod ifications and additions 
still to come. 

Another way of putting it is that the bulk of the content of the 
Commuηist Maη한sto is 꾀ready contained in it， including the content 
of the Manifesto’s famous opening: 

. society has hitherto always developζd within the framework 
of a contradiction-in antiquity the contradiction between free 
men and slaves， in the Middle Ages that between nobility and 
serfs， in modern times that betweεn the bourgeoisie and the 
proletariat. 53 

The theOlγ of the state as a class-bound institution， of course， rests 
entirely on the previous development of a dass-struggle view of social 
dynamics in general. ln the first few pages Marx already m akes the 
point that empirical observation of historical facts must bring out “the 
connection of the social and political structure with p roduction. The 
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socia1 structure and the state are continua11y evolving out of the 
I ife-process of definite individuals" whû are grouped as socia1 classes.54 

The Hegelian antithesis between particular interests and universal (or 
genera1) interests is not entirely abandoned; but it is filled with a new 
theoretical content and therefore entirely transformed. The book starts 
with an analysis-nowhere done again as thoroughly-of the basic rble 
played in the development of society by the division of Iabor， beginning 
with the division of labor between the sexes. The socia1 division of 
labor， while historica1Iy necessary， is seen as implying the contradictÍon 
between the interest of an individua1 (or family) and “the communa1 
interest of all individua1s who have intercourse with one anothεr.” 

And indeed this communal interest does not exist merely in the 
imagination， as the “gener꾀 interest，" but first of all in rea1ity， as 
the mutual interdependence of the individuals among whom the 
labor is d ivided.55 

The state arises out of this contradiction， not out 01 a class plot. 

And out of this very contradiction between the interεst of the 
individual and that of the community，  the Iatter takes an inde
pendent form as the state， divorced from the rea1 interests of 
individual and community， and at the same time as an illusory 
communal life， always based， however， on the rea1 ties existing in 
evεry family and tribal conglomeration . . .  and especia1ly， as we 
shall enlarge upon later， on the classes， already determined by the 
d ivision of labor， which in every such mass of men separate out， 
and of which one dominates a11 the others. 

This is essentia1ly the same view of the state’s origin that Engels wi1l 
elaborate later， as explained in Chapter 11. The rise of the state is ηot 
impelled simply by a thrust toward class oppression .  There are tw。
re1ated impulsions: on the one hand， the basic need for an institution t。
take care of certain social tasks that had become more complex， 
without which the εommunity as a whole could not survive ; and .on the 
other， the fact that this takes place within the framework of devdoped 
class antagonisms. The socially necessary institution bεcomes a1so a 
class institution. 

With regard to this sequel， the above passage continues on 잉 

follows: 
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I t  follows from this that aII strugg1es within the state， the struggle 
between democracy， aristocracy， and monarchy， the struggle for 
the franchise ， εtc . etc. ，  are merely the illusory forms in which the 
real struggles of the different classes are fought out among one 
another . . . .  " Further， it follows that every class wh ich is strug
gling for mastery， even when its domination， as is the case with the 
proletariat， postulates the abolition of the old form of society in 
its entirety and of domination itself， must first conquer for itself 
politicaI power in order to represent its interest in turn as the 
general i�terest， which in the first moment it is forced to do. 58 

The state is c1early seen as a historicalIy εvolved institution， develop
ing out of earlier tribal society without a statζS9 and culminating in the 
modern state which is thoroughly dominated by the bourgeoisie.、

Through the emancipation of private property from the commu-
nity ， the state has become a separate entity ，  beside and outside 
civil society ; but it is nothing more than the form of organization 
which the bourgeois necessarily adopt both for internal and 
external purposes， for the mutual guarantee of their property and 
interests . . . .  The modern French ， English ， and American writers 
all express the opinion that the state exists only for the sake of 
private property， so that this fact has penetrated into the con
sciousness of the normal man. 

Sincε the state is the form in which the individuals of a ruling 
c1ass asst:rt their common interests， and in which the whole civil 
society of an epoch is epitomized，  it follows that the state 
mediatεs'in the formation of aIl common institutions and that the 
institutions receive a politicaI form.6O 

In every case the rule of a particular dass is expressed in the 
existence of the state.61 Subsequent discussions in the book are likewise 
permeated with the c1ass view of the state， which plays an important 
part in the polemic against Max Stirner， one of the book’s chief targets. 

$ At this point Marx makes the c1aim that “a sufficient introduction to [ th isJ  
subject" already appeared in the Deutsch-Fraηzösische Jahrbücher and The Holy 
Family. This c1aim is partly expJained when it is repeated later: “In the Deutscb
Franzδsi5cbe Jahrbücher this was done， in view of the comext， only in relation to 
the R igh ts of Man proclaimed by the French RevoJu tion." S6 This plainly refers to 
the section of the essay “On the J ewish Question" at the end of the first part， 
already discussed in Chapter 5 above.57 From our hindsight ，  this was hardly a 
“sufficient introduction，" to be sure， but the statement Îs interesting as evidenc
ing Marx’s strong feeling of continuity in the development of h is views. 
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Stirner， in the Hegelian and general German tradition， sees the state as 
the root and crux of society ; as against his emphasis that “the state 
pays well，"  Marx replies: 

This should read: thε bourgeois pay their state well and make the 
nation pay for it in order to be able without danger to pay 
poorly ; by good payment they ensure that they have among the 
state servants a force that protects them， the police ; they will
ingly pay， and force the nation to pay， high taxes so as to be able 
without danger to shift the sums they pay on to the workers as 
tribute (as deductions from wages).62 

Law reflects the interests of the mode of production on which the 
particular state rests: 

The individuaIs who �le in these conditions， besides having to 
constitute their power in the form of the state， have to give their 
will， which is determined by these definite conditions， a universaI 
expression as the wilI of the state， as law-an expression whose 
content is always determined by the relations of this class， as the 
civil and crimi�al law demonstrates in the clearest possible way.63 

It is not “will" that creates the state but ，  rather， the state that 
shapes sociaI will : “Hence the state does not exist owing to the ruling 
will， but the state which arises from the materiaI mode of life of 
individuals has also the form of a ruling will. "  64 

To be sure， the bourgeois keep the state from interfering in their 
own affairs as much as possible. Still the state has and u tilizes powers 
over private property insofar as this is necessary in the interests of the 
bourgeoisie a.s a whole. But it is an illusion to believe， because of such 
phenomena， that the state therefore really controls private property 
while the bourgeoisie is simply its seπitor. 

Marx quotes Stirner’s view that “the  state has the factory as prop
erty， the manufacturer only as fief， as possession." No， answers Marx
“In exactly the same way when a dog guards my house it ha.s the house 
‘as property，’  and I have it only ‘as fief， as possession' from the dog."65 

What sometimes appears as the power of the state over private property 
is one aspect of the way in which the bourgeoisie uses the state “m 
order to safeguard their common interests." True， “if  only because of 
the division of labor，" the state may “delegate the collective power 
thus created to a few persons，" but it is a fantasy to conclude from this 
that it is the state that is at bottom the controller of society. On the 
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contrary， views like Stirner’s merely flow from “the petty-boμrgeois 
Germaη idea of the omnipotence of the state， an idea which was 
already current among the old G erman lawyers and is here [ in Stirner] 
presented in the form of grandiloquent assertions. " 66 

It is true that there is “external compulsion" in society， but society 
is not based on it; rather， it is the result of the way society is organized. 
It is false to see this compulsion “only as the compulsion exercised by 
the state in the form of bayonets， police， and cannons， which far from 
being the foundation of society， are only a consequence of its struc-

" 67 ture. 
Many of the themes enunciated and problems suggested in Tbe 

Geηηan ldeology remain to be further explored in Part H .  



9 1 �띔짧g똑띔ND 

With Marx’s arrival at the theoretÎcal level rεpresented by Tbe 
German ldeology. there remains for consideration one more aspect of 
the political development of the young Marx. 

We have kept the purely biographical side of Marx and Engels to a 
minimum， not because it is irrelevant to their political development
after all， we are dealing with the thought of two individuals-but on the 
assumption that the reader wiU find this background elsewhere. How
ever， there is one aspect that Îs not purely personal and not quite 
theoretÎcal : it stands between these two categories in a fashion which is 
as unmistakable as Ît Îs undefinable. Obviously rooted in character and 
temperament， it intertwines with the questions of theory we have 
already discussed and eventually shows up in a principle that lies at the 
heart of Marx’s politics， .which will be discussed in the next chapter. 

This factor of character or temperament has a tag， usually derived 
from the experience of the Russian revolutionary movement: the divi
sion bεtween the Hards and the Softs. ln individuals this division 
underlies formal differences in political opinion and program. Two 
pieces of statuary， both representing the same reality， may be made one 
of wax， the other of steel ; so also the apparently same political view 
may be held by a Hard or a Soft. The difference concerns the degree t.o 
which an individual finds revolutioηary oppositionism congenial or 
tolerable-not simply as an occasional or symbolic gesture， but as a 
relationship to the established currents of society around which to 
build one’s life. l ts powering agency appears as “revolutionary 
ener없，." .. 

o Not to be confused with simple rejection of established society， imple
mented by a life-style of disaffiliation (from St. Simeon S tylites to today). This is 

194 
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Like other character traits， for example finnness or pigheadedness， 
its name is duplex. Compare the following book titles: Karl Marx: Maη， 
Thinker， �nd R evolutionist， edited by D. Ryazanov; and Karl Marx: A 

Study in Fanaticism， by E. H .  Caπ. These two titles tell us more about 
the wrìters than about the subject: to Carr， the Marxist is a revolu
tionary fanatic ; to the Marxist， Carr is a b ou rgeois philistine. To Marx 
himself， the political leader who slithered about without steadfast 
convictions (“fanaticism") was a scoundrel. Happiness meant to fight
this can be taken as the credo of the Hard. >1< >1< 

1 .  O F  DEMONS 

Marx was able to fight his way through [0 a new view of society and 
politics only by battling against the current in threefold fashion:  first， 
obviously， against the d ominant ideological influences in society ; sec
ond ，  against the pressures of h is own immediate milieu， beginning with 
his parents; third， against conforming to any of the dominant non
conformist trends of the time，  that is， the socialisms and communÎsms 
of the day. 

Marx’s father recognized the problem early. An intelligεnt and 
cultivated man， a modest success in his profession， Heinrich Marx was 
intellectually content in his liberal Prussian patriotism ; there was n。

a classic recourse of Softs; it tries to avoid the choice between opposìtionism and 
adaptatíon by moving away from both at right angles. There ìs. of course. a larger 
problem of the relationship between individual psycholo양y and socia! ideology， 
which is outside our purview . 

.. ..  For Marx the very type of slithering politician was Disrae“. Dìsraeli had been 
baptized by his father in boyhood-like Marx-but what o\ltraged Marx was that 
this cynic should become the defender of c1erica1ism. He Wl"ote his Dutch uncle 
Lion PhiIips in 1 864: 

。ur blood-brother IStam7η$emo�s�J B�.nj
.
ami n  D �:raeli has i�

.
:ecent �eeks 

again brought great discredit on þimself. by P!lrading at !l public meeting as 
monitory guardian angel of the o hi뱉 chuÍ'ch 0 and ï:he 0 èhurch rateso and 
as its defender against critic때 in relì맑us affairs. He is the best evidence 
of how great talent without conviction makes scoundrels， a1beit galooned 
and “riglit honorablc" scoundrels.'  

Marx filled out daughter Laura’S copy of “Confessions，" a qucstionnaire game of 
the time. Part of it  went !ike this， ‘’Yo ur cbief cbaracteristic: Singleness of 
purpose. Your idea of bappiness: To fight. Your idea ofmisery: Submission." 
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demon in his breast pressing toward a clash with established society. 
When he recognized that his son showed unusual intellectual abilitγ， he 
reacted l ike a father: “Your rise to a high position in the world ，  the 
flattering hope of seeing your name in high renown one day， as well as 
your worldly well being， these not only lie close to my heart， they arc 
long-nourished illusions that have rooted themselves deeply." I n  this 
letter， written to Karl who was then at the University of Berlin and not 
quite nineteen， he wondered “since your h eart is evidently inspired and 
ruled by a demon not vouchsafed everyone， whether this demon is 
divine or Faustian in its nature." He mentioned Karl’s “demonic 
genius" a littIe further on.3 

The same year， his son p resented h im on his birthday with a 
notebook of poems which should have settled the doubt: the demon 
was Faustian. I n  the section entitled “Epigrams，" homage was rendered 
repeatedly not only to Goethe in general but to the figure of Faust in 
particular.4 The year before， in a set of poems presented to h is fiancée 
J enny von Westphalen， the Faustian note had been struck in an explicit 
credo，5 part of which goes: 

1 would compass all ，  attaining 
Every boon the gods impart: 
Dare to crave all knowledge， straining 
To embrace all song and art. 

'" * * 

So let’s dare all things to seek out， 
Never resting， never through， 
Not so dead as not to speak out， 
Not to want， and not to do. 

The main characteristics of this body of juvenile verse are， on the one 
hand， a passionate energy of spirit， on the ot:her， a “protest against 
the intellectual domination of the philistine" which， in D. Ryazanov’s 
view， is “nothing but the fonn of rebelIion 쟁aÌnst the domi
nant state of thin쩔 in society." '" 

Passion and reason never exclusive for Marx. InteUec-
tual passion and the of intellect are nowhere exhibited more 

than in a letter he his father on November 1 0， 1 8 3 7 ，  

" See Sf’ecial Note B for a fuller discussion of 뼈arx’s youtl1tuJ verse. 
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describing his efforts to  orient himself amidst the  currents of contem
porary thought， art， and philosophy. * 

When he wrote this letter， Marx had already joined the Doctors' 
Club at the university， the group of radical Young Hegelians in which 
his first political thinking would develop. There he earned a reputation 
both for intellectual brilliance and passionate intensity. For the first， 
there is the evidence of the well-known letter in which Moses Hess 
wrote of Marx: “he combines the most profound philosophical serious
ness with the most biting wit; think of Rousseau， Voltaire， Holbach， 
Lessing， Heine， and Hegel united in one person-l say uηited， not 
thrown together-and there you have Dr. Marx." 8 For the second， there 
is the amusing evidεnce of the impression Marx’s character made on h is 
young associates in a long， satìric epic poem written by Engels in 
protest against the March 1 842 dismissal of Bruno Bauer from his 
university position. The leading Young Hegelians are introduced as 
Bauer’s troops， with descriptions that are friendly caricatures. The 
passage devoted to Marx， whom Engels did ηot yet know personally， 
goes approximately as follows， in limping hexameters: 

Then who，  with fiercesome rage， comes rushing thereupon? 
A swarthy chap from Trier， a real phenomenon. 
He neither walks nor skips but springs up in the air， 
And storms about with rεd-hot fury as though to tear 
Down to the earth the far-hung tent of the broad sky
His arms he stretches up to seize the winds on high. 
With angry fist up-clenched， he ragεs without rest 
As if ten thousand f1aming demons him possessed.9 

No other year saw more hard thinking on Marx’s part than 1844 ;  but 
it was in that year that he twice consciously confronted the conjunc
tion of reason with passion. In thε Ecoηomlc aηd Philosophic Manu
scripts he wrote it down as an aphorism : “Man as an objective， sentient 
being is thereforε a suffering bεing， and since he is a being that feels h is 

* The entire letter needs to be read to appreciate this. Several English 
transJ ations are available.6  Marx would cerrainly have agreed w i th an address 
adopted by the I n ternatÎonal Association ( not to be confused w i th the First 
I n ternational) in 1 85 9 ，  in which its Central Committee proclaime d :  “We speak t。
the reason of democrats. Passion is in its p lace when there are great things to be 
created ; caim judgment is to do i ts work， when there is before our eyes a society 
which dies， and a l i e  which trium p h s." 7 
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suffering， a passionate being. Passion is man’s essential force striving 
energeticalÏy after its object." 10 (There is a wordplay here: Leiden， 
“suffering，" and Leideηscbaft， “passion，" have the same stem.) Then in 
the faU， in a letter to Feuerbach， he criticized a Fourierist maxim which 
seemed to see people simply in tenns of their passions: “Don’t all these 
statements Iook as if the Frenchman had deliberately counterposed his 
‘passion’ to the actus purus of German thought?" It is the counter
position of one against the other that is wrong. He goes on to criticize 
Bauer’s view-which he will shortly attack in Tbe Holy Family-that 외l 
mankind is nothing but an “inert mass" counterposed to spirit. “It is 
therefore considered to be the worst of crimes if the critic possesses 
beart or passion; he has to be an ice-cold， ironical sopbos. " Quoting 
Bauer， he shows that the result is Bauer’s “tone of passionless con
tempt，" contempt for the mass of “decaying humanity. "  1 1  

W e  may suggest further that behind such an apparent “tone of 
passionless contempt" is passionate rancor against a mass so inert as t。
misprize the passionless superiority of the Thinker. In contrast， to Marx 
passion is not a mindless stonn of emotion， but the driving force of 
mind. This is what it also was to Hegel : “nothing great in the worId has 
ever been accompIished without passion." 12 

2. OF S IEGFRIED AND OTHER H EROES 

Engels himself had the same threefold obstacle course to over. 
To begin with， he had a lon용er distance to travel from the authoritarian 
Pietism of his family and friends. His father， who had more than the 
usual premonitions about demonic possession， wrote to hís wife about 
the boy before he had turned fifteen : 

Externally， as you know， he has become better behaved， but in 
spite of previous stτict chastisement， he does not seem to have 
l earned unconditional obedience even out of ￥ear of puníshment. 
Thus today once more 1 waS grieved to find in his desk a nasty 
book from a lending library， a tale of chivalry from the thirteenth 
century. Noteworthy is the carelessness with which he leaves such 
a book around in the drawer. May God mend his nature-I am 
。ften uneasy about the otherwise exce1lent youngster‘ 13 
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Herε indeed was a situation made to order for antiparental rebellion! 
The touch about the “tale of chivalry from the thirteenth century" was 
typical ; the young Engels dreamed of going out into the world to do 
great deeds. A year after the above revelation of his depraved taste in 
literature， one of his earliest poems celebrated a vision of idealistic 
heroes of chivalric literature. '" 

Of this parade of heroes ， it was the image of S iegfried that recurred 
during Engels' youth. In 1 8 3 9  he composed a lengthy “Fragment of a 
Tragicomedy，" entitled Der gebörηte Siegfried. 15 Naturally it begins 
with Siegfried’s leaving home to make his way in the world. (“Why 
tarry longer staying / Here in the castle hal1? / Outside my steed is 
neighing， / My sword hangs on the wall .")  The romantic cJichés are 
there， but while this was written in the same year as Marx’s poetry 
notebooks for Jenny， the choice of cJichés is d ifferent. For one thing， 
Engels was two years younger， and not in love. 

Four years Iater， in more mature retrospection， he looked back at 
this pattern as a social phenomenon: 

What is it that moves us so powerfuIly in the myth of Sieg
fried?  . . .  Siegfried is the representative of the German youth . AlI 
of us whose bosom bears a heart not yet beaten into submission 
by the restrictive narrowness of life-we know what it is trying to 
say. We feel in us the same aspiration for great deeds， the same 
defiance of tradition， that drove Siegfried out of his father’s 
castle ;  the eternal weighing of pros and cons， the philistine fear of 
the bald deed is repugnant to our very sou l ;  we want out into the 
free world ;  we want to leap over the bounds of circumspection 
and reach out in struggle for the crown of life， the deed. Giants 
and dragons have been attended to by the philistines especially in 
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the domain of church and state. But those days are gone; they 
stick us into j ails called schools . . . and when we are released 
from discipline， we fall into the hands of the gods of the age， the 
police. Police for thinking， police for speaking， police for moving， 
riding， traveling-identification papers， residence permits and cus
toms forms-the devil take giants and dragons! They have left us 
only the shadow of deeds-the rapier instead of the sword ; and 
what is the good of any skill in fencing with the rapier when we 
are not allowed to apply our skill with the sword? 16 

At this point， Engels was a liberal adherent of the Young Gennany 
tendency. Gone was the boyish pattern of looking back to heroes of the 
past: the keynote of Young Gennany was modernizatioη-on a mildly 
liberal basis. The praise of the deed， of course， comes from Goethe’s 
famous lines. In modern jargon，  young Engels was yearning for ac-
tlvlsm. 

Writing to a friend in 1 8 3 9 ，  the nineteen-year-old adopts the cause 
。f the most recent popular uprisings and movements-first of all， the 
French revolution of July 1 8 3 0 :  “What did we have before 1 8 3 0? . 
Then came the July revolution， like a thunderbolt-the finest expres
sion of the will of the people since the wars of liberation [ûf Gennany 
against Napoleon l  . "  Young Gennany， he tells his friend， expresses “the 
ideas of the century" on the “natural rights of every man ."  

These ideas include:  above all the participation of  the pεop1e in 
running the state， hencε a Constitutional Assembly， furthennore 
the emancipation of the J ews， abolition of all religious coercion， 
all aristoζracy of birth， etc. Who can have anything against 벼is? 

He is writing this Ietter from Bremen， where h is family had Înstalled 
him as a commercial apprentice， and the detested Prussian coat of arms 
hangs in the workroom. 

I cannot sleep at night for thinking of nothing but the ideas of 
the century ; when 1 am . at my job and gIance up at thε Prussian 
coat of arms， the spirit of freedom seÎzes hold  of me; every time 1 
look at a periodical 1 go searching for the progress of 
freedom . . . .  1 7  

Adherents of  Y oung Germany “wish and strive to imbue the German 
people’s flεsh and blood with the ideas of our century ， thε emancipa
tion of the and serfs， constitutionalism in genεral ， and other good 
ideas ." 18 That was what the liberal youth was for: all the Good ldeas 
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that would bring the backward society of Germany up to date， under 
Good Men. 

The year 1 840 was a turning point for these vague aspirations. 

3 .  O F  SAVIOR-RULERS 

One of the characteristics of Softs is a propensity to attach them
selves to Power， to look  upward for emancipation. It is naturaUy the 
common pattern of libera1ism. Under conditions of absolutism， it gravi
tates perforce toward the illusion of the savior-ruler. A common form 
of this ilJusion has always been hope for sa1vation from the ascent to 
the throne of a new， libera1 monarch. Marx went through this at an 
early age along with Rhenish liberalism and the Left Hegelian circle. 

In mid-1840 the old king of Prussia was succeeded by his son， 
Friedrich Wilhelm IV，  who as crown prince had excited great hope in 
l iberal circles that he would grant constitutional reforms， for he  had 
made certaÌn noises about liberty and national unity. It was a not 
uncommon habit of royal heirs: the same pattern had held a century 
before， when Frederick the Great had u ttered similar “mcε phrases . . .  
shortly or immediately after his accεssion to the throne." So remarks 
Mehring in The Lessiηg Legend， which observes that this is “the  noted 
l iberalism of crown princes." Th e leading figure of the Y oung 
Hegelians， Bruno Bauer， seizεd the opportunity "to pay fulsome homage 
to “the highest idea of our state !ife/' thε spirit of the Hohenzollerns. 19 

Th ese h opes for democratization from above collapsed quickly. 
B auer’s p rostrations before the crown earned only a kick in the face : 
the new king appointed an orth odox reactionary to th e university post 
that Bauer wanted. Next， Bauer was even ousted from his post at the 
U niversity of Bonn. 20 The events made it clear to Marx that an aca
demic career was closed to h im ，  unless h e  was ready to bootlick the 
estab l ishmεnt l ike academi a  in general. 

There is indirect evidence th at Marx was caugh t up with th e rest in 
the l iberal i l lusion abou t the new k ing. ln April 1 looking to the 
new reign， Marx’s close friend K .  F. Köppen-a prom inent l eft H egel ian， 
εεn years older than Marx-had published a book on Frederick the 
G reat. 21  O n e  biograp h er o f  Marx describes the book as follows: 
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Köppen honored Frederick， “in whose spirit we swore to live and 
die，" as the enemy of Christian-German reaction. His basic idea 
was that the state was embodied in its purest form in a monarchy 
ruled over by a monarch like Frederick， a philosopher， a free 
servant of the world spirit. Renewal could only come from the 

22 to。

Köppen’s book was not simply an exercise in h istory but a tract for 
the times. He wanted to su잃est that the new monarch should bear the 
torch of the savior-ruler like his great predecessor. Mehring comments: 

The fact that a man like Köppen yearned for 얀he spiritu외 
resurrection" of the worst despot in Prussian history in order “to 
exterminate with fire and sword all those who deny us entrance 
into the land of promise" is sufficient to give us some idea of the 
pecul때r environment in which these Berlin Young Hegelians 
lived. J..> 

This is unjust and， what is worse， unhistorical : there was nothing 
“peculiar" about Köppen’s attitude. It had been dominant， among 
intellectuals as among others， since time immemorial ， and essentially it 
is still dominant. Frc:derick may have been the worst despot but he was 
a modernizing despot， and this variety still gains mass allegiance from 
well-intentioned people， especially those who would like to be the 
modernizing bureaucrats or mouthpieces for the modernizing despot. 
Liberal cirdes held to the old illusion that， if only power found its way 
into the hands of a Good Man， he would hand salvation down from his 
seat of rule-and thus， incidentaUy‘ spare one al! the inconveniences of 
having to conquer salvation for oneself in struggle against power. 

Köppen’s book was prominently dedicated t。 치ny friend Karl 
Heinrich Marx of Trier." No doubt at this point Marx， along with the 
rest of this circle， shared the attitudes of the work that was declicated 
to him .24 

4. OF PROM ETHEUS AND PRINCES 

The foUowing year Marx returned the compliment with an admiring 
mεntion of Köppen’s book. It is rather dragged in by the hair， for it 
occurs， of all places， in the foreword that 뼈arx wrote， in March 1 84 1 ，  
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for the planned publication of h is doctoral dissertation on Greek 
_philosophy.25 But the case was simply that Marx was obviously -deter
mined to utilize this opportunity， faute de mieux， to make a declara
tion of conscÎence against the political status quo. The tribute to 
Köppen’s work on Frederick was a way of taking a stand on the currεnt 
political alignment. 

The rest of the foreword is deliberatdy chip on the shoulder. Next 
comes a thrust against religion， by upholding the “sovereign authority" 
of philosophy against rdigion. He rests this first on a quotation from 
Hume， who asserts that if the hegemony of philosophy Ís questioned 
from an inferior area， then “This puts one in m ind of a king arraign’d 
for h igh-treason against his subjects." Marx underlines this sentence s。
that it cannot be mÌssed.26 Epicurus is the next witness. And finally 
there is the most provocative antireligious statement of all using the 
figure of Prometheus: 

Phìlosophy makes no sεcret of it. Prometheus’ avowal， “ ln  a 
word， all gods 1 hate ，" is its own avowal， its own dictum against 
all gods in heaven and on earth who do not acknowledge human 
consciousness as the supreme divinity. There shall be  none beside 
lt. 

To the wretched rabbits， however， who gloat over the apparent 
worsening in the social position of philosophy， it replies once 
more in the words of Prometheus to the lackey of the gods， 
Hermes : 

Never would 1 exchange my doleful lot 
For your servitude-be sure of that. 
Better it is to be bound to this rock 
Than serve Father Zeus as faÎthful errand-boy. 

Prometh<:us is the noblest saint and martyr in the calendar of 
philosophy.27 

Thus， although the dissertation’s subj ect was Democritus and Epi
curus， in writing the foreword Marx h anded the center stage over to 
Prometheus， as a means (a typically academic means; to be sure) of 
raising the banner of rebellious defiance of authority. The dissertation 
itself had not mentioned Prometheus， although in his workbooks for it 
Marx h ad written : 

. . .  just as Prometheus， after stealing fire from heaven. begins to 
build houses and setde on earth ， so philosophy， upon reaching 
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。ut to the vvorld， directs Îtself against the world that makes its 
appearance. --

Prometheus never reappears in any of Marx’s writings as a symbol of 
rebel1ion，29 but the quickening spirit of dissent broke out in his notes to 
the dissertation. There is the significant observation that 

It is a psychological law that the theoretical mind that has 
become free in itself turns into practical energy i emerging as ψill 
。ut of the shadow-realm of Amenthes， it directs itself against the 
world of actuality that exists apart from it.찌 

Further on， he writes that when “philosophy as will"‘ is inspired to 
reaIize itself， it enters on a state of tension with existing reality. “The 
inner self-sufficiency and rounded wholeness are broken up. What was 
an inner light becomes a consuming flame which turns outward.，， 31 He 
bids ScheIling， whom the Prussian regime had installed as official state 
philosopher， to think back to what he had once written: “It is time to 
prodaim freedom of tbe 써ηd to a better humanity， and ηo longer 
suffer it to bewail tbe loss of its fetters. ，，32 

Even the dedication (to his future father-in-Iaw， Baron von West-
phalen) is written as a thrust against the reactionaries: he Îs fortunate 

to admire a graybeard of youthful strength， who welcomes every 
progressive step of the day with the enthusiasm and thoughtful
ness of truth and with that sun-lit idealism of deep conviction 
which alone knows the true word to call forth all the spirits of 
the wotld， which never shrank before the shadows cast by spec
ters of rεtrogression or the often dark doudrack of the time， but 
rathεr with divine energy and a man’s steady gaze ever saw 
through all dissimulation right to the empyrean that burns at the 
heart of the world.33 

His friend Bruno Bauer warned h im against using the quotation from 
Aeschylus， i nvoking Prometheus， at the c10se of the planned foreword 
to the dissertation: it vyas an act of “temerity" that would keep h im 
from getting any academic post. “。nly not now! "  advised Bauer. 
“Afterwards， once you have a university post . . .  you can say whatever 
you want and in ' wh atever form you want.，， 34 Bauer’s caution was an 
echo of the counsels of timorous prudenc용 given to Prometheus by the 
leader of the chorus in Aeschylus' drama. 
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As things turned out， the dissertation was never published in any 
case. But we are at a watershed here: this is the point where Marx had 
to make an intellectual commitment to a course of oppositionism. 

To be sure， he was not the only one. The new king’s failure to 
conform to others' illusions b rought about a revulsion of feeling in 
liberal circles. The result was later described by Engels as follows: 

。O l ndeεd， the middle c1asses， who had partly expected that the 
new King would at once grant a Constitution， proclaim the 
Liberty of the Press， Trial by J ury， etc. ， etc.-in short， h imself 
take the lead of that peaceful revolution which they wanted in 
。rder to obtain political supremacy-the middle cIasses had found 
out their error， and had turned ferociously against the King.35 

The young Engels had also gone through his process of disillusion
ment with benevolent rulers， before and after Friedrich Wilhelm IV’s 
accession. [n 1 8 3 9  the nineteen-ÿear-old Engels was a1ready boiling over 
with d isgust at the failure of the old king ( Friedrich Wilhelm I l I )  to 
carry out his promise of a constitution. We have seen his sentiments in 
verse in Chaptεr 7 ;36 a few months later， he wrote to the same boyhood 
friend in good prose: 

The same king who in 1 8 1 5 ，  sweating with fear， promised his 
subjects in a Cabinet Order that they would get a constitution if 
they pulled him out of that p ickle-this same shabby， lousy，  
god-damned king now Iets it be known . . .  that nobody is  going 
to get a constitution from him . . . .  There is no period richer in 
royal crimes than 1 8 1 6-1 8 3 0 ;  nearly every prince that reigned 
tbe n  deserved the death pena1ty . . . .  Oh ，  1 could tell yOU delight
ful tales about the love that princes bear their subjects-I expect 
anything good only from the prince whose head is buzzing from 
the buffεts of his people， and whose palace windows are being 
smashed by a hail of stones of the revolu tion.37 

After the accession of the new king in 1 840， Engels published an 
essay attacking his political and socia1 views and warning that a free 
prcss and a real parliament would not be granted by the monarch but 
would have to be won by the people. The article closed with a hint that 
Prussia was nearing its 1 789.38 

At about the same time， in 1 840 or 1 84 1 ，  the twenty-year-old 
Engels wrote an opera libretto (unfinished) on the figure of Cola di 
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RienzÎ ; it is of exceptional interest in this connection. Rienzi was the 
popular leader of fourteenth-century Rome whose career has often 
been idealized as a herald of modern nationalism and national libera
tion. Only a few years before， an immensely popular novel about him 
had been published by Bulwer-Lytton， in Germany as well as in 
England ; Wagner’s opera was written a year or so after Engels' piece. 

Rienzi would seem to be tailor-made for gIorification as a Siegfried 
type. But by this time， in Engels' literary productions， the role of 
Siegfried was being played by the people， not by a h ero. This had 
already been manifested in one of his poems gIorifying the American 
Ind ians as freedom fighters resisting the rape of their land by the 
whites.39 !n his Rienzi fragment， the people (split into two choruses) 
are literally brought on the stage as p rotagonist. Rienzi ， the Tribune of 
the People， is shown in struggle against the old aristocracy-and both 
sides are depicted as villains of the piece. At first the people are divided j 
one chorus hails Rienzi as liberator of the people and the other cries 
“Down with him ! "  The spokesman for the rebds is a character called 
Battista: the tribune ，  h e  says， is really just as bad as the old rulers-a 
new despot replacing the old tyrants. 

He’s just as bad and just as good 
As these， our lords of ancient blood. 
He has finε words for you to hear ， 
But it’s not the people that have his ear. 
Tyrants out and despots in-
ln the end it’s the same as it’s always been. 

In another confrontation， Battista， speaking for the rebellious section 
of the people， denounces Rienzi as head of a band of foreign mer
cenaries who poses as a liberator but is reaUy afraid of the people. He 
predicts the people will soon learn this from their own sad experiences. 

Haughty and insolent， see hirn there， 
Now that he’s led us into his snare. 
dis haughty airs will soon be through 
When the people change their point of view! 

On the other hand， Rienzi is depicted as exulting over h is ambition to 
conquεr the world even as he is again hailed as Iiberator. When he kills 
Battista， the two sections of the people unite against h im.  As the 
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fragment ends， they are about to storm the Capitol ;* and the people’s 
chorus， now unified， sings: 

AlI of your flattering speeches， meant 
Just to seduce us， fail in art .  
Now we  are alone intent 
0n vengeance for our freedom’s loss ! 41 

Engels' “ Rienzi" is an unusually c1ear rej ection of the hero-liberator 
or savior-messiah pattern. 

5. OF THE S ERVILE STATE 

The failed hopes in the new king in 1 840 merely taught the liberals 
not to expect much from this particular monarch : by nature， liberalism 
typically seeks reform by seeking the ear that is connected to the hand 
holding the levers of power. But for Marx the lesson bit deeper; it was 
h is last illusion in the savior-ruler. 

Most immediately， it h elped to rid him of the view， dominant among 
the liberals， that the political goal to be realistically attained was a 
cOl1stitutional monarchy， as successor to the absolutist monarchy. 
Marx’s argument for the rej ection of any kind of monarchy was made 
in h is notebook Critique 01 Hegel ’'s Pbilosopby o[ Rigbt in 1 84 3 ，  as we 
noted in Chapter 3 .42 

Marx later summarized the whole episode in hindsight at a point 
(May 1 84 3 )  when he was in midstream of the passage from radical 
democracy to comrnunism. In one of the DFJ editorial Ietters， he wrote 
that the king’s “liberal speeches and outpourings" d id signify a desire 
“to bring life into the state，" if only h is own variety of retrogressive life 
(“old Gerrnan fancies") ; but when even this variety of change threat
ened to open the gates to other changes， the old bureaucratic녕espotic 

• An interesting aspect which we can oniy m en tion at this point is that in the 
iast scene， the revolutionarγ p eople are being headed by a woman， Camiila， the 
rebellious daughter of the leader of the aristocracy. However， the fragment ends 
before her role is developed. The dramatic problem of the continuation would 
have been integration of her personal motives with the dominant social-political 
theme. Wel1 before this， young Engels had already shown h is awareness of the 
place in i iterature of the “modern quesrion the emancipation of 
women.H40 
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system “soon kilIed these un-German activities." *  It was a “miscarried 
attempt to transcend the philistine statζ on its very own basis. ， ， 44 

One was only mistaken for a while in considering it important 
which wishes and thoughts the King would come out with . This 
could not change anything in substance; the philistine is the stuff 
making up the monarchy， and the monarch Îs always only the 
king of the philistines. He can make neither himself nor his 
people into free， real men， if both sides remain wha.t they are.4S 

Since it was impossible for this state “to abandon its own basis and 
pass over to the human world of democracy， "  the inevitable result was 

regression to the old fossilized servile state [Dieηerstaat J ，  in 
which the slave serves in silence and the owner of the land and 
the people rules as silently as possible simply through a we!l-
trained， quietly obedient servant-staff. Neither of the two could 
say what they wanted-neither the former， that they wanted to 
become men， nor the latter， that he had no use for men in his 
land.  The only recourse， therefore， is to keep silent. Muta pecora， 
proηa et veηt서 oboedientia. [The herd is silent， submissive， and 
obeys its stomach. ]  46 

Therefore 

The self-reliance of men-freedom-would first have to be re
awakened in the hearts of these men. Only this consciousness， 
which vanished from the world with the Greeks and into the blue 
mist of heaven with Christianìty， can again turn society 
[ Gese/lscbaft] into a community [ Gemeiηscbαf야 of mεn to 
achieve rheir highest purposes， a democratic statε 47 

For Marx， the freedom of self-relia.nce meant not only the abandon
ment of the savior-ruler ilIusion，  but also the decision to abandon the 
road of scholarship in the univεrsity world. For that road was possible 

.. A similar lIppreciation WIIS gìven by Marx much later， in 1 859， lookíng bllck 
at 1 840: “。。‘!Vhen the King with the brainless helld ascended the throne， he was 
full of the visionε of thc romantic school. He wanted to be a king by divil1c ri따lt， 
and to be at the same time a to be surrounded by an independent 
aristocracy il1 the midst of an omnipotent bureaucratic administration ; to be 11 
man of peace at the head o f  the barrllcks; to promote popular franchises in the 
mediaevlIl sense while opposing 1111 100힘ngs of mod�n liberalism ; to be a rcstorer 
of ecdesiastic faith while boasting of !:he intellectuil preξminence of his subjects; 
to play， in one word， the mediaeval king while acting as the king of Prussia-that 
abortion of the Eighteenth Century." 43 
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only by accepting a life of silent submission to the Servile State， 
refraining from giving battle to ensconced power， burying one’s nose m 

scholarly busy-work and profound thoughts， while injustice and in
humanity reigned outside the stained-glass windows. 

With the l iberal bourgeoisie’s disappointment at Friedrich Wilhelm 
IV ，  

。Othey were so exasperated that they， being short themselves of 
men able to represent them in the Press， went to the length of an 
alliance with the extreme philosophical party [Young 
Hegel iansl . . . .  The fruit of this alliance was the Rhenish Gazette 
[Rheiηische ZeitungJ . 

So went Engels' later account.48 Thus the same episode that turned 
Marx to oppositionism also provided the vehicle for his introduction to 
political l ife. 

We saw， in Chapters 1 and 2， the course of educatìon in the political 
and social realities of the day that the Rheìnische Zeitung provided， 
endìng with the governmεnt’s acknowledgment that it could cope wÎth 
reason only by swinging the policeman’s c1ub. For a while the RZ was 
the David hurling slingshots at the Prussian Goliath ; when the regimε 
c10sed it down， a contemporary cartoon saw its editor as Prometheus 
bound to a printing press while the royal Prussian eagle gnawed at his 
vitals.49 The last issue of the paper carried an unsigned farewell poem 
breathing defiance of the authorities ; the poem was 50 thoroughly 
anonymous that one cannot help wondering whether it was a flare-up 
of Marx’s temptation to write verse. '" 

• The last two stanzas prodaime d :  

O u r  mast b l e w  down‘ b u t  w e  were not affrighted， 
The angry gods could never make us bend. 
Columbus too at first was scorned and slightc:d， 
And yet he saw the New World in the end. 

Ye friends， who cheer U5 till the timbers rattle
Ye foes， who did us honor with your strife-
We’11 meet again on other fields of battle :  
I f  all is dead ， y e t  courage still i s  l ife.50 

Seven years later， when Marx’5 Neue Rbeiniscbe ZeÎtung was suppressed in the 
same city in 1 849'， a farewell poem by Ferdinand Freil igrath was published in the 
final issue， naturally striking the same note. 
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6. O F  A THH、JKER WHO DREAMS 

The character of a rev여utionary was formed in Marx and E nge1s by 
1 843-one side of it， :l.t any rate: the spirit of revolutionary opposi
tionism， of defiant to authority. This side can be represented 

by Prometheus， if a symboI is insisted on. The steel core of that 
charactεr has been ponrayed by Marx’s favorÍte dramatist (alon흉ide 
Shakespeare) : Aeschylus， in Prometheus Bozmd. Aeschylus does not 

really explain why Promethεus， insisting on serving humanity whom the 

new gods would destroy， refuses to bow the neck to Zeus， to Power

like everyonε else and as all his well-wishers advise him to do. lt is 

simply the fatality of his character， it would seem. It was also Marx’s 
and Engels'. 

Such a character w넓 naturally excite a variety of reactions. 
Aeschylus covers this groun해 for us today. Many are in the position of 
Hephaestus， who， weeping salt tears very liberally， is the one who 
actual1y fetters the hero， protesting it is against his will. “The dirty job 
must be done，" he whines to Power， “but don’t push me too h ard ." 
More are in the position of Oceanus， who delivers himself of sage 
advice: “1 would admonish thee to prudεncc' . . .  sce what are the wages 

of too bold a tongue. Thou hasr not learned humility， nor to yield to 
evils. " He will try to negotiate peace with Zeus， but meanwhile: 
“Do thou keep thy peace， and restrain thy blustering speech." Others 
are in the position of the leader of the chorus， who has his own 

diagnosis of the hero’s sins: “Care not for mortals overmuch， whiIst you 
neglect your own profit."Sl On other words: get a good job Înstead of 
wasting time in the British Museum.) Then there are alSO the descen
dants of Hermξs， the “lackey of Zeus，" who thinks anyonc who does 
not cringe before power is simply stark mad-an excellent frame of 
mind for a lackey. 

In life Marx’s character naturally excited a similar variety of reac
tions， since they were mostly dξpendent on a prior response to what he 
represented poIitically. Those who were appalled by his “revolutionarγ 
fanaticism" (Carl Schurz， for example) were also offended by his 
character， for its most striking trait was a hard strength， a thrusting 
intensity that outraged the Softs. To the latter， a character built around 

a steε1 frame was a person혀 insult. 

But those who Ioved him were just as conscious of the steel frame. 
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Perhaps the most interestíng evidence comes from his wife J en ny :  after 
a year of marriage they were temporarily separated when she went to 
visit her parents in Germany to display their first child. I n  a tender 
letter， she wrote how she awaited his letters: 

Please， dear heart， just let the pen skim 0'1εr the paper， evξn if it 
trips and stumbles once or twice and ζs a sentence down with 
it- Your ideas stand up straight like the grenadiers of the old 
guard， 50 honor-true and brave， and like them can say : Elle meurt 
mais eile ne se re1ld pas [ I t  dies but: never surrendersl . What does 
it matter if， this once， the u niform hangs loose and isn't so tightly 
buttoned Up. How nice it is about French soldiers， that relaxed， 
easy look. Think of our machine-polished Prussians. It makes you 
shudder， doesn’t it.--Let the belt out a few notches this time and 
looseo cravat and shako-let the participles f1ow， and place the 
words whichever way they want to gO . Such troops should not 
march with such regularity. S2 

Around 1 846， a Russian aristocratic tourist named Annenkov， slum
m ing amidst thε advanced ideas of the West， maðe Marx’s acquaintance; 
many years later， after Marx was already famous， he published h is 
impressions， induding this: 

Marx himself was a man of the type made up of energy， will 
power， and invincible conviction-a t-ype of man extremely re
markable also in αltward appearance. With a thick mop of black 
hair on his head， his h airy hands， dressed in a coat buttoned 
diagonally across h is chest， he maimaìned the appearance of a 
man with the right and authority to command respect， whatever 
guise he took and whatever he did. AIl h is motions were awkward 
but vigorous and self-confident， aII his manners ran athwart 
conventiona.l usages in social intercourse but were proud and 
somehow guarded， and his shrill voice 찌ith its metal1ic rÌng 
marvelously suitεd the radical pronou nccments over things and 
people which he u ttered. S3 

In the “fantasy " of this Russian aristocrat， as he put it， Marx repre
sented “the figure of the democratic dictator incarnate . . . .  Th e con
trast with the types of people [ h ad left behind in Russia was of the 
most emphatic kind . "  The Russian novel has made us familiar with 
these types-flabby， futiIe， and flexible. 

Part of Annenkov’s impression jibes excellently with a comment 
once made by Marx himself. 1n an artícle giving a bHstering portrait of 
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the British army bureaucracy as displayed in .th e  Crimean War， he 
included the following count in the indictment， one that applies to 
bureaucratic types generally : “Everything with them must be round 
and smooth. Nothing is so objectionable as the a맹11ar forms which 
mark strength and energy."  54 There is no doubt that Marx’s character 
was “angular" in this sense. 

The American Fourierist leader Albert Brisbane， touring Europe in 
1 848， saw Marx at work in Cologne， 

where 1 found a great popular agitation， and where 1 fou nd Karl 
Marx， the leader jp the popular movement . . . .  His expression was 
that of great energy， and behind his self-contained reserve of 
manner were visible the fire and passion of a resolute soul. ss 

After the furor over the Paris Commune， a correspondent of the 
New York World visited Marx’s home for an interview. His thumbnail 
sketch of the man began by recalling “the bust of Socrates， the man 
who died rather than profess his belief in the gods of the time." He 
continued: 

Throw a veil over the upper part of the face and you might be in 
the company of a born vestry man. Reveal the essential feature， 
the immense brow， and you know at once that you have to deal 
with that most formidable of all composite individual forces-a 
dreamer who thinks， a thinker who dreams.�" 

A dreamer ‘ψbo thinks， a thinker who dreams . . .  that can be 
paraphrased: passion disciplined by intellect， intellect energized by 
passi6n. Marx’s father was right， of course: there was a demon in h is 
breast， as in the breast of any man who sets out to change the world 
instead of capitulating to it. 
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The Promethean rejection of injustice-by-power was only one side of 
the revolutionary character that Marx was developing. Aeschylus him
self raised a pertinent question long before Lord Acton :  “Who  coμld 
endure you in pγosperity ? "  I t  is the lackey Hermes who directs this 
sneer to Prometheus. Even in Olympus there were not a few wh。
rebelled against Zeus in order to replace him as ruler. And even if 
Prometheus’ intentions were the best， who else could take the throne if 
the incumbent were ousted? The opponent of Zeus was merely a 
philanthropist， an early Owenite. 

If the primary question was the revolutionist’s relation to society， 
the next was h is relation to the masses whom he aspired to serve. 
Robert Owen， personally the finest character among the Utopian prede
cessors of Marx， proposed “to govern or trεat all society as the most 
advanced physicians govern and treat their patients in the best arranged 
lunatic hospitals， in which forbearance and kindness . . . govern the 
conduct of all who have the care of these unfortunates. . . .  " 1 As we 
saw in Chapter 6， the mass of wOrKers could be looked on à la Owen as 
victims and wards or as a battering-ram; as a recruiting-ground for a 
gang， as a diversionary threat， or merely as a limited interest group . But 
no one yet looked on them as literally the potenti외 rulers of society. 

For this there was no effective p recedent， above all none outside the 
socialist ranks. * The view of the masses as mere tools， born to be 

• As usual there are possible exceptions. A prominent candidate is  the remark
able Gerrard Winstanley， leader of the True Levellers (“Diggers") as the left wing 
of the English Revolution ; b u t  he was unknown in  Marx’s time， completely 
forgotten. Then， perhaps， there was Thomas Münzer， who was the subject of 
Engels' h istorÎcal work written after the 1 848 revolution， The Peasant War iη 
Germany; and Spartacus-“the most splendid fellow that all ancient history has to 

2 13 
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managed and controlled， is the unanimous view of all ruling-class 
society and its thinkers， back through all recorded h istory， far as human 
eye can read. It is a pattern which is not of the socialist movement ， but 
mereIy extends into it. 

1 .  THE ACHERONTIC DANGER 

Before the rise of socialism， the masses could be called out into 
action under certain circumstances: one section of the propertied 
classes， beaten on top， becomes desperate enough to resort to arousing 
the broader masses below both contestants; it sets the plebs into 
motion， with appropriate promises and slogans， in order to hoist itself 
into the seats of power. Aristotle already knew all about it.3 The 
tyranη0; of ancient Greece became “tyrants" in modern languages not 
because they tyrannized over the masses any more than the oligarchies， 
but because they used the masses to tyrannize over the oligarchies 
themseIves. 

But there is always a social gamble: after you have called the masses 
from below onto the stage of social action， how are you going to get 
them off， and back to their holes，  after they have done the job for you? 
They may become so arrogant as to reach out for something for 
themselves. That danger existed even in agεs when the broad working 
masses (slaves， laboring freemen， or serfs) could have no vision of a new 
sociaI order corresponding to their own class interests ; when therefore 
their victory could not in fact mean a reorganization of society from 
below， but merely chaos. When that changes， what was previously a 
serious danger to public order becomes a mortal danger to the social 
order itself. 

I n  Marx’s eye， this is the change that takes place in h istory with the 
rise of capitalism and its shadow， the revolutionary proIetariat. For the 
first time， there does exist a class below， a class on whose labor society 
is founded， that inherently does suggest a social program for its own 

show; great general-no Garibaldi-noble character， real representative of the 
ancient proletariat，" wrote Marx.2 But we know too l ittle about the last two. In 
my opinion the first to present a socialism-from-below based on a self
emancipating working-class movement was WiIliam Thompson ;  but this contribu
tion is almost as forgotten today as in the time of Marx ， who respected Thompson 
as a Ricardian-socialist economist. 
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reorganization of society. Once set in motion (struggle) ，  this class has 
a historical option:  it can “go into business for itsεIf" instead of mεre
ly serving as a tool for one upper class (or class section) )r  another. It is 
only an option: the new power can still be controlled， to be sure ; for it 
is very immature， largely unformed， often childishly foolish， ill edu
cated. But how long can this adolescent giant be kept in short pants? 

Because of this new danger， the class instinct of the bourgeoisie early 
made it reluctant to call the working masses into civil conflict even as 
an ally in its own drive to gain power from the old order (a subject to 
which we will devote considerable attention in Volume 2 ) ;  and since 
then， it has been interested mainly in ways and means of fragmenting 
and channeling the dangerous mass forces below. But individual ideolo
gists and political adventurers are another matter; so also are political 
tendencies which look in the direction of an anticapitaJist élite. Even 
individual bourgeois politicians vary considerably in their wiIlingness t。
play with this fire， as Marx once noted .3a H e  commented on a similar 
pattern in his thumbnail sketch of the French liberal politician Thiers 
who，  after servicing both Louis Philippe and Bonaparte， carried out the 
task of massacring the Paris Commune : 

。oA professional “Revolutionist" in that sense， that in his eager
ness . . .  of wielding power . . .  he  never scrupled， when banished 
to the banks of the opposition， to stir the popular passions and 
provoke a catastrophe to displace a rival. . . .  The working class he 
reviled as “tbe vile multitude. 

， ，4 

This political type had a Virgilian tag: Flectere si ηequeo superos， 
A cheronta movebo -“If 1 cannot change the Powers above， 1 shaIl set 
the Lower Regions [Acheron] into motion." S [t was much better 
known in Marx’s day than our own， and the frequency with which it 
showed up reflects sensitivity to the difference between political move
ments from above and from below. '" 

.. George Brandes’ biography of Lassalle relates that the would-be workers' 
dictator， weighing his political course. “pondering Iike Achil les in his tent. mentally 
repeated to himself for nigh ts and days the burden of Virgil ’5 line . . . .  " 6 S ince it 
does indeed p rovide the key to Lassal Je’5 politics， it  is wel l  that Brandes used the 
Virgilian quotation 싫 the title-page motto for the biography. as Lassalle hîmself had 
done for his p와nphlet Tbe Italian War. The motto also càrne to Enge1s' mind as he 
contemplated the cowardice of the French l iberals of a later day : “ the flec tere si 
nequeo superos. A cberonta movebo is not their business . . . .  They are afraid of the 
proletarian Acheron." 7 Note also its occurrence în the excerpt from Marx’s youthful 
“novel." S corpion uηd Fèlix. given in S pecial Note B， p. 6 1 5  fn. 
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As against all varieties of socialism and reform which looked on the 
working masses in the accusative case (“we will emancipate tbem ") 
Marx developed the principle of the self-emancipation of the workinE 
c1ass. I ts c1assic formulation was written down much later， in 1 864， a! 
the first c1ause of the Rules of the First International : “Conside꺼ng， 
That the emancipation of the working classes must be conquered by the 
working classes themselves ; . . . ， ，8 But as Engels rightly said， by that 
time the idea had long been their operative conception : “our notion， 
from the very beginning， was that ‘the emancipation of the working 
class must be the act of the working class itself.' '’ 9 

2 .  THE EDUCATION OF ENGELS 

From the very beginning? This applies to Marxism in a general sensej 
but it is instructive to explain how it does not apply to Engels in h is 
pre-Marxist period of gestation. 

We have seen something of Engels' early development before his 
association with Marx. By the time he Jeft for England in November 
1 842， he had been coηverted to what Moses Hess then called his 
communism， a philosophical communism quite unlike most of the 
French communists， essentially reformist and above all alien to any 
class commitment. This sentimental， petty-bourgeois radicalism was 
soon baptized “True Socialism，" under which label the reader will find 
it discussed in the Communist Mani[esto. Alsd， Hess was then in his 
period of Schwärmerei over Proudhon’s writings， which he understood， 
not without justice， to be similar to his own mingle-mangle of ideas; 
Hess used a vague no-state (anarchist) rhetoric like h is modeI.  Such 
more or less was E ngels' theoretical equipment when he arrived in 
England， insofar as he generalized. We have already mentioned that for 
a whole period it was precisely these theoretical generalizations， derived 
from the philosophical radicalism of backward Germany， that warred in 
his  mind with the concrete revolutionary conclusions which he in
creasingly drew from the experience of the English class struggle and its 
orgamzatlOns. 

ln the autumn of 1 843 Engels began his writing career in the English 
press with articles for the 0、.venite organ Tbe New M oral W 0γld. l n  a 
key articJe he praised Proudhon’s Wbat Is Property? as the most 
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important “communist" work published. (For he was ignorant of the 
fact that Proudhon denounced communism : his enthusiasm for 
Proudhon came via Hess， who had adopted that label.) The article 
especially emphasized this about Proudhon:  

。OHaving proved that every kind of government is  alike objec
tionable， no matter whether it be democracy， aristocracy， or 
monarchy， that all govern by force ; and that， in the best of all 
possible cases， the force of the maj ority oppresses the weaknesses 
of the minority， he comes， at last， to the conclusion: “Nous 
voulons 1 ’anarchie! " What we want is anarchv i the rule of no
body， the responsibility of every one to nobody bu t h imself. 10 

There was more of this Proudhonìsm in Engels' article， radical in 
sound and reactìonary in content. The following is pure Proudhonism : 

Democracy is， as 1 take all forms of government to be， a contra
diction in itself， an untruth， nothing but hypocrisy . .  . at the 
bottom. PoJitical liberty is sham-liberty， the worst possibJe 
slavery ; the appearance of liberty， and therefore the reality of 
servitude. Political equality is the samei therefore democracy， as 
well as every form of government， must ultimately break to 
pieces . . .  we must have either a regular slavery-that is， an 
undisguised despotism， or real liberty， and real equality-that is， 
Communism. 1 1  ommunIsm. 

lt is in the same article that he boasts that， unlike the economic
minded English and the political French， “the Germans became Com
munìsts philosophically， by reasoning upon first principles." 12 We have 
already cited (in Chapter 7) the whole of the tell-tale passage which 
ends with the announcement that in Germany the communists can 
recruit only from the educated classes， “that is， from the universities 
and from the commercial class，" because of the Germans' d isinterested 
“love of abstract principles" and “disregard of reality and se\f
interest ."  13 This regurgitation of Hess’s communism may illustrate why 
later Marx and Engels were so scornful of his “True Socialism" and the 
whole school of sentimental socialism. As for the marvelously philo
sophical Germans: in 1 885  Engels commented retrospectively that at 
this time ( 1 843 )  when h e  first met the London German communists， 
“1 still owned， as against their narrow-minded equalitarian communism， 
a goodly dose of just as narrow-minded philosophical arrogance . . . .  " 14 

Engels' next cORtribution to the Owenite paper is especially taken 
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with Wilhelm Weitling， who had also been praised in the previous article 
as the leader of the working-class wing of German communism. Engels 
now stressed 

the chief point in which Weitling is superior to Cabet， namely， the 
abolition of all government by force and by majority， and the 
establishment in its stead of a mere administration . . .  [ and l the 
proposal to nominate all officers of this administration . . . not by 
a majority of the community at large， but by those only who 
have a knowledge of the particular kind of work the future 
officer has to perform; and ，  one of the most important features 
of the plan， that the nominators are to select the fittest person， 
by means of some kind of prize essays . . . .  IS  

Weitling was by no means the only one on the socialist scene who 
advocated some kind of rule by élitej on the contrary， some version of 
rule by a new and more meritorious bureaucracy was typical of the 
extant socialisms and communisms. '" 

Engels' subsequent articles for the Owenites gradually became more 
ambivalent about the relation between communism and the classes. 
When in February 1 845 he wrote Marx glowingly about the successful 
communist meetings in Elberfeld (as mentioned in Chapter 8 ) ，  he was 
aware there was a missing piece in the bright picture even while he 
boasted that “Communism in the Wupper valley is a reality， and indeed 
almost a power already."  For “All Elberfeld and Barmen， from the 
money-aristocracy to the grocery-trade was represented， leaving out 
only the proletariat ." And a little later: “ . . .  nothing new here. The 
bourgeoisie talks politics and goes to church. What the proletariat is 
doing we don’t know and can hardly get to know." 17 

‘ Weitling’s scheme for civil-service examinations t o  select an oligarchy re
appeared regularly in the later h istory of socialism õ for example， it became the pet 
proposal by Fabianism's Bernard Shaw on how to replace democracy. Marx had 
already attacked this scheme as a bureaucratic ritual in the pages of his notebook 
critique of Hegel’s state theory， which anticipated Weitiing. The idea of such 
examinations for state officials， he wrote， “is more germane to becoming a 
shoemaker than to becoming an executive functionary." For one can be a good 
citizen thou뱉 ignorant of shoemaking but not if one is ignorant of political 
affairs， which should not be the monop이Y of a special group. 

The “examin�tion" iS
�
!1othing but a masonic rite， the legal recognition that 

knowledge of civic affairs is a privilege. The “linking together" of “state 
office" and the “individual，" this objective tie-up betwùn knowledge of 
civil society and of state affairs-rhis examination is nothing more than a 
bureaucratic baptism o[ knowledge， the official recognition of the tran. 
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The documentable turning point came i n  late 1 845 ， when Engels was 
well under way i n  collaboration with Marx on Tbe German Ideology. 
This was after Marx’s and Engels’ j oint visit to England and talks with the 
Chartist leaders. ln an article Engels contributed to Tbe Nortbern Star， 
he spelled out the turn h e  had made by cautioning the Chartists not to 
expect any revolutionary change from the middle classes: 

It is from the very heart of our working people that revolutionary 
action in Germany will commence. lt is true， there are among our 
middle classes a considerable number of Republicans and even 
Communists， and young men too， who ，  if a general outbreak 
occurred now， would be very useful in the movement， but these 
men are “bourgeois，" profit-mongers， manufacturers by profes
sion ;  and who will guarantee us that they will not be demoralized 
by their trade， by their social position， which forces them to live 
upon the toil of other people， to grow fat by being the leeches， 
the “exploiteurs" of the working classes? 

Those who remain “proletarian in m ind" will be infinitely small in 
numbers， he went on:  “ Fortunately， we do not count on the m iddle 
classes at aU. "  18 

Engels was now becoming a Marxist. 

3 .  THE ACTIVE E LEMENT OF EMANCIPATION 

We can now return to a question we raised at the end of Chapter 6.  
There we saw that， in the 1 84 3  article in which M arx first pointed to 
the proletariat as  the revolutionary class， he included two phrases that 
have given rise to much speculation: namely， “philosophy finds its 
?ηaterial weapons in the prolεtariat，" and “The bead of this emancipa
tion is philosopby， its beart is the proletariat. " Taken (out of context) 
wìth a previous reference to the “passive element" in revolution， these 
phrases are assembled togεther to make the statement that the prole
tariat is only a passive instrument to be wielded by the philosophers of 
revolution， the intellectual elite. This reconstruction is all the more 

substantiation of profane into sacred knowledge (it g。이�S without saying in 
ever)i examination that the examiner knows everything). No one hearð of 
Greek or Roman statesmen taking examinations. Bu� after all， what is even 
a Roman statesman compared wiih a Prussian functionary! 16 
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plausible since this was indeed the pervasive view among the Young 
Hegelian exponents of philosophical radicalism ; and in March 1 845 
(before joining Marx in Brussels) the young Engels reflected the 
standard thinking of the time when he refeπed to this very passage by 
Marx as meaning that the revolution would go forward “with the 

philosophers to think， and the working men to fight for US." 19 
But a.lready in the middle of 1 844 Marx had made his views on 

precisely this question crγstaI-clear-to us in h indsight， at any rate， if 
not to aII of his contemporaries. It was published in Paris while Engds 

was still in Manchester. This is the article in which Marx publicly 

attacked the views of Arnold Ruge on the Silesian weavers' uprising. As 

we pointed out in Chapter 8， in this article Ma.rx greatly emphasized the 

dynamic combativity of the weavers， indeed exaggerated it. For the 
leitmotiv of this article is the selfactivity of the working class. 

It is therefore in this article that Marx particularly exalts Wilhelm 

Weitling’s book and his standing as a theoretician of the movement; for 
just as the Silesian weavers showed that the working class could be its 
own activator， so Weiding showed that the working class could produce 
its own “heads. " In the following passage it is the last sentence which is 
the crux:  

Where could the bourgeoisie， induding its philosophers and 
scribes， boast of a work like Weiding’s Garantieη der Harmonie 
und Freibeit rhat deals with the emancipation of the bourgeoisie， 
of p olitical ema.ncipation? If one compares the empty， dispirited 
mediocrity of German political Iiterature with this immeasurable 
and briHiant Iiterary debut of the German workersi if one com-

these giant-sized cbildγeη 's sboes with the midget size of the 
German bourgeoisie’s worn-out politicaI shoes， then one must 
prophesy that the Germaη Ciηderella will have an athlete 's figure. 
It must be admitted that the German proletariat is the theore
ticiαη of the European proletariat， just as the E nglish p roletariat 
is its political economist and the French proletariat its p oliticiaη. 

Note: it is not the philosopher5 that are the theoreticians for the 
German proletariat but the German that is itself the theore
tidan. τhen the i ’'5 are d otted : 

For jU5t a5 the impotence of the German bourgeoisie is the 
politicα1 impotence of G ermany， 50 the capacity with which the 
German proletariat is endowed is-even apart from German 
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theory-the social capacity of Gεrmany. The disproportion be
tween the philosophical and the pol itical development in 
Germany is not an abηormality. I t  is a necessary disproportion. 
Only in socialism can a philosophical people find its correspond
ing practice; hence only in the proletariat can it find the active 
element of its emancipation. 

The proletariat is the activε element of the revolution;  its role does 
not depend on “German theory ，" that is ，  German philosophy. l n  case 
there could be any doubt that Marx is rebuking the philosophicaI 
arrogance of the Young Hegelian mind， he adds the warníng that the 
Ruges should not view themselvζs as thε educators of the workers: they 
have something to learn. 

. . .  the sole task of a thoughtful and truth-loving mind with 
respect to this first outbreak of the S ilesian workers’ uprising d id 
not consist in playing the schoolmaster to this event but rather in 
studying its particula; character.20 

4 .  ELITISM VERSUS THE MASSES 

This line of argument was continuεd in the book which Marx， in 
collaboration with Engels， wrote Iater the same year-The Holy Family 
This too was directed against Young Hegel ian élitism ; for if Ruge was 
one of the outstandìng leaders of the tendency， Bruno Bauer was its 
most promment rζpresentative. '" 

The Hof.γ Family was an all-out polemic against Bauer and the circIe 
around h is Allgemeine Literatur-ZeitulÍg. published in Charlottenburg 
in 1 843-1844. Marx’s essay “On the Jewish Question" had also been 
directed against but its approach had mainIy been one of 

* Not that Young Hegelianism could be considered a homogeneous tendency 
by this time: on the contrary. it was already fragmenting in various directions. By 
the end of 1 844， Bauer’s journal was defunct and Young Hege1ianism was dead as 
an operat‘ve tendency.2! Marx’s revulsion Bauer’s developing él itism had 
already been written into the Eco1Jomic aηd Pbílosophic Manuscripts earlier in 
1 844; i t  Îs stated then: but not elaborated.'2 Likewise to be found already in the 
M anuscripts is Marx’s new， dim view of the rolc of the philosopher: “The 
pb“osopbeγ-himself an abstract form of alienated man-sets h imself up as the 
measure or thc al ienated world." he writes scornfully.23 This is associated w ith 
the dim view of philosophy itself which we find there.24 
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disagreement， albeit sharp disagreement， witbin a tendency. Tbe Holy 
Family was a general assauIt all along the line. The divergence had come 
from both sides: Marx， as we have seen， had been clarifying his views in 
a more and more revolutionary direction;  Bauer was abandoning the 
radicalism of the early 1 840s and moving to the right. He eventually 
wound up as a conservatÎve Bismarckian. 

The first stage of Bauer’s transmogrification was marked by his 
onslaught against the main enemy of the revolution， nameJy the masses. 
It was no longer simply a question of the traditional intellectual (and 
Young HegeIian) élitist and patronizing view of the masses; this was 
qualitatively different. And the theme of The Holy Family-insofar as 
that sprawling book has a theme"'-is precisely a counterattack against 
the view of the masses taken by the Bauer circle， which called its 
ideology “CritÎcal Criticism." 

This theme is launched in the first 5entence (by Engels): “Critical 
Criticism， however superior to the mass it deems itself， has infinite pity 
for the mass." To be sure， it “shrank from contact with the sinful 
Ieprous mass，" but it seeks “to redeem the mass from massiness."'"  '" 

Just as it tells history “You ought to have happened in such and such a 
way!"  so 꾀50 it will cure tbe masses of their “stupidity" by deigning to 
place its wisdom before the world.25 AlI the “massy" people have to do 
is sit at the feet of the Critiζs， grasp the Criticism， change their con-

" Tbe Ho/y Faη'zi/y is an exasperating book in form and stγle of presentation， 
the worst ín these respects that Marx ever wrote. ( l t  is a p it)f that it， and not The 
Genηaη ldeoJogy， succccded in gaining contemporaneous publication， evcn 
though thc latter sharcs some of thc defects in form. particularly in Part H.) 
Structurally The Holy Fami/y is a깐lorphous and disorganizcd; stylistically it is 
oftcn sclf-indulgent in a sophomoric way; too frcquently i t  hås the ingrown air of 
thc literary cliquc quarrel ; sometÎmes it dcsccnds to pointless nit-picking. AII of 
this stands in thc way of appreciating the real importance of its thcorctical 
cOlltent. And into the bargain， the extant En멍ish translation is not exactly a 
triumph against d ifficultics. This said， it must be added that the book repays a 
sccond reading. after onc is ablc to discount its many defects and read ït as a 
polemic against intelléctual élitism， written beforc therc was much consciousness 
that such a tendency was objectionablc. 

.. . Throughout the book thcrc is much word-play with massy (massenhaft) and 
yηassiness-terms improvised to convcy thc scornful attÏtude of thc Bauerites to 
the rcal (profane) world in which the masscs livc. as distinct from the idealist 
fanta와!-Iand which thc “Critical '’ philosophers inhabic. Thus Critical bccomes a 
synonym for Baucrite; Criticism mealls thc Baueritc tendency; massy history is 
what actually happened in the world， whereas CriticaJ history is fantasized h istory 
aS described by the BaucrÎte idcologists. 
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sciousness， and-voilà! there is the revolution. 26 But in fact， according 
to the Critical philosophers， “the worker makes nothing， therefore he 
h as nothing" (quoted from Edgar Bauer).27 

Marx pushes the case further in an important section entitled 
“ ‘Spirit’ and ‘Mass.' 

，
’ (Since the meaning of Geist extends from 

“spirit" to 치nind" and “intellect，" the title could be modernized， with 
some stretching， to “Intellectuals versus the Masses.") 

The Critical philosophers counterpose their “Absolute Critical 
wisdom" to “absolute massy stupidity." The masses constitutε an inert， 
unchanging dead weight on society : to the Critics' eyes， the massεs of 
the sixteenth century and those of the nineteenth are the same “ab
stract， immutable ‘i\1ass. ’ " The Critical Truth “addresses itself not to 
the empirical man but to the ‘iηnermost depths of the soul， ' ， ’ and 
when thε masses are able to appreciate this， their attitude will change.28 

But meanwhile-here Marx quotes Bauεr: 

“AlI great actìons of previous hìstory，" we are told [by the 
Critics l ， “were failures from the start and had no marked success 
because the mass became interested in and enthusiastic over 
them; in other words they were bound to come to a pitiful end 
because the idea involved in them was such that it had to be 
satisfied with a superficial conception and therefore to rely on 
the approval of the mass." 29 

So， according to the Bauerites， it’s all the fault of the masses， 
because they are moved by interests (a d irty word) rather than ideas. 
Marx replies that the historical lesson is just the reverse: revolutionary 
efforts fail insofar as they do ηot really appe외 to the interests of the 
masses sufficiently. “The ‘idea， ' 

，
’ he writes， “always disgraced itself 

insofar as it was different from the ‘iηterest. ' ，’ The French Revolution 
was a success from the standpoint of the bourgeoisie’s interεsts， a 
failure from the standpoint of the masses' interests-because the latter 
were led to act only on the basis of an exa1ted idea rather than on the 
basis of their real interests. 

The interest of the bourgeoisie in the Revolution of 1 789，  far 
from having been a ‘'failure， " “ψon '’ everything and had “the 
greatest success" however much its ‘ψathos ' ’ evaporated and the. 
“eηthusiastic " flowers with which that interest adorned its cradle 
faded . . . ， The Revolution was a “failure" only for that mass 
which did not find in the political “idea" the idea of its real 
“iηterest， " whose real life-principle of the Revolution， whose real 
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conditions of emancipation were essentially different from the 
conditions withín the bounds of which the bourgeoisie could 
emancipate itself and society. If then the revolution . . .  was a 
failure， it was so because the mass whose conditions of l ife were 
essentially the bounds within which the revolution stayed was an 
exc/usiνe mass which did not embrace the whole， a limited mass. 
lf it was a failure it was not because the mass became “m
terested " in and “eηtbusiastic " about the revolution， but because 
the most numerous part of the mass-the part that was distinct 
from the bourgeoisie-found that the principle of the revolution 
included neither its actual interest nor its own revolutionary 
principle， but only an “idea， " hence only an object of momentary 
entbusiasm and an exaltation that was only apparent.30 

In historical action the decisive thing is the “active mass，" “the 
empiricaI interest"’  involved in the action-not merely the idea in it， as 
Bauerite Criticism thinks. Because of its fancifully inverted view of 
historical dynamics， it inverts enemy and ally， and sees the masses as 
the enemy: 

“In tbe mass， " it informs us， “not somewbere else， as its former 
liberal spokesmen believed， ís tbe true enemy o[ tbe spirit to be 
[ou쩌 ， ，31 

ln this quotation from the Bauerites， the emphasis is by Marx. Accord
ing to them， the enemy of the spirit (or intellect， Geist) is not the 
absolutist regime， not the bourgeois exploiters (for the worker “makes 
nothing" anyway) ;  the masses themselves are the enemy to be 
mastered， by the Critical philosophers. >1< 

5 .  MARX’S ATTACK ON PHlLOSOPHICAL ELlTISM 

Marx replies with a summary of his conception of how the masses are 
moved to revolution in order to overcome their own alienation. He brings 
forward the motto launched by Loustalot’s Réνolutions de Paris in 1 789:  

" Further o n ，  t h e  Bauerites are quoted along the same Iines again: “Absolu te 
Criticism has declared the ‘ηtaSS ’ to be the true enemy of the spi꺼t. It develops 
this further as follows: ‘The spirit now knows where to look for its only 
adνersary--in the self-deception and the pithlessness of the mass.' " Marx sets out 
to take up the CritÎcs' “campaígn against the Mass. " 32 
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Les grands ηe nous paraisseηt grands 
Que parce que 110US sommes à genoux 
-Levons nous!-
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If the Critics see the masses as the obstacle to progress， it Îs because 
(says Marx) they view progress as simply an “abstract phrase. " Con
cretely so far， on the present bases of contemporary society， aU 
spiritual (or inteIIectual) progress has been ‘'progress against [the in
terests of) the η1ass of mankù찌 driving it into an ever m ore de
humaηized conditÎon." The revolutionary organization of the workers 
is itself a step toward the solution: “To this communist criticism， there 
was an immediate correspondence in practice of the movement of the 
great mass in antithesis to which previous historical development h ad 
taken place." 34 There foIlows the p싫sage， already quoted，3S in which 
Marx praises the French and English workers' craving for knowledge， 
urge to self-development， and human nobility. 

Instead of seeing the relationship between spirit (inteIlect) and 
materÎal interests， the Critics establish a dogmatic antithesis between 
them. Moreover， 

This antithesis indeed is expressed in history， in the world of man 
itself， in such a way that a few select iηdividuals are opposed， as 
the active spirit， to the rest of mankind as the spi껴μess mass， as 
matter.--

NaturaIly， the “few select individuals" are the Critical Philosophers 
themselves， who tower over the masses by virtue of their overweening 
wisdom ，  and look upon themselves (and themselves alone) as the 
“active spirit" of historical change. In the French Restoration， there 
had been the group of so-called Doctrinaires (Iike Guizot) “who pro
claimed the sovereigηty of reason in opposition to the sovereignty of 
the people in order to exclude the masses and rule aloηe. " 

Even in HegeJ， Marx points out to these disciples， it is not the 
philosophers that constitute the active principle of history. The folIow
ing passage is important in order to c1ear up the ambiguity ， which we 
discussed earIier， between the role of philosophy and of the 
philosopher-that is， of theory and the theoretician: 

Already in Hegel， the A bsolute Spirit of history finds its material 
in the mass， and the expression appropriate to it only in philos
ophy; but the philosopher figures only as the organ in which the 
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Absolute Spirit. which 뼈akes h istory， an:ives a와t s양elf.‘-c 
S앉μ&앓se쩌queκelη앙2상s썽션양’， after the 갱evelopment has run its course. l t  is to 
this subse앵uent consciousness of the philosopher that his par
ticipation in history is reduced， for the real h istorical develop
ment is brought about by the Absolute Spirit uncorlscioz씨y. The 
philosopher， then， comes post festum [after the eventl . 37 

To be sure， Marx continues， ε1 is inconsistent; but Bauer eliminates 

inconsistency and goes aU the waγ. Bauer s앙es h imself and h is followers 
as the only active element of 

For 0ηe tbùzg， he prodaims Criticism to be the Absolute Spirit 
and bimself to be the Criticism . . . .  Tbe Criticism therefore 
deems itself to be exdusively incarnated not in a mass but in a 
smalI haηdful of sdected men， in Herr Bruno 3.i.J his 
disciples. . . . 

On one side stands the mass as the passive， spiritless， history
less. material element of h istoη ; on the other side stands tbe 
Spirit， the Criticism-Herr Bruno & εo. as the active element 
from which all bisto서cal action proceeds. The act of social 
transformation is re에‘lced to the brain activity of Critical 

38 Criticism. 

This section ends with a quip (typical of the book) ，  but this 

time-by exc응ption-the quip is a pointed one: 

Critical Criticism， which becomes objectified only in its antithe
sis-namdy， the mass， stupidity-must therefore continually pro
duce this antithesis for itself. and 1얘essrs. Faucher， Edgar， and 
Szeliga [of thε Bauer drde} have supplied ample p roof of the 
virtuositγ they possess in their speci따ty. the mass stupefactioη 。f
persons and thi�gs. 39 

The Critics' conception of social reorganization is based on the 
anl:Íthesis between spirit and mass， “in which the Spirit， 01" tbe Criti
cism， represents the organizing labor， the mass the raτIJ material， and 
history the product . . .  40 The mass of humanity “is only the matter on 
which Critical Criticism operates." i-U 

Thus， in Tbe Holy F，αmily Marx wrote the first direct polemic 
a훌ainst the pervasive conception that it is the p rerogative of some band 
of superior i nteUectuals 1:0 think for the masses， whose duty in tum is 
to repay this service by acting as their instruments， flock， or raw 
materiaI. 
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6 .  SUE’S LES M YSTERES DE PARlS 

This theme of Tbe Ho상I Family h엉 to explain why abou t a thi r갱 

of the book is to analyzing the novel by Eugène Sue， Les 
Mystèγes de Paris， recendy and a runaway best-seUer， n야 

only in France but in translation aH over the ContÌnent. τhe book was 

not merely a popular novel ; it had “socia1 tendencies，" 1:hat is， a 

socialistic air. I ts positive merit: was that it was able “to d irect pubHc 

attεntion to thε state of the poor in general ，" as Engels wrote in the 

Owεnite organ only a half year befor‘e h e  collaborated with Marx on 

The Holy Family. 42 

More to our point， it was taken up， among others， precisely by thε 

Critical philosophers of the Bauer cirdε， and lau，ded in their organ by 

Bauer’s discipIe Szdiga. 뼈arx t11εrefore ta.kes i t  u p  as a concrete 

example of what the Bauerite social views come to， once brought down 

from the h eights of p hilαsophical abstractÍon .  >1< 

Sue’s  novel must be read in order ∞ appreciare M arx’s discussion; 

The Holy F，αm째I could and did assume that “everybody and h is wife" 

had read it. The point is this: not only is Les Mysteres de Pα서s a primε 
example in world l iterature of glorification of the Social Savior from 

Above， but it is one of the m ost revolting examples of rhat genre. 
Sue Èlimsdf is perfectly reflected il1 it. Scion of a wealthy b ig

bourgeois family with arÎstocratic pretensions， h e  ran through a couple 

of fortunes sybaritic l iving as a dandy à la m ode， induding the 

mOl1ey h e  made as a wi'iter with consεrvative， roya1ist views. What made 

him a leftist? The turning-point was sheer impoverishment due to 

unrestrained expenditure o n  the beautiful Iífe until one day his banker 

informed him 11e was it seems m oreover that an aristocratic lady 

had stingingly rejected his p roffered person. In the face of this manifest 

injustice， h앙 thought of sho oting himself， but instead set about writing 

again. Acheronta movebo: havíng been offended by the powers above， 

his  attention turned to thε lower regìons. I n  Matbild.ε he dea1t with the 

world of the people for the first time. His friend Dumas h as told of thε 

“physical repugnance" with which Sue went slumming fo1' h is matería1. 

• Marx introduces h is discussion of Sue with th is: “ ‘Critical Criticism' in the 
person of Szelig.α ， VisbllU presents an apotheosís of Les Mystères de Paris. Eugène 
Sue is dec‘ared to be a ‘Critical Critic.' "43 In taking up Sue， therefore， Marx is 
discussing a writer with whom the Bauerites have ideological solídarity. 
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I n  this novel a dour bourgeois is transformed into a philanthropic 
capitalist. 

Then Les Mystères de Pa서s made him famous: it was acclaimed by a 
new public， inc1uding workers who had to have it read to them in 
groups， as well as the beau moηde; it was praised by the right-wing press 
as well as by the Fourierist socialists. Sue became himself an advocate 
of Fourierism， which by this time was a movement of petty-bourgeois 
reformism exalting cIass collaboration and peaceful propaganda. The 
best thing that can be told of his later career is that he refused to make 
peace with the second Bonaparte despite solicitation.44 

I n  the 1 840s， what was new about Sue’s novel was its philanthropic 
concern with the subterranean hordes of the People who pullulated in 
the entraÏls of modern society. There is scarcely a worker in 벼e book. * 
Sue’s People consists of criminals， prostitutes， and other social disjecta; 
at both ends society consists mainly of parasites， the lumpen-world. But 
there are positive reforms urged in the book: right of divorce， cheaper 
legal aid 1:0 the poor， model farms for the unemployed， a state substi
tute for pawnshops， and so on. Unquestionably Sue was one of the first 
literary do-gooders and welfare-statists. 

The crux of the novel， and of Marx’s criticism， Îs the hero: Rudolph， 
prince of Gerolstein， a German principality， who goes about the slums 
of Paris as plain Mr. Rudolph， doing good. (“To recompense the good， 
punish the bad， solace those who suffer， probe all the wounds of 
humanity， to endeavor to snatch souls from perdition-such is the noble 
task that 1 have imposed upon myself. ") Besides being wealthy， wise， 
learned， handsome， graceful，  and saintly， he can also beat up the 
toughest hoodlums in Paris-“a man of action， whose physical strength 
and prompt boldness would always awe the mass." His eyes have such 

.. The exception to prove the rule is the lapidary More1， who trots out as the 
Model Workrnan， suitably grateful that by backbreakin용 labor he can earn a so!! or 
two to keep from starving to death. Of h im Sue in his own voice: 

Does not this mech잉lÎc， 50 wretched， yet 50 honest， wíth a11 this treasure 
! the gems he works onl within h is 훨rasp， represent an immense and 
formidable majority of artisans， who， doomed forever to evils and priva
tions， but peaceable， industrious， and see eγelγ day， shining 
before their eyes， without hatred or envy， the of the 
wealthy? Is it not gratifying， is it not to reflect， that i t  is not 
force， not fear， but sound moγ'al stmse， which a10ne restrains this formid
able popular ocεan， whose ovcrflowing would swal!ow up society! Shall  we 
refuse to cooperate wjth all the powers of m illd alld body， with such 
gεnerous spirits， who ask but a ηshiηI! for 50 much m isfortune， 50 
much courage， 50 much 
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irresistible magnetism that he can paralyze a malefactor simply by 
Iooking at him.46 

7. THE SA VIOR FROM ABOVE AS D ESPOT 

Aside from the divagations and excursus characteristic of Tbe Holy 
Family as a whole. Marx especially goes after the depiction of Rudolph 
as the emancipator from above. The main notes struck are these: 

1 .  If the people are to be kept looking for salvation to the powers 
above εven though injustice continues to reign. there must bε an 
ζxplanation available for the failure of the higher-ups to act. Since time 
immemorial the explanation has been :  the king (czar， vozhd， president， 
chairman. dictator) is u naware of what his bad underlings are doing. 
Sue made this explicit ; *  and the Bauerite paper chose precisely this to 
compliment. Marx points out that Sue is only replacing the oId saw. 
“Ah， if the king only knew ! "  with the new bourgeois version. “Ah， if 
the rich only knew!"  

Herr Szeliga does not know that Eugene Sue  commits an 
aηacbroηism out of courtesy to the French bourgeoisie when he  
puts the motto of the burghεrs of  Louis XIV’s time “Ah! s i  le  roi 
le savait! " in the modified form : ‘꺼b! si le ricbe le savait! " int。
the mouth of the workingman Morel in the time of the Cbarte 
갱rité [ Louis Phil ippe’s constitution ] .  In England and France at 
least， that naiνe relation between rich and poor has ceased.49 

2. Rudolph， whose whole aìm in l ife‘ is to “serve the people，" is 
takεn at face value by the Critic. “Rudolph， as Herr Szeliga reports， is 
the first servant of humanity’s state， " writes Marx tauntingly. But in 
fact this “servant" is the masrer， for the dichotomy established by 
Sze1iga， as by Suε is betwεen the active principle (Rudolph)  and the 
passive material (the people). 

$ M orel telIs hìs wife: 
The ric h  do not see， and cannot know what misery is . . . they cannot 
imagine such misery õ how can they understand p rivations they never 
fel t ?  . . .  As 1 always said， ìf the rich knew-ìf the rich only knew . ; . 
Unfortunately， they are n o t  aware of h al f  thε misery that exists among the 
poor‘ . . .  

Sue came forward as the m an to tel l them about “the other France. "  Rudolph 
has already given h is sage advice: “remember that to be rich-is to give mucb. "47 
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O n  one side is thε “divine "  (Rudolpb) ， “to which all power and 
freedom" are attributed， the only active principle. On the other 
side is the passive “world situation " and the human beings be
lonl!"im! to it. so ong mg to lt. 

3 .  I t  is Sue who presents Rudolph as virtually divine. >1< I n  the novel， 
Marx points out， “Rudolph is the deus ex macbina and the mediator of 
the world." His servant “sees in his master I Rudolph ] the 
salvation of mankind personified，" but then so do Sue and Szeliga. 
Rudolph ， wrestling with the devil ，  “tries to copy on a small scale the 
opposite of the devil， God. He likes ‘to play the role of Providence a 
little. '  

， ’ While in the real world the difference between poor and rich is 
decisive， the ideology of the aristocracy wants to dissolve all differences 
in the antithesis between “good and evil ." “This distinction，" adds 
Marx， “is the last fonn that the aristocrat gives to his prejudices." 52 

4. Rudolph’s “passion for playiη'g tbe role o[ Providence and arrang
ing the world according to h is fixed ìdeas" means that he takes it on 
himself to deal out justice with the ruthless arbitrariness of a despot. >1< >1< 

Among other things， he has a gang leader’s eyes gouged out 50 that the 
m isguided wretch can learn to pray : Marx keeps coming back to this 
operation of Rudolph’s morality with increasing revulsìon at the smug 
hypocrisy of the concept.54 Of one of Rudolph’s murderous frenzies， 
Marx writes caustically : 

“Good" Rudolph ! Burning with desire for revenge， thirstíng for 
blood， with calm deliberate rage， with a hypocrisy which sophis
tically excusεs every eviI impulse， he has all the passions of evi/ 
for which he gouges out the eyes of others‘ Only good fortune， 
money， and social rank save this ‘강ood" m an from prison. 55 

Money also makes hirn the Redeemer: 

I n  addition Sue paints the state power as  being as  benevolent as  the good Rudolph 
himself: policemen are just good fellows doing their duty， prison guards are kind， 
fatherly types， and so on.48 

.. There are many passages in the novel in which the objects of his benevolence 
refer to Rudolph as their Providence， or even God， with a suitable qualifier; 
Rudolph himself does it  twice. Elsewhere we read: “Weary of life， save for �oing 
good， he took a deep liking for playing the part of a minor Providence . . . . " ，. 

.. ..  Sue was the ori힘nal Mickey Spillane. Rudolph thunders: “I judge you and I 
will punish you ! '’ Or again: “Al though the end justifies the means， and scruplεs 
should have no weight as regards this scoundrel， sometimes I regret having 
employed Cecily in this just and revenging !!!paration." Even : “To your violence 
which slays I oppose a violence that saves. " S3 But this last precept applies only to 
princes， not proletarians. 
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1'he miraculous means by which Rudolph accomplishes all h is 
acts of redemption and miraculous cures is not his fine words but 
his ready cash. 1'his is what the moralists are like， says Fourier. 
You must be a millionaire to be able to emulate these heroes. S6 

5 .  One of the most corrupt aspects of Sue’s novel is its view of 
charity， which is recommended to the rich and powerful as a sovereign 
amusement: for wome n  bored with idleness， more interesting than an 
adulterous affair; for “a man who unÍtεs knowledge， wiU and power， " 
more intriguing than some stale adventure. '" With unerring concord of 
m ind， S ue’s Bauerite admirer picks up precisely this turd as testimony 
to the beauty of Rudolph ’s sou1. Marx quotes Szeliga’s “Rudolph draws 
hεr attention to the entertainiηg side of charity， " and m akes a number 
。f suitable remarks on the exploitation of misery by rich philan
thropists， including this: 

Rudolph has thereby unconsciously εxpressed the mystery un
veiled long ago that human misery itself， the immeasurable deso
lation of having to take alms，  must serve as a plαrythiηg to the 
aristocracy of money and education to satisfy their self-love， 
tickle their arrogance and arnuse thern. 

. Thus it seems， therefore， that even charity has long been 
orgaηized as entertainment .58 

Charity is the reverse side of exploitation :  

Herr Rudolph indulges Ín charity and dissipation sornething like 
the Caliph of in the A γabian Nights. He cannot lead that 
kind of ‘ife without suckinl! the bloαd out of his little 01"0따nce in 
Germany to the Iast drop like a vampire.59 

1'0 be sure， Sue informs his readers that G erolstein is nothing less 
than “ th e  Paradise of Germany." The people are 50 happy and content 
“that the enli힘l1tened 50싱citude of their grand duke [ Rudolph J  h ad 

" { R udolph : l  “ . . .  if you would amuse yourself， as I do， ìn occasionally 
playing the part of an inferior Pγovidence， you would confess that good deeds 
have sometimes all the p iquancy of romance." 

“I m ust confess it has never occurred to me to consider charity from the 
amus끼g point o f  view，" said Clémence， smiling in her turn. 

“ J t  is a discovery 1 owe (0 my horror of wearisome conventionalities . ‘ . But 
to return to our amusing benevolence . . .  And really， if  your ladyship woul d  
become my accomplice i n  some daγk intrigues of this nature‘ you would see， ‘ 
repeat， that settillg aside the praiseworthiness of the deed， nothing is more 
exqllisite. more engaging， more attractive. and freqllently more diverting， than 
these charitable adventures." S1 
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experienced l ittle trouble in preserving them from the mania of coηsti. 
tutioηα1 innovations. ， ，60 AI1 that， and amusement too ! 

6. In a passing remark， Marx compares this benign blueblood with a 
social tendency which we will h ear more about in later chapters， the 
tendency discussed in the Communist Maη딸sto as “feudal socialism ": 
“This great lord is l ike the members of Young Eηglaηd who also wish to 
reform the world and p erform noble deeds and are subj ect to similar 
hysterical hazards. ，， 6 1  Within three years this tendency， here dismissed 
with a quip， would become a pressing political problem in Germany.62 

8. THE THE S I S  ON REVOLUTIONARY PRACTICE 

WhiIe much of the impact of The Holy Family is lost because of its 
undisciplined diffuseness， we come now to the most concise and com
pressed statement of germinal ideas that Marx ever set down. The 
writing of Tbe Holy Family was sti1l under the influence of the 
Feuerbachian h alfway house; by the time it was published in early 
1 845 ， Marx was already a stage ahead of it. Some time in the spring of 
that year， he jotted down eleven points in his notebook to clarify for 
himself how Feuerbach fell short of a consistently materialist world 
vÎew. These “Theses on Feuerbach" are naturally most important for 
the development of Marx’s h istorical and philosophical outlook， which 
is not our subject; but one， the third thesis， is fundamental to an 
understanding of the principle of self-emancipation. 

It had already been anticipated in an inspired passage which Marx 
had written in his presocialist days of 1 842， indeed in the very first 
article he had published， dealing with the freedom of the press and 
democracy-a version of Quis custodiet? or “Who will watch the 
watchers?" " The crux of the Third Thesis is that it asks the question: 
Who will educate the edμcator? 

It goes directly to the élitist concept of the role of the educated 

‘ This p assage is. so important that we repeat i t  here from Chap ter 1 .  It is 
Marx’s comment on a legislator who had argued in the Diet that man is naturally 
imperfect and immature and needs educationa’ guidance: 

For him true education consists in keeping a person $waddled in a cradle all 
h is l ife， for as 500n as he learns to walk he àlso learns to fall ，  and it  is only 
th rough fal l ing that he learns to walk. But if  we a11 remain children in 
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bringer of social ism to the uneducated masses. Naturally Marx need not 
question the matter of fact that it is the educated who have generally 
raised the idea of socialism before the m asses. That is h ow it may begin;  
but the point is  that i t  cannot remain merely a one-way reIationship. 

When Engels published his edited version of the “Theses on Feuel.'
bach" in 1888 ，  he usefulIy concretized this meaning by introducing an 
example， Robert Owen，  though this reference was not in Marx’S original 
note. I t  was Owen’s type of materialism which one-sídedly emphasized 
that people are the p roducts of theÎr environmental circumstances and 
upbringing， and which concluded that to change people for the better， 
one had to change the environmental circumstances and upbringin흥. 
Marx’s thesis cuts straight to thε hεart of the difficulty in this reason
ing:  wbo are the people who are going to operate this change? These 
people apparently stand exemp t  from the very law they enunciate; for 
they， who are also the product of their environmental conditioning， are 
going to act to changε the world which conditioned them. Prometheus 
was able to change people from the outside， because he was h imself a 
god ;  but Owen’s (and Marx’s) problem is harder than h is. 

Who are these educators to be， and how do they come into b eing? 
Owen’s implied answer is veψ simple and unenl ightening: they are 
“people like mε，" who just happen to get the idea， plus others whom 1 
convince with its inexorable logic . .  

Against thís ， Marx’s thesis points out ( 1 )  that “ it is essential to 
educate the educator h imself，" and (2) that until this educator is 
h imself changed (educated)，  one cannot overcome the division of soci
ety betwεen rulers and ruled. 

The materíalist docrrine concerning the changing of circum
stances and upbringing [ tbat Iηeη are products òf circumstances 
aηd upbringing and that tberefore cδanged meη are products of 
otber circumstaηces and chaη'ged upbriηgingl forgets that circum
stances are changed by m en [ themselvesl ， and that it is essential 
to educate the educator h imself. Hεnce this doctrinε must [neces
saγify hανe the 행ect to J divide society into two parts， one of 
which is superior to society. [For example， iη R obert Owen. l 

swaddling-dothes， w h o  is to swadd!e us? If we aH lie in a cradle ，  who is to 
cradle us? I f  we are all  in jai l .  who is to be the jaii warden? 63 

It is in this pllssage. too. that Marx adds: “Does not education itsd f aJso need 
education? " - th ereby anticipating the Third Thesis even m ore dosely. 
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The coincidence of the changing of circumstances and of 
human activity or self-changing can be conceived and rationally 
understood only as revoiutionary practice. >1> 

How then are the educators to be educated ， and for that matter， 
how do the u neducated become educators? How does thís whole 
two-sided process of self-changing take placε? Marx’s answer is : by 
reνo/utioηary practice. One learns to revolutionize society even as one 
revolutionizes oneself; one learns to revolutionize oneself by trying to 
revolutionize society. For the working class， it is a process in which two 
sides interpenetrate; a mountain-climber， making h is way up a chimney 
formation， can understand it better than a metaphysician. (We shall 
return to this  basic aspect of revolution in Volume 2 . )  

The Third Thesis is the philosoph ic formulation b y  Marx of the basis 
。f the principle of self-emancipation. It represents perhaps the first 
time in socia!ist thought that theory turns around to take a hard look at 
the theoretician. 

The Third Thesis ìs that formulation of the principle of self
emancipation which links thζ philosophic background of Marxism with 
its political course. Marx’s political theory develops as a guide to 
revolutionary practice in the course of which the revolutionary changes 
society， and the struggle changes the revolutionary aηd his political 
theoψ. We wiU see this happen more than once. 

‘ If read without the bracketed i talics. this is Marx’s formulation of 1 845. 
The bracketed italics are some of the editorial explanations introduced by Engels 
in his 1 888 edited version.64 
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TE AND 

Society involves relationships among people and groups of people
social relationships-of various sorts. One sort is economic relation
ships: relations between men in the process of m aking a living-the kind 
of relationships that Marx analyzed in Capital for a particular socio
economic system. But if a society is to fulfill its economic needs， it 
needs another complex of relationships too-re1ationships required to 
organize or integrate the operation of the society as a whole. 

These relationships ìnclude the political as distinct from the eco
nomic， but we run into a terminological problem at the outset. The 
word political derives from the Greek polis， the ancient city-state j its 
connotations are already tied up from the beginning with the idea of a 
state. But there were earl ier forms of social organization that preceded 
the rise of the state. In various forms there were tribal communities， 
primitive societies that existed without any state institutions. In these 
stateless societies too it was necessary for the operation of the com
munity to be organized， or integrated， as a whole， and not only for 
specifically economic activitiεs. Thus in these early societies too there 
was a function which seems to be analogous to the political. 

In order to understand the state as an institutìon of society， we must 
first understand this function in the early communal societies in which 
a state had not yet developed and which got aIong without it. The vεw 
idea that a functioning society could ever do without a state is rela
tively m odern and， natural1y， stìll controversiaI . $ 

• This， I suppose， is what is meant by the following statement in one of the 
summary articles ìn the lnternatioηal Encyclopedia o[ the Social Sciences: “ I n  
part， political science could emerge as a discipline separate from the other social 
sciences because of the impetus Marx had given to the idea of the difference 
between state and sociecy， an ìdea vìrtually u nheard of before his' time." I 
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In the far from Marxian pages of the lnternational Eηcyclopedia o[ 
tbe Socia! Sciences， a summary article by A. Southall ， “Stateless 
Society ，" holds that “the state， which has assumed a monopoly of 
political coordination， ruling， and making laws and enforcing them 
eventually wíth coercion， did not exíst in ancient times，" and describes 
the characterístics of stateIess socíetíes in a fashion made possible only 
by the work of Marx and Engεls: 

The most general and ímportant is the fact that fundamentà.l 
responsibility for the maintenance of society itseIf is much more 
widely dispersed throughout its varied institutions and its whole 
population， at least， usually， all its male adults. The remarkable 
spectacle of societies positivεly maíntaining themseIves at a h igh 
level of integration without any obvious specialized means of 
enforcement has undoubtedly led to new insight and attention to 
the fundamental responsibilities of all citizens， which for m ost 
people are obscured by the inequity of specialized political insti
tutions. In stateless societies every man grows up with a practical 
and intuitive sense of his responsibility to maintain constantly 
throughout his life that part of the fabric of society in which at 
any time he is involved. Stateless societies are'so constituted that 
the kaleidoscopic successíon of concrete socíal situations provides 
the stimulus that motívates each individual to act for hís own 
interest or for that of close kin and neíghbors with whom he is so 
totally involved，  in a manner which m aintains the fabric of 
society. It is a little like the classical model of laissez-faire 
economics translated into the pol itical fierd .  But if every man is 
thus for himseIf， hε is 50 only within a very tight framework of 
reciprocal obligation that he cannot avoid absorbing. The lack of 
specialízed roles and the resul ting multiplex quality of social 
networks means that neither εconomic nor political ends can be 
exdusively pursued by anyone to the detriment of society， be
cause these ends are intertwined wíth each other and further 
channeIed by ritual and controlled by the beliefs which ritual 
expresses.2 
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PROTOPOLlTICAL AUTHORITY 

Marx and Engels provide a fuller notion of what was involved. In the 
following explanation， not all details are of equal importance; some 
may change as a result of anthropological research ; but the important 
thing is the over-all conception. 

Marx starts with the view that the very first social relationships 
among people are sexual， and the resulting social group is based on 
blood relationship. The first human societies arise as extended families; 
버e social relationships that knit the group togεther are those of 
kinship. To be sure， this group may also be associated with a given 
territory， but its basic social structure is not determined by territorial 
links but by its kinship structure. Engels explained: 

According to the materialistic conception， the determining factor 
in history is， in the last resort， the production and reproduction 
of immediate life. But this itself is of a twofold character. On the 
one hand， the production of the means of subsistence， of food， 
clothing and shelter， and the tools requisite therefor; on the 
other， the production of human beings themselves， the propaga
tion of the species. The social institutions under which men of a 
definite historicaI epoch and of a definite country live are condi
tioned by both kinds of p roduction:  by the stage of development 
of labor， on the one hand， and of the family， on the other. ’rhe 
lεss the deve10pment of labor， and the more limited its volume of 
production and， thζrefore， the wealth of society， the m ore pre
ponderatingly does the social order appear 1:0 be dominated by 
ties of sex. However， within this structure of society based 
on ties of sex， the productivity of labor deveJops more and 
πlore . . .  3 
Sexual production， “thε production and reproduction of immediate 

life，" is anterior to economic production in the usual sense， and at the 
beginning of human society is more decisive in determining the social 
strucJ:ure. The organizing authority that arises in such a tribal com
munity based on kinship (“ties of sex") is not， in the first place， an 
authority over a certain territory but primarily over a group of related 
people. The chief of the Iroquois is the head of a people; the emperor 
of Persia is the ruler of a territory. 
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Such an organizing authority arises because it is needed to regulate the 
common affairs of the community for the benefit of a11. I t  may be loose or 
tight， simple or complex-we can read of an amazing variety of 
types of social organization in anthropological and h istorical works. But 
in any case some organizing authority is needed. We givε the foIIowing 
thrεe reasons for the need， and call attention to the fact that these same 
three reasons wiII continue to apply later in a different forrn .  

1 .  The society is in a struggle with nature， and there must b e  a 
decision-making authority to carry out activities like hunts， agricultural 
laoors， river works， and so on， as needed. 

2.  The society may be in a struggle with other communities (war)， 
and a decision-making authority is needed to organize this struggle too. 

3 .  The society consists of individuals， who m ay get involved in 
antagonisms and struggles among themselves; such internal disputes 
have to be settled by an authority ， lest they tear the social fabric apart. 

Now we encounter another terminological difficulty : there exists n。
accepted term， Marxist or non-Marxist， for this organizing authority in 
a communal society without a state. Government will not do: like 
others， Marx and Engels regularly used the term goνernmeηt， as well as 
the word political， in connection with a state ; Marx even once defined 
the state as “a politically organized society.

， ， 4 It would be confusing to 
conscript such terms for the name of this p restate authority. "  We are 
therefore forcèd in.to the desperate step of inventing a new terrn for this 
unbaptized organizing authority in a stateless society : a proto
government， or protopolitical authority. 

What difference does it make whether we are talkíng about a 
primitive protopolitical authority in a community which has not yet 
developed a state， or a m ore advanced political structure which does 
amount to a state? The basic difference involves the role of coercion 
aηd force in society. 

All society implies some kind of coercion (compulsion， constraint， 

'" Some Marxist l iterature haε used the expedient of calling a prestate author
ity a government rather than lI. stateõ for example， William Paul’s Tbe Stαte; the 
same device 11115 been by non-MarxÎsts， for ex없nple， A.  J. Nock.5 
Terminologically speaking， thε51: words arc already ambidextrous enough. There is， 
of course， the peculiarly Americ:m use of state for one of the fifty. Goverη，ηent 
is eithel' a populll.r synonym for state， or it refers to the executive p ower as d ìstinct 
from the l egislative; εven m on: narrowly ， especially in British usage， it  refers to a 
particular cabinet or ministry in power. l ike administration in the United States. 
AII of these usages of goveγηmenl wili be found in Marx and Engels 115 elsewhere. 
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and so on)，  but there are d ifferent kinds of coercion and it  is exercised 
in d ifferent ways. Nature exercises coercion on us:  a tribe that l ives 
mainly by fishing m ust go to work when the fish are running， on pain 
of starving. This is a blind coercion， not consciously exercised by men. 
A social system may impose another kind of blind coercion-for ex
없nple， when a youth is compelled to leave school and go to work in a 
dead-end j ob because of his economic cÎrcumstances， not because of 
some conscious decision by an authority. This is economic coercion. 
Another blind force of coercion is the moral compulsion exercised by 
tradition and public opinion， which appears as an internalized feeling 
about the right thing to do. Although the origin of this compulsion lies 
outside the individual in the consensus which society establishes as a 
reflection of its needs， still it takes the form of an inner certainty. 

We have specified these blind coercions in order to separate out that 
type of coercion which is not blind but rather conscious， overt， directly 
recognizable as a command from outside the individual. The charac
teristic of blind coercion is that the individual ψaηts to do what he has 
to do. The characteristic of outside coercion is that the individual acts 
as he is supposed to act under the threat of force， expressed or implied. 

Marx was concerned to point out more than once that the course of 
social development was historically accompanied by a change in the 
forms of coercÎon. One of the first forms of (what we have called) blind 
coercÎon， he argues， was already implied in the earIy rÎse of m oney. I n  
the process of money circulation， exchange values are realized ; the 
product is alienated from the direct producer; a system of “general 
alienation" is givεn form. Although the separate acts in this process 
arise out of the conscious aims of individuals， the total result goes 
beyond the individuals， and 

the totality of the process appears as an objective interconnection 
arising directly from nature. To be sure， it emerges out of the 
interaction of c onscious individuals， but it  does not reside in their 
consciousness， nor as a totality is it subsumed under them. Their 
own mu tual collisions produce an alieη socÏa! force that stands 
above them ; [ produce ? ]  their reciprocal effects as a process and a 
power independent of them . . . . The socia! rdatìon of individuals 
to each other as an autonomized force above the individuals
whcth 
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ln various societies， the tiller of the land has had to turn over his 
surplus labor， in whole or in part， to a lord ; but this was done in 
different forms and under different compulsions. When labor rent (for 
example， corvée labor for the lord) evolves into rent in kind (giving the 
lord part of the product)， then “the d irect p roducer is driven rather by 
force of circumstances than by direct coercion， through legal enactment 
rather than the whíp， to perform it [ h is surplus labor} on his own 
responsibility." 7 

Marx’s interest was centered on the fact that it is under capitalism 
that the system of blinà coercion reaches fuIlest development :  

Under capital， the associatioη o f  workers i s  not compelled by 
direct physical force or by forced labor， corvée t.뻐or， slave laborj 
it  is compelled by the fact that the conditÎons of productÎon are 
another’s property， � that they have their own existence as objec
t:νe assoczatwn. . ’ 

To this effect h e  quotes an early English economist with some relish : 

Legal constraint to labour [ wrote the Rev. Joseph Townsend] is 
attended with too much trouble， violence， and noise， creates ill 
will， etc . ，  whereas hunger is not only a peaceable， silent， un
remitted pressure， but， as the most natural motive to industry and 
labour， Ît calls forth the most powerful exertions.9 

I n  all of this， Marx discussed mainly the role of direct coercion in 
tbe process of production， in economic relationsj and even here the 
difference between direct and blind coercion is very important. But our 
concern is broader. The more that direct coercion is eliminated from 
the economic substructure òf society， the more Ît is concentrated in the 
superstructure， in the state-mu ch as a platoon of gendarmes may be 
withdrawn from plantation duty to take up ready quarters in a nearby 
fortress. The state is the institutionalized instrument of direct coercion， 
and of forcible coercion as necessary， even though it  too utilizes less 
direct forms of coercion as much as possible. 
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2. THE ST A TE S EPARATES OUT 

Forcible coercion-usually in the form of an imp1ied last resort， not 
necessarily as an immediate act of force-is already a factor in the 
primitive statdess community. ( In our new terminology， we would call 
it protopolitical coercion， just as later with the state we would call it 
political force.) It is not in the least a question of h ow often force is 
actually used， as long as the threat that it can and will be used if 
necessary is a factor in gaining compliance. 

The key question ，  therefore， is not whether complianae with 
customs or laws is gained with the aid of forcible coercion expressed or 
impIied; the key difference between stateless society and the state lies 
elsewhere. 

Let us say that a tribal council， consisting of all the adults (or male 
adults) ，  condemns the violator of a taboo or a social transgressor. The 
judgment is made by the social group as a whole;  exactly how this is 
done depends on h ow the community is organized for the purpose. 
Discussing the h istory of the old German mark ( village community 
organized around common land) ，  Engels notes: 

In primitive times， the whole public authority in time of peace 
was exdusively judicial， and rested in the popular assembly of the 
hundred， the shire， or of the whole tribe. But this popular 
tribunal was only the popular tribunal of  the mark adapted to 
cases that did not purely concern the mark， but came within the 
scope of the public authority. . . .  It was only when the oId 
democratic freedom had been long u ndermined . . ， that 
Charlemagne， in h is shire-courts， could introduce judgment by 
Scböfíeη， lay assessors， appointed by the king’s judge， in place of 
judgment by the whole popular assembly. lO 

The punishment is typicaIly caπied out by the community as a whole: 
for ex따nple， ostracism from the society. Obviously there is a kind of 
coercion h ere， with the use of physical force usually implied as an 
ultimate recourse， but that does mean it has to be brought into the 
normal case. 

The important thing is that the coercion is applied by tbe wbole 
society. It is a function of the community as a whole. There is no 
special institution separate from the collectivity， that exists to impIe-
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ment it. “ . . .  the gentile* constitution h ad grown out of a society that 
knew no internal antagonisms， and was adapted only for such a society. 
It had no coercive power except public opinion." 1 1  The offense of the 
individual is an offense against thε interests of the sociaJ group as a 
whole; and the social group is a single interest bloc as against the 
offender. In this case， the antagonism is that of an individual against the 
society， not connected with the internal antagonisms of one part of a 
society against another part of the same society. 

This primitive type of situation changes drastically when society 
divides into antagonistic social classes. Then society is no longer a single 
interest bloc. There are now rival interest groups inside the society
rivals which are structurally rooted， which cannot be abolished by 
expelling or punishing individuals. These rivals are the social classes . .  

In the tribal or village community with common ownership of 
land . . .  a fairly equal distribution of p roducts is a matter of 
course; where considerable inequality of distribution among the 
members of the community sets in， this is an indication that the 
community is already beginning to break up. 12 

That is， the community is beginning to break up into classes. The 
organizing authority which regulates the common affairs of the social 
group can now function no longer as the arm of the community as a 
whole， for the interest:s of the new classes are irreconcilable. At the 
same time， new institutions of coercion are necessary ; they must be 
special institutions-specializing in coercion-for now the coercion has 
to be . used by one organic part of society against another. Public 
opinion will no longer do as the organizer of the Qld sort of coercion. 
This c1ass-oriented coercion is more likely than before to be based on 
physical force more immediately and overtly ，  whether or not the force 
h as to be used more often. 

. the inequality of distribution among the ÎndividuaJs and 
therefore the opposition between rich and p oor becomes more 
and more pronounced .. . . .  

But with the difference in distribution， class di[[erences 
emerge. Society divides into c1asses; the p rivileged and the dis
possessed， the exploiters and the exploited， the rulers and the 

.. Gentile: pertaining to a gens (clan or kinship group )  in  primitive society. 
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ruled; and the state， '" which the primitive groups of communitìes 
of the same tribe had at first arrived at only in order to safeguard 
their common interests (e.g. ， irrigation in the East) and for 
protection against external enemies， from this stage onwards 
acquires just as much the function of maintaining by force the 
conditions of existence and domination of the ruling class against 
the subject class. 13 

Naturally， force must be available to keεp the dispossessed in their 
place， to keep sIaves from overthrowing their bondage (again: no matter 
how infrequently the force has to be used in fact). For this purpose 
there must be special bodies of armεd men. In ancient Greek society， 
for ex잉nple， it meant a special body of public bowmen to guard against 
the slaves. 

Tbe p ower of forcible coercion bas ηow been separated from tbe 
general body of society: this is the basic change from the pattern of the 
primitive community. The state has come into existence. 

3. TH E STATE IS NOT S IMPLY A CLASS PLOT 

Let us underline one aspect of the prεceding picture which is 
important for our further development of state theory. The state does 
not appear out of the blue ， simply in order to fulfi11 a class-repressive 
function. '* * It is not simply invented out of nothing. On the contrary， in 

the last-cited passage Engels has pointed out that the older public 
authority acquires a new function， a class function; the state comes into 
being as the transformation of an institution already playing a certain 
role. Thε state’s beginning， its prototypical source， lies in indispensable 
functions of society. 

• At this point Engels means what we have called the protopolitical prede
cessor of the developed state. Formally， this represents an inexactitude in termi
nolo잉" obviously due to the fact that he has no separate name for this institution 
and is telescoping the transition;  but the thought is entirely c1ear. We shall see 
Engels do it again， below . 

.. ..  Compare the first statements of this idea in The German Ideology-see 
Chapter 8， p. 1 90. 
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Engels stressed this in a letter as folIows: 

Society gives rise to certaÎn common functions which it cannot 
dispense with . The persons appointed for this purpose form a new 
branch of the division of labor witbin society. This gives them 
particular interests， distinct， too， from the interests of those who 
empowered them; thèy make themselve independent of the latter 
and-the state is in being. 14 

The state， then， arises out of a diνisioη of labor in society. It arises， 
of course， only as a result of the division of society into cIasses， but its 
institutional roots are in activities and functions of noncIass society. 

This is a process extending over considerable time. Short summary 
formulations may speak of the state “arising" as if it popped into 
existence Iike a band of vigilantes. Nothing could be cruder than this 
notion， to which Engels paid considerable attentÌon in A ηti-Ðübring. 
The rise of the state was a historical process of becoming， just as was 
the emergence of man himself. 

As men originally made their exit from the animal worId-in the 
narrower sense of the term so they made their entry into history: 
still half animal， brutal， still h elpless in face of the forces of nature， 
still ignorant of their own strength ; and consequentIy as poor as the 
animals and hardly more productive than they. There prevailed a 
certain equality in the conditions of existence， and for the heads of 
families also a kind of equality of social position-at least an 
absence of social dasses-which continued among the p rimitive 
agricultural communities of the civiIized peoples of a later period. 

It is in this process that Engels sees the beginnings of state power， that 
is， in institutions before the rise of the state: 

]n each such [primitive] community there were from the begin
ning certain common interests the safeguarding of which had to 
be handed over to individuals， true，  under the controI of the 
community as a whole: adjudication of disputes ; repression of 
abuse of authority by individuaIs ;  controJ of water supplies， espe
cially in hot countries; and finalIy， when conditions were still 
absolutely primitive， re1igious functions. Such offices are found in 
aboriginal comrpunitiεs of every period-in the oldest German 
marks and even today in lndia. They are naturally endowed with 
a certain measure of authority and are the beginnings of state 
power. 15 。wer.
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.J.ust as anthropologists descibe how Man Makes Himself， 16 SO we are 
dealing h ere with the historical process which might bε called The State 
Makes Itseκ Engels is concerned to show that it is in this process that 
the state makes itself independent of society as a whole :  

The productive forces gradually increase ; the increasing density of 
the population creates at  one point common interests， at  another 
confl icting interests， between the separate communities， whose 
grouping into larger units brings about in turn a new division of 
labor， the setting up of organs to safeguard common interests and 
combat conflicting interests. These organs which， if only because 
they represent the common interests of the whole group ，  h old a 
speciaI position in relation to each individual community-in 
certain circumstances even one of opposition-soon make thεm
selves still morε independent， partIy through heredity of func
tions， which comes about almost as a matter of course in a worId 
where everything occurs spontaneously， and partIy because they 
become increasingly indispensable owing to the growing number 
of conflicts with other groups. 17 

H has been too l ittle noted that Engels does not here ascribe the 
growing independence of these leading organs (the protopolitical authori
ties) to the growth of class distinctions. On the contrary， this tendency 
arises spontaneously out of the growing complexity of the community. 
Even more to the contrary， it is out of this growing independence of 
the protopolitical organs that Engels sees the rise of a ruling class: 

It is not necessary for us to examine here how this independence 
of social functions in relation to society increased with time until 
it developed into domination over society j how he who was 
originally the servant， where conditions were favorable， changed 
graduaIly into the lord ; how this lord， depending on the condi
tions， emerged as an Oriental despot or satrap ， the dynast of a 
Greek tribe， chieftain of a Celtic clan， and so on ;  to what extent 
he subsequently h ad recourse to force in the course of this 
transformation; and h ow finally the i ndividual rulers united into a 
ruling class. >1< H ere we are only concerned with establishing the 
fact that the exercise of a social function was everywhere thζ 
basis of political supremacy j and further that political supremacy 
has existed for "，:ny length of time only when it discharged its 
social functions. 18 

‘ We will return to this important p assage in Chapter 2:1!. 
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But all this was only one of two ways in which “this process of 
formatÎon of classes" was taking place， Engels explains. The other， 
which we need not expound here， was the development of relations of 
exploitation and dom ination in  production， l ike slavery. ln point of 
fact， the two processes went on alongside of and interacting with each 
other: 

In the first place， all politicaI power is originaHy based on an 
economic， social function， and increases in p roportion as the 
members of society， through the dissolution of the primitive 
community， become transformed into private producers， and thus 
become more and more divorced from the administrators of the 
common functions of society. Secondly， after the p olitical force 
h as made itself independent in relation to society， and has trans
formed itself from its servant into its master， it can work in tw。
different directions. 19 [That is， it can work either for or against 
economic development， but this leads i nto a d ifferent question. l 

We see， then， that already in the primitive stateless community there 
are common interests and common functions， economic and social 

functions of the society as a whole that have to be taken care of by an 
authority analagous to the political， by a protopolitical authority. 
Engels rεfers to this authority as “ th e  political force" *  that makes itself 
independent of the community as a whole， with the coming of class 
divisions， and transforms itself “from its servant into its master." The 

’ Here we have another case of the terminological inexactitude noted before; 
actually it is the protopolitical force which makes itself independent and becomes 
the political institution. the state. It would be quibbling to point this out. were it 
not that whole marxological theories h ave been put forward. on this slim basis. 
asserting the existence of two or three “different  theories of the state" in Engels. 
lt must be remembered that the transformation from protogovernment to state 
entailed a more or less extended period of transitional forms; writing of this 
transition. Engels uses the expression “ the nascent state" in one place.20 A p assage 
;>imilar to the last cited will also be found in a later work of En‘�els’ :  

Society had created its own organs to look after its  common interest�. 
。ríginally.. through simple division of ’abor， But these organs. at whose heaâ 
was the 'state põwer. liad in the course o( time， in p ursuance of their own 
special interests， trans(ormed themselves from the servants of society into 
the masters of society.21 

εlear’y Engels is taking account here of transitional forms in the rise of the state. 
The same is true of a simi’ar passage in his essay Ludwig Feuerbacb， whe re the 
transi tional forms of state power-a power not yet primarily a c1ass instrument 
but already makìng itself independent of society-are plainly set down.12 
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protopolitical authority was a servant of the community ; the state 
comes forward as the master of society. 

In another part of A nti-Dübring Engels begins with a strong state
ment of the original need for class divisions from the point of view of 
free time as an overall socia! need : 

The separation of society into an exploiting and an exploited 
class， a ruling and an oppressed class， was the necessary conse
quence of the deficient and restricted development of production 
in former times. So long as the totaJ sociaJ labor only yields a 
produce which but slightly exceeds that barely necessary for the 
existεnce of alI ; so long， therefore， as labor engages all or almost 
all the timε of the great majority of the members of society-s。
long， of necessity， this society is divided into classes. Side by side 
with the great majority， exclusively bond slaves to labor， arises a 
class freed from directly productive labor， which looks after the 
general affairs of society : the direction of labor， state business， 
law， science， art， etc. It is， therefore， the law of division of !abor 
that lies at the basis of the division into dasses. 

Note that thesε are “the general affairs of society" even though only a 
ruling cJass is yet in a posítion to perform them. 

But this does not prevent this division into dasses from bεing 
carried out by means of violence and robbery， trickery and fraud.  
It does not prevent the ruling class， once having the upper hand， 
from consolidating its power at the expense of the working dass， 
from turning its social leadership into exploitation of the 

23 masses. 

Such “socia! leadership" was needed before the coming of classes 
and the state. The erection of the state continues the task of sociaJ 
lεadership， but now in a class-distorted fashion. I t  is not a plot; it Ís the 
only way class society knows of carrying out the common functions 
aJong with carrying out its own aims. 

So long as the rea!ly working population were 50 much occupied 
with their necessary labor that they had no time left for looking 
after the common affairs of society-the direction of labor， affairs 
of state， legal matters， art， science， etc.-so long was it necessary 
that there should constantly exist a special class， frζed from 
actual labor， to manage these affairs; and this class never failed， 
for its own advantage， to impose a greater and greater burden of 
labor on the working masses.“ 
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4. THE STATE AS SUPERSTRUCTURE 

The state， then， comes into existence Însofar as the institutions 
needed to carry out the common functions of the society require， 
for their continued maintenance， the separation of the power of 
forcible coercion from the general body of society. 1 t is this role of 
forcible coercion that makes i t  difficult for the academic establish
ment to agree on an alternative conception of the state， of what is 
‘ ‘political . " 

The main article on the subject in the lnternationa/ Encyclopedia 
01 the Socia/ Sciences (l ESS) of 1 968 admits that “it is impossible to 
offer a unified definition of the state that would be satisfactory even 
to the majority of those seriously concerned with the prob비!em닌 2S 

Three decades before， the old Encyclopaedia 01 the Socia/ Sciences 
( 1 9 3 7) had admitted outright that it had no definition of political to 
propose， that is， that it d id not know what political science was.26 

The successor work now exhibits a number of attempts by different 
hands (under various headings beginning Po/itica/ or State). It is clear 
that an obstacle to agreement is that any defensible definition brings 
up the specter of Marxism， that is， of a definÎtion basically in terms 
of institutiona1ized forcible coercion， which， if accepted， suggests a 
class theory by raising the question，  “coercion of whom by whom?"  

One  effort to  avoid this peril operates with the  term decision
making. To be sure， the state is a decision-making authority， but not 
all decision-making is politica! : hence what is po/itica/ decision
making? This brings the question right back to the beginning. One 
IESS article partiaIly admits the role played by the need to keep 
clear of Marxism : Early politicaI sociologists， including Marx (writes 
D. Easton) ， 

saw force and power， especiaIly in the struggle and conflict 
among groups or classes， as an inherent aspect of po!iticaI rela
tionships. In the United States it took somewhat longer for this 
change to gain acceptance， if only because i t  was frequently 
associated with unacceptable European socia! philosophies.27 

This main!y stimulated efforts to find some formu la to accept the 
approach while rejecting the unacceptable associations. The dubious 
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 results of this effort led Easton to conclude that “the idea of power 

remains buried under a heavy cloud of amb빵lÌty. " 
We must add that defining the political in terms of force was by no 

means originated by ‘ MarXi it was common enough before him. An 
indication of this can be found in the pre-Marxist Engels of early 
1 844，28 and no doubt in many other places. What Marx did was 
establish an 0피ective relationship between the state and the class 
structure of society. 

The state is the institution， or complex of institutions， which bases 
itself on the availability of forcible coercion by speci꾀 agencies of 
society in order to maintain the dominance of a ruling cIass， preserve 
existing property relations from basic change， and keep a11 other classes 
in subj ection. 

“In subjection" does not mean wwering u�der a whip-not neces
sarily and not usually. More generally it means also : in willing com
pliance， in passivε acquiescence， or in ingrained dependence. The ruling 
class relies in the first place on its economic pressures: 

The possessing dasses [ wrote Engels1 . . .  keep the working dass 
in servitude not only by the might of their wealth， by the simple 
exploitation of l abor by capital， but also by the power of the 
state-by the army， the bureaucracy， the courts.29 

Direct state measures are， to begin with， an auxiliary method， and in 
the end an ultima γatio. 

Here is a summary which continuεs a passage from Engels cited 
above : 

. within this structure of society based on ties of sex， the 
productivity of labor develops more and morei with it， private 
property and exchange， differences in wealth， the possibility of 
utilizing the labor power of others， and thereby the basis of class 
antagonisms: new social elements， which strive ín the course of 
generations to adapt the old structure of society to the new 
conditions， until， finally， the incompatibility of the two leads to a 
complete revolutÎon. The old sociεty based on sex groups bursts 
asunder in the collision of the newly developed social classes ; in 
its place a new society appears， constituted in a state， the lower 
units of which are no longer sex groups but terrÌtorial groups， a 
society in which the family system is entirely dominated by the 
property system， and in which the dass antagonisms and class 
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struggles， which make up the content of all h itherto writteη 
hìsto�y ， now freely develop.3() 

And : 

The state . . .  is a product of society at a certain stage of 
development; it is the admission that this society has become 
entangled in an insoluble contradíction with itself， that it is cleft 
into irreconcilable antagonisms which it is powerless to dispel. 
But in order that these antagonisms， classes with conflicting 
economic interests， might not consume themselves and society in 
sterile struggle，  a power seemingly standing above society became 
necessary for the purpose of moderating the conflict， of keeping 
it within the bounds of “order"; and this power， arisen out of 
society， but placing Ìtself above it， and increasingly alienating 
itself from it， is the state.31 

l n  this sense， po1itics is concentrated economics: “the power of the 
state，" wrote Marx， is “the concentrated and organized force of 
society " ;  in this sense the state is “the summing up of bourgeoìs 
society." 32 The relations it sums up “are economic befα.e everything 
else." 33 I t is “a reflectìon， in concentrated form， of the economic needs 
。f the dass controlling production，" wrote Engels.34 The “concentra
tion" metaphor emphasizes the social esSence of state power but， as we 
shaH see， cannot do equal justice to 외1 its aspects. Marx suggested 
another metaphor: the state is “the political superstructure" which 
rests on the socioeconomic organization of society; the formalist， eyes 
bent only on the polìtical forms， refuses to become acquainted with the 
“economic realities" that underlie those forms; but “AU real progress in 
the writing of modern history has been effected by descending from the 
pqlitica1 surface into the depths of soεial life." '" I n modern history， says 
Engds， “the state-the politica.l order-is the subordinate， and civil 
society-the realm of economic relations-the decisive element." 37 

’ The quotations here are from an article by Marx in 1858.3s This basis
superstructure metaphor， sometÎ:mes treated as a late invention by Engds， was first 
set down in Tbe German Ide% gy: “The social organization， evolving directly 
out of production and commerce， ‘ . . in 꾀I ages forrns the basis of the state and 
o( the rest of the ideolo힘cal superstructure . . . .  " :!6 
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5 .  SPECIAL CHARACTERISTlCS OF THE STATE 

The new p이itical institution， the state， differs from the primitive 
(protopolitical) organizing authorities of tribal communities in a 
number of important respects. 

1 .  The state is a power over a given territoη (thereby including the 
people in the territory) ，  rather than over a kinship group of related 
people. The equation of a political structure with a given territorγ or 
slice of the earth was once an innovation. 

The state had to be based on territory bεcause of the rise of private 
property and the social consequences of this change. Consider the way 
in which Engels traces this process， in a little detail ， in the specific case 
of Athens.38 As new economic relations (slavery ， exchange of products， 
m oney， and so on) disintegrated the old kinship social groups over a 
period of time，  the very members of the kinship groups were scattered 
。ver the whole of Attica， instead of concentrating around their com
munally owned land. In the city of Athens itself， commercial interests 
mingled them all helter-skεlter. New occupations divided the popula
tion into new types of interest groups which had no relationship to the 
old kinship structure. The new slave class was outside the old structure 
altogether， as were also strangers and foreigners who settled in Athens 
for the new commercial purposes. Thus the old social structure based 
。n kinship was progressiveIy destroyed， and the new institutions devel
oping to organize the new social relations could work only by taking 
people by where they 1 ived， not by blood relationships. 

Marx makes the further point that a state can scarcely arise as long 
as family units are (say) scattered singly through a forest area as among 
the old G ermanic tribes. A certain amount of urbaη concentration is 
required to form the unity that corresponds to a state. ln the old 
German case， there may indeed be a community formed by such rurally 
scattered family units connected by kinship ties; but while this com
munity structure may serve to unify them ， it d oes not turn them int。
such a unity. In Marx’s words: 

The commzmity therefore appears as a uκ힘ιatìol1. not as a 14ηtol1; 
as a unification in which the owners of land form independent 
subjects，  not as a unitγ. Hence the community does not exist oin 
factO as a state， a state el1tity. as in antiquity ， because it does not 
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exist as a towη. In order for the community to come into actuaI 
existence， the free landowners must hold an assembiy， whereas
for example in Rome-Ît exists apart from such assemblies in the 
very existence of the town itsel[ and the officiaIs hell.ding it， εtC.39 

2 .  The second characteristic we have aIready stressed : the creation 
of specialized institutions and instruments of coercion divorced from 
the communal whole. 

The second is the establishment of a pμblic power which no 
longer directly coincides with the population organizing itself as 
an armed force. This speciaI public power is necessary because a 
self-acting armed organization of the population has become 
impossible since the deavage into classes. The s\aves also belonged 
to the population ;  the 90，000 citizens of Athens formed only a 
p rivileged class as against the 365 ，000 slaves. The people’s army 
of the Athenian democracy was an aristocratic public p ower 
against the slaves， whom it kept in check; however， a gendarmerie 
also became necessary to keep the citizens in check. . . . This 
public power exists in every state; it consists not merely of armed 
men but also of materiaI adjuncts， prisons and institutions of 
coercion of all kinds， of which gentile [ kinshìpJ  society knew 
nothing. It may be very insignificant， almost infinitesimal ， in 
societies where dass antagonisms are still undeveloped and in 
out-of-the-way places as was the case at certain times and in 
certain regions in the United States of America. '" I t  grows 
stronger， however， in proportion as class antagonisms within the 
state become acute， and as adjacent states become larger and 
more populous. We have only to look at our present-day Europe， 
where dass struggle and rivalry in conquest have screwed up the 
publìc power to such a pitch that it threatens to devour the whole 
�f society and even the state itself.40 

Marx， comrrtenting on the fact that the officiaI title of a Hohen
zollern ruler is Kriegsherr， “Lord of War，" says it means 

that the true prop of their kingly power must be sought for， not 
in the people， but in a portion of the people， separated from the 

$ The coming of state power to these regions is a characteristic theme of the 
Hollywood Western :  the man with the badge or the cavalry detachment galloping 
to the rescue represents state power (the white man’s). Part of the Western’s 
fascinatÎon for overcivilized people no doubt stems from a primitive situation 
exísting in relatively recent tímes. 
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mass， opposed to it， distinguished by certain badges， trained to 
passive obedience， drilled into a mere instrument of the dynasty 
which owns it as its property and uses it according to its ， __ 41 capnce. 

3 .  The new state institution， from the very beginning， is more 
expensive than the old ways of organizing society. I t  has to be paid for 
by special contributions from the citizens: taxes. 

These wεre absolutely unknown in gentile societY i but we know 
enough about them today. As civilization advances， thεse taxes 
become inadequate; the state makes drafts on the fu ture， con
tracts loans， public debts. 42 

These arε all different means by wh ich the state conscripts the citizens' 
purse to finance itself. It follows that the old saw， “Nothing is certain 
but death and taxes，" is a product of class society ， not of human 
nature. 

4. The new and special functions of thε state require a new official
dom on an unprecedented scale， which becomes a bureaucracy-a ruliηg 
officialdom. Now i t  is true that even in the protopoli tical authorities of 
the tribal communities ， the division of labor required that certain 
individuals bεcome functionaries， devoting most of their time to public 
functions (religious and tribal chieftains， and so on) ; but this was often 
a temporary status， it did not necεssarily confer ruling power， and thc 
number involved was small .  However， the main difference between such 
fun ctionaries and the typical state bureaucracy lies in something else. 
The state makes special efforts to separate its bureaucratic personnel 
from the population as a whoIe， to erect a special social wall around 
thεm ， to elevate them above society ， to invest them with an aura of 
unquestionable privilege. 

Having public power and the right to levy taxes， the officials now 
stand， as organs of society ， above society. The freζ， voluntary 
respect that was accorded to the organs of the gentiJ e constitu
tion does not satisfy them，  even if they could gain it; being the 
vehicles of a power that is becoming alien to society ， respect for 
them must be enforced by mεans of exceptional Iaws by virtue of 
which they enjoy special sanctity and inviolabiIity. The shabbiest 
police servant in the civilized state has more “authority" than 외l 
the organs of gentile ( clan] society put together; but the most 
powerful prince and the greatest statesman， or general ， of civiliza-
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tion may well envy the humblest gentile chief for the unstrained 
and undisputed respect that is paid to him. The one stands in the 
midst of society， the other is forced to attempt to represent 
something outside and above it.43 

While the status of the bureaucracy in socíety varies considerably 
according to time and place， it has never been clearer than today that it 
is this characteristic of officialdom which is increasingly the mark of 
exploitative societies. It will receive closer attention in later chapters. 

6. THE ST ATE AS C LASS EXECUTIVE 

Engels recognized the class role played by the mystique of “the 
sanctity of the law" very ear1y ， before he was much influenced by 
Marx， that is， in the pages of h is Coηditioη 01 tbe Workiη'g Class in 
Eη'gland: 

Certainly the }aw is sacred to the bourgeois， for it is of his own 
making， put through with h is approv꾀 and for h is protection and 
benefit. He knows that even if a particular law may injure h im as 
an individual， still the complex of legislation as a whole protects 
h is interests; and that above a1l the strongest support of h is socíal 
position is the sanctity of the law and the inviolability of the 
order established by the active expression of will by one part of 
society and passive acceptance by the other. lt is because the 
English bourgeois sees his own image in the law， as he does in h is 
God， that he  holds it to be holy and that the policeman’s club 
(which Îs really his own club) h olds a power for him that is 
wonderfully reassuring. But for the worker it certainly does not. 
The worker knows o nly too well and from too long experience 
that the law is a rod that the bourgeois holds over his head， and 
he does not bother h imself about it unless he has to.44 

뼈arx noted the pattern of sanctification in a discussion which 
applied immediately to the justification of private property in land but 
would apply equ외ly to all private property : 

. .  they [jurists， philosophers， and political economistsJ d isguise 
the original fact of conquest under the cloak of “Natural Right." 
If conquest constituted a natural right on the part of the few， the 
many have only to gather sufficient strength in order to acquire 
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the natural right of reconquering what has been taken from them. 
In  the progress of h istory the conquerors attempt to give a sort of 
social sanction to their original title derived from brute force， 
through the instrumentality of laws imposed by themselves. At 
last comes the philosopher who declares those laws to imply the 
universal consεnt of society.45 

Engels sums up the generaI analysis as follows : 

Because the state arose from the need to hold class antagonisms 
in check ， but because it arose ， at the same time，  in the midst of 
the conflict of these classes， it is， as a rule， oI< the state of the most 
powerfuI ，  economically dominant class， which ， through the 
medium of the statε， becomes also the politically dominant cJass， 
and thus acquires new means of holding down and exploiting the 
oppressed class. Thus， the state of antiquity was above all the 
state of the slave owners for the purpose of holding down the 
slaves， as the feudal state was the organ of the nobility for 
holding down the peasant serfs and bondsmen， and thε modern 
representative state is an instrument of exploitation of wage-labor 
by capital.47 

The best-known summary statemεnt is in the Communist Maηψsto. 
This is not directed generally to the nature of the state， but specifically 
to the situation where 

. the bourgeoisie has at last， since the establishment of Modern 
Industry and of the world market， conquered for Îtself， in the 
modern representative State， exclusive political sway. The execu
tive of the modern State is but a committee for managing the 
common affairs of the whoIe bourgeoisie.48 

And at the end of Part I I  of the Manifesto : “Political powεr， properly 
so caIled ， is [ * *  J the organized power of one class for oppressing 

‘L _�_ ， ， 50 anOl:ner. 

• N ote the qualification “as a rule" :  immediatεIy following t h is section as 
quoted， Engels goes on to discuss exceptions to the rul e ;  we will  take this u p  i n  a 
l ater chapter. A simílar qualification occurs in his  Or땅in of tbe Family: “The 
cohesive force of civilized society is the state， which in all typical periods is 
exclusively the state of the ruling c1ass . . . . " 46 

• •  The standard Moore-Engels translation inserts the word merely at this 
poin t ;  it is.not i n  the German original. Like the but ( ηur) in the preceding citation 
(“The executive of the modern state is but a commÎttee . . . ’')，49 the word is an 
mtenslve. 
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There is a common paraphrase of thìs， sometimεs given (mistakenly) 
as an actual quotation from Marx， namely “The state is the executive 
committεe of the ruling class." Similar summary sentences will be 
found elsewhere in Marx and Engels. S1 

The most useful short statement of the role of the state is the one 
suggested by the Manifesto formulation : thε statε is the institution “for 
managing the common affairs" of the ruling class. For Marx， there is no 
doubt that its basic task (“above all ，" as Engels says) is to “hold down 
and exploit the oppressed class." But whenever necεssary they make 
clear that this is not its 0ηly task， not its only role， despite the 
occurrence of emphatic words like merely， nothing but， and so on in 
short aphoristic formulatÌons. 

7. SUBSIDIARY TASKS OF THE STATE 

This state， which manages the common affairs of the ruling class， has 
other tasks too. Three other tasks， in fact ，  and it is not necessary to g。
far to find them. They are analogues of the same three tasks we listed a 
few pages back as characteristic of any orgamzmg authority in a 
society， even in a stateless community. Translated into state terms， 
these subsidiary tasks may be described as follows : 

1 .  There are certain functions which any government must perform 
in order to keep the society going， even if we assume they are of 110 
special advantage to the ruling class. Sanitation departments prevent 
epidemics ; policemen find lost babies ; help is  given to areas struck by 
natural disasters l ike hurricanes or earthquakes. These may take on the 
appearance of nonclass functions even in a class-bound state. 

2. The state developed from the beginning on a national or imperial 
basis; it exists within territorial boundaries. As a national state， it 
manages the common affairs of the ruling class of that particular state 
as against the rival ruling classes of other national states. Entrenched 
behind national boundaries， the separate states vie for trade， raw 
materials， investment， commercial advantage， and so on. Behind each 
boundary， one of the tasks of the state is to safeguard and advance the 
interests of its own ruling class against all rivaIs. 

3 .  The ruling class itself is not a monolithic block; it is shot through 
with criss-crossing interest blocs， as well as ordinary individual 'competi
tive antagonisms. Particularly under capitalism-which begins as dog-
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reconcile ，  in sorne way settle the internecine disputes and conflicts 
within the ruling class. This does not irnply that thε state instÌtutÎons 
act as irnpartiaI Solornons even in intracapitaIist terrns: for there is a 
h ierarchy of econornic power as well as politicaI influence. But sorne 
kind of settlernent of intracIass d isputes there rnust be， in order to 
avoid tearing the whole sociaI fabric apart in  an unregulated rnelee. 

What is the relationsh ip between the basic task of the state (“holding 
down and exploiting the oppressed class") and the three subsidiary 
tasks which we have described? There are two differencεs to be notεd. 

1. The rnost obvious difference is that， frorn Marx’s standpoint， the 
state’s task of class dornination is not only basic but its specific reason 
for existeηce. The other three are tasks which the state has taken over 
frorn its preceding protopol itical institutions ;  it is not these tasks which 
bring the state into existence. 

Operationally， this difference has a profound consequence for the 
historical reactions of the ruling class ; for experience shows that in 
practice the ruling class does subordiηate the three subsidiary tasks t。
the first (basic) task， where there is a clash. It wiIl forget internal dass 
differences to rnake cornrnon cause against a threat frorn below， and it 
wil l  conspire with the national enerny if its own working class threatens 
its rear. As Marx noted that the Prussians were aiding the French 
Versailles governrnent in crushing the Paris Cornrnune， he added : 

I t  was only the oId story. The upper classes aIways united to keep 
down the working class. ln the eleventh century there was a war 
between sorne French knights and Norrnan knights， and the 
peasants rose in insurrection;  the knights irnrnediately forgot their 
differences and coalesced to crush the rnovernent of the 

52 peasants. 

About the same tirne， he entered in h is notebook : 

The Paris-}o urnal， thε most ignoble of the Versailles papers， says: 
“the peace has beεn signed.-With our enemies? No， with the 
Prussians. And ，  however great our hatred rnay be of those who 
ruined us [ Prussiansl ， we rnust say that it cannot the horror 
with which we are fílled by those who dishonor us 생arisians J . " 53 

1n dornestic affairs， wrote Marx， the sarne bourgeois liberals wh。
condernn governrnent intervention are the first to dernand it if the 
target is the working class: 
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。OThese same 、“gallant" free-traders， renowned for their inde
fatigabilitγ in denouncing government interference， these apostles 
of the bourgeois doctrine of laissez껴ire， who profess to leave 
everything and everybody to the struggles of individual interest， 
are always the first to appeal to the interference of Government 
as soon as the individual interests of. the working-man come into 
conflict with their own dass-interests. In such moments of colli
sion they look with open admiration at the Continental S tates， 
where despotic governments， though， indeed， not allowing the 
bourgeoisie to rule， at least prevent the working-men from 

54 reslstlnl! 

2. The second difference is that the three subsidiary tasks， unlike 
the basic task， may convey the appearance of being nondass in charac
ter， as if simply actuated by the need of society or nation as a whole， 
rather than by the self-interest of the dominant class. On this ground it 
has been common to attack the Marxist “exaggeration" which views the 
stàte as primarily a class instrument. This Ís not the place to argue the 
question， but only to establish what Marx’s viewpoint is. 

It should be clear from what has already been explained that there is 
no question about one thing: the state really does have nonclass tasks， 
and it carries them out. But it carγies tbem out ηeνitably in class
distortea ways， for class ends， witb class coηseque 

8. THE CLASS NATURE OF THE STATE 

The position has nothing to do with denying that there are all kinds 
of nonclass aspects to society. What is important is u nderstanding that 
the class character of a society permeates every aspect of the society， 
including these. 

。ne illustration: it is certainly in the interest of society as a whole 
that epidemics be prevented; hence sanitation can be regarded as a 
nonclass task of government .  But in h istorical fact the ruling powers 
embraced city-wide sanitation only when it was impressed on them that 
plagues or땅inating among the poor 며so killed the rich. Marx noted in 
Capital that “ the mξre fear of contagious disεasεs which do not spare 
even ‘respectability， ’  brought into existence from 1 847 to 1 864 no less 
than ten Acts of Parliament on sanitation，" and “ the frightened bour-
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geois" in the big cities took municipal measures.55 Engels describes 
what happened as science proved that such ravaging d iseases as cholera 
and smallpox ìncubated their germs in the pestilential condìtions of the 
poor districts before spreading to the other side of the tracks: 

As soon as this fact had been scientifically established thζ philan
thropic bourgeois became inflamed with a noble spirit of compε
tition in thζir solicitude for thε health of their workers. Societies 
were founded， books were written ， propos띠s drawn up，  laws 
debated and passed， in order to stop up the sources of the 
ever-recurring epidemics. The housing conditions of the workers 
were investigated and attempts made to remedy the most crying 
evils. 

The capitalist state exerts itself to do the workers good， and its 
professors can now easily prove that the class bias of the state is grossly 
exaggerated . But to this day the class character of sanìtation can be 
。bserved with the naked eye by comparing any workers' d istrict with 
any rich residential district. The dominant economic interests certainly 
will not aIlow conditions so bad as to breed plagues: 

Neverthelεss， the capitalist order of society reproduces again and 
again the evils to be remedied， and does so with such inevitable 
necessìty that even in England the remedying of them has hardly 
advanced a single step . 56 

The next remedial step is “urban renewal" or slum clearance， in the 
name of such obviously nonclass aspirations as “civic improvement." 
This pattern was aJready an old story to Marx， who pointed out in 
Capital: 

“Improvements" of towns， accompanying thε mcrζase of wealth， 
by the demolition of badly built quarters， the erection of palaces 
for banks， warehouses， &c . ，  the widening of streets for business 
traffic，  for the carriages of luxury [automobile freeways] ， and for 
the introduction of tramways， &c. [ rapid-transit projectsl ， drive 
away the poor into even worse and more crowded h iding places.57 

Engels pointed to the Bonapartist prefect of Paris， Haussmann， as the 
model for 

the practice ， which has now become general， of making breaches 
in the working-class quarters of our big cities， particuJ arly in 
thpse wh ich are centrally situated， irrespective of whether this 
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practíce is occasioned by considerations of p ublic h ealth and 
b eautification or by the demand for big centrally located business 
p remises or by traffíc requirements， such as the laying down of 
railways， streets， etc.  No m atter h ow different the reasons m ay 
be， the result is everywhere th e same :  the most scandalous alleys 
and lanes d isappεar to the accompaniment of lavish sεIf
glorification by th e bourgeoisie on account of th is tremendous 
success， but-they appear again at once somewhere eIse， and often 
in the immediate neigh b orh ood.58 

I n  sum :  the class nature of th e state is attested not by the fact that 
every act is necessarily， equally ， and exclusively in the direct interest of 
the ruling dass o nly， but by the fact that aIl other i nterests are regularly 
suboγdinated to th e interests of the ruling class， that the acts of the 
state are decisively shaped by what the ruling dass and its rεpresenta
tives conceive its i nterests to be， and take p lace o nly within the 
framework of those interests. Along these l ines E ngels makεs a com
panson :  

As all the d ríving forces of t h e  actions of any individual person 
m ust p ass through h is brain， and transform themselves Înto m o
tives of h is wiII in order to set him into action， so also all the 
needs of civil society-no matter which class h appens to b e  the 
ruling o ne-must pass through the wiII of the state in order to 
secure general validity in the form of laws . . . .  If  we inquire into 
th is we d iscover th at i n  modern h istory the will  of the state is， on 
the wh ole， d etermined by the changing neεds of civil society， by 
the supremacy of this or that dass， in the last .resort， by the 
development of the productive forces and relations of exchange. 59 

The needs of society， no matter how class-neutral in origin or 
intention， cannot be met without passing through the political (and 
o th er) institutions set u p  a class-conditioned society ;  and it is i n  the 
course of being pε。cessed through these channels that they are sh aped， 
sìfted， molded ， and modulated to fir within  the 
framework established by the ruling intcrests and ideas. This is how the 
dass nature of th e state and th e society asserts itself， even without 
malevolent purposes or siníster 



STATE 

M ETHODS FORMS 

While the essence of the state i s  class domination basεd on means of 
forcible coercion， there is much more to the state than an essence. 

“The state presents itsdf to us as the first ideological power over 
man，" wrote Engels. 1 Ideological? Is a body of armed men an ideologi
C외 power? But it must be understood that the state is not meγely a 
body of armed men j  if it were， it would  be a much simpler institution : 
simpler to understand and simpler to overthrow. I ts complexities are 
due to the fact that， for its own sake， it has to keep the body of armed 
men in the background as much as possible， and to put in the fore
ground its devices for the ideological (mental ， moral ， and spiritual ) 
controI of class antagonisms. 

A state which maintains itself exclusively by the naked application 
。f forcible suppression Ìs both precarious and expensive. The state seeks 
stabil ity and cheapness by finding working alternatives to the constant 
use of force. While  it cannot eliminate force as its underlying sanction， 
it  strψes to reduce the use of force to (a) an auxiliary method of 
control in the shon run， and (b) a 1αst γesort in the long run-at least， 
for as long a run as possible. 

This h olds true in generaI for the most despotic state as for the most 
democratic. has thrown up countless methods， devices and 
strategems whereby the state at least temporary compl iance， 
acquiescence， and the bulk of 다le people without the 
overt use of force. 

A of these methods belongs elsewhere， 
even a ε  。f those that crop up in the writings of Marx and 
Engels， especially their journalistic writings. Some are more important 
than others; some operate on a larger social scale than othεrs; some are 
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useful in short-run situations. some in the longer run. The more impor
tant onξs are: the inculcation of inertia and apathy; moral subjugation ;  
falsification o f  information ; concessions and reforms;  division o f  the 
ruled into more and less favored groups， from Janissaries to scapεgoats; 
cooptation-winning over or buying out potential opposition l eader
ship， including assimilation into the ruling dass ; direct and indirect 
corruption j and nationalism， as a means of directing social hostilities 
。utside the state. Most of them are vεry old stories， h istorically speak
ing， merely taking new forms under different social systems. For 
present purposes the point is to see their relationship to the basic role 
。f the state. 

Some of these methods wiII be considered ζIsewhere. for their 
significance goes beyond the present subject. '" But examples may be 
useful here. 

l .  SUBSTITUTES FOR FORCE:  SOME EXAMPLES 

1 .  Moral meaηs. Very often Marx and Engels were concerned not 50 
much to expose the conservatizing (pro-state) impact of these methods 
as to show their limitations as a barrier to radicalization. Thus Engels: 

Now， if ever， the people must be kept in order by moral means， 
and the first and foremost of all moral means of action upon the 
masses is and remains-religion. Hence the parsons’ majorities on 
the school boards， hence the increasing self-taxation of the bour
geoisie for the support of all sorts of revivalism， from ritualism to 
the Salvation Army . . . .  

However， 1 am afraid neither the religious stolidity of the 
British ， nor the post festum conversion of the Continental bour
geoisie will stem the rising proletarian tide. Tradition is a great 
retarding force， is the νis inertiae [ force of inertia] of h ìstory， 
but， being merely passive， is sure to be broken down; and thus 
religion will be no lasting safeguard to capitaIist society. 2 

• For example， re!igion (which bears on sevcral of the above methods)， 
nationalism， concessions and reforms， and division and scapegoats ( including the 
formation of élite strata in the l ower classes， such as a “labor aristocracy，" and 
discrimination against women and raci상 minoritics).  
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2. Fals떤catioη as a state method was not necessarily merely the 

result of ad hoc wickedness (concealment of th is or that fact) and， by 

the same token， was m ore pervasive than migh t be supposed : 

By its eternal compromises， gradual， peaceful political develop
ment such as exists in E ngland b rings about a contradictory state 
of affairs. Because of the superior advantages it affords， this state 
can within cεrtain limits be tolerated in practice， but its logical 
incongruities are a sore trial to the reasoning mind.  Hence the 
need felt by all “state-sustaining" [ pro-state ] partiεs for theoreti
cal camouflage， even justification， wh ich ， naturally， are feasible 
。nly by means of sophisms，  distortions and， finally， underhand 
tricks. Thus a l iterature is being reared in the sph ere of politics 
which repeats all the wretched hypocrisy and mendacity of  theo
logical apologetics and transplants the theological intellectual 
vices to secular soil . Thus the soil of spεcifically Liberal hypocrisy 
is manured， sown， and cultivated by the Conservatives them
selves. " 

Capitalist tεchnology has raised the possibility of systematic falsifi

cation by the mass media to a brand-new level ，  Marx remarked (apropos 

the slander campaign against the I nternational ) :  

Up t o  now it was believed that t h ε  devεlopment o f  t h e  Christian 
myths under the Roman empire h ad bεen p ossib le  only because 
printing h ad not yet been inventεd . J ust the contrary . The daily 
press and the telegraph ，  which in a trice spread their disclosures 
over the whole earth ， fabricate m ore myths (which the bour
geois cattle bel ieve and disseminate) in ol1e day th상n could 
formerIy h ave been turned out in a century.4 

Whole sectìons of history， εspecially of revolutionary periods， are 

dropped down the Memorγ Hole， in order not to contaminate thε 
young. Engels commented aftεr reading a couple of books on the 
pεriod of B onaparte’s .coup d’état :  

l t  necessarily h appens after every victorious reaction that the 
causes of the revolution and counterrevoìution are totally for
gotten ; in G ermany the younger generation knows absolutely 
noth ing about 1 848 except the lamentations of the Kreuzzeituηg 
[ reactionary organJ ， and the echoìng h owls of all the othεr 
papers from 1 849 to 1 8 5 2 ;  history suddenly comes to an end 
thcrε in 1 847.5 
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3 .  Flagrant cases of class discriminati。η by state organs involve not 
sirnply ordinary hypocrisy but the internalization of a dass rn orality. 
When large-scale corruption arnong railway companies was exposed in 
the English courts， Marx rεported : 

。OThe learned Judge remarked that “anything more flagrant or 
m ore gross could scarcely be conceived，  and the way in which the 
plan h ad been carried out was still more gross." With this reflec
tion he dismissed the guilty p arties， as is usual among the b.our
geoisie， while a poor devil of a proletarian would h ave b een sure 
to be transported for a theft beyond five pounds. 

I t  is curious to observe the British public in its flu ctuating 
indignation now against the rn orality of mi!l lords， and now 
agaiQst the pit-owners， now against thε little dealers in adulter
ated drugs， and then against the railwaymen { ownersJ who have 
supplanted the obsoletε highwayrnen ; in short， against the m oral
ity of every particular class of capitalists. Taking the whole， it  
would seem that capital possesses a peculiar morality of its  own， a 
kìnd of superior law of a raison d ’'état， while ordinary m orals are 
a thing supposed to be good for the poor people.6 

There was， of course， no lack of cases testifying to the class p reju
dicεs of courts and magistrates， and Marx gave them attention espe
cially in his j ournalistic articles. In another case he pointed out that 
magistrates commonly inteπened against strikes “in the most p reju
d iced and most unfavorable manner for the workingman" not because 
they were themselves necessari1y manufacturers or businessmen， but 
especially because they “are at least intimately connected wirh ， and 
dependent on， the commercial interest." 7 

4 .  Marx and E}lgels tended to look on politícal racism in the same 
light ，  as a class-rεpressive devicε stÎmulated and m anipulated from 
above， to make use of volati1e m aterial below. The first German 
movement of political anti-Semitism (εhristian Social movement) ，  
which began in 1 878 and reached its first high in the course of 1 8 8 1 ，  
was a case in point. Comrades in G ermany sent Engels a packet o f  the 
papers and l itεrature burgeoning out of the m ovement led by Stoecker， 
the court chaplain. WhiJe recognizing the force of  anti-Jewish senti
ments among the German people， Engels stressed that in origin and role 
the moνemeηt as such was an ìnstl1lrnent from above to keep 

the lower dasses ín 
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You will have received the anti-Jewish writings back in  good 
order [replìed EngeIsl  . . . . 1 have never read anything so stupid 
and childish . The ol1ly importance this movement has is what 
eveη， movement launched from above has in Germ�y， given the 
cαlVardice of the bourgeoisie: electoral maneuvering， in order to 
obtaÌn conservatÌve votes. As soon as the elections are over or 
even earlier when it has overshot the mark set for the h igher 
positions (as is true now in Pomerania) ， it will altogether col1apsε 
by command from on top like a stuck pig's bladder， “to be seen 
no more." Such movements cannot be treated with sufficient 
contempt， and 1 am glad that the S o2Ìaldemokrαt did that. By the 
bye， C. H [irsch ] wrÌtes me . . .  from Berlin :  “The anti-Semitic 
movement is purely arranged from above， indeed practically set 
up on order. 1 have gone into the most wretched places， and 
nobody minded my nose; in the buses and on the railway， 
nowhere did 1 get to hear a word against the ]ews. The semÎ
。fficiàl newspapers， which dissεminate the J ew-baiting artidεs， 
have very few readers. The Germans have a natural antipathy 
toward the J ews， but the hatred of the rεgime that 1 have found 
among the workers and thζ progressive petty-bourgeois and philis
tines is far stronger." 。

While the actual picture was， as usual ， more complicated than repre
sented in Engels' viεw from afar ， "  his estimate of the origin and role of 
the Stoecker movement was essentially accurate for this period. 

The divisive role of racism directed against black workers， as well as 
discriminatÎon against other ethnÎc minorìties， is reserved for a later 
volume. We note here， however， a pregnant remark by Engels about the 
U.S. Constitution， formally the most liberal of the bourgeois constitu
tions then adopted. 

’ The complications are well summarized by Massing，9 together with an 
analysis of the movement which l argely confirms the socialists’ view of its class 
character and relation to state elements. Massing m akes clear i t  got l ittle support 
from the working c1ass and that its mass b ase came from the Mittelstalld， the 
social strata between the workers and the bourgeoisie. Stoecker’s movement 
peaked by 1 884 and declined ; racial anti-Semitism f10wered in the next decade. 
Engels' views on the anti-Semitic movement of the 1 890s wiII be mentioned in a 
later chapter. Seeing the social fole of racism as a tool wielded from above do얹 
not necessarily contradict recognition of its sources in the culrure ìtself， ingrained 
in the people below. As Marx remarked apropos of G obineau’s theory of white 
supremacy， “ to such people i t  is always a source of satisfaction to have somebody 
they think themselves entitled to m강priser [despiseJ ." 1 0 
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The developing bourgeoisie， explains Engels， which demanded lib
erty and equality for itself as against feudal fetters， also had to come 
out for liberty and equality for the masses of people who were sup
posed to support its struggle :  

And i t  is significant of  the specificalIy bourgeois character of 
these human rights that the American Constitution， the first to 
recognize the rights of man， in the same breath confirms the 
slavery of the colored races existing in �merica: class privileges 
are proscribed， race privileges sanctionεd. l 1  

Thís is a highly condensed thought. I f  class privileges were not 
institutionalized in the Constitution， the same result had to be got at in 
。ther ways. The race privileges written into the Constitution， imme
dìately in the interests of the slave-owning states， were congenial to a 
ruling-class society， which always needed forms adapted to “divide and 
rule." The bourgeois character of the human rights proclaimed by the 
Founding Fathers was manifested by the fact that thεy were applied to 
bourgeois society ， with its polar-class structure of employers and 
workers， but not to the human beings who were enslaved outside of this 
bourgeois class structure. 

5. Cooptation. Thε capacity of a ruling class to assimilate new 
elεmεnts was regarded by Marx as an index to its continuing strength ， 
since this ability siphoned off potentially dissident elements. I t  is a 
bulwark of state stability， beginning with the strengthening of the 
capitalist class itself. Marx makes this point in an unexpected context: 
the credit system makes it possible for new men with energy to become 
capitalists-a circumstance “greatly admired by apologists of the capi
talist system. "  

Although this circumstance continually brings an unwelcome 
number of new soldiers of fortune into the field and into compe
tition with the already existing individual capitalists， it also re
inforces the supremacy of capital itself， expands its base and 
εnables it to rεcruit ever new forcεs for itself out of the sub
stratum of society. I n  a similar way， the circumstance that the 
Catholic Church in the Middle Ages formed its hierarchy out of 
thε best brains in the land， regardless of their estate， birth or 
fortune， was one of the principal means of consolidating ecclesi
astical rule and suppressing the laity. The more a ruling class is 
able to assimilate the foremost minds of a ruled class， the more 
stable and dangerous becomes its rule. 12 
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6. Corruptioη. I n  the modern bourgeois democracy， as in previous 

societies where the rights of citizεns were openly proportional to their 

wealth ， it is still true that 

wealth exercises its power indirectly， but all th e more surely.  On 
the one hand， in the form of the d irεct corruption of officials ， of 
which America provides the classical example; o n  the other h and， 
in the form of an all iance between government and Stock E x
change， which becomes the easier to ach ieve the more publ ic debt 
increases and the more joint-stock companies concentrate in their 
hands not o nly transport but also p roduction i tself， using the 
stock e xchange as their c enter. 1 3 

So E ngels， in more than one place. 14 

Marx had the same to say about thε United States IS as well as about 
E ngland. Recent invesnigations， he wrote， confirm “the saying . . .  that 

the real Constitution of the British H ouse of Commons m ight bε 

summed up i n  the word Corruptioη. " 16 But in this corruption he  did 

not see mere evil-doing. The capacity to corrup t is the modern way of 

making righ ts proportional to wealth : 

The traditional bribery of British e1ections， what e1se was it ，  but 
another form， as brutal as it was popular，  in which the relative 
strength of the contending partiεs showed itself? Their respective 
means of influence and of dominion， which on other occasions 
they used in a ηorma[ way， were h ere enacted for a few days in an 
abnormal and more or less burlesque manner. 1 7  

I n  any case， bourgeois politics i s  inseparable from the manipulation 

。f hugε masses of money .  Engels seized an occasion to h ammer this 

home. After the Panama scandal i n  France， and the news of Bismarck’s 
Guelphic Fund in Germany， a bank scandal in l taly (“littlε Panama" or 
Panamino) re、lealed the wholesale bribery of government leaders and 

deputies on an enormous scale. 

And what is the moral of the story? That P anama and Panamin。
and the Guelphic Fund show that the whole of present강ay 
bourgeois politics-the pleasant squabbling of the bourgeois 
parties am'ong themselves as well as their collective resistance 
against the p rεssure of the working class-cannot be carried on 
without a colossal mass of money j that these masses of money are 
associated with aims that must not be publicly admittedj  and that 
the governments see themselves more and more compelled by the 
greediness of the bourgeois to get hold of the wherewithal for 
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these untold aims by untold means. “We take m oney where we 
find it，" said Bismarck， who must know. And “where we find it" 

18 we h ave Just seen.  

Lying at the root of the system of corrup tion is  a characteristic of 
civilized society which takes u s  a bit o u t  of our fie\d but deserves 
mention.  Marx affords glimpses of it. Corruptibil ity in general no doubt 
h as its sources in human nature， but  a specific type of corruptibility 
arises out of a money system. Marx argues that the exchangeabil ity of 
everyth ing with mo ney and money with everything， this characteristic 
。f money as generalized wealth ，  translates historically into “un iversal 
venality， corrup tion. General prostitu tion makes its appearance as a 
necessary phase in the devel opment of the social character of personal 
talents， faculties， abilities， activities." The passionate p ursuit of riches
not simply to gain partícular objects o r  goods， but enrichment in 
general- becomes possible o nly with a money system. 

Money is therefore not only the o bj ect  but equally the wellspring 
of the rage for riches. Greed is p o ssible even without money j  
[ b u t ]  t h e  rage for riches i s  itself t h e  p roduct  of a definite social 
development-not natura/ as o pposed to historical. Hence the 
ancients' laments about money as th e root of all eviI. 19 

“Can onε escape d irt in b ourgeois in tercourse or trade?" Marx asked. 
No， he answered， this is “ its natural h abitat . "  1 9a 

2. ECONOM I C  ROOTS O F  BOURG EOIS DEMOCRACY 

The examples above are all re\evant to methods of state domination 
which (in d ifferent ways) operate in any cIass-exploi tative society， 
regardless of the governmεntal forms. ! ndeεd， such methods are espe
cially important in despotic 3tates. simply because these do not h ave 
the methods of democratic manipulation at their disposal . The coming 
of b ourgeois-democratic forms of government p rovided the ruling cIass， 
now the b ourgeoisie， with indirect mεans o f  cIass domination which are 
very versatile and economical. 

Developing capitalism givεs rise to demo cratic institu tions as a conse
quence of its inh erent economic d rives. wh ich then take a political 
form. The essential economic b asis is the formal ， or apparen t， equali
tarianism o f  thε cap i�alist relation :  
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The exchange of  commodities of  itself implies no other relations 
of dependence than those which result from its own nature. On 
this assumption， labor-power can appear upon the market as a 
commodity only if， and so far as， its possessor， the individual 
whose labor-power it is， offers it for sale， or sells it， as a com
modity. ln order that he may be able to do this， he must have it 
at his disposal ， must be the untrammeled owner of his capacity 
for labor， i. e. ， of his person .  He and the owner of money meet in 
the market， and deal with each other as on the basis of equal 
rights， with this difference alone， that one is buyer， the other 
seller j both therefore equaJ in the eyes of the law.20 

The laborer must therefore be free 

in the double sense， that as a free man he can dispose of his 
labor-power as his own commodity， and that on the other hand 
he has no other commodity for sale， is short of everything 
necessary for the realization of his labor-power . . . .  Freε laborers， 
in the double sense that neither they themselves form part and 
parcel of the means of production， as in the case of slaves， 
bondsmen， &c. ，  nor do the means of production belong to them， 
as in the case of peasant-proprietorsõ they are， therefore， free 
from， unencumbered by， any means of production of their own.21 

While a slave has value (exchange value) ，  a free worker has none-it is 
onl)' his labor power that has value. “The tact that he  has no value， that 
he is stripped o[ all �찌ue， " says Marx， “is the presupposition for capital 
and the precondition for free labor in general."  22 The worker is juridi
cally free because he is valueless， economically speakingõ and this is also 
why the capitalist is equally frεe-to scrap him as necessary， more freely 
than he can scrap h is machines. 

The commodity relationship is “a born leveler. " 23 This relationship 
in the buying and selIing of labor power， then ， appears to be “a very 
Eden of the innate rights of man." 

There alone rule Freedom， Equality， Property， and B entham. 
Freedom， because both buyer and seller of a commodity ，  say of 
labor-power， are constrained only by their own free wil l .  They 
contract as free agents， and the agrεement thεy come to is but the 
form in which they give legal expression to their common will. 
Equality， because each enters into relation with the other， as with 
a simple o�ner of commodities， and they exchange equ ivalεnt for 
equivalent.24 
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This formal equalítarianísm of the capitalist-proletarian re!ationship 
ís， to be sure， only “the surface of bourgeois society， obl iterating the 
deeper operations from which it arises. ， ， 2S 

80th sides are persons vis-à-vis one another. Formally their rela
tionship is the free and equal one of persons engaged in exchange 
in general . The fact that this form is a mere semblaηce， and a 
deceptive semblance， emerges as we look at the relations outside 
the juridical relation. . . .  [The free workerJ sells a particular 
expenditure of energy to a particular capitalist， whom he  con
fronts independently as an ηdividual. lt is clear that this is not 
his relationship to the existence of capital as capital ， i.ε. ， to the 
capitalist c1ass. However， as far as the actual indivídual person is 
concerned， he is thus allowed a wíde field of choice and d iscre
tion， and therefore of formal freedom.26 

The rεality is quite different from the semblance;  as the contradictions 
of the system develop ， “freεdom and equality . . .  sh ift into thεlr 
opposites at times，" and the same equaliry and freedom， when realized， 
“turn out to be inequality and unfreedom."  27 

For what is “free" under the free competition of capitalism? Not the 
individual ;  it Îs capital that is free. Free development is possible only 
within the narrow framework sεt by the dominance of capital . "  

Thís kind of índividual freedom is therefore at the same time the 
π!ost comp!ete abolition of all índividual freedom and the com
plete subjugatioη of individuality to socia! conditÎons which take 
the form of objectíve forces . . . .  29 

* ·i、he relev잉1t 
follows: Competition， 

in tÌlis case from the G，.U7ldrisse manus‘:ript.  go as 
Marx， has been fool ishly represen ted as 

the absolute form of exístence o f  free individuality in the sphere of 
production and Nothìng can be f쩌ser. . . .  I t  is not the individ
uals that are set free η free competition.  but flither τhe 
dominance of capítai is the presupposition for free competition. just as the 
Roman împεrial despotísm W:lS the presupposition for the free Roman 
‘dvi1 law.’ 

When capiu.!ism 
own dissolutÎon. 

ζominues Marx， i t  heralds its 

Hence， for one thiηIg， t he γee c。πlp eritíon as the 
final development of human freedom， and of free competi서on as 
equivalεnt to negatîon of individual freedom and of 50ζial production basεd 
on individual freedom. It is nothing more than free development on a 
narro‘Nly 심mited basis， 011 the basís of the dominançe of capital. 

This is followed by the nex t semence quoted above.lß 
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The “freedom" of free trade has exactly the same content. Marx had 
pointed this out in 1 848 : 

To sum up， what is free trade under the present condition of 
society?  lt is freedom of capitaJ. . 

He  [ the  workerl will see that capital become free will make 
him no less a slave than capital trammeled by customs duties. 

Gentlemen!  Do not aIIow yourseIves to be deluded by the 
abstract word freedom. Whose freedom? It  is not the freedom of 
one indivìdual in reJation to another， but the freedom of capita1 
to crush the worker. 

The “free" laborer sells h imseJf under the coercion not of law but of 
the blind forces of the system : 

It takes centuries ere the “free" laborer， thanks to the deveIop
ment of capitalist production， agrees， i.e. ， is compelled by socia1 
conditions， to seIl the whole of his active l ife; his very capacity 
for work ， for the price of the necessaries of l ife， his birthright for 
a mess of pottage.':>1 

There was a h istorical road which led from the ecoηomic dαim of 
freedom and equality to the political struggJe to make this come true. 
In A nti-Düb셔ng Engels starts with the exposition of the foregolng ideas 
in Capital. 32 Then : 

The demand for liberation from feudal fetters and the establish
ment of equality of rights by the abolition of feuda! inequalities 
was bound soon to assumε wider dimensions， oncε the economic 
advance of society had placed it on the order of the day. lf it  was 
raised in the interεsts of industry and trade， it was a!so necessary 
to demand the samζ equality of rights for the great mass of the 
peasantry who. in every degree of bondage， from totaI serfdom 
onwards， were compe!led to give the greater part of theír labor
time to their gracious feuda! lord without compensation and in 
addition to render innumerable other dues to him and to the 
state. On the other hand， ì t  was inevitable that a demand should 
also be made for the abol ition of the feuda! privileges， of the 
freedom from taxation of the n아)!상ty ， of the political privileges 
。f the separate estates. And as pε 、 양re n잉 living in a 
world empire such as the Roman ha.d but in a 
system of independent states dealing with each other on an equal 
footing and at approximately the same level of bourgeois dεvεIop
ment， it was a matter of course that the demand for equality 
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should assume a general character reaching out beyond the indi
vidual state， that freedom and equality should be proclaimed 
human rights. 

The rise of the bourgeoisie brought with it the development of its 
shadow， the proletariat: 

And in the same way bourgeois demands for equality were 
accompanied by proletarian demands for equality. From the 
moment when the bourgeois demand for the abolition of class 
privileges was put forward， alongside it appeared the proletarian 
demand for the abolition of the classes themselves-at first in 
religious form， leaning towards primitive Christianity ， and later 
drawing support from the bourgeois equalitarian theories them
selves. The proletarians took the bourgeoisie at its word: equality 
must not be merely apparent， must not apply merely to the 
sphere of the state， but must also be real ， must also be extended 
to the social， economic sphere. 

From the French Revolution on， the bourgeoisie put civil equality in 
the forefront， the proletariat social and economic equality. 

The demand for equality in the mouth of the proletariat has 
therefore a double meaning. It is either-as was the case especially 
at the very start， for example in the Peasant War-the spon
taneous reaction against the crying social inequalities ; . . .  as such 
it is simply an expression of the revolutionary instinct， and finds 
its justification in that and in that only. Or， on the other hand， 
this demand has arisen as a reaction against the bourgeois demand 
for equality ，  drawing more or less correct and more far-reaching 
demands from this bourgeois demand， and serving as an agita
tionaI means in order to stir up the workers against the capitalists 
with the aid of the capitalists' own assenions ; and in this case it 
stands or falls with bourgeois equality itse1f. I n  both cases the real 
content of the proletarian demand for equality is the demand for 
the abolition 0/ classes. 33 

I n  this way， “ the notion of human equality has already acquired the 
fixity of a popular prejudice" (as Marx put it)，34 starting with the 
pretense of equality built ínto capitalism and going 00 to the political 
struggles for equality awakened by bourgeois aspirations. 
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3 .  LIBERALIZATION AND CONSTITUTIONALISM 

The workers' struggles for the freedom and equality which the 
bourgeoisie had proclaimed had to take the form of political stru잃les， 
not merely ad hoc struggles at the point of production， insofar as the 
state was involved j and the state necessarily became involved every time 
the workers started moving as a class， if not before. Capitalism as a 
social system needed workers who were juridically free-free to sell 
their labor power to the capitalist， man to man， one to one， in all 
“equality"-but as soon as workers began organizing to exert collective 
pressures on the capitalist， they impaired the only freedom the capital
ist recognized. J ust as freedom of competition (in this case， freedom for 
all workers to compete among themselves for the available jobs) was 
damaged by workers' organization， so also was the principle of pure 
equality j for if even a dozen workers ganged up against one lone 
capitalist， was it not unequal? One could then argue the merits of the 
d ifferent interpretations of freedom and equality， with appropriate 
citations and arguments from the Bible， Rousseau， Plato， or other 
revered authoritiesj but since the interpretations were rooted not in 
mere ideologics but in class interests， they were irreconcilable in prac
tice. The social questions at issue could bε resolved only by the 
exertion of power， and the central reservoir of power in society lies in 
the state power. 

The social question (the common label for the workers’ aspirations 
and struggles for a better life) had to be fought out， sooner or later， on 
a large scale or small， in terms of control or influence over the state. 
Control， in the full-blown sense of domiηance in the state， was of 
course an ultimate conclusion， which might or might not be consciously 
set: this bears on the level of consciousness which the political struggle 
reaches. But whatever the consciousness， the political stru앓le means 
that the classes below (that is， below the ruling classes) are striving to 
exert influence or pressure on the political power represented by the 
state. 

Tbe political forms of tbe struggle are， tberefore， tbe meaηSj the 
ends are the socia/ (Ì1zcludiη'g ecoηomic) aspirations of tbe moveme1lt 
fram be/ow. I t  cannot be otherwise， no matter what the formal ideol
ogy states， since the state is normally not an end in itself but a means of 
ensuring class (social) power. 
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The mass pressure from below for channels of influence over the 
decisions of the state power breaks through in various forms， h istori
cally speaking. Let us distinguish two of them-liberalization and con
stitutionalism-from democratization as such . 

Liberaliza tioη 

This refers not to libera/ism in its two modern senses but to the 
oscillation toward a “soft" internal policy instead of a “hard" one on 
the part of a despotic government which does not thereby give up its 
power to decide on one or the other. 

There is no diffusion of political power necessarily involved ; none 
Ìnstitutionalized. Concessions Oiberalizations) are handed down from 
above and can be retracted the same way. The concept often involves a 
distinction between good and bad rulers， or between thξ good ruler and 
his bad advisors. The good ruler permits previously il1}permissible activ
ities， tolerates dissent within wider boundaries， deigns to oppress his 
subjεcts less ; in  short. takes a more liberal or tolerant l ine toward the 
employment of powers which are themse1ves not in question. 

We have already seen that this was the political question confronting 
the y oung Marx at twenty-two!， when the accession of Friedrich 
Wilhelm lV in 1 840 was expected to mean a more liberalized mon
archy.35 Here. as in other cases， the events showed how the role of 
the pattern was to ensure that aspirations for political change were 
channeled into hope in reforms from above. 

The uses of liberalization， as a means of introducing an element of 
flexibility or “play" especially into formally rigid despotic r앵imes， 
were especially plain to Engels in the case of autocratic Russia. Partic
ularly in the 1 870s Russia seemed to .be on the eve of an upheaval， as its 
problems multiplied. The pattern that invited the liberalization solution 
was characterized， on the one hand， by “an Oriental despotism whose 
arbitrariness wε in the West simply cannot imagine，"  and on the other 
hand， by the fact that this despotism “from day to day comes into 
more glaring contradiction with the views of the enlightened classes and 
in particular with those of the rapidly developing bourgeoisie of the 
capital."  In  this situation， the autocracy， 

in the person of its present bearer， has lost its head， one day 
making concessions to liberalism and the next. frightεned， cancel-
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ing them again and thus bringing itself more and more into 
disrepute. 

Liberalization tends to become oscillatory because this kind of 
concession to mass pressure from below always points beyond itself. In  
the  present case， there was 

a growing recognition among the enlightened strata of the nation 
concentrated in the capital that this position is untenable， that a 
revolution is impending， and the illusion that it will be poss!ble to 
guide this revolution into a smooth， constitutional channel .36 

Three years later， still on the Russian autocracy， Engels wrote a 
classic description .of the pattern of liberalization :  

。ODuring the first years of Alexander’s reign， the old imperial 
despotism had been somewhat relaxed;  the press had been al
lowed more freedom， trial by jury established， and represεntative 
bodies， elected by the nobility ， the citizens of the towns， and thε 
peasants respectively， had been permitted to take some share in 
local and provincial administration. Even with the Poles some 
political flirtation had been carried on. But the public had mis
understood the benevolent intentions of the government. The 
press became too outspoken. The juries actually acquitted politi
cal prisoners which [sic 1 the government had expected them to 
convict against evìdence. The local and provincial assemblies， one 
and all ，  declared that the government， by its act of emancipation 
[ of the serfs l ， had ruined the country， and that things could not 
go on in that way any longer. A national assembly was even 
h inted at as the only means of getting out of troubles fast 
becoming insupportable. And finally， the Poles refused to be 
bamboozled with fine words， and broke out into a rebellion 
which it took all thε forces of the empire， and all the brutality of 
the Russian generaJs， to quell in torrents of blood. Then the 
government turned round again. Stern repression once more be
came the order of the day. The press was muzzled， the political 
prisoners were handed over to special courts， consisting of judges 
packed [sic 1 for the purpose， the local and provincial assemblies 
were ignored.  

Again， Engels describes how l iberalization， and oscillations from l iberal
ization， brought other consequences in train. He continues: 

But it was too late. The government ，  having once shown signs of 
fear， had lost its prestige. The belief in its stability ， and in its 
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power of absolutely crushing all intεrnal resistance， had gone. The 
germ of a future public opinion had sprung up. The forces could 
not be brought back to the former implicit obedience to govern
ment dictation. Discussion of public matters， if only in private 
circles， had become a habit among the educated classes. And 
finally ， the government， with aIl its desire to return to the 
unbridled despotism of the reign of Nicholas， stiU pretended to 
keep up，  before the eyes of Europe ， the appearances of the 
liberalism initiated by Alexander. The consequence was a system 
of vaciIlation and hesitation，  of concessions made to-day and 
retracted to-morrow， to be again half-conceded and half-retracted 
in turns， a policy changing from hour to hour， bringing home to 
everybody the intrinsic weakness， the want of insight and of will ， 
on the part of a government which was nothing unless it was 
possessed of a wiII and of the means to enforce it. What was more 
natural than that every day should increase the contempt feJt for 
a government which ， long since known to be powerless for good 
and obeyed only through fear， now proved that it doubted of its 
power of maintaining its own existence， that it had at least as 
much fear of the people as the people had of it?37 

I n  both of the passages we have just quoted， it is clear that the first 
danger of liberalization is that it sharpens the people’s appetite for the 
next obvious step : the legal institutionalization of the concessions ， 
especially constitutionalism; and this in turn points to democratization. 

About twenty years before， still in connection with Russia， Engels 
had described another aspect of the liberalization pattern : its use to 
balance class against class， for a temporary objective. Alexander 1 1 ，  
aiming to  put  through some sort of  emancipation of  the serfs i n  order 
to shore up the long-range interests of the autocracy， naturally feIl 
afoul of the social strata on which he directly based his rule: “the 
nobility and that very bureaucracy which he intended to reform against 
its own will ，  and which at the same time was to serve as the instrument 
of h is designs." How could he counterbalance the antagonistic pressure 
of these two ruling strata? 

。OTo support him [ explains Engels] ， he had nothing but the 
traditionary passive obedience of that inert mass of Russian serfs 
and merchants which had h itherto been excluded from the right 
even of thinking about their political condition. To make their 
support available， he was compelled to create a kind of public 
opinion， and at least the shadow of a press. Accordingly， the 
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censorsh ip was relaxed， and civil， well-intentioned and well
behaved d iscussion was invited ; even slight and polite criticisms of 
the acts of public officers were permitted. The degree of liberty 
of debate now [ 1 858 ]  existing in Russia would seem ridiculously 
small in any country of Europe except France [under 
Bonaparte] ; but stiIl ，  to people who knew the Russia of Nicholas， 
the step in advance appears enormous， and ， combined with the 
difficulties necessarily arising from the emancipation of the serfs， 
this awakening to p이itical l ife of the more educated c1asses of 
Russia is fuIl of good omens. 

In this connection， Engels thinks back to the Europe before 1848 ， 
when there was a political revival of bourgeois-democratic opposition. 
The year 1 846 “was also distinguished by a number of reforming 
p rinces， who， two years afterward， were carried away helplessly by the 
rush of the revolutionary torrent wh ich they had Iet loose." 38 

Liberalization ， as one side of the hard-soft oscillation， is typically a 
recourse of autocracies and authoritarian regimes; since there is only 
one organized. political center， at the summit of the state， only it can 
oscilIate. But in bourgeois democracies， the hard-soft osci1lation can be 
acted out as a division of labor by different parties of the establish
ment. This points to the connection between the liberalization phase of 
autocracies and the liberal wing of democracies. 

Marx discussed this especially in terms of the English party system. 
Writing in mid-nineteenth century， when the Tory-Whig division was 
breaking up in the process of giving way to the oncoming Conservative
Liberal duality， Marx posed the question : what had been the h istorical 
difference between Tories and Whigs? Both were c1early controlled by 
the aristocracy， the Tories by the “squirearchy，" the Whigs by the 
“great families ." Yet it was the latter， whose nudeus was “the oldest， 
richest， and most arrogant portion of English landed property，" that 
radiated the l iberal aura. 

Marx saw the traditional Tory party (leaving aside here its subse
quent remodeling) as the benighted， backward-looking， reactionary or 
troglodyte sector of the aristocracy， blinkered by short-sighted interest ; 
and the Whigs as the “enlightened" sector-that is， those who under
stood that the aristocracy could still hang on to the helm of the state 
and keep the bourgeoisie out of governmental power only by itself 
appe 
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hand， for example， backing a party of their own against both wings of 
the aristoCfacy. '" 

The Whigs， the ol igarchs， are eηlighteηed and have never hesitated 
to cast off pr투judices which stand in the way of their hereditary 
tenure of state officε. The Whigs have always prevented any 
movεment within the middle c1asses by offering their friendship ; 
the Toriεs have always driven the masS of the people into the 
arms of thε middle c1asses with their friendship， having already 
placed the middle classes at the disposal of the Whigs . . . .  lf one 
reviews the whole of English h istory since the “Glorious Revolu
tion" of 1 688，  one finds that all the laws directed against the 
mass of the people have been initiated by the Whigs . . . .  But Whig 
reaction has always been in harmony with the middle c1asses. 
Tory rεaction h as been directed even more against the middle 
classes than against the mass of the people. Hence the l iberal 
reputation of the Whigs.40 

ln the later version， the bipartisan oscillation took the working class as 
its client， or target. 

l n  sum :  l iberaJization is a reflection， a distorted reflection， of popu
lar pressures from below ; but it is not a form in which these pressures 
express themselνes-it is， rather， a form fo1' containing these pressures. 
lf that effort is unsuccessful ，  then， from h istorical hindsight ，  a stage of 
liberalization may appear as a step in the dirεction of a subsequent 
democratization .  But precisely because it is a form for containing 
pressures rather than expressing them， l iberalization is typically the 
obj ective result not of a movement which sets l iberalization as its goal， 
but of a movement which threatens the state power itself. For unless 
such a threat is operative， the state power will not consider liberaliza
tion as a lesser evil or a temporary holding action. 

What follows is an apparently paradoxical principle of politics : a 
moνemeηt which is ηzerely for lìberalizatioη caη %νer atta끼 its goal 
τvithout going beyoηd itself We will seε this pattern apply in other 
types of cases too. 

C onstitutionalism 

l f  the l iberalizing despot offers no guarantee of political rights， the 

• This question will be pursued somewhat more ful\y， and from a differen 
angle‘ in  Chapter 1 4 .  The summary of Marx’s view above is from an artid. 
publ ished in 1 85 2 .39 
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answer must be sought in laws ; but as we have seen， the liberalizεr may 
also offer liberalized laws， wh ich are as uncertain as their source. The 
answer is the demand for a constitution， which， to be meaningful， must 
be formally αbove the governing power， not subject to change by its 
laws or decreεs. 

Even ín 1 840， when the young Marx was first involved in the hopes 
for a liberalized monarchy under Friedrich Wilhelm IV， the real hope 
was that the new king would eventual!y grant a constitution-that is， 
wax so liberal as to voluntarily give up his absolute powers. Though this 
illusion was quickly destroyed， the bourgeois democrats' aspiration still 
remained a constitution-any kind of constitution ，  to begin with . As 
editor of the democratic Rheiη샤che Zeitzmg in 1 842 ，  Marx wrote what 
every good democrat believed : 

I n  general 1 do not believe that persons should be guarantεes 
against laws; rather 1 believe that laws must be guarantees against 
persons . . . .  But no one， not even the best legislator， ought to pút 
h is own person above his law.4 1  

A government of laws， not men， is， t o  b e  sure， a n  eIεmentary 
principle of freedom; for the bourgeois-democratic constitutional ists it 
was an end-aim in itself， rather than merely a step toward a more basic 
democratÎzation. This was the counterposition in the revolutionary 
period of 1 848-1849.  Thε “Marx party" around thε Neue Rheiηische 
Zeituη'g foughr for a constitution， but refused to be satisfied with a 
caricature of a constitution wh ich， furthermore， was “octroyed" by the 
king-that is， handed down from above， hence retractable from above. 
On the other hand， the constitutional liberals in the Nationa! Assembly 
were too f!abby to fight for the constítution they desired. When it did 
come to an armed struggle in the 1 849 German campaign for a Reich 
Constitution， Engels took up the gun too. 

A constitutional (bourgeois-liberal ) government 、‘Tould raisε the 
social struggle to the next h igher I evel .  Thus Marx said on the eve of 
1 848 that “。ne declares oneself an enemy of the constitutional regime 
without thεreby declaring oneself a friend of thε 。ld regime，， ，42 for thε 
struggle against the former could be carried on all the more clearly once 
the latter was wiped off the agenda. 

But there are constitutions and constitutions. Constitutionalism of 
any sort is only an e1ementary step toward democratization of pol itical 
life， and democracy in turn is a goal not only in constitu 



1 3  THE STATE AND 

D EMOCRATIC FORMS 

In  Part 1 we saw how the development of Marx’s pol itical views 
intertwined a number of key problems. Prominent among them was the 
problem of democracy in all its shifting meanings. This will continue to 
be true throughout the ensuing chapters， for democracy is not a single 
problem but a complex of problems that permeates many other sub
Jects. 

I ndeed， in a general way， Marx’s socialism (communism) as a pol i tì
cal program may be most quickly defined， from the Marxist standpoint， 
as the complete 、 democratization 0/ society， not merely of political 
forms. '" But the democratic movement of the nineteenth century began 
by putting the struggle for advanced political forms in the forefront; 
and so did Marx， in a different programmatic context. For Marx， the 
fight for democratic forms of government-democratization in the 
state-was a leading edge of the socialist effort ; not its be-aIl and end-all 
but an integral part of it all .  

Throughout ihe history of the socialist and communist movements， 
one of the persistent problems has been εstablishing the relation， in 
theory and practice， between the struggle for socialism and for democ
racy (or dεmocratic rights) ，  between socialist issues and democratic 

$ As a l iberal critic of Marx， A. D. Lindsay， put i t  from h is own viewpoint: 
the Liberal ， if to be a Liberal is to believe in democracy， must explain why 
he will not extend democracy to the government of the collective labourer 
and become a socialist. Socialism is for Marx . essentially the democratiza
tion of the collective labourer. Because it was that， he regarded it as 
inevitable; for a society in which “the notion of human equ며ity has 
already acquired the fixity of a popular prejudice， " and in  which the 
prev옥iling form of producti�n is social and Invòlves government， is already 
ín principle commiùed to it . 1 

282 
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issues. E very distinctive socialist current or school has had its own 
characteristic answer to this problem. On one extreme end of the 
spectrum is the view (held consciously in theory or expressed in 
practice) that puts the advocacy of democratic forms in the forefront， 
for their own sake， and subj oins the advocacy of socia1istic ideas as an 
appurtenance. ( From the Marxist standpoint， this is merely the leftmost 
wing of bourgeois-democratic libera1ism extruding into the socialist 
spectrum.) On the other extreme is the type of radical ideology that 
counterposes socialistic ideas-in the sense of anticapitalist views
against concern with democratic struggles， considering the latter as 
unimportant or harmful. Every conceivable mixture of the two ap
proaches has cropped up too， but they all form a single family insofar 
as they are mixtures. 

Marx’s approach is qualitatively different from this sort of eclecti
cism， and does not attempt to establish a sliding sca1e of concern with 
the two sides of the duality. For h im， the task of theory is to integrate 
the two 0비 ectively. The ch따acteristic answer to the problem emerging 
from Marx’s theory was already heralded in his notebook critique of 
Hegel’s philosophy of right，2 where he sought to show that “true 
democracy" requires a new social content-socia1ismj and it will be 
rounded off with his analysis of the Paris Commune， which showed that 
a state with a new social content entailed truly democratic forms. 
Marx’s theory moves in the direction of defining consisteηt democracy 
in socialist teηηs， aηd consistent socialism η democratic terms. The 
task of theory， then， is not to adjudicate a clash between the two 
considerations (a hopeless j ob once the problem is seen in that light). 
but rather to grasp the social dynamics of the situation under'which the 
apparent contradiction between the two is resolved. 

Marx did not simply work this out within his skull; progress toward 
a solution came only in the course of the first historical experience 
which he went through in which this problem was concretely posed. 
This was the period of the 1 848-1849 revolution， when democratic 
demands and socialist aims seemed to be at sword’s point. One of the 
results was

'
h is so-caHed theory of permanent revolution: we wilI follow 

this process in some detail in the next volume， and the problem wiU 
remain with us throughout. 

The present chapter makes only a beginning by examini 
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J .  AGAINST “THE OLD THESIS" 

From the start there was the problem of self-styled radicals who held 
the same attitude of hostility and contempt for democratic forms that 
emanated from the old regime， though presllmably from an opposite 
d irection. This is an aspect of the almost unanimous antidemocracy of 
pre-Marxist socialism.3 When Marx referred to it in The German ldeo/
ogy， he already called it contemptuously “the old thesis" : “The oJd 
thesis， which has often been put forward both by revolutionaries and 
reactionaries， that in a democracy individuals only exercise their sover
eignty for a moment， and then at once retreat from their rule  . . . .  ， ， 4  

(The polemic here is  against the anarchoid Stirner.) This was only one 
favorite antideInQcratic argument among many ， one which flourishes 
today as lllstily as two centuries ago. Marx gave them all short shrift， in 
the apparent belief (wrong， as it turned out) that they were simply 
vestíges of the past and had no future. * 

This rejection of anything connected with bourgeois democracy 
would later become associated mainly with ultraleft radicalism， but its 
beginnings were another matter. Engels described a case in a Jetter to 
Marx from Paris， where he was trying to work with one K. L. Bernays， 
an editor of the Paris Voγwärts， the German émigré paper. Bernays 
insists on writing antibourgeois articles for a Berlin paper which is 
amibourgeois from a reactionary (absolutist) standpoint. 

He writes in the Beγliner Zeitu쟁s-Halle and rejoices like a child 
to see his soi-disant communist expectorations against the bour
gε。isiε prinred there. Naturally the editors and the censorship let 

* An example: Among the baekward-Iooking antidemocrats that Marx ran i nto 
was the maverick David Urquhart， against whom Marx warned in an article: 

τhere is another ζlique of “wise men" emerging i n  England who are 
discontented with the G overnment and the ruling classes as much as with 
the Ch:utÎsts. What do the Chartists want? they exclaim. They want to 
increase and extend the omnipotence of Parl iament by el evating i t 。
people’s power. They aγe

. 
n�)t  h，r::aking l;IP par‘iamen tarism b u t  are raising it 

to a h igher power. Thc right thing to do Îs to break up the represent.at ive 
system l A wise man from the East， Daνid Urqubaγt. heads that clique . '  

Marx goes on to explain that Urquhart wants t o  turn the clock back o n  civi l iza
tion， to return to the old �nglo-Saxon conditions， “or， better stiH.  to the OrientaJ 
state." to localism， to ecoho�ic ζonditions prior t。 εhe modem division of labor 
and concentrated capital. The subject of social tendencies hostile to both capital
ism and the .proletariat is reserved for separate consideration. 
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stand whatever is simply against the bourgeois and strike out thε 
few allusions that could be offensive to themselv'εs too. He rails 
agaínst the jury system ， “bourgeois freedom of the press，" the 
representative system， etc. 1 e xplain to him that this means 
working literally pou.r le roi de Prusse and indirectly against our 
party . . . . 1 make clear that the Zeituη'gs-Halle is in the pay of the 
government. ‘ 
“Working pou.r le roi de Prusse [ for the king of Prussia} " meant， in 

French idiom， working for nothing;  but Engels argued that Bernays was 
u nwittingly working for th e Prussian regime literally， since publ ishi ng 
attacks o n  democratic i nstitutions in absolutist Prussia only helped thε 
regime d iscredit the d em o cratic movement. But， continued Engels， 
Bernays， agush with sentimentality ，  could understand none of this; he 
could not compr ehend， h e  said，  an approach that wen t  easy on people 
h e  h ad always h ated， namely the bourgeoisie. Engels adde d :  

1 have read umpteen of these Paris-datelined articles [ by 
Bernays J j thζy are on ne peut plus [ to the fuIlest εxtent 
possible J  in the interest of the government and in the style of 
True-Socialism. 

Marx’s and Engels' approach to the question of d em ocratic forms 
(rights， liberties， institutions， and so on) was comp letely different.  The 
reason a typ e  like Bernays could not comprehend their approach was 
that h is socialism， such as it was ， was merely anticapital ist and not 
proproletarian;  it was not a theory about a dass movemεnt but simply a 
predilectíon for a certain social reorganizatîon. I t  had nothing to do 
with putting power in th e hands of the masses of people， but rather 
lookcd to any men of good wiU who wanted t。 πlake the changes 
envisaged . For such a man， p opular control over government could bε a 

since the stupid masses migh t  well be more hostile to his 

schemes εhan souls. 
Popμlαr control over government: i n  the míddle of the nÎneteenth 

c entury it  was ' much clearer than it is today that thε problem of 
dεmocracy was the effective establishment of full popular contI‘ol over 

for the simple reason 00 (except perhaps 
the American) that this state of affairs already 
existed. lt had not yet become necessary or fashionable to rεdefine 
d emocracy out εxistencε it  was therefore qui te common， in those 
benighted days， for enemies of popular sovereignty to attack the 
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democratic ideà openly and forthrightly ， instead of embracing it in ; 
crushing vise. For the democratic extremist， popular control mean 
unlimited popular control ， the elimination of all juridical ， structural 
and socioeconomic restraints on or distortions of popular control frorr 
below. For Marx， this is why popular control pointed to socialism. 

But in a country which had not yet had its 1 789，  like Germany ， th‘ 
extension of popular control sti1l had to pass through its bourgeoi: 
phase ; under semifeudaI absolutism， the bourgeoisie was a part of th‘ 
pop.ular masses too， even if a limited and privileged part. For Marx， tht 
problem resolved itself into this: how to pass through this phase
through and out-in such a way as to shift power to the underlyin� 
working strata of the population as expeditiously as possible. This i! 
what wiI1 define the problem of the “permanent revolution." 

At any rate. from the standpoint of this theoretical approacr 
Bernays’ inability to see more than his hatred of the bourgeois systeπ 
did not mean that he hated the bourgeoisie more than Marx; it was 2 

reflection of his nonclass point of view. Marx did not have to weigh 
hatred of the bourgeoisie against the advantages of bourgeoi5 
democracy-an impossible calculus. It was rather a matter of making a 

class analysis of the elements of bourgeois democracy : sorting out what 
was specifically bourgeois (for example. property qualificatÎons for 
voting) from what furthered the widest extension of popular control . '" 

l n  this chapter we will be concerned with some aspects of demo 
cratic forms in government-the state forms of democracy-leavinÉ 
more basic problems for later treatment. 

2 .  FOR REVOLUTION AND DEMOCRACY 

The revolutions of 1 848-1 849 temporarily established bourgeois. 
democratic governments in both France and Germany， the two coun. 

• In this explanation we have used democracy and democratic in their modern 
sense: but in mid-nineteenth century， especially on the Continent before 1 848， 
the democratic forms involved were more commonly labeled “l ibertics，" specific 
freedoms (freedom of press， expression， and so on)， specific rights (right of 
organization or association)， “popular" institutions， including popular sov
ereignty， and so on. The variable meaning of the word democracy was discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
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tries with which Marx was mainly concerned . These governments were 
bourgeois and more or less democratic as compared with the previous 
regimes ; they therefore raised innumerable concrete problems of what 
politic?-l forms should clothe democratization. I n  the case of Germany ， 
Marx’s and Engels' articles in the Neue Rheinische Zeitung (NRZ) had 
to deal with many problems day by day， not merely in historical hind
sight ;  hence they took up  smaller-scale questions than are usually found 
in their synoptic analyses of the events in France. 

The overalI critenon is: What will maximize the influence exercised 
from below， by the masses in movement， on the political forces above? 
These political forces were two above all : the monarchist regime and its 
government， which was still the executive， though now on the defen
sive ; and the representatives of the people in the assemblies established 
by the revolutionary upsurge. The Iatter represented the potentiality of 
popular sovereignty， that is， democratic control by the people. But 
when the National Assembly， elected from the various German states， 
met in Frankfurt on May 1 8 ，  it showed that the bourgeois-democratic 
delegates shrank from a dash with the monarchy. In the first issue of 
the Neue Rheinische Zeitung， on June 1 ，  Engels summarized the 
sltuatlon : 

Since two weeks ago， Germany has a national constituent 
assembly which is the product of a vote by the whole German 
people. 

The German people had won its sovereignty in the streets of 
almost all the big and little cities of the country， especially on the 
barricades of Vienna and Berlin. I t  had exercised this sovereignty 
in the elections for the National Assembly. 

The first act of the National Assembly had to be to proclaim 
this sovereignty of the German people loudly and publicly. 

I ts second act had to be to work out a German constitution on 
the basis of the sovereignty of the people， and to get rid of 
everything in the actually existing state of affairs in Germany 
which contradicts the principle of the sovereignty of the people. 

All during i ts session it had to take the necessary measures to 
thwart all efforts by the reaction ， to maintain the revolutionary 
grounds on wh ich it stands， to secure the revolution’s conquest， 
the sovereignty of the people， against all attacks. 

The German r、lational Assembly has now already held a dozen 
sessions and has done nothing of all this.7 
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I nstead， continued Engels， the authorities still violate the rights of 
citizens with impunity， while the Assembly pays more attention to its 
dinner hours than to its democratic 'tasks. 8 

As the year wore on， even the Frankfurt left， the consciously liberal 
wing， showed what little stomach it had for a fight with the real state 
power headed by the Crown. In a later article on the assembly’s 
deliberations， Engels quotes thε liberal deputy Ruge* as an example of 
empty rhetoric: “We do not want to quarrel ， gentlemen，" Ruge told the 
Assembly， “。ver whether we aim at a democratic monarchy， a democra
tized monarchy ( ! l  or a pure democracy ; on the whole we want the 
same thiη'g， liberty， pQpular liberty， the rule of the people! "  (The 
emphasis and interpolated exclamation are by Engels.) With much 
disgust Engels comments that thís speaks volumes about a so-called left 
which says it wants the same thing as the right ，  and “which forgets 
everything as soon as it hears a couple of hollow catchwords like 
popular liberty and rule of the people. "1O 

As the government tried “to cheat thε revolution of its democratic 
fruits， " 1 1  the NRZ was the loudest voice raised in Germany. In J uly the 
government suppressed the club movement in two cities; Engels 
warned : 

You believe you have finished with the police state? Dεlusion ! 
You believe you possess the right of free assembly， freedom of 
the press， arming of the people， and other finε slogans that were 
shouted from the March barricades? Delusion， nothing but 
delusion!  12  

As the government was in process of chopping off the “democratic 
frui，ts" of the revolution， a militia bill was proposed which would 
restrict the rights of its citizen members to nearly nothing. Marx asked: 
What does this mean for the citizen militiaman? 

The worthy man has gotten arms and uniform on the condition 
of renouncing above aIl h is p rime political rights， the right to 
。rganize， etc. His task of protecting “constitutiQnal liberty" will 
be fulfilled in accordance with the “spirit of h is destiny" when he 

" This is  the same Arnold R uge who， five years before， had been Marx’s 
coeditor of the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher， complaining that the German 
peopJe were hopelessly apathetic and coul d  never make a revolution (see C hapter 
6)， He was prominent among those who helped to fulfill h is p rophecy. By the 
18705 he wound up on the pension rolls of the far-from-apathetic Bismarck.9 
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blindly executes the orders of the authorities， when he exchanges 
the customary civiI liberty that was tolerated even under the 
absolute monarchy for the passive， wiU-less and self-Iess obedi
ence of the soldier. A fine school in which to bring up the 
republicans of the future! . . .  What has our citizen been made 
into? A thing somewhere between a Prussian gendarme and an 
English constable . . . .  I nstead of disbanding the army into the 
people， wasn’t it an original idea to disband the people Înto the 
army? 

I t  is truly a bizarre spectacle， this traηsfOr?ηatioη Of COηstitu
tional pbrases into Prussian realities. 13 

The NRZ carried on other campaigns for democratic rights against 
government pressure， including the Frankfurt left’s program for 치m
mediate establishment， proclamation， and guarantee of the fundamental 
rights of the German people against all possible attacks by the individ
ual governments [of the German states1 ." I t  criticized the Assembly 
liberals for being too vague on the issue of direct suffrage versus 
indirect suffrage， and denounced all antidemocratic forms of 
elections. 14 

For Marx and Engels， the right of assεmbly also meant the right of 
the people to exercise pressure against their “。wn" representatives. This 
came into question when the right-wing press denounced the pressure 
put on the Prussian Assembly in Berlin by the presence of thousands at 
its deliberations. Marx wrote: 

The right of the democratic mass of the people to exert a moral 
influence on the attitude of the constituent assembly is an old 
revolutionary right of the people which， since the English and 
French revolutions， could not be dispensed with in any period of 
stormy action. It is to this right that history owes almost all 
energetic steps taken by such assemblies. If . . . the fainthearted 
and philistine friends of “freedom of deliberations" wail against 
it， the only basis they have is that they don’t want any energetic 
decisions taken anyway. 

This alleged “freedom of deliberations’‘ ís infringed， argued Marx， on 
the one side by the pressures from the existing state and its army， 
courts， and so on. And l ikewise “The !freedom of deliberations' is 
infringed by freedom of the press， by freedorn of assembly and speech，  
by the right of the people to bear arms" on the other side， since these 
too exercise unwanted pressure on the representatives. Between the two 
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species of intimidation， the representatives have only this choice : 
“Intimidation by the unarmed people or intimidation by the armed 
soldiery : let the Assembly choose ." 15 

ln March 1 849 the Crown was emboldened to put forward a brace of 
new bills to throttle democratic rights. They provide an earIy h andbook 
of devices to stifle democracy by indirection ; and Marx’s denunciation 
ticked them off down to seemingly trivial details. Here is a partial list of 
what especially excited his indignation: 

• Twenty-four-hour advance notice . was required for meetings. 
“Thus，" wrote Marx， “meetings caIled quickly when important events 
suddenly take place are suppressed-and such meetings are precisely the 
most important ones ." 

• Charging admission to defray the cost of a meeting was banned 
(thereby making it harder for workers to finance their activity) and 
nonmembers were guaranteed a quartεr of the seats (to enable pol ice 
agents to create disturbances， eXplained Marx) . 

• Police got the right to dissolve a meeting immediately on any 
pretext. 

뺑 The red-tape weapon: clubs “have such a mass of advance notices 
and formalities to fill out with thε local authorities that for this reason 
alone their existence is made half-impossible." 

• Out-of-doors meetings required advance approval by the police . 
• Political posters were banned . 
• J ail was decreed for a number of new crimes of simple speech: 

attacks on “the foundations of bourgeois society based on property or 
the family" ;  incitement to “hatred" among citizens ; motivating “hatred 
or contempt against institutions of the state or government" by “un
true" statements; lèse majesté， induding offenses against the “respect" 
due to royalty and princes; even “true" statements if used as “ inten
tional" insults against members of the government or armed forces ; 
even “insults or slanders” made in privacy- I6 

Marx summed this pattern up :  “We are to become Prussians at all 
costs-Prussians after the heart of His Most Gracious Majesty， replete 
with the Prussian civil code， aristocratic arrogance， bureaucratic tyr
anny， the rule of the saber， floggings， censorship ， and obedience to 

..1 _ � ， ， 17 oraers. 
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3. FREE PRESS AND CLASS STRUGGLE 

The difference between h ollow rhetoric about liberty and a real 
revolutionary democratic struggle could only be spelled out in terms of 
concrete issues. One of the most elementary and basic waS the issue 
that had been the first subject of Marx’s political pen， freedom of the 
press. From the first number of the NRZ， Marx and Engels made this a 
major battle cry- 18 

The governmem， wrote Marx， is trying to apply the penal code 
provisions against so-called sIander in order to prevent any criticism of 
the regime. I ndeed， if a paper protests that the government is curbing 
freedom of the press， tbat is punishable as a slander even if it is true. '" 
This application of the penal code means 

the real， definitive finish-blow to the 1 9th of March [the revolu
tion]  ， to the clubs， and to freedom of the press! What is a club 
without freedom of speech? And what is freedom of speech with 
Sections 367 ，  3 68 ，  3 70 of the Penal Code? And what is the 1 9th 
of March without clubs and freedom of speech? 20 

As this already indicates， freedom of the press could hardly be 
separated from freedom of expression in all its forms. The whole 
existence of the Neue R beiηiscbe Zeitung was a battle for survival 
against government suppression. Haled into court， Marx， Engels， and 
others of the group were acquitted by a Cologne jury， after defense 
speeches that were mainly political expositions ; bu t when the counter
revolution gained confidence， the paper was suppressed by simple 
decree. In the court case-as Engels wrote much later-they attacked 
“the monstrous notion that anyone can place himself outside the 
common l aw by maintaining an opinion. This is the pure police 
state . . . .  " 21 

As the NRZ began its third wεek， Engds askεd what the revolution 

" Marx was 2olso acquaintcd with the governrnent devicc of allcgedly suppress
ing only “fa!se" statements by the p ress. This beearne prominent under the 
Bonaparte dictatorship in France. which daimed to be for freedom of the préSS to 
tell the truth but not its freedorn to tdl Iies. In an 1 8 5 8  artide Marx derisivdy 
quoted the Bonapartist press: “The duty of the press is to en‘ighten the public.  
and not deceive it，" and demonstrated that this  was only a façade for the 
principle that the duty of the press is to obey the government’s orders on how to 
deceive the public.19 
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had won， besides bringing the big bourgeoisie to governmental power: 
“It gave the people the weapon of freedom of the press without 
security bonds， the fight of organization， '" and partly at least also the 
material weapon， the musket'，" he answered.22 Marx and Engels saw 
freedom of the press as a barometer of governmental arbitrariness， 
among other things. When the Hansemann ministry submitted an in
terÌm law to regulate the press， that is， to muzzle criticism， Marx wrote 
that “in short ， we again meet the most classic monuments to the 
Napoleonic despotism over the press，" and 

From the day this law goes into effect， government officials can 
with impunity. commit any arbitrary act ，  any tyranny ，  any illeg외· 
ity ;  they can calmly administer or p ermit floggings， or make 
arrests， or hold without trial ; the only effective control ， the press， 
is rendered ineffectual. On the day this law goes into effect ，  the 
bureaucracy can hold a celebration : it becomes more powerful 
and unrestrained， stronger than it was before March .23 

When the Crown unleashed a new attack on freedom of the press in 
March 1 849， Marx’s paper published an important statement by Engels 
on the relation of democratic freedoms to the class struggle. I t  ex
plained why the government found itself compelled to suppress free
dom of the press: 

The existing government and the constitutional monarchy in 
general cannot maintain themselves nowadays in civilized coun
tries if the press is free. Freedom of the press， the free competi
tion of opinions-this means giving free rein to the class struggle 
in the field of the press. And the [Law and] Order that they 
crave so much-this means precisely stifling the class stru짧le and 
muzzling the oppressεd class. This is why the party of Quiet and 
Order must abolish the free competition of opinions in the press; 
it must assure itself as much as possible of the monopoly of the 
marketplace， by press laws， interdictions， etc. ; particularly must it 
directly suppress， wherever possible， the cost-free literature of the 
wall posters and giveaway leaflets.영 

In  the marketplacε of competing opinions ， argued Engels， the 
oppressors will lose; therefore they must establish their own monopoly 
to rεplace free competition. Ot follows， contrariwise， that suppression 
of the free press is a confession of political bankruptcy. )  

" Literally， the right of association ; so  throughout. 
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As the above passage indicates， Engels made a special point of a 
freedom not often spòtlighted : the revolutionary and c1ass meaning of 
the walI poster as a channel of communication with the masses. The 
liberals who opposed the poster ban， reported Engels， shied away from 
making a forthright defense of this “street literature，" and of the right 
of workers to this cost-free forum. But the authorities considered the 
poster form of communication as inherently inflammatory in the urban 
situation where it spoke to a concεntrated proletariat: 

The posters [explained Engels] are a principal means of affecting 
the proletariatj the proletariat is revolutionary by virtue of its 
total situation j the proletariat-the oppressed c1ass under the 
constitutional regime as well as under the absolutist regime-is 
only too ready to take up arms once again j  it is precisely froin the 
side of the proletarians that the main danger threatens ; and 
therefore away with everything that could keep revolutionary 
passion alive in the proletariat! 

And what contributes more to keeping revolutionary passion 
alive among the workers than precisely the posters， which trans
form every street corner into a big newspaper in which the 
workers passing by find the events of the day recorded and 
interpreted and the various viewpoints presented and debated， 
whεre they simu ltaneously meet people of all c1asses and opinions 
brought together and can discuss the posters with them; in short， 
where they possess a newspaper and a club in one， and all this 
without it costing them a penny. 2S 

ln the marketplace of opinions， posters were the working class’s special 
medium， hence a special anathema t。 “the dictatorship of the saber" 
that Engels saw behind the new Crown measures. 

4. TH E MAXIMIZATlON OF DEMOC RATìC CONTROL 

But should a government permit activitiεs， evcn such as are sancti
fied by democratic rights， which may result in ‘ts own overthrow? 
Marx’s and Engels' answer was: If the exercise of the people’s rights 
endangers the government， thεn 50 much the worse for the government. 
Governments have a habit of believing that activities dangζrous to them 
are infringements on liberty-namely， their own liberty to exist. Marx 
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did not believe that the people were called on to sacrifice their own 
rights in order to relieve the government’s problem: 

The “'Miηistry of Action " [Hansemann ministry l seems to es
pouse peculiar orienta1-mystical notions， a kind of Molocb cult. 
In order to protect the “constitutional liberty" of presidents， 
burgomasters， police chiefs [a long list of government officia1s 
follows herel . . .  in order to protect the “constitutional liberty" 
of this élite of the nation， a11 the rest of the nation must let its 
constitutional liberties， up to and including personal liberty ， die a 
bloody death as a sacrifice on the altar of the fatherland. Pends
toi， Figaro! Tu η ’'aurais pas inventé cela!"' u 

The next day’s NRZ had a similar comment by Engels on another 
issue. A motion by the left liberal deputy Jacoby had proposed that the 
Assembly’s decisions have the force of law without anyone else’s 
consent : a crucial issue of the revolution. Deputy Berg had denounced 
this as the atternpt by a parli입nentary minority to win outside support， 
an attempt whose consequences “must lead to civiI war." But， replied 
Engels， the “。utsiders" who must not be appealed to-who were they? 
“The voters， that is， the people who make the legislative body ."  

In a word : Herr Berg’s principle would lead to  the abolition of  a11 
politicaI agitation. Agitation is nothing more than the application 
of representatives’ immunity， freedom of the press， right to 
organize-that is， the l iberties now juridically in existence in 
Prussia. Whether these Iiberties do or do not lead to civil war is 
not our concern; it is enough that they exist， and we shall see 
where it “leads" if the attack on them continues.27 

A week later， the question came up again ，  on an even more fateful 
Îssue. Local Dernocratic Associations were being suppressed by the 
governments， first in Stungart and now in Baden ; this made 
a mockery of the Asseml쳐y ’s about the right to organize. 

The basic condi tion [wrotε Engelsl of the free right of organiza
tion is that 00 associat따n or society can be dissolved or prc← 
hibited the that th is can take place only as a result of a 
judicía! vξrdict estab!ishing the iI Iegality of the association or of 
its acts and aims and punishing the authors of these acts.28 

What was thε government’s ground? 

‘ This catchline. adapted from Beaumarchais， amòums to a sarcastic “What a 
brilliant idea! "  
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The motivations given for this new act of police violence arε 
extremeIy edifying. The associations wanted to affiliate to the 
organization of Democratic Associations for all Germany， set up 
by the Democratic Congress at Frankfurt. This congress “set a 
democratic republic as its goal" (as if that is forbidden ! )  “and the 
means envisaged to attain this goal flow， among other things， 
from the sympathy expressed in those resolutions in favor of the 
agitators" (since when is “sympathy" an illegal “means"? )  . 

According to Herr Mathy [l iberal Baden politicianJ ， the associ
ations in Baden are therefore responsible for the resolutions of 
the Central Committee [of the Democratic Associationsl even if 
tbey bave not put tbem into practice. 

Mathy h ad argued further that it “seems inadmissible and pernicious for 
the foundation of the constitution to be undεrmined and thus the 
whole state structure shaken by the associations' power." Engels com
mented : 

The right to organize， Herr Mathy， exists precisely so that onε can 
“undermine" the constitution with impunity-in legal form， of 
course. And if the associations’ power is greater than that of the 
state， so much the worse for the state! 29 

Another vital issue on which the NRZ h it hard was a corollary of the 
sovereignty of the people， namely the sovereignty of the Assembly 
eIected by the people， as against the power of the government set up by 
the Crown. The revolution h ad given rise to two lines of power which 
were diverging， wrote Engels: 

The results of the revolution were， on one hand， the arming of 
the people， the right of organization， the de facto achievement of 
popular sovereignty; on the other， the maintenance of the monar
chy and the Camphausen-Hansemann ministry， that is， the gov
ernment of the representatives of the big bourgeoisie. 

The revolutÍon thus had two series of results which necessarily 
h ad to diverge. The people h ad been victorious， they had won 
freedoms of a decisively democratic nature; but the immediate 
ruling power not into their hands but into the big bour
geoisie’s. 

In short， the revolution was not completεd .30 

Marx’s and EngeIs’ l ine was strongly for all power to the Assembly as 
the representation of popular sovereignty， as against the Assembly 
majority’s goal of a deal with the Crown. Thε Jacoby motion， previ
ously mentioned， that the Assembly’s decisions should have the force 
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of law without further ado， was a siηe qua noη. lt would be incredible 
to other peoples， wrote Engels， that the German assembly h ad to 
debate a motion asserting that it is soverεign with respect to the 
government. “But we are in the land of the oak and linden， and so we 
should not be easi!y astonished by anything." The Assembly was 
“irresolute， flabby， and lackadaisical ."  31 

Marx presented the revolutionary-ðemocratïc proposal in terms of 
the concentration of both legislative and governmental (executive) 
power in the hands of the people’s e1ected representatives. The Radical 
wing of the Assembly， he  wrote， was calling for a governmental execu
tive “e1ected for a period determined by the National Assembly and 
responsible to it." But that was not enough. This executive power must 
be selected out of the ranks of the Assembly itself， as was demanded by 
the left-wingεrs among the Radicals. Since the National Assembly was a 
constituent body-that is ，  no constitution as yet existed-there could be 
no government except the Assembly itself: “it is the National Assembly 
itself that must govern." 32 Above all， it must take the initiative away 
from the governments of the German states: 

A national constituent assembly must above all be an activist， 
revolutionary-activist assembly. The assembly in Frankfurt does 
parIiamentary school-exercises and lets the governments act. Sup
posing that this learned council succeeds after the maturest delib
erations in figuring out the best agenda and the best constitution， 
what were the good of the best agenda and the best constitution 
if in the_ meantime the governments put the bayonet on the 

_ . ... 33 al!enda? 

This course was driven home as the NRZ analyzed the Assembly 
debates.34 If the Assembly dεclined to take over all the powers of the 
state， if in particular it was even deprived of the right to exercise 
control over the executive through its commissions of inquiry， then this 
amounted to “a renunciation of the sovereignty of the people. " 3S Thε 
issue of the deputies’ immunity from arrest by the government was one 
very concrete aspect of the question of sovereignty : the NRZ cam
paigned for full and unabridgεd immunity with no loopholes‘36 

But in fact， instead of the Assembly’s taking over executive power， it 
was the governmental power that used every means to strengthen Îtself. 
Marx used the Militia BilI as an exampJe: the idea of a popular militia 
was converted into a plan for a bur 
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Prussian perspicacity has nosed out that every new constitutional 
institution offers a most interesting occasion for new penal laws， 
nεw regulations， new discìplinary measures， new surveillance， new 
chicanery， and a new bureaucracy.37 

This reflects a leitmotiv of Marx’s attitude toward the problems of 
democratization : minimization of the executive power， the state 
bureaucracy-maximization of the weight in the governmental structure 
of the representative system. And not only in the period of revolution. 

5. ANALYSIS OF A CONSTITUTION 

It was in the decade following the defeat of the 1848-1849 revolu
tions that Marx wrote most extensively on specìfic problems of consti
tutional democratic forms. What emerged particularly was this prin
ciple: one of the chief marks of a truly democratic constitution was the 
degree to which it limited aηd restrained the iηdepeηdent scope 01 the 
executlνe power. 

This follows naturally from the view that democracy is genuine 
insofar as it means popular control from beIow. Let us see how the 
point is made in a number of rather detailed criticisms which Marx 
made of particular constìtutions. 

The first such constitutional analysis by Marx， written in 185 1 ，  dealt 
with “The Constitutìon of the French Republic Adopted N()vember 4， 
1 848."*  Thε main fraud in this constitution， repeatedly pointed out by 
Marx， is that it leavεs room for its alleged democratic guarantees to be 
nullified by subsequent laws put through by the governmental power. 

Here is h is first example of the type of provision which pretends to 
establish a democratÎc r ight but vitiates itself by allowing for “excep
tions made by Jaw" :  

* This article was written b y  Marx for Ernest J ones’s paper a s  part o f  a series 
。n “The Constitutions of Europe." It is  therefore very specifical‘y concerned with 
the exact provisions of  the docume nt， thus providing a supplement to the broader 
poli tical analysis of this constitutÎon wh ich Marx had written the year before， in 
his Class Slrugg/es in France. 38 A year later， Marx， rcvìewing the s:þ.me h iswry in 
The ε:ïghteenth Brumaire， included the consti tutional points wo， as discussed 
below. 
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。。“Sec. 3. The residence of every one on French territory is 
inviolable-and it is not allowed to enter it otherwise than in the 
forms prescribed by law." 

Observe here and throughout that the French constitution 
guarantees liberty， but always with the pro��o of exceptions 
made by law， or which may STILL BE MADE ! "" 

Another provision ensures freedom of association ，  opinion， press， 
and so on，  but adds， “The enjoyment of these rights has no other limit， 
than the equal rights of others， and the public safety." Marx points to 
the last phrase as the joker: “That the l imitation made by the public 
safety， takes away the enjoyment of the right altogether， is clearly 
shewn by the following faccs . . . .  " Marx then cites what actually 
h appened in France. 

Again， the constitution says “The right of tuition is free." Marx 
comments: “Here the old joke is repeated. ‘Tuition is free，’ but ‘under 
the conditions fixed by law， ’  and these are precisely the conditions that 
take away the freedom altogether."4o 

And so on. Marx sums up the character of this constitution: 

. from beginning to end it is a mass of fine words， hiding a 
most treacherous design. From its very wording， it is rendered 
imposs뼈le to violate it ，  for every one of its provisions contaÌns its 
own antithesis-uttcrly nulIifies itself. For instance: “the vote is 
direct and universal ，"-“exceptiηg those cases whiεh the law shall 
determine. " 

τhe repeated formula is that this or that freedom shall be determined 
Qy an “。rganic law" to be adopted-“and these ‘。rganic laws’ ‘deter
mine' the promised freedom by destroying it.

， ， 41 

The fol1owing year Marx incorporated the substance of this review 
of the French constitutional device in his E썽bteentb Brumaire. After 
making the point and giving some examp!es， Marx writes that the 
“organic laws" regulated all the liberties granted “in such manner that 
the bourgeoisie in its enjoyment of them finds itself unhindered by the 
equal rights of the other dasses." For anythiQg that contravenes its own 
safety is obviously not “in the interest of public safety‘” 

I n  the sequel， both sides accordìngly appeal with complεte justice 
to the Constitution : the friends of order， who abrogated all these 
liberties， as well as the democrats， who demanded all of them. 
For εach paragraph of the Constìtution contains its o'wn anti-
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thesis， its own Upper and Lower House， namely， liberty in the 
general phrase， abrogation of liberty in the marginal note. Thus， 
so Iong as the ηame of freedom was respected and only its actual 
realization prevented， of course in a Iegal way， the constitutional 
existence of Iiberty remained intact， inviolate， however mortal 
the blows dealt to its existence in actual life. 42 

In  the 185 1 article ，  Marx aIso included a powerful denunciation of 
another dεvice by which the government bureaucracy exercised de 
facto control over the liberties of the individual regardless of constitu
tional or other facades. This device is the internal passport and “labor 
book."  

。OThe excess of despotism reached in France will be apparent 
by the following regulations as to working men. 

Every working man is supplied with a book by the police-the 
first page of which contains his name， age， birthplace， trade or 
calling， and a description of his person. He is therein obliged to 
enter the name of the master for whom he works， and the reasons 
why he leaves him. But this is not all : the book is placed in the 
master’s h ands， and deposited by him in the bureau of the police 
with the character of the man by the master. When a workman 
leaves his employment， he must go and fetch this book from the 
police office ; and is not allowεd to obtain another situation 
without producing it. Thus the workman’s bread is utterly depen
dent on the police. But this again， is not alI : this book serves thε 
purpose of a passport. If h e  is obnoxious， the police write “bon 
pour retourner chez lui" in it， and the workman is obliged to 
return to h is parish ! No comment is needed on this terrific 
revelation! Let the reader picturε to himself its full working， and 
trace it to its actual consequences. No serfdom of the feudal 
ages-no pariahdom of lndia has its parallel. What wonder if 
the Prench people pant for the hour of insurrection. What won
der if their indignation takes the aspect of a storm.43 

Twenty years later Marx denounced the use of thε same system by the 
Versailles governmentj one of his counts against the police state 
methods of the Thiers regime was “The reintroduction of passports for 
traveling from one place to another."갱 In both cases the French 
government used the internal passport system for population control in 
the wake of a revolu tionary upsurge. 
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6. MINIMIZATION OF THE EXECUTlVE POWER 

In  1 8 5 3  Marx analyzed the provisions in the new draft constitutions 
for Schleswig and Holstein， noting their undemocratic character. In  
addition， he notes that one of the  치nost remarkable paragraphs . 
deprives the courts of law of their ancient right of canceling administra-

，， 45 tlve decrees. . . . 
Such provisions are bad because it is the “power of the bureaucracy" 

which h as to be kept down : this is also spelled out in Marx’s analysis， 
written in 1858 ，  of the Prussian constitution of 1850. Once again he 
sεes constitutional rights nullified by the freedom of action accorded to 
the executive powεr: 

。OThe question of ministerial responsibility possesses in Prussia， 
as it did in the France of Louis Philippe， an exceptional impor
tance， because it means， in fact， the responsibility of bureaucracy. 
The minjsters are the chiefs of that omnipotent， aIl-intermeddling 
parasite body， and to them alone， according to article 1 06 of the 
Constitution， have the subaltern members of the administration 
to look， .without taking upon themselves to inquire into the 
legality of their ordinances， or incurring any responsibiIity by 
executing them. Thus， the power of the bureaucracy， and by the 
bureaucracy， of the executive， has been maintained intact， while 
the constitutional “Rights of the Prussians" have been reduced to 
a dead letter.-

The Prussian reality， writes Marx， shows the gulf between constitutional 
theory and actual practice : 

。OEvery step of yours， simple locomotion even， is tampered with 
by the omnipotent action of bureaucracy， this second providence 
of genuine Prussian growth. You can neither livε nor die， nor 
marry， nor write letters， nor think， nor print， nor take to busi
ness， nor teach， nor be taught， nor get up a meeting， nor build a 
manufactory， nor emigrate， nor do any thing without “obrigkeít
licbe Edaubηis"-permission on the part of the authorities. As to 
the liberty of science or religion， or abolition of patrimonial 
jurisdiction， or suppression of caste privileges ，  or the doing away 
with entails and primogeniture， it is all mere bosh. 
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Marx explains why this is so in the same way as he explained the 
self-vitiation of the French constitution of 1 848 : all  the liberties are 
granted only within “the limits of the law，" which in this case means 
the absolutist law predating the constitution. 

Thus there exists a deadly antagonism between the law of thε 
Constitution and thε constitution of rhe law， the latter reducing， 
in fact， the former to mere moonshine. On the other hand， the 
Charter in the most decisive points refers to organic laws . . . .  
They [ the organic laws now adoptedl have done away with 
guaranties εven existing at thε worst times of the absolute mon
archy， with the independence， for instance， of the Judges of the 
executive Government. Not content with these combined dis
solvents， the old and the new-fangled laws， the Charter preserves 
to the King the right of suspending it in all its political bearings， 
whenever he may think proper.47 

This is the second time that we have seen Marx upholding the 
independence of the courts against the executive power. It is dear， 
however， that this is only one aspect of his advocacy of every possible 
means of minimizing the autonomous power of the executive. In 1859 
Marx wrote an analysis of  the Hessian constitution of 1 8 3 1  which 
praised it as “the most liberal fundamental law ever prodaimed in 
Europe，" except for its undemocratic method of electing repre
sentatives. Naturally， this praise was relative to the times ; but what 
stirred this enthusiastic description? 

。OThere -is no other Constitution which restrains the powers of 
the executive within limits so narrow， makes the Administration 
more dependent on the Legislature， and confides such a supreme 
control to the judicial benches.48 

The article spells out the detailed reasons for this tribute， including 
the fact that “the Courts of law， empowered to decide dεfinitively 
upon all the acts of the Executive， were rendered omnipotent." The 
courts also h ave the final say “in all questions of bureaucratic 
discipline. "  The representatives can remove any minister dedared guilty 
of misinterpreting its resolutions; the Prince’s “right of grace" is shorn， 
and also his control over members of the administration. “The Repre
sentative Chambεr selects out of its members a permanent committee， 
forming a sort of Areopagus， watching and controlling the Government， 
and impeaching the officials for violation of the Constitution， no 
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exception being granted on behalf of orders received by subalterns from 
their superiors in rank. In  this way， the members of the bureaucracy 
were emancipated from the Crown." Military officers are similarly 
bound to the Constitution， not to the Crown. “]‘he representation， 
consisting of one single Chamber， possesses the righ t of stopping all 
taxes， imposts and duties， on every conf1ict with the executive ." Later， 
mentions Marx， the revolution of 1848-1849 democratized the election 
forms and made two other improvements. Both of the latter were 
likewise directed against the power of the executive: “by putting the 
nomination of the members of the Supreme Court into the hands of the 
legislature， and， lastly， by taking out of the hands of the Prince the 
supreme control of the army， and making it over to the Minister of War， 
a personage responsible to the representatives of the people." 

In the same articIe Marx points to another democratic feature of this 
constitution: “Communal councillors， nominated by popular election， 
had to administer not only the local ， but also the general police." Over 
a decade later， Marx pointed to the Paris Commune’s system of com
munity control of the police as a democratic achievement.49 In general ， 
Marx’s views on the minimization， or thorough subordination， of the 
executive power reached fullest expression in his analysis of the Paris 
Commune， which will be taken up in a later volume. 

7. SAFETY VALVES FOR THE BOURGEOIS IE  

Comments on  various aspects of  democratic rights are， of  course， 
scattered through the later writings of Marx and Engels， though not the 
subject  of any systematic work. Examples of aspects not yet mentioned 
may have some interest: 

1 .  Freedom of opinioη. Discussing the Bonapartization of France in 
185 1 ，  even before the cou p d’état， Marx commented that the very last 
straw was the 1850 law that restored censorship of the drarna. “Thus 
freedom of opinion was banished from its last literary refuge." 50 

2. Restrictions 0η νoter eligibility. In the same connection-the 
antidemocratic swing in France after the 1 848 defeat-Marx noted two 
infringements dealing with voting limitations. The law of May 3 1 ，  1850， 
not only excIuded political offenders “but it actually establíshed domi-
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ciliary restrictions， by which TWO-THIRDS of the French people are 
incapable of voting! "  A l i ttIe further there is a rεlated point: “By the 
law of August 7， 1 848， all those who cannot read and write are erased 
from the jury list， thus disqual ifying two-thirds of the adult • . • ， "  51 pOpUJatlOn!  

I n  his  article on the Schleswig and Holstein constitutions， Marx als，o 
noted a reIated question: among the undemocratic restrictions is the 
provision “making the right of e1ection dependent on the holding of 
landed property， and limiting its exercise by the condition of ‘domicile’ 
in the respective eIectoral d istricts." S2 I n  his already mentioned artic1e， 
on the Prussian constitution of 1 850，  he remarked that although it 
allows payment of deputies and voting rights from the age of twenty
five， “The electoral rights， however， and the machinery of election， 
have been managed in such a way as to exclude not only the bulk of the 
people ，  but to subject the privilεged remnant to the most unbridled 
bureaucratìc interference. There are two degrees of e1ection. " S3 

3 .  Genymaηderiηg. The “unbridled bureaucratic interference" in 
the Prussian electoral systεm inc1uded more than the complicated 
system of grouping voters by the amount of tax paid， and so on. 

。oAs if this complicated process of filtering was not sufficient， 
thε búreaucracy has， moreover， the right to divide， combine， 
change， separate and recompose the electoral districts at pleasure， 
Thus， for instance， if there exists a town suspected of l iberal 
sympathies， i t  may be swamped by reactionary country votes， the 
Minister， by simple ordinance ， blending the l iberal town with the 
reactionary country into the same electoral district. 

뼈arx condudes : “Such are the fetters which shackle the electoral 
movement， and which ， only in the great cities， can exceptionaJly be 
broken throu gh." 54 

4. Unicameralism. I n  general ， Marx was for a single representative 
assembly， not the bicameral systεm devised to check the exuberance of 
popular sovereignty. In his article on the Hessian constitution， he noted 
approvingly that “The representation， consisting of one single chamber， 
possesses the right of stopping aH taxes， imposts and duties， on every 
εonflict with the executive ." ss 

5 .  R ight to demonstrate. The following case in point has a special 
interest. I n  1 8 72 a Hyde Park demonstration was organized by I rish 
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members of the International ， to démand a general amnesty. But at the 
last session of Parl iament the government had put through a law 
regulating public meetings in parks: it required two days' prior notifica
tion to the police， including the speakers’ names. Engels wrote: 

This regulation carefully kept h idden from the London press 
destroyed with one stroke of the pen one of the most precious 
rights of London’s working people-the right to hold meetings in 
parks when and how they please. To submit to this regulation 
would be to sacrifice one of the people’s rights. 

The Irish ， who represent the most revolutionary element of 
the population， were not men to display such weakness. The 
committee unanimously decided to act as if it did not know of 
the existence of this regulation and to hold their mεeting in 
defiance of the Government’5 decree. 56 

The police decided not to intervene after all .  
6.  The informer system. The use of informers， spies ， and stool 

pigeons (mouchards in French and also in Marx and Engels most of the 
time) was， of course， the common instrument of the govεrnments and a 
constant plague in the radical and labor movements. Here， however， is 
an lmportant vanant. 

The Austrian commandεr in Milan， after suppressing an insurrection， 
decreed that anyone who failed to denounce another’s illegal act was 
h imself guilty. Marx reported this bitterly : 

。OWhoever will not become a spy and informer for the 
shall be l iable to become thε lawful prey of the Croats 
troopsl .  In a word， Radetsky prodaims a new system of whole
sale plunder. 57 

7 .  Preedom in warlÍme. After the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian 
war， Bcbε1 and Liebknecht werε arrested the Bismarck govemment 
。n charges of h igh treason， 

。osimply because they dared to fulfil their duties as εrman 
national re'nr，�Sf'nt'lltIVf.<; νÌ2. to in the 
the annexation of Alsace and Lorε vote new war 
subsidies， express thcir sympathy 뺏vith thξ French Republic， and 
denounce the attempt at the conv앙rSlon 삽εrmanv int。 οne 
Pruss‘an barrack. 

So Marx， in a protest in the London press. His letters als。
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described the governmental repression of other antiwar socia1ists ， and 
added: 

The few independent G erman j ournals existing outside Prussia are 
forbidden admission into the HohenzolIern estates. German work
men’s meetings in favour of a peace honourable for France are 
daily dispersξd by the police. According to the officia1 Prussian 
doctrine . . . every German “trying to counteract the prospectÎve 
aims of the Prussian warfare in France，" Îs guilty of high 

58 treason. 

He compares the liberty existing in France (where the Empire had just 
been overthrown-it is the interlude between S edan and the Paris 
Commune): 

The French soi1 is infested by about a million German invaders. 
Yet the French Government can safely dispense with that Prus
sian method of “rendering possible the free expression of opin
ion. "  Look at this picture and at that! 59 

In  truth ， the French republican governmcnt could hardly do otherwise; 
it had come into being through a mass up5urge in the streets after 
Sedan， and a revolution loomed bεfore it .  Revolutionary pressures 
ensured its democratic distinction from Pru5sianism. 

In England， p res5ure against freedom in wartime was politica1. 
During tne Crimean war， John Bri용nt accused the government of 
undermining “the Parliamentary system of this country" by its in
tolerance of criticism. Marx commented : 

。O l t may be asked of  what use this system is? Domestic 
questions must not be agitated because the country is at war. 
Because the country is at war， war must not be discussεd. Then 
why remains Parliament? Old {WilIiamj Cobbett has revealed the 
secret. As a safety-va!ve for the effervescing passions of the 

60 countrv 

I t  could be pu t more generaIly :  for bourgeois demoεracy. not only a 
parliament but 상1e whole structμre of democratic and institutions 
was， in good part， “a v<，Jνe the passions of the 
cou-ntry ."  Or， as we it in another connection 썽 the p revious 
chapter， it was used as a means of conraining pressures， not 
expressing them‘ 
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8. THE “DEMOCRATIC SWINDLE" 

As in the case of most political problems， it is not pos5ible to extract 
from Marx’5 and Engε15’ writings a systematic account of what Marx 
called “the democratic swindle"-the methods whereby the bourgeoisie 
utilized (used and abused) democratic forms for the purpose of stabi
lizing its socioeconomic rule; besides the present and preceding chap
ters， aspects of the subject will emerge subsequently . But a couple of 
basic points may be made here. 

The “democratic swindle" was a swindle not insofar as it was 
democratic but， on the contrary， insofar as it utilized democratic forms 
to frustrate genuine democratic control from below. The phrase itself 
comes from a reference by Marx to the country which， he well under
stood， was the most democratÍc in constitutional forrh at this time: the 
United States. It was， indeed， “the model country of the democratic 
swindle

， ， 6 1 not because it was less democratic than others but for 
precisely thε opposite reason. lt is to be distinguished from the casε of 
demagogic Bonapartism， with “its real despotism and its mock democ
ratism." 62 The fact that the United States had deveIoped the formaI 
structure of the constitutional republic in the most democratic forms 
meant that its bourgeoisie likewise had to deveIop to its h ighest point 
the art of keeping thε εxpression of popular opinion within channels 
satisfactory to its dass interests. 

ln Marx’s time there was no problem about putting the finger on the 
main method of this enterprise: the system of rank political corruption 
mentioned in the preceding chapter. As long as it was possible to work 
it， within the cadre of a country that was expanding economically and 
gεographically ， socia\ explosions could be avoided. The expense was 
worthwhile to gain “a safety valve for the effervεscing passions of the 
country." 

The expense of buying up public opinion， however， should not be 
confused with thε expensiveness on a social scale of a democratic 
structure as against an authoritarian onε. Other things being equal ， a 
democratic state form is cheaper to operate than a despotism; as long as 
i t  is possible， Ît Îs a bargain for a ruling class interested in keeping down 
overhead costs. This is true not only in terms of hard cash outlay 
(necεssary for any swou'<!n state apparatus) but also in terms of intan-
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gibles， such as  the willing interest of  the mass of the population in 
cooperating in their own exploitation. Marx pointed to the difference 
in his polemic against the liberal Heinzen:  

The monarchy involves great expense. No doubt. Just take a look 
at government finances in North America and compare them with 
what our thirty-eight duodecimo fatherlands [ the German stat_es] 
have to pay for being administered and kept under discipline!"'> 

I n  England the main representatives of the bourgeoisie in politics aim 
ideally at bargain-rate government， and therefore 

。oto these champions of the British Bourgeoisie， to the men of 
the Manchester School， every institution of Old England appεars 
iD the light of a piece of machinery as costly as it is useless， and 
which fulfills no other purpose but to prevent the nation from 
producing the greatest possible quantity at the least possible 
expense， and to exchange its product in freedom. Necessarily， 
their last word is the Bourgeois Republic， in which free competi
tion rules supreme in 외1 spheres of life ;  in which there remains 
altogether that miηimum only of government which is indispen
sable for the administration， internally and externally， of the 
common class interest and business of the Bourgeoisie; and 
where this minimum of government is as soberly， a.s economica.lly 
。rganized as possi��e. Such a party， in other countries， would be 
ca.lled democratic.。‘’

Time and again Marx or Engels analyzed bourgeois-democratic polí
tics as an exercise in convincing a maximum of the people that they 
were participating in state power， by means of a minimum of conces
sions to democra.tic forms. On the eve of the 1 848 revolution-the 
preceding November， to be exact-Engels took up the programmatic 
manifesto issued by Lamartine， the poet-politician who headed t:he 
moderate republican party. 

。OWhat， then， is the meaning of the p olitical measures proposed 
by M. de Lamartine? To give the government into the hands of 
the inferior bourgeoisie， but under the semblance of giving it to 
the whole people (this， and nothing else， is the meaning of his 
universal suffrage， with h is double system of elections).6S 

The century saw a plethora of clever electoral systems dεvised to 
insert a manipulative factor into the forms of a more or less universal 
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suffrage， beginning with the American constitution. As E ngels indi
cated in the case of Lamartinε， the mechanisms were calibrated to 
achieve a single type of effect: Hoψ far down iη the social scale， iη the 
hands 01 what class or class stratum， τvas political power expected to 
reside? This was the li파{ between thζ dass struggle and often technical
sounding questions of constitutional forms; that is， between a political 
program i n  the narrow sense and a social program. A movement that 
aimed to place po1itical power in the h ands of the working-class masses 
could afford to press for complete democratization with no twists. 

9. TO、rvARD THE SOCIALiZATION 
。F DEMOCRACY 

Lamartine， wrote Engels， might be able to inspire poets and philos
ophers with enthusÍasm for “his system of graduated election， poor 
rate， and philanthropic charity .. " but not the people. 

The principles， indeed， of social and political regeneration have 
been found fifty yεars ago. Universal suffrage， direct election， 
paid representation-these are the essential conditions of political 
sovereignty . . . .  What we want， is not English middle-cIass expedi
ency， but quite a new system of sociaI economy， to realize the 
right and satisfy the wants of all.∞ 

This was published in a Chartist paper and written for the eyes of 
Chartist workers， who werε indeed already battling for what waS then 
the political program of the democratic extremists. But Engels' friends 
in the left wing of Chartism， Harney and J ones above all， wζre fighting 
for “the Charter and Something Else，" that is， for the extension of the 
democratic idea to a social program. Harney himself had written E ngels 
h is opinion that “henceforth mere ChartÎsm will not do ; ultra
democracy， soci싫 as well as political， will be the obj ect of our propa
ganda." 67 This， of course， had been what Engels had also urged since his 
arrival in England. As we have seen，68 he began by counterposing 
communism agaiηst democracy， in the wake of Proudhon and Weitling. 
By 1844 he h ad corrected this to advocating going over from mere 
political democracy to a more basic social transformation. 

ln an 1844 artide that Engels wrote for a German paper in Paris， he 
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analyzed the constitutional forms of British democracy in this spirit .  '" 
Conceding that “England is undoubtedly the freest， that is， the least 
unfree country in the world， North Amεrica not excepted，"  he under
took an examination of the methods and forms of the political system 
“on purely empirical linεs，" to show how the structure is designed 
toward “making concessions merely in order to preserve this derelict 
structure as l ong as possible ，" and maintaining the rule of the middle 
class in partnership with the progrεssive-minded aristocracy.69 Since thε 
representativε chamber， the House of Commons， wieIded all power (he 
thought) ，  it followεd that “England should be a purξ . democracy， if 
only the democratic eIement itself were really democratic." I t  is the 
latter condition that he subjects to detailed analysis， measuring constì
tutional and formal pretensions against thε empiricaJ facts of class 
power. His conclusion is that “The Englishman Ìs not freε because of 
the l aw， but dεspite the law， if he can bε considered free at alJ ，" 7ú for it 
is the constant threat from below that ensures the recognitíon of 
democratic rights in practice. 

It is， hε argues， likewise the struggle of classes that will move matters 
still further: 

The struggle is already on. Thε constitution has been shaken in its 
foundations. How things will turn out in the near future can be 
seen from what has been said. The new alien elεments in the 
constitution are of a democratic nature ; public opinion too， as 
timε will show， develops in accordance with the dεmocratic side; 
England ’s near futurε is dεmocracy. 

But what a democracy l Not that of the French Revolution， 
whose antithesis was the monarchy and feudalism ， but that 
democracy whose antithesis is the middle class and property. This 
is evident from the entÎre preceding dεvelopment. The middle 
class and property are in powerj the poor man is bereft of rights， 
oppressed and sweated ; the constitution disowns him， the law 
maJtrεats h im ;. the strugglc of democracy against the aristocracy 
in England is the struggle of the poor against the rich . The 
democracy which England is heading for is a social democracy. 

But mere democracy is unable to remedy social eviIs. Demo
cratic equal ity is a chimera， the struggle of the poor against the 

* This was before Engels teamed up with Marx， and while he was still 
denouncing “all state forms'’ in principle， in anarchoid language which can be 
found in  the same article. The contradìction is striking. 
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rich cannot be fought on the ground of democracy or politics in 
general. Hence this stage too is only a transition， the last purely 
political measure that still is to be tried and from which a new 
element must immediately develop， a principle transcending 
everything political . 

This principle is the principle of socialism.71 

“Mere democracy" is merely political democracy， democracy that 
stops with governmental forms and does not extend to the social 
question， to the democratization of socioeconomic l ife. 

I n  sum : Marx and Engels a1ways saw the two sidεs of the complex of 
democratic institutions and rights which arose under bourgeois democ
racy. The two sides corresponded to the two classes which fought it out 
within this framework. One side was the utilization of democratic 
forms as a cheap and versatile means of keeping the exploited masses 
from shaking the system， of providing the illusion of participation in 
the state while the economic sway of the ruling class ensured the real 
cεnters of power. This was the side of the “democratic swindle." The 
。ther side was the struggle to give the democratic forms a new social 
(class) content， above all by pushing them to the democratic extreme of 
popular control from below， which in turn entailed extending the 
application of democratic forms out of the merely political sphere int。
the organization of the whole society . 

I n  any case， the key was popular control from bel。써. This phrase 
was best translated by Marx in a comment on a slippery slogan， the 
Lassallean catchword of a “free state." Taking it literally ， Marx replied 
that we do not want a state that is free， but rather a state that is 
completely subordinate to society . 

Free state-what is th is? 
I t  is by no means the aim of the workers， who have got rid of 

the narrow mentality of humble subjects， to set the state free. In  
thε [ BismarckianJ German Empire the  “state" is almost as “free" 
as in Russia. Freedom consists in converting the state from an 
organ superimposed upon society into one completely subordi
nate to it， and today， too， the forms of state are more or less free 
to the extent that they restrict the “freedom of the state." 72 

This proposes a basic test for， and measure of， freedom in the sense of 
popular control from below， and it applies equa�ly before and after the 
social revolution. 
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I t  follows from the preceding chapter that in Marx’s view democratic 
forms are both an instrument and a danger for the bourgeoisie. They 
shift from one to the other depending on the course of social struggles 
taking place under those state forms. 

Whenever democratic forms become inconvenient for ruling-class 
hegemony， making the state institutions of the status quo precarious， 
there is a tendency for the ruling class to sanction a shift to more 
authoritarian and despotic forms. The film of bourgeois devεlopment 
unwinds in a reverse direction: the freedoms that the liberal bourgeoisie 
。nce demanded are cut back;  popular institutions are doctored so as t。
interpose a maximum of impediments between the institutions and 
popular pressures from below. Democracy so-called becomes less and 
less a “massy" institution (to use the Bauεrite term which Marx made 
so much of in The Holy FamilyJ and more and more a complex of 
sifting-screens to filter out popular elements and substítute devices of 
controI from above j until， finally， if the term democracy is retained at 
all， popular elements are redefined out of it， and it is converted into a 
technical term for an authoritarianism purporting to serve the people 
whether they wish to be served up or not. 

S tructurally， the most prominent feature of this transmogrification 
is likewise a return tq a prebourgeois pattern， t�(}ugh in new forms: the 
tendency toward a shift back to the domiηaηce of the executive and its 
b ureaucracy. 

This tendency has two interrelated sides， which stimulate each 
other: ( 1 )  the autonomy of the executive within the state， with respect 
to the other departments of the state ; and (2)  the autonomy of the 

3 1 1  
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state with respect to the rest of society， induding the rul ing dass. * 

This process first came under Marx’s close scru tiny as a resul t of the 
political developments initiated by the victory of Louis Napolεon 
Bonaparte in France， leading to the establishment of the Second 
Empire， with Bonaparte crowned as Napoleon 1 1 1 .  This original “ Bona
partism" forms the subject of the next chapter. ln this chapter we 
present some preliminary considerations which wiJl facílitate an under
standing of what is to come. 

1 .  HYPERTROPHY OF THE EXECUTIVE 

If ，  as we saw in the previous chapter， Marx laid great stress on 
combating the sway of the executive governmental apparatus in society， 
and minimizing its power ， he was led to this emphasis by the ever
present tendency of the executive to extend its authority over all other 
organs of societγ， and to enlarge itself. 

The tendency toward the hypertrophy of the bureaucracy was not 
discovεred by the humorist Parkinson but was already a platitude in 
Marx’s day， and for Marx. In an article on “The Government of India，" 
Marx expatiated on the prolifεratÎon of the English bureaucratic appa
ratus in a particular case. We omit herε h is preliminary description of 
how the seven veils of the governmental structure supposedly governing 
India were intertwined with the financiers of the East l ndia Company， 
how both were dominated by money-grubbing corruption， and how the 
company’s εourt of Directors was i tself “nothing but a Succu1"sale to [ a  

@ 、ν ε use thc word aμtonomy here because w e  h ave already used independeηce 
in Chapter 1 1  for a different idea， which must be kept distinct. In discussing the 
。rigin of the state‘ we fol l o we d  Engels and spoke of the fact that the prestate 
institu tions' ( p rotopol itical authorities) beeame independent， or app arently inde
pendent， of soeiety as a whole;  they eseaped from the control of society as a 
whole precisely in order to come u n der the contro! of a 5ection of society only. l 
This i ndependence of thc state vis-à-vis society was equivale n t  to its dependence 
on the rul ing-c1ass section o f  society. lt i5 in  this sen5e that Engels wrote， “ H ardly 
come i n to being， t h is organ ! th e  state power] makes Îtself independent vis-à-vis 
society õ and， indeed. the more 50， the more it bccomes the organ of a particular 
c1ass， the more i t  directly enforees the supremacy of that c l ass. " 2  But now we wil l  
be concerned w Î th a d ifferent phenomenon : the degree to which the state is  
capable of c u n ing lo05e from， or loosening ìts dependencc on，  every other section 
of society induding those that arc or h ave been dominanr economically. 
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branch of} the English moneyocracy." 3 But  not  even the directors were 
competent to carry on the actual work of governing: 

。OWho， then， govern in  fact under the name of the DirectÎon? A 
large staff of irre5ponsible secretaries， εxaminers， and c1erk5 at thε 
l ndia House， of whom . . . only one indivìduaI has ever been in 
India ，  and he only by accident. Apart from the trade in patron
age， it is therefore a mere fiction to 5peak of the politics， the 
principles， and the system of the Court of Directors. The real 
Court of Directors and the rζal Home Government， &c . ，  of lndia 
are the permanent and irresponsible bμreaucracy， “the creatures 
。f the desk and the creatures of favor" residìng in Leadenhall St. 
[ location of the company ] . We have thus a Corporation ruling 
。ver an immense Empìre， not formed， as in Venicc， by eminent 
patricians， but by old obstinate c1erks， and the like odd fellows. 

Thìs bureaucratìzation of the state in a civll service later became， for 
Webbian Fabìanism， the revelation of a ncw socialist road to power; for 
Marx， it is evidence of how the bureaucratized state machine takes on a 
life of its own， aliεn to the people. One result is the 、，vell-known
propensity to produce paper :  the East l ndia Company naturally had a 
system of reports by its managers， but 

When the factoriεs grew into an Empire， the commercial items 
into ship loads of correspondence and documents， the Leadenha11 
clerks went on in their system， which made the Directors and the 
Board theìr dependents ; and they succeeded in transforming the 
Indian Government into one immense writing machine. 

Another result was sheer time-killing inefficìency and swollen expen
ditures. For another， Marx quotes Burke， a meeting of minds that 
deserves to be rεcorded here : 

The dose and abjεct spírit of this bureaucracy desεrves to be 
stigmatised in the ceIebrated words of Burke: 

“Th is tribe of vulgar politicíans are the lowεst of our species. 
There is no trade 50 vile and mechanical as Government in their 
hands. Virtue is not their habit. They are out of themselves in any 
course of conduct recommended only by conscience and glory . A 
large ， liberal and prospective view of the interεsts of States passes 
with them for romance; and the p rinciples that recommend it ，  for 
the wanderings of disordεred imagination. The ca\culators com
pute them out of everyth ing grand and e1evated. Littleness ín 
object and in means to them appears SOlωur떠ness and sobriety. 
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And besides the costly upkeep of the bureaucratic establishment， 

The oligarchy involves l ndia in wars， in order to find employment 
for their younger sons ; the moneyocracy consigns it to the 
highest bìdder; and a subordinate Bureaucracy paralyse its admin
istration and perpetuate its abuses as the vital condition of their 
own perpetuatlOn . .  

2.  AUTONOMIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE 

But more important， if less entertaining， than bureaucratic prolìfera
tion was the threat of bureaucratic encroachment on popular represen
tation， that is， of the dominance of the executive power over the 
legislative . ..  

Marx and Engels formed their political ideas in a milieu which saw 
the executive as the paramount enemy， for the executive meant the 
absolute monarchy and its bureaucracy， whereas the popular assembly， 
。r the fight for it， represented the potentialities of the future control 
from below， which meant democracy. But having gained this insight 
with the help of Prussian conditions， they found no reason to make any 
essential change under conditions of bourgeois democracy. We saw in 
the previous chapter that their view was， as it were， “áll power to tbe 
popular representation "  as against the executive authority， and that， in 
terms of forms， they implemented this by advocating that the executive 
agency be derived directly out of the membership of the representative 
assembly and immediately subject to its control. 

This position they maintained not only against the opposite extreme 
of “all power to the executive" (bureaucratic absolutism) but also 
against the liberal jμste milieu of the “separation of powers" doctrine 
made famous by Montesquieu and taken up by most bourgeois
democratic constitutionalists. The contemporary function of this doc
trine was plain enough. To the old regime and its ruling class， whose 

• To be sure， at bottom the first is often an aspect of the second;  for as the 
bureaucracy swells， more and more of the real business of the state is concealed 
in its interstices， instead of being subject to legislative control and popular 
scrutiny. This only underlines that it is the second threat which is basic from the 
Marxist standpoint. From the bourgeois standpoint it is the expensiveness of 
bureaucratization which is objectionable in i tself; the antipopular effect is seen as 
a more tolerable evil or a positive boon. 
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grasp 0 0  thξ state power was still eager though failing， i t  said : “Com
promise， please ; we are not asking for everything， we will share power 
with you." The first significance of the separatìon of powers was the 
dividing up of state power between classes. 

This was the point made by Marx in Tbe Germaη Ideology. 1n the 
important passage which begins with the proposition that “The ideas of 
the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas，" the first ex잉nple 
given is this: 

For instance， in an age and in a country where royal power， 
aristocracy and bourgeoisie are contending for mastery and 
where， therefore， mastery is shared， the doctrine of the separation 
of powers proves to be the dominant idea and is expressed as an 
“eternal law." 5 

I t  was this kind of deal (Vereiηbaruη'g) between the Crown and the 
bourgeoisie that the Frankfurt National Assembly sought in the 1 848 
revolution，  a goal that Marx made the central target of the Neue 
Rbeiniscbe Zeitung ’s denunciatÌons against the fainthearted liberals who 
refused to demand all power for the people’s representatives. Here the 
separation of powers， with its accompanying checks and balances， 
would have meant that the old regime kept its base in the governmental 
machinery and bureaucracy whiIe the bourgeoisie gained a bridgehead 
in the form of a reprεsentative assembly; in this separation of p。、'Vers，
the former would wield the executÌve power， that is， the real power， 
while the latter would be separated from power as a legislative talking
shop . 

Thε issue came up explicitly when I nterior Minister Kühlwetter 
argued that the Assembly had no right to set up an investigatorγ 
commission with real powers， because of the separation of powers 
doctrine. In reply， Engels pointed out that the minister could hardly 
appeal to a constitutional principk which did not exist as yet， since 
there was no constitution. But beyond this debating leveI， his artide 
implied a view of the doctrÎne more superficial than Marx’s: 

The separation of powers， which Herr Kühlwetter and other grεat 
political philosophers regard with the deepest rεverencε as a 
sacred and inviolable principle， is at bottom nothing but the 
mundane division of labor in industry applied to the mechanism 
of the state for the purpose of simplification and controL Like all 
other sacred， eternal， and inviolable principles， it is applied only 
to the extent conformable to existing circumstances.6 
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This approach agrees with 뼈arx’s in regarding the separation of 
powers as a doctrine with Iimited h istorical applicabilìty， but otherwise 
it is quite different. If the separation of powers is a form of the division 
of labor， then the necessity for it is technical ， not c1ass-ideological. I ts 
only drawback is that it has to give way to immediate revolutionary 
considerations: “the revolutionary provisional situation consists pre
cisely in the fact that the separation of powers is provisionally abo/
isbed， that the legislative authority temporarily usurps the executive 
power or the executive authority the legislative power." 7 

H owever， this reply to Kühlwetter， written one day for a daily 
newspaper in the midst of hectic times， is mainly interesting as an 
example of the difficulty of thinking through state theory in a hurry. I t  
was Marx’s view that the abolition o f  the separation o f  powers， far from 
being a temporary. or provisional expedient， was a basic necessity of a 
truly democratic government. He reiterated this view in h is 185 1 article 
on the French constitution， after quoting its statement that “the 
division of p。‘iVers is the primary condition of a free government." 

Here we have the old constitutional folly. The condition of a 
“free government" is not the diνisiol1 but the UNITY of power. 
The machinery of government cannot be too simple. It is always 
the craft of knaves to màKe it complicated and mysterious.8 

TI떠 viewpoint is put more strongly in Tbe Eigbteeηth 8rumaire of 
Louis Boηapaγte， which again attacks the constitution’s built-in c1eav
age between the legisiatìve power and the executive power， as a device 
to free the executive from effective popular control. 

Marx points accusingly at “The play of tbe constitutioηal powers， as 
Guizot termed the parliamentarγ squabble between the legislative and 
excζutive power" in the constÌtution. “On one side are 750  representa
tÌves of the people， elected by universal suffrage，" forming “a Natìonal 
Ass앙mbly that e며oys legislative omnipotence" in theory. “。n the other 
side is the President， with all the attributes of roya! power . . .  with all 
the reSQurces of the executìve in h is hands . .  ‘ all posts . “ 。fficials arid 
officers . . . the armed forces，" and 50 011. Moreoγer‘ each legislator is 
elected by this or that splinter of the people， whereas the President is 
εlected from the as a whole: “be is the dect of the 
nation 
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all Frenchmen through direct suffrage."  For this means the President is 
not responsible to the elected representatives of the people but to a 
metaphysicaI “national sp irit" -the one which takes on a body only one 
day every fou r  years. In effect， thεn， “the Constitution assigns actual 
power to the President，" to the execu tive power which holds the state 
machine in its own h ands while the National Assembly talks.9 

’rhe “unity of power，" in Marx’s view， had to reside in  the repre
sentative assembly， which would directly control both the legislative 
and executive powers， the latter being derived from its own body rather 
than constitutionally established as a separate body confronting it. 
When the Paris Commune took this course， Marx hailed it as one of the 
forms of government needed by a workers’ republic: the representative 
assembly calIed the Commune “was to be a working， not a parliamen
tary， body， executive and legislative at the same time." 10 The judiciary， 
whose complete independence from the executiνe had been hailed by 
Marx in the 1850s， 1 1 “were to be divested [ by the Commune] of that 
sham independence wh ich had but served to mask their abject subserv
iency to all succeeding governments，" and were to become truly inde
pendent by being made “eIec.tive， responsible， and revocable. " 1 2 I t  
should bε  noted， thεn， that the judicial function was not  to be  subordi
nated to the representative assembly ; in this respect Marx did recognize 
a separation of powers in a certain form， if that term is insisted on. 

It was， then， not the separation of powers in the abstract that 
constÌtuted th e main danger， but rather the over-large and independent 
role which this doctrine assigned to the executive and its bureaucracy. 
Voilà l ’gηηemi! 

However， the to wh ich the bureaucracy assumes an indepen-
dent and even sacrosanct position may vary under different national 
conditions‘ the revolution of 1 848-1 849 Marx had occasion to 
attack the Prussian legal system before a jury ; he argued that even the 
“Napoleonic d장spotism" that emerged from the French Re、rolu tion was 

apart from the patrìarch al-sch oolmasterish despotism of Prussian 
" in th is respect. The French variεty gave special status to an 

officia! only while executing h is official but 

Prussian on the contrary， confronts me with an offi
cial who ís a superior， sanctifi.ed being. His character as an official 
IS 
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not exercising h is post， who is away from home， who has retired 
into private life-remains a religious profanation， a desecration. 
The higher the official， the more serious the profanation. The 
h ighest offense against the state-priest is therefore against the 
king， l6se-majest6. ] . . I 3  

The “state-priest" pattern represents a higher degree of bureaucratic 
autonomization， of the elevation of the bureaucracy as a stratum out of 
and above civil society. 

3 .  THE STATE AS CALIBAN 

lnsofar as the autonomization of the executive goes forward， insofar 
as the executive frees itself from vestigial control by a representative 
assembly， it also becomes freer to assert its au tonomy from any other 
arm of society ; and conversely ， insofar as the state moves toward 
autonomy in socîety at large， it wiU also tend to. exalt and fortify the 
executive as the organ of autonomization. For in spite of what is taugh t 
in civics classes， the executive is not just another department of the 
government: it is typically the operative heart of the state， directly 
controlling the repressive forces of political power. 

But does not the Marxian formula in the Communìst Manífesto 
assert that the state is but the executive committee of the ruling class， 
or， more accurately， that “The executive of the modern state is but a 
committee for managing the common affairs of the whole bour
geoisie"안 lf so， can one speak of the autonomy of the state from the 
“whole bourgeoisie，" or in general， its autonomy from the ruling class 
or classes of society? And in that case， what does this autonomy mean? 
How far can it go? 

This is precisely the question that Marx grappled with in his analysis 

• For the but or merely， see the comment in Chapter 1 1 ，  p. 257 fn. There is a 
revealing point to be made by noting that this sentence， as quoted above ， is 
Enge1s’ edited version of 1 888 (the Moore-Engels standard English translation).  
The original German did not refer specifically to the executive of the state; i t  
said : “The modern state-power is but a committee [A ussc&ussJ which manages 
the common affairs of the whole bourgeois c1ass." 14 By his change Engels put the 
emphasis on the exccutivc: i t  i s  the executive which forms the “managing 
committec" whilc othcr state agencies are its arms. 
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of  Bonapartism and allied phenomena. The reader must be  warned that 
we are entering an area which is a favorite habitat of that mechanical or 
fossilized Marxism which has approximately the same relation to Marx 
himself as the Nicene Creed has to the Sermon on the Mount. 

。ur account of the rise of the state in Chapter 1 1  already shows that 
Marx and EngeIs did not make the state out to be merely an extrusion 
of the ruling class， i ts tool ， puppet， or reflection in some simplistic， 
passive sense. Not merely. and certainly not simply， for the actuality 
can be complex indeed， as Marx’s study of Bonapartism showed. 
Rather， the state arises from and expresses a reaI overall need for the 
organization of society "'-a need which exists no matter what is the 
particular class structure. But as long as there is a ruling class in 
socioeconomic re1ations， it  wiIl utilize th is need to shape and control 
the state along its own class lines. 

The metaphor of tool， reflection， and so on may well be of use as a 
suggestive figure of speech ， a first approximation， a pedagogical simpli
fication， or a legitimate “forceful overstatement" or interpretative 
exaggeration. '" '" But it Îs perhaps more enlightening to think of the 
state， ín many cases， as the Caliban to the ruling c1ass’s Prospεro. 
Caliban is “in service" to h is master， as his sIave， but nonethe1ess has h is 
own independent aspirations， which he can give rein depending on 
Prospero’s condition. He ca:n look forward to tearing h imself free from 
servitude， and meanwhile mouth insults against the power he submits 
to : “1 must obey: his art is of such power . . . .  " But still he mutters to 
himself: “A plague upon the tyrant that 1 serve ! "  And the bourgeoisie 
is equally suspicious and apprehensive of its “slave." Prospero introduces 

. .  Caliban， my slave， who never 
Yields us kind answer. 

‘ As Marx wrote in  an early article: “The state and the organization of society 
are not， from the po/itical standpoint， two different things. The state is the 
organization of society." ' S  This was written before The German lde% 없1， hence 
before Marx integrated this thought with a class theory of the state ; but rhe idea 
was not abandoned， it was incorporated. 

’ ‘ 1 am referring here to Richard Hofstadter’s approval of “ the soundness of 
[ F. J . I  Turner’s instincts" in understanding that  “if a new or heterodox idea is 
worth anything at all it is worth a forceful overstatement， and that this is one of 
the conditions of its being taken seriously" ; and his agreement， touching both 
Turner and Charles Beard， that “a certain measure of exaggeration， especially 
among writers who have a new and heterodox thesis， is almost a necessity of 
interpretative historical argumentation . . . . " 1 6 
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Miraηda. ’Tis a villain， sir， 
1 do not love to look on. 

Prospero. But， as ’tis， 
We cannot miss him : he does make our fire， 
Fetch in our wood; and serves in offices 
That profit US. 1 7 

The ruling c1ass “cannot miss" (cannot do without) its “slave，" and the 
latter is bent to its profit. This is all the relationship that Îs necessary 
“as a rule" (to use Engels' qualification). 

A reIationship of this type， one of bilateral tension， is characteristic 
not only of the state but of all the superstructuraJ elements of society， 
in Marx’s mature view of historical dynamics. AIl these e!ements tend 
to take on a life of their own; that is， to manìfest a certain amount of 
autonomy. With respect to the state “as a rule ，"  the fulJest exposition 
of this relationship was given by Engels in a letter right after a passage 
which we have already quoted in Chapter 1 1 . 18  

And now things proceed in a way similar to that in commodity 
trade and later in money trade:  the new independent power [ the 
state) . while having in the main to follow the movement of 
production， reacts in its turn， by virtue of its inherent reIative 
independence-that is， the relative independence once transferred 
to it and gradually further developed-upon the conditions and 
course' of production. I t  is the interactíon of two unequal forces: 
on the one hand， the economic movement，  on the other. the new 
political power， which strives for as much independence as pos
sible， and which， having once been established， is endowed with a 
movement of its own. On the whole， the economic movement 
gets its way， but it has also to suffer reactions from the politícal 
movement which it itself established and endowed with relative 
independence.* from the movement of the state power， on the 
one h and， and of the opposition simultaneously engendered. on 
the other?l 

• This， indeed. is exactly Prospero’s complaint against Caliban : “ 1  pitied thee， 
took pains to make thee speak . . . .  " and 50 on; to which Caliban replies， like any 
grateful politician: “You taught me language ; and my profit on’t I I5， I know how 
to curse: the red plague rid you. I For learning me your language!" 19 There is 
much else that is relevant in this same letter of Engels’. as well as others of hi� 
letters on the theory of historÎcal materialism，20 but we remind the reader thal 
this question of h istorÎcal theory is assumed to be antecedent to our discussion. 
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All this applies to “normal times，" that is， periocls of relatively stable 
social relations， historical events “as a rule. " What ηeνer exists is the 
woodenheaded ideal of a constant one-to-one correspondence from 
moment to moment between the basíc socioeconomic relations of 
society and the attenclant political and ideological superstructure: 
otherwise any simpleton could be an ìnfall ible social analyst once hε 
had memorized a few “Marxist" formulas. 

When we leave normal times and deal with periods of rapid social 
change (whether revolutionary or retrogressive)， we are bound to 
expect even greater dislocations between the changing socioeconomic 
base and the political-ideo!ogical superstructure. It is virtually a de
fining characteristic of such periods that all social relations become 
upset. volatile， f1uid. Formulas that worked “as a rule" in stable times 
now become more variable approximations; it is necessary to go behind 
the formulas to keep close watch on the concrete pat:terns of change. 
What this means wiIl be exhibited in the next chapter in connection 
with Marx’s work The Eighteenth Brumaire. 

4. THE POLlTlCAL INAPTlTUDE 
OF THE CAPlT ALlST CLASS 

So much for a general theoretÎcal consideration， at this point. But 
this much applies across the board to historical change at large. The 
phenomenon of state autonomization arises also because of  a specific 
characteristic peculiar to the capitalist class: 

O[ all the ruling classes kηozm
capitalist class k least 1UelI adapted， a??d tey2ds to be most aue7Se， to 
takiηg direct charge o[ the operatioη o[ the state apparatus. The key 
word is: direct. It is least suitable as a governing c1ass， if we use this 
term in its British sense to denote not a socioeconomic ruling c1ass but 
only the social circles from which the state machine tends to derive its 
personnel. 

This characteristic of the bourgeoisie is not altogether new to our 
discussion. It is the political side of some features of the system that we 
have already had occasion to mention. 

1 .  There Ís the fact that capitalism enj oys the deepest separation 
between its economic and political instÏtutions. As early as 1 843 Marx 
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was plainly struck by the change that had taken place from feudalism， 
where economic and politicaI rule were systematically [used in the same 
personnel. 22 As for the ancient slave states: a Roman patrician， to be 
sure， could retire to his estates and ignore political life if h e  chose， but 
normally membership in this ruling class entailed a felt obligation t。
participate in political life aS well as an automatic status in the political 
system. 

The capitalist class is different in this respect， basically because its 
mode of exploitation depends characteristically on the processes of the 
market， not on politics， which is ancillary and supportive. The capitalist 
needs a state that will give political backing to his economic activities， a 
Caliban that “serves in offices that profit US." But in his own activity as 
a capitalist he is concerned with nonpolitical preoccupations. I n  his 
capacity as a capitalist， he wants to make money， not run the govern
ment himself. He needs “free workers，" as Marx explained， because he 
is  not their lord， but only their boss; that is ，  his relationship of 
mastership is not directly political but economic. 

It is this side of capitalism， transmuted into a one-sided ideology， 
that appears first as the laissεz-faire illusion-“the best government is 
the least government’'-and even reaches the rarefied extreme of “bour
geois anarchism. " To be sure， laissez-jaire never meant that the state’s 
relationship to economics was to leave it alone; it merely meant that 
the state should remain as unobtrusive and unintruding as possible， also 
as inexpensive as possible， while the lnvisible Hand of the market took 
care of the main operation ; just as the campaign rhetoric of Republican 
candidates in the United States about “keeping government out of 
business" still reflects a very powerful aspect of the social psychology 
of the capitalist class， rooted in the nature of the system itself， which 
hangs on long after it is functionally obsolete. 

2. Another characteristic of the capitalist dass reinforces this ten
dency. Historically the capitalist dass does not develop as a dass of idlers 
but rather of very busy and hard-working men， workipg hard at exploit
ing the productive labor of others. “The industrial capii:ãIist is a worker， 
compared to the money-cap.italist， but a worker in the sense of capital
ist， i. e. an exploiter of the làbor of others，" noted Marx. '" The contrast 

.. Marx does not neg 
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between the landowning nobi1ity as an idle ruling dass and the risÏI핑 
bourgeoisie as a productive class runs alI through social thought in the 
transitional epoch of the bourgeois revolution， and is found very 
extensively in the non-Marxist socialist movements， from Saint
Simonism through Fabianism. 

This very old and deep-rooted d istÍnction between the “idlers" and 
the “producers" (the latter embracing both bourgeoisie and proletariat) 
reflects the peculiarity of capitalism which we are spotlighting. T.he 
capitalist class !ikes to boast of its closer involvement with the produc
tive process and its greater detachment from the “political game，" as 
justificatiqn for its existence. The exceptions which literally prove the 
rule are， in the UÎ1ited States， some long-established bourgeois families 
which have accumulated their wealth in previous generations and whose 
scions adopt “public service"-direct participation in state management 
-as a high-minded alternative to pure parasitism. 

3 .  Still another built-in characteristic of capitalism， previously men
tioned， minimizes the functioning of capitalists themselves as state 
administrators or managers. No other ruling class is so profusely criss
crossed internally with competing and conflicting interest groups， each 
at the other’s throat-the dog-eat-dog pattεrn. Compεting national 
groups (countriεs) are split by regional group interests， d ifferent indus
trial interests， antagonisms within an industry， rivalry between pro
ducers of consumers’ and producers’ goods， light and h eavy industry， 
and so on， aside from rdigious， political， and other ideological differ
ences. I nternally， capitalism is a snake-pit. By comparison， the incessant 
feuding of medieval barons was a marshmallow-throwing contest， just as 
the doughty deeds of medieval warriors were tea-pany gallantries com
pared with the conditÎons of modern war. 

This exuberance of internaI hostiIities makes it more difficult for 
any individual capitalist to be trusted as executor for the dass as a 
whole. For example: especially in critical times， concessÎons may havζ 
to be made to the dass enemy below， the working dasses. At whose 
expense? whose Ìnterests are to be shaved for thε sacrifice? If an 
economic depression drives small businesses to the how enthusi
astic wiU representatives of business become about saving them? If  
there are anti 
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ruling class: who-which elements-can best be trusted with the direct 
levers of political power? H istorically， a common answer has been: the 
most successful members of the rulíng c1ass. This answer works far less 
well for capitalism than for previous social systems. The special charac
teristics of capitalism put a premium on finding political leaders wh。
can take， and stick to， an overal1 and farsighted view of the interests 
and needs of the system as a whole， rather than the shortsighted， 
close-up-blurred vision characteristic of the busy profit-seeker. 

5 .  CONSEQUENCES FOR τHE STATE 

The consequences for the political history and patterns of capitalist 
society have been considerable . 

. 1 .  To begin with， there arises a need for what is aptly called the 
professional politician. The bourgeoisie， índividually and collectively， is 
accustomed to hiring whatever specialist services it needs， for a number 
of tasks: managers， engineers， professors， publicists， tax lawyers， jour
nalists， etc. The professional politician is the specialist required to 
manage its common affairs through the state under the complications 
of bourgeois democracy. 

It  would be misleading and unjust to suggest that this is necessarily a 
cynical arrangement; on the contrary， professional politicians who are 
merely ward-heeler types are likely to remain small fry. The society 
needs “statesmen" who are above petty larceny ; they will be all the 
more effective insofar as they are sincere and even idealistic， provided 
they possess the right sort of ideals. 

lt is natural for these specialists to be “mouthpiece'’ types-hence 
the high incidence of lawyers. >1< It  is useful for them to be trained 
ideologists-hence professorial and j ournalist mouthpieces are not un
known in the field， depending on national traditions and the times， 
though they may be more prominent in the administrative corridörs of 
the state. But the professional politician may be an upward-dimbing 
spinoff from any dass (like bullfighters in Spain) as long as he is 

$ Marx was struck by the increase in the number of lawyers elected t。
Parl iament in 1 8 5 2 .  “The House of Commons will count above a hundred lawyers 
in its ranks， and this number of jurisconsults is perhaps no favorable 
augury . . . .  " 24 
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amenable to the service required， that is ，  to operate within the ring of 
intεrests set by the system. H is is still one of the few trades where a 
self-made man can rise to the top， from log cabin to 10grolIing. 

2. EffectÎve politicaJ sεrvice， however， requires something more than 
the complaisant pl iabiliry of spirit known as political pragmatism. The 
system needs statesmen who qualify precisely by holding a farsighted， 
overalI vision of its interests; and it resents them for the same reason. 
This h as been the crux of a great many political conflicts. 

It is difficult enough for an aspirant to the mantle of statesmanship 
to decide for h imself what is really in the best long-range interests of 
“society，" that is， capitalist sociery . The second difficulry is: imposing 
this solution on a ruling class which， taken individually， is inherently 
nearsighted about its own class interests. It has beεn quite common 
for measures absolutely essential to the health and safery of the system 
to be put over on the capitalist class itself only against the vicious 
opposition of many or even most practicing capitalists themselves， or in 
less acute cases， only after violent internecÌne struggles among interεst 
groups within the dass. This pattern， sometimes regarded as a confuta
tion of the Marxist theory of the state， follows from the specific nature 
of the capitalist class， as we have seen. 

It  is the professional fun ction of the bourgeois statesman to take the 
Long， High View of the system as distinct from the approach of the 
myopic money-grubber. Some of the differences cutting through the 
capitalist class have a direct bearing on ability to do this. For example， 
far-f1ung monopoly capîtal naturally has a broadεr. more encompassing 
viewpoint than， say， a smal1-town shopkεeper. Sheer size can make the 
differencε. Similarly， capital that is nation-wide in operation is more 
like1y to take a hawk’s-eye view than regional or local capital . The same 
appIies to capítal that is diversified through different branches. Time is 
another dimension that ínfluences viewpoint. The first generation of 
capitalist wealth tends to be the most nearsightεd .  Succeeding genera
tions may form a simulated aristocracy， dividing between degeneracy or 
parasìtism on thε 。ne hand ， and “dedication to public service" on the 
other. Thεre is also a morε general sense in which a ruling dass matures 
with experience and time. During most of i ts exist 
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and centralization of economic power， which entails monopoly p rofits 
for a top stratum at the expense of the lower echelons of the cIass. This 
is not simply just another one of the criss-crossing internal conflicts 
that we have already remarked ; it acts unidirectionally to focalize social 
power itself in the top strata. 

What happens to the proposition that the state manages the common 
affairs of the ruling class if， as power concentrates， the affairs become 
less and less common? One of the consequences of the relative auton
omy of the state Îs to permit the dominant sectors within the capitalist 
class to secure the main levers of p。、I/er. The state， it would seem， 
becomes less the executive committee of the ruling dass as a whole， and 
more the executive committee of monopoly capital . I ts social base 
narrows. 

Yet， in rεality ， the state still remains the “committee for managing 
the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie" in spite of and through 
this development. U nder conditions of advanced capitalism ， the inter
ests of the top strata really are the basic interests of the capitalist class 
as a whole， not in the sense that thε fruits of dominance are even
handedly and fairly distributed， but in the sense that capitalism cannot 
continue at all on any other basis. This is a sense， however true， that is 
not likely to chεer a small businessman who is forced ínto bankruptcy 
by monopoly conditions; but then， after all ，  the man who ìs left out of 
a lifεboat because he would overload it may aIso have a minority viεw 
of the Îssue. The interests of the class as such are still loyally 

sincε these interests lie first and in the preserva-
tion of the system， and not in thξ this or that sector of 
the system. 

4. 0nε of the most consequεnces for the political lead-
ership of modern arises directly out of the inaptitude of the 

as a class. 10 more than one country ， when 
capitalism has faced its most critical the most farsi뺑ted and 
socially has come to the rescue from 
dements outsìde the εapitalist dass itself. examp!es， t。
which Marx and En!Zels αε come from Germany 
and Britain. *' Let us turn to them. 

$ The American reader is invited to consider the case， outside our present 
purview， of Franklin D. Roosevdt， 、κ’h。 、，vas brought up in the socia! milieu which 
is the nearest thing in the Uniu:d States to hereditary landed gentry， namely the 
old patroon fami!ies of thc Hudson valley， and whom history counterposed to 
Herbert Hoover， a self-made capitalist， the most bl inkered kind in existence. 
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6. THE AUTONOMI ZED STATE IN G ERMANY 

ln Germany， after bourgeois democracy funked its chance in 1848 
while the imperatives of modernization demanded the forced develop
ment of capitalist industry ， the job was done by a political l eader， 
Bismarck， whose outlook and Junker class ties were distinctly pre
bourgeois， scornful and suspicious of the bourgeois spirit. With “blood 
and iron" B ismarck forced Germany through the mèatgrinder of 
modernization-which ， economically speaking， meant bourgeoisifica
tion-without any need to be tender of this or that section of the 
bourgeoisie itself. He did the job that capitalism could not do for Îtself. 

Bismarck was able to do this becaμse h e  was an outsider. German 
capitalism was raised to maturity with a whip. As Engels noted : 

Neither the J unkers nor the bourgeoisie possessed even average 
εnergy. The ]unkers had proved this in the past sixty years， 
during which the state had constantIy done what was best f01" 
them despite thε opposition of these Don Quixotes.2S 

Bismarck， seeking to save as much as possible for an obsolete 
class-his own ， the Junkers-which was in the way of modern
ization， had to act in the of constant opposition from the main 
body of that same dass. For modernization was also in  the basic in
terest of the and not only of the bourgeoisie， since it was a 
necessity for the state and society 짜 which retained a dwindl ing 
share of pαwer and ‘ If modernization meant bourgeoisification， 
this was a fact of lifε that could not be by dass wiI l ;  and so “a 
man like Bismarck was on a policy of maneuvering 
between the various dasses." Z6 

How did the outsider puH th is off the opposition of his own 
dass and without the bourgeoisie itsdf to take the reins of 
state Thξ basic tactic was to balance dass against dass， the 
Junkers the bourgeoisie， as long as possible ;  then to threaten 
proletarian discontent the and thus to play them 

imposing the autonomizcd state’s so!utÍon on all and 
time  to demonstrate to the boúrgeoisie that its interests 

were in hancls and to the thàt thεy had no better 
alternative. (More about this in Chapter 16 . )  I t  was the J unker 
Bismarck wh。 “gave" the workers a system of universal suffrage-one 
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。f the most paradoxical events in political h istory-in order to set them 
up as a political counterweight to the liberal bourgeoisie in a period 
when he could hope that the boon would not get out of hand. 

The autonomy exhibited by this exploit of the B‘smarckian state 
was strictly rεlative. For its succζss was conditioned on the fact that its 
policy was really in the basic interests of the ruling dasses， and that this 
fact could be demonstrated before too long. lt is quite different， 
thεrefore， from the absolute autonomy which would permit a state t。
pursuε its own interests， as i t  saw them， even in long-term contradiction 
with those of economically dominant classes. 

The pattern necessarily involved an element of uneasy tension， of 
countervailing puUs-so Engels emphasized in a letter to the German 
party leader Bebel . In 1 892 he noted signs of oppositional organization 
among the liberal bourgeoisie， and commented : 

Capìtalist society， wh ich has not yet formally subordinated the 
state to itself; has to leave the actual government to a monarchic
bureaucratíc-J unker hereditary caste and has to content itself 
with the fact that by and large its own interests are finally 
decisive after all . This society ， in view of its situation in Germany， 
wobbles between two trends: on the one hand， alliance of all 
officia! and property-owning strata of society as against the 
proletariat. . . . On the other hand， there is a trend which keeps 
continually placing the old conflict on the order of the day-the 
。ld conflict， which was not fought out because of cowardice， 
between the monarchy with its absolutist reminiscences， the 
landed aristocracy， and the bureaucracγ which thinks i tse1f ele
v.ated above all parties， and， counterposed to all of these， the 
industrial bourgeoisie， whose material interests are harmed daily 
and hourly by these outlived elements. Which of these two trends 
has the upper hand at any moment is determinεd by accidental 
personal， local， &c factors.27 

And there was one more condition behind Bismarck’s strategy. 
While the mentality of the J unkers， and of Bismarck himself， was 

subjectively antibourgεois， they h ad this in common with the bour
geoisie they scorned :  they constituted a property-holding， labor
exploiting， possessing dass. And in the course of the bourgεoisification 
。f society， this prebourgeois owning and exploiting class was capable of 
being pardy assimilated to εconom 
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There was an occasion on which Engels was led to note the similar
ities between Bismarck’s and the bourgeois mentalìty. This was in 1867 
when a letter from Marx informed him of a veiled bid by an agent of 
Bismarck’S to buy him Up.28 Engels commented in  reply : 

l t  is indicativε 。f the mentality and mental horÏzon of the fellow 
[ Bismarck j that he judges everyone by himself. The bourgeoisie 
may weIl admire the great men of today : it seεs itself mirrored in 
them. AlI the qualities contributing to the successes of Bonaparte 
and Bismarck are businessmen’s qualities: pursuit of a definÎte 
goal by biding one’s time and making tentative moves till the 
right moment is found j diplomatic maneuvering with a back door 
always opεnj bargaining and haggl ingj swallowing insults if self
interest demands i t j  the business of “now let’s not be thieves" j in 
short， the businessman all over. Gottfried Ermen [ the other 
partner in the Ermen & Engels firm j in his own way is just as 
great a statesman as Bismarck， and if you follow up these great 
men’s tricks， you always wind up on Manchester exchange. 
Bismarck thinks: if only 1 keep after Marx， some day 1 wiU finaIly 
hit on the right moment and then we will do businεss together. 
Pure Gottfried Ermen. 29 

The Bismarckian state， then， was managed by an alíen class elemεnt 
(from the bourgeoisie’s viewpoint)， but it was not so alien as to be 
unapprecíativε 。f what an exploitative sociεty needed in the interest of 
property. 

7. THE CASE OF THE ENGLlSH BOURGEOIS IE  

The countrγ ín wh ich this pattern had bεen pioneεred was England. 
Marx discussed it several times in the 1 850s. '" 

He began by posing the questìon of the class nature of the Whig 
party. They “form a fraction of the large landed property of Great 
Britain ，" indeed “the oldζst ，  richest ，  and most arrogant portion." 

• A l ready in early 1 848 Engels had no tcd that i n  England the ruling sections 
of the bourgeoisie “ have left the nomi nal rule to their  depcndent debtors， thc 
aristocrats，" but h c  though t  t h is nominal ru le  was only an “appcarance" and that 
cven this appearance 、‘lO u l d be done away wìth very soon . 30 Marx’s later articlcs 
showed a greater awarεness tha t  a certain sharing of power still  existed between 
bourgeoisie and aristocracy. 
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。OWhat， then， distinguishes them from the Tories? The Whigs 
are the ‘lristocγ'atic represeηtatiνes of the bourgeoisie， of the 
industrial and commercial middle class. Under the condition that 
the Bourgeoisie should abandon to them， to an oligarchy of 
aristocratic families， the monopoly of government and the exclu
sive possession of office， they make to the middle class， and assist 
it in conquering， all those concessions， which in the course of 
social and political development have shown themselves to have 
become uηavoidable and undel땅lable. Neither more nor less . . . .  
The interests and principles which they represent besides， from 
time to time， do not belong to the Whigs; they are forced upon 
them by the development of the industrial and commercial class， • .  31 the Bourgeoisie. 

But the Whigs do not play this role in order to serve the bourgεoisie， 
nor even primarily because， by allying with the “Bankocracy" or 
“Millocracy" to defeat the Tories， they also secure to themselves “the 
governmental part of the victory. "  Like their similars later， * they are 
still serving their own class in their own way ; for example 

after 1 846 they confinεd their Free Trade measures so far as was 
necessary， in order to save to the landed aristocracy the greatest 
possible amount of privileges. Each time they had taken the 
movement in hand in order to prevent its forward march， and to 
recover thξir own posts at the sarne time. 

I t  follows that thεy can exist in this role only as long as the aristocracy 
retaÎns enough power in thε society to make their mεdiation useful. 

The reference is to the anaiogous role later played. in England， by the 
Liberal Party with relation to the working c1ass as constituency. or by the 
Democratic Party in the United S tates today-parties definable. in Marx’s words. 
as the bourgeois representatìves of the working dass. wh。 “make to the 1 work
ing) è1ass， and assist it  in conquering. all those concessions， which in the course of 
social and political development have shown themselves to have become unavoid
able and undelayable." This relationship still gives rise to confusing political types 
and ambiguous personages. just as Marx wrote of thε Whigs: 

。 0 1 t is evident what a distastefully heterogeneous mixture the character of 
the British Whi용s must turn out to be: Feudalists， who are at the same time 
Malthus!ans， money-mongers with feudal prejudices， arístocrats without 
point of honour， Bourgeois

. 
without !ndustrial act ivity， final ity-men with 

progressive phrases， progressists with fanaticaJ Conservatism， traffickers in  
homeopat�ical fractions of reform�， fosterers of family-nepotisl'l11 Grand 
Masters of corruption，  hypocrites of religion， Tartuffes of pólitics.씨 
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. from the moment when the Tories are definitively over
thrown， British h istory has no longer any room for the Whigs. 
The aristocracy once destroyed， what is the use of an aristocratic 
representation of the Bourgeoisie against this aristocracy? 33 

When， the foliowing year， a coalition government took shape， Marx 
interpreted it along the same lines: 

。OI n a word， the entire Aristocracy agree， that the Government 
h as to be conducted for the benefit， and according to the inter‘ 
ests of the middle-c1ass， but they are determined that the bour
geoisie are not to be themsdves the governors of this affair; and 
for this object all that the old Oligarchy possess of talent， influ
ence and authority are combined， in a last effort， into one 
Administration， which has for its task to keep the bourgeoisie， as 
long as possible， from the direct enjoyment of governing the 
nation. The coalized Aristocracy of E ngland， intend wÌth regard 
to the bourgeoisie， to act on the sarne principle upon which 
Napoleon L professed to act in reference to the people: “Tout 
pour le peuple， rieη par le peuple. ".，.. 

On the Napoleonic principle， “Evεrything for the people， nothing by 
the people，" the aristocratic govεrning c1ass， “the class that rule offi
cially，" struck a compromise with the c1ass that rule nonofficially ， a 
compromlse 

。Oby which the general governing power is abandoned to some 
sections of the middle dass， on condition that the whole of the 
real Government， the Executive in all its details， even to the 
executive department of the legislative power-or that is， the 
actual law-making in the two Houses of Parliament-is secured to 
the landed aristocracy. . . .3S 

Already in 1 85 5  Marx saw this compromise as superannuated， and in 
1 8 5 8  he thought he saw his 1 8 5 2  prediction about the fate of the Whigs 
commg true : 

。OThe fact is that the two ruling oligarchic parties of England 
were long ago transformed into mere factions， without any dis
tinctive principles. . . . TilI now， the Tories have been aristocrats 
ruling in the name of the aristocracy， and the Whig aristocrats 
ruling in the name of the middle class; but the middle class having 
assumed to rule in t:heir own name， the business of the Whigs is 
gone. In order to keep the Whigs out of office， the Tories will 
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yield to the encroachments of the middle-class party until they 
h ave worried out Whig patience and convinced these oligarchs 
that， ín order to save the interests of their order， they must merg'ε 
in the conservatÎve ranks and forsake their traditionary preten
sÌons to reprεsent the liberal Înterest or form a powεr of their 
own. Absorption of the Whig factÎon into the Tory faction， and 
their common metamorphosís into the party of the aristocracy， as 
opposed to the new middle-c1ass party， acting under its own 
chiefs， under its own banners， with its own watchwords-such is 
the consummation we are now witnessing in England.36 

Nor was 1858  actually the end of the English aristocracy， or eIe
ments of it， in the role of governing surrogates for the bourgeoisie. So 
late Înto the nineteenth century did the bourgeoisie display its back
wardness in politicalIy managing its own system. '" 

8. “BEAT ME， DADDY ，" SAYS THE BOURGEOISIE 

In the  latter part of the  nÎneteenth century， thought Engels， the 
English bourgeoisie did finally exhibit “a certain talent for upholding 
Îts position as leading dass at 1εast to some degree，" but in 1889 he was 
led to comment that this seemed to be changing. The bourgeoisie once 
again showed Ít could not easily act aS a dass on behalf of its class 
interests only this time it had to be bailed out not from above (by the 
aristocracy) but from bdow (by the wprking class). His article cited 
two recent events. 

One involved London’s antiquated port system， whose absurdity 
“threatens to stifle the living conditions of all of London."  the rest of 
the bourgeoisie included . 

.. A by-product of this discussion . should be reaiization of h ow absurd Marx 
would have considered the latter-day pseudo-Marxist notion of “one c1ass-one 
party " The arricles quoted in the preceding section， as well as others， provide 
massive evidence that the one-to-one correspondence of c1asses and parties is not 
only not a rule but is in fact unusua1. Further material will be found in the next 
chapter， from Tbe Eigbteentb Brumaire. Under varying historical cÎrcumstances， a 
given political party may be based on more than one c1ass， and a given dass may 
be represented by more than one party. In  the latter case. a party may reflect or 
stem from a sector of the c1ass， an ideology or political orientation within the 
cJass， or simply a cJiqueõ or it  may itself degenerate into a mere coterie or clique.37 
And these do not exhaust the possible complications. The party l ineup may 
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Then the dock workers’ strìke breaks out. [t  is not thε bourgeoi
sic being robbed by the dock companies that rebels， it is the 
workers exploited by them ， the poorest of the poor， the lowest 
layer of the East End proletarians， wh o fling down the gauntlet to 
the dock magnates. 39 

The fact that the challengε to th e dock companies was “ indirectly aJs。
in the i nterests of the b ourgeois class" brought public sympathy for the 
strike and money contributions; “the workers fought th e battle to the 
end "  and stirred public opinion to the point where modernizatÏon of 
the dock system was made inevitab!e. 

This job should have been done by the bourgeoisie long ago. It 
was unable or unwilling to do it. Now thε workers have taken it 
ín hand and now it will be done. fn other words， in this case the 
bourgeoi5ie has renounced its own part in favor of the workers. 

1n Lancashire， a speculators’ ring sought to corner cotton and hoist 
prices. The cotton spinners could retaJiate only by combi ni ng to curtail 
their consumption of the raw material by l arge-scale shutdowns. But no 
common action could be achieved as the individual intere5ts of the 
cotton spinners were at sixes and sevens. How could aU cotton miUs be 
shut down? A wage cut could do it by causing a strike or lockout， in 
which case all the millowners would discover their class solidarity; but 
it happened that a wage cut was not feasible. τhe alternative was “a 
step which is unique in the history of modern industry": 

The milI-owners， through their centraJ committee， “semi
。fficially" a pproach th e Central Committee of th e Workers’ 
Trade Unions with the request that the organized workers should， 
in th e common interest， force the obstinate mill-owners to shut 
down by organizing strikes. Messrs. mill-owners， admitting their 
own inability to take concerted action， ask th e formerly 50 much 
hated workers’ trade unions， kindly to use coercion against them， 

simplify down to match the class l ineup insofar as the c1ass struggle polarizes the 
society. When the ruling English par디es moved toward coalition ìn 1853 ，  as 
mentioned above， Marx wondered aloud as follows: 

15 not the very fact of such a “coal ition" the most explicit indication that 
the time has arrived when the ，:'ctua.lly gro，:"n-up an

.
d p�r

.
tially u'?

represented fundamental c1asses of modern society， the industrial bourgeoi
sie and the worldng class， are about to vin.gicate to themselves the position 
of the only politica‘ parties in the 
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the mill-owners， so that the mill-owners， inducεd by bitter neces
sity ， should finally act in concert， as a cIass， in the interests of 
their own cIass. They have to be forced to do so by the workers， 
for they themselves are unable to bring this about ! 

I n  twenty-four hours the mere threat of a strike smashed the ring. 

Thus， here too ，  in the most modern of all modern large-scale 
industries， the bourgeoisíe proves to be as incapable of defending 
its own class interests， as it is in medieval London. And what is 
more， it frankly admits it， and by turning to the organized 
workers with the request that they should defend a major dass 
interest of the milI-owners themselvεs， it not only abdicates， but 
recognizes in the organized working class its suc야ssor， who is 
caIled upon to rule and is quite capable of doing so.‘"'" 

The moral to be drawn goes beyond Engels’ propagandistic conclu
sion. For one thing， by showing that its class interests could be 
preserved only by some outside force of coercion‘ the bourgeoisie 
invited more candidates for the role of savior than merely the labor 
movement; and for another， this pattern helps to explain why it took 
the Social-Democracy to preserve the system during the convulsions 
that foIlowed the first world war. But more immediately， there is 
another lesson: it is a disti11ct advantage to tbe bourgeoisie if its own 
state-tbe state wbicb assures its interests-is not simply its tool， if 
indeed tbis state enjoys sufficieηt autoηomy from tbe ruliηg class so 
tbat， ilηeed be， tbe former caη eveη exert coercioη 011 tbe latter. 

This is the conclusion that Marx drew from the experience of the 
English factory acts， prototypes of bourgeois labor legislation and 
welfarism. Thε capitalist state has to correct for the shortsightedness of 
the capitalists themselves: 

These acts curb the passion of capital for a limitless draining of 
labor-power， by forcibly limiting thε working겁ay by state regula
tions， made by a state that is ruled by capitalist and landlord. 
Apart from the working-c1ass movement that daily grows more 
threatening， the limiting of factory labor was dictated by the 
same necessity which spread guano over the English fields. The 
same blind eagerness for plunder that in the one case exhausted 
the soil ， had ，  in the other， torn up by the roots the living force of 
the nation. Periodical epidemics speak on this point as c1early as 
the diminishing military standard in Germany and Francε 41 
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The Lancashire example was double-barreled : as Engels mentioned， 
thε same results could have obtained， not by del iberate arrangement 
with the labor movement， but in genuìne fear of it. I n  actuality， both 
were involved anyway : the del iberate arrangement was only by the 
more farsighted leadership of the millocracy; it was the fear that 
whipped the body of the class in l ine. Historically the bourgeoisie 
showed itself ever ready to cede the helm of government to a1ien hands 
whenever that was necessary to protect it from the danger from below. 
“ ln  the 1 8 3 0s，" remarked Marx， “the [ E nglish J bourgeoisie preferred 
the renewal of the compromise with the landεd aristocracy to a com
promise with the mass of the E nglish peopl e."42 Of the German 
bourgeoisie Engels wrote: “it does not know how to rule， it is powerless 
and incapable of anything. It can do only one thing: savagely attack the 
workers as soon as they begin to stir- ”43 

lt is a peculiarity of the bourgeoisie， in contrast to all former 
rul ing classes， that thεre is a turning-point in its deveIopment 
after which every further expansion of its agencies of power， 
hence primarily of its capital ， only tends to make it more and 
more unfit for political rule. “Behiηd the big bourgeois stand the 
proletari，αns. " . .  ， From that moment on， it loses the strength 
required for exclusive political rule ;  it looks around for a1lìes with 
whom to share its power， or to whom to cede the whole of its 
rule ，  as circumstances may require.44 

For all of these reasons， state autonomization represents a valuable 
dement of flexibility in the state structure. If the bourgeoisie were 
capable of keeping thε state on a short leash， and always did so， that 
statε would have strangled long ago. On the other hand， while the state 
needs a long leash ， this tends to make capitalists uneasy， especially 
when the state strains at the leash . 

This aspect， like others we have mentioned， gives rise to ambiguous 
personages ín politics. The element of autonomous flexíbility was well 
represεnted by Disr:;eli in Marx’s time，  as he had occasion to note: 

。OWhatever be our opinion of the man， who is said to despise the 
aristocracy， to hate the bourgeoisie， and not to l íke the people， he 
ìs unquestionably the ablest member of the present Parliament， 
while the flexibility of his character enables h im the better to 
accommodate h imsdf to the changing wants of society.4S 
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The role that Disraeli played was conditioned on the degree to which he 
personally stood apart from the cIasses: his outsider aspect. 

9. CAN THE BOURGEOISIE DO lT? 

Could the bourgeoisie ever take the governing power really into its 
own hands as a cIass? Engels， who paid a good deal of attention to the 
question， could not avoid shuttling between a negative and a positive 
answer， over the decades. The reason for the uncertainty is plain :  On 
the one hand， could the bourgeoisie be so different from previous mling 
dasses? Wasn’t it， rather， m erely retarded， but on the way nevertheless? 
On the other hand， the facts of current history continued to enforce a 
negat:ive condusion. 

Let us illustrate this zigzag in three scenes. 
1 .  In 1 866 Bismarck’s universal-suffrage coup， and the b ourgeoisie’s 

meεk acceptance of it， swung Engels over 1:0 one side: 

It is becoming clearer and c1earer to me that the bourgeoisie 
doesn’t have the stuff to rule directly itse1f， and that therefore， 
where there is 110 oligarchy as there is here in England to tak� 
over， for good pay， the managing of state and society in the 
ìnterest of the bourgeoisie， a Bonapartist semi-dictatorship is the 
normal form ; it carries out the b행 matεrial interests of the 
b ourgε。isie even against the b ourgeoisie， but deprives the bour
geoisie of any share in th엉 mli ng power itself. O n  the other hand， 
this dictatorship is itself， in turll， compelled to reluctantly adopt 
these material interests of the bou챙eoisie.46 

But this symbiαtic rdationship between the socioecoilOmic ruling 
dass and its autonomÏzed state (which holds the power of government， 
that is， the immediate r앙ins of the state apparatus) is not confinε얘 t。
the case of we have seen that it holds true in less extreme 
form a150. 

2 .  In 1889， to Laura Lafar흉H! (Marx’s daugh ter)， E ngels 
heid În France would at bring about 

a totaUy bou행eois The rightist 훌er apparently ended， 
politics shifted toward the bouεgeois Iiberal end of the spectrum. 
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。ONow， for the first time， you will get a real government of thε 
entire bourgeoisie. In 1 84915 1 ，  the rue de Poitiers [political club 1 
under Thiers， too. formed a government of the whole bourgeois 
class，47 but that was by the truce between two opposing monarch
ical factions， and by its very nature passager [ short-livedJ . Now 
you will get one based upon the despair to upset the repubIic， 
upon its recognition as an unavoidable pis-aller [last resort] ， and 
therefore a bourge()is government which has the stuff to last until 
its final smash-up .'+O 

At last， he  thought， the various warring sectors of the bourgeoisie 
would “act as a b ourgeoisie une et iηdiνisible" (the phrase echoes the 
“unitary and indivisible republic" slogan)‘  Later the same month he 
explained that this did not necessarily entail party coalition govern
ments. Rather， “th e  impending rule of the French bourgeoisie as a 
cIass" meant that 

you have the real conditions of the rule of the whole bourgeois 
class， of parliamentarism in full blossom : two parties struggling 
for the majority and taking in turns the parts of [ns and Outs， of 
government and opposition. H ere， in England， you have the ruJe 
of the whole bou rgeois class ; but that does not mean that Con
servatives and Radicals coalesce; on the contrarγ， they relieve 
each other.49 

But in these two letters Engels' d iscussion， focused on the removal 
of the danger from the right， does not take account of the bourgεoisie’s 
fear from the left. Would not this make “the rule of the whole 
bourgeois class" a transitory one also in the Third Republic? 

3 .  In 1892 ，  in his English introduction to Socialism Utopiaη aηd 
Scientific， a more rounded discussion pointed once again to an essen
tialIy negative concIusion. This discussion occurs in the context of the 
bourgeoisie’s fear of working-class revolt:  

lt seems a law of historical development that the bourgeoisie can 
in no European countη， get hold of political powcr-at Ieast for 
any length of time-in thc same exclusive way in which the feudal 
aristocracy kept hold of it during the Middle Even in 
France， where feudalism was 앙y the bour-
geoisie， as a whole， 'has held full posse잃ion of the Govermnent for 
very short periods only . . . .  It is only now， in the Third Republic， 
that the bourgeoisìe as a whole have kept possession of the helm 
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for more than 얹renty ye양$; *  and they are already showing lively 
signs of decadence. A durable reign of the bourgeoisie has been 
possible only in countries like America， where feudalism was 
unknown ， and society at the very beginning started from a 
bourgeois basis . . . .  

In  England， the bourgεoisie never held u ndivided sway. Even 
the vÎctory of 1832 left thε landed aristocracy in almost exclusive 
possession of all the leading Government offices . . . .  The E nglish 
bourgeoisie are， up to the present day， so deeply penetrated by a 
sense of their social inferiority that they keep up ，  at their own 
expensε and that of the nation ， an ornamental caste of 
dronεs . .  

The industrial and commercial middie class had， therefore， not 
yet succeeded in driving the landed aristocracy completely from 
political power when another competitor， the working c1ass， 
appeared on the stage. so 

I t  is the threat from below， from the working dass， that represεnts 
the potentialities of the future， hence reinforces thε inaptitude of the 
bourgeoisie to take direct control of the statε machine and the conse
quent tendency toward state autonomization. 

But autonomization can take many forms， and extend to different 
degrees‘ The experience that was decisive for Marx’s thinking on this 
subject tooI‘ place in France: it was what Engels (io his 1 866 remark 
cited above) had called “the normal form"-BonapaπIsm. 

φ This reckoning is obviou51y at odds with Engels' 1 889 !etter; the difference 
is a matter of estimation-estimation of the degreε to which the whole bourgeoisie 
participated in the governing power at one time or another. For that matter， 
further on in this passage. the reference to England al50 reflects a different 
estimate from that in the second 1 889 letter. The important thing for present 
purposes is not the specific estimation of just when， if ever， a bourgeoisie wields 
“undivided sway，" but th앙 theoretical considerations behind the problem. 
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more authorÍtarÎan and despotic forms of govεrnmεnt does not arise 
from a threat from hdow. Another factor imparting 

thε same tendenεy Ís one of the characterÍstics making for the political 
inaptitude of the capitalist dass (as summarized in the preceding 
chapter) : the “e씨berance of Înternal h ostilities"-the fact that 
“no other dass is 50 p rofusεly criss-cross엉 intemally with 
competing a nd conflicting interest groups-the dog-eat-dog pattεrn. ，， 1 

It may be helpful to think o f  thcse t、，\'0 factors as being， respectively， 
the vertical and horizontal componεnts of social struggle in the 5ystem， 
without thεm in importance. The horizontal sεrug
gle takes ε among sectors of the rτlling c1asses thems상ves， not only 
between different blocs of the hourgeoisie hut also pitting landowning 
Înterests (however bourgeoisificd) against various bou rgeois interests. 

In practice， to be sure， such horizontal social struggles can rarely 
take place wÎthout involving the vertical class of the exploited 
classes the tops. Conflicts within the circles tεnd to 

stimulate or unleash Întervention from below， and conversεly， the 
threat of subversion from b elow may divide the tops either on how to 
d eal with the problem or in terms of whose Ínterests are mainly 
endangered. In practice， therefore， these components of the historical 
social struggle tεnd to interpenetrate， with the driving force coming 
from below (verticaJ!y) .  

But wh atever their source， if  the internal conflicts become so un
manageable as to threaten the stability of the system， the resolution of 
the conf1ict bv authoritarian means becorñes thε lesser eviI for every 

385 
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stratum that shares in the benefactions of the status quo .  " 
l f  the bourgeoisie can no longer control the social jolts a.nd tremors 

within the framework of democratic forms， its own preservation  de
mands that， as a dass， it yield up di:rect political power to other and 
firmer hands， the better to safεguard its socíoeconomic rule. For Marx， 
the classic case that acted out this proposition was the situa.tion in 
France leading from the February revolution of 1848 to the military 
dictatorship established by Louis Napolε。n B onaparte in a coup d’état 
on Decembεr 2， 185 1 .  The analysis of this original “ Bonapartisrn" was 
the subject of his work written direct1y after the events， T，δe Eighteeηth 
Bγumai:re o[ Louis Bonapa:rte， which was perhaps his most brilliant 
historical study." Its pervasive therne  Îs the relations between the state 
power and the various social groups thereof; and an outstanding charac
teristic is its paínstaking dissection of thε complexity of the historical 
situation， to which we will not be able to do justice herc. 
justice here. 

1 .  THE PROBLEM POSED 

Today’s reader has to  recapture the contemporary historical back
ground of The Eighteeηth Brumaire， for it is not an abstract treatÌse but 
an analysis of the news of the day as it happened. ln July 1 8 3 0  the 
Restoration monarchy had been brought down by a timid bourgeois
republican effort at revolution which succeeded only in replacing the 

" For a broader view of the h istorical pattern， this proposition should be 
Iinked with the explanation ( in Chapter 1 1 ， section 7) of the three subsidiary 
tasks of the state. The third of these subsidiary tas!ts is precisely the resolution of 
internecine disputes that m i빼 t  o therwise disrupt the social fabric. This suggests 
that the other two subsidiary tasks m ay also play a role in the tendency of the 
state toward autonomization (and authoritarianism) ; and 1 believe they ， do
though to a lesser extent .  From a b asic standpoiht， then， the present discussion 
could be derived directly from the statement about the tasks of the state . 

.... This was obviously Engels' opinion， judging by hîs. many recommendations 
to students of Marxism. The present chapter will be devoted mainly to this work; 
it is the source of all quotations not otherwise ascribed. The title refers to the 
analogous coup d녕tat of Novεmber 9 ， 1 799 (the 1 8 th Brumaire in the calendar of 
the French Revolution) by which the first Napoleon established his military 
dictatorship . The analogy with the 1 8th Brumaire， and even the content of Marx’s 
first paragraph， were given in Engels’ letter to Marx the day after the COUp，2 
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Bourbons with a constitutional monarchy headed by Louis Philippe， a 
bourgeoisified roya1ty. Never a very strong regime， the July monarchy 
of Louis Philippe h it the rocks with the industrial depression of 1 847. 
The following year saw the outbreak of the first Europe-wide revolu
tionary upsurge; in France the Second Republic was proclaimed in 
February. 

Louis Philippe’s bourgeois monarchy， in which “a lirnited section of 
the bourgeoisie ruled in the name of the king，" was now replaced by a 
bourgeois republic， in which “the whole of the bourgeoisie wiIl now 
rule"-or so they thought .3 The Constituent Assembly wh ich was 
elected with the help of peasant and clerical support was thoroughly 
bourgeois， and set out to settle accounts with the main dass danger 
from below， the Paris proletariat. The liberal Tocqueville reported: “ I  
saw society spl it in two: those who possessed nothing unitcd in a 
common grεed Isic ] ; those who possessed something in a common fear. 
No bonds， no sympathies existed bεtwεen these two great c1asses， 
everywhere waS the idea of an inεvitable and approaching struggle."4 In  
the face of  mass starvation among the workers， t he  bourgeois republi
cans provocatively cut down øn the welfare program. 

The workers' response was the “June insurrection， the most colossa1 
event in the history of European civil wars"-up to then. 

The bourgeois republic triumphed. On its side stood the aristoc
racy of finance， thε industrial bourgeoisie， the middle class， the 
peny-bourgeois， the army， the lumpenproletariat organized as the 
Mobile Guard， the intellectual lights， the dergy and the rural 
population. On thε side of the Paris proletariat stood none but 
Îtself. More than 3 000 insurgents were butchered after the vic
tory， and 1 5 ，000 wζre transported without trial . With this defeat 
the proletariat passes into the background of the revolutionary 
stage.S 

At this point， all othεr socia! strata and their political represεntatives 
were united against the vanguard prolεtariat of Paris. The savage (be
cause terror-stricken) slaughtεr of the rebel movement eliminated the 
threat of proletariat revolution for more than two decades. But， as 
Marx stressed， the threat stil1 remaincd in the background. 

The foreground of the picture is going to concern the tug-of-war 
among the various strata of “those who possessed something"-the 
property-owning dasses and their hangers-on. The problem which Tbe 
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FROM FEBRUARY TO THE COUP D’ETAT 

To aid tbe reader iη followiη'K Marx ’s allalysis of events iη The E ighteenth 
Brumaire of  Louis B onaparte， here is a chroηological table of tbe maill develop
ments that took piace between the Februo.ry γ'evolution and Bonaparte 's coup 
d ’ëtat. In tbis WOl.k Marx divides the story iηto three mai11 pe써ods' 01' pbases as 
folloωS: (1) the “February period， " headed by a proνisional governmeηt;  (2) the 
“'period of tbe coηstitution of tbe republic， " headed by tbe Const‘tue?lt National 
Asseηzbly; and (3) the ‘ψeriod of tbe constitutψnal γepublic， " headed by tbe 
Legislative National Assembly， and Þroμgbt to a1l end by the coup d ’'étal. 

1 848 Feb. 22 
Feb. 24 
Apr. 2 3  

May 4 

May 1 5  

June 2 3-
26 

Nov. 4 
Dec. 1 0  
Dec. 20 

1 849 jan. 29 

April 
May 28 

June 1 3  

Oct. 3 1  

1850 Mar. 10 
1 8 5 1 J uly 1 5  

Dec. 2 

Dec. 2 1  
1 8 5 2  Nov. 2 

FIRST PERIOD 

Uprising in Paris. 
Louis Phil ippe abdicates; Second Republic p roclaimed. 
Elections to Constituent National Assemblyõ victorγ 。f

bourgeois republicans. 
Constituent Assembly meets. 

S ECOND PERIOD 

Workers' demonstration invades Assembly õ p roclaims a 
revolutionary government; B lanqui， others 
arrested. 

τhe June uprising: workcrs’ rebcllion in Paris suppressed 
by terror and Cavaignac dictarorship.  

New constitution completed. 
Louis Napo1eon Bonaparte e1ected president of republic. 
President B onaparte insralled， forms cabinet. 
Constituent Assembly votes its own dissolutìon under 

pressure of troops in Paris. 
French begin a ttack on the Roman Republic. 
Legislative National Assembly meets. 

THIRD PERIO。

Suppression of demonstrat따n (abortive revolt) by 
Lcdru-Roll in’s radicals. 

President Bonaparte instal!s cabinet of his own men 
(D’Hautpoul cabinet). 

Assemb’y by-elections: to left. 
Assembly rejects constitutior셉 revision permitting second 

term for President Bonaparte. 
Coup d녕tat: B onaparte seizes power with help of  army. 

AFTERMATH 

Plebiscite held by Bonapartε to sanction coup. 
Empire (“Second Empíre") proclaimed with Bonaparte 

as Napoleon 1 1 1 .  
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Eighteenth Brumaíre addressed mainly was not the role of the state 
with respeet to the proletariat， a role which had been amply demon
strated by the ]une Days: “It had revealed that here boαrgeois republic 
signifies the unlimited despotism of one dass over other classes." 6 (This 
class despotism is what Marx elsεwhεre called the “class dictatorship" 
of the bourgeoisie.) 

Thε prob1em which Marx set h imsεlf to unravel was， rathεr， thε 
subsequεnt rolε 。f the state with respect to the criss-crossing confl ic!s 
among the property-owning classes thεmselves， which had united to 
crush the J une rising. The immediate subject is the r01e of the state 
with respect to the ruling dasscs themsζlves. 

After June， the wide unitεd front of the righteous upholders of 
“property ， family， religion， order" 7 was going to narrow down， as one 
slice of it after another was cut off from political rule (!ike the famous 
salami) .  After the scare， the simplest bourgeois-reform demand 
was going to be as a subversive “attempt on society" and as 
“socialism，"  until the very hεroes of law and order who had suppressed 
the proletarian insurgents were themselves cast aside like squeezed 
lemons. lt is thìs process wh ìch we are now going to follow for the 
it casts on the phenomenon of state autonomization. 

2. BANKRUPTCY OF BOURGEOIS LlBERALlSM 

The next months markεd the political rule， and thεn collapse， of the 
“ pure" bourgeois republicans， one of whose leaders was General 
Cavaignac， the executÎoner of the June Days. 

It was not a faction of the bourgeoisie held together by great 
common interests and marked off by specific conditions of pro
duction. '" I t  was a of bourgeois， writers， 
lawyers， officers and officials that owed its influence to the 
personal antipathies of the country against Louis Philippe， to 
memonεs of the old republic， to the repubIican faith of a number 
of enthusiasts， above all ， however， to Fγeηch ηαtioηalism， whosε 

" Note that here as elsewhere Marx repudiates the latter-day pseudo-Marxíst 
notion that every party necessarily represcnts a separate c1ass or social-group 
interest. This party reflected an jdeological current withín a c1ass. (For rhe general 
issue， see the preceding cnapter， p. 3 3 2  fn. )  
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hatred of the Vienna treaties and of the alliance with England it 
stirred up perpetually . . . .  The industrial bourgeoisie was grateful 
to it for its slavish defencε of the French protectionist system . . .  
the bourgeoisie as a whole， for its vicious denunciation of com
munism and socialism.。

This bourgeois party came to power not “through a liberal revo1t of 
the bourgeoisie . . .  but through a rising of the proletariat against 
capital， a rising laid low with grapeshot." I ts ascendancy did not come 
about through an ascending line of progressìve struggle， as it had once 
dreamed when it opposed the monarchy ; its accession to power was not 
a “revolutionary event" but rather “the most counter-revolutionary." 

I t  was this liberal bourgeois party which presided over the drafting 
of the constitution for the new republic. On the one hand， it wanted to 
extend the vote to the mass of the bourgeoisie itself; on the other hand， 
it was afraid of universal suffrage which went beyond bourgeois 
bounds. Still feeling the heat generated by the February revolution， it 
had to twist and turn: 

The narrow electoral qualification of the J uly monarchy [ of 
Louis Philippe 1 ， which exduded even a large part of the bour
geoisie from political rule， was incompatiblε with the existence of 
the bourgeois republic. I n  lieu of this qualification， the February 
Revolution had at once proclaimed universal suffrage. The bour
geois republicans could not undo this event. They had to content 
themselves with adding the limiting proviso of a six months' 
residence in the constituency. The old organization of the admin
istration， of the municipal system， of the judicial system， of thε 
army， etc. ，  continued to exist inviolate . . . .  9 

There were two consequences rdating to state forms:  ( 1 )  as Marx 
mentions later in the work， the old statξ was not smashed， it 
was merely taken over ; and (2) the democra.tic liberties apparently 
guaranteed in the constitutÎon were turned into frauds， and the execu
tive power was separated from and cou nterposed to the ‘egislative 
(representative) ，  in the manner which we detailed in preceding chap
ters. IO “Such was the Constitution of 1 848" which collapsed before 
Bonaparte at a mere touch， Marx condudes. 

While this constitution was being fabricated， the bourgeois
republican general Cavaignac was maintaining the “state of siege" 
(martial law) in Paris: 
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I f  the ConstitutÎon is subsequently put out of existence by 
bayonets， it must not be forgotten that it was likewise by bayo
nets， and these turned against the people， that it had to be 
protected in its mother’s womb and by bayonets that it had to be 
brought into existence. 

Thus these “respectable republicans，" says Marx bitterly， “produced 
. a splendid invention， periodicaUy employed in evεIγ ensuing crisis，" 

eagεrly adopted by other Continental powers: the “state of siege" 
device to keep the masses under military control at critical points. 

But the military learned from this. If the armed forces of the state 
were “periodically laid on French socìety’s head to . . .  render it quiet，" 
if they were periodically allowed to act as judge， censor， and policeman 
“as the highest wisdom of society and as its rector ，" then were not 
these same armed forces “bound to hit upon the idea of rather saving 
society once and for all by proclaiming their own regime as the highest 
and freeing civil society completely from the trouble of governing 
itself? . . .  all the morζ as they might then also expect bεttεr cash 
payment for their higher services . . . .  " 1 1  

Thus， by giving the armed forces their head t o  suppress the masses， 
“ the  respectable， thε pure republicans" also prepared the ground for 
the coup d’état of Bonaparte’s praetorians. 

Having exhausted its role， this liberal bourgeois paπy was given its 
quietus when Bonaparte got himself elected president in Decεmber 
1 848 : the squeezed-lemon syndrome.  (Marx here refers readers to the 
analysis of this period which he had made in h is earlier Class Struggles 
in France. ) 12 

In sum: the liberals were defeated mainly by the massive peasant 
vote. But the result was also greeted by the army (which had garnered 
neither pay nor glory from the liberals in exchange for the dirty work it 
had done) ，  by “the big bourgeoisie， which hailed Bonaparte as a bridge 
to monarchy，" and also by the pεtty bourgε。isie and the proletariat， wh。
saw in the vote a revenge on the hated party of Cavaignac for their own 
slaughter in june. (This is the famous pattern of “The enemy of my 
enemy is my friend" which has helped more than one despot to power.) 
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. THE τTERN O F  PERMANENT 
、JTERR EVOLUTIC기“J 

i‘J。‘v to the fore came “the rnass of the bourgeoisie，" especia1ly the 

the rnain body of the property-owning dasses， as 
distinct from the current which had been represented by the 
bourgeois  liberals. 

Th is bourgeois mass was ，  royali강. O n e  section o f  i t ，  the 
large landowners， had ruled the [ Bourb on] RestoratÏon 
and was accordingly The other， the aristocrats of 

and big industrialists ， had ruled during the July Monarchy 
[of Louis P h ilippeJ and was Orleαηist. The h igh 
dignitaries of thε arrny ， the university ， the church， the bar， the 

and of the press were to be found on eìther though 
in various proportions. in the ε， which 
bore neither the name Bout'boη nor the narnε Oγleans， but the 
name Capital， had found the forrn of state in which they 
could rule conjointly. 13  

This united front of the two kinds of royalists was the Pany of 

that is ， the of the slogan of Law and meaning 
systematic repression of even mild bourgeoÎs-democratic reformers. The 
libera1 republicans slunk out of effeεtive existence ‘뱃st as cowardty， 
m ealy-mouthed ， broken-spirited， and incapable o f  fighting" as they had 

been brutal in shooting down workers ; they were through. 14 The Party 

。f Order had h e1ped Bonaparte to hound them and their Constituent 

Assembly out of exístence， helping to make parliamentarism a 

h ollow sheIl， a shdl which cOl.lld easily crack later wh en he 
in turn had to  get rid of h i s  all ies. '" 

With this turn in the situation， Marx pauses for an Înterim genεra1iza-

$ Two decades later， Marx rnade the point more broadly: 

I n  their uninterrupted crusade againsr the producing ‘nasses they I the 
bourgeois parliamentariansl were， however， bound not only to invest the 
executive with contìnual!y increased powers of repression， bu t at the same 
tirne to divest their own parliamentary sttonghold-the National Assernbly 
-one by one， of all its own means of defense against the Executive. The 
Executive， in the person of Louis Bonaparte， turned them out. The natural 
。ffspring of the Party-of-Order Repub!ic was the Sεcond Empire l of 
Bonaparte 1 . ' 5  
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tion. In the first French Revolution， the shift of political dominancε 
from the Constitutionalists to the G irondins and then to the 
followed an “ascending l ine " :  that is ， as each p ol itical tendency 
brought thε revolution as far as it itself could go， it was “thrust aside by 
the boldεr ally that stands behind Ìt." Now we have the rεverse process ; 
we are watching a rζvolutÎon as it follows a descending line: 

The proletarian party appears as an appendage of the pεtty
bourgeois democratic party. It is betrayed and droppεd by the 
latter on April 1 6 ，  May 1 5 ，  and in the d ays. The democratic 
party， in its turn， leans on the shoulders of the bourgeois
republican paπy. The bourgeois-republicans no sooner believe 
themselves well εstablished than they shake off the troublesome 
comrade and support thems앙ves on the shoulders of the party of 
Order. The party of Order h unches its shoulders， l ets the 
bourgeois-repu blicans tumble and throws itself on the shoulders 
。f armed force. . . .  Each party kicks back at the one behind， 
which presses upon it， and leans against the one in front， which 
pushes backwards . . . .  16 

I n  this situation， Marx explains， the period “comprises the most motley 
m ixture of c인ying contradictions，" contradictÏons wh ich he proceeds to 
lìst in a briHiant vein of black humor. 17 

Among these contradictions was one which also provides the kεy for 
the next period. We have already mentioned it: the fact that the united 
royalists of the of Order could rεmain united only on the terraÌn 
of the republic which they both detested ; for as soon as restoratÍon of 
monarchy came on the agenda， they split on the royal h ouse to be 
restored. 뼈onarchism， which they shared， divided them ; republicanism， 
wh ich they hated ， united them. This split among the royalists reflected 
more than simply the opposition of Iily to tricolor: 

Under the Bourbons， big laηded proper�y had governed， with its 
priests and 1ackeys;  under the Orleans， h igh finance， large-scale 
industry， large-scale that is， capital， with its retinue of 
lawyεrs， professors， and smooth-tongued orators. The [ Bourbonl 
Legitimate Monarchy was merely the politicaJ expression of the 
hereditary rule of the lords of the soiI， as the [Orleanist] J uly 
Monarchy was only the political expression of the usurped rule of 
the bourgeois parvenus. What kept the two factions apart， there
fore， was not any so-caUed prìnciplesj it was their materiaJ cond 
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contrast between town and country， the rivalry between capita1 
and landed property. 18 

Marx adds an important not:e on the relationship between these two 
rival forms of property， which qualifies the rivalry : 

Orleanists and Legitimists found themselv，εs side by side i n  the 
republic， with equa1 claims. If  each side wished to effect the 
restoration of its own roya1 house against the other， that merely 
signified that each of the two great interests into which the 
bou쟁eoisie is split-Ianded property and capita1-sought to 
restore its own supremacy and the subordination of the other. We 
speak of two interests of the bourgeoisie， for Iarge landed prop
erty， despite its feuda! coquetry and pride of  race， has been 
rendered thoroughly bourgeois by the development of modern 
society. Thus the Tories of England long imagined that they were 
enthusiastic about monarchy， the church， and the beauties of the 
old English Constitution， until the day of danger wrung from 
them the confession that they are enthusiastic only about grouηd 
rent. 

Under the corporate business title of the Party of Order， this united 
front of royalists “exercised more u nrestricted and sterner domination" 
over the rest of society than had ever been possible for it under either 
the Bourbons or Louis Philippe. Only “under the form of the parlia
mentary republic" could these two royalist divisions of the bourgeoisie 
pooI their strength， and thus establish “the rule of their [whole] dass 
instead of the of a privileged faction of it." 19  

But it was not only royalist sentiments which made these “rεpubli
cans" ha.te and fear the republic: 

Instinct them that the republic， true enough， ma.kes' theil 
politica1 rule complete， but at the same time undermines its social 

since they must nαw confront the εubjugated dasses 
and contend against them without me갱iation， without the con
cealment afforded by the crown . . . .  I t  was a feeling of weakness 
that caused them to recoil from the pure conditÎons of their own 
class rule and to yearn for the former more incomplete， more 

and prεcisely on that account less dangerous forms 
of this rule [ that is， monarchist forms] .20 

We pass over the section in which Marχ summarizes how the Party of 
Order next proceeded to smash its remaining adversary in parliament， 
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the party to the left of it， previously called the petty-bourgeois democ
racy or Social-Democracy-the pi따이sh rεformers led by Ledru-Rollin. '" 
Suffice to say that in this way the Party of Order also tore down the 
Constitution and parli따nentary prestige， facilitating Bonaparte’s subse
quent operation. With the reformist left put out of action， the Party of 
Order rεmained alone as the dominant force in par1iament， and thus 
isolated ， confronted the executive power which was named Bonaparte. 

4. STATE GIGANTISM VERSUS DEMOCRACY 

As an individual， Louis Bonaparte was a political adventurer. He was 
neither the first nor the last such type to make his adventure successful 
by gearing it to the h istorical need of the moment. Up to this point， the 
dominant politicians had tended to scorn him as a nonentity. as 
unnecessary; but these same politicians were now in process of making 
themselves not only unnecessary but impossible. A vacuum was being 
created by their inabiIity to rule， that is， by the inability of the 
bourgeoisie to rule as a dass， which they reflected. The adventurer’s 
game was to move into this vacuum， thereby making himself usεful ， and 
finally necessary， to a class which could not rule in any other form. 

There was no doubt that the two-headed bourgeoisie ruled the 
socioeconomic domain (civil societY) j but it was paralyzed in the 
attempt  to develop the state forms through which it cou뼈 effεctively 
wield the reins of powe:r in the domaín. When civil society is 
paralyzed， there is only the state power to take hold of things and keep 
them working. At the given moment， this meant Bonaparte. 

Bonaparte’s next step was to detach the cabinet (minisuγ) itsεlf 
from parliamentary control ， and convert it into an agency of the 
executive. The Party of Order 1051: eveη “lever of executive power." 
Marx explains the significance of this step in a passage of great 
lmportance: 

It is immediately obvious that in a country like France， where the 
executive power commands an army of officials numbering more 
than half a miHion individua1s and therefore const ‘ntly maintaÍns 

.. Besides this section in The Eighteenth Brumaire. 2 1  the same ground had been 
covered in even greater detail in The Class Struggles ;11 France.22 This material will 
be important for anotner subject， the nature of social-reformism. 
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an immense mass of intεrests and livelihoods， in the most abso
lute dependence . . .  

We interrupt  to note that， while Marx wrote this passage in 1852  and of 
“a country like France，" the picture he painted is increasingly true of 
both the capitalist and “Communist" states in our own time ; hence this 
passage should be read with contemporary eyes. To continue:  

. where the state enmεshes， controls， regulates， superintends， 
and tutors cívil society from its most comprehensive manifesta
tions of l ife down to its most insígnificant stirrings， from its most 
general modes of being to the private existence of individuals; 
where through the most extraordinary centralization this parasitic 
body acquires a ubiquity， an omniscience， a capacity for accele
rated mobility and an elasticity which finds a counterpart only in 
the helplεss dependence， in the loose shapelessness of the actual 
body politic-it is obvious that in such a country the National 
Assembly forfeits all real influence when it loses command of the 
ministerial posts ， i f  it does not at the same time simplify the 
adminisi:ration of the state， reduce the army of officials as far as 
possible and， finally， let civil society and public opinion create 
organs of their own， independent of the governmental power.23 

Marx’s remedy for this gigantism of the state was going to be even 
more drastic Iater; the point now is h is diagnosis of the condition. The 
bourgeoisie (he goès on to explain) was incapable of opposing this 
development ; its contradiction was that it  was simultaneously disarmed 
and defended by one and the same process， cured and castrated by the 
same operatlOn:  

But it is  precisely with the maintenance of that extensive state 
machine in i ts numerous ramificatÎons that the material interests 
of the French bourgeoisie are interwoven in the c10sest fashion. 
Here it finds posts for its surplus population and makes up in the 
form of state salaries for what i t  cannot pocket in the form of 
profit， interest， rents， and honorariums. On the other hand， its 
political interests compelled it to increase daily the repressive 
measures and therefore the rεsources and the personnel of the 
state power， while at the same time it had to wage an uninter
rupted war against public opinion and mistrustfulIy mutilate， 
cripple， the independent organs of the social movement， where it 
did not succeed in amputating them entirely. Thus the French 
bourgeoisie was compelled by its c1ass position to annihilate， on 
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the one hand， the vital condìtions of all parliamentary power， and 
therefore likewise of its own， and to render írresistible，  on the 
other hand， the executive power hostile to it.24 

Thε bourgeoisiζ suffered from another contradiction. lt could hope 
to stand up politically to Bonaparte’s state apparatus not just by 
mobilizing moneybags but by mobilizing the peopJε behind it. Yet 
“nevεr did it d isplay more ostentatiously the insignia of domination" in 
its capacity as an exploiting dass. A symbol was its reestablishment of 
the wine tax， which hit the pεasantry， already burdened by low grain 
prices. Out of socia1 fear， the bourgeoisie leanεd on the c1ergy for “the 
supεrintendence of the French mind，" on the gendarme for the super
intendence of action， and on burεaucratic prefεcts and spies to foresta11 

L__ __ 25 SUDverSlOn. 
And the slightest reform was denounced as ‘ 'Socialism! "  (This is 

1 850， not the 1950s.) “Even bourgeois Iiberalism is declared social
istic . . . .  " There was dass logic for this apparent silliness， as usual : 

The bourg∞isie had a true insight i nto the fact that alI the 
weapons which it had forged against feuda1ism turned their points 
against itself， that all the means of education which it had 
produced rebelled against its own civilization， that all the gods 
which it had created had fallen away from Ít. It understood that 
all the so-ca1led bourgeois l iberties and organs of progress at
tacked and menaced its class rule at its sociaI foundation and its 
political summÏt simultaneously， and had therεfore become 
“'socialistic. " I n  this menace and this attack it rightly d iscerned 
the secret of socialism， whose import and tendency it judges mo댄 
correctly than 5o-called socia1ism knows how to judge itself . . . . ‘。

Along this road there foUowed “the logica1 conclusion that its [ the 
bourgeoisie’5J own paγliamentaγy regime， that its politicai rule in 
general" must a1so be condemned as “socÎa1 istic." For its political rule 
under democratÎc forms opened the door to the use of these same 
weapons against its socia1 rule， against capitaIism. The par!iamentary 
regime created “unrest" where the bourgeoisie needed tranquillity 
(apathy). 

τhe parliamentary regime l ives by discussion ; how shall it forbid 
discussÌon? Every interest， every social institution， is here trans
formed into general ideas， debated as ideas; how shaU any inter
est， any institution， sustain Îtse1f above thou 
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necessarily supplemented by debating clubs in the salons and the 
pothouses . . . .  The parliamentary regime leaves everything to the 
decisions of majorities; how shall the great majorities outside 
parliament not want to decide? When you play the fiddle at the 
top of the state， what else is to be expected but that those down 
below dance? 27 

Here Marx is making his first detailed analysis of the basic incom
patibility of capitalism with democracy ; the analysis will be sup
plemented later when he works out the revolutionary alternative to 
parliamentarism. 

S .  THE KEY TO BONAPARTISM 

Marx comes to the following conclusion: 

Thus . . . the bourgeoisie confcsses that its  own interests dictate 
that it should be delivered from the danger of its 0ψn rule; that. 
in order to restore tranquillity in the countηr. its bourgeois 
parliament must， first of all， be given its quietus ;  that in order to 
preserve its social power intact， its political power must be 
broken . . .  

Here we come to the key to Bonapartism : 1η order to preserve tbe 
bourgeoisie 상 socia! power. its political power must be broken. 

. .  that the individual bourgeois can continue to exploit the 
other classes and to enjoy undisturbed property， family， religion， 
and order only on condition that their class be condemned along 
with the other classes to like pol itical nullity ; that in order to save 
its purse， it must forfeit the crown， and the sword that is to 
safeguard it must at the same time be hung over its own head as a 
sword of Damocles.28 

So Bonaparte was able to get away with breaking the political rule of 
the bourgeoisie as a class， expressed through its parli와nentary domina
tion. He wooed the workers with demagogic if empty reform schemes， 
with the help of Saint-Simonian “socialists." at the same time that he 
allied himself with high finance in the cabinet. He let the parIiamen
tarians lull themseIves with electoral “victories" while he gathered the 
police powers into his own hands. When the bourgeois parliamentarians 
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showed their hand by outlawing universal suffrage， he came out for the 
suffrage， knowing that the levers to manipulate it were in his h ands 
alone. And he organized his storm troops (called the Society of 
December 1 0) mainly out of the disintegrating “scum of alI c1asses，" 
the lumpenproletariat. 

While he usurped the political power of the Assembly. he shouted 
that “ France demands tranquillity ."  And the bourgeoisie did demand 
tranquillity. The Assembly was afraid to fight back:  “ By so doing it 
would give the nation its marching orders， and it fears nothing more 
than that the nation should move. " 29 The danger of being defended 
rrom below is worse than that of being defeated from above: such is the 
principle of the Kerenskys in every epoch. 

This socially determined cravenness of the bourgεoisie allowed 
Bonaparte to take over control of the army uncha1lenged; and thus “ the 
Party of Order declares that the bourgeoisie has forfeited its vocation to 
rule." 30 The parIiamentary majority opposed to Bonaparte fell apart， as 
desertions from its camp multiplied-“out of sheer egoism. which 
makes the ordinary bourgeois always inclined to sacrifice the general 
interest of his c1ass for this or that private motive." The Assembly 
became a mere talking-shop， but the deputies went through the motions 
of winning meaningless parIiamentary victories. This is “that peculiar 
malady . . . pa서rameηtary cretillism ，，31-that is， the illusion that activity 
in parliament has a meaning independent of the social struggle outside. 

Even now， with economic discontent growing among the lower 
c1asses， the Party of Ordεr could h ave won back some mass support， 
thereby possibly throwing Bonaparte into its arms ; but all Bonaparte’s 
puppets had to do to stop this was “to conjure up the red specter." 

Instead of Ietting itself be intimidated by the executive p ower 
with the prospect of fresh disturbances， it ought rathεr to have 
allowed the c1ass struggle a littIe elbowroom， so as to keep the 
executive power dependent ()n itself. But it did not feel equal to 
the task of playing with fire.“ 

By a maneuver threatening revision of the constitution， Bonaparte 
further set the two royalist factions of the Party of Order against each 
other， the split weakening both. Outside parliament， the mass of the 
bourgeoisie now yearned only for a “strong government，" one which 
would ensure tranquil conditions for business and security against 
economic discontent. The leaders of high finance had gone over to 
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Bonaparte even before this. The London Ecoηomist declared : “The 
President is the guardian of order， and is now recognized as such on 
every Stock Exchange of Europe." 

By the aristocracy of finance must here be understood not merely 
the great loan promoters and speculators in public funds， in 
regard to whom it is immediately obvious that their interests 
coincide with the interests of state power. AlI modern finance， 
the whole of the banking business， is interwoven in the dosest 
fashion with public credit. A part of thεir business capital is 
necessarily invested and put out at Ìnterest in quickly convertible 
public funds. Their deposits， the capital placed at their disposal 
and distributed by them among merchants and industrialists， are 
partly derived from 'the dividends of holders of government 
securities. If  in every epoch the stability of the state power 
signified Moses and the prophets to the entÎre money market and 
to the priests of this money market， why not all the more so 
today， when every deluge threatens to sweep away the 01& states， 
and the old state debts with them? 

Thus the growing interpεnetration of finance capital and the state 
power was a weapon in Bonaparte’s ha.nds. 

The industrial bourgeoisie also demanded tranquillity and strong 
government especially with thε o nset of business depression: “ I t  proved 
that the struggle to maintain its public interests， its own class interests， 
its political powet'， only troubled and upset it， as it was a disturbance of 
private business.，

， 33 Above aU， the bourgeoisie demanded stability， and 
turned against its own parliamentary mouthpieces and ideologists， 
whose very squirmings were now upsetting to the status quo. By such 
servility to Bonaparte， “ I t  declared unequivocally that it longed to get 
rid of its own political rule in order to get rid of the troubles and 
dangers of ruling." 

At the same time， “This bourgeoisie， which every moment sacrificed 
its general class interests， that is， its political interests， to the narrowest 
and most sordid private Ìnterests，" had thε gall to denounce “ the 
stupidity of the masses， the vile multÎtude" for the state of affairs34-
the same masses it had hdped shoot down every time thεy raised their 
head. 

“Now p icture to yourse1f the French bourgeois， how in the throes of 
this business panic his trade-crazy brain is tortured， set in a whirl and 
stunned by rumors of coups d ’état and the restoration of universal 
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suffrage" until h e  “madly snorts at his  par!iamentaηr repub1ic:  ‘Rather 
an end with teγror thαη teγγoγ without end! ' 

， ，35 Under 311 these 

conditions， Bonaparte could finally puU off h is coup d ’état of 
December 2， 185 1 without successful opposition. 

6. THE AUTONOMIZED STATE AND THE CLASSES 

Now the cxecutive powcr had smashed the l egislative power; now it 
seemed that “all d싫ses， equ311y impotent and equally mute， fell on 
their knees before the rifle bu tt." In this way the executive p ower was 
reduced “to its expression，" it was set u p  “as the sole target，" 
against which the forces of revolution would conccntrate.36 

“This executive power with its enormous bureaucratic and military 
organization . . .  this appalling ‘" summarizes Marx‘ h ad 

been created by the 
‘IIIhose 

mentary ín 
fected this machine i nstead of 

to the 
chine. “The 
the possession of this 

in turn for 
state edifice as the 

vlctor. ， 38 

U nd er the French the state “ however 
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complete1y 。f the state 
was conditionaI : “ . . .  And yet the state p ower n야 in 
m id-air. a and the most numerous dass of 
French society at the s171αllholdi11웠 peasαntκ ，

， 39 h ere 
rneant that presε himself as the of the peas-
antry and thus his 。￦앙‘ ‘ ‘  a “inca빠abIe of 

.， Four years after Marx， 
tion: “ sinc앙 ’89 the administrativε 
debade of politica! systems. . . .  For 
administration was， 50 to speak， decapitated， ‘ts surνived intact and active. 
The same dutie5 were performed bv the same dvil servants . . . . " 31 
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their class interest in their own name."* This， qualified Marx， was true 
only of the conservative bulk of the peasantry， not of its radicalized 
e1ements who were able to look beyond their small land-parcels.41 But 
it was the conservative bulk of the peasantry that provided both the 
votes and the armed force for the establishment of the military dicta
torship;  as Engels later summarized it， “Louis Napoleon founded the 
Empire . . . on the votes of the peasants and on the bayonets of their 
sons， the soldiers of the army. ，，42 

Resting on this backward mass， the executive power manipulated a 
simulacrum of universal suffrage as a plebiscitary device. Using the state 
power， Bonaparte nourished “an enormous bureaucracy， well-gallooned 
and well-fed . . . an artificial caste， for which the maintenance of his 
regime becomes a bread-and-butter question."43 But while the broad 
butt of this autonomized state rested on the peasant mass as its 
support， Bonaparte knew well where economic power lay :  

As the executive authority which has made itself a n  independent 
power， Bonaparte feels it to be his mission to saf탱uard “bour
geois order. "  But the strength of this bourgeois order lies in the 
middle dass. 'He looks on h imself， therefore， as the representative 
of the middle dass and issues decrees in this sense. 

But there was a permanent contradiction in Bonapartism : 

Nevertheless， he [Bonaparte1 is somebody solely due to the fact 
that he has broken the political power of the middle class and 
daily breaks it anew. Consequently， he iooks on himself as the 
adversary of the political and literary power of the middle class. 
But by prot:<=.cting its material power， he generates its political 
power anew. 

And in fact， as we know， the political power of the bourgeoisie τvas 

going to regenerate Îtself eventually under the protection which Bona
partism gave to its socioeconomic power. “lndustry and trade， hence 
the business affairs of the middle dass， are to prosper in h othouse 
fashion under the strong government ... 45 At this point， it was Marx’s 
prediction ;  when Engels looked back after four decades， it was possible 
merdy to report: 

$ Looking back in 1 8 7 1 ，  뼈arx put it this 
economical basis of the Second Empire"; or 
ported by the passive adherence of the 
and 501，  for additional comment on the 
pended in mid-air. ") 

“The peasanl:S were the passive 
the Second Empire was “sup• • •  " 40 (See Chapter 20， pp. 499 
“the state power is not sus-
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Louis Bonaparte took the po1itical p ower from the capita1ists 
under the pretext of protecting them ， the b ourgeois， from the 
workers， and on the other hand ;he  workers from them i but in 
return his rule encouraged speculation and industria1 activity-in a 
word， the upsurgence and enrichment of the whole bourgeoisie to 
an extent hitherto unknown.46 

7. BONAPARTl SM :  THE CLASS E QUILlBR IUM 

On December 2， 1 8 5 1 ，  when the adventurer Bonaparte established 
h is dictatorship over France， no political observer or thinker under
stood that something new and different of world-historic importance 
had just occurred in the modern world， whatever ana10gues existed in 
the past. That applied to Marx. and Engels like everyone else-for at 
least one week. 

Engels' nèxt-rlay letter to Marx was punctuated by words like 
comedy， farce， silly， infantile， stupid， and never left this superficial 
level; there was no hint of an insi용ht into what had taken place:t7 As we 
have mentioned ， this common contemporary reaction left its mark in 
the first sentence of Marx’s great essay， a sentence which is as un
deservedly famous as it is shallow. Leaving aside Hegel’s inflated gener
alization that “all" great historical events occur twice， “the first time as 
tragedy， the second as farce，"48 and granting the comedic e1ements in 
Bonaparte’s rise to powεr， as in H itler’s， it  was a concession to the 
shortsighted punditry of the time to view the advent of Bonapartism as 
a farce. τhis initial reaction was refuted by the rest of the work. '" 

Marx’s first letter to Engels about the event  avows fra파이y that he is 
“。quite bewilderedo by these tragicomic events in Paris." H e  ventures 
the suggestion that 

At any rate it seems to me that the situation has been improved 
rather than detξriorated by the coup d’état. It is easier to cope 
with Bonaparte than would h ave been possible with the National 
Assembly and its generals. And the dictatorship of the National 
Assembly was standing at the gate.50 
.. It appears that Marx wrote Chapter 1 in about three weeks after the coup 

d ’état and sent it  off for publ ication. Chapter 2 seems to have been written in 
J anuary; Chapters 3-5 in February ; the whole was not finished until March.‘9 I t  is 
not until Chapters 3-4 that Marx’s essential thεory of Bonapartism is set down. 
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This was a week after the coup. The letter underlines how much Marx 
had to learn， very fast， about the nature of the state and revolution as 
illuminated by the phenomenon of Bonapartism. 

What did he learn? Let us sum up the French experience on how the 
state machine achieved a formal autonomy from political controI by 
the bourgeoisie or any other dass of society， while the bourgeoisie 
surrendered all forms and channels of its political rulc in exchange for 
the preservation of its socioeconomic dominance. 

1. Tbe state moves toward aαtonomiza치0η iηsofaγ as 1111 ul1resolved 
cl.αss struggle balaηces the power of εo11teηd뺑 classes against each 
o the7‘. 

τhe “secret" of DlJHi1U，"-1 ’s victory， wrote Marx in 1858， “in thε 
m utual prostration of the antagonist parties，" with the hdp of the 
onset of a period of prosperity foUowing his coup. “1 t was the total 
apathy-the poHtically used-up， blasé state of mind-of these classes 
[ the middle dasses1 which aUowεd Louis Napoleon to establish his 
power，" wrote the same year.S1 The precondition was mutual 
exhaustion of the contending dasses in a struggle without issue. 

Thε state power’s balancing act could be effective because Ît could 
demagogically to each dass against the others in a situation that 
offered no alternative to Bonaparte， wrote Marx in 
1856， “ma，얘e his coup d’état on two diametrically opposite pretenses: 
on the one hand it was his mission to save the 
and ‘material order’ from the Red to be let loose in 

dections ; and on the other to save the 
middle-dass concentrated in the 

，. 52 the da.ss resentments up could not be 
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d irectly bougbt: the former through a c。‘ossal credit swindl e， 
wh ereby the money of the small capitalists is lured Înto the 
pocket� of the big capitalists; the latter through colossal state 
works， wh ich，  alongside the natural， proletariat， con
centrate an artificial pro-Empire p roletariat ， dependent 00 the 
government， in the cities. F inal1y， nationa1 pridε is flattered 
by apparently heroic wars. . . . [This 앙 exists on1y to 
the workers u nder a tight rein with respect to the bourgeoisie. 

In an article written about the same tÎme that Marx was finishi ng 
The E n용els εd for ChartÎst readers the 
“Real Causes the French Proletarians Remained Comparati‘ 
I nactive in December Last，" that in face of ’s coup. First 
of all h e  that “whatever Louis took from others， h e  

middle dasses. 
。 ONot that Louis Napoleon would not，  quite as  gladly， have 
robbed the ι:s that might appear de
sirable to him， but it is fact that in December last [ 85 1 J the 
French could not be robbed of because 

worth had been taken from th em dur-
the three year양 and a h al f  of mid벼eclass 

defeats of .l 
at moment of the late coup 

to 10se in the of politica1 
middle capitalist class 

were at time in DClsseSíaon εnce . .  ， .  
for them it  was indeεd a h ard case to robbed of all this . . .  and 
to be reduced at once to the state of nullity to which 

thεmselves had reducεd the 
o n  2nd of 

the middlε·‘dasses ‘s 
tative of the army ‘ 

But while workers could bε to shed theÎr blood in 
order ε enemy of their 양ly ，  that not mean h ad no 
in terest in the outcome，  even i f  h ad n。 “direct political 
to l ose‘ Wha t  ε h ad to lose ‘ to for po、ver.

could not let the occasion pass ‘;vitho u t  
forcεs that th ere was a th ird power i n  the 
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as the scene was changed to its own sphere of action，-to the 
street. 

The workers' problem was this: If they rose against Bonaparte， 
wouldn’t they simply be helping to restore thε rule of the bourgeois 
dass enemy which had slaughtered their militants? “And if they at once 
dedared for a revolutionary government， would they not， as was 
actually the case in the provinces， frighten the middle-dass so much as 
to drive them to a union with Louis Napoleon and the army?" 54 

Thus the working dass was in no position to strike out for itself， and 
dedined to go into the streets on behalf of one or the other enemy. 
Under these conditions， the dass struggle was not abolished but im
mobilized in equilibrium. 

The whole secret of Louis Napoleon’s success is this， that by the 
traditions of his name he has been placed in a position to hold， 
for a moment， the balance of the conteηding classes of French 
society. For it is a fact that under the doak of the state of siege 
by military despotism which now veils France， the struggle of the 
different dasses of society is going on as fiercely as ever. 

Though not by forcible means at the moment. 
Engels emphasizes that Bonaparte’s opportunity came only after all 

the social dasses had demonstrated their incapacity to rule， and thus 
exhausted not only themselves but their credit. After the February 
Revolution had upset the power of the “large bankers and stock
jobbers，" each dass had a shot at power: first， the workingmen “during 
the days of the first revolutionary excitement " j  then the republican 
petty bourgeoisie under Ledru-Rollin; then the bourgeois republicans 
under Cavaignac; lastiy the bourgeois royalists of the National As
sembly maj ority. “None of these classes had been able to hold fast the 
power they for a moment possessed . . . .  " The royalists， uniting the 
landed interest and the “moneyed interest，" feared lest power return to 
the hands “of the working-class， who themselves might be expected t。
have become fitter to turn it to account." 뼈와이ng use of aIl these 
divisions， Bonaparte used the peasant vote， the lumpen-demonstrators， 
and the army’s force “to step in and assume a more or less absolute 
sway over those classes， none of which， after a four years’ bloody 
struggle， had proved strong enough to seize upon a lasting supremacy." 
Hence the success of the coup. 
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Thus the reign of Louis Napoleon is not superseding the dass-war. 
[t merely suspends for a while the bloody outbreaks which mark 
from time to time the efforts of this or that class to gain or 
maintain political power. None of these classes were strong 
enough to venture at a new battle， with any chance of success. 
The very division of classes favored， for the time being， 
Napoleon’s projects. ss 

In résumé， in the last section of the article: 

We repeat: Louis Napoleon came to power because the open war 
carried on during the last four years between the different classes 
of French society have [sic 1 worn them out， had shattered their 
respective fighting armies， and because under such circumstances， 
for a time at least， the struggle of these classes can only be carried 
on in a peaceful and legal way . . . .  Under these circumstances it is 
in a manner of speaking in the interest of all contending classes 
that a so-caUed stroηg goνernment should exist which might 
repress and keep down all those minor， local， and scattered 
outbreaks of open hostility， which without leading to any result， 
trouble the development of the struggle in its new shape by 
retarding the recovery of strength for a new pitched battle. This 
circumstance may in some way explain the undeniable general 
acquiescence of the French in the present government.56 

The repeated emphasis on the stalemate of the contending classεs 
may well recall the beginning of the C ommunist Manifesto， which 
stated the historical generalization that the class struggle has always 
“ ended， either in a revolutionary reconstitution of society at large， or in 
the common ruin of the contending classes." 57 Neither of these dénoue
ments was yet the case， for the process had not ended ; it was something 
in between， for the contending classes were not ruined but exhausted 
and deadlocked. The “recovery of strength for a new pitched battIe" 
was stiH ahead. 

8. B ONAPARTISM : SOCIEτY IN A PLASτER CAST 

2. Tbe state m oνes toτvard autonomization ηsofar as tbere is no 
o tber alterηative to preveηt  society from sbakiη'g itself αpart jη iηter
neczηe conflict witbout issue. 
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This summarizes much that we have already seen i n  Marx’s and 
d iscussions. I n  Tbe Eigbteentb Br'umaire and e1sewhere， Marx 

stressed that the J une defeat pushed the working-dass threat to the 
b ackground， but that does not mean Ît was pushed out of the pi cture. 
Behind the impotence of the u pp er dasses to rεsolve the issue of p ower 
was their fear of moving in any d irection that open the way for a 
rεnewed proletarian assault. 

。OWhen the volcanic u pheavings of 1 848 [ wrote Marx and Engels l  
suddenly threw before th은 eyes of the astonished liberal middle 
classes of Europe the an armed working class， 
struggling for p oJitical and socia1 emancipation， the middle 
classes， to wh om the p osscssion of thcir cap ita1 was of 
immensely h igher than direct power， sacri-
ficεd this power， and all the l iberties for which had fough t，  
to secure the of the revolution. The 
middle dass dedared itself a u n fít to managε th e 
affairs of the and i n  and bureaucratic 

58 

view that Marx induded in his essay o n  
we direct attention to th e l ast sentence : 

with the coup ’état for its certificate 
for íts 앓 and the sword for its 

the 

thcir economiε over 
to u nite all dasses 

autonomizε state， ìnto a vaεuum created by the 
frustratÍon of class power sìdes. 

3 .  The autonomized stα γovides the condiεions [0γ the necessary 
mo냉eγmzαtion o[ τ 쩌  no extα class 상 o[ C，αrrying 
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meant industria1ization above all ， 
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and industrialization meant b ourgeoisification 싫 long as the workìng 
dass was still too immature to organize society under its own Thε 

Bonapartist state had to adopt the bourgeoisie’s economic aims and 
interests as its very own : not simply as a concession to a business 
partner， but in its own interests as well. I t  needed a modern industrial 
and economic development to pursue its own aggrandizement too， in 

this era when imperial and military aspirations h ad become toothlε5S 
without an economic capacity to give them bite. 

The propertied d asses could well afford to be content with the 
“strong government" which assured their interests along with its own， 
wrote Marx: 

。OWhen Louis Napoleon . . .  vaulted to a throne ' "  the 
sovereign princes and aristocracies of Europe， the great land
。wners， manufacturers， rentiers， and stockj obbers， ahnost to a 
man， exulted in his success as their own. “The crimes are his，" 
was their general chuckle， “but th@ fnlis are qurs. Louis 
Napoleon reigns in the Tuileries; whi1e we reign even more se
curdy and despotically o n  our domains， in our factories， on the 
Bourse， and in our countinghouses. Down with all Sociali앙n ! V뼈e 
l ’'Empereμγ! " 

And next to the Military， the fortunate usurpcr plied aU his 
arts to attach the rich and powerful，  the thrifty and speculating， 
to h is standard.60 

The Bonapartist state served the socioeconomic interests of the 
classes that owned the instruments of productio n ;  and these propertied 
dasses， in turn， willingly plied their profit-taking under the politicaI 
domination of the Bonapartist state， as long as it did not in their 
way. In these terms there was a special symbiosis between the socio
economic ruling dasses and the state they did not control direcdy. 

But this arrangement bore the seed of its own dissolution. Acceler
ated modernization meant， on the one h and， that a maruring b ourgeoi
sie would begin to feel its oats， and on the other， that the Bonapartist 
state would begin to outlive the value of the services it rendered to the 
socioeconomic order. ln Chapter 18 we wiH rerurn to the regime of 
Louis Bonaparte as its reaches the stage of dissolutìon ô but first we 
must follow Marx and Engds as they broaden their historical concep
tion of the nature of the Bonapartist state itself. 



16  BONAPARTISM: 

THE BIS밑IARCKIAN EXTENSION 

I n  The Eighteenth Brumaire of L ouis Bonaparte， Marx worked out 
the class analysis of a particular historical development taking place in 
one country. I n  contrast， consider the following passage by Engels 
written over thirty years later， in which he succinctly sums up much 
that both he and Marx had written in the meantime. 

Engels had just explained that the state is “as a rule， the state of the 
most powerful， economically dominant class， which， through the med
ium of the state， becomes also the politically dominant class." Only as a 
rule-not always? There are， then， exceptions to the rule that the class 
which dominates economicaHy also dominates politically， that is， con
trols the state machinery? 

By way of exception， however， pεriods occur in which the war
ring classes balance each other so nearly that the state power， as 
ostensible mediator， acquires for the moment a certain degree of 
independence of both. Such was the absolute monarchy of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries， which held the balance 
between the nobility and the class of burghers [Bürgertum ] ; such 
was the Bonapartism of the First (under Napoleon I ]  and still 
more of the Second French Empire [ Louis Bonaparte l ， which 
played off the proletariat against the bourgeoisie and the bour
geoisie against the proletariat. The latest performance of this kind 

. is the new German Empire of the Bismarckian nation: here 
capitalists and workers are balanced against each other and 
equally cheated for the benefit of the decadent Prussian cabbage
Junkers. ' 

A few pages later， we are reminded that “The cohesive force of 
civilized society is the s tate， which in all typical periods is exclusively 

4 1 0  
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the state of the ruling class" :  plainly it is not so in atypical periods. But 
“in all cases [ it l  rernains essentially a rnachine for keeping down the 
oPI?ressed， exploited class." z What is in question， then， is not the 
class-repressive function of the state， which is fundarnental to its role， 
but the variable relationship of the state to the ruling classes. 

This applies not only to the regirne of the Second Ernpire but that of 
Napoleon 1 ，  not only to France but Bisrnarckian Gerrnany， and not 
only to the modern era but also the era of absolute rnonarchy. Later we 
wiU see still other types of regirnes discussed in terrns of this pattern. 

We are dealing with an extension of the concept of Bonapartisrn 
rnade by Marx and Engels after the original analysis， an extension in 
which Bonapartisrn is not rnerely broadened in application but eventu. 
ally becornes itself a special case of a still broader concept. These 
extended concepts of Bonapartisrn wiIl be the subject of the next four 
chapters. 

The application of the concept of the Bonapartist state t:o Bisrnarck
ian Gerrnany was no great Ieap in itself. This step was adurnbrated by 
Marx by the end of the 1850s， as the Prussian rnon archy showed that it 
was carrying out certain airns and aspirations of the bourgeoisie while 
sternly excluding its representatives frorn political power. At this point 
the goal involved was the unification of Gerrnany， albeit under Prussian 
hegemony and without Austria (“Litcle Gerrnany") :  the realization of a 
progressive aim in a reactionary forrn. 

The Reaction executes the prograrn of the revolution. In this 
apparent contradiction lies the strength of Napoleonism [ Bona
partisml ，  which still today regards itself as the mandatary of the 
revolution of 1 789 . . . .  To be sure， this prograrn of revolution in 
the hands of Reaction turns into a satire of the revolutionary 
strivings involved， and thus into the deadliest weapon in the 
hands of the irreconcilable foc. The Reaction carries out the 
demands of the revolution in just the sarne way as Louis 
Bonaparte carries_out  those of the I talian nationalist party:' 

Of course， Bonaparte carried out the demands of the I talian nation
alists in the sense that he wanted to “liberate" 1 taly by replacing 
Austrian rule with his own. The implicit analogy was that Bisrnarck 
carried out the demands of the progressive bourgeoisie by unifying 
Germany-under the aegis of reactionary Prussian Junkerdom. Socially， 
the analogy was somewhat less than com 
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the unification of Gζrmany eνeη under reactionary auspices would and 
did benefit the bourgeoisie by spurring the modernization of the 
soclety. 

But the other analogy， between Bismarck’s course and Bonapartism， 
was closer. Writing to E ngels in 1 86 2 ，  Marx connected the enthusìasm 
of the German bourgε。is progressives for the Bìsmarck cabinet with 
their enthusiasm for Louis Bonaparte : “Now they see what a ‘Bona
partist’ cabinet means in Prussia. ，， 4 The Prussian Bonapartism of 
Bismarck was indeed welcomed by the bourgeoisie， which found its 
economic benefits more interesting than constitutional aspirations， even 
though Marx damned their dereliction : “That she [ Germany 1 finds her 
uηity at first in  the Prussian barracks is a punishment she has amply 
merited." 5 

1 .  B ISMARCK’S COUP 

It  was Engels who took up  and developed the analogy between 
Bismarck’s and Bonaparte’s regimes， first in correspondence with Marx 
and then in a. ma.jor work. >1: 

For h im ，  the turning point wa.s Bismarck ’s announcement in ApriI 
1 866 summoning a German parliament elected by u niversal suffrage. 1n 
prεparation for war with Austria， it was the rabidly antidemocratic 
Junker monarchist who had become the champion of universal suffrage， 

On a couple of occasions Engels referred back to the fact that it was he who 
had specialized on this question， at least in print: in an 1883 letter he mentioned 
that the characteristics of the Bonapartist monarchy “were e1aborated by Marx in  
τ'be Eighteeηtb Bγumaire and by me in  Tbe Housing Questio71， n， and else
where . . . . "6 On the other hand， in an 1880 article he wrote that the General 
Coundl of the Jnternational had written “immediately after the war of  1 870" 
that “Y ou， Herr Bismarck， have overthrown the Bonapartist re힘me in  France 

ín order to reestahlisb it at bome! ，，? This would seem to refer to the 
council’s Second Address on the War (September 1 8 7 1 ) ，  written by Marx; but 
there is  no such statement there. Marx’s report to the 1872 (Hague) congress 
contained a passage a l ittle closer but not by much， in any case not re1ated to 
Bonapartism. Assuming that was acquainted with Marx’s drafts for The 
Ciνil War iη εrance， h e  may h ave been thinking of a passage in the Second Draft: 
“Thc Prussians who in coarse war exultation of triumph look at the agonies of 
French society and exploit them with the sordid calculation of a Shylock， and the 

coarseness of th'C Krautjunker， are themselves already punished by the 
transplantation of the [Bonapartistl Empire to the Gennan soil ."g  
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not the bourgeois progressives. I t  was a sort of coup d ’état in itseIf， the 
1 8th Brumaire (or 2nd December) of Otto von Bismarck. 

Before this， E ngels， like Marx， had been tentative about seeing 
“Bonapartism‘ ’  in the Prussian development. I n  an 1 864 letter he had 
casually represented Bismarck as wanting to εmulate the French 
emperor.9 In an 1865 pamphlet on Prussian military and social policy， 
he had included a direct discussion of Bonapartism as a possible 
recourse of reaction， though the description of Bonapartism was 
pitched in French terms only. He had even explicitly raised the ques
tion， “what if the government were to . . .  decree direct universal 
suffrage?" 10 

Four days after Bismarck’s announcement， Engels ventured， in a 
letter to Marx， a first sketch of Bonapartism as afl extended concept 
bearing on bourgeois development in general ， not only locaIIy. 

So Bismarck’s universal-suffrage coup has been madε， even if 
without h is Lassalle ( who ，  now dead， h ad urged him to this 
course J . It looks as if the German bourgeois will acquiesce in it 
after some kicking， .for Bonapartism is indeed the real reIigion of 
the modern bourgeoisie. I t  is becoming clearer and dearer to me 
that the bourgeoisie doesn’t have the stuff to rule directly itself， 
and that therefore， where there is no oligarchy as there is here in 
England to take over， for good pay， the managing of state and 
society in the interest of the bourgeoisie， a Bonapartist semi
dictatorship is the normal form; it carries out the big material 
interests of the bour용eoisie even against the bourgeoisie， but de
prives the bourgeoisie of any share in the ruling power itself. On  
the other h and， this dictatorship i s  itseIf， in turn， compelled t。
reluctantly adopt these material interests of the bourgeoisie. So 
now here we have Monsieur Bismarck adopting the program of 
thd “lationaiverein [ the  pro-Russian bourgeois liberals] . 1 1  

τhe political mechanism was， as in  France， an  equilibrium of  dasses， 
though not necessarily the same balance pattern of dasses: Bismarck 
seeks “to play the Bonaparte as against the bourgeois with the Junk ers 
behind him instead of peasants." 12 ( In  fact， Bismarck also counted on 
the Junkεrs’ shepherding the  peasant vote and on Prussophile leaders 
like the LassaHeans doing the same service in the working class.) 
Moreover， Enge1s saw that “Bonaparte’s pupil， Bismarck" could not act 
simply as an agent of his own dass， the Junkerdom. History h ad an 
ironic edgε for Bismarck， 
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who， so as to be able to carry on for a few months an apparεntly 
feudal and absolutist rule inside the country， on the outside 

。
pursues the policies of the bourgeoisie � with a vengeance，� p re-
pares the way for the rule of the bourgeoisie ， enters onto roads 
wherε progress can be made only with liberal and even revolution
ary methods， and thereby day after day throws their own princi
ples i n  the faces of his own cabbage-J unkers. 

τhe feuda! party， he chuckles， “is now choking over the crap they have 
to eat by command of their own leader. " 13 

Eventually Bismarckism wiH have to converge with bour‘ aspira
tions more and more: 

Politically speaking， Bismarck will be obliged to base himself on 
the bourgeoisie， which he needs as against the princes. 
not at this moment， since prestige and the army stiU sufficε 
now. But if only to make sure hε has the necessary conditÎons for 
the central power with respect to parliament， hε must the 
bourgeoisie something， and the natural course of thi ngs wiU 
continually force him or hìs successors to fall back on the 

and again ;  so that even if possíbly 
avoids givi탱 the bour정eoisie righι now any more than he abso-
lutdy b씬F， Still he is more and more pushed in thc b。때eOls 

2. ENGE LS’ FI RST SKETCH 

In 1 872 a sketch of the %
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tation of Bismarckianism in his artide on The 

The conteχt is for it comes after h is vigorous 

reassertÏon that “The state is but the 0앨ani컸ed collεctive 

power of th엉 ε the lan겹owners and the εapitalists， as 
the the and the workers." But， he 

are the reactionaries in that i n  where the 

not rule as “the statε is still to a certaÎn extent a 

power h overing over societγ， which foε very reason 

represents tbe co11eε interests of and not those of a single 

dass"? (One should note that there are two quite separatε assertions 

involved here: one， that the state “h。‘rers independently" over society ; 
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and two， that i t  represents the collective interests o f  society . )  Engels 
explains :  “In reality ， however， the state as it exists in Germany is 
l ikewise the necessary product of the social basis out of which it has 
developed." Whatever conclusions �e may come to about this specific 
situation， the state will stilI be found explainable onJy in terms of the 
c1ass structure of society， not primarily in terms of the “collective 
interests." In Prussia， Engels continues， the c!ass structure looks as 
folIows: 

There exists sìde by side with a landowning aristocracy， which is 
still powerful， a comparatively young and extremely cowardly 
bourgeoisie， which up to the present has not won either direct 
political domination，  as in France， or more or less indirect domi
nation as in England. S ide by side with thesε two cIasses， how
ever， there exists a rapidly increasing proletariat which is intel
Jectually highly developed and which is becoming more and more 
。rganized every day. 

This becomes the cIass basis of the Bonapartist equilibrium : 

Therefore， alongside of the basic condition of the oId absolute 
monarchy， an equilibrium between the landed aristocracy and the 
bourgeoisie， we find here the basic conditio.n of modern Bona
partism ， an equilibrium between the bourgeoisie and the prole
tariat. But both in the old absolute monarchy and in the modern 
Bonapartist monarchy the real governmenta1 authority lies in the 
hands of a specia1 caste of army officers and state officials. 15 

Note that， whereas at first ( 1 866) Engels had interpreted the Bis
marckian c1ass equilibrium as balancing primarily bourgeois against 
Junkers， he now sees this relationship as thε 。bsolescent cornponent 
still hanging on from the era of absolute monarchy. The distinctively 
modern component of Bonapartism is the bourgeoisie-proletariat equi
librium. This had not been 50 c1early visible in the French model 
because the proletariat had been pushed temporarily into the back
ground. As Engels wrote later， Bismarck’s “whole Bonapartist game 
consists in playing off， in turn， the workers the bourgeois and 
the bourgeois against the and doing both in the 
eve. " 16 

What is this bureaucratic “caste" (a loose term for a social straturn 
which does not play the role of a separate c1ass)? I n  Prussia it is 
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recruited partly out of its own ranks (father to son) and partly from the 
higher and lower aristocracy， “and least of all from the bourgeoisie." 
This caste enjoys a certain independence， but that does not mean the 
state is independent of class society: “The independence of this caste， 
which appears to occupy a position outside and， so to speak， above 
society， gives the state the semblance of independence in relation to 
society." But only the semblance. Under Prussian “pseudo
constitutionalism， a form which is at once both the present-day form of 
the dissolution of the old absolute monarchy and the form of existence 
of the Bonapartist monarchy，" the old state forms are dissolving under 
the impact of industrial development. 17 

What is taking place is the social fusioη of the governing bureaucracy 
and aristocracy with the bourgeoisie， through the growing bourgeoisifi
cation of the old ruling elements. The titled aristocrats enter “the 
whirlpool of speculation" in stocks， and the stock speculators enter the 
titled gentry. The bureaucrats， as weU as the nobles-， turn away from the 
traditional bureaucratic industry; embezzlement， in favor of corpora
tion posts. As the elements of the old state decompose， “the non
bourgeois elements are becoming more bourgeois every day，" and the 
transition quickens from the forms of the absolute monarchy to those 
of the Bonapartist monarchy. “In all economic questions the Prussian 
state is falling more and more into the hands of the bourgeoisie." The 
trend is held back only because thε bourgeoisie Îtself is afraid of any of 
its own demands which als。 “provides the menacing proletariat with 
new weapons." 

And if the political power， that is， Bismarck， is attempting to 
organize its own bodyguard proletariat [Lassalleans and other 
pro-Prussian dements] to keep the political activity of the bour
geoisie in check， what else is that if not a necεssary and quite 
familiar Bonapartist recipe which pledges the state to nothing 
more， as far as the workers are concerned， than a few benevolent 
ohrasξs and at the utmost to a minimum of state assistance for 
building societies à la Louis Bc ←�.� ...... _-‘_" 18 

The reparations exaεted from defeated (the “ French milliards") 
“have given a new， short repriεve to the independence of the Prussian 
state machine in regard to society" 19 by it an independent source 
。f revenue， but being temporary. this cannot change the course of 
devεlopment. 
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I n  short: Engels does not t따<.e the wooden course of denyir핑 that， 
under Bonapartism， the state apparatus and the “caste" that operates it 
enjoy a certain autonomy with respect to the class society which they 
manage; but first， this autonomy 뇨 temporary-or better， conjunctural， 
that is， the outcome of a certain constellation of forces; and second， 
this fact does not in the least mean that the state is “a power hovering 
independently over society" or that Ît merely "represents the collective 
interests of society" rather than the actual resultant of dass forces in a 
changing equilibrium. 

True， this social reality could hardly be fully summed up in the 
aphorism that the state is “merεly" a committee for managing the 
common affairs of the rulin용 class; but it i1lustrates that this aphorism is 
nothing more than an approximation， like Kepler’s Laws of Motion ín a 
far more exact science. 

3 .  TH E CLASS SHIFT 

This first exposition of Bismárckian B onapartism did not cover all 
the angles. In an artide the foUowing year， Engels emphasized the 
impotence and political emasculation of the bourgeoisie under the very 
regíme that carried out its economic aspirations， while the J unkerdom 
that still seemed to be ruling politically was being undermined socially. 
For “ Every government， induding the most despotic， is compelled to 
govern with an eye on existing [ social] relations， under pain of break
ing its neck. "  

Junkerdom， a necessity for old Prussia， was a n  encumbrance 
on the “Reich." Just as Bismarck had been obHged to put 
through freedom of trade， freedom of movement， and othεr 
bourgeois reforms-albeit in bureaucratically deformed manner
contrary to his previous views， so also the irony of h istory finally 
condemned him， the J unker par excellence， to lay the ax to 
J unkerdom . . . .  20 

But the bourgeoisie got what it needed， though what it got was 
bureaucratica.lly deformed : 
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I t  took credit for the fact that Bismarck was compelled， by the 
h istorica1 position in which he had put Prussia and by the indus
trial progress of the last twenty years， to do that which the 
bourgeoisie itself had been too cowardly to cafrγ through from 
1848 to 1850.  lt did not even have the courage to force its 
Bismarck to carry out these little reforms in plain and simple 
bourgeois fashion， without making a police-state mess of it; it 
loudly exu!ted over the fact that Bismarck had to dea1 with its 
。wn demands of 1 846 by-emasculating them. And， mind you， 
only its economic demands-things that a thousand Bismarcks 
could not have kept from being carried out even if they wanted 
to. As for poiitical demands， turning over political power to the 
bourgeoisie， this sort of thing comes up in talk only as a conces
sion to decency， at the most. 

For fear of the class below， the bourgeoisie was happy to surrender 
politica1 power to stronger hands， in exchange for cash payment :  

The Prussian bourgeoisie does not want political dominance ; it is 
rotten before attaining maturity ; without having ever enjoyed 
political rule ，  it has already reached the same stag<: of degenera
tion that the French bourgeoisie attained after eighty years of 
struggle and a longer period of rule. Paηem et circeηses， bread and 
theatricals-that is what the demora1ized Roman plebs asked of 
their emperor; paneη1 et circeηses， swindlers’ profits and animal
Iike luxury-this is what is asked of 야s emperor not by the 
Prussian people but by the Prussian bourgeoisie. The Roman 
plebs togethεr with their emperor were swept away by the 
Gennan barbarians; behind the Prussian bourgεoisie towers the 
threatening figure of the German workers.21 

This autonomized state had been strengthened by its military vic
tories of the 1 860s followed by the smashing triumph over France; and 
its very increase in strength made it necessary for it to sh따 its class 
base. Enge1s wrote in another essay a year Iater: “ In  this way the very 
vÎctories of the Prussi，an army shifted ' the entire basis of the Prussian 
state structure; the Junker domination became ever more intolerable 
even for the government." For now a big European power had to be a 
moderη power: socioeconomic modernization was a necessity for a 
Reich， an empire. And economic modernization reinforced another 
dass shift : 
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At  the same time， however， the extremely rapid industrial deve!
opment caused the struggle between bourgeois and worker to 
supersede the struggle between Junker and bourgeois， so that 
internally also the social foundations of the old state underwent a 
complete transformation.  

This brought up the distinction we saw before: the obsolescent 
component was the class equilibrium held over from the era of absolute 
monarchYi the modern component was the specifically Bonapartist 
equilibrium of bourgeoisie against proletariat. 

The basic precondition for the monarchy， which had been slowly 
rotting since 1 840， was the struggle between nobility and bour
geolSle， in which the monarchy held the balance. From the 
moment when it was no longer a question of protecting the 
nobility against the onrush of the bourgeoisÍe， but of protecting 
all propenied c1asses against the onrush of the working c1ass， the 
old absolute monarchy had to go over completely to the form of 
state expressly devised for this purpose: tbe Bonapartist 
monarcby. 22 

Bonapartism， Engels now stressed， is modern-it is “a modern form 
of state which presupposes the abolition of feudalism."  That is why 
Junkerdom had to be sacrificεd， even by the chief J unker， if he was to 
be a European power-wielder. “This， naturally: is being done in the 
mildest possible form and to the favorite tune of: lmmer langsam 
νoraη! " (This echoed an oId German song， translated by the U.S.  
Supreme Court as “with al1 de1 iberate speζd.")  The Junker was being 
transformed into something like an English squire， “and need not have 
offered so much resistance because the one is as stupid as the other." 
Thus Prussia was completing its bourgeois revolution in the form of 
Bonaoartism. 23 

I n  exchange for the Bonapartist power’s economic benefactions. 

the bourgeoisie leaves all actual political power in the hands of 
the government， votes taxes， loans， and soldiers， and helps to 
frame alI new reform laws in a way as to sustain the full force and 
effect of the old police power over undesirable elements. The 
bourgeoisie buys gradual socia! emancipation at the price of the 
immediate renunciation of political power. Naturally， the chief 
reason why such an agreement is acceptable to the bourgeoisie is 
not fear of the government but fear of the proletariat.24 
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4. ELEMENTS OF BONAPARTISM 

I n  1 887  Engels began writing a summary account of the Bismarck 
era for use as an exposition of the relationship between politicaI force 
and socioeconomic factors. ( l t  was intended as the new fourth chapter， 
dealing with Germany， of a booklet whose main contents would be a 
reprint of the three chapters on the force theory in Aηti-Dühring. ) 
Although The Role o[ Force in History was therefore not focused on 
the problem of Bonapartism and， being unfinished， lacks whatever 
summation of the question Engels might have had in mind， let us review 
what it does contain for its partial recapitulations and special emphases. 

1 .  The historica/ ro/e o[ Boηapartìsm is moderηizatioη o[ the 
soczety. 

I n  his “best period-up to 1870， ， 25 at any rate， Bismarck was 
willy-nilly engaged in this course. He realized that the J unkers were not 
a “viable class，" that only the bourgeoisie had a future as a ruling class; 
and though concern for the bourgeoisie was not his motivation， yet 
“the existence of his new Reich promised to be so much the more 
secure， the more he gradually prepared it for the transition to a modern 
bourgeois state.

， ， 26 The Junkerdom was mostly past rescue in any case， 
its downfall imminent. By a policy of gradual and slow political 
concessions to the bourgeoisie which were anyway inevitable， 

the new Reich would at least be guided onto the road where it 
could fall in with the other West European states that were far 
ahead of it， finally shake off the last remnants of feudalism as 
well as the philistine tradition still strongly dominating the 
bureaucracv . . . .  27 ureaucracv 

lt was wise of Bismarck “to steer toward bourgeois rule，" 

in short， to cut off Germany’s immensely long old pigtail， and 
guide her consciously and definitely on the road of modern 
development， to adjust her political to her industrial state of 
affairs . . . .  28 

Engels never suspected that such a role would one day be interpreted 
by self영tyled revolutionists as a justification for giving political support 
to the Bonapartist modernizer. For h im， it was objective evidence of 
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how the old society， in one way or another， prepared the ground for 
eventual socialist victory. As he wrote in a Ietter， apropos of the rapid 
progress of industry in Germany : “ in any case the old philistine 
Germany is finally beginning to become a modern country， and that is 
absolu tely necessary to help us get ahead."  29 

2. The boμrgeoisie tÝades its political rights and power in excbaηge 
[or tbe iηsuraηce o[ economic expansioη. 

This aspect h as alrεady been sufficiently brought out. 1n The Ro/e o[ 
Force in History Engels is particularly concerned with those economic 
concerns of the bourgeoisie which required the national unification of 
Germany ; he explains in some detail why the split-up state of Germany 
치nevitably sooo became an unbearable fetter on vigorously growing 
industry，" and therefore why “the desire for a united ‘FatherIand’ had 
a very material background." 30 National unity was inextricably bound 
up with foreign policy， and h ere bourgeois aspirations matched 
Prussia’s. 

Bismarck moved in. It was a matter of repeating Louis Napoleon’s 
coup d’état， making the reaI relationship of forces utterly dear to 
the German bourgeoisie， forcibly dispelling their liberal self
delusions， but carrying out those national demands of theirs that 
coincided with Prussian wishes . .  

I n  the continuing conflict over the constitution， Bismarck had 
fought the parliamentary demands of the bourgeoisie to the 
u ttermost. But he burned with eagerness to carry out its national 
demands: after all they c。샀!(;jded wìth the deepest-he1d heart’s 
desìres of Prussian policy. 3 1  

Marx had remarked that Bìsmarck “b않an by building up a despotism 
under the plea of unification，" 32 that is， the aim was his “despotism， " 
the means to it， the espousal of national unity .  For the bourgeoisie， the 
aim was unificatÎon ; the príce， Bismarckian “despotism，" their sur
render of political power to the old statc. 

3 .  The Bonapartist state bad to en[orce tbe iηterests o[ the class 
even agaiηst the oppositioη of the class itsel[ or its unenlighteηed 
sectwηs. 

Bismarck， remarks Engels， “díd the will of the bourgeoisie against its 
will ，" that is， carried out what the bourgeoisie really wanted even while 
the bourgeoisie fought him in the conflict over the constitution.33 In  
part， this relationship depended on the  previous point， the swapping of 
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political rights for economic benefits. l3ut in addition， there were 
different bourgeois elements involved， since the class consisted of 
disparate parts and individuals. 

in particular Engels pointed-as Marx had done in The Eighteenth 
Brumaire--to the split between the practicing bourgeoisie and the 
ideological wing of the bourgeoisie. The ideological spokesmen in and 
。ut of parliament could not be as cruddy indifferent as the real 
economîc powers to the demands of political consistency and demo. 
cratÎc rhetoric. They sometimes had to be left h igh and dry，  still 
spouting. There was 

a contradiction quite similar to the one in France in 185 1  
between the bourgeoisie i n  the Chamber who wanted to  keep the 
power of the President [ Bonaparte] in check and the bourgeoisie 
。utside who wanted tranquillity and strong government， 
tranquillity at any price-a contradiction which Louis Napoleon 
resolved by dispersing the squabblers in.parliament and giving the 
mass of the bourgeoisie tranquillity . . . .  "'" 

Bismarck was equally ready to manhandIe the constitution to suit 
h is pur야ses; the introduction of universal suffrage forms by fiat from 
above was one means at hand. 

Hadn’t Napoleon shown there was absolutely no risk-if 
handled right? And wasn’t it precisely this u niversal suffrage that 
。ffered a means of appealing to the great mass of people ，  and 

a l ittle with the newly arising social movement ，  if the 
refractory? 35 

For the social movement of the proletariat was green and stumblin용， 
and Bismarck had “royal-Prussian socia!ists" (as Marx called them) 

as had had h is Saint-Simonians at hee1. 
The case was dearest with to the J unkers， who could not 

un생rstand that the world was at all ， nor that their own man 
l3ismarck was d。생19 well in letting them down easily ; for their saurian 
mentalities understood only that they were being let down. To be sure， 
they could not in Bismarck’s way， for this class was a living fossil 
lacking effective energy. “The Junkers had proved this for sixty years 
during which the state continually did what was best for them against 
the opposition of these Don Quixotεs" themselves.36 Even when 
l3ismarck put through a district ordinance that preserved as  far as 
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possible the J unkers' prívileges in exploitation of the rural “helots，" 
they could only rail at the introduction of any change at all :  

But what can onε say about the stupidity of their excellencies the 
J unkers， who pulled a tantrum like spoiled children against this 
district ordinance which had been worked up solely in their own 
interests， in the interest of prolonging their feuda! privileges， only 
under a somewhat modernized label? 37 

No more than F .  Ebert 01" F. D. Roosevelt later did Bísmarck get any 
thanks for saving a sickly class from its own shortsighted excessεs. As 
Engels commented in 1 890， “。OThe aristocracy B ismarck never could 
rely on ;  they always considered h im as a traitor to true Conservatism， 
and will be ready to throw him overboard . . . .  " 38 Yet Bismarck was in 
fact trying to save as much of class privileges as could be 
just as the agrarian legislation of Prussia had tried “to savζ as 
much of feudalism as could be saved" (as Enl!els had remarked in 

L ___ 、 39 another connectlOnJ 
4. Bonapartism as a state form does not ηd 0η the persoη1.41 

q<씨ities of the dictator iη charge. 

There wa.s a considerable personal 라εment in Marx’s analysis of 
Louis Bonaparte’s regìme in The Eighteen th Brumaiγe and in his subse
quent articles for the New York Tribuηe. On the one hand， Marx’s c10se 
attention to the personality of the chìef actor is a salutory antidote to 
the myth that Marxism simply negates the role of the individual in 
history ; for it was necessary to explain how this development took 
place in a specific place at a specific time， and how the individual 
element became part of the fabric woven by dominant social forces. 
But there is an inherent difficulty when a scientist can examine only a 
unique specimen of a given phenomenon : where exactly is the line 
between the generic and the specific? 

Bísmarckism， as another case of the Bonapartist pattern， helped t。

clarify this question. On the personal plane， it was enough to see the 
difference between the lumpen-Napoleon and thε super-J unker. 
“Bismarck，" wrote Engels ， “is Louis Napoleon translated from the 
French adventurist-pretender into the Prussian cabbage-J unker and 
German student fraterniry man IKoγpsburscbel . "40 

He tried to find common ground between the two : “Like Louis 
Napoleon， Bismarck is a man with a very practical h ead and great 
cunning， a born businessman and a crafty onε， who in othcr circum-
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stances would have rivaled the Vanderbilts and Jay Goulds on the New 
York stock exchange . . . .  " 이  

Had not Louis Napoleon become the idol o f  the bourgeoisie 
precisely because he dispersed their par1iament but increased their 
profits? And didn’t Bismarck have the same business ta1εnts that 
the bourgeoisie admired so much in the false Napoleon? 42 

But the indicated characteristics (even if taken to be true of LouÎ! 
Napoleon) are not realIy specifically bourgeois; they are genera1ly 
found among successful organizers and reorganizers of states in difficul1 
situations， including Diocletian and Charlemagne， as well as in corpora' 
tion manipulators. I n  the same passage， Engels points out pertinently 
that Bismarck， although so narrow-minded at bottom that he could nol 
free himself of his specifica1ly Prussian outlook， lacking originality 01 
mind， yet was the artful user of others' ideas， and， u nlike the bourgeoi! 
leaders， endowed with energy and will . 

Each Bonapartism shared a similar sociopolitical content even 
though details natura1ly differed : “The bourgeoisie supplied h irn 
[ Bismarck] the goal， and Louis Napoleon supplied the path to the goa1 
only the way he carried it out remained Bismarck’s own work. ，，43 AIso， 
the two regimes operated under different economic circumstances， 
which led to different short-range economic effects， and so on.44 I t  
need hardly be added that the two Bonapartes likewise became deadly 
rivals for supremacy in Europe. 

lt is not only the personality factor that has to be identified if the 
various adv<εntitious elements of given Bonapartisms are to be separated 
frorn the specificaily Bonapartist element. For， as in all real historica1 
situations， Bismarck’s regime was no more than Louis Napoleon’s a 

pure or laboratory-isolated distillation of Bonapartism-il 
such a thing can be imagined. Like all social phenomena， it is found in 
nature only in various admixtures. lf the Germans (as Engels remarked 
in a letter) “are stuck in a mishmash of semifeuda1ism and Bonapart. 
ism， .. 4S what belonged to the old and what to the new ism? What 
constituted the differentia spec펀ca of Bonapartism? 

5 .  Tbe crux 01 Bonapartism π tbe autonomizåtion 01 tbe state 
poτver witb respect to all tbe classes， including tbe ruliη'g classes. 

We remind that this use of the term autoηomizatioη is ours， not 
Marx’s or Engels'; but it represents the conception which E ngels devd 
ops on Bismarckism’s relation ro the class structure. 
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“As things stood in 1 8 7 1  in Germany ，" writes Engels， “a man like 
Bismarck was indeed thrown back on a policy of tacking and veering 
among the various dasses." That in itself was no reproach l the question 
was， where was he heading? There were three possibilities. Toward 
eventual bourgeois rule? I n  that case， his policy would at least be “10 
harmony with historical development." Toward preserving the old ’ · 
Prussian state? ln  that case， it would be reactionary. Or was his policy 
headed in a third direction?  “ If  Ìt headed toward simply maintaining 
Bismarck’s rule， then it was Bonapartist and bound to end like every 
Bonapartism.'， 46 I ndeed， events showed that Bismarck’s guiding star 
was the third aim， as he insisted on cutting the Reich constitution “to 
h is own measure." 

I t  was one step further on the road to his personal one-man rule 
[Alleiηherrschaft] ， by balancing the parties in the Reichstag and 
the particularist states in the Federal Council-one step further on 
the road to Bonapartism.47 

Thus the specifically Bonapartist directÍon is dearly differentÍated 
from a state policy directed either in the interest of the bourgeoisie or 
。f the old Prussian ruling class. Subsequently， Engels made clear. 
Bismarck did veer in the directÌon of J unkerdom， reverting to his own 
class roots-and ensuring his downfall. To folIow this line of thought 
more closely ， we have to turn from the manuscript of Tbe Role of 
Foγce in History， which breaks off soon after this point， and go on to 
his outline notes on how he planned to finish this chapter. Here his 
Point 1 is naturally sketchy but quite clear: 

L Three classes: two rotten ones， of which one [Junker덩 is in 
decay， the other [ bourgeoisie] on the rise， and [ theJ  workers， 
who only want bourge()is ofair p1ayo. Thus， tacking and veering 
between the Iatter two [would bej right-but no ! [This is not 
Bismarck’s course j rather， this is h is] Policy : Strengthening the 
state power in general and especially making it financially inde
pendent (railway statification， monopoly) ，  police state， and prin
ciples of justice of provincial law.48 

Under Point U ，  Engds notes the “restoration of the police state and 
antibourgeois legal system ( 1876)， bad copy of the French ." But then 
comes Bismarck’s “complεte swing-about toward Junkers，" marked by 
thζ protective tariff， the “colonial swindle，" and so on. Yet， following 
this “swing-about" is the following note under H.5 : “Social policy à la 
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Bona.parte. (a.) Anti-Socia1ist Law and crushing of workers’ orga.niza
tions and labor funds. (b) Socia1-reform crap ."49 Th.e result， in a terse 
note: “Bismarck at the end-becomes reactionary. foolish . . . .  The 
Junker comes to the fore， for lack of other ideas." 50 And then “after 
the war of 1 870-7 1 . . . Bismarck’s mission is fulfilled， 50 that he  can 
now sink þack aga.in into the ordinary ]unker." 51 There wa.s stiU some. 
thing of i:he “mishma.sh of semifeudalism and Bonapartism" in the 
admixture， but with Bismarck’s fall th.e modern elements of bourgeois 
development asserted themselves more and more. 

It is dear， then， that it is not the existence of a class equilibrium， the 
balancing of countervailing class pressures， which is itself the d istin. 
guishing feature of Bonapartism. This condition would confront any 
statesman under the circumstances， and would necessitate a maneuver' 
ist policy by any ruling-class leader. The crux of Bonapartism was the 
utilization of this condition to maximize the autonomous position of 
the state with respect to the dasses-“strengthening the state power in 

and especially making it financially independenr"-an autonomi
zation under a “ personal one-man rule，" the one man being 
an individual who is not functioning as the chairman of any c\ass’s “ executlve commlttee. ' 

6 .  Still， tbe objectiνe bistorical result is a social tran옥foγmation， a 
“γeνolutÎoη fro η1 above， "$ 

τhe revolution from below had failed in 1 848-1 849. At that !ime 
the had to bring about a of ruling das5es with 

and in its own way. Momentarily there had a “triple 
aHiance of Junkers， bureaucrats， and bourgeois now in power，" as 

had written in April 18째.53 But this alliance refused to stabilize 
itsdf under the new hegemony. The alliance feU apart j but while the 

remained exduded from political power， the tasks of the 
revolution pressed heavHy 00 nonethdε55. Something 

to in  the tension between the revolu tion that labored in the 
womb and the revolutionary c\ass that could not it birth . The same 
fusion of ruling dasses had to be reεstablished-αnly， the hegem
ony of the old dasses and with a different rdatÎon of forces. The 

$ The phrase “revolution from above" (according to Ladendorf) became 
current in Germany in the early nineteenth century， especially through F. von 
Schlegel， who in 1 820 c1aimed its invention. He applied it to the first Bonapart. 
ism， that of Napoleon 1， in whose hands “the revolution . . .  had been transformed 
into a great despotism and revolution from above." S2 
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revolu tion that had to come came， but in the most reactionary possible 
form. The Reaction executed the program of the revolution， and “this 
program of revolution in the hands of Reaction turns into a satire on 
the revolutionary strivings involved， and thus into the deadl iest weapon 
in the hands of an irreconcilable foe ，" as Marx had foreseen well in 
advance. 

In short [wrote Engels of Bismarck] ， it was a thoroughgoing 
revolution， carried out wÎth rεvolutionary methods. We are natu
rally the last. to make this a matter of reproach. What we reproach 
him for， on the contrary， is that he was not revolutíonary enough ， 
that he was only a Prussian revolutionary from above . . . .  "‘· 

H was “only half a revolu tion，"  stopping short wÌth the interests of thε 
bourgeoisie and the Junkers even if it did revolutionize the outmodεd 
social conditions. Thus Bismarck “made  h is coup d’état， his revolution 
from above; in 1 866，  aga.inst the German Confederation and Austria， 
and no less against the Prussian K 0η'flik tskammer. "S5 

The revolution from above by the autonomized state power was not 
accepted by Marx or Engels as a progressive substitute for revolution. 
During the 18505 and 18605 Marx’s journalistic articles partiαllarly 
carried on a drumfire of denunciation and indictment against the 
Bonapartist regimes that is not outdone by any of his other writings. 
The objective historical role of these was a fact that had to be 
accepted; but also was the fact that they were “the dead
liest wcapon in the hands of an irreconcilable foe ." The first fact 
depended on a social analysis-a scient:ific determination of the lay 
of land ; the on a 50cial taking-of-position-a choice of 
sides in a dass war. 
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AND THE “ PROGRESSIVE‘ DESPOT" 

In the key passage (given at the beginning of the previous chapter) 
where Engels lists the types of states characterized by “a certain degree 
。f independence" from the classes in equilibrium， we note that he 
includes the Bonapartism of the First Empire under Napoleon 1 as weIl 
as that of Louis Bonaparte. Whereas Bismarckism moved Marx and 
Engels to extend the Bonapartist pattern geographically， here we see 
them extending it back in time. 

The word Bonapartist or Bonapartism， of course， was common 
under Napoleon， referring to his partisans; but in the passage under 
discussion Engels obviously used it in the new sense of a type of 
autonomized state power. This Bonapartism was less well deve10ped 
under the uncle than under the nephew， but still visible. How did it 
manifest Ítself u nder the first Napoleon? 

1 .  THE NAPOLEONIC STATE 

One of Marx’s earliest politicaI attitudes was a deep hostility t。
Napoleon as a military despot and oppressor of peoples， but it was 
tempered by a willingness to grant his stature as a military and state
organizing genius and by recognition of his progressive social role in 
smashing the old regime outside France， especiaIly in Germany . This 
combination was common enough among German l iberals and leftists， 
especially in the Rhineland where Napoleon’s armies had done their 
work most thoroughly. A letter by Marx’s father to his nineteen-year
old son already denounced Napoleon 115 a suppressor of free thought， 
even though the father was no Francophobe but rather a pupil of the 

428 
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Enlightenment. 1 The same year ( to instance the positive side) Marx’s 
juvenile “humorous novel" Scorpioη and Felix illustrated the thesis 
that giants are succeeded by pygmies， geniuses by wooden philistines， 
with exampIes that included the contrast of Napoleon 1 with Louis 
Philippe.2 

These cases reflect the political climate surrounding Marx’s juvenile 
consciousness; but the same pattern essentia1ly obtains in the first 
considerabIe reference to Napoleon in his political writings. I n  the 1843 
exchange of letters published in the Deutscb-Fraηzösische Jahrbücher， 
the new-fledged socialist Marx depicts Napoleon as a despot who 
exemplifies the proposition that “Despotism’s sole thought is contempt 
for man， dehumanized man，" even if the despot is one “capabIe of great 
aims， l ike Napoleon prior to his dynastic frenzy." 3 

For decades afterward， Marx frequently echoed the giants-versus
pygmies comparison， especially in contrasting Louis Bonaparte with 
Napoleon ， the “nephew" with the “uncle. ， ，4 The progressive role of 
Napoleon’s impact on G ermany was not in question : The Geηηaη 
ldeolo‘없I duly acknowledged his ser따ces in “cleaning out Germany’s 
Augean stables， " for example.S During the 1 848-1 849 revolution， the 
Prussian regime’s antidemocratic crimes could be compared only to the 
“Napoleonic despotism over the press";  still， it had to be acknowledged 
that， if the French sighed for Napoleon after the Bourbon Restoration， 
it was only “because the despotism of a genius is more bearable than 
the despotism of an idiot.

， ， 6 

Marx’s germinal statement on the l ink between Napoleon and the 
concept of Bonapartism occurs， interestingly enough， long before he 
developed that concept in The Eighteeηth Brumaire， and even before he 
had fully devdoped the dass theory of the state. It is to be found in 
The Holy Fam핫y. The fact that it occurs so early means that we are 
dealing with the roots of the concept of Bonapartìsm， not its 
a.pplica.tion. 

The analysis in The Holy Family revolves around the rdation be
tween the French Revolution and the sociaI dasses. The revolution 
opened society to bourgeois rule; but Marx sees tha.t the J!a.cobin 
left-here represented by the Terror-wanted to push beyond the 
bounds of mere bourgeois interests. Robespierre fails; the Thermidor
ean reaction leads to the Directory. 

Under the government or the Directory. boμrgeois so 
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recognized even though the Terror wanted to saζrifice it to an 
ancient ( form of] political life-burst out in mighty streams of 
life. 

It was against the flourishing of the liberal bourgeoisie under the 
Directory that (Marx goes on to say) Napoleon directed h is coup d ’état 
of the 1 8th Brumaire. Was， then， Napoleon simply antibourgeois? The 
question is ambiguous. He did not wish to revεrsξ thε Revolution’s 
acceptance of bourgeois soεiety (capitalism as a social system) ;  still less 
did he have any notion of turning social relations back to prebourgeois 
channels. The bourgeoisie would dominate within civil society， suτe 
enough， but the Napoleonic state must dominate all of civil society 
itself， induding the bourgeoisie. 

Let us see how Marx puts this crucial thought :  

Napoleoη was the last struggle by the reν01μtionary Terroγ against 
bourgeois society . .  ， and its policy. To be sure， Napoleon already 
had the insight .into the essence of the modeη1 state that it rested 
on the basis of the unhampered development of bourgeois society， 
the free activity of private intεrest， and so Oll. He decided t。
recognize and protect this basis. He was no dreamy-eyed 
Terrorist.7 

This was the probourgeois side. >1< Now the othεr: 

But at the same time Napoleon still regarded the state as an eηd 
in itself， and civil [b강rgerlicb ] l ife only as the treasurer and as its 
subordinate， which must h ave n。 ψill o[ its own . . . .  He satisfied 
the egoism of French nationalism to the point of complete 
surfeit， but: he also de'manded the sacrifice of bourgeois business， 
self-enjoyment， wealth， etc. whenever the political goal of con
quest required it. lf he despotically suppressεd the l iberalism of 
bourgeois society-the political ideology of its day-to-day prac-

The strongest statement of this side that Marx made subsequently occurs in 
The Eighteetlth Brumaire， but i t  does not differ essentially from what is already 
said on this score in The Holy Family. Napoleon “created inside France the 
conditions under which alone free competition could be developed， parceled 
landed property exploited and the unchained industrial productive power of the 
nation employed ; and beyond the French borders he everywhere swept the feudal 
institutions away， 50 far as was necessary to furnish bourgeois society in France 
with a suitable up-to-date environment on the European Continent." But， be goes 
on to say， this done， Napo)eon had to disappear along with the other “ante
diJuvian coJossi" to make way for the “true interpreters and mouthpieces" of the 
bourgeoisie and “its real mil itary leaders." S  The Bonapartist side of Napoleon I is 
not raised in  this context. 
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tice-he showed no more consideration for its essential material 
interests， commerce and industry， whenever they came into con
f1ict with his political interests. His contempt for industrial busÎ
nessmen was the complement to his contempt for ideologues. 
I nternally as well ，  what hξ fought in bourgeois society was 
opposition to the state， embodied by himself， as an absolute end 
in itself. 9 

To be sure， this Napoleonic concεpt of an autonomized state， which 
fostered bourgeois deve!opmεnt so that the state ’'s interests ffiight 
therεby be aggrandized ， had no future under the social cÌrcumstances. 
Marx had already written on a previous page of The Holy Family that 
bourgeois interests “were so powerful that they victoriously overcame 
the pen of a Marat， the guillotine of the Terrorists， and the sword of 
Napoleon， as well as the crucifix and the blue blood of the Bour
bons." 10 However， it was Napoleon ’s striving in this direction that 
constituted the specific Bonapartism of the First Empire， no matter 
how surely doomed at the time. 

A question-mark remains. We can certainly not assume automatically 
that a given analysis in The Holy Family represents a continuity of 
thought with the maturε Marx， in the absence of a repetition of the 
same analysis later. Unfortunately， Marx never took the ocεasion later 
to take up the theme of the Bonapartism of the first Napoleon di
n:ct1y. "  But Engels did， even if briefly ; furthermore， in the case of both 
Marx and Engels it is worth noting the constancy of their gεnεral view 
of the man. 

In 1 860 a pamphlet by Engels l inked Napoleon to the later Bona
partism in a minor aspect and in passing. "' ，.  But much later the figure of 

• The nearest approach is a remark in  The Eighteeηth Brumaire made col
lectively about “the absolute monarchy， during the first Revolution， under 
Napoleon." ln all three cases， “bureaucracy was only the means of preparing the 
class rule of the bourge。이is허ieε"’'-i.e. ， ob피je‘ct디iψve터Iy시 ’ not by intπtention-π1-γ‘-카-
the Restorat디ion，’ under Lou비lis Philippe， under the parli따nentary republic， it 1 the 
state bureaucracy 1 was the instrument of the ruling class， however much it strove 
for power of its own." 1 1  We wiU return to this passage in Chapter 20 . 

. .  ln  Savoy， Nice a n d  the R hìne Engels recalls the. episode when the troops of 
General Ansclme took Nice and， out of control ， subjected the city to plunder and 
rape. “This was the original core of the later Army of l taly， with which General 
Bonaparte gained his first laurcls，" Engcls continues， and then jumps to a 
comparison with the nephew: “Bonapartism， it seems， in i ts beginnings always has 
to base itself on the r디ifκfr다afκf !μLμu‘�nη뺑? 
it would have gotten now샤he야re.’”’ 12 But in terms of h…1끼IS안to。αrica성a씨’ analysis， a vicious 
soldiery is hardly the equivalent of Bonapartist storm-troops. Engels wants to link 
Napoleon with the latζr Bonapartism but does not really succeed here. 
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General Boulan용er gave him another opportunity， as he commented on 
the new would-be Bonaparte’s e1ectora1 victory in 1889.  This， he wrote， 
reflects 

。oa distinct revival of 앙1e Bonapartist element in the Parisian 
character. In 1 798 [actuaHy 1 799 : Napoleon’s coup d’étatJ ， 
1 848 and 1 889 ，  this revival arose equally from discontent with 
the bourgeois republic， but it took this special directíon-appeal 
to a saviour of society-entirely in consequence of a chauvinistic 

13 current. 

Bonapartism’s antibourgeois side is stressed here， aS also in a follow-up 
letter on the same subj ect， which links Napoleon 1 ，  Napoleon 1 I l ，  and 
Boulanger with the “recrudescence of Bonapartism， of an appeal to a 
savior who is to destroy the vile bourgeois who h ave quashed the 
revolution and the republic"-this reflecting “the negative side of the 
Parisian revolutionary character-chauvinistic Bonapartism . . . .  " 14 

2. THE UTTLENESS OF NAPOLEON THE GREAT 

Insofar as Marx’s and Engels' general attitude toward Napoleon 
shifted in later life， it  was only in the direction of a more virulent 
antipathy， less qUlI.lifíed by recognition of positive achievements. 

While Marx’s journalistic artides of the 1850s constantly scorned 
Louis Bonaparte in contrast with Napoleon as far as ability was con
cerned (a pattern set for all France when Victor Hugo Iabeled the 
epigone emperor “Napoleon the Little")， he was equa1ly ready to 
condemn “the crue1 despotism of Napoleon L" If he  denounced Louis 
Bonaparte for fìUing the Paris salons with h is police spies， he added : 
“quite as in the days of the [ first1 Emperor." 15 

What 뼈arx attacked most often was any leaning toward a “Napoleon 
cult，" such as is found even in the alleged libertarian Proudhon. 16 Marx 
lashed at “the traditional Napoleon superstition，" the “Napoleon cult'’ 
or “Napoleon legend，" in h is major works on France; he linked Tl1iers 
as 쟁cophantic historÎan of Napoleon to Thiers as butcher of the Paris 
Communej the peasant cult of Napoleon was a “ddusion" or fantasy， 
just as both Thiers and his imperial subject were notorious liars. 17 

“Both father and daughter [JennyJ h ated Napoleon 1 ，" rdated Dr. 
Kugdmann’s daughter， to expllil:in why J enny answered the question 
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“Characters of history 1 most dislike" with : “ Bonaparte and his 
nephew." It  was. often to abuse the nephew that the “real Napoleon" 
could even be granted his genius， as when Marx repeated the jest that 
“Napol낭on le premier a eu géηie， Napoléon le troisièηte a Eugénie. " 
Around the same time Marx asked Engels for a c1ipping from a recent 
history revealing the “wretched behavior of the hero" Napoleon so that 
daughter Jenny couId win an argument. 18 

There are two longer denunciations of Napoleon in Marx. 
He devoted a New Y ork Tribune article to demonstrating that the 

current Bonaparte’s suppression of liberty and press freedom only 
reenacted “the shabby part invented and played before by Napoleon 
the Great，" and in fact objected to the titIe “Napoleon the Great" as 
furthering “Napoleon-worship." Marx added: “What is more useful t。
impress on the present generation is that Napolεon the Little [Louis 
Napoleon]  represents in fact the littIeness of Napoleon the Great." 19 

This article was an elaboration of a remark that Marx had aIready made 
in a letter to Engels two months previously: Bonaparte “is onIy copyi�용 
his alleged uncIe. He . . .  Opersonates [personifies1 in a most admirable 
wa/ the OlittIenesso of the great Napoleon.":W 

Again: in  a detailed indic，tment of  French policy on .Poland， Marx 
eIaborated the thεsÎs that Napoleon betrayed .Polish independence; and 
even at home “that despot rather than have a truly national and 
reνolutionaη， war in France after his defeat at WaterIoo， preferred to 
succumb to the Coalition. ， ， 21  In his book Herγ 1/0휠， 뼈arx flayed 
Napolεon’s betrayal of Venetian independence “ to the despotic yoke of 
Austria." 22 Likewise， in referring to Napoleon’s invasion of Spain， he 
criticized it as "the Napoleonic usurpation，" also recognized tbe 
fact that where Napoleon’s armies overran the country， there they 
“swept away from the soil aH monastÍc and feuda! insεirutions， and 
introduced the modern system of administration." 강3 This two-sided 
appreciation is very much 1ike Marx‘s appraisa1 of Brítish imperialism’s 
role in India， combining political hostility with rε of imperial
ism’s modernizing impact. 

Later Marx introduced a new note even Ìnto his appraisal of 
Napoleon’s rdatìonship to reaction. It 장pears in a change 
made bξtween the first draft of T，값e Civil in F;γ싸엉ce and thξ final 
version. In the first draft Marx writes of the 011εr 
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the Revolution and annihilate aU popular liberties， it was an instrument 
of the French revolution to strike abroad， to create for France on the 
Continent instead of feudal monarchies more or less states after the 
image of France." Here， as before， is the counterposition of despotism 
at home and a progressive impact abroad. But in the corresponding 
passage of the final version， Napoleon’s “First Empire" is described 
merely as “Ìtself the offspring of the coalition wars of old semifeudal 
Europe against modεrn France." 24 There is an appreciable shift here， 
from seeing the Napoleonic regime as “an instrument of the French 
revolution" even in one aspect ，  to seeing it as the “offspring" of 
European reaction itself in a definite sense. 

Engels' course was quite similar. I n  h is presocialist l iteraIγ period of 
1 840-1 841 ，  he referred to Napoleon b oth with hostility as a despotic 
ruler and with respect as nonetheless responsible for progressive social 
gains-listing these gains as emancipation of the J ews， trial by jury ，  and 
a sound civil-law system. “Heine’s Napoleon-worship is alien to the 
feelings of the [German] people，" he insisted.25 On the other hand， 
when Napoleon’s body was moved (0 the I nvalidεs， he published a 
poem combining rdief at thε passing of the Napoleonic era with respect 
for the man. It was good that “Europe’s scourge， France’s god" had 
died “like Alexander， wÎthout issue"; and now 

The Emperor sleeps， and hushed is the Te Deum;  
A stately pall hangs 。’er the pious stone. 
The whole great chapd is his mausoleuml 
A dead god l ies interred， and all alone.26 

This two-sided' view continued after his conversion to socialism， 
without essential change. Napoleon esta.blished “undisguised despo
tism，" contrasted with Babeuf’s goal of "real liberty" j at the same time， 
h is progressive impact on Germany as "the destroyer of old feudal 
society" was appreciated， even though “the longer he reigned， the more 
he deserved h is ultimate fate.， ， 27 

In  the later Engels， the references to Napoleon are more uniformly 
hostile. The Code Napoléon was rεally the work of the RevolutÎon and 

‘ The main kind of exception continues to be Napoleon’s progressive ro!e in 
modernizing the German states; for ex와 “The creator of the German bour
geoisie was Napoleon."28 In this respect Napoleon was criticized for failing to go 
far enough. “He is always revolutionary a.s opposed to the princes，" noted Engels， 
but added: “Napoleon’s mistake of 1 806 was that he did not crush Prussia to the 

..J tt 29 ena 
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only “botched" by Napoleon himsdfj he was indeed something of a 
charlatan like Boulanger; the peasants' Napolεon figure was a 
“legend." 30 In a May Day greeting to Spanish socialists， Engels rεcalled 
the resistance t。 “the foreign invasion and tyranny of Napoleon"j then 
he started on a longεr denunciation of Napoleon， “thε so-called repre
sentative of the bourgeois revolution， in rεality a despot inside his own 
count，ry and a conqueror vis-확vis the neighboring peoples ，" but left this 
out of thε final vεrsion.3 1 In his introduction to Marx’s Civil War in 
France， he contrasted the Paris Commune with the bureaucratic state 
machine “which Napoleon had created in 1 798 ."  As we saw above， 
Marx had made the same connection in his first draft of the addrεSS on 
the Commune， whζn hε wrote that thε gigantism of the state machine 
“grew to its full development under the sway of the first Bonaparte" 
and that under him it served “to subjugatε the Revolution and annihi
late all popular liberties." 32 

Typically， thε later Engels did not begrudge a passing bow to the 
progressive síde of Napoleon’s impact when the context was Russian 
czansm’s expansionism， though he stressed Napoleon’s betrayal of 
European national movements. In an 1890 article on Russian foreign 
policy， he reviewed the czar’s relations with Napoleon. “The French 
Revolution had worn itself out， and had brought forth its own dicta
tor-a Napoleon . . . .  The rise of Napoleon now gave it [ Russian diplo
macy] the opportunity for new succεsses." Napoleon played along with 
Russia’s game until they came to a parting of their imperialist ways over 
the czar’s effort to dominate the German statεs. Austerlitz kept the 
Rhineland free of Russian domination， and of course Engels felt that 
Napoleonic domination was objectively prεferable: “The French yoke， 
at least， was a modern onej at all events it forced the dìsgraceful 
Gεrman Princes to do away with the most cryìng infamies of their 
former political system." There is a good deal more on Napoleon’s 
disregard of various natìonal interεsts-Finland’s and Turkey’s as wdl as 
Poland’s-as he played h is impεrialist chess game with Russia. Stil1 ， “the 
downfall of Napoleon meant the victory of the Europεan monarchies 
。ver the French Revolution， whose last phasε had beεn the Napoleonic 

" 33 Empíre. 
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3 .  THE LINE OF POLITICAL OPPOSITION 

The significance of Marx’s and Engels' hostility to the “progressi ve" 
despotism of the first Bonaparte has not usually been appreciated， 
especia1ly if we keep in mind that this hostility mounted as their 
politics matured. 

It is a good test case because， for one thing， the frequent allegation 
of a personal factor in Marx’s political antipathies clearly has no basis in 
this instance. ( In  generaI Marx’s pattern is that expressions of person외 
dislike fIow from politicaI enmity， not vice-v'εrsa. )  For another thing， 
Napoleon I came along so early that he was not clεarly counterposed to 
a proletarian movement， nor had socia1ism yet appeared as a viable 
alternative. This would seem to make him a good candidate for support 
as a historicaIIy progressive modernizer， 셔espot though he be. 

But such an approach was totally a1ien to Marx’s and Engels' politics. 
They were quite éapable of appreciating the historicaJ progressiveness 
。f a regime in an objective social sense without confusing this with the 
criteria for politica1 support， any more than they would dream of 
becoming political supporters of or apologists for the “progrεssive 
capitalists" of the IndustriaI Revolution. '" The touchstonε of politics 
for them was the class struggle-the struggle of the lower classes against 
oppression and exploitation，  in the present as in the time of Spartacus 
or Napoleon. A politic려 position was a taking of sides in a class war. 

Hence thζY felt not the slightest contradiction between recognizing 
the objective historical impact of a Bonapartism (Bismarck’s， for exam
ple) and ra1lying the harshest political opposition against it. The objec
tive progrεssiveness of a despot or exploiter meant merεly that the 
enemy was comp혀led by history to help your cause dεspite himself: it 
could not for a moment induce you to change your mind about which 
side you were on. On the contrary， it was only the continued cIass 
struggle from below thaε could evεn squel!ze the greatest h istorical 
advantage out of the “progrζssive" socia! forces which wξre propelli ng 
your enemy on his path . 

.. This question wi’1 come up a용ain for discussion in connection with the 
politics of bourgeois revolution in Volume 2. 
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This was the attitude spelled out， firmly but  ruefully， by Engels 
when it became clear that B ismarck was in position， by rεason of 
Prussian military successes， to bring about the long-desired unification 
of Germany in his own way : the situation discussed at the beginning of 
the previous chapter. A progressivε aim was being carried out ，  though 
not in our way; and so Engels allows that “we， like others， must 

。recognize the fait accompli， [ whether] -we may like it or not. - "  

The good side o f  this i s  that i t  simplifies the situation， facilitates a 
revolution by getting rid of the rows kicked up by the Iitt1e state 
capitals， and in any case acceleratεs the development. After all ，  a 
German parliament is still something altogethεr different from a 
Prussian Diet. The whole mess of l ittle states will be drawn into 
the movement， the worst influences toward local narrowness will 
come to an end， and the parties wilI finaIly become really na
tional instead of merely local. 

The main drawback is the inevitable swamping of Germany by 
Prussianism， and this is a very big one. Then there is the tempo
rary separation of German Austria， which wiII result in an imme
diate advance of Slavdom in Bohemia， Moravia， and Carinthia. 
Unfortunate1y， against neitber of these is there aηythiη'g to be 
done. 

So in my opinion we can do nothing but simply accept the 
fact ，  without approving it， and make use， as far as we can， of the 
greater facilities for the ηational organization and unification of 
the German prolεtariat that must now arise in any case.34 

Marx replied agrecing: “ I am εntirdy of your opinion that the fil thy 
business must be taken as it is. Still it is nice -to be far away during th is 
honeymoon period"-while the German states cohabited under 

3S Prussia. 
Thε turn in the situation established a new starting poinr， but it was 

a new start for the struggle α￡αiηst the “progressive" Bonapartist. 
Bismarck was “facilitating a revolution" but the revolution could be 
furth장ξd only by intransìgent opposition to thi s  facilitator. When the 
Lassalleans showed softness on Bismarεk， Marx and Engels broke with 
them publidy. 
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4. THE CASE OF BOLlV AR 

A case similar to Napoleon’s， this time outside of Europe， was that 
of the leader of the South American liberation struggle， Simon Bol Ívar. 
Finding Bolívar’s name on the list of articles to be done for 
the New Ame서caη Cyclopaedia. Marx researched h is subject and came 
up with an attitude of Ïntense political hostil ity to the “Liberator" as a 
military dictator. authoritarian， and Bonaparte-type seeker of arbitrary 
power for h imself.36 

The issue is sharpened by the fact that Marx dearly assumed the 
progressiveness of the national liberation movement Îtself. 'His attack on 
BoI {var is always fully inside thε framework of the view that the in
dependence stru잃le was weakeηed by Bolívar’s insistence on h is per
sonal dictatorship. The various revolutionary congresses exercised a 
popular mobilizing appeal to the maSSes insofar as Bolívar [ailed t。
control and abort them， whereas the leader’s despotic methods kept the 
mass base of the revolution small. >1< 

“Bo\ívar is a real Soulouque { one of the current sobriquets for 
Bonaparte] ， "  Marx wrote to Engels， explaining the reason for the 
“partisan sryle" of his Cyclopaedia article， which its editor had ques
tioned.37 ln the article itself， Marx had managed to link Bol ívar with 
Napoleon 1 three times， however obliquely ; mention of Louis Bona
parte would have been obviously intrusive. 

lf Bolívar was a “real Bonaparte，"  the leader of another contempo
rary national-liberation movement was another Bolívar， in Marx’s vlew. 
This was Hungary’s Louis Kossuth， of whom Marx’s opinion was as 
scathing as of Italy’s Mazzini. One of Marx’s many dεnunciations of 
Kossuth’s political role， written two years after his Bolívar article， 
began as follows : “The myth-creating force of popular fantasy has 
manifested itself in all timεs in the Învention of ‘great men. ' The most 
striking example of this sort is indisputably Simon Bo/iνar. ， ，38 The 
dissection of Kossuth fol1owed. 

Marx saw these， and other， leaders as men who were γidiη!j{ a 
movement with progressive and liberationist aims， but who bestrode it 
with political aims of their òwn which were antithetical to the interests 
of the massεs . 
.. A detailed discussion of these issues can be found in my article on the subject， 
κarl Marx aηd Sim oη Bolívar (see Bibliography). 
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We can now return to  the figure of the model Bonapartist， Louis 
Bonaparte himself， in order to view him from the same angle as 
Napoleon 1 and Bolívar: namely Bonaparte as Progressive Despot. Marx 
paid lìttlε attentìon to this aspect in his best-known works; when he 
wrote The Eigbteentb Brumaire it had not yet emerged as strongly as it 
did later， and when he looked back in Tbe Civil War iη France ìt  seemed 
a finished episode. ln the meantime he had written it up cogently ; and 
from today’s perspective the subject has new interest. 

1 .  BONAP ARTE’S “SOCIALISM" 

Even at the time of his “ 1 8th Brumairε，" Bonaparte’s ldées Napoléon
iennes (the titlε 。f one of his books) played a role in giving him an 
antibourgeois posture， at the same time that his deeds assured the 
bourgeoisie of h is antiproletarian and antirevolu tionary bona fìdes. 
Other writings l ikε L ’Extiηction du Paupérisme strζssed his orientation 
toward state direction of the economy and social-welfare plans to 
appeal to a controlled working dass. Govεrnment “is the beneficent 
mainspring of every social organism，"  he had written. Also : “Nowadays 
the day of dass rule is over， the day of mass rule has begun. The masses 
must be organized 50 that they can formulate their wil l ，  and disciplined 
50 that they can be in5tructed and enlightened as to their own intεr
ests." Bonaparte helped to darify this rhetoric when he broke strikes， 
banned independent workers’ 。rganization， and worked to keep wages 
down. Through it all ，  he rεpresented h imself evεn as a sort of socialist， 
when appropriate; and in vicw of the amorphous history of that label ， Ít 

439 
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would be a purely terminological enterprise to argue that he was “less 
socialistic" than certain figures discussed in histories of socialism. 
Indeed， somε modern historians seriously present him as a sort of 
socialist in the same vague way that he put forward the pretense. * 

There was a definite socia1istic wing of the Bonapartist entourage. I ts 
royal patron was the Emperor’s cousin， Prince Napoleon (“Plon-Plon，" 
or the Red Prince) ，  who actually consorted with socialists of a sort. 
Marx liked to take thrusts at “the illustrious Plon-Plon， alias the Priηce 
Rouge， the scion of the Bonapartist family ，  upon whom has fallen the 
lot of coquetting with revolution， in the same way that his bigger 
cousin dallies with ‘ religion ，  order， and property.' '’ 2 Bonaparte’s eco
nomic brain trust was composed of disciples of Saint-Simon， who had 
been considered raving radicals i"Î1 the 1 8 3 0s and were now ravenous 
financiers and industrial expansionists: the Pereire brothers， Michel 
Chevalier， and others. It was through these Saint-Simonians that the 
biggest Bonaparte adventure in state-sponsored high finance was 
founded : the Crédit Mobilier， of which we will hear more. 

3‘here were other ' recruits from time to time. The “father of anar
chism" himself， Proudhon， grξeted Bonaparte’s coup d’état with a book 
which fawned before his new power and invited him to be so kind as to 
institute the New Society? D ìsillusioned eventually by the Emperor’s 
failure to oblige， our “anarchist" returned to his former h ostility， 
without however giving up hope in Plon-Plon. (Part of the dífficulties of 
the Proudhonist-Ied French section of the First International was that 
its leadership was unwarrantably suspected of also being pro
Bonapartist.) Later， after Bonaparte’s fall ，  two of Bakunin’s chief 
lieutenants wξre going to come out as Bonapartist partisans-in thε 
name of revolution， of course.4 Bonaparte’s secret payroll included 
known .radica1s like Karl Vogt-the same Herr Vogt who published a 

.. Specifically， J .  M. Thompson’s Louis Napoleoη and the Second Empire. in 
which the facts and dtations in the above passage can be found. Thompson 
accepts the Emperor’s sdf.image nor only as a socialist but as “a visionary 
hum짜nitarian， a friend of the outlawed and tlle oppressed".-the evidence being 
that he said 50 himself. “The Empire， he IBonaparteJ thought， must be at once 

and pr。용ressÎve. "  lt must keep every class “contented and cooperative." 
was “a Bourbon idea: Louis XIV would have understood it. . . .  It was also a 

Napolξ。nic idea . . . .  " The economy “needed disdplim: and direction." Strong 
government could OV'εrcome the of bourgeoisie and proletariat. 
Thompson especially !eans 011 two Eng!ish witnesses. The reformer Shaftesbury 
said that Louis Napoleon’s course 치nakes my hair stand 00 end. Every working 
man that Iives wilf on seeing these results shout Vive 1ε Desρotisme! ，4 bas les 
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scurrilous book slandering Marx for dictatorial ambitions while at thε 
same time he hailed the emperor as a “workers’ dictator." S Among 
other more or less “left" Bonapartists were Sainte-Beuve (who called 
Bonaparte “an eminent socialist")， Auguste Comte， Frédéric Le Play， 
and Félix Pyat.6 

If， as Bonaparte had written， “Today . . .  one can govern only with 
the masses，" it was necessary to look for J udas goats who could lead the 
masses in the proper spirit. Conservatives who did not understand the 
new game helped Bonaparte along by indighantly denouncing him as å. 
socialist-old Guizot， for example， who greeted the news of the coup 
d’état by crying， “ I t  is the complete and definitive triumph of 
socialism ! "  7 

To Engds， Bonaparte appeared as a sort of True-Socialist (of the 
Hess-GfÜn tendency piUorìed in  the Manifesto) shading into bourgeois 
reform : 

As for ( Louis] Napoleon [ wrote Engels to Marx1 ， didn’t the man 
say to L. Blanc， when he went to France: Wben 1 am Presiden t  1 

wi/l put your ideas into practice? Anyway， one sees how financial 
necessity can drive even a True-Socialist like Louis Napoleon to 
typic� financial-�ourgeois measures， like conversion of bonds. 
The vshopkeeperv and smalI industrγ forgive twenty socialistic 
pranks for this one saving of 1 8  millions， and the Da서y News 
admires the measure. Incidentally， it is impossible to say anythir땅 
more stupid or disgusring on this business than the Journal des 
Débats. Altogether the old story : post office reform ::: socialism! 
conversion of bonds = socialism! free trade = socialism! 1 ’m only 
afraid that Mynheer Napoleon， who despite everything went into 
his own socialistÎc things very timidly and in the mortgage ques
tion likewise does not go beyond the bounds of the bourgeois
Prussian loan institution， is finally under the pressure of circum
stances transforming 며1 his socialistic impulses into simple bour
geois reforms . . . . ð 

Marx likewise referred to Bonaparte’s True-Socialism in this period 
right after the coup d’état.9 A few years later， the original True-Socialist 
himsdf， Moses Hess， became a Bonapartist apologist. 1O 

governements libres! " This seemed to refer partic띠arly to the imperial public
works program and its state-made employment. Walter Bagehot saw Bonaparte as 
a “democratic despot，" and his regime llS “the bestfinished democracy which the 
world has ever seen，" meanin， an absolutism “with a popular instinct." Besides 
running the first popu1ar democracy， Bonaparte was also a “Benthamite despot." 
So Thompson.' 
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2‘ THE CREDlT MOBIUER 

It was the rise of  the Crédit Mobilier and ìts subsequent scandals that 
turned Marx， in 1856 ，  to his first dose consideration of what he began 
to call “Bonapartist socialism" or “Imperial socialism，" in an important 
series of artides. 

The Crédit Mobilier was a banking institution set up as a sort of 
holding corporation to stimulate the devdopment of industry and 
public works by concεntrating the ownership of various enterprises in 
one common fund controHed by Îtsdf. It is “。ne of the most curious 
eε。nomical phenomena of our epoch，" and may have “an immensely 

development in the future." It buys up the. stocks of the various 
industrial concerns themselves ; and this means “to make industry and 
public works in dependent on the favor of the Cγédit Mobilie1'， 
and therefore on the individual favor of Bonaparte， on whose breath 
the existence of the company is suspended."  

。OHence the Cγédit Mobilier avows the intention of making itself 
the proprietor， and Napoleon the Little the supreme director， of 
the whole varied of France. This is what we call lmperial 
Socialism. 

ln the Crédit Mobilier goes beyond this， by proposing to make 
itself “not only the proprietor of such great industrial enterprises， but 
also the slave of the treasury， and the despot of commercial credit. " 1 1  

Thε phenomenon had two sides: 00 the one hand， the Bonapartist 
h igher-ups and speculators had a chance to enrich themselves by grab-

a the flowing �oneys bεfore whole thing blew up in a 
crash ; 00 the other hand， there was the “socialistic" side. Bonaparte 

to convert 

all the property and all the of Franée into a personal 
toward Louis τ。 steal France in order to 

the man had to solve， 
in this transaction of from France what was to be 

December τenth. *  

‘lOt the side to him was the 
off himself and the Society of 

$ This is a v앙'iant of a similar passage near the end of 1‘'be Eighteenth 
당γumaire. 1 11 1 85 5  Marx， in a letter to quoted the 1 8 5 2  version， about 

desire “to steal tne whole of France in order to be able to make a 
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The method : through a credit operation. 

And there happened to be in France the school of St. S imon， 
which in its beginning and in its decay deluded itself with the 
dream that all the antagonism of classes must disappear before 
the creation of universal wealth by some new-fangled scheme of 
public credit. And St. Simonism in this form had not yet died out 
at the epoch of the coup d싼at. 13 

Among the surviving represεntatives of this idea (Marx goes on) were 
the Pereire brothers， “who had sat at the feet of the Père Enfantin" in 
former days， and who had now become “the founders of the Crédit 
Mobilier， and the initiators of Bonapartist Social ism.' ’ * 

It is an old proverb， “Hαbent sμa fata libella. " Doctrines have als。
their fate as well as books. St. Simon to become the guardian 
angel of the Paris Bourse， thε prophet of swindling， thε Messi따1 
of genera! bribery and corruption! 

Another legal move by the government 

sanctions the expropriation of the mortgagors of the land， in 
favor of the government of Bonaparte， who by this machinery 
p roposes to seize on the land， as by the Crédit Mobiliεr hε lS 
seizing on the industry ， and by the Bank of France on the 
commerce of France;  and all this to save property from the 
dangers of Socialism ! 

The next article， promisεs Marx， wiIl explain 

the plain scheme of dragging aH the industry of France into the 
whirlpool of the Paris Bourse， and to make it the tennis ball of 
the gentlemen of the Crédit Mobilier， of their patron BOl)a
parte. 15 arte. 

That is， through the machinery of stock manipu!ation， “all the 

present of her to France，" and added that now he has “ this task， 
within the bounds of p u re reason. His l oan manipul atio!1s are important 
ments in  this direction." 1 2  

$ Four years later， Marx mentioned in a Trib une artide that ex-Saint
Simonians had been involved in putting together the new commercia1 treaty 
between France and Engl and. 

But， wh at is not known by the journals， is that père Enfamin. tne 
ex-high-priest of St. Simonism. was the principal actor on the French side. 
l s  i t  not truly wonderful h ow those S t .  Simonians， from Pèγ'I? Eη'fantin 
down to Isaac Pereira and Michel Chevalier， h ave been turned into the main 
economic p ilIars of the second Empire. 14 
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of France" is to be put under a single control ， ultimatεly dominated by 
the Bonapartist state powεr. 

3 .  THE STATE AND “ INDUSTRIAL FElJDALISM" 

The promised explication is given In thε thlrd and last article of this 
series. Marx explains that the speculative profits made by the manipu
lators of the setup (stockjobbers) wilI be “the base of the industrial 
development" ; skimmed-off profits from the stock turnover are sup
posed to fatten the Crédit Mobil ier holdings and increase the value of 
its stocks. “ I n  this manner the Crédit Mobilier obtains command over a 
large portion of the 10anabIe capital intended for investment in indus
trial enterprises." Obviously， this kind of operation offers plenty of 
opportunity for stockjobbing profits for the insiders too. 

But Marx does not see the plan simply as a scheme for their personal 
pocket-lining. As he considers the potentialities inherent in the plan
quite apart from his prediction that the “unavoidable crash " of the 
whole structure was on the way-he theoretically projects its meaning 
into the future. This explanation starts by recalling that the Crédit 
Mobilier is required by its statutes to operate only on joint-stock 
compames: 

。OConsequently there must arise a tendency to start as many such 
societies as possible， and， further， to bring all industrial under
takings under the form of these societies. Now， it cannot be 
denied that the application of joint-stock companies to industry 
marks a new epoch in the economical life of modern nations. On 
the one hand it  has revealed the productive powers of association ，  
not  suspected before， and called into lìfe industrial creations， on a 
scale unattainable by the efforts of individual ‘capitalists ; on the 
。ther hand， it must not be forgotten， that in joint-stock com
panies it is not the individuals that are associated， but the capi
tals. By this contrivance， proprietors have been converted into 
shareholders， i.e. speculators. The concentration of capital has 
been accelerated， and， as it [s1  natural corollary， the downfall of 
the small middle class. A sort of industrial kings have been 
created， whosc:; power stands in inverse ratio to their responsi
bility-they being responsible only to the amount of their shares， 
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while disposing of the whole capita1 of the society-forming a 
more or less permanent body ， while the mass of shareholders is 
undergoing a constant process of decomposition and renewal， and 
enabled， by the very disposal of the joint influence and wealth of 
the society， to bribe its single rebellious members. Beneath this 
oIigarchic Board of Directors is placed a bureaucratic body of the 
practical managers and agents of the society ， and beneath them， 
without any transition， an enormous and daily-swelling mass of 
m ere wages laborers-whose dependence and helplessness increase 
with the dimensions of the capital that employs them， but who 
also become .more dangerous in direct ratio to the decreasing 
number of its representatives. lt is the immortal merit of Fourier 
to have predicted this form of modern industry， under the name 
of Iηdustrial Feudalism. 

To be sure， Marx goes on to say that the specific new invention by 
Bonaparte and his Pereires is not this setup itself but the idea “to 
render the industrial feudalism tributary to stockj obbing." But h is 
article does not end there. He explains why a crash is inevitable;  and he 
asserts h is beIief that “the real founders of the Crédit Mobilier have 
included it [a crash ] in their calculations." 

When that crash c omes， after an immensity of French interests 
has been involved， the Government of Bonaparte will seem justi
fied in interfering with the Crédit M obilier， as the English Govern
ment d id in 1 797 with th e Bank of England . . . . Louis Bonapaπe， 
the imperial Socialist， will try to seize upon French industry by 
converting the debentures of the Crédit Mobilier into State obli
gations. Will he prove more solvent than the Crédit Mobilier? 
That is the question. '0 

We have， then， a vast prospect unroUed by a method of extrapola
tion from incipient tendencies， with several stages of future history seen 
close up (as always when a telescopic lens is used) even though they 
would not actually occur for most of a century. 

There is， in the first place， the development of the capitalist corpora
tion into the stage of evicting the mass of shareholders from effective 
control and concentrating the rea1 corporate power in the hands of the 
“oligarchic Board of Directors， "  who in turn operate through “a 
bureaucratic body of the practical managers"-the deve10pment which 
Berle and Means， eight decadεs Iater， rediscovered after it had taken 
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place. But that is only the beginning， for Marx is quick to give credit to a 
socialist predecessor， Fourier. >1< 

Even more important， Marx does not see this taking place simply as 
an autonomous economic process， but in close association with the 
state power， in an eventual fusion， in personnel and role， of the state 
manipulators with the economic manipulators. The state power， at first 
standing behind its creature， will then h ave to step in openly to take 
over the economic power that wiU have been thus concentrated. 
Certainly Marx did give short shrift to the fantasy ( reinvented by A. A. 
B.erle in our day) 19 that the oligarchic corporations would develop a 
social conscience for the good of humanity. “Powerful engines in 
developing the productive powers of modern society，" wrote Marx of 
the joint-stock companies， “they have not， like the medieval corpora
tions， as yεt created a corporate conscience in lieu of the individual 
responsibility which， by dint of their very organization， they h ave con
trived to get rid of." 20 

4. TOWARD A BONAPARTIST STATE ECONOMY? 

Marx did not return to this sweeping view. The definitive crash of 
“that curious mixture of Imperial Socialism， St.  Simonistic stock
jobbing， and philosophic swindling which makes up what is called the 
Crédit Mobilier" 21 did not actually come about until a dccadc later， by 
which time Bonaparte’s was in far too much serious trouble to 
dream of trying “to seÎze upon French industry." He did not “prove 
more solvent than the Crédit 뼈。bilier" after aH. 

’ For Fourier， “industrial feudalism " was to be thc “pivot" period in the 
founh (decay) phase of civiliza‘.ion ; note that， an tagonistic to industrialism 
itself， he regarded both pa.rts of the as The phrase， born in thc 
1 820s， became a widdy used socia!ist catchWOl'd for the ncxt hundred years， not 

retaining its anti-industrial forcc. FourierÎsm’s díscip‘es took ir up as a.n 
accusat뼈n， the Saint-SimonÎans as a program. aristocratic dissi
dents used ìt for their own purposes， as did radicals 앙s differcnt as Proudhon and 
Blanqui. By 1 902 an American εocialist， W. J ‘  Ghent， publishcd a book on OUf 
Betzeνoleηt Feudaiism without Fourier :a.t all. 17 The 잉dustrial 
feudalism was llsually to in soπle Illonopolistic 
and h icrarchizcd form ， just as 생dustriα .• J'，'(d""，" was llsed fαr wage slavery. ‘n this 
context it became mcrely a melaphor， it had be앙n morc than that for 
Fourier. When Engels used the phrase in În :m 정48 article， it definitely 
was merely a label for a monopo’Îstic 
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But a monstrous crisis did break out in the autumn of the same year， 
1 856 ，  and while the Crédit Mobil ier d id not collapse， it began to 
decline. Although a dozen years later Marx l ooked back with some 
pride to his analyses of “th e  real essence of the thing，" 22 it is hard to 
say whether he continued to look on a Bonapartist takeover of the 
economy as one of the continu ing possibilities. The answer seems to be: 
a possibility， yesj but less and less of a probabi!ity. The prospect that 
the Bonaparte regime would be swept away altogether seemed b right. 

When the depression started ， Marx (as often) saw a new 1 848 
coming， with a differencε. For the European upper dasses “are now 
discovering that they were themselves the instruments of a revolution in 
property greater than any contemplated by the revolu tionists of 1 848. 
A general bankruptcy is staring them in  the face . . .  :' Marx calls them 
“the official revolutionists." For in 1848 the movements preceding the 
outbreak “were of a merely political character . . . .  Now， on 비e con
trary ， a social revolution is generally understood， even before the 
political revolution is procIaimed j and a socÎal revolution brought about 
by no underground plots of the secret societies among the working 
cIasses， but by the þublic contrivances of the Crédits Mobi1iers of the 
ruling c1asses." 23 

。Engels opined that now “all socialistic V dodges v" had been ex-
hausted by Bonapartej but Marx wondered “what socialistic coups 
d ’état Bonaparte is still capable of resorting to at the last moment. " 2，4 

H e  was stiIJ wondering a year later. One of the open questions con
tinued to be the relatìonship of “swindling" (the personal-enrichment 
sidt: of the operation) to the statε-capitalist aspect. 

Swindling (which， to be sure， in turn also became a presupposi
tion of solid commerce and industry) exists properly speaking 
only in the branches where the state is directly or indirectly the 
actual -employerv • Howεver， it is certain that a capitalist of the 
size of the French government， even one that is bankrupt in itself 
�as Hege1 would say) ，  can make shift somewhat longer than a 
。private capitalist o• 2S 

Bonaparte’s plan “is evidently to make the Bank of France . . .  the 
generaI entrepreneur of all his swindle-schemes，" he guessed on another 
day . Engds expressed the opinion in a letter that “nobody bdieves in 
Bonapartist socialism any more.， ， 26 But this was not the tone of a Neτu 
York Tγibune artide in which Marx 
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time keeping agricultural prices up. Thus， wrote Marx， “he proclaims 
himself a sort of socialist providence to the proletarians of the towns， 
although in a rather awkward way， since the first palpable effect of his 
decree must be to make them pay more for their loaf than before . . . .  
At all events， we may be sure that the lmperial Socialist will prove more 
successful in raising the price of bread than he has been in attempts to 
reduce it." However， this did not mean to Marx that Bonaparte was 
thereby acting as executive-committee chairman for the bourgeoisie ; 
rather， the emperor thereby served notice on the bourgeoisie that the 
state asserted control over their purses: 

The “savior of property" shows the middle dass that not even the 
formal intervention of his own mock Legislatures， but a simple 
pεrsonal ukase on his part， is all that is wanted to make free with 
their purses， dispose of municipal property， trouble the course of 
trade， and subject their monetary de값ings to his private 
cro[ t]chets. 

And “ Lastly， the question is still to be considered from the purely 
Bonapartist point of view." The “purely Bonapartist point of view" is 
the point of view of the bureaucracy. The immense public works 
necessitated by the plan (granaries) will open up “a fresh field . . . for 
jobs and plunder，"  that is， more jobs for a lower officialdom and more 
plunder for the h igher.27 

S .  THE AUTONOMOUS ECONOMIC POUCY 

During this depression period Marx came to the opinion that the 
specific economic form represented by the Crédit Mobilier was a 
limited phenomenon. I n  a letter to Engels at the end of 1 8 5 7 ，  after 

。 。referring to “the νgeneral rottennessv of the bankrupt state" in France， 
he remarked that “At bottom， a Crédit Mobilier was possible and 
necessary only in a country so immobile" as France.28 That is， it was 
the form necessitated by the previous stagnation of the economy 
(“immobile" is counterposed to Mo‘bilier). '" 

" Three months later， Engels wrote that 

1 have quite come around to your view that the Crédit Mobilier in France 
was not an accidental swindle but a thoroughly necessary il'lstitution， and 
that Morny’s gallows-worthy thievery in it was likewise inevitable ，  for 
without the prospect of such_�apid enrichment a Crédit Mobilier would not 
have been reålized in France.29 
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But Marx never changed h is mind about what was implicit， or 
potenti때， in the possibilities open to “Bonapartist socialism" with its 
Saint-Simonian theoretical framework. About the same tÍIne as the 
above letter he was working out a train of thought in his Grundγisse 
notebook which ended up with almost as sweeping a statement about 
the Crédit Mobilier as the previous year’s telescopic view of “industrial 
feudalism." The context was a discussion of the then-common panacea 
of a “labor bank" j Marx shows at some length that such a bank could 
not merely remain a simple exchange agency or replacement for the 
money system， but would h ave to go on to control buying and selling in 
general and indeed all production ;  that is， take over the entire econ
omy: “Then， viewed with precision， the bank would not only be the 
universal buyer and seller， but also the universal producer." A basic 
comment then follows: 

In point of fact it [such a bankJ would eithe r  be a despotic 
government over production and administrator over distribution， 
or else it would be in fact nothing but a ‘board‘ that kept books 
and accounts for a society based on labor in common. It pre
supposes that the means of production are held in common， etc.， 
etc. The Saint-S imonians made their bank into the papacy of 
production.31 

Thus， on the basis of the same presupposition， collectivism in production， 
two d ifferent courses branched out: in one the organizing authority set up 
as a controUing “despotism，" a “papacy" over the productive sys
tem j in the other， the organizing authority simply served a free society 
as technical coordinator. The Saint-Simonian managers of the Bona
partist enterprise， Marx though t， were pointed in the first direction. 

The fact that the potentiality did not work out h istorically， that the 
Saint-Simonian aims did not become Bonapartist realities， did not 

The Duke of Morny， Bonaparte’s half-brother and coup org없lizer， was some
thing like the Goering of the regime. Engels' letter means that he had previously 
regarded the Crédit MobiIier simply as an ad hoc swindle，  without roots in the 
economic deveIopment of .France， as distinct from Marx’s view of the institution 
as an organic feature of the economy. Marx had now quaIified his view by Iimiting 
it  to the French type of situation， and Engels was meeting him half-way from an 
opposite direction. Subsequently， EngeIs’ back-references to Bonaparte’s “soci외
ism" tended to retain only the swindle aspect， as in The Housing Question and 
Anti-Dührillg. � ... By that time， of course， it was c1ear that nothing had come of any 
other aspect， h istorically speaking; and there was a new context， the necessity of 
combating state-5Ocialist iIIusions of another 5Ort. We wiII discuss this m aterial 
under the su이ect of state-5OciaIism in Volume 3 .  
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negate the thεoretical meaning of “Bonapartist socialism" in Marx’s 
view. Already‘ in the artide about industrial feudalism he had pointed 
out a specific national peculiarity of the Crédit Mobilier: it was the 
ßonaparte-Pεreire way “to render the industrial feudalism tributary to 
stock-jobbing." Marx discussed the limitations of the Saint
Simonian operation more fully in notes which became part of the third 
volume of Capital. 

There， again expounding the çconomic meaning of Saint-Simonism 
on the basis of the Bonapartist scheme， Marx argues that the embryo of 
the Crédit Mobilier is already found in that doctrine. He remarks: 

This form， incidentaUy， could become dominant only in a 
country like France， where neither the credit system nor large
scale industry had reached the modern level of deveiopment. This 
was not at aH possible in England and America.32 

Saint-Simonism incubated the Crédit Mobilier because it looked to the 
bank and credit system for a takeover of the industrial structurCj it was 
a victim of “thc iIIusions concerning the miraculous power of the credit 
and banking system， in the socialist sense." 

The notion that the banks themsdves should take over the 
mana용ement and distinguish themselves “through the number and 
usefulness of their managed establishments and of promoted 
works" (p. 1 0 1  [ of a Saint-Simonian textbook] )  cOl1tains the 
Crédit Mobilier in embryo. In the same way， Charles pecqueur 
demands that the banks (which the foHowers of Saint-Simon call 
a Système général des banques) “should rule production." 
Pecqueur is essentially a follower of Saint-Simon， but much more 
radical. He wants “the credit institution . . .  to control the entire 
movement of national production." 33 

Marx， 1:0 be sure， believes that it is illusory to think of taking over by 
this route: “there is no doubt that the credit system will serve as a 
powerful Iever during the transition from the capitalist mode of produc
tion to the mode of production of associated labor; but only as one 
element in  connection with other great organic revolutions of the mode 
of production itself." 34 But he discusses this illusion as a mistaken and 
eventually futile form of anticapitalism， not simply as a bourgeois 
dodge. This also provides the context for the Crédit Mobilier. 

In short: Marx consistently interpreted the economic policy of the 
Bonapartist regime as autonomous from the bourgeoisie. Thi 
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autonomy need not be interpreted as going any further than Napoleon 
1， who (as Tbe Holy Family had explained) already knew that his state 
had to “recognize and protect" the “unhampered development of 
bourgeois society." Its driving force was not derived from hostility to 
the economic interests of the bourgeoisie， but rather from the aim of 
suboγdinatiηg those interests to 버e autonomized state， which had its 
own aims of self-aggrandizement. Just as the bourgeois point of view 
was rulεd by profits， s。 “thε purely Bonapartist point of view" was 
ruled hy the goal of “jobs and plunder" for the deserving Bonapartist 
cadres of the bureaucracy. 

How far was it possible for thεse two interests to coεxist peacefully? 
We cOl)sider this question next， in the light of Marx’s coeval discussions 
of the political course of the Bonaparte regime. 

6. WHAT CLASS SUPPORTS THE REGIME? 

The year 1 8 5 8  saw a h igh point in the revolutionary hopes of the 
anti-Bonapartist left-induding Marx and Engels as well as the French 
radical emigrés and others.3S While there were sevεral reasons for fhe 
belief that the regime was on the skids， the main underlying drive was 
seen by Marx and Engels as the growing alienation between the Bona
partist state power and the developing bourgeoisie. In a Neψ York 
Tribuηe artide toward the end of that year， they summarized this 
pattern in essentiaIly the same way as they did in later h istorical 
works .*  After 1 848-1849 

The middle dass dedaJ;ed itself politicaIly a minor， unfit to 
manage thε affairs of the nation， and acquiesced in military and 
bureaucratic despotism. Then arose that spasmodic extension of 
manufactures， mines， railways， and steam navigation， that epoch 
of Crédits Mobiliers， joint stock bubbles， of swindling and job
bing， in which the European middle dass sought to make up for 
their political defeats by industrial victories， for‘ their collective 

.. For example， Engels in h is p와nphlet Tbe Prussiaη λ1i/itary Questio11 and his 
introduction to Class Strugg/es η France. 36 Perhaps best known is Marx's sum
mary in Tbe Civil War in Fraηce: “Under [ the regime’sl sway， bourgeois society， 
freed from political cares， attained a deve\opment unexpected even by itself，" 
etc.‘? 
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impotence by individual wealth. But with their wealth rose their 
social power， and in the same proportion their interests ex
panded j they again began to feel the political fetters imposed 
upon them. The present movement in Europe is the natural 
consequence and expression of this feel ing， combined with that 
return of confidence in their own power over their workme�n 
which ten years of quiet industriaI activity have brought about . .>ö 

As the bourgeoisie’s economic strength grew-thanks to the protec
tion and stimulation given it under the aegis of the Bonapartist state-it 
sought a commensurate political power， such as Bonapartism denied it 
on principle. Five years before， too， Marx had thought to see this 
development reaching a breaking point， with the peasantry disil
lusioned， the proletariat still hostile， and the bourgeoisie pining “for a 
new change of power�� to� afford them at last ‘a regular Government' and 
‘sound business.' ， ， 39 Now， in 1 8 5 8 ，  it was perhaps the assassination 
attempt on Bonaparte’s life by the Italian conspirator Felice Orsini in 
January that helped to crystallize revolutionary hopes; Marx th ought 
the “coolness" of the public reaction was notable. The small bourgeoi
sie particularly feared “commercial ruin" and would welcome a change. 
“Boustrapa [ Bonaparte} has perceived this and will now unleash the 
‘despot ’ as such. We shall see. ， ， 40 

What was “the ‘despot’ as such" that had not yet been unleashed? 
We shall see. 

In a Tribune article， Marx marshaled the evidence pointing to the 
coming overthrow， in c1ass terms. Bonaparte’s victory had taken place 
on an upsurge of commercial prosperityj 

The commercial crisis， therefore， has necessarily sapped the mate
rial basis of the Empire， which never possessed any moral basis， 
save the temporary demoralization of all c1asses and all parties. 
The working c1asses reassumed their hostile attitude to the exist
ing Government the very moment they were thrown out of 
employment. A great part of the commercial and industrial 
middle classes were placed by the crisis in . . . fear of the debtors' 
prison . . . .  Another very large portion of the Paris middle classes， 
and a very influential one too-the petits reηtiers， or men of small 
fixed incomes-have met with wholesale ruin . . . .  That portion， at 
least， of the French higher c1asses which pretends to represent 
what is called French civilization never accepted the Empire， 
except as a necessary mak 
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upon every pretext to show their anger at the attempt to trans
form a mere expedient， as they considered it， into a lasting 
mstltutlOn. 

This description certainly does not Iεave much of a civil ruling cIass to 
support the state. 

Bonapartε (Marx continues) senses “the gathering storm." The 
“street enthusiasm" displayed for Bonaparte’s escape from Orsini’s 
bombs was organized by the police. The congratulatory addresses came 
excIusively from men who “。ne way or the other， belong to the 
Administration ，  that ubiquitous parasite feeding on the vitals of 
France." Bonaparte therefore demands new repressive laws， instead of 
pretending- “to the more or less respectable forms of a iegular Govern
ment." This shows “that the time of the suIlen acquiescence of the 
nation in the rule of the Society of the pe디ured usurper has definitively 
passed away." The addresses of loyalty from the army “are simply the 
undisguised proclamation of pretorian rule in France. ， ，41 

In h is next article Marx continued the argument showing the dis
integration of internal support to the regime， this time ending with the 

L _ _ _ _ __ __ ___ _ 42 growmg Opposlt1on among the peasantry. 

7. “THE RULE OF THE PRETORIANS" 

I n  a special article Marx then squarely confronted tue quεstion of 
the c1ass base and unique character of thε Bonapartist state power in 
this， its period of dissolution. I ts title took up a note that had already 
been sounded: “The Rule of the Pretorians.， ，43 The analogy， implied 
but not specifically discussed， was， then， the character of the state 
power in the epoch of the advimced disso\ution of the Roman Empire
a long drawn-out epoch. 

Marx’s thesis in “The Rule of the Pretorians" is that by this time the 
state machine of Louis Bonaparte has gone all the way to a new 
relationship with society . The bonds connecting it wÍth the social strata 
it has rested on (in its own peculiar way) have stretched and stretched， 
and now have snapped. 

“France has become the home of Pretorians only，" Marx empha
sizes. Now “the rule of the naked sword is proclaimed in the most 
unmistakable terms， and Bonaparte wants France to cIearIy understand 
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that the iI!lperial rule does rest not on her will but on 600，000 
bayonets. " 

If this means merely an ordinary military dictatorship， it is nothing 
new. Marx poses the key question in dass terms with utter sharpness: 

。oA great modern historian has told us that， disguise the fact as 
you Hke， France， since the days of the Great Revolution， h as been 
always disposed of by the army. There have certainly ruled 
different dasses under the Empire， thε Restoration， Louis 
Philippe， and the Republic of 1 848. Under the first the peasantry， 
the offspring of the revolution of 1 789， predominated ; under the 
second， the great landed property ; under the third， the bourgeoi
sic; and the last， not in the intention of its founders but in fact， 
proved an abortive attempt at dividing dominion in equal shares 
among the men of the legitimate monarchy and the men of the 
monarchy of July. Still ， aH these regimes rested alike on the 
army. Has not even the Constitution of the Republic of 1 848 
been e1aborated and prodaimed under a state of siege-that is， the 
rule of the bayonet? Was that Republic not personated by Gen. 
Cavaignac? Was it not saved by tlie army in J une， 1 848， and again 
saved in June， 1 849， to be finally dropped by the same army in 
December， 185 1 ?  

It is clear， then， that aU the preceding dass regimes also rested openly 
on the army. (To be sure all class rule rests on armed force in the last 
analysis， but here Marx’s point is that since 1 789 alI the French regimes 
rested on armed force in the first analysis.) SìiH ， in a11 previous cases 
the armed force supported the socioeconomic power of different ruling 
dasses. 뼈arx ' contÎnues: “What then forms the novelty in the regime 
now openly inaugurated by Louis Bonaparte? That he rules by the 
instrumentality of the army? So did all his predecessors sincε the days 
of Thermidor." 

Now comes the answer: the novel phenomenon is that this state 
power supports no social dass whatsoever， it maintains the rulξ of no 
group other than irself: 

Yer， if in all bygone epochs the ruling c1ass， the ascendancy of 
which corresponded to a specific development of French society， 
rested its ultima ratio against its adversaries upon the army， it was 
nevertheless a specific social interest that predominated. Under 
the second Empire the interest of the army itsdf is to predomi
nate. The army is no longer to maintain the rule of one part of 
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the people over anQther part of the people. The army is to 
maintain its own rule ，  personated by its own dynasty， over the 
French people in general. 

It is to represent th e State in antagonism to the society. 

This is state autonomization no longer as a mere tendency， not evεn 
one that is realized in practice to a greater or lesser extent. This is state 
autonomization driven，  εxceptionally. to its extreme conclusion. The 
army is not the “instrumentality" of any of the social classes， of any 
“specific social interest" of civil society ; it represents the state itsdf in 
antagonism to “society" tout court， to civil society in general. 

This is the dangerous experiment under way: 

It must not be imagined that Bonaparte is not aware of the 
dangerous character of the experiment he tries. ln proclaiming 
h imseJf the chief of the Praetorians， he dedares eveη， PraetorÎan 
chief his competitor. 

That is， he becomes vulnεrable to military coups by his own genζrals. 
Again， the obvious analogy is the pattern of the corresponding Roman 
epoch，  when one praetorian chief after another seizεd thε imperial 
throne. 

This new system of govεrnment in France is not the result of any 
seizure of power by the military in the usual sense; the head of state 
h imself has gone over to it， as h is last resort: 

We repeat that it is impossible to suppose Louis Bonaparte ig. 
norant of the dangers with which h is new-fangled system Îs 
fraught. But he has no choice left. He u nderstands his own situa
tion and the impatience of French sociεty to get rid of him and 
his Imperial mummeries. He knows that the diffεrent parties have 
recovered from their paralysis， and that the materÎal basis of h is 
stock-jobbing regime has been blown up by the commercial earth
qua.ke [ th e  crisisl . 

The reference to “the material basis of his ( Bonaparte’sl stock
jobbing regime" ma.y recall Marx’s formulation of “jobs and plunder" 
as the economic dríve of the specifically Bonapartist cadres， the men 
wh。 “one way or the other， belong to the Administration， that ubiqui
tous parasite feeding on the vitals of France . "  This state bureaucracy， as 
we h ave previously noted， had been intertwined by innumerable bonds 
with the bourgεoisie in the orgy of self-enrichment which the Empire 
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had unleashed. Now the commercial and financial crisis had cut these 
opportunities. The nonmilitary sector of the stat� bureaucracy '" was 
now itself σeading air. Only the military cadres， the generals， could save 
the whole state machine that Bonaparte had put together. 

Consequently， he [ Bonaparte1 is not only preparing for war 
against French society， but loudly proclaims the fact . . . .  The 
denunciation of all parties as h is personal enemies enters， there
fore， into the game of Bonaparte. It forms part of h is system. He 
tells them， in so many words， that he indulges no deIusion as to 
the general aversion h is rule is the subject of， but that he is ready 
to encounter it with grape and musketry. 

8. BY THE SWORD ALONE 

This article， Marx’s most direct statement on a case of complete 
state autonomy， raises importam: questions in hindsight .  But first， to 
complete the picture， let us review Marx’s subsequent analyses of the 
crisis of the Bonaparte regime， into 1859 .  All .of his articles continue to 
be， based on the premises laid out in “The Rule of the Pretorians"j we 
will not find any change in the conception， only variant formulations 
which may be useful especially for those unu sed to this area of Marx’s 
thinking. Here are some highligh ts:  

1 .  Bonapartist state νersus bourgeoisie and all o tber classes. The 
eventual rising of the “revolutionary masses" will be  helped by 

the decidedly anti-Bonapartist attitude of the bourgeoisie， the 
secret societies undermining the lower strata of the army， the 
petty jealousies， venal treacheries and Orleanist or Legitimist 
leanings dividing its superior layers. . . .'+<> 

$ There is no theoretical reason to Iimit the term state bureaucracy to the 
civilian officialdom， though this is often done as a matter of tenninological 
convenience. ln this connection， one can look back to the passage quoted earlier 
in this chapter44 in which Marx speaks of the Bonapartist regime as， from 'the 
beginning， a “military and bureaucratic despotism." This spells out the two main 
sectors of the state bureaucracy， to be sure; often enou따1 Marx followed popular 
practice in labeling it merely a 안nilitary despotism." In fact， earlier in the same 
article “mi1itary despotism， the rule of the Caesars" is mentioned as the general 
form of government on the Continent. Elsewhere Marx referred to the Bonaparte 
regime as “the rule of the coup d’état in France" or “the coup d’état regime."4S 
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Even now there is “coolness" toward the regime :  “The masses show 
themselves o indifferento . Direct and serious counter-remonstrations 
have come from: high finance， industry， and commerce; the clerical 
party; finalIy， the high military circles . . . .  " 47 The European aristocracy 
and bourgeoisie are now disil1usioned with Bonaparte: 

They knew him long since as a villain ; but they deemed him a 
serviceable ，  pliant， obedient， grateful villain;  and they now see 
and rue their m istake. He has been using them all the time that 
they supposed they were using him."<<> 

I n  a Tribune article drafted by Engels， “The middle classes . . . are 
longing for a return of the time when they， or at least a fraction of 
them， governed the country . . . .  ， ，49 

2. The swindlers’ regime. The Bonapartist Empire 

had already dropped evεry pretense of being a rεgular Govern
ment， or the offspring of the ‘싫댐.age universel. " It had pro
claimed itself the regime of the upstart， the informer and the 
twelve-pounder [ cannon1 .  I t  goes now a step further， and avows 
itself the regime of the swindler. 

This introduces Marx’s report on the new financial machinations of the 
Crédit Mobilier， amidst the financial and commercial rigors of the 
depression. In addition， there is an immense wastage of capital in “un
productive" public works， typified by th� Haussmann urban-renewal 
program in Paris which features great boulevards suitable for using 
cannon and cavalry against barricades: 

Meanwhile， Bonaparte clings to h is old way of sinking capital in 
unproductive works， but which， as Mr. Haussmann， the Prefect of 
the Seine， has the frankness to impart to the Paris people， are 
important in “a strategical point of view， "  and calculated to 
guard against “unforeseen events which may always arise to put 
society in danger." Thus Paris is condemned to erect new boule
vards and streets， the cost of which is estimated at 180，000，000 
francs， in order to protect it from its own ebuIlitions.50 

3 .  Bonaparte 's “'haηkeriη'gfor cor.껴'scatioηs. " This phrase 51 refers to 
Bonaparte’s plan to expropriate the landed property of the charity 
institutions in return for state bonds. The regime’s finances are in a 
desperate state， and this time the Crédit Mobilier is in no position 1:0 
help out. “There remains， then， nothing for Bonaparte but to return， in 
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financia.1 matters， as he has been forced to do in political ones， to the 
original principIes of the coup d’état." After plundering the Bank of 
France and the Orlea.ns estates， now he moves toward “the confiscation 
of the property of the charitable establishments." But this operation 
“would cost Bonaparte one of his armies， his army of priests， who 
administer by far the greatest portion of the charìtable establishments." 
An outcry has arisen “against this intended encroachment upon ‘private 

， 52 property. 
4. Tbe “'despotic military state. " Bonaparte is instituting a “system 

of domestic terrorism，" a “reign of terror." As a result， “the French 
middle da.sses will soon be worked up to the point where they will 
consider a revolution necessary for the ‘restoratÎon of confidence.’ " 53 

ln this “despotic mil itary state，" Bonaparte bids fair to become the 
prisoner of h is military instruments (as thε late Roman εmperors did):  

At the same rate that France grows impatient of the yoke of the 
army， the army waxes bolder in its purpose of yoking Bonaparte. 
After the 1 0th of December { 1 848] ， Bonaparte could flatter 
himsdf that he was the dect of the peasantry， that is， the mass of 
the French nation. Since the attempt of the 14th January [ 1858 ，  
by Orsini J ， he  knows that he i s  at  the  mercy of the  army. Having 
been compelled to avow that he rules through the army， it is 
quite natural that the latter should seek to rule through him. 

This seems better nuanced than the subsequent flat assertion that “the 
aπny rcigns in France." S4 

In the shîft to a decisivdy military base and an inevitable outbreak 
of war， Marx sεes “beginning of the end" for the Bonapartist 

. . .  the commercial and agricultural distress， financial coup d’état， 
and the substitution of t:he rule of the army for rule by the amly， 
are hastening the explosion. . . .  [Meanwhile1  war is believed t:o 
be imminent. Louis Napoleon has no other means of escaping 

destruction. The beginning of the end is at hand.S5 

As latc as March it was still Marx’S opinion that “。OLouis
Napoleon can never more be the demígod of the Bourse and the 

He rules h enceforth by the sword a1one." 56 
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9. LIM I1‘S OF THE BONAPARTE MODEL 

Let us now return to the interpretation of the Bonapartist state in 
dissolution given by Marx in “The Rule of the Prεtorians，" within thε 
context of his running analyses of the Second Empire’s crisis in 
1 858-1859 .  

The picture i s  of a state which has  pushed its autonomization to  the 
extreme point， where it is no longer the resultant of the actual class 
forces in society but rather stands in antagonism to all the social classes 
of civil society. To be sure， this state is the result of a historical process 
through which this class society has actually gone， but the result is that 
the political superstructure has torn loose from the social foundations 
which produced Ît. It has assumεd an independent life of its own in the 
fullest sense. 

It is evident that this picture is quite at variance with the narrow and 
cr와nped view of the “Marxist theory of the state" commonly presented 
by Marxist and anti-Marxist expositors， for whom Marx’s and Engels' 
fairly extensive writings on the autonomized and bureaucratic state 
virtually do not exist . ..  

Two addenda are necessary. 
1 .  The theoretical flight which Marx took in 1 85 8  with “The Rule 

。f the Pretorians" has to be put in the perspective of later develop
ments. 

Through 1858-1859  Marx evidently believed-and certainly hoped
that the Bonapartíst rt�gime， having broken its umbilical cord to civil 
society in a paroxysm of autonomy， had reached a point of no return. 
But wε know， with twenty-twenty h indsight， that Bonaparte did 얀e 
turn ，" that is， make a turn back to accommodation wÌth the social 
powers of bourgeois societ)’ this was marked by a free-trade treaty 
with ín January 1 860 and a revival of parliamentary l ife in 
November. In consequence， our history textbooks commonly date 

‘ Marx’s article “The Rule o f  the Prewrians’‘ has never been reprinted， and its 
very lext exists only in the not-very-accessible files of the New York Tribune. 
( l n  translation Ít is included in the Russian and German editions of Marx’5 and 
En장e!s’ works.) Nor is i t  quoted， 01' even mentioned， i n  any work 1 know of that 
purports to disclISS Marxist theory， with the and outstandìng exceptìol1 of 
M. Rubel ’s Karl Marx Devant le B onapartisme. 57 But then， it is 1"a1"e t o  find even 
Marx’s very accessible concept of B onapartism presented， let alone eXplained， În 
this peculiar body of I iterature. Lest anyone be tempted to concoct a fable that 
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something called Bonaparte’s “Liberal Empire" from that year. The 
despot had pulled back from the brink ， realizing that he could not rule 
by the sword alone. 

The extreme tensions induced by the autonomous course， 찌'hich 
made Marx scent revolution， had had the same effect on the emperor. 
For the fully autonomized state power that was depicted in “The Rule 
of the Pretorians" meant a drasticaIly unstable situation. If Bonaparte 
was “preparing for war against French society ，" it was the latter that 
was sure to win， for this bourgeois society was not only viable but on 
the rise: so Marx calculated， and so Bonaparte decided. As we have 
seen， Marx looked for revolutionary rumblings to begin quite soon， as 
“ French society"-the classes that dominated the socioeconomic 
system-hardened in antagonism to the runaway state machine. The 
snapping of the bonds between this state and this society， therefore， 
marked a prerevolutionary situation (to use a modern term) .  The split 
between state and society had to be fought to a decision;  the anomaly 
had to be resolved， the abnormal normalized. 

lt cannot be overemphasized that， in this case， the continued viabil
ity of bourgeois society was the underlying precondition for this 
conclusion. There was a state in dissolution， but there was no society in 
dissolution. On the contrary， ‘we must recaIl that the roots of the 
confIict Iay in the rapid growth of the bourgeoisie’s economic strength : 
“with their wealth rose their special power . . . they again began to feel 
the political fetters imposed upon them." These material conditions 
prescribed the Iimits of state autonomization for the period. The limits 
of Bonapartism were defined by the historical position of the social 
classes it defied. 

We need not inquire here whether the Bonapartist state really did 
reach the extreme point of autonomy which Marx saw in 1 8 5 8 ;  for 
even if we come to the conclusion that Marx’s hopes were outrunning 
the facts， the question of state theory is nevertheless settled. What is 
estabIished is Marx’s lack of inhibition about envisaging the special case 
in which a state achieves full autonomization ; what it settles is that 

Marx forgot， dropped， or ignored h is basic theory of the state at this time， or in 
artic1es for the T:서bune， or in connection with Bonaparte: we may point in 
advance to one of the best brief statements that Marx ever set down on the 
relationship of the state as political superstructure to the c1ass foundations of 
society. It appeared in an artic1e for the Tribune， in the midst of the very artic1es 
we have been discussing， and on the subject of Bonaparte. S ince this artic1e is as 
little accessible as the other， the relevant section is given in Special Note C. 
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Marx’s theory of the state includes provision for historical conjunctures 
in which a state， completeIy independent in the fullest sense， cuts loose 
from its foundations in civil society and turns on them. 

In fact， there is no reason to believe that Marx even thought there 
was a special problem about it， or that it ever occurred to him that a 
rigid taboo against such notions would one day be considered “Marx
ism." For one thing， the formulations in thε Tríbuηe articles on the 
subject give not the slightest indication that the writer feels he is 
venturing into delicate territory. On the contrary ， they are unusually 
brash-for Marx， who could become positivεly sibylline when he was on 
thin ice with respεct to theory. For another thing: there is the evidence 
of the Marx-Engels correspondence， which was heavy during those 
years. * This evidence is l ike Sherlock Holmes’s barking dog: the point is 
that， in the course of constant cross-discussions of developments in 
ßonaparte-land， the question at issue is never mentioned， either by 
Marx to get his friend’s opinion or by Engels in comment. 

2 .  Marx’s 1 8 5 8  analysis of ßonaparte’s autonomous state throws a 
light，  forward and backward， on two better-known writings in which 
the same question is raised but not answered sharply. These were 
written at the beginning and at the end of the Second Empire’s life: in 
the one case before the autonomization process reached its apexj in the 
other， after the crisis thereby created， was past. 

ln The Eíghteeηth Brumaire， Marx’s formulation of the question is 
very tentative. He refers back to six prεvious periods and regimes in 
French h istory ， from the absolute monarchy to the 1 848 republic. each 
with its pattern of state-class relations. in order to make the point that 
the Bonapartist state is something new: 

O nly under the second Bonaparte does the state seem to have 
made itseIf completely independent. * '" As against civil society. çhe 
state machine has  consolidated its position so thoroughly that the 
chief of �e Society of December 1 0  [ Bonapartel suffices for its 
head . . . . 

58 

.. A graph of the number of letters per year in the correspondence between 
Marx and Engels， from (say) 1 852 to 1864， corresponds with interesting fidel ity 
to the fever chart of Continental politics. The years 1 857-1860 stand up on this 
chart Iike an alp， with steep walls on each side . 

.. ..  Literally， “to have completely autonomized itself." The term autoηomized， 
which we have been using， is unwonted in English， but Ît c10sely translates Marx’s 
νersell5ständigt. 
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The key qualification is “seem" :  the state machine has not really made 
itself completely autonomous from civil society ; the implication， not 
spelJed out， is that it has， however， rεached a high point of autonomy 
not previously seen. Marx then goes on to discuss what classes' interests 
are represented by Bonaparte， and how. 

At this point， before the actual experience of the Second Empire， it 
is clear that Marx already has his eye on the problem. 

In 1 8 7 1  Marx， drafting The Civil War in Fraηce， started a passage on 
this problem with a statement similar to that in The Eighteeηth 
Brumaire; then， once more emphasizing the relative novelty of the state 
form， he ended up with a strong statement that the Bonapartist state 
was the form needed for the socia! ru\e of the bourgeoisie. For this， 
indeed， was what it had turned into. 

。OThe governmental power with its standing army， its all-directing 
bureaucracy ， its stultifying clergy and its servile tribunal Uudi
cial ] hierarchy had grown so independent of society itself， that a 
grotesquely mediocre adventurer with a hungry band of despera
does behind him sufficed to wield it . . .  

That much was a rewrite of Tbe Eighteeηth Brumaiγe. 

I t appeared no longer as a means of class domination， subordinate 
to its parliamentary ministry or legislature. Humbling under its 
sway even the interests of the ruling dasses， . . .  sanctioned in its 
absolute sway by unìversal suffrage， the acknowledged necessity 
for keeping up “order，" that is， the rule of the landowner and the 
capitalist over the producer . . . the state power had received its 
last and supreme expression in the Second Empire. 

But this state， which humblεd under its sway even the interests of the 
(civil) ruling classes， proved in fact the only political form through 
which the ruling classes of civil society (landowners and capitalists) 
could maintain their power over the producers (workers and peasants) :  

Apparently the final victory of this governmental power over 
society， it was in fact the orgy of all the corrupt elements of that 
society. To the eye of the uninitiated it， appeared only as the 
victory of the Executive over the Legislative， of the final defeat 
of the form of class rule pretending [ that is， claiming J  to be the 
au tocracy of sociεty [by 1 its form pretending to be a superior 
power to society. But in fact it was on1y the last degraded and the 
only possible form of that class ruling; as humiliating to those 
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classes themselves as to thε working classεs which they kept 
fettered by it.S9 

There Îs another passagε， dotted with allusions to the autonomy of the 
state machine， '1< which also makes clear that this state protected the 
social interests of the ruling capitalists and landowners. 

Only a vestigial reference to all this remained in the final version of 
The Civil War in France after the work of condensation. There is a 
quick reference to “The State power， apparently soaring hígh above 
society，" and the heavy emphasis is on the conclusion that Bonapartism 
IS 

the ultimate form of the State power which nascent middle-class 
society had commencεd to elaborate as a means of i ts own 
emancipation from feudalism， and which fuII grown bourgeois 
society had finally transformed into a means for the enslavement 
of labour by capital . 62 

The Bonapartist experience left a model ，  the record of a striving， 
and evidence of a potentiality ， but it came too early in the history of 
bourgeois society to develop into anything more. l ts significance for the 
development of Marxist theory， however， was immense. 

* Its in tcrpretation is complicated by the fact that Marx’s English in this draft 
is a l i ttlc rough. I t  speaks of “th is S tate usurpation" and “the centralized and 
organized governmental power usurping to be the master instead of the servant of 
society . "  Although this state destroyed the ruling c1asses' “parliamentary pretcn
sions of self-government." it was “thc last possible form of their c1ass rule. While 
political ly dispossessing them. it was the or없， undcr which all the economic and 
social infamies of the regime got full sway. " It was the “last triumph of a State 
separate of and independcnt from socicty . "  But then ，  further along. Marx throws 
in the word seemiηg: this state machine was the “most powerful . . .  expression" 
of the state， writes Marx， and (with good German syntax) he has “expression" 
modificd by this phrase : “e1aborated into seeming independence from society."60 
i n  the second draft， the formuJation of this problem is a very brief summary of 
the foregoing: 

At fjrst view， apparentJy， the usurpatory dictatorship of the governmental 
�ody over

.
soc!

.
ety itself， risin� al ikc ab

.
ove a�d humbli.ng all

.
classes!.

í� has ín 
fact， on the European continent at least. become the only possible state 
form in which the a ppropriating c1ass can continue to sway it over the 
producing c!ass.6• 
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IN PRECAPITALIST S OCIETY 

The formula version of Marx’s theory of the state-“committee fo 
managing the common affairs" of the ruling class-is the formula fo 
relative normality， like most formulas that sum up experience. We hav‘ 
been testing the meaning of the theory by getting behind the formula 
investigating the conditions under which the state tends to asser 
autonomy from the ruling classes to a greater or lesser extent. 

To push this inquiry further， let us leave the boundaries of Bona 
partism， as Engels did in the passage which inaugurated this discussior 
at the beginning of Chapter 16. He had broached the general categol) 
õf exceptional periods “in which the warring dasses balance each othe: 
so nearly that the state power， as ostensible mediatorι acquires， for th‘ 
moment， a certain degree of independence of both ." As we saw， uhde: 
this head he included three Bonapartists-Napoleon 1 ， Louis Bonaparte 
and Bismarck; but the first example he adduced was， as a matter 0: 
fact ，  not a Bonaparte at all :  “Such was the absolute monarchy of th‘ 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries， which held the balance betweer 
the nobility and the class of burghεrs. . .  " 

The absolute m onarchy as a state form reigned over a long historica 
era-not “for the moment" but for a couple of centuries more or less 
depending on the country. No Bonaparte figure was necessarily in 
volved， the absolute monarchies being headed by individual monarch! 
of various shapes and sizes. '" We have here an ongoing political system 
involving an autonomized state of a particular kind for a whole histori. 
cal period， in a number of disparate countries. 

‘ That Engels， l ike others， thought of BonapartÍsm as a form that tended tc 
require a Bonaparte figure is attested by his remark that “There is no empin 
without an emperor， no Bonapartism without a Bonaparte. The system is cut tc 
the man’s measure õ it stands and falls with him." 1 The context， in 1 888， was th‘ 
question how long Bismarck would last. 

464 
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The absolute monarchy is not introduced by Engels as an example of 
Bonapartism . On the contrary， it is subsumed aIong with the three 
Bonapartisms undεr a broader head， to which no “ism" or other IabeI 
is appIied but which is described. They are aIl autonomized states 
resting on an equilibrium of contending cIass forces. 

To generaIize a point made in the Iast chapter， they are aIl cases 
reflccting a system in disso/utioη， and h ence a crisis of a certain 
magnitude. I n  the case of Louis Bonaparte， we said， it was a particular 
politicaI system that was on its last Iegs， but not the society itself; in 
different tenns， the same would apply to the other Bonapartisms. But 
in the period of absolute monarchy， the politicaI system was the 
outcome of a sociaI system in dissolution-feudal society. The crisis was 
on an entirely different order of magnitude， and the persistence of the 
autonomized state for a whole historicaI era was of the same order. 

1 .  THE STATE THAT SWALLOWED UP SOCIETY 

As we know， Marx and Engels were quite aware of the possibility 
that the final crisis of a society might not be soluble even by 
revolution. They stated it in one of the most conspicuous places in 외l 
their writings， the opening statement in The Communist Manifesto of 
the proposition that al1 history (since primitive times) is “th e  h istory of 
class str�ggl es." 

Freeman and slave， patrician and plebeian， lord and serf， 멍üld
master and journeyman， in a word， oppressor and oppressed， 
stood in constant opposition to one another， carried on an 
uninterrupted， now h idden， now open fight， a fight that each 
time ended either in a revolutionary re-constitution of society at 
large， or in the common ruin of the contending classes.‘ 

EngeIs repeated the aIternatives much later in A ηti-Ðübring， not about 
the past， but with reference to the future: “íts [ the bourgeoisie’s1 0wn 
productive forces have grown beyond its control; and as if necessitated 
by a law of nature， are driving the whole of bourgeois society towards 
ruin ， or revolution.， ， 3 As the proletariat grows into a power， then 
“under penalty of its own destruction， [it} is forced to accomplish this 
revolution" which abolishes capitalism.4 
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In the Manifesto， Marx and EngeIs assumed everyone was aware 01 
the great example in the past of “the common ruio of the contending 
cIassεs." I t  was the disintegration without revolution of the society 01 
the Roman Empire， an example which weighed heavily 00 a11 political 
thought and on its terminology. “Caesarism" later became a general 
catchword for personal and military dictatorship. hut in terms of 
Marx’s conception Caesar’s dictatorship was undouhtedly one Roman 
analogue of Bonapartism . Caesar was the last step in the downfall of the 
patrician democracy (democracy for the ruling class as a whole， organ
ized in the Roman Repuhlic) after a long period of cIass struggles 
stemming from the bid of thε rich pleheians for more political power 
and the ongoing hattle hetween debtors and creditors. Caesar’s state 
maneuvered between the class pressure of the patricians and the rich 
plebs， with an eye on its own interests. '" 

1t is a pity that neither Marx nor Engels had occasion to take up the 
polítical forms in which the Roman state disintegrated， in the course of 
“the common ruin of the contending classes." Most of their writings 
were ad h oc， and this hoc never arose as a pressing theoretical problem. 
There are many a.nimadversions to the Roma.n period in their works，9 

but nothing substantiaI on the po!itics of the pεriod of social disintegra
tion-the períod when the imperiaI state more and more came forward 
as the only cement of the system. while no revolutionary cIass appeared 
with aspirations toward a new and progressive social transformation. 

For present purposes， the pattern may briefly be summarized as 
foIlows: The state sought to mainrain the status quo by patching here 
and there， substituting its own appa.ratus as necessary for the failing 
mechanisms of the old order. But this way of maintaining the status 

* One may be misled by the fact that， in  his 1869 preface to a new edition of 
The Eighteenth Brumaire. Marx expressed the hope of “e1iminating the school
taught phrase now current， particularly in Germany， of so-caIled Caesarism， " 
because “ this superficial historical analogy" forgets th at tl1e Roman class struggl얻 
took place inside the free minority， over the backs of the passive slave majority! 
The specific analogy Marx was objecting to， in this passage， bcgan flourishing in 
1 866， and h as nothing to do with our subject; the term ítse!f had become current 
abou t 1 8 5 1 with one of the journalistic interpretations of Bonapartism." Marx 
h imse!f h ad made his own analogies with CacsarÏsm more than oncc: ín Neψ York 
T서bune articles he had referred to the Bonaparte regime as “ the Caesarism of 
Paris，" and to “mílitary despotisrn， the ru!e of the Caesars" in contemporaneous 
Europe; and when he discussed Bonaparte’5 decision for war ìn 1 859 he brought 
。ut the phrase “'A ut Caesar aut ηihil. ' "  For ourselves the rnain point is not that 
Caesar was a Bonaparte or Bonaparte a Caesar， but that both exemplified a more 
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quo became just another channel through whích the u nviable status quo 
changed i nto something else， for it could not remain the same. S ince the 
status quo could not remain quo， the patchwork on the body started 
turning at l ong last into the body itself. By the time of Diocletian 
( around 300 A.D.) if not before， there could be no d oubt about what 
h ad h ap pened . The old ruling c1asses had disintegrated with their old 
social order; the state’s role h ad changed， over centuries， from preserv
ing an ongoing social system to replacing the organizer-c1asses of dis
in tegrating civil society with its own cadres and mech anisms. "  

。 n e o f  the few places i n  which M arx touched o n  this process in 
passing dealt with another problem altogεther: he w ished to give an 
example of how the tillers of the land could be expropriatεd not by 
driving them off but by appropriating th e product of their l abor 
beyond the point of viability : 

l n  the last days of the Roman Empire the provincial decurions， 
wh ich consisted not of peasants but of private landowners， de
sεrted their h omes， abandoning th eir land and even selling them
selves into slavery ， all in order to get rid of property which h ad 
bεcome nothing more than an official pretext for harsh and 

1 _�� _ •. ��_�:�_ 10 mercllεS5 εxtortlOn. 

τhe merciless extorter in th is case was the autonomized state， and 
the victims were part of the ( former) ruling classes. Th e state that 
developed has been variously dubbed “state capitalísm，" “state social
ism，” “corporative state，" and “fascism" by h istorians， anachronisti
cally resorting to later h istorical phenomena to find a label for a special 
type of state arising out of “ the common ruin of the contending 
classε5. "  For when a whole civil society disintegrates， the only institu
tion to sociεty together is the state : not to keep the old 

inclusive phcnomcnon: state a u tonomization resting o n  a class cquil ibrium. The 
day a fter Bonaparte’5 coup d’état. Engels already had in mind the anaJogy 
between this evcnt and “ th e  rule of the pretorians." He wrote to Marx : 

l t  remains to be seen wh ether the pretorian regime of the days of the 
Roman Empire. which presup p osed a widely extended state organized 
throughout on m iiitary l ines. a depo p u lated l taly and the absence of a 
modern proletariat. is possìble in a geograph icaJ l y  concentrated. thickly 
p o p u lated cou n try l ì ke France. with a large industrial proletariat . •  

But they foun d  that such broad social d i fferences do not prccludc broad analo
gies. when a comm on p attern is embodied in varyìng h istorical forms. 

• The bcst sh ort in troduction to th is question is by Walbank (see Bibl io용 
raphy)，  which a150 has a “Note on Books. " 
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socìety togεther any more， but to keep a society， some kind of 
organized society ， together on any terms. 

The autonomized state becomes the residual legatee of society for a 

historical period. The political institutionalization of force， the state， 
infuses alI the processes of society and subordinates everything to itselfi 
the political and economic institutions fuse. The state is no longer 
simply a superstructure ; it has swallowed up alI of society. 

This is what Engels saw happening in his own time， but， as USu.al ， 
with the close-up telescopic view. In a summary passage of great power， 
moving in a few lines from the ancient slave societies to “present강ay 
Europe，" he notes the monstrous growth of state bureaucratization. 
The state power 

grows stronger， however， in proportion as class antagonisms with
in the state become more acute， and as adjacent states become 
larger and more populous. We have only to look at our present
day Europe，  where class struggle and rivalry in conquest have 
tuned up the public power to such a pitch that it threatens to 
swallow the whole of society and even the state. 1 1  

An unexplained remark like this was possible because Engels as
sumed everyone knew that a state once had swallowed up “the whole 
of society."  

2 .  THE FUSION OF POLITICS AND ECONOMICS 

When we come to feudalism， there 'is a marked difference in the 
formulations of the early Marx (before The Germatl ldeology) and the 
later Marx. An explanation is necessary before the nature of the 
difference can be appreciated. 

The new feudal order crystallized in Western Europe ou t of the 
“statified" society in disso\ution. In feudal society， land ownership and 
power went togethιf; on the manor the feudal lord was also the 
embodiment of the statε automatically: who held the land held the 
masteη of society. In this sense， one of the characteristics of feudalism 
as a socia\ system was its specific way of fusing economic power and 
po\itical power in the same hands . 

Especially where feudalism is decentralized， where the power of the 
nobility has not yet been absorbed by a monarchy or princedom， the 
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power of the ruling class can be (and has been) discussed in two 
apparently different ways， which are really one. The lord can be 
considered as the landowner (a socioeconomic category) and his land as 
his private property ; at the same time the lord is the state power， which 
would seem to make the land the property of the state. There is no real 
contrad iction ;  the difficulty， if any， exists solely in our habit of 
thinking of state power and economic power necessarily as two separate 
if related powers; that is， our habit of thinking in terms of the social 
relations of the bourgeois era and social systems in which property 
ownership does not d irectly entail political status. 

Thus， in the third volume of Capital Marx casually lists 얀he slave
owner， the feudal lord ， and the state (for instance， the Oriental 
despot)" as representing different social orders. 1 2 Obviously， at this 
point he is not thinking of the feudal !ord as being also the state power， 
even if only on a duodecimo demesne. But the lord was indeed the state 
power on h is manor. 

In Western Europe， out of “the common ruin of the contending 
classes" of the ancient world， it was the relations of production， 
established locaIly between the tiller of the soil and the (military based) 
owner of the land ， that gave rise to the specific state forms of the 
Middle Ages. The political power of the feuda! lord was organically 
fused with h is relationship as landowner to the actual producers. If the 
consequence was that the land was therefore state property， it was an 
entirely different form of state property than obtained under thε 
Oriental despotism. Also d ifferent was the “state production" that 
Marx refers to as existing “in former epochs of Russian history on the 
basis of serfdom." 13 This is only another way of saying that， just 잃 
quite different social systεms exist on the basis of private property as 
an economic form， so also there are different social systems based on 
state property as an economic form. 

As we saw in Part 1 ，  the thinking of the young Marx on socia! issues 
was dominated by the Hegelian dichotomy between the particular and 
the universal， the particularity of private or personal interεsts versus the 
universality of public or state interests. The political sphere was the 
sphere of the universa! ; the economic sphere was that of the particular. 
And so the relationship of universal to particular translated into the 
relationship of political and economic. "  

‘ For this， see Chapter 3 (especially the first few sections) and Chapter 1 ，  
section 1 ，  and Chapter 2， pp. 70-73 .  
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F or this Young Hegelian， an overriding problem was h ow to fuse the 
‘u따ln미1니Ive야rsa떠1 interest and the particu띠la앙r into a genu띠l너mc u‘ηnityι‘-ho\、w to make 
them identical， or reconcile their antagonism， through changed political 
forms and institutions. In this context， it was recognized that such a 
fusion had existed in th e M id dle Ages， in a specifically feudalistic way ; 
the aim was not to return to those old forms， but to find a way of 
making the fusion on the basis of modern conditions. 

This is why th e young Marx had occasion so often to refer to the 
fusion of p olitics and economics as characteristic of medieval society 
(to use our terms， not h is).  As early as 1 842，  in h is Rheinische Zeitung 
article on the wood-theft l aw， Marx referred to the “ mixturε of private 
law and public law such as we meet in al! institutions of the M iddle 
Ages. " 14 But it is in h is notebook critique of H egelian politics ( 1 84 3 )  
that this i s  done to the greatest extent. 

One important passage occurs in the section where medieval society 
was calIed the “dem ocracy of unfreed om， " d iscussed in Chapter 3 . 1 5  I f  
the broad and narrow' meanings of state in H egelese are recalled ， 16 the 
following statement becomes clear. Under the Old Regime 

The politicaI sphere was the soIe state sphere in the state， th e sole 
sphere in which the content . . .  was the true u niversal. . . .  It  
stands to reason that the p olitical constitution as such is devel
oped only where the private spheres h ave attained an independent 
eXlstence. 

lt is in modern bourgeoisified society that “the p rivate spheres h ave 
attained an independent existence，" that is， independent of the state 
power (political sphere).  

The abstraction of the state as such bεlongs only to the modern 
period because the abstraction of private life belongs only to the 
m odern period. Th e abstraction of the political state is a modern 
product. 

in the Middle Ages property， trad e ，  society ，  men were 
politícal; . . .  every private sphere h ad a politicaJ character or was 
a p olitical sphere， or [ in other wordsl politics was also thε 
character of the private spheres. I n  the Middle Ages the p ol itical 
constitution was the constitution ûf private property， but only 
because the constitution of private property was the political 
constitution. In the M iddle Ages the life of the people and the life 
of the state [ 01' 1'ead: political l ife J  were identicaI. 1 7  
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Again ， in hìs commentary on H egel’s S ection 303 . Marx， ìn the 
course of attackìng H egel ’s identifìcation of the statε bureaucrafo:Y as 
the universal class， 1 8  also attacks h is (reactionary) way of doing away 
with the modern split betwζen civil and p olitical life. ì n  H egel ， writes 
Marx， “Thε civil society’s class d‘([erence becomes a p olítical d iffer
ence，" a nd “Th e separatioη o[ ‘civìl aηd political li[e ' is to be abolished 
in this way and their ‘ideηtity ’ established. " Marx points out th at Hegel 
is trying to reestablish the typically medieval statε of affairs; Hegel 
h ímself admits that “ idεntity" in his sense was at its peak in thε M iddle 
Ages. 

Here [ i n  the Middle Ages] th e Stände* o[ ciνil society [ that is， 
the classesJ ìn general and the Stäηde in tbeir political meaηmg 
[ th e  estates 1 were identical. The spirit of the M iddle Ages can be 
expressed thusly : The Stå'ηde of civil society [ c1assesl and the 
Stände i n  their political meaning [ estatesl were identical because 
civil society was political society， because the organic principle of 
civil society was the p ri nciple of the state . 

. . .  The identity of the civil and political Stände was the 
expressioη of the identity of civíl and p olitical society. Th is 
identity h as disappearεd [ i n  modern societyJ .20 

Th ere is a good deal more of ‘this:  for example， of the medieval Stände， 
“Their whole being was political ; their being was the being of the ’ 21 state. 

’rhe same point recurs i n  Marx’s essay “ O n  the J ewish Question " ;  
these passages h ave already been quoted i n  Chap ter 5 .22 Likewise i n  the 
1 844 Manuscripts:  

1 n  general， t h e  sway of private property begins with landed 
property ; that is its basis. BtH in feu dal landed property the lord 
at least apψeαrs to be the king of the landed property . . . .  The 
piece of real estate is individualized with i ts iord ; it h as h is rank， 
i t  is baronial or ducal along with h im ，  it h as h is privileges， h is  
j urisdíction， h is political posítion，  and 5 0  on . . . .  Hencε the prov
erb 1\Tulle terre sαηs maÎtre [ No land without a master ] ， in which 
th e growing together of the lordship and th e landed property is 
expressed.23 

‘ l n  this passage， rhe Gerrnan Staηd ( p l .  Stäηde) is used in two senses in order 
to distinguish them， as we expl ained in Chapter 1 . 1 9  The “Stände in their pol it ical 
meaning" are the social estates of the medieval order， classes made corporate as a 
p o l itical institution ; the “Stäl1de of civil  society" are the socioeconomic clas 
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As for the tillers of the soil， “His [ the lord’s] status with respect to 
them Îs therefore directly political. . . .  " Modern society now requires 

that landed property . . .  be drawn completely into the movement 
of private property and become a cornmodity， that the rule of the 
owner appear as the pure rule of private property， of capital， 
abstracted from all political tincture . . . .  24 

Thereby the medieval proverb Nulle terre sans maître is replaced 
by the rnodern proverb L ’argent η 'a pas de maître [Money has no 
rnasterJ ， which expressed the complete dominion of lifeless rnat-

1_ 2S ter over people. 

I nsofar as the state power is constituted directly by the feudal lord 
without interrnediary， the state can hardly be called the executive 
cornmittee or cornrnittee to manage the cornmon affairs of the ruling 
dass. That aphoristic formula requires an obvious readjustrnent in a 
society where econornic power and politicaI power are fused in  the 
sarne hands. lnsofar as each feudal lord in his own demesne could say 
“L 'état c ’'est moi， " he had no need of any other forrnula. l t  was only as 
political power was centralized， in latter-day feudalisrn， in the hands of 
a m ore or less absolute rnonarchy that the (centralized) state had to 
function as the rnanaging cornrnittee of the nobility as a dass， precisely 
because land ownership no longer automaticalIy conferred all sovereign 
political power on the landowner. 

Next step : insofar as political power is separated frorn economic 
control， it first becornes possible .for that political power to aspire to or 
rnove toward autoηor.ηy from the economic masters . Th is is precisely 
what happens under the absolute rnonarchy， when the history of state 
autonomization resumes. But before we can consider this， we must take 
up a loose end. 

3 .  PRIVATE PROPERTY UNDER FEUDALlSM 

We have detai1ed the thinking of the young Marx on the fusion of 
politics and econornics in feudalisrn ; but what d id the mature Marx 
have to say about this feature of the feudal social order be[ore the era 
o[ absolute monarchy? 

Very little one way or the other; and the above-stated view is 
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reaffirmed very glancingly ， never directly. The reasons for this appear 
to be two: 

1 .  From The German ldeolo‘없， on-that is， as soon as Marx develops 
the h istorical method which points him toward seeking the roots of 
modern society in the productive relations of previous history-his 
attention is overwhelmingly concentrated on the later period of feudal
ism. I t  is difficult to find even passing references to the earlier feudal 
period， just as it was difficult to find references to the lorg period of 
Roman society in dissolution. Marx’s and Engels’ interests-usually 
responsive to some contemporary political task， in the same sense that 
the writing of Capital was undertaken as a political need-focused on 
the transition from feudalism to capitalism， and to a lesser extent on 
the transition from primitive society to various succeeding forms in
cluding Oriental despotism. But they virtuaUy ignored the historical 
problems of several centuries of European history， from the palmy days 
of the Roman world to the onset of absolute monarchy， including the 
transition from “the common ruin of the contending classes" to West
ern European feudalism. * 

2 .  Where Marx and Engels do comment on the social relations of 
feudalism， their emphasis is always on the thesis that the underlying 
determinant of the system was the socioeconomic relation between thε 
landowner and the actual producer (serf). The feudal lord is here 
considered as the owner of private property， as we have already dis
cussed. At no time did Marx or Engels stop to take up the analysis of 
the nature of the state power under decentralized feudalism. 

These emphases can be seen most clearly， perhaps， in The German 
ldeology， just because it lies on the border between the young Marx 
and the mature Marx. I n  this book， where the method of exploring the 
material factors in history is first being worked out， Marx’s emphasis is 
that， under feudalism， “landownεrship played the chief role，" and that 
in the feudal outlook it was landownership that determined “the whole 
structure of society." 26 He does not， however， go on to discuss directly 
what sort of state power was thus determined. Perhaps he thought the 
question sufficiently covereJ by his brief statement about the origin of 
feudalism : 

* Here is an unexploited opportunity for the paranoid외 school of marxolo밍’ 
to explain that Marx was “paralyzed" by the thought of the Emperor D iocletian. 
since he never offered a t 
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The feudal system . . .  had its orìgin ，  as far as the [GermanJ 
conquerors [ of Rome] were concerned， in the martial organiza
tÏon of thε army during the actual conquest， and this only 
evolved after the conquest into the feudal system proper through 
the action of the productive forces found in the conquered 

27 countnes. 

And ， εIsewhere in the work: “The hierarchical structure of landowner
ship， and the armed body of retainers associated with it， gave the 
nobility power over the serfs." 28 The feudal system， wrote Engels much 
Iater， was “in its very origin a military organization." 29 

The implications of these statements correct the one-sidedness of the 
emphasis on land ownership alone， but the implications are ηot brought 
out. I nstead， Marx hurries on to latter-day f.εudalism， since it is this that 
leads to the h istorical roots of modern society. 

Further on， there is a section devoted t。 “The Relation of State and 
Law to Property" which gives the feudal era short shrift: it gets little 
more than one phrase in a sentence which moves rapidly on to modern 
capital. Characteristically， wé� learn that it is not until the rise of 
modern capital that there comes into being “pure private property， 
which has cast off all semblance of a communal institution and has shut 
out thε state from any influence on the development of property ."  I t  
i s ，  furthermore， only in  the bourgeois-dominated state that， for the first 
time， “Through the emancipation of private property from the com
munity， the state has become a separate entity， beside and outside civil 
society， . . .  " and that “private property has become entirely indepen
dent of the community." 30 I f  this becomes true under the modern 
bourgeois state for the first time， then the case must have been 
。therwise under feudalism. But Marx is not interested in backtracking 
to cover that problem for its own sake. 

A shnilar pattern is found in latεr writings， insofar as any attention is 
paid to the question at all. More than once it is implied in passing that 
under feudalism the relation between the political and the economic 
was different from today， but this d ifference is not in the center of the 
exposition. Thus in Capital there is the remark that “The leadership of 
industry is an attribute of capital， just as in  feudal times the functions 
of general and judge were attribu tes of landed property.셔I These latter 
functions of feudal times were state functÎons. EIsewhere: when landed 
property is bourgeoisified ， integrated into capitalist relations， it “ re
ceives its purely economic form by discarding all its former political 
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and sociaJ trappings and admixrures"-“aJl those traditional acces
sories" of feuda! landed property.3Z In a real sense， feudal landed 
property has to be depoliticized in order to be bourgeoisified . In other 
notes Marx makes the poínt that private property in land becomes 
exchange value only as “the product of capital and of the comp1ete 
subordination of the state organism to capital ." 33 But before capitalist 
relations become dominant， the state organism is not only not subordi
natεd to capítal， it is not subordinated to civil society in generaJ ; 
under feudaJ relations， the state power is inextricable from landed 
property. 

The s욕me goes for Engels. In h is draft for the Manifesto， he wrotε 
that， as d istinct from “feudal and guild property ，" the rise of capital ism 
“created a new form of ownership-private ownership." This ref1ects a 
feeling that private ownership did not exist under feudal forms of 
property-obviously a vague formulatÎon until explained. In Tbe 
Peasant War iη Geγmαη!y h e  was not loath to write about the status of 
feuda! vassals as “almost independent sovereigns" when the bonds of 
empire fεIl apart. There is a passage of similar force in h is Reν01μtioη 
and Counter-Revolutioη in Germaηy. 34 

Such is the state of this question in Marx’s and Engels' writings: very 
unsatisfactory. Fortunately， a quite different situation exists when we 
c@me to the more decisive period that followed， the era of absolute 
monarchy， with respect to the issue of state autonomization. 

4. ABSOLUTE MONARCHY AND STATE AUTONOMY 

The fragmentation of state power in the hands of the separate feudaJ 
lords， each sovεreign in his demesne， had originally arisen as a means of 
。rganizing the d isintegration of the ancient world ; but this political 
fragmentation could not endure indefinitely in the face of the eco
nomic integration promoted by merchant capitaJ ， the growth of cities， 
and the use of money. These pressures necessitated a centralized state 
power. Without it， even the old feudal nobility could not survive : they 
exhausted their h istorical initiative in finding ways to kiJl themselves 
off-“devoured by the great feudal wars，" or “annihilated ín the peas
ant wars. " 3S I n  England they were in a fair way of  exterminating them
selves in the so-called Wars of the Roses.36 
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This cIass as a whole had to be deprived of its sovereign political 
power in order to preserve its socioeconomic privileges-or more ex
actly， to preserve as mucb as possible of its ruling-cIass privileges. It had 
to be shorn of political power for its own good， as usual-which means: 
for the good of the social system in which it had a place. As before and 
after， state autonomization came in as a means of maintaining a system 
in d issolution ， by rescuing its rul ing cIass from their own incapacities. 

The centralization of state power in the hands of one feudal lord， all 
others becoming dependent vassals， took the form of the absolute 
monarchy. This absolutÎsm was the formal reflection of the need for 
state autonomization : the more absolute， the more autonomous ; the 
more a duke here or a count there retained some of his former power， 
the less autonomous the centralized state. The feudal lord ， as a member 
of a ruling cIass， remained a landowner， still exploiting enserfed labor 
and deriving h is income therefrom. The land which was formerly both 
his private property anq his state property now took on more and more 
the aspect of feudal private property only (later to merge into bour
geois p rivatε property)-and at the same time， ownership became more 
and more divorced from management of the demesne. “The landed 
noble turned into the court noble， the faster and surer to be ruined. " *  

I n  notes for a revision o f  h is Péasaηt War i n  GermaηIy， Engels 
remarked that the absolute monarchy 

bad to be absolute just because of the centrifugal character of all 
elements. However， “absolute" [ is l  not to be understood in the 
vulgar sense: [ it was] in  constant struggle partly with the estates， 
partly with the insurgent feudal lords and cities . . . .  

And he makes the interesting suggestion that the absolute monarchy 
should rather be called the ständiscbe， or estate， monarchy ;  that is， it 
should be designated not by the new poIitical form on top but by the 
way in which the underlying population was organized in sociopolitical 
estates. This monarchy，  he adds， was “stîll feudal ， feudal-in-decIine and 
bourl!eois-in-embrvo." 39 。url!eOls-m-em orv o. 

• 50 Engels.37 ln The Germaη Ideolo，없I this idea was used to show how Max 
5tirner’s “Ego" had derived its views on “My Self-Enjoyment" (one section of his 
book): “In modern times the philosophy of enjoyment arose with the decline of 
feudalism and with the transformation of the feudal landed nobility into the 
jovial ， extravagant nobles of the court under the absolute monarchy. "38 (An even 
more telling example is that other “anarchist" classic. Rabelais' depiction of the 
Abbey of Thélème.) 
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This state was “still feud al "  inasmuch as it began a s  thε only possible 

way of saving the feudal I ords from shaking their society apart with 
their blind-alley brawls.  In notes for a history of Germany ， E ngels 
pointed to th e confused tangle of feudal rights， among numerous 
reasons for a permanent state of internecine conflict. 

How could conflicts be avoided ? Hence that century-Iong alterna
tion of the vassals’ attraction to the royaI center， which alone 
could protect them against external foes and against each other， 
and of their repulsion from that center ， into wh ich that attraction 
inevitably and perpetu외ly ch anged ; h ence th at continuous 
stru짧Ie b etween royalty and vassals， wh ose tedious u proar 
d rowned out everything else during that lengthy period when 
robbery was the only source of incorne worthy of free men . . . .  

His conclusion: 

I t  is plain th at in this general chaos royal p ower was the p rogres
sive element. It represented order in confusion， and the budding 
nation as opposed to dismemberrnent into rebeIlious vassal states. 
AIl the revolutionary eIernents taking shape under th e feudalistic 
surface gravitated j ust as rnuch towards royalty as the latter 
gravitated towards them. 

Centralized monarchic power off，ζred both protection and encourage
ment to the burgeoning bourgeoisie: 

The alliance of royalty and burgherdom dates back to the tenth 
century. Q ften interrupted by conflicts， bεcause nothing pursued 
its course consistently in the Middle Ages， it  was εach time rnore 
firrnly and vigorously renewed ， until it helped royalty to its final 
victory [ over the nobi1ityl ， and royal ty， by way of thanks， 
subjugated and plund ered its ally.40 

The basic concεption that th e absolute monarchy rζpresented a forrn 
of relative state autonomy， balanced on the countervailing pressures of 
contending c1asses， already appeared in The Gerηzan ldeolo없'. There it 
cornes u p  first as codicil to o ne of the earliest staternents of Marx’s 
characteristic th εory of the state-that the state is “the form of organi
zation wh ich the bourgeois necessarily adopt both for internal and 
external p urposes， for the mutual guarantee o f  their property and in
terests. " 

The independence of th e state is only found nowadays in those 
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countries where the estates have not yet completely developed 
into classes， where the estates， done away with in more advanced 
countries， still have a part to play ，  and where there exists a 
mixture; countries， that is to say， in which no one section of the 
population can achieve dominance over the others. This is the 
case particularly in Germany.4l 

Germany’s retarded social development is l inked with the fact that 
none of thε social spheres (estates turning Înto classes) had been 
capable of asserting exclusive domination. 

The necessary consequence was that during the epoch of absolute 
monarchy， which was seen here (Germany] in its most stunted and 
semipatriarchal form， the particular social sphere which， owing to 
the division of labor， was responsible for the administration of 
public interests acquired an abnormal independence， which was 
pushed even further in the modern bureaucracy. Thus the state 
constituted itself as an apparently independent p ower， and this 
position， which in other countries was only transitory-a transi
tional stage-it has maintained in German to the present day. 

There were certain consequences in the ideological superstructure: 

It is this position of the state which explains both the h onest 
character of the government officialdom which is found nowhere 
else， and all the illusions about the state which are current in 
Germany， as well as the apparent independence of German theo
reticians in relation to the burghers-the apparent contrad iction 
between the form in which these theoreticians express the in
tere짧 。� the burghers and those interests themselves.42 

The equilibrium thesis was put forward directly by Engels in 1 847 :  

. the [Prussian] king， representing the central p ower of the 
state， and supported by the numerous class of government offi
cers， civil and military， besides having the army at h is disposal， 
was enabled to keep down the middle dasses by the nobility ， and 
the nobility by the middle classes， by flattering now the interests 
of the one， and then those of the other ; and balancing， as much as 
p ossible， the influence of hoth . This of absolute monarchy 
has been gone thl.'ough by almost all the civilized countries of 
Europe， and in those most advanced it has now given place to the 
government of the middle classes.43 

And then this stage was mentioned in the Communist Mani[esto as one 
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of the steps in the development of the bourgeoisie， when it was “servmg 
either the semifeudal >l< or thε absolute monarchy as a counterpoise 
against the nobility， and ， in fact， cornerstone of thξ great monarchies in 
general. . . .  " 44 

Soon afterward， the equilibrium thesis was applied- by Engels to 
countervailing soçial forces other than c1asses-namely， to the disparate 
national groups in the Austrian empire of the Hapsburgs， in combina
tion with a class equilibrium. To begin with， the H apsburgs “supported 
the city burghers against the nobility and the towns against the princes" 
as “th e  sole condition on which a great monarchy was at a11 possible. "45 

But the developing bourgeoisie bεgan to threaten the dominance of the 
nobìlity， and growing peasant opposition aroused old national struggles. 

In this state of affairs Metternich brought off his masterpiece. 
With the exception of the most powerful feudal barons he de
prived the rest of the nobility of aIl infIuence over the conduct of 
the state. He deprived the bourgeoisie of its strength by winning 
over the most powerful finance-barons * * -indeed he h ad to do 
this， under compulsion of the financial situation. Thus supported 
by the high feudal nobility and h igh finance as well as the 
bureaucracy and the army， he attained the ideal of absolute 
monarchy more completely than any of his rivals. The burghers 
and peasants of every nationality he kept in hand through the 
nobles of the same nationality and the peasants of a11 the other 
nationalities; the nobles of every nationality， through their fear of 
the burghers and peasants of their own nationality. The various 
c1ass interests， narrowminded nationalist tendencies， and local 
prejudices， complicated as they were， were mut\띠U;‘a찌a 
check to the fullest， and al\owed the old scoundrel Metternich the 
greatest freedom of movement.47 

‘ Semifeudal is the loose translation， in the standard Moore-Engëls English 
version， of the ständisèhe monarchy， that is， the monarchy based on estates-the 
same term that Engels later suggested as a substitute for absolule monarchy_ 

• ‘ In a shorter version of this explanation in Engels' later Revolutioη and 
COlmter-R eνolution ill Germany. fi’nallce baγ011S and bigh fillance become large 
stockjobbillg capitalists: 

The government of Prince Metternich turnεd upon two h inges: firstly， to 
keep every one of the different narions， subjected to the Austrian rule， in 
check by all other nations， similarly conditioned ; second!y， and this always 
has been the fundamen tal principle of absolute monarchies， (0 rely for 
support upon two classes， the feudal landlords and the large stockjobbing 
capitalists; and to balance， at  the same time， the influence and power of 
either of these classes by that of the other， 50 as to leave ful1 independence 
of actioll to the Government_46 
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5. ABSOLUTE MONARCHY:  THE DOWN PHASE 

There was a common pattern to the absolute monarchies， including 
the Austrian: at first， a push behind the rising bourgeoisie， in order to 
keep the nobility in line; then a bridling of the new dass， to prevent it 
from taking the bit in its teeth. Thus the era of absolute monarchy had 
its ascending line， when as “a product of bourgeois development" 48 the 
royal power played a progressive role， and then it started downward on 
the path of decline， when it  stood in the way of further progress. 

In the first period， the bourgeoisie was not moved above the nobility 
but merely alongside， as recipients of the state’s favors. 

Here [ in Kautsky’s article， wrote EngelsJ there is missing a lucid 
exposition of how the absolute monarchy camε into existence as 
a naturally evolved compromise between nobility and bourgeoisie 
and how it therefore had to protect certain interests of both sides 
and distribute favors to them. I n  this process the nobility-politi
cally put in retirement-got as its share the plundering of the 
peasantry and of the state treasury and indirect political influence 
through the court， the army ， the church and the higher adminis
trative authorities， while the bourgeoisie received protection 
through tariffs， monopolies and a relatively orderly administra
tion of public affairs and justice.49 

ln the later period， thε Crown was still trying to keεp the bourgeois forces 
locked into this pattern in spite of thcir increasing economic power. But 
this was no longer possible on the basis of the old division of the plunder. 
The Crown therefore had to shift the direction of its thrust in order to try 
to maintain the old equilibrium; that is， in order to maintain the status 
quo， it had to alter the status quo. At this point the absolute monarchy 
turned against the current of economic development. 

Now， “as a rule" such a turn means that the ongoing system is no 
longer historicaUy viable and must eventually succumb. '" For the abso
lute monarchy too， there was 

$ Engels in Anti-Dübring: 
After the political force has made itself independent i n  re1ation to society， 
and has transformed itsélf from its servant into its master. it can work in 
two different directions. Either it works in the sense and in the direction of 
the natural economic developmεnt. in which case no conflict arises be
tween them， the economic development being acce1erated. Or it works 
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a period when the Crown played the burghers against the nobil
ity， in order to keep one estate in check by means of the other; 
but from the moment when the bourgeoisie， stilI politicaHy 
powerless， began to grow dangerous owing to its increasing eco
nomic power， the Crown resumed its allianεe with the nobility， 
and by so doing caIled forth the bourgeois revolutÍon . . . . 51  

The pattern of decline was discussed by Marx a little more ful1y in 
an 1 847 article. The target of this article was the feudal-socialist 
tendency in Germany whose anticapitalism led it to support the absolu
tist regime against the bourgeoisie. Marx was therefore intent on 
emphasizing the reactionary roIe to which the absolute monarchy had 
descended. The bourgeoisie， he explained， originaIly helped the monar
chy to victory against the great feudal lords， and later exploited the 
financial needs of the Crown to make it dependent on high finance. S2 

Now the absolute monarchy was trying to check further progress: 

Having arisen out of the d.efeat of the feudal orders and itself 
taken the most active part in their destruction， it now tries to 
maintain at least the semblance of feuda! distinctions. Formerly 
encouraging commerce and industry and �imultaneously the rise 
。f the bourgeois class as necessary conditions of both natÍonal 
power and its own resplendence， the absolute monarchy now 
stands in the way of commerce and industry， which have become 
more and more dangerous weapons in the hands of an already 
powerful bourgeoisie. S3 

True， a process of bourgeoisification t와<es place inexorably， but the 
absolute monarchy sets its face agaiηst this deveIopment ; it tries to hold 
back the c1ock. 

But in Prussia， as previously in England and France， the absolute 
monarchy does not let itself be bourgeoisified amicably. lt does 
not abdicate amicably. Besides their personal pr얻judices， the 
princes have their hands tied by a whole civil， militarγ， and 

against economic development， in which case， as a rule， with but few ex
ceptions， force succumbs to it.50 IThe first part qf this passage was dis
cussed in Chapter 1 1 ，  p. 248.) 

I f  a rule allows exceptions， as most do， it is still necessary to explain the excep
tions in terms of the framework established by the rule. In this case Engels is able 
to allow for exceptions because of the concept of state autonomy as a resultant of 
c1ass forces. 
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clerical bureaucracy-components of the absolute monarchy 
which by no means want to change their status as rulers for one 
as servants with respect to the bourgeoisie. For another thing， the 
feudal orders hold back; for them it is a question of to-be-or-not
to-be， that is， property or expropriation. It is clear that the 
absolute monarchy， in spite of all the servile genuflections of the 
bourgeoisie， perceives its real interests to lie on the side of these 
feudal orders. S4 

Thus， when push comes to shove， the absolutist state “perceives its 
real interests to l ie" on the same side as the decaying aristocracy. ft is 
plainly not acting in this respect as the managing committee of the old 
aristocracy， now far gone in marasmus and political impotence. It is 
acting in its own real interests， inc1uding the interests of its compo
nents， the various sectors of the ruling state bureaucracy， which has the 
social power to tie the hands of the head of state. 

6. FROM ABSOLUTISM TO BONAP ARTISM 

Given this analysis of the play of class forces producing the absolute 
monarchy in both its up and down phase， there is a plain relationship 
between this state form and the state form of Bonapartism. Both are 
autonomized states resting on an equilibrium of contending dasses， but 
the c1asses in question are different. ln the first case， “the basic 
condition of the old absolute monarchy" was “an equilibrium between 
the landed aristocracy and the bourgeoisie，"  whilê “the basic condition 
of modern Bonapartism" is “an equilibrium between the bourgeoisie 
and the proletariat. " ss 

I n  the class struggle between proletariat and bourgeoisie [ wrote 
Engels in a letter* ]  the Bonapartist monarchy . . .  played a part 

• Engcls' letter was educationally addressed to E. Bernstein， then in the 
heyday of his revolutionary period as editor of Der Sozialdemokrat. A few 
momhs later Bernstein had occasion to show what he had learned， in an impor
tant lead article. ln this article the pertinent passage is in teresting because of its 
degree of generalization : “State absolutism‘ .. wrote Bernstein. 

is thc political expression of quite definite social conditions-Ît is found 
everywhere where a c1ass that has becn thc ruling c1ass up to thcn feels 
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similar to that of the old absolutε monarchy in the struggle 
between feudalism and bourgeoisie. 57 

The “Bonapartist monarchy" here is the Prussian， under Bismarck. 
In Prussia the relationship between absolute monarchy and Bonapart
ism had a special fεature ， for the general sociaI backwardness of 
German conditions caused onε to merge into the other. 

The basic precondition for the !Prussia.n) monarchy， which had 
beèn slowly rotting since 1 840， was the struggle between nobility 
a.nd bourgeoisie， in wh ich the monarchy held the balance. When 
the nobility no longer neεded protection against the onrush of 
the bourgeoisie and it became necessary to protect aIl the proper
tied classes a.gainst the onrush of the working class， the old 
absolute monarchy ha.d to go ovεr completely to the form of 
state expressly devised for this purpose : the 80ηapartist 

，� S8 η20narctJv 

Evidently the nobility no longer needed protection against the bour
geoisie after the ignominious collapse of b ourgeois radicalism in 1 848-
1 849. At the same time an impetus was given to the bourgeoisification 
of the bureaucracy itself as well as of the rural nobility. 59 Catching up 
with itself， Prussia ran the two state forms together， in the Bismarckian 
monarchy， the resuI t being a “pseudoconstitution외ism" which “is at 
once the present-day form of the dissolution of the old absolute 
mona.rchy and the form of existence of the Bonapa.rtist monarchy. ， ， 60 

If the absolutist monarchy could telescope into the Bismarckian 
(Bonapartist) state without any break in continuity， it was because of 
the continuity of the common feature: the autonomization of the state. 
Wha.t changed was the equ ilibrium pattern of the contending classes on 
which the state rested. The social formation that assured the continuity 
of the state through the chaη'geoνer tη class basis must have been， then， 
the one that Marx pointed to as a decisive component of the autono
mized state: tbe bureaucracy. To this question we now turn， last but 
not least. 

itself in decline while the new class that  is developing is not yet strong 
enough to rule. Hence we find it everywhere at the close of the Middle 
Ages-in England， in France， in Germany. 

Engels thought the article “very good，"  but his comment makes no specific 
t' ______ .. _ _  L :  _ _______ 56 reTerence to thlS passage. 
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EAUCRACY 

There has already been frequent occasion tO refer to the role of the 
state officialdom or bureaucracy. Naturally: for the development of a 
special social stratum of state officials is already involved in the basic 
conception of Marx’s theory of the ongm of the state， as we saw in 
Chapter 1 1 .  

This is one of the distinctive features of Marx’s political theory : the 
bureaucracy is not a mere accretion or an adventitious element in 
society， not simply an unfortunate tumor on the otherwise sound body 
of the state， but rather inherent in and inseparable from the very 
existence of a state. Therefore no political theory makes the official
dom， as an institution， more central to state. theory as well as practice. 

Within Marx’s framework， the state cannot be defined without 
thereby defining the burεaucracy. Terms like managing committee or 
special ageηcies are coIlective nouns for the people who man them . The 
integral connection is most evident in EngeIs' summary: 

Society gives rise to certain common functions which it cannot 
dispense with. The persons appointed for this purpose form a new 
branch of the division of labor withiη society. This gives them 
particular interests， d istinct too from the interests of those wh。
empowered them; they make themseIves independent of the 
latter and-the state is in being. 1 

Thus， the characteristic detachedness of the officialdom’s relation
ship to the mass of the people， the gulf between this speciaI body and 
the people it rules-this already exists in the Marxist conception of the 
state as “a power seemingly standing above society . . .  and increasingly 

484 
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alienating its터f from it. ， ， 2 In any case， who says state says 
bureaucmcy. * 

I n  popular parlance and some academic systems， bUl'eaucracy may 
be reduced to a conjunctural relationship : perhaps a set of bad habits 
(for example ， arrogance， insensitivity ， slothful organization) or bad 
governmental practices (overstaffing， rεd tape， swollen paper work) or 
bad intragovernmentaI relations (hierarchy) .  These are índubítably 
bureaucratic diseases or disease symptoms to be combated， but they do 
not define the diseased organism; they are consequences. Th is secon
dary meaning may be best represented by the term bUl'eaucratism， to 
distinguish it from bμreaUCl'acy as a social fOl'matioη. 

In  our present context， then， bUl'eaucracy is used to denotε a social 
stratum of officialdom wh ich is an instrument of rule fl'om above in 
society ， institutionaIIy detached from the mass it is organized to 
manage. Its internal h ierarchy， with lines of command from the top 
down， is a reflection of its basic class function. * * 

• In 1 849 Marx was Icd to make this point expl icit  in ABC fashion for the 
benefit o f  malicious German officials. It is worth reading sinec it  is an odd 
marxological tenet nowadays that Marx was capable of discussing a statc ( thc 
Oriental state) without i t  occurring to him that it  had a bureaucracy. In a Neue 
R heinische Zeitung article， Marx denounced the Düsseidorf authorities for p l an
ning to try Lassalle twice for the same speech : once for advocating “arming 
against the sovereign power' ’  and again for advocating “forcible resistance against 
govei-nment officials. " Marx treated this as a contemp tible dodge， not worthy of 
serious debate: 

If i n  a speech I “call  for arm i ng against the sovereign power，" docsn ’t i t  go 
without saying that 1 am call ing for ‘'forciblc resistance against government 
officials"? The exÎslence o f  the sovercign power is， indeed， preciscly its 
officia/s， army， administration， judges. Apart from this i ts body， it  is a 
shadow， a figme nt of the imagination， a ( me re J  name.  The overthrow of 
thc government is impossible with out forcible o p p osition to i ts o fficials. I f  
i n  a speech 1 call fo� revolution， then i t  i s  superfluous t o  add “Forcibly 
oppose the 0φcia/s. "3 

l t  m ust be remembered that  i n  the course o f  i ts m i l l ions of words， Marx’s NRZ， 
l ike everyone else， customarily referred to the absolutist state p ower as the 
“Crown " or simi l ar standard term o f  collectivity (monarchy， absolurism， and so 
on).  I t  was o nl y  in a later century that this  l anguage cou!d be considered vague. 
“The state is the officials I Beamten ) " went an old German saying.4 I t  is historians 
who popularize Louis X I V ’s al leged countcrclaim that “L ’강al，  c ’est ηlOi， " bu t  the 
common man knew the state as a nerwork of ourstretched hands， hard faces， and 
armed men. l ndeed， Louis is supp osed t o  h ave made this famous assertion in 
interrup ting a magistrate who dared to usc the expression “rhe king and the 
state." > ln his n o tcs on the historian Maine， Marx remarked at one point:  “This 
unfortunate 씨aine has not the failltest idea that . . .  thc state is by no means thε 
prince; h e  only seems to be." 6 

. .  B y  analogy， bureaucracies， in t h e  sense of institutional ized officialdoms not 
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1 .  THE VIEW FROM 1 843 

When Marx discussed bureaucracy so extensively in his  notebook 
critique of Hegel in 1843 ， the term was still quite rare in serious 
political writing. It had not been used by Hegel h imself for his class of 
officials ; it was Marx who introduced it into the analysis. 

What did it mean in 1 84 3 ?  Firstly， from its beginnings in French and 
German the term was strongly pejorative-as it still usually is today， 
especially outside academic circles influenced by Max Weber. It was 
possible for Marx to put it to use because his viewpoint was pointed 
against bureaucracy. 

Secondly， the term had already bifurcated into its two areas of 
meaning : a ruling social formation of some kind， or merely a set of 
practices or attitudes. The former had characterized the term’s first 
recorded appearance in a German book (by C. J .  Kraus， 1 808) ，  where 
the Büreaz생ratie denoted a stratum wh ich “blatantly rules" Prussia in 
place of the aristocracy. lt had earlier been u sed in the German 
periodical press in connection with the French revolutionary develop
ments after 789.8 The Brockhaus encyclopedia of 1 8 1 9  had recog
nized it ;  and in thε 1 820s it bεcame better known through use by the 
prominent publicist J .  J .  Görres， whose writings， familiar to the young 
Marx and Engels，9 are said to have naturalized the term in German. 10 

But in France， where the term had originated and which still pro
vided the impεtus for its international d iffusion， Ba1zac’s novels had 
popularized it in the 1 8 3 0s in its reduced， secondary meaning of 
buγeaucratism. This is clεar from the l ittle essay on bureaucracy toward 
the beginning of his Les Employés， the main source. Three months later 
J ohn Stuart Mill published an article on France using the tεrm (prob
ably its first appearance in an English magazine) with exactly the same 
limited meaning. 1 1  A similarly l imited meaning was also dominant in 

susceptible to control from below， are found in all Icve1s bdúw the statc 
machine-for example， in corporations， sociologists’ associations， cl)arity founda
tions， l arge organizations of many kinds. Marx’s views on the trade-union bureauc
racy are reserved for another volume.-For the confused multiplicity of meanings 
of “bureaucracy" in contemporary thought， see the introduction to Albrow， who 
il lustrates the sad state of affairs by writing a section on Marx which is factually 
inaccurate in virtual1y every sentence.7 
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German academia up to a “short time ago， "  according to a contempo
rary authority writing in 1 846. '" 

When Marx first discussed bureaucracy in his Hegel critiquε of 1 84 3 ，  
then， thεre was a choice. B u t  i n  Marx’s critique，  bureaucracy d efinitely 
denotes a ruling bureaucracy as a bàsic social formation. 

The present chapter wiI1 begin the discussion of how Marx regarded 
th e role of th e state b ureaucracy in the context of class society. There 
is  a present-day tendency， u n fortunately， to concentrate this subject 
u nd er the narrow issue Is the bureaucracy a class? While taking account 
of th is current approach ， it  must b e  emphasized that the question did 
not exist in th is form for Marx’s m ilieu or for Marx himself; and we 
shall see that this formulation of the question violates some funda
men tals of Marx’s method. 

If the question Is the bureaucracy a cIass? were asked in th e society 
ín wh ich Marx came to political consciousness， it  would h ave been as 
frivolous as asking whether Prussia was a monarchy. I n  the Prussian 
absolutist regime ，  in which the bourgeoisie was o nly commencing to 
aspire to participatíon in political life， the classes u sually meant the 
Stäηde， the estates of the realm. These were the off짐IC디la외I classes of 
S잉oc디iety’시 s잉oc디la외1 fo야rma따tions recogn미1니IZε려d a앓s h따av피m탱g a fo。야rma잉1-껴 n펴d ica꾀1 r댄떼ε리la
t디ionshiψP to the state even though ro깅。。아ted in civil society-represented as 
such in the Rhεnish Diet，  for example，  as we saw in Chapter 1 . 14 

* Though published three years after Marx’s notebook on Hegel was written， 
this essay by Robert von Mohl provides the nearest thing to a report on the 
meaning of bureaucracy in 5εrious li terature at the time Marx first used it. ln a 
footnote added later， the author stated that to his knowledge his 1 846 article was 
the first attempt at an analysis of this “new term，"  this “new favorite expres
sion. " Mohl ’s article began : “Since a relatively short time ago， tal k about ‘bu
reaucracy’ has been cropping up everywhere and under the most various circum
stances. As a rule， not in a favorable and fair sense . . . .  Now what is the precise 
conception of this term wh ich is condemned as barbarous by philologists?" For 
some years， relates Mohl ，  the term was sparsely applied， under the influence of 
Malchus’ Po/itik der Staatsνerzυa/tung， to government departmental organization 
in which “business is not discussed collectively by the staff" but ordered by 
hierarchic authori ty. “But nowadays，" he complains， “the bureaucracy is spoken 
of as a social p ower or a governmen tal system . . . .  It is in any case something 
bigger and broader ( than Malchus’ sense J . • •  . ' > 1 2 This broader usage in German 
circles， decried by the influential professor of pol itical science‘ is attested in
directly by one of the first English-language articles to use the term analytically: 
J .  S .  B lackie’s “Prussia and the Prussian System， "  a review of recent German. 
books ( 1 842) .  The magazine’s editor appended a note treating the term as 
Blackie ’s. 1 3 
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l t  was a Hegclian tenet， previously discussed， IS that not only was the 
bureaucracy a class， it was tbe Universal Class (allgemeiηe Stand) ， the 
one that represented the .Înterests of society as a communal whole as 
against particularistic interεsts. Even when Marx set out to refute 
Hegel’s view in his first theoretical exploration of state concepts， in 
1 84 3 ，  it did not even occur to him to question the plain fact that the 
bureaucracy was a class: he sought only to prove that it was a partic
ularist class Iike alI the others， that it did not deserve the “universaI 
class" badge which Hegel pinned on it in order to raise it above the ruck 
of the other social cIasses. 

This view had incubated wh ile he was still a Rbeinische Zeituηg Ieft 
democrat. After all ， the Cologne paper was not simply a business 
enterprise: it was thε mouthpiece of an embattled political tendency， 
whose direct enemy was precisely the existing state bureaucracy. Writ
ing for it， and then taking over its editorship， meant a day-to-day 
collision with the agencies of th at bureaucracy. I n  the foreground， as 
The Enemy， was not merely the monarchy in the abstract but the 
Beamtenstaat (functionary state)， The power of the bureaucracy had to 
be clipped， Marx wrote. 16 The state arrogantly demands that the people 
put “unlimited trust in the officialdom" while the state itself holds 
“unlimited distrust of all nonofficials" :  this is the “basic defect" of “all' 

> 1 7 our mstltutlOnS. 
H is artide on the wood-theft law anticipated his critique of Hegel : 

the Diet debases the state officialdom into “material instruments of pri
vate interest. " 18 His article on the Moselle peasants emphasized the 
narrowmindedness of the bureaucratic mentality: the government offi
cial is guilty of “demeaning the state [ tnat is， communal ] intèrests into 
his private affair，" and of regarding “the domain of governmental authori
ty" as the one and only “official reality ."  19 1n another passage this article 
pushed the insight a little further. The obtuseness of the bureaucratic 
mind is no personal or adventitious characteristic but inherent in the 
“bureaucratic essence" of the goverhment administrative machine， 
which is not able (Marx’s emphasis) to see that the trouble lies within 
itself， not only “in the sphere of nature and the private citizen." He 
continued : 

Witb tbe best wiU iη the world， the keenest humanitarianism and 
the strongest intelligence， the administrative authorities are un
able to do more than resolve temporary and transitory conflicts， 
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and are unable to resolve a continual conflict between reali ty and 
administrative precep ts ;  for neither is this a task covered by their 
position， nor is the best will in the worId capable of breaking out 
of an essential relatioηsbip or fatality， if you will .  This esseηtial 
relationsbψ is the bureaucratic reIationship， inside the adminis
trative body as well as in its coηηectioη witb tbe body 
administered. 20 

The last sentencε drew a necessaη! distinction between bureaucratism 
as a characteristic of the internal life of the administration itself 
(hierarchy， and so on) and bureaucracy as a characteristic of the 
government’s relationship to society at large. For it was the second that 
defined the bureaucracy as a social stratum. 

Then Marx’s 1 843 notebook on HegeI’s state theory spelled out a 
hard position-demoting Hegel’s Universal Class to just another class 
with selfish (particular) class interests， which were falsely identified 
wÌth those of the state (society) .  The bureaucracy holds “the essence of 
the state . . .  in its possession;  if is its private property "-that is， for the 
bureaucracy state powεr plays the same role ，  in terms of the materia1 
basis of its ascendancy (posts， career， and so on)， as private property 
does for the property-owning classes.21 “Class in the medieva1 sεnse 
[Stand] ，" writes Marx， “remained only within the bureaucracy itseIf， 
where the civil status and political status are directly identica1 ."  22  That 
is: the fusion of economic and political position which characterized 
society as a whole in the Middle Ages，23 holds true today 0ηly for tbε 
bureaucracy; only for the bureaucracy is its economic position directly 
based on its political . 

Furthermore， the burεaucracy generates typical bureaucratic symp
toms. Thus the state exists as “various bureau-menta1ities connected by 
reIations of subordination and passive obedience." The “chief abuse" 
bεcomes “hierarchy." Nor is th is bureaucracy a mere institutional 
abstraction:  it is certain people. “The affairs and opεrations of the state 
are bound up with individuals (the state operates only through individ
uaIs) . . . .  " Hegel forgets “that the state affairs and operations are 
human functions，" incarnated in “human beings" called bureaucrats 
(officials， functionaries， and so on)，24 because Hegε1 made thε state an 
abstract category. 

This is Marx’s first reminder that， wh ile customary language spoke in 
shorthand of the state (or the monarchy or the Crown) doing thus and 
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so ， it was not merely one royal individual that was in question ， but the 
whole dass (Stand) which corporately governed under the aegis of the 
Crown-holder. 

2. THE ABSOLUTIST BUREAUCRACY 
BEFORE 1 848 

When Marx wrote down the first dear exposition of a Marxist view 
of social development in Tbe G erman Ideology， he did not suddenly 
suffer amnesia about something previously accepted as part of the ABC 
of politics. 

In this work Marx is no less aware than before of the role of the 
bureaucracy， but now he also points to the difference in the socio
politicaJ role of the state bureaucracy before and after the bourgeoisie 
acquires dominance in the state. Let us first examine the exposition in 
Marx and Engels of the “before" role of the bureaucracy-its role in the 
epoch of absolute monarchy before the bourgeois assumption of pol iti
cal power. 

I n  Tbe Germaη ldeology， to illustrate the epoch-making thesis there 
first formulated that “The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch 
the ruling ideas，" the immediate example given by Marx is not a perioà 
with a ruling class. He starts with the harder case : 

For example， in a period and in a country in which royal power， 
aristocracy， and bourgeoisie are contending for ( political l rule， 
and where the rule is therefore shared， the separation-of-powers 
doctrine manifests itself as the ruling idea and is now expressed as 
an “eternal Iaw." 2S 

This， then， is a three-sided contest， still unresolved ; there is not a ruling 
class， but a pattern of shared rule. 

In this type of situation， in which the prebourgeois estate system has 
not yet been decisively replaced by social class divisions， “in which no 
one section of the population can achieve dominance over the others，" 
one still finds “the independence of the state"-Germany being given as 
the case in point-as distinct from thc “more advanced countries" 
(France， England， and America) where the modern state has become 
subordinated to bourgeois private p roperty. This “ independence of the 
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state" c1early refers to its relative autonomy from control by any of the 
contending classes， not the basic independence of any state from 
society as su ch .26 Later in the same work， this autonomy is concretized 
as the “abnormal independence" of the bureaucracy under the royal 
power， not simply of the state. For there was no question but that 
o perationally the state manifested itself as the state bureaucracy.27 

As the manuscript of Tbe Germaη ldeolo，잉! was being finished， 
Engels wrote an article in wh ich he carried this line of thought fu rther. 
His subject was th e persistence of the absolute monarchy in Gennany， 
the current form of which he viewed as “a new system ， wh ich has been 
peculiar to Germany." His explanation was in terms of a class equilib
rium which would later apply mu ch more widely:  

。OTh e aristocracy was willing to govern， but t o o  weak ; th e middle 
classes were neither willing to govern nor strong enough-both ， 
h owever， were strong enough to induce the government to some 
concessions. The form of government， therefore， was a sort of 
mongrel monarchy. A constitution， in some [ G ennan J states， 
gave an appearance of guarantee to the aristocracy and the middle 
c1asses ; for the remainder there was everywhere a bureaucratic 
governme nt-that is， a monarchy which pretends to take care of 
the interεsts of the middlε class by a good administration， which 
administration is， however， directed by the aristocrats. . . . The 
consequence is， the formation of a separate class of administrative 
government officers， in whose hands the chief power is concen-
trated ， and which stands in opposition against all other c1asses.28 

Th is article illustrates the prevalent view of the absolutist bureauc-
racy as a classlike formation. H owever， the relation of class forcεs is not 
yet clear in this 1 846 article: the “separate class" of administrators in 
this “bureaucratic government" h olds the “chief power" as against all 
other classes， yεt the government is “directed by the aristocrats." I nt。
the bargain， the next sentence is: “ I t  is the barbarian form of middle
class rule"-meaning a form preparatory to bourgeois rule， as barbarism 
is preparat。η to civilization. At this point Engels h ad just begun �is 
intellectual association with Marx. The following year he wrote more 
dearly of thε balancing of classes-nobílity versus bourgeoísie- by “ th e  
king， representíng t h e  central power o f  the statζ， and sup ported by t 
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presented the same bureaucracy in quite as autonomous a light ，  without 
actually using the class label. The absolute monarchy， which did not act 
as the instrument of the feudal aristocracy， was stìIl farther from acting 
as if it had become a bourgeois state. On  the contrary， from previously 
encouraging the development of commerce and industry ， it now stood 
in the way， positively resisting bourgeoisification.  Why? “Besides their 
personal prejudices， the Princes have their hands tied by a whole civil ， 
miIitary， and clerical bureaucracy-components of the absolute monar
chy wh ich by no means want to change their status as rulers for onc as 

servants with respect to the bourgeoisie. " (The attitude of the feudal 
orders is given as an additional reason.) The royal power now sees its 
interests as allied with the feudality ，  not with the bourgeoisie.30 Clearly 
this state power involves so autonomous a social formation at its heart 
that the class labeI becomes a mere matter of terminology. 

Outside the triangle of contending forces there is a new class growing 
up， the proletariat. 1 t confronts alternatives: 

It asks whether it is the present political state of affairs， the rule 
of the bureaucracy， or the one wh ich the liberals strive for， the 
rule of the bourgeoisie， that will offer it more means to attain its 

-' 3 1 own enas. 

Th is “rule of the bureaucracy" referred concretely to the Prussia of 
1 847，  stiIl cramped and clogged by absolutism. More summarily， Marx 
indicated the same line of thought for absolutist France， in retrospect. 
In his Eigbteentb Brumaire he εxplained that the enormous over
bureaucratization of the French state-“embracing wide strata， with a 

host of officials numbering half a milIion，"-had arisen under the old 
absolute monarchy，  but had continued on through and after the bour
geois revolution. The privileges of the former ruling cIass， the land
owning nobility ， had been transmuted by absolutism into the bureau
cratic power of the new rulers: 

The seignorial privileges of the landowners and towns became 
transformed into so many attributes of the state power， the 
feudal d ignitaries into paid officials ，  and the motley pattern of 
conflicting medieval plenary powers into the regulated plan of a 
state authority whose work is divided and centralized as in a 
factory. 32 

This dεscription of thε transference of political power from the feudal 
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lords to the state bureaucracy was somewhat revised by Marx in 187 ]  
for h i s  work on the Paris Commune. * 

Objectively， this autonomized state incubated the bourgeois econ
omy and thereby a new c1ass rule， but the state itseIf did not become 
the instrument of any ruling class of civil society excεpt as it was 
eventually mastered by either the old feudals or the new bourgeois: 

. under the absolute monarchy，  during the first Revolution， 
under Napoleon，  bureaucracy was only • •  the means of preparing 
the c1ass rule of the bourgeoisie. Under the Restoration， under 
Louis Philippe ， under the parliamentary rεpublic [ of 1 848 ] ， it 
was the instrument of the ruling c1ass， however much it strove for 
power of its own- 3S 

This makes the interesting statement that untiI 1 8 14-1 8 1 5  the autonom
ized state， under various leaderships， could ηot be considered “the 
instrument of thε ruling c1ass，" either of the former ruIing c1ass (the 
feudal aristocracy) or of the upcoming ruling c1ass Cthe bourgeoisie). 

3 .  THE TEST CASE OF FRI EDRICH WI LHELM lV 

Marx spelled the point out even more bluntly in connection with the 
problεm posed by the reign of the current Prussian king， Friedrich 
WilheIm IV. 

‘ The final version of Tbe Civi/ War in  France followed Tbe Eigbteentb 
Brumaire in tracing back to the period of absolute monarchy the “centralized 
state power. with its ubiquitous organs of standing army， police. bureaucracy. 
cler없’. and judicature-organs wrought after the plan of a systematic and hierar
chic division of l abour . . .  . "  33 The first draft added some detail here， subse
quently condensed out. about the “ubiquitous and compiicated military. bureau
cratic. clericai and judiciary organs" of the “centralised state machinery." This 
passage is plainly a rewrite direct from The Eighteeηth 8rumaire: “The seignori띠 
priviieges of the medieval lords and cities and clergy were transformed into the 
attributes of a unitary state power， displacing the feudai dignitaries by salaried 
state functionaries‘ . . 34 

* "  T his 0ηly (n ur) is an intensive. as previousiy explained in Chapter 1 1 ， page 
2 5 7  fn. The very same passage makes c1ear th at bureaucracy was a quite differen t  
means from the standpoint of  the absolute monarchy i tsel f; i t  i s  from an ohjective 
historícai overview that it was “the means of preparing the c1ass rule of the 
bourgeoisie. " in the same sense that capitalist development is objectively the 
means of preparing sociaiist society. 
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We have already touched on this king’s indination to turn the dock 
back in social conditions.36 As Marx eXplained in 1 843 ，  the king “who 
burbled about a great past full of priests， knights， and bondsmen，" a 
feudal past to which he dreamed of returning， found that even the 
Crown could not transfer power back to the old feudality : for “the 
servants of the old despotism soon put an end to these un-German 
activities." These servants were the bureaucracy， whom the Crown 
could not control (so Marx argues). For while the young king had 
illusions about the omnipotence of the royal power， thinking it was 
“'bis state，" the actual outcome was a return to the “servants’ state" 
(Dieηerstaat).37 Here was a test of strength， a test of the realities of 
state power， and-Marx insists-it was the bureaucracy that wielded the 
power of decision， not the Crown . 

I n  1 85 0  Engels， in his series on Reνolution and Counter-Revolution in 
Germany (which ， remεmber， was reviewed by Marx and published as his 
own work)，  gave an account of the same interesting class struggle. After 
describing the pre-1848 Prussian regimε as “a half-feudal . half
bureaucratic monarchism，"*  he writes that Friedrich Wilhelm IV “was 
known to be no supporter of the predominantly bureaucratic and 
military monarchy of his father，" Friedrich Wilhelm 1 1 1 .  Rather， 

。OHe hated and despised the bureaucratic element of the 
Prussian Monarchy， but only because all his sympathies were with 
the feudal element . . . .  he aimed at the restoration， as complete 
as possible， of the predominant social position of the nobility .  

And this aspiration was combined with the concept of a dass equilib
rium:  the king’s ideal was to rule over “a comp1ete h ierarchy of social 
ranks or castes" fixed rigidly by b irth and social position， “the whole of 
these castes or ‘estates of the realm' balancing each other， at the same 
time， so nicely in power and influence， that a complete independence 
of actÎon should remain to the King . . . . ，， 39 

Finally， in 1859  Marx presented this test case in  even greater detail ， 
for there was now more evidence to go on. “The King with the brainless 
head" wished a return to medieval rclations， with an “independent 
aristocracy" while at the same time retaining “an omnipotent bureau
cratic administration. ，，40 Up to 1 848 he was unable to satisfy the dass 
aspirations of the J unkers， despite h is preachment of “the necessity of 

’ The Neue Rheinische Zeitung had u‘ed to refer to the Prussian regime 
typically as “the bureaucratic-feudal-military despotism." 38 
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engrafting the poetical rule of aristocracy upon the Prussian prosaic rule 
by the schoolmaster， the drill-sergeant， the poIiceman， the tax-gatherer， 
and the 1earned mandarin"-that is， rule by the bureaucracy-and so the 
J unker aristocracy “were forced to accept the K ing’s secret sympathi es 
in lieu of real concessions." The weak bourgeoisie was stiIl unable to 
move. And-

。oFinally ， the romantic King himself was， after aU， like al1 his 
predecessors， but the visible hand of a common-place bureau
cratic Government which he tried in vain to embellish with the 
fine sentiments of by-gone ages-4I 

The “absolute" monarch was typicaIly only the visible agency of the 
bureaucracy， which was the real ruler. 

Th is remained ，  during the 1 848-1849 revolution， the viewpoint 
from which M arx and Engels wrote voluminously in the Neue Rhein
ische Zeitung. Perhaps its most general expression came in Marx’s 
speech at his Cologne trial in February 1 849. AII through this period， as 
before and after， the Crown and similar shorthand labels were freely 
used in writing in the usual waYi but in this pol itical lecture to the jury 
Marx differentiated the relationships. The Crown is viewed alongside 
the bureaucracy in specifying the “political expression" of the regime.42 
And :  

The polítical expression corresponding t o  the old society was the 
Crown-by-the-grace-of-God， the domineering bureaucracy ， the 
autonomous army .  The social foundation corresponding to this 
old political power was the privileged aristocratic landed prop
erty . .  " The old political power-heaven-annointed Crown， 
domineering bureaucracy， autonomous army-saw that its actual 
material foundation would disappear from under its feet as soon 
as there was any infringement on the foundation of the old 
society， the privileged aristocratic landed property， the aristoc
racy itself . . . . On， the other hand ，  that old society saw that 
political power would be torn out of its hands as soon as the 
Crown ， the bureaucracy， and th e army Iost their feudal 

' - _ 43 pnvueges. 

So the bureaucracy (which term properly covers the military bureauc
racy too) joined with the aristocracy in impeIling the Crown to counter
revolution. In any case， it is made repetitively clear that the label 
Crown does not denote the rule of one man : “The rule of the Crown-
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by-the-grace-of-God is precisely the rule of the antiquated social 
e1ements." 44 

Then， after 1 849，  Junkerdom utilized the victorious counter
revolution to implement the king’s mediεval izing dreams for a few years 
( 1 8 50-1857 ) ，  turning the clock back to pre-1807 conditions. Marx’s 
summary of this short-lived Restoration shows he saw it in terms of a 
power struggle in which the state bureaucracy was temporarily subordi
nated to thε old feudal c1ass : 

。OThere was an εnd of coy， romantic aspirations;  but in their 
place there sprang up a Prussian Housε 。f Lords;  mortmain was 
restored， the private jurisdictioI! of the manor flourished more 
than ever， exemption from taxation became again a sign of 
nobility， the policemen and the Government men had to stoop to 
the noblemεn， all places of power were surrεndered to the scions 
of the landed aristocracy and gentry， the enlightened bureaucrats 
of the old school were swept away， to be supplanted by the 
servilε sycophants of rent-rolls and landlords， and all the liberties 
won by the revolution-liberty of the press， libεrty of meeting， 
liberty of speech， constitutional representation-aH these liberties 
were not broken up， but maintained as the privileges of the 

1 __ 45 arJstocratlc class. 

This describes a more thorough purging and recasting of the bureau
cratic state by the restored aristocracy than was effected by the 
bourgeoisie during its temporary ascendancy in 1 848. Marx sums it up 
this way : “The police and administraJ:Ìve machinery were not de. 
stroyed， but converted into the mere tools of the ruling class." That is， 
of the ruling class in civil society， the landed aristocracy. The bureau. 
cratic monarchic state， then，  had not been the tool of this ruling class 

Marx’s article continues with an explanation o{- how the bustlìng 
bourgeois economy grew and spread ， until even the “aristocrat became 
converted into a profit-Ioving， money-mongering stockj obber，" and 
price rises brought about “the general faJl of the fixed incomes of their 
[ the bourgeoisie’s] bureaucratic rulers."* In soort， the struggle for 
dominance between the old feudal class and the “bureaucratic rulers’‘ 
was finally superseded by the common bourgeoisification of the con. 
tending c1asses. 

‘ A second， continuation article is  promised. but it did not appear; the survey 
ended at this point. 
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4. THE BUREAUCRACY 
IN BOURGEOIS SOCIETY 

It is this basic process of social bourgeoisification whích， jn Marx’s 
view， changes the autonomous role played by the state bureaucracy. 
The new bourgeois society had to subordinate the state bureaucracy to 
itself， to the new ruling class of civiI society ; it  had to break the 
tradition of autonomy established by the special conditions of absolu
tism. The bourgeoisification of the bureaucrats was a means toward the 
political subordination of the bureaucracy. 

The change can be summarized as foJJows : In the highly autonom
ized state of the absolute monarchy， the bureaucracy had been in 
position to act as a c1ass element in terms of thε specific structure of 
that society. But insofar as the bourgeoisie gained more and more social 
and po1itical power in its own name， therεby taking over direct com
mand of the state， the bureaucracy was reduced more and more to the 
status of a social stratum acting merely as the agent of the ruling class. 
Th is is the status it tends to be restricted to， as a rule， wherever the 
ruling class of a given society is stiII robust enough to exercÌse un
challenged socioeconomic and political sway. ln this sense， it is its 
normal status. '" I n  the United States， which had started on a more or 
less bourgeois basis without evolving through feudalism ， Marx noted 
that “the state， in contradistinction from alI earlier natÏonal formations， 
was subordinatεd from the first to bourgeois society and bourgeois 
production， and could never make the clairn of being an end in 
itself. ’ ，46 

For Marx， this ncw relationship under bourgeois conditions， in the 
“modern state，" first came to the fore in Tbe Germaη Ideolo�장'， as we 
saw in Chapter 8. There Marx’s εxposition of thc class nature of the 
state was already applied to a social order taken (by anticipation) as 
already bourgeois in essentials， even though the retarded actuality in 
Germany was fully recognized in other sections of the same book. 

The thesis about the change in thε role of the bureaucracy was set 

$ This suggests why the class status of the bureaucracy nas again become a 
moot question in the contemporary world， which sces the down phllse of 
bourgeois society and the increasing prevalence of autonomized state phenomena. 
It is  this phase that is  prefigured in the Bonapartist elements discussed in Chapters 
1 4- 1 9. The above formulation of the “normaγ. status of the bureaucracy was 
later turned into a suprahistorical J aw by “Marxist" dogma. 
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down by Marx in so many words in his 1 849 speech to the Cologne 
j ury， in the midst of the passage already cited . The Crown had been 
linked with “the old feudal-bureaucratic society" and represented “ the 
feudal-aristocratic sociεty" as against “modern bourgeois society." 

lt inheres in the conditions of existence of the latter [modern 
bourgeois society 1 that bureaucracy and army， instead of being 
masters of commerce and industry， be reduced to their tools， and 
be made i nto mεre organs of bourgeois business relations 
[ Verkebr} . It cannot be tolerated that agriculture be restricted by 
feudal privileges or industry by b ureaucratic tutelage . . . .  It must 
subordinate the Treasury administration to the needs of produc
tion， while the old state h ad to subordinate production to the 
needs of the Crown-by-the-grace-of검od and to shoring up the 
pillars of royalty ， the social props of this Crown . . . .  In modern 
society there are still classes bu t no longer estates.47 

We have seen that the thesis was rεpeated， in passing， in Marx’s 
Eigbteeηtb 8rumaire: untiI 1 8 1 4-18 1 5  the bureaucracy was historically 
a means of “preparing" bourgeois class rule， but with the bourgeois 
monarchy born in July 1 8 3 0， and still more with the Second Republic 
in 1 848， the bureaucracy became the “instrument" of the ruling class.48 

To be sure， this downgraded bureaucracy still “strove for power of 
its own，" adds Marx in the same work. This reminder is necessary， since 
the bureaucrats' stγivíngs by no means disappear from history. Caliban 
continues to mutter， “ 1  must obey : his art is of such power . . .  " but 
adds， “And yet 1 needs must curse . . .  sometimε am 1 / All wound with 
adders， who with cloven tongues / Do hiss me into madness." The 
servant-monster cries throughout the suhsequent h istory of the bour
geoisie: “A plague upon the tyrant that 1 serve ! ' ’ whiIe he dreams of 
riches and a return to power. Caliban drunk seeks a ncw master; and in 
the next Tempest， the Caliban-state did find a new god to worship in 
the form of Louis Bonaparte. 

With this new master， t:he state machine took off at a zigzag angle 
away from that straíght course which history rare!y follows. The 
bureaucracy was corψncturally able to tear itself free again : “Only 
under the second Bonaparte，" wrotε “does the state seem to have 
made Ítself complεtely 

， ， 49 With this contrast Marx as. 
serted that under the of Louis the state was moré 
autonomous than ever before， more so even than u nder thε absolut< 
monarchy. It was not dominated hy any ruling c1ass of civil society. 
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But even in this case “the state power is not suspended in mid-air，" 
Marx cautions in the next paragraph. This power rests on the sup port of 
the peasantry， the supp ort or toleration of sectors of the bourgeoisie， 
and above aIl ， on the p recarious equilibrium of the bourgeois
proletarian antagonism， the frozen class struggle. This h ighly autonom
ized state is not the “ instrument" of any one of the propertied classes 
contending for political p ower; bα it is still tbe resultant of class 
society taken as a wbole in its current constellation of countervailing 
powers. We thus get behind thε formula version of Marx’s theory， to 
find that εven in th is abnormal situation th e class concζption of the 
state is as central as ever. * 

F u rthermore， the Bonapartist state power “is not suspended in 
mid-air" in terms of its own social orientation: it does not set itsζlf 
against the rul ing socioeconomic powers of civil society ; on the con
trary ， it strives to be accepted by the latter， to be accεpted as thε 
managing committee of class society taken as a whole. And one of the 
decisive issues of the period will be whether it can impose itself in this 
capacity on the reluctant bourgeoisie. 

It should then be clear that， in terms of Marx’s h istorical method， 

the abstract question Is tbe bureaucracy a class? is little better than 
“How h igh is u p ? "  An answεr can be considered only in terms of a 

specific social order at a given h istorical stage. If Marx had no trouble 
explaining that the state bureaucracy of Friedrich WilheIm m func
tioned as a class in th e framζwork of the estates structure of the 
Prussian absolute monarchy， he also had no doubt that the triumph of 
the bourgeoisie normaHy produced social reIations in whi ch the state 
bureaucracy was demoted to a status too amotphous and anciIlary to 
claim a class role . 

This same conclusion abou t the role of the bureaucracy urzder 
capitalism was approached from th e economic side in Marx’s manu
scripts for the fourth volume of Cαpital. Here Marx is concerned with 

$ This is  the conception that Engels m ore than once presented as being the 
basic formulation of the theory of the state， a m ore all-embracing formul ation 
than the narrower 50rt of “n ormal" case where the state acts as the m anaging 
committee of a rul ing class i n  a more or l ess stabl e  situation. We saw Engels make 
the same point in expl aining the complex c1ass basis o f  Bismarckian Bonapartism : 
“ln reality however the state as it exists ìn Germany ì5 l ikewise thc neccssary 
product of the social basis o u t  of which it has developed . " so He m ade the point  
even m ore sharply i n  connection wìth a similar test casc， a nonbourgeois govem
ment in process of forcing the devel opment of capitalìsm-absolutist Russia. This 
case is reserved for ful l e r  d isαlssìon ìn Chapter 2 3 .5 1  
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the state officialdom as one of those social strata that consist of people 
who do unproductive labor but are nevertheless useful to the ruling 
class in some way. (These strata are collectively labeled “the ideolog
ical， ξtc. classes" in one of the passages to be cited ， and the “idεological 
Stånde "  in another. ) The question under discussion in this context is 
the revenue devoted by the bourgeoisie to maintaining these strata， 
h ence the bourgeoisie’s original objection to the expense of maintaining 
them， and its subsequent reconciliation to this expense. 

Political economy in its classical period， just like the bourgε。isie
itself in its parvenu period， took a severe and critical attitude 
toward the state machinεry， εtc. Later it saw and-as was also 
shown in practice-learned by experience that it was out of its 
own organization that the necessity arose for the inherited soci
εtal combination of all these classes which were in part quite 
unproductive.52 

With this realization the bourgeoisie became wiIling to justify even “thε 
exaggerated demands" of its defenders， and “The depeηdeηce of the 
ideological， etc. classes on the capitalists was in fact proclaimed."  S3 

Marx then quotεs a notable passage from Adam Smith lumping thé 
whole state officialdom among the 니nproductive laborers along witr 
the men of the church and the inteIlectual professions as well a‘ 
“players， buffoons，" and so on. He explains: 

This is the language of the still revolutionaη， bourgeoisie wh ich 
has not yet subjected thε wholc of society， state， etc. to itself. 
These iHustrious and time-honored occupations-sovcreign， 
judges， officers， priests， etc . ，  the aggregate of all the old ideolog
iζal strata [Stände) arìsing out of them， their men of learning， 
teachers and pricsts-are economically speaking put on a par with 
the swann of their own lackeys and jesters. . . . They are mere 
。seγvaηtsO of the opublìc ，o just as the others are their oservaηtsO • 

. State， church， etc. are justified only insofar as they are 
committees for the managemεnt or administration of the com‘ 
mon interests of the productive bourgeoisie . .  

But as sooo as the bourgeoisie has con애uεred the terrain， in 
part itself taking over the state and in making a compromise 
with its former possessors; as sooo a.s it ha.s acknowledged the 
ideological strata [Stände ] to be flesh of its flcsh， and has 
everywhere transformed them into its functÎonaries in acc 
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selves are more and more carried out in  its service， entering into 
the service of capitalist production: thεn， taking a new tack， the 
bourgeoisie seeks to justify “econorr따a11y" from its own stand
point what it previously h ad critically opposed. S4 

Even whεre， in other cases， Marx emphasizes the autonomous impor
tance of the bureaucratic apparatus， he does not forget that， under 
bourgeois relationships， its power after all is limited to a subordinate 
sphere. We saw such a case in Marx’s apparently sweeping identification 
of “the  permanent and irresponsible bureaucracy " of “creatures of the 
desk" and “obstinate old c1erks" staffing India House as “the real 
Home Government" of British I ndia. But before the end of this tirade 
against bureaucratism， it is madε clear that the power of the state is 
wielded by the British “oligarchy" and “moneyocracy，" and it is under 
their aegis that “a subordinatε Bureaucracy para1yze its [ l nd ia’sl 
administration and perpetuate its abuses as the vita1 condition of their 
。wn pεrpetuation." 55 The “abject" bureaucratic “odd fellows" reigned 
over thε administration， but did not rule. The same view is implicit in a 
sketch of thε British bureaucracy in lndia itself， written a few years 
later. 56 

5 .  THE QUESTION OF CLASS PROVENANCE 

The autor‘。mized h iεrarchy “is not suspended in mid-air" in another 
respect: with to its dass composition. This iml?ortant question 
of the class provenance of the bureaucracy was first discussed at some 
length in an important manuscript (of an unfinÌshed εducational 
pamphlet) by Enge1s in 1 847.  Let us follow its l ine of thought. 

German backwardness is shown by the dominance of agriculture; on 
the land dominance is held by the aristocracy; below the aristocracy 
and dependent on it is the petty-bourgeoisie (small property-owners， 
artisans， and 50 on) ; thε poorly developed bourgeoisie still counts 
。fficially only alongside the petty-bourgε。isie. What pol irical structurε 
results? 

The present constitution of Gennany Ís nothing more than a 
comp'romise between the aristocrats and the petty-bourgeois， 
which is tantamount to turning over governmenta1 administration 
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to the hands of a third class : the bureaucracy. The two high
contracting parties share in the makeup of this class in accordance 
with their mutual position: thε aristocrats， who represent the 
more important branch of production， resεrve for themselves the 
higher positions， the pεtty-bourgeoisie is content with the lower 
ones and ‘ gets only exceptional candidates into the higher eche
lons of administration. Where the bureaucracy is subjected to a 
direct control ，  as in the constitutional states of Germany， the 
aristocrats and petty-bourgeois share in it in the same way j and it 
is easy to understand that here too the aristocracy reserves the 
l ion’s share for itself. 57 

Engels then asks: “Now， h ow does the German bourgeoisie stand in 
relation to the 000 classes that share in the politica1 rule?" 58 I t  would 
seem that the aristocracy and the petty-bourgeoisie “share in the 
political rule" in proportion to their contribution to the formation of 
the bureaucracy， which however functÎons as “a third class，" the one 
that runs the government. I s  this bureaucratic class merely derived from 
the two classes dominant in civil society， or is it more basicalIy 
conditioned by its derivation? How autonomous is this peculiar class 
with respect to the other two? Engels' pamphlet is concernεd with 
quite other problems， not these j but his picture of Germany c1early 
expresses the conception that no single c1ass has managed to achieve 
ruling status as yet: 

The wretchedness of the German status quo consists principally 
in the fact that no single class has so far been strong enough to 
put its own sector of production forward as the national one par 
excel/eηce. and thereby put itself forward as the reprεsentative of 
the interεsts of the whole nation . . . .  This regime represented by 
the bureaucracy is the political compendium of the general im
potence and contemptible meanness， the stuffy tediousness and 
the filth ， of German society.S9 

The thrust is， in hindsight， plainly toward the view， more dearly 
formulatεd later， of the “bureaucratic monarchy" 60 as the result of an 
equilibrium of dass forces， producing a highly autonomized bu
reaucracy. 

As Marx did in his article of the same year， Engels proceεds to 
emphasize strongly that this bureaucratic statζ power is a fεtter on the 
development of the progrεssive class， the bourgeoisie， whose decisive 
sεction is the manufacturing capitalists: 
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The manufacturers， h owever， are hampered in the full  u tilizatÎon 
。f their capital not only by inadequate tariffs but also by the 
bureaucracy. If  they are confronted with indifference j n  the 
matter of tariff legislation，  they are h ere， in their  rel ationship to 
the bureaucracy， confronted with the very direct hostility of the 
government. 

The bureaucracy has b een establ ished to rule petty-bourgeois 
and peasants. . . .  The petty-bourgeois and peasants therefore 
cannot do without a powerful and numerous bureaucracy. They 
m ust let themselves be kept in tutelage in order to avoid the 
greatest confusion，  in order not to be ruined by hundreds and 
thousands of lawsuits. 

But the bureaucracy， which is a necessity for the petty-bour
geois， very soon becomes an intolerable fetter on the bou rgeois. 
The officialdom ’s surveilIance and interference become very irk
some already in manufacturing; the manufacturing i ndustry is 
h ardly p ossible u nder such supervision. Up to now the G erman 
m anufacturers have kept the bureaucracy off their necks as much 
as possible by bribery， for which they certainly cannot be 
blamed .61 

Th erζ is more about “ th e  bureaucratic hatred of the bourgeoisie." Then 
comes an important statement about the change in the status of the 
bureaucracy that would result from b ou rgeois political victory: 

The b ourgeoisie is therefore compelled to break the p.ower of this 
arrogant and double-dealing bureaucracy. From the moment that 
the running of th e state and legislation come under the controI of 
th e bourgeoisie， the independence of the bu reaucracy collapses ; 
indeed， from that momεnt the‘ tormentors of the bourgeois turn 
into thεir submissive servitors.62 

All this tiεs in with the main argument of EngeIs' pamphlet， which 
was d irected against the “feuda1 socia1ists" whose antibourgeois feπ。r
p ushed them to look with favor on the m onarchical regime. I n  the 
course of this argument， it is the state bureaucracy that emζrges as the 
main political obstacle to social progress at the given point in history. 

After the revolution， Engels h ad anoth er go at th e question of the 
class p rovenancε 。f an absolutist burεaucracy and i ts relation to civil 
society. The subj ect is Austria; and perhaps this exposition is c1earest 
because the situation described is starkest. 

I n  Revolutio'>' cxnd Couηter-Revolutioη in Germaη'Y E ngels explains 
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that the Hapsburg absolutism balanced the feudal landlords and the 
“Iarge stockj obbing capitalists" against each other while keeping both 
tied to the state power by class economic interests. 

。OThus， Metternich was sure of the support of the two most 
powerful and influential classes of the empire， and he possessed， 
besides， an army and a bureaucracy which ， for all purposes of 
absolutism， could not be better constituted. The civiI and military 
。fficers in the AustrÌan service form a race of their own ;  their 
fathers h ave been in the service of the Kaiser， and so will their 
sons be; they belong to none of the multifarious nationalities 
congregated under the wing of the double-headed eagle ;  they are， 
and ever have been，  removed from one end of the empire to the 
other . . .  ; they have no nationality， or rather they alone make up 
the really Austrian nation. I t  i s  evident what a pliable and at the 
same time powerful instrument， in the hands of an intelIigent and 
enεrgetic chief， such a civil and miIitary hierarchy must be.63 

H εre Ît is emphasized that the state bureaucracy， h owever derived 
。riginally， has been torn from its roots in civiI society-both cIass 
roots and national roots-and turned into an order of Janissaries be
holden only to the state power. It is an extreme form taken by 
autonomlzatlOn. 

If Engels used the conveniently vague race (in the old meaning of 
any classification of people)64 for this social formation， we also find 
resort to the elastic word caste. I n  an 1858 artide Marx discussed the 
dass position of the Prussian Lalldräte， landowners appointed as Crown 
。fficials， the h ighest government representatives in their districts. 
“These Landräte combine， therefore， in their persons the qua1ity of the 
Kγ'tlUtjUηker (fox-hunter)* and the Bureaucrat ."  They do not live on 
their state saJaries. “Generally， therefore， their interests are more 
stricdy bound up with the dass a.nd party interests of the landed 
aristocracy than with the caste interests of the Bureaucracy."66 

Here the case is farthest away from that of the Austrian janissaries: 
this Prussian part-time “bureaucrat" not only has his provenance in the 
aristocracy， he still Hves primarily as an întεgral part of the dass milieu 
based on land ownership， not state ownership. And by this timε， as we 
have seen， even the central bureaucracy was wdl on the way to 

" In this jocular definítion， Marx， writing in En힘ish， is equating the Prussian 
rural aristocrat “cabbage-J unker'’) with the English country squire. lt is an 
approximation， of course. as he noted elsewhere.65 
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bourgeoisification. This bureaucracy was déclassé-displaced from its 
class role-as a whole. While it was increasingly difficult to think of it as 
a c1ass， it was stiH a somethi�갱· 

6 .  CASTE OR CLASS? 

Again we must deal with a terminological aspect not because Ìt was 
important to Marx but for the contralγ reason: he  was so indifferent t。
the finicky choice between class or caste that he left plenty of room for 
latter-day marxology to blow the matter up to huge proportions. As 
against a modern propensity to consider Marx’s tenninology， often 
t와‘en anachronistically， as the key to his conception， we must empha
size it is onIy his conception that explains his tenninology. 

Another dement too often ignored is the usage of the times. Since 
the Iate EnIightenmεnt brought a vogue for things lndian， caste-indud
ing its combinations like caste spirit， caste meηtαlity， and so on-had 
come into wide currency as a swear-word directed especially against Old 
Regime strata seen as fossilized， such as the old nobility， officer élite， 
and so on， as weH as the bureaucracy.67 This pop-sociological or 
journalistic usage existed alongside the technical or narrow meaning of 
caste in Hindu society. As in other cases， both meanings are to be found 
in Marx. In addition， there is a third aspect to the imported term that is 
important to understand.  

The underlying problem is  that， while Marx could and did  apply his 
own conception of social dass (taken objectively) to any period of 
history， the drawing of class Iines of demarcation through civil socie양 
does not at all exdude other l ines of demarcation within the same 
society. Thus at various times Marx considers coIor lines， other racial or 
ethnic lines， occupationaI lines， and so on， as lines of demarcation， aud 
these have a certain relationship to the basic class lines. But history 
shows another and very important way of drawing lines of demarcation 
through a given civil SOCiéty : namely， the way in which a society 
officially establishes such divisions for itse，￥ In various social systems， 
these divisions have been ca1led estates (Stãηde， états) ， orders (for 
example， Equestrian Order)， castes， and so on. 

Three points may usefulJy be made about this tenninologica1 
problem. 
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1 .  As distinct from the Marxian categoIγ of class， the contempora
nεous labels (estates， and so on) typically denoted social divisions 
ψhose bouηdaries were fixed or γecogηized juridically， established or 
enforced by political-Iegal means with openly accepted sanctions. What
ever the means or the degree of rigidity， the boundaries thus demar
cated were a refraction， but not necessarily a reproduction， of the 
objective lines of socí외 division that underlay the socíety’s conscious
ness. They were conditioned by the dass divisions， possibly related 
ethnic divisions (for example， conqueror and conquered) ，  sometimes 
occupational divisions， and so on. The contemporaneous labels marked 
a pattern of juridical orders which lay athwart the pattern of socíal 
classes. 

Capitalism finally does away with this duality. “ Bourgeois society 
knows only classes， " Engels noted when he had to explain in 1 885  the 
mεaning of a passage written by Marx in 1 847， about estates and 
dasses. He was echoing Marx’s words of 1 849.68 Bourgeois socíety as 
such involves no dass-like formations or privileged orders that are 
juridically established with relation to the production process and the 
appropriation of the surplus product， exceptions being recognizable as 
prebourgeois survivals. 

lf bourgeois society knows only classes ， prebourgeois societies knew 
the duality. The famous rol1 caIl of classes at the beginning of the 
Commuηist Maηifesto is not， in fact， a list of dasses only : it loosely 
mixes classes in the Marxist sense with juridical orders in the contem
poraneous sense: For εxample， patrician and plebeian were recognized 
orders of Roman society ; and the piebeian order incubated more than 
。ne class. τhis same freedom in mixing the two terminologies charac
terÎzes the next paragraph too. 

2 .  In Marx’s and Engels' writings， socia1 formations that are classes 
in the Marxist sense are also freely given the other label， the one which 
is specific or indigenous to the social system in question. 

The most common case in point involves class and estate (Stand) 
with respect to feudalism. Thus， from the standpoint of Marx’s histori
cal analysis， the landed aristocracy was a dass under feudalism ; it was 
also a feudal Staηd or estate， from the standpoint of the contempora
neous social structure. Marx freely calls it one or the other depending 
on the context， without risk of being misunderstood. I t  would be quite 
sen 
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The relation between class and estate has its complications but they 
offer 1 ittle difficulty .  For example， before 1 789 the young French 
bourgeoisie ranked as part of a feudal estate， the Th ird Estateõ on the 
other hand，  the F irst Estate of the realm， the high clergy， was part of a 
cJass in social reality. The estates system was rooted in  the obj ective 
class structure， but the two patterns of division were not necessarily 
congruent. Marx， writing for contemporariζs who did not need to have 
this explained， sometimes used o ne framework， sometÍmes the other
like everyone eJse. Hence what seem to be loose usages to us were 
often merely idioms of the day 

3 .  Under the absolutist regime the state bureaucracy was seen as onε 
of the estates of the realm. But it was also seen as a social class. This 
depends not on some suprahistorical definition of class， but on the 
concrete nature of the social system involved. 

The way in which a given society divides up into classes is specific to 
its own social reJations. Thus， there are warlord eJements in many 
societies， but a warlord b ecomes a feudal lord or baron only when 
specific social re1ationships become dominant. There is no rule-of
thumb definition which decides whether the chief of an armed band 
who resides in a stronghold and lives off the surplus labor of unfree 
producers， etc. is or is not a member of a feudal class. The p oint can be 
settled not by a glússary but only by a concrete examination of the 
overaI1 social re1ations of the society. Similarly， merchants become a 

separate class not simply because thεy buy and sell ，  but  only when 
buying and selling begins to play a certain role in a given society. '" 

Likewise， s.tate bureaucrat.;y a1ways describes a formation of govern
ment officials， of course ; but  an officialdom enters into differing social 
reJations depending on what societ외 whoJe it functions in. We have 
a1ready explained that to ask whether the bureaucracy is a dass in some 
supr따listorical sense-that is， apart from the social relations of a speci
fic system-is quite as pointless as to ask whether the aristocracy waS a 
c1ass or an estate. 

I t should now be possible to understand what is implicit in a passage 

• This point is closely related w Marx’s explanation of how other socic← 
economic categories take on class character only in the context of a given sociaJ 
system. Thus: “A Negro is a Negro. He only becomes a slave in certain relations. 
A cotton-spinning jenny is a machine for spinning cotton. It becomes capítal only 
in certain relations. Torn from these relationships it  is no more capitaJ t:han gold 
in  itself is money or sugar the price of sugar." 69 
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Marx wrote in 1 849. A progovernment writer， expounding a supra
h istorical view of classes as fixed for all time， had argued that wherever 
there was “labor and division of labor" there were necessarily c1ass 
differences， for wh ich reason the worker-bourgeois relationship could 
never be abolished. Marx replied : 

I n  Egypt there was labor and division of labor-and castes; in 
Greece and Rome， labor and division of labor-and f.γeemen and 
slaνes; in the Middle Ages， labor and division of labor-and feudal 
lords and serfs， corporatioηs， estates and the like. ln  our era 
there is labor and division of labor-and classes， one of them 
being in possession of all the instrumεnts of production and 
means of livelihood ， while the other lives only by selling its 
labor . . . .  70 

Here caste is used coordinately with class and estate. Caste is to 
Qηcient E없Ipt wbat tbe estate is to feudalism : it is the juridically 
demarcated social formation that is specific to the society-one of the 
contemporaneous social divisions that lie athwart the underlying c1ass 
division. 

Marx did not have available any agreed-on generic term to denote 
this family of social formations， no . umbrella term marking what is 
common to estate， caste， order， and so on.  There is still none in 
common acceptancε today. In addition， the word estate is specially 
ambiguous in English : for example， when Engels wanted to refer to thζ 
estates of pre-1 848 Prussia for American readers， his solution in one 
article was to call them “social ranks or castes" and “these castes or 
‘estates of the realm. ’ " 71 Does this mean he thought the feudal estates 
were castes? Not at aIl ; as often， caste was simply a stand-in for 
something without a tag of its own. Contrariwise， in A nti-Dμbring 
Engels referred in passing to the “system of social estates" (Stäηde
gliedeγung) in the “heroic epoch" of ancient Greece."12 Does this mean 
he thought there were feudal estates in the Homeric age? Of course not， 
as Engels' accounts of this society show elsewhεre.73 Ständegliederung 
should be translated as any ordered arrangement of social ranks ; for 
Stände then and today often has this broader generic meaning. '" 

$ It is interesting that in his Historical MateriaJism， realizing the need， 
Bukharin adopted caste as his generic term for a juridically established legal
politíca! category， hence inclusive of estate. 74 He wrote inter a/ia: 

In  ancient Egypt， the administration of production was practically identi-
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Estate and caste， as welI as rank， order， and the like， have occasíon
aHy functioned as generics pointing to any kind of class-like formation， 
leaving open the specifics. The kind of exegesis， therefore， that stresses 
how frequently Marx and Engels called a bureaucracy a class or a caste 
is not very helpful .  By and large these usages followed the circum
stances of the time. Consider the fol1owing three passages in Engels :  

1 .  In  1850 Engels remarked of  the 1 849 campaígn in  Germany that 
“The reactionary classes， aristocracy， bureaucracy， and big bourgeoisie， 
were few in number." 79 The bureaucracy-specifically ， the bureaucracy 
。f the absolutist monarchy-is called one of the classes without inhibí
tlon. 

2.  In 1 872 ，  as we have already quoted， he wrote that “both in the 
old absolute monarchy and in the modern Bonapartist monarchy the 
reaI governmental authority lies in the h ands of a special caste of army 
officers and statε officials." 80 

3 .  ln 1 884， describing the 1 848 revolution， he listed “the absolute 
monarchy， feudal land ownership， the bureaucracy， and the cowardly 
p etty-bourgε。isie" as adversariεs of the German bourgeoisie.81 The 
bureaucracy is here implicitly rεgarded as part of the class structure of 
1 848-and separate from the monarchy as a social force， at that-but no 
labels are appliεd . 

These u sages do not involve a change in Engels' conception of the 
sociopoliticaI role played by the autonomized state bureaucracy in thε 
recent past. But something dse did change during the decades between 
the first and the last of the above statements. As Germany developed 
with strides from the semiabsolutist， semi-Bonapartist monarchy 

that of the state， the great l andlords heading both. An important 
fraction of productiol1 was that turned out by the landlord state. The roJe 
。f the sociai groups in production coincicled with their caste， with whethcr 
they were higher， middle， or lowcr officials of the state， or slavcs . . . .  75 

This is one of many cases wherc caste has been detached from the narrow 
meaning based on its Hindu form， and more 0. less arbitrarily invested with some 
broader meaning for purposes of sociolo힘cal analysis. More often than not， 
however， Marx h imsdf usεd caste with some relation to the narrow sense， 
especial ly in his scientific economic writings.76 (Since Marx refers to Egypt more 
than to lnd ia in  this connection， i t  should be mentioned that later E앞ptologists 
rejected the earlier view of “the Egyptian system of castes，" as Marx called it in 
Capital.) 77  O n  the other h and， for example， in h i s  E�강bteenth Bγμmaire， Mal")( 
applied the caste label to Louis Bonaparte’s inflated bureaucracy: as an “artificial 
caste" which was created by the head of the state， i t  is contrasted wirh “the 
actual classes of society.， ，78 Here the term caste is obviousJy a stand-in ，  as often， 
and has no relation to the lndian social formation. 
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to a modern bourgeois society， then (as we have discussed) the bureauc
racy was accordingly subordinated to bourgeois power， hence down
graded from its previous height of autonomization as a class， castε， or 
estate， becoming .a subaltern “socia! stratum." It certainly was still 
visible as a distinctive social category， but it could no longer be viewed 
as playing an autonomous class role. By 1 884， calling the old bureauc
racy of the absolutist period a class in a h istorical sense would have 
required an explanation for the contemporaneous reader. Back in 1 8 50  
n o  explanation had been necessary as a matter of course. 

7 .  BUREAUCRATIC HYPERTROPHY 

There is another question that has to be put in its place. It concerns 
the distinction already mentioned between bureaucratization as the 
necessary accompaniment of a state in dass society， and overbureauc
ratization as a pathological symptom. 

The phenomenon of bureaucratic hypertrophy is， of course， very 
old ， antedating even the swolIen state machine of the later Roman 
Empire， and is in no way limited to any one type of class society. It is 
especially typical of the fatty-degeneration stage of any class society， 
and reached a new peak in the ancien régime， as the feudal class lay in 
its death throes and the young bourgeoisie grew to adolescence. Thus 
bourgeois political consciousness， arising a.midst the rank overgrowths 
of the absolute monarchies， grew up with a certain hostil itγ to “stat
ism，" a frame of mind which produced the laissez-‘faire ideology in its 
moderate form and bourgeois anarchism in its extreme form. Ot is 
interesting that thε same Frenchman， Vincent de Gournay， is credited 
with inventing both the term bureaucracy and the phrase laissez faire， 
Jaissez passer in the eighteenth century.)82 

However， the tendency to state gigantism tended 1:0 reproduce itself 
in the bourgeois state 1:Oo， just as in previous class societies. This is a 
tendency which workεd itself out at different rates and in more or less 
offensive forms， depending on country and period. Above all， it is 
necessary to keep in mind that even where a tendency is itself inevitable 
given certain social developments， the particular manifestations in 
which it takes form are ηot inevitable as individual phenomena， and 
indeed usually seem 1:0 be h ighly avoidable and remediable-if only the 
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leaders were wiser， or whatever-especially in smal1-scale cases. If， 
therefore， one asks whether a particular problem of bureaucratism or 
overbureaucratization is rooted in the system or merely adventitious， 
the question may be ambiguous. Any given case of bureaucratic excess 
may be avoidable ，  but not so the tendency that some such phenomena 
will be generated. 

Cases of bureaucratism naturally attracted Marx’s and EngeIs' pens. 
The army bureaucracy provided examples galore for Engels' mili tary 
writings. The Crimean War was a rich source， perhaps the most notorÏ
。us case being the disastrous administration and Iogistics of the British 
forces， topped by the famøus blunder that launched the Charge of the 
Light Brigade at Balaklava (which Engels wrote up at the time).83 
More important than the fact that “someone had blundered" was the 
decimation of the British army by the incompetence of its own bu
reaucracy. The scapegoat， wrote Engels， is Lord Raglan， 

but this is not just. We are no admirers of his Lordship’s militarγ 
conduct， and have criticized his blunders with freedom， but truth 
requires us to say that the terrible evils amid which the soldiers in 
the Crimea are perishing are not his fault， but that of the system 
on which the British war establishment is administered.84 

This introduces an articIe which details “this beautifuI system of 
administration . . .  this machinery so weIl adapted to fetter generals and 
to ruin armies." Marx followed， after a British investigating commission 
had reported， with a more comprehensive study of the fossilized routin
ism of bureaucratism. A typical passage: 

The regulations were so beautifully arranged that . . .  nobody 
knew where his authority began nor where it ceased ， nor t。
whom to apply for anything; and thus， from a wholesome fear of 
responsibility， everybody sh ifted everything from his own shoul
ders to those of somebody else. Under this system， the hospitals 
were scenes of infamous brutality. . . .  And the authors of all 
these horrors and abominations are no hard-hearted barbarians. 
Th ey are， eveη 。ne of thεm， B ritish gentlemen of good extrac
tion， well-educated， and of mild ， philanthropic， and religious 
disposirions. In their individual capacit)' ，  they no doubt were 
ready and wi1ling to do any thing ; ìn theìr official capacity， their 
duty was to look coolly and with folded arms upon all these 
infamies，  conscÏous that the case was not provided for in any part 
。f Her Majesty’s regulatiol1s affecting themseh았 . 
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Not a man on the spot had the energy to break through the 
network of routine， to act upon h is own responsibility as the 
necessities of the case demanded， and in 벼e teeth of the regula
tions. The only party who has dared to do this is a woman， Miss 
Nigh tingale. 8S 

Raglan Marx dismissed as “all his life a head-office-clerk to Wellington 
. .  a man bred to do just as he was bid." Other high officers “are well 

bred， good-Iooking gentlemen， whose elegance of manner and refine
ment of fee1ing do not permit them to handle a thing roughly， or to act 
with even a show of decision . . . .  " 

But we must now note that Marx did not draw the conclusion that 
these particular burεaucratic horrors flowed inevitably from the social 
system， though a connection was obvious. On the contrary， he pre
dicted flatly (and accurately) that， since the system could not aHord 
these indulgences to its inherent tendencies， “ìt is impossìble that there 
should not be a reform in the system and administration of the British 
Army." 86  

For this situation can b e  taken a s  a classic example of a bureaucratic 
foul-up which， while visibly the outcome of tendencies inherent in the 
class structure， yet had to be and could be remedied in the short 
nm-even if plugging a hole in one place meant that the same tendency 
would burst out e1sewhere. The same can be said of Înstances of the 
bureaucratic mentality， which are usually removable ín retail and in
escapable in wholesale . ..  

$ Perhaps the purest case o f  a reaction t o  bureaucratic mental i ty and tone 
aione is provided by the tale of Engels and the librarian. ln the 1 8605 Engels 
became active in the German cultural center of Manchester， the Schiller I nstitute; 
i n  fact， h e  became president 1 864-1868 and rernained o n  its executive till  he 
moved to London.87 One day in 1861  he received a cur t  form letter from the 
institute librarian about returning 1I. book. !ts form and tone (the request itself not 
being in question) ignited him and he fired a missive at the executive protesting 
the brutal style of the comrnunicatio n :  “ln fact， whcn 1 read the document 1 
thought I had becn suddenly translated back to the horneiand." I t  was l ike “a 
peremp tory summons from some German poliζe commissioner. He thcn 
looked back at one of the founding documeut5 of the institute ( 1 8 5 9) and flared 
up agam : 

I t said the Schillεr Institute should serve to make “the young German . . .  
feel irnmediately at home here . . . be better takιm care 01 and provided 
lor， morally and spiritual!y . ‘ . and above all return home unestranged 
1101η thl! latbl!rlaηd. " Beyond qUl!stion， the bureaucratic 5tyle o f  this 50rt 
of official communication is quite calculated to rnake the recipient feel 
immediately on bome 5oil ， and forced to believe that he is as well if not 
“better taken care of and proνided 101' '' than at home in his bεloved 
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We have seen other instances of  Marx’s attention to  the development 
of bureaucratization in England ， particularly in the form of British 
colonial machinery for the control of India.89 

Still， it was not England that was the hearth of state bureaucratism; 
indeed， well past the middle of the century， the islanders regarded the 
new word bureaucracy as the name of a foreign phenomenon known to 
be rife on the Continent. The visible vanguard of bureaucratization in 
Western Europe was constituted by France and Prussia. The two went 
together: when Marx refers to the Prussian bureaucracy as “that omnip
otent， all-meddling parasitic body，" the context is a comparison with 
“the France of Louis Philippe." 90 EIsewhere， comparing the state 
expenditures of France with England’s， Marx notes that 치n a bureau
cratic country， like France， the cost of collecting the revenue grows at a 
rate disproportionate to the amount of the revenue itself." 91 

I t  was mainly in connection with this bureaucratic country par 
excellence， especially under Bonapartism， that Marx uses the catchword 
state parasite and similar expressions. The reference above to the 
“parasitic" Prussian bureaucracy is an exception;  it is significant that it 
was written in 1858 ，  that is， well past the heyday of the old absolutist 
bureaucra�y， when this social holdover was taking on an anachronistic 
look in critical eyes. 

To be sure， Marx’s occasional use of the epithet or metaphor parasite 
is always made offhand ，  and never becomes a statement on the subject， 
let alone a theory. For the most part it underlines the unproductiveness 
。f overbureaucratized sectors of the state machinery. Later， in The Civil 
War in Fraηce and its drafts， where the elimínation of the state as such 

patriarchal police state， that great institution for the care of Iittle children; 
and as long as this sort of official communication flourishes. there is 
certainly not the least danger that any member of the Schiller Institute will 
be estranged from the. fatherland. Yes indeed. if by exception some 
member

. had not yet had occasion at home to get acquainted with the 
forms of the bureaucratic civil service and the peremptory way of speaking 
of the authorities. the Schiller Institute would seem to offer him i:he best 
opportunity to do 50; . 

To be sure. many members h ave hardly al10wed themselves to suppose 
that “the German spirit in the fullest sense of the word." for whose 
cultivation the Schiller I nstitute is to be the center. also comprises that 
spirit of bureaucratism which at home unfortunately still holds a1most al1 
political power. which a11 Germany is fighting. winning victory after 
victory just at this time. This tone of direct command. these peremptoty 
summonses tO restore order within twenty-four hours， are out of place here 
anyway . . . . VV 
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is under discussion， it rnay also suggest the dispensability of any state as 
an instrument of class oppression. '" 

But what is mainly wrong with a sober-sided effort to read por
tentous theoretÎcal conceptions into a phrase like state parasite is that it 
misses the main point. Marx’s critics usuaUy like to point out that he 
not only had a theory about capitalisrn， he was so deficient in acadernic 
objectivity that he hated it with a passionate detestation.  When， there
fore， they read in Marx about “capitalist verrnin" and bourgeois 
“bloodsuckers，" and 50 on， thε5e phrases do not rnove thern to break 
out with the discovery that Marx held a Theory of the Increasing 
Verrninosis of Capitalisrn. Instead， they cry sharne at such bIatantly 
unscientific language， for everyone knows the said critics have a per
fectly unemotional detachrnent about the social powers they live under. 

Likewise with state paγasite as an imprecation against the bureauc
racy: Marx labored under the cornplication of feeling passionate hos
tility to everything the state bureaucracy represented. I t  was not merely 
an institution to be studied， but an enemy 1:0 be fought. The two airns 
were not contradictory: it had to be studied in order to be fought 
effectively. 

In the hour when hatred of the bureaucracy was not merely a 
political idea but a rnatter of day-to-day agitation， that is， in the 
1 848-1 849 revolution， 뼈arx’s articles were already studded with castiga
tion of “the ox-heads of the arrogant bureaucracy with upturned 
noses，"  and the l ike，  and a call to an active “distrust of the executive 
bureaucrats" on genεralized grounds.92 In short: in Marx， the bureauc
racy as a social forrnation (not simply bureaucratisrn) is a dirty word 
frorn very early on . 

.. In Special Note D， a cIoser exarnination is given to Marx’s use of the phr잃e 
state parastte. 



2 1 ORIENTAL DESPOTISM: 

THE S OεIAL BASIS 

If  bureaucracy was an enemy to be fought， it was also a mid
nineteenth-century commonplace that “the most stupendous bureauc
racy in existence" was to be found in the Oriental empires， especially 
China. 1 

By this time， Europe was long past the cult of admiration for 
Chinese despotism which h ad reached its zεnith in the Sinomania of the 
Enlightenment; state bureaucratization had become notorÍous on the 
Continent as a burgeoning evil ; the imperialist aims of the European 
powers in China and India dictated derogation， not admiration， of 
Oriental society. Thε c1imate of thought was no longer as h ospitable to 
the formerly widespread idealization of bureaucratic despotism as a 
model state. Th is idealization persisted ， to be sure， in other forms， as in 
the rife ilIusions about the “progressiveness" of the czarist regimε m 

Russia-a notion that lived on among libera1s and leftists in proportion 
to the beIìef that the czarìst state was n ot merely a bureaucratic 
despotism any more than it was bourgeois or feuda1. 

Marx did not become interested in the nature of Oriental society 
because of the problem of its bureaucracy ， which held no puzzle for his 
day.  * His attention was first drawn eastward at the beginning of the 
1 8 5 0s by the growing possibility that the East might p rovide a new 
force for a revolution in the West， perhaps evξn a decisive force for 

* ln our time， this version of Marx’5 relation to the problem has been 
promoted by the writings of K. Wittfogel ， and has sterilized much of the 
discussion of the issue. Special Note E sketches the nature of this diversion and 
traces the career of the Oriental despotism concept before Marx， as against the 
Wit tfogel fable. Perhaps this S pecial Note should be read as an introduction to the 
present chapter. lt explains why the idea of a bureaucratically ruled state was 
“perfectly conventional ， if not downright platitudinous'’ in Marx’s milieu. 

5 1 5  
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initiating the overthrow of a European capitalisrn which， having becorne 
colonialist， was exploiting not only workers at horne but peoples 
abroad. Frorn this standpoint the problern that required elucidation was 
the interaction between Western society， that is， capitalisrn， and Far 
Eastern society， rnainly Chinese and I ndian ; and the basic dirnension of 
this interaction was naturally the socioeconornic. Therefore Marx’s and 
Engels' rnain interest in understanding Oriental history becarne， and 
rernained， an understanding of the socioeconornic relations that were 
being shaken by the Western irnpact. As far as the political structure of 
Oriental society was concerned-Oriental despotisrn proper-this always 
rernained a subordinate issue and an apparently sirnple one at the tirne. 

ln the following pages， given the subject of this volurne， we shall try 
to treat surnrnarily that side of Oriental society which is actually of 
rnajor irnportance to Marxist theory ， its place in Marx’s theory of soci외 
evolution， in order to concentrate on the nature of the political struc
ture and its bureaucracy. However， because of the specific nature of 
this society， these two aspects can be disentangled less easily than in 
most others. 

1 .  MARX ST ARTS WITH ST ATE PROPERTY 

The various “Eastern questions" d id not arise in Marx’s and Engels' 
writings u ntil they werε quite through with e1aborating their theory in 
general (up to 1 848) and then with testing their politics in the revolu
tionary proving grounds of 1 848-1849. Their first attempt at an overall 
sketch of social evolution in Part 1 of Tbe German Ideology had made 
only passing references to the East. " This sketch was irnplicitly or 
explicitly based on the experience of the ancient worId and the Middle 
Ages，3 therefore on classicaI and European history ; it certainly did not 
follow Hegel’s exarnple in starting with the Orient as the “childhood of 
h istory.’， 

The noteworthy feature of this first historical sketch is that it posits 
state property， ηot  private property， as tbe basis o[ tbe earliest class 
societies. To be sure， Marx’s researches in social h istory had barely 
begun ;  his exposition is rather vaguely forrnulated and can scarcely be 

" As far as we know: for there are four missing pages of the manuscript which， 
judging by the context， take up early social evolu tion.2 
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taken as a contribution to scholarship. The importance of this early 
presentation， outside its use to explain the historÌcal-materialist 
method， is simply that the concεpt of a state.‘dominated economy was 
ordinary enough to be mentioned without fanfare. It was not a concept 
Marx had to come to， but one that he startεd with. 

Two forms of property* preceding feudalism are put forvl'ard. The 
first ìs “tribal property，"  corresponding to “the undeveloped stage of 
production， at whìch a pe。이e lives by hunting and fishing， by animal 
breeding， or， at most， by agriculture." The tribe is an extended family 
headed by a patriarchal chief， and eventually has slaves (at least in 
higher stages).4 

In the case of the ancient peoples， since several tribes live to
gether ìn one town， the tribal property appears as state property， 
and the right of the individual to it as mere “possession，" which 
h owever， like tribal property as a whole， is confined to landed 
property only. 5 

“The slavery latent in the family" continues to develop to a more 
important level， but even the second form is not prìmarily based on 
pnvate prqperty ; 

The second form is the ancient communal and state property 
which proceeds especially from the union of several tribes into a 
city by agreement or by conquest， and which is still accompanied 
by slavery. Beside communal property， we already find movable， 
and later also immovablε [landed J ， private property deveIoping， 
but as an abnormal form subordinate to communal property. The 
citizens hold power over their laboring slaves only in their com
munity ，  and on this account alone are thereforç bound to the 
form of communal property.6 

A summary statement says that by the time triba! property has 
evolved through its several stages up to modern capitaI ， which is “pure 
p rivate property，" it “has cast off alI semblance of a communal institu
tion and has shut out the state from any influence on the development 
。f property." 7 

At this point Marx is using communal property and state property 

• Property is used here， and in other translations， for Eigentum， which can 
be， and often is， also translated ownersbip. In most cases the two translatÎons can 
be considered interchangeable. 
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interchangeably， thereby blurring the difference seen Iater between 
primitive communalism before the rise of a state and statìfied property 
after the breakup of society into c1assεs. No doubt the Hegelian 
amalgam of state with communality Îs still a conditioning Înfluence. 
For other reasons too， this sketch cannot be taken as a mature “Marx
ist" formulation of social evolution. What it testifies to， however; is the 
matter-of-fact lack of inhibition about societies based on state prop
erty， typica! of Marx’s devdopment from the earliest. 

2. LOOKING TO CHINA- 1 850 

Tbe Germaη ldeology waS written between the British victory in the 
First Opium War， which opened up Chinese ports as a Western bridge
head， and the outbreak of the main Taiping Rebellion in 1 850，  a 
peasant-pov‘rered uprising against the Manchu dynasty. As Marx was 
preparing the first issue of his London magazine， the Neμe Rheiniscbe 
Zeituηg/Revue [&c.j ， in January 1 8 50，  a Gennan missionary brought 
initial reports about the first large-scale revolutionary upsurge in three 
centuries in the “imperturbable" Oriental empire.8 

I n  writing up the good news， Marx emphasized the “gratifying fact 
that the bales of calico of the English bourgeoisie have in eight years 
[since the opening of the portsl brought the oldest and most imper
turbable empire on earth to the threshold of a social upheaval， one that 
wiU in any case hold most significant consequences for civilization." 
The uprising was rooted in economic privatìon. On top of long-standing 
oppressive conditions due to overpopulation， the forceful imposition of 
British free trade soon f100ded the country with cheap machine-made 
goods. 

Chinese industrγ， reposing as it did on hand labor， succumbed to 
the competition of the machine. The imperturbable Celestial 
Empire went through a social crisis. The taxes ceased coming in， 
the state was on the brink of bankruptcy， the population was 
pauperized en masse， revolts broke out，  the people went out of 
hand， mishandled and kiHed the Emperor’s mandarins and the 
Fohist [ Buddhistl bonzes.9 

The news was gratifying because it augured “a violent revolution" in 
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this previously static corner. What constituted “social crisis" i n  China? 
The breakdown of the state’s economic machinery and the attack on 
the imperial officia1dom. >1< 

The missionary’s report was also gratifying because he complainεd 
that socialístic ta1k had been heard from the Chinese “mob ."  Marx gives 
the socia1istic qualíty of the talk short shrift (it “may stand in the same 
relation to the European variety as Chinese philosophy ßtands to the 
Hegelian"-that is， as the primitive stands to the advanced)， but he does 
project the possibílity that a revolution míght establish at least a 
republican form of govemment in that “stronghold of arch-reaction and 
arch-conservatism， "  by the time the approaching rεvolution in Europe 
sends “our Europεan reactionaries" fleeing across Asia. 10 This hopeful 
prospect is put in terms of the international intεraètion between revolu
tion in the East and in the West. The same note will be struck as soon as 
Marx returns to the Chinese revolution in 185 3 .  

I n  the same article Marx also proposed a sort o f  “。rientation to the 
Pacific，" including its Asian coast. His vicw Was that California gold ，  
and the immense tilt of world trade toward the west it had already 
induced， was making the Pacific what the Mediterranean and the 
Atlantic h ad once been， the central seaj the Asian as well as the 
American coast of the Pacific was seen as the new arena of economic ____ : __ 1 1 expanslOn. 

3 .  SCOTS AND TAIPINGS - 1 85 3 

The Taiping rebels continued to gain ground through 185 3 and after. 
In the articles wh ich Marx had begun to write the preceding yεar for 
the New York Tribune， European issues predominated， but Marx’s 
attention must already havε recurred to thε Chinesε potentia1. An 
article written in J anuary 1 8 5 3  indicated in passing a new familiarity 
with the history of Asian society . Its subject was not the East but the 

.. Here， and throughout this chapter， some readers may be interested in fol1ow
ing Marx’s frequent references to the Chinese bureaucracy and other Oriental 
bureaucrades， since the Wittfogel fable  (as discussed in  S pecial Note E) suggests 
that Marx was inhibited about discussing the existence of the officialdom under 
the Oriental regimes. 
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Scottish enclosures movement in the early nineteenth century replacing 
farmers with sheep-walks and the old forms of clan property with 
modern private property for the aristocracy. (Marx recalled this bit of 
history in order to pillory the Duchess of Sutherland as she posed 
before the women’s movement as a philanthropist.) 

This is the first time that Marx analyzed social forms founded on the 
absence of private property in land. The old Scottish clan system， he 
explains， represented a stage before feudalism， that of patriarchal soci
ety. The land belonged to no individual but to the clan， an extended 
family organized militarily， just as in the Russian “communitγ of 
peasants" there is also no question of “private property in the modern 
sense of the word ."  But there was a hierarchy of officers: the imposts 
levied on the producing families， though small， represented “a tribute 
by which the supremacy of the 경reat man ' and of his officers was 
acknowledged. " 

The officers directly subordinate to the ‘한eat man " were called 
“Taksmen " . . . Under them were placed inferior officers， at the 
head of every hamlet， and under these stood the peasantry. 

. But the land is the property of the fam까y， in the midst of 
which d ifferences of rank， in spite of consanguinity， do prevail as 
well as in all the andent Asiatic family communities.12 

Thus Marx connectεd the dan form not only with the contemporary 
Russian village community but also with that of Asiatic society. The 
forms based on communal property in land， which he  often called 
Asiatic or Oriental in accordance with the common language of the day， 
were forms which he knew from the beginning of his investigation were 
not historically limited to the East. Furthermore， in this very first 
consideration there was much emphasis that the clan was organized 
under a h ierarchy of officers in a military manner， and that the 
relations of consanguinity did not gainsay the fact that differences of 
rank prevailed . Indeed it is this latter feature which immediately pro
duced his comparison with Asiatic society. Finally : the relationship 
between the peasantry and the magnate’s power was already described 
as tributaγy; later this will be given a fuller content. '" 

.. The first volume of Capital quoted another part of this artic1e dealing with 
the enclosures movement.'3 J ames Mill ，  in h is Histoη， o[ British lndia， had sug
gested that there were “curious strokes of resemblance" between the I ndian vil
lage community and certain Celtic manners in parts of Scodand， but h is footnote 
was not pointed. 1 4  
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ln the course of 1 8 5 3  the Taipings took Nanking and made it their 
capital. In the course of this year Marx also returned ∞ the tneme 
which became the title of h is first Tribune artide on China: “Revolu
tion in China and in Europe." It repeatedly madε the point that the 
European revolution “may depend more probably on what is now pass
ing in the Celestial Empire..!..the very opposite of Europe-than on any 
other political cause that now exists." 15 

His demonstration of this thesis traces the economic and politicaI 
impact of British intervention on China’s “barbarous and hermetic 
isolation from the civilized world ， "  via the cotton industry， m ovement 
of silver， and so on. O ne of the consequences was the breakdown of the 
imperial administrative cadres; opium-connected c。πuption “has en
tire1y demoralized the Chinese state officers in the sou thern provinces." 
These imperi외 。fficers were regarded as sustaining the Emperor’s pa
ternal authority. “But this p atriarchal authority， the only m oral li떠ζ 
embracing the vast machìnery of the state， h as gradually been corroded 
by the corruption of those officers . . . .  " In proportion as “。pium has 
obtained the sovereignty over the Chinese， the emperor and his staff of 
pedantic mandarins have become dispossessed of their own sover
eignty." The force of “all these dissolving agencies acting together on 
the finances， the morals， the industry， and political structure of China" 
underlines the questio n :  “Now， England h aving brought about the 
revolution of Chîna， the question is how that revolution will in time 
react on England， and through England on Europe ." Marx a:땅Uεs， as in 
previous articIes on England， that this country is heading for an eco
nomic sIump ; and if a εhinese revolutÏon wÎthdraws the Eastern market 
for British goods， then 

it may be the Chinese revolution wilI throw 
the spark into the overloaded mine of the present industriaI 
system and cause the of the long-prepared generaI 
crisis， which， wiU be dosely followed by pol iti-
cal revolutions on the Continent. It would be a curious spectacle， 
that of China disorder int。 에e Western World while the 
Western powers， by English， Frζnch， and American war-stearners， 
are conveying “order" to Shanghai，  Nanking， and the mouths of 
the Grand Canal. 16 

In this reciprocating interaction ，  Marx traces another element. τhe 
Manchus’ effort to exclude foreigners was largely due to “the fcar of 
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the new dynasty， Iest thε foreigners might favor the discontent existing 
among a large proportion of the Chinese during the first half century or 
th강reabouts of their subjection to the [Manchu]  Tartars. . . .  In any 
case an interferεnce on the part of the Western governments at this time 
can only serve to render the revolution more violent， and protract the 
stagnation of trade." 1 7 In  fact， as  the rebelIion continued to mount， 
Britain abandoned its benign attitude toward a struggle that was weak
ening China， and moved openly to crush the rebels militarily. 

Later， Capit씨 (in a footnote omitted from all EngIish translations) 
remarked that revolutionary convulsions began in China in 1 8 5 3 -‘'pour 
encourager les autγes "-at a time “when the rest of the world seemed to 
be remaining quiet ." 18 No wonder it engaged Marx’s attention. 

4. LOOKING TO INDIA- 1 8 5 3  

In  the spring o f  the samε year， 185 3 ，  another Eastern problem faced 
the British government as the charter of the East India Company came 
up for renewal : how to deflect the cry for reforms in I ndian administra
tion into a means of continuing “the privi1ege of plundering lndia for 
the space of [ th e  nextJ twenty years." 19 The Indian people were giving 
trouble， and expensive wars were frequent: the First and Second Sikh 
Wars had been fought since the writing of Tbe Germaη ldeology; the 
Second Burmese War had just been ended ; in less than six years the East 
india Company was going to be abolished in the midst of the Sepoy 
Rcvolt. Here was another front of the revolution， an impulse that might 
ricochet from East to We앓 and back again. Marx’s attention turned 
decisivdy to lndia， and his research on Indian history continued into 
his last years.20 

Marx’s course of reading on lndia turned up a gem in François 
Bernier’s accounts of hís travels through the Mogul empire in the 
seventeenth century ; he reported on it to Engels， who had just written 
him about his own study of Arab and B iblical history. Marx put this 
question: “Why does thε history of the Orient appear as a history of 
religions?"-why does it take this form? 

Bernier had made clear that even a capita1 city like Delhi was 
basically a big milìtary camp economicaUy dependent on supplying the 
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court and the army. (That is to say， it was not an urban concentration 
。f private property.) “The king，" wrote Bernier in a statement quoted 
and underlined by Marx， “is the sole and exclusive owner of aII the 
lands in the kingdom." 2 1  Marx condudes 

Bernier rightly finds the basic form of all phenomena in the 
Orient-he speaks of Turkey， Persia， Hindustan-in the fact that 
no private property in land exists. This is the real key even to the 
Oriental heaven.22 

Engels took up the thesis and went on: 

The absence of [ private1 property in  land is in fact the kεY to the 
whole Orient. Herein lies its political and reIigious history. But 
why did Ît come about that the Orientals d id not arrive at 
property in land， not even the feudal kind? 23 

As Marx and Engels discussed this question， it merged with the 
problem of the static character of Oriental society， which Hegel and 
。thers had long emphasized. Marx and Engels are equally free with 
generalizations about “the unchangiRg character of Asiatic societies，" 
particularIy with regard to China， “that living fossil，" whose “fossil 
social existence" and “ rotting semicivilization" are “vegεtating in the 
teeth of time， insulated by the forced exclusion of general inter
course." 24 (These are phrases from four artic1es. )  But as they went on， 
this conception became something more definite. Marx formulated it 
particularIy with regard to lndia: 

. the whole of her past h istory， if it be anything， is a history of 
the successive conquests she has undergone. Indian society has no 
history at aU ， at l east no known history. What we caU its history， 
Îs but the history of the successive intruders who founded their 
empires on the passive basis of that unresisting and unchanging 

.. 2S socletv. 

lt is lnd ian society that has “no history，" that is， has not evolved， "  even 
though it has plenty of political h istorγ : 

• Compare Mar:x’s similar use of ψor/d history in Grund:서sse notes: “World 
history did not always exist，" he jots down in a tdegraphic memo Iisting poínts to 
be made about the materíalist conception of history as a method. The context 
makes the meaning c1ear: the subject is “Influence of means of communication，" 
and he  wants to ar멍jε that “history as world history" is a result of the develop
ment of means of communication.26 
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Howevεr changing the political aspεct of l ndia’s past must appεar， 
its social conditÍon has remained unaltered since its remotest 
antiquity， until the first decennium of the ninetεenth century. 
[That is， until the establishment of the ryotwari system by Sir 
Thomas Munro . ]  27 

Marx applied this conception to China and the Orient in general : 

. the Oriental empires show Us a picture of steadfast immobil
ity in the social substructure and restless change in the persons 
and peoples [StämmeJ that get control of the political supèr-

28 structure. 

The thesis， then， is that politic외 history in the Orient is superficial
literally the history of the surface of society ; this superficies also tends 
to take a religious guise (“appears as a history of religions") .  In the 
margin of I rwin’s The Gardeη o[ lndia， Marx jotted a note contrasting 
“a modern centralized gouvernement" with “the much more ‘fluid’ 
Asiatic despotism or feudal anarchy." 29 Fluid， not static? It is the 
political surface which is fluid， wh ile the social deeps remain frozen. 
The reference made above to “the unchanging character of Asiatic 
societies" can now bε filled out: 

. the unchanging charactεr of Asiatic societies， which is in such 
striking contrast with the constant dissolution and reconstitution 
of Asiatic states and incessant dynastic changes. The structure of 
the basic economic elements of the society remains untouched by 
the storms in the political skies.30 

We will shortly note a basic socioeconomic reason for this socially static 
quality ( the  “sdf-sustaining unity of manufacture and agriculture") but 
in any case the duality exists. In the same passage last cited， from 
Capital， 뼈arx presents the key to this dual character of Oriental 
society. Let us go back a bit and pick up the course of his thinking. 

5 .  THE KEY TO THE ORIENT 

We have seen that thε inquiry started with the thought that the 
absence of private property in land ühe basic and dominant form of 

property in any agricultural society) was the “real key" t。
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。riental socíety ， '" leadíng to the questíon why prívate property in land 
had not arísen. Engels began by giving a geographícal-materialíst expla
nation:  the climate makes anificial irrigation necessary， and this can be 
accomplíshed only by government， central or local . This in turn condi
tioned the nature of Oriental governmental machineη: “Government in 
the Oríent always had no more than three departments: finance (plun
deríng at h ome)， war (plundering at home and abroad) ，  and public 
works-provisíon for reproduction."  32 Wars and dislocations could 
therefore turn whole regions into wastelands， with accompanying cul
tural retrogression that might obliterate knowledge even of writing and 
foster the ríse of myths. 

Marx expanded this explanation for his articJe in the Tribune on 
“The British Rule in India": 

There have been in Asia， generally， from immemorial times， but 
three departments of Government: that of Finance， or the plun
der of the interior; that of War， or the plunder of the exterior; 
and， finalIy， the department of PubIic Works. Climate and terri
torial conditions， especialIy the vast tracts of desert， extending 
from the Sahara ， through Arabia， Persia， I ndia and Tartary， to the 
most elevated Asiatic highlands， constituted artificial irrigation by 
canals and waterworks the basis of Oriental agricul ture. As in 
Egypt and India， inundations are used for fertilizing the soil of 
Mesopotamia， Persia， etc . ;  advantage is taken of a high level for 
feeding irrigative canals. This prime necessity of an economical 
and common use of water， which ， in the Occident， d rove private 
enterprise to voluntary association， as in Flanders and Italy， 
necessitated ， in the Orient where civilization was too Iow and the 

" Marx had written that it  was the “real key even to the Oriental heaven，" that 
is， to Oriental religion， which played such a large part in Hegel’s discussions. In his 
Grundrisse notebooks， as explained below (pp. 5 3 1-533) ，  Marx’s discussion of the 
“Unity" of the primitive tribal society ties up the roots of religious ideas with the 
social and political development ;  but the religious side is not developed. He did 
not come back systematically to a demonstration of how OrientaI religious ideas 
reflected the socioeconomic pattern. There is a general passage in Capita/ on how 
religious ideas in very early societies (including specifically the Asiatic) reflect 
their conditions， in comparison with Christianity. An interesting remark is made 
at the beginning of his article “The British Rule in India，" regarding the H indu 
religious amalgam of sensuousness and l!sceticism. The fact that popular move
ments in the Orient tended to have “a rel igious coloration. "  noted in 1 862， is also 
true of much of Western history. Engels' later references to the subject are made 
in passing， as was an early mention in The Germaη Ide% gy. Among later Western 
Marxists， Thalheìmer deaIt with the question.31 
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territorial extent too vast to call into life voluntary association， 
the interference of the centralízing power of Government. Hence 
an economical function devolved upon all Asiatic Governments， 
the function of providing public works. This artificial fertilization 
of the soil， dependent on a Central Government， and immediately 
decaying with the neglect of irrigation and drainage， explains 
[barren lands， ruins， depopulation by war， and so on1 .33 

In Capital， Marx developed the thesis that， where the soil is fertile 
and nature is lavish ， there is a large amount of surplus labor that is 
freely disposable (for use by the authorities， for example) and less need 
。f a drive toward economic development; hence it is not the tropics but 
the temperate zone “that is the mother-country of capital ."  More 
generally'， “ It  is the necessity of bringing a natural force under the 
control of society， of economizing， of appropriating or subduing it on a 
large scale by the work of man’s hand ， that first plays the decisive part 
in the history of industry." It is in this context that he mentions the 
irrigation works developed in Europe and in the Orient， and footnotes: 
“One of the material bases of the power of the state over the small 
disconnected producing organisms in l ndia was the regulation of the 
water supply." 34 

Contrariwise it follows that where the state failed to perform this 
function (because of war， for example) ， the small producing organisms 
were blighted， and retrogression could set in. 

But Marx did not believe that this geographical factor could by itself 
account for the lack of socioeconomic devdopment in the Orient. In 
his reply to Engels' letter suggesting the irr핑ation factor， he accepted it 
as only the first part of the answer. Interrelated with it was the nature 
of the basic socioeconomic unit of Oriental life，  the village community， 
which was self-sufficiem with respect to other villages， being dependent 
。nly on the far-off central state power for the water supply. Atomized， 
it was an atom detached from any mass， in orbit around a distant sun. 

What fully explains the stationary character of this part of Asia 
[ India1 ， despite all aimless movement on the political surface， are 
two circumstances mutuaUy bolstering each other: ( 1 )  The public 
works were the concern of the central government. (2)  Alongside 
this fact， the whole empire， apart from the few larger towns， was 
atomized [au[gelöst， dissolved1 in 。
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6 .  THE VILLAGE COMMUNITY AS BEEHIVE 

This societal pattern was found by Marx in a number of recent 
works on India， and was best described by a much-quoted passage in an 
1 8 1 2  report of a H ouse of Commons committee. (Marx cites this 1 8 1 2  
report three times: i n  his Ietters t o  Engels， i n  “The British Rule in 
India，" and later in Cαpital. )36 The parliamentary report， discussing one 
of the northern districts， mentioned “those petty communities， into 
which the whole country is divided，" and described this viIlage com
munity in some detail， particularly 치ts proper establishment of officers 
and servants，" who are maintained by allotments from the common 
produce. Wearing British spectades， it states of the community that 
“politically viewed， it resembles a corporation or township."  Marx 
interpolates at this point: ‘ Every village is， and appears always to have 
been， in fact， a separate community or rεpublic." *  

The kerneI o f  the 1 8 1 2  description goes as foIlows: 

.Under this simple form of municipal government， the inhabitants 
of the country have lived， from time immemorial. The boundaries 
of the vi1Iage have been but seldom altered ; and though the 
villages themselves， have been sometimes injured ， and even deso
lated， by war， famine， and disease; the same name，  the same 
limits， the same interests， and even the same famiIies， have con
tinued for ages. The inhabitants give themselves no trouble about 
the breaking-up and division of kingdoms ; while the village re
mains entire， they care not to what power it is transferred， or to 
what sovereign it devolves; its internal economy remains un
changed ; the Potail is still the head inhabitant， and stiII acts as the 
petty judge and magistrate， and collector or renter of the vil
lage.37 [Punctuation in original } 

In his letter to Engels， Marx added the remark : 

These idyllic republics ， which jealously guard only the boundaries 
01 tbeir villages against the neigh boring village， sti1l exist in fairly 
。perfectO fashion in the northwestern parts of I ndia only recently 
acquired by the English . 1 bel ieve that no one could think of any 
more solid foundation for Asiatic despotism and stagnation.38 
$ In al1 texts of Marx’s letter to Engels (presumably in accordance with the 

manuscrip t)，  this sentence appears as a part of the quotation from the 1 8 1 2  
report. I t  is  not in  that passage. Inserted by Marx， i t  i s  n o  doubt a paraphrase 
from one of his readíngs. 
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In Marx’s . opinion， this village-community form had long been the 
dominant one in lndia and in at least the early history of China. To be 
sure， “These smaU stereo양pε forms of social organism have been to the 
greater part dissolved， and are disappearing，" as a result of the impact 
of English goods as v‘reIl 싫 English forcible intervention.39 Also， Marx 
was entirely aware of pockets or patches of other economic forms in 
various parts of India. " But it was the once-dominant village-commu
nity economy that accounted for the main lines of I ndia’s socia1 past. 

Besides the characteristics of this form a1ready mentioned， there was 
another aspect which Marx saw as basic to its operation and to its static 
character: 

Those family-co.mmunities were based on domestic industzy， in 
that peculiar combination of hand-weaving， hand-spinning and 
hand-tilling agriculture which gave them self-supporting power.44 

The broad basis of the mode of production here [ lndia -and 
China] is formed by the unity of small-sca1e agriculture and home 
industzy， to which in l ndia we should add the form of village 
communities built upon the common ownership of land ， which， 
incidenta11y， was the origina‘1 form in China as wel1.45 

This “unity of small-scale agriculture and home industzy" was impor
tant because it underpinned the self-sufficiency of the community and 
thereby its atomization-“their worst feature， the dissolution of society 
into stereotype and disconnected atoms."46 

The atom metaphor might be replaced by  a comparison with the 
spore form of organism， which has the advantage of being resistant to 
dissolving forces. Marx pointed out that even “usury" Ooaning at 

.. l n  the above.quoted letter to Engels， Marx cautions that landed property 
did seem to have existed in at least one part of I ndia. Campbell ，  l i ke others 
studied by Marx， i ncluded considerable attention to forms of slavery and “feudal" 
relations occurring in the subcontinent; he reported that the village-community 
form was dominant in the north and frequent in the south， not that it was 
universal. Marx mentioned the existence of forms of slavery in his articles， and 
referred to the native princes as feudal landholders and the Indian aristocracy.40 
But the village community was not a feudal form:U In Capital Marx mentioned 
the subordinate role of commodity production and trading in “the ancient 
Asiatic， ancient classical ， etc. modes of production" and the interstitial p l ace of 
trading organisms. The “question of  property，" Marx warned in his letter to 
Engels， “constitutes a big controversial question among the En명ish writers on 
India." In a -Tribune article he discussed the various views in this field， pointing 
out how the Europocentric slant of the writers， together with the p ressure of 
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interest)， which “has a revolutionary effect in all precapitaliεt modes of 
production only insofar as it destroys and dissolves those forms of 
property on whose solid foundation and continual reproduction in the 
same form the political organization is based ，" has a dim effect on this 
precapitalist form : “Under Asian forms， usury can continue a long 
time， without producing anything more than economic decay and 
political corruption. " 47 Even trade， with its increased use of money， 
“scarceIy shook the ancient l ndian communities and Asiatic rel ations in 
general."48 After aU: in the plant kingdom， fungi， one of the most 
primitive divisions， can produce highly resistant spores， but have not 
changed much “since time immemorial." 

To Marx， then， the village community that lay at the root of India’s 
history was a specific form of primitive communalism (if taken in terms 
of its own little world). As h e  explained in Capital: cooperative labor 
among producers “at the dawn of human development . . .  or， say， in 
the agriculture of l ndian communities，" is based on two things: 
( 1 )  “ownership in common of the means of production，" and (2) on 
the fact that “each individual has no more torn himself off from the 
navel-string of his tribe or community than each bee has freed himseIf 
from connection with the hive."49 This beehive reIationship is very 
important to an understanding of the primitive community. In later 
forms of exchange， the private owners of the things exchanged treat 
each other as independent individuals-“ But such a relationship of 
mutual alienness [Fremdheitl does not exÎsl: for the members of a 
primitive community [Gemeinweseη] ， '" whether Ìt h as the form of a 
patriarchal family， an ancient lndian community， an Inca state， etc." 50 
In the margin of Irwin’s book on India， Marx jotted down an observa
tion on the big difference between the beehive rdationship a.nd security 
in the modern world: 

。O lt seems very diffìcult for the English mind-having always 
present before itself tne examples of the smaU Briti행 and the 

material imerest， distorted their understancl써 of a non-European sociecy.42 As h e  
said of a European anthropologist: “these civílized asses cannot free themselves of 
their own conventionalities."43 In this connectíon， see also Marx’s m arginal note 
in Irwin’s boolt， dted below， p. 529f. it goes wil:hout saying that the 
h istorical question or properly is as controversial now as then. 

‘ In the standard translation， F'I'emdbeit is de-Hegelianized into independence; 
Gemeimυesen is expanded into “society basεd on property in common." 
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d iminutive lrish teηant at will-to understand that fixity of 
tenure may be considered a pest [ pesti1encel by the cultivator 
himseIf; even the fugitive slave or serf presupposes a society 
where， to get freε， you have only to escape， to get rid of a maη， 
but to get rid， to escape fro1:η social iηteγdepeηdeηce， à s’échap
per des rapports sociaux [escape from socía! relationshipsl ，  is 
quite another thing.5 1 

7 .  THEORY OF PRECAPITALlST FORMS 

Marx had a brief summary on the nature of the lndian village
community form of society in Capital， but it is on!y a fragment of the 
analysis that reposed in his notebook drafts. The passage in Capital is 
the one， already mentioned， which gives “the key to the secret of the 
unchanging character of Asiatic societies." Here now is the rest of this 
passage. The context is the subject of various forms of division of labor. 

For example， those very ancient smaU I nd ian communities which 
still continue to exist in part are based on common possession of 
the land， direct union of agriculture and handicraft， and a fixed 
division of labor， serving as a pre-set ground-plan for founding 
new communities. Each forms a self-sufficiεnt production 
unit . . . .  The main bulk of the products is produced for d irect use 
by the community itself; not as ζommodities， and even these in 
p.art only if in the hands of the state， which from time imme
morial receives a certaÎn quantity of them as rent in kind. Differ
ent parts of India have different forms of these communities. In  
the simplest form， the community tills the  land in  common and 
d ivides the among its while εach family carries 
on spinning， etc. as an accessory domestÎc industry. 
Along with this body of people in the same work， we 
find [a number of officers are here . . . .  These 
dozen persons are maintained at the expensδ of the whole com
munitγ . . .  ‘ The law the γision of communal labor 

here with the inviolable of a natural law . .  
The simple of these seìf-sufficiεnt communi-

which themselves in the same form 
if they to be 얘 reconstitute themselves in 

the same with the same name-this the to the 
secret of the character of Asiatic societies . .  
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I t  is in his notebooks of 1 8 5 7-1858 (the Grundrisse)， written during 
the height of the Sepoy Revolt in l ndia and while the Taiping rebeIlion 
was still going forward in China， that Marx put together his fullest 
analysis of the “Asiatic" mode of production and its relationship to its 
political structure， the “Oriental despotism. "  Far from being in finished 
form， these notes are rough “reminders to myseIf' jotted down under 
difficult personal circumstances. The line of though t is partly a sum
mary of some ideas he had already written about and partly a supp1e
ment and elaboration. 

Marx begins this section， “ Forms Preceding Capitalist Produc
tion . . .  ，" by taking up the forms of property in land bζfore the 
separation of the worker from the means of labor， which in the first 
place was land. One such early form was free small-holding; another was 
“col1ective landed property based on the Oriental commune [Kom-
mune ] ." 

In the first form of this landed property : there figures， to begin 
with ， a naturally evolved [ naturwücbsiges * ]  community as the 
first precondition. [There is the) family and the tribe formed by 
an extended family， or by intermarriage among families ， or by a 
combination of tribes . . . .  [T] he  tribal collectivity， the natural 
community， appears not as the result but as the precondition [or 
tbe collective appropriation ( temporary) and use o[ tbe soil . .  
The naturally evolved tribal collcctivity， or， if you wiI ! ，  the herd 
order， is thε first precondition . . . .  They naiveIy reIate to the land 
as to the propeγty o[ the commuηity-that community which 
producεs and itself in living lahor. Each individual 
rεlates to it， as o�vner 0γ possessor， only as a memher of this 
community . . . .  This fom1 can be realized in very varied ways on 
the basis of same fundamental relationship.S3 

One these ways Îs encountered where， “as in most A siαtic funda-
mεntal forms，" there is an all-encompassing “ Unity "  above the commu

nities. is here ’s Eiηbεit， or Unifying Entity， for the 
relationship that holds the community This Oneness of the 

Naturwii.chsig-then a recent term -Îs often translated P1써itiνe; i t  
means developed directly out of a state o f  nature. W e  shall mect i t  ! n  the 
translation of Capital by Moore-Aveling-Enge!s， it is translated SpOl1t‘21leously 
deνeloped as wel! as primitive. In general ， community translates Gemeinwesen or 
Gemeiηde (and their forms) .  while collectivity is used for Gemei1lscbaft; b u t  the 
nuance is not usually significant. 
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community may be embodíed in various ways as the development 
proceeds: at first religious-social， then also identified with the persòn of 
the sovereign or despot. Howεver conceived， this unìty stands above a11 
the small， separate communities and figures as the owner of alI the land， 
while the communities under it fìgure only as the possessors of the land 
by tradition. No individual holds property in land. The property rela
tion is understood as a grant from above， made to the individual land
tillers via the local communities by the entity that represents the Over
all Unity (G esam teirlheit) of society in theÌr eyes.54 

This Overall Unity 

is embodied in the despot as the father of tbe many [ local l 
communities . . . .  The surplus product . . .  therefore belongs to 
this supreme Unity. Therefore， at the core of the Orienta1 despot
ism and of the propertylessness which it juridically seems t。
entail ， there exists this triba1 or communa1' property which Ìs in 
fact its foundation. This propεrty is created mosdy through a 
combination of [hand-] manufacture and agricul ture inside the 
small community， which thus becomes thoroughly oself-sustain
ingO and contains within itself a11 conditions for reproduction and 
surplus production. A part of its surplus labor belongs to the 
h igher [that is， overalI ] collectivity， which finally takes on exis
tence as a persoη and this surplus labor shows up both as tribute， 
etc. ，  and as labor in cornrnon for the glorification of the Unity-in 
part， of the actual despot; in part， of the irnaginary tribal entity， 
the god.S5 

This kind of cornmon property can develop in two ways. In one， 
“small communities independently vegetate alon장side each other， while 
the individual works‘ with his family， indr:pendently on his allotted 
portion of land" ;  there are also certain kinds of cornm。η labor for 
economic purposes as well as for war， religious worship， and so 011. This 
form is the source of the original rise of domínìon by lords， and may 7 

fo야rm a transition po이ul따iαt to S않‘erf’{-않bo아rε. In  anoαthe야r form， “the Unity can 
extend to collectivity il1 labor itself， which can be a forrnal system， as in 
Mexico， in Peru especia1Jy，  arnong the ancient Cdts，  and some tribes in 
India. " *  

’ A later passage elaborates， “Communa‘ productiOIl and comrnOll property 
such as is found in Peru， for example， ìs evidellt!y a secoηdαη [ that is， secolld
stageJ form， introduced 3.nd transmÎtted by conquering tribes which ìn their own 
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In  addition， the collectivity of the tribe may take thε form of a 
Unity represented by the head of the tribaI group or of a rεJationship 
among the heads of famìlìes: 

Accordingly，  therefore， either a more despotic or democratic 
form of this community. The collective conditions for actual 
appropriation through labor， water supply systems (very impor
tant among the Asian peoples)， means of communication， etc . ，  
appear then as  the work of  the higher Unity， the despotic g。、lern
ment which looms over the small communities. 

In this connection， Marx makes the point， which he originally found in 
Bernier， about the character of the towns as an appendage to the 
sovereign and his satraps: 

Rεal towns are established hεre aIongside these villages only at 
points speciaIly favorable for trade with the outside， or where the 
head of the state and his satraps exchange their revenue (surplus 
product) for labor， which they expend as olabour-funds.o 57 

This special character of the towns-“nothing but roving encampments 
aμ [0ηd"-is one of the consequences of the fact that “in Asiatic 
societies . . .  the monarch figures as the exc1usive owner of the land’s 
surplus product." 58 F or the perìpatetic towns are essentiaIly centers 
where the state functionaries (“thε head of the state and h is satraps") 
d istribute this rcvenue to camp-followers. The OrientaI city was shaped 
by the mode of pn?duction. '" 

Of the sociaI forms， the Asiatic is the longest-lived: 

areas were acquaintcd with common property and communal productìon in the 
old sim야er form found ìn l ndia and among the Slavs. Likewise， the form we find 
among the C리ts in Wales， for ex따nplc， seems to be one that was transmitted there， 
that is， to be secondary， introduced by conquerors among lcss advanced trìbcs 
ι rl " 56 tney conquerea 

.. This also conditions the distinction whieh Marx later mal，es between the 
nature of cities in different societìes. “ζ。mmercial wea!th as an independent 
economic form " has exísted at a varíety of economic stages， inc!úding “the 
ancient Asiatic city" among othεrs. Primítive Germanic socicty did not have 
concentrated centers in the form of towns at all ò  dassical cìvilìzation was based OIl 
the city. But the Asiatic forrn was different from both : “Asiatìc history is a kìnd 
of Îndifferent uníty of town and country ( the really large towns are to be 
considered here simply princely camps， excrescences on the economic structure 

、 ’ 59 proper’ 
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The Asiatic form necessarily holds out longest and most tena
ciously. This fact is rooted in its very presupposition :  that the 
individual does not become autonomous vis-à-vis the community; 
that the production cyde is sdf-sustaining; unity of agriculture 
and hand-manufacture， etc.60 

The Iatter part of this presupposition is connected with a typical lack of 
roads: on the one hand， there is litde need for them between sdf
sustaining communities; on the other， their absence locks the communi
ties into isolation.6 1 Whenever slavery and serfdom develop， thεy neces
sarily modify the property relations of tribal communalism， but they 
are least successful in doing so in the case of the Asiatic form， where 
“the seIf-sustaining unity of manufacture and agriculture" resists 
conquest by these rivals.62 I n  the Oriental form it is hardly possible 
for the individual member of the community to lose h is fixed re
lationship to property (the community property) “except through 
entirely external influences" ;  for he “never enters into a free rela
tionship to it such that he could lose h is (Objèctive， economic) tie 
with it. He has taken root." 63 

8. THE “GENERAL SLAVERY" 

To take root is to be bound to the soil .  In Capital， as previously 
mentioned， Marx uses the more traditional and more accurate beehive 
metaphor. I f  the individual “never enters into a free relationship" t。
this communal beehive ， then h is condition can be cal1ed a sort of 
slavery-at least metaphorically， just as Marx freeIy uses wage-slavery 

for an entìrely different socia1 system. Some had ca11εd the 
Asiatic state of affairs slavery tout C0U1't， 64 Marx 
differentiation， to separate the Asiatic form from the 
mode of production familiar to Europeans. Thus we get his 

[allgemeiη of the Orient. " *  

that (as in 
is often best transla ted 

the communal rather than the 
that allows it to carry the thought 

is the slave not. of an individual but of the community. τhe 
slaνeη， does not convey this connotation， which is by 

common to and Gemeillde， Ge�ηeinwesell， Much later 
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This exposition starts with the following course of analysis. In  tribal 
society in general， an individual ’s relationship to property is based on 
the fact that he is a member of a tribe. I t  is the tribe that holds 
property (primarily land). Therefore， if one tribe is conquered by 
another and made subject to the conquerors， ít becomes propertyless 
(Marx’s emphasis). Instead of having its own property. it itself becomes 
the rribal property of the conquerors. Marx draws the conclusion: 
“Slavery and serfdom， therefore， are [ understand: begin as J only 
further dεveIopments of propεrtγ basεd on tribalism. They necessarily 
modify all forms of the latter." This is true of tribalism in general ， but 
“They can do this to the least extent in the Asiatic form. " Why? Due to 
“thε self-sustaining unity of manufacture and agriculture on which this 
form is based ， "  the Asiatic form is more resistant to the effects of 
conquest than whεre agriculturε (alone) and private-property forms of 
landholding predominate exclusively. So on the one hand， the Asiatic 
form resists the encroachments of slaveholding as a private-property
holding mode of production ; but on thε other hand it is true that a sort 
of slavery already characterÎzes the internal l ife of thís Asiatic commu
nity . In Marx’s words: 

since in this [Asíatic] form the individual nεver becomes 
owner [of land J but only possessor， he is at bottom himself the 
property ，  the slave， of that in which the unity of the community 
exists; and here slavery neither abolishes the conditions of labor 
nor modifies the essential relationship.6<; 

The point recurs a l i ttle further O!1 ， .as M arx rεminds us that property 
takes differεnt forms in accordance with different conditions of pro-
ductiOI1. in societiεs induding the Asiatic， property in-
volves the a producer and the conditions 
of bis 0τgη and (his own livelihood) ，  then we 
must assume that the individual is “a member of a tribal or 
commuηal property he h imself up to a certain 
point) ." 

( 1�1) referred to ìn both “Asiatic and classica! antiquity" as 간he 
prédominant form of dass oppression" i n  a polemic against the singlc-taxer Hcnry 
Gcorge， in which wanted to rεfute thc proposition that the root eause of 
c1ass divisions is “the of the mass of the frorn the land." ! t Îs 
rather， h c  
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The individual is the “property" of the tribal community? Then he 
is its “slave"? Marx proceeds to make a distinction in order to avoid 
misunderstanding. There is the kind of “slavery， serfdom， etc. where 
the worker himself figures as one of the natural conditÎons of produc
tion for another individual or community，" but “this Îs ηot the case 
with (e.g. ) thε general slavery of the Orient" ;  it is so “only from the 
European point of view." 

That is: to European eyes the rootedness and unfree condition of 
the producer might seεm l ike slavery， but in point of fact a basically 
d iffεrent mode of production is involved. (We m ay remark that this 
mode could just as well have been caIled the geηeral ser[dom of the 
Oriental community form.) 

Where the real slave relationship does occur in this Asiatic society， 
Marx adds， it is “always secondary， never the or땅inal form，" that is， it 
is a second-stage deve10pment out of the original communal form. * 

In another place Marx likewise carefuHy distinguished chattel slavery 
from the Asiatic form， in much the same terms: 

The original unity of laborer and conditions of labor (leaving out 
the slave relationship in which the laborer himself is one of the 
。이ective conditions of labor) has two main forms: the Asiatic 
community (primitive [ naturwüchsigeη 1 communism) and small
scale family agriculture (combined with domestic industry oin 
one or the other form.o Both forms are infantile forms， and are 
alike unsuitable to develop labor as social labor and develop the 
productive power of sociaI labor.68 

One important d ifference is this: in the Asiatic form the individual 
h imself is not a slave; he d oes not live in a slave relationship either to 
another individual òr to the community as a slavemaster. The slave-like 

.. The passage here explained is an involuted， stream-of-conscÎousness sentence 
that owes more to carbuncles and insomnia than to grammar. The phrase about 
l ‘general slavery" OCCUfS as a parenthetical insert with a close reference. A l i teral 
ttanslation of this monster sentence might read : 

Slavery， serfdom， ecc.， where the worker himself figures as one of the 
natural cbnditions of production for another individual or community (this 
is 110t the case with， e.g. ， the general slavery of the Orient; l i t  is sol only 
from the European O point of viewO ) -hence property is no longer the 
relationship of the individual working f01 himself to fhe objective condi
tions of labor-is always secondary， never the original form， even though it 
is the necessary and consiste.�t result of property based on the community 
and labor in the community.67 

Note that “Slavery， serfdom， etc ."  is the subject of “is always secondary . . .  " 
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relationship that does exist is generalized or unÌversalizζd-to apply t。
the community itself， wh ich is exploited as αn organism by the dεspotic 
Unity (organizing entity) above it.  

9. TH E M E ANING O F  TH E AS I ATIC MODE 

The form of society， or modε of production， we have been discuss
ing had impinged on European consciousness from the Far East， and 
h ence first appeared to Europeans with the geographic label Asiatic or 
Oriental. I t  was Marx who first stated that the mode of production 
which Europeans had discovered in Asia in modern tÏmes had also 
existed in the prehistory of European society， that the Asiatic mode of 
production h ad to be considered a more or less world-wide develop
ment， even though it had taken different paths in different regions and 
h ad fossilized in one of them. 

It is the terminology which has been confusing， not the conceptíon; 
and the terminology is confusing today only if it is lifted out of its 
contemporaneous context (as is usually done). In fact ，  this social form 
discovered in Asia was treated by contemporaries much the same as 
other fossils being u nearthed in far-f1ung places. I t  was (and is) standard 
procedure to use geographic termS as u niversal designations in a number 
of sciences then young， including geology， anthropology， and paleon
tology. Thus Peking man， J ava man， and Mousterian culture were 
named after the places of first discovery. 1、Jor was the formation of 
social forms exempt from b eing metaph oricalIy compared with the 
process of geological formation， by Marx as well as othεrs.69 

We have seen that already in 1 8 5 3 Marx h ad an idea of the historical 
connection between the Asian and European forms. 70  He worked it out 
in h is notebo oks during 1 8 5 7-1858.  

I n  Marx’s exposition， the  starting point is thε “naturally εvolved 
community" of primitive tribal society， which ， in the cou rse of time， 
develops its property relatÎons in two different forms ， along two differ
ent paths. These are summarized (on the first p age of the section 
“Forms Preceding Capitalist Production") as: “free smallholdings" and 
“collective [ or communal J landed property basζd on the Orienta1 
commune." Further on， a Iittle more fully， the two ways are described 
as independent cultivation by famil ies， which f!1ay l ead to the rise of 
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lords and serf labor， and a unified organization of labor whose collec
tivity is embodied in a Unity as previously discussed. 71 

。f these two main forks， Marx summarizes: “Accordingly， therefore， 
either a more despotic or democratic form of this community." 72  
Clearly， the more despotic form is the second of the main forks， the 
vi1lage community basεd on a unified organization of labor， which leads 
toward the concretization of the Unity of the community in a despotic 
regime-the Oriental form. It is this form that became dominant irì the 
Orient. The “more democratic form" was typical of the European 
development. * 

It would have bεen convenient if， from here， Marx had applied the 
label Asiαtic (or Oriental) form only to the “more despotic" form 
which actually dominated in Asia， rather than to both and either 
indifferently. This would have required the invention of a new overall 
term for the type of society which was bifurcating along these two 
paths. But， as mentioned， it was the Asiatic label that was retained for 
both-for a time. (Wε will see a new overall term in 1 88 1 . ) 

Therεfore， in 1 859 ，  writing the preface for his Critique of Political 
Ecoηomy， which was carved out of the Grundrisse notebooks， Marx 
summed up the outline of societal evolution in a sentence just as 
concise as the other formulations given in this preface about his 

$ Why did a particular society take one or the other fork in the road leading 
out from the natural!y evolved community? ln the Grulldrisse notebooks Marx 
comments on this question briefly in three separate passages， no doubt written at 
various intervals; he discusses or mentions factors of geography， climate， physical 
conditions like soil， tribal character， effect of historical movements l ike migra
dons， relation to other tribes. Marx’s classification is not altogether clear. At one 
point， examples of the first fork are given as the SlavÌ<: and Rumanian com
munes; but funher on， the second fork is described as based on the “'direct/y 
commu71al property" and is equated with the “Oricntal form， modified in the 
Slavic form" and further developed in the dassical and Germanic forms. This 
indicates that the second fork branchεS off in four subdivisions， and would be 
neat enough except that the Slavic form appears to be listed under both forks. 
Apart from this i nconsistency (if it is one)， it is clear that the main forking roads 
are presented .as two ， not fou.r. Where Marx describes the communities of the 
second fork， as based on “a unified organization of labor，" he gives as examples 
“Mexico， Peru especially， among the ancient Celts， some tribes in India." The 
second-fork communities， therefore， are not Oriental ones only， though the 
Oriental commune is taken as the type. When in one place Marx wants to specify 
the “Oriental community" in the Orient itself， he uses the phrase “the specifically 
Oriental form." ?3 A somewhat different pattern which Marx wrotc down in 1 8 8 1 ，  
i n  connection with Europe， will b e  discussed i n  the next section_ 
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historÌcal method. “In broad outlines， Asiatic， ancient [classical } ，  
feuda!， and modern bourgeois modes of production can be designated 
as progressive '" epochs in the economic formation of society." 7S 

The only way to interpret this terse formulation is in terms of the 
notebook (Grundrisse) material which it sums up .  Vnderstood this way， 
therζ can be l ittle doubt that by the “Asiatic" mode of production here 
Marx designated the general form of naturally evolved communitγ 
which took diffεrent courses of developmεnt in diffεrent h istorical 
contexts， starting from primitive common property. It is an umbrella 
name， in terms of ，a social developmεnt known to the εducatεd public， 
f01" the several forms of primitive communal society which Marx dis
cussed in these notes. The notebooks themselves do not contain any 
othεr overall term for this mode of production which would mεan 
something to readers without considerable explanation. 

Thε Jine of thought in the Grundrisse which we have already set out 
should be enough to indicate this. But in addition， there is no lack of 
direct statements， all making this much c1ear: that the undεrIying 
village-community form based on common property was not peculiar to 
Asia but rather was a more or less universal deveIopment in the 
beginning of man ’s society. Just as the discovery of Peking man did not 
mean that only the Chinese had prehuman ancestors， so too the survival 
。f l iving-fossil s。이al forms in Asia did not mean that the “Asiatic" 
mode of production was an Oriental monopoly. This can be fOllnd in 
the main body of the Grzmdγisse notes from the first pages to the last， 
l iteraJly. In the first pages we read that “History . . .  shows common 
property (e.g. among the I nd ians， Slavs， a.ncient Celts， etc. )  to be the 

‘ The German is progressiv (not fortschrittlich) ， hence tends to reinforce the 
idea of succession  in time to some degree. Wríting in French， Marx later used 
phases d ’6νolution successives for the types of primi tive communitics-this in hís 
drafts for a letter to V. Zasulích which ís full of expressíons of temporal 
succession in connection with early social forms.'4 At the same time these drafts 
strongly reinforce the caution implied in the conditioning phrase ill broad out
lines. I t  is unquestionable that Marx conceived the “progressive" epochs (stages or 
types) within the framework of a broad time series; but it is equally c1ear that the 
time relationships involved no rigid l inear sequence. On the contrary， there was 
plenty of room (as always in  history) for overlapping forms， fossil leftovers， 
lateral diffusion of cultures， reciprocal inf1uences， and a host of other compl ica
tions in the ordinary pattern of historical inquiry. The idea that Marx meant that 
each “progressive" epoch had to come to an end before the next in line of destiny 
could begin， or that everywhere the epochs goosestepped in fixed sequence Iike a 
paradc， is simply grotesque. But this is really an issue in Marx’s historical method， 
which is outside our scope here. 
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original form ， a form which long plays an important role in the shape of 
community property." And a little earlier Marx had referred to “the 
decline of common property， as  among Oriental and Slavic peoples." 
The view is broadened in what is the very last paragraph of the 
manU$cnpt : 

Common property has recently been rediscovered as a specia1 
Slavic curiosity. But in point of fact I ndia offers us a s없nple-case 
。f the most multifarious forms of such economic communities， 
more or less in dissolution but still εntirεly recognizable; and a 
more thoroughgoing historical research fìnds in turn that it was 
the startìng point with all civilized peoples . 76 

This passage was in  turn expanded to become a part of the Critique o[ 
Political Ecoηomy itself， for publication. New emphasis is put on the 
universal application of this social form. l n  the course of an economic 
argument， thε book reads: “Let us take col lective labor in its naturaIly 
evolved rηatuγwüchs썽eη 1 form， as we find ìt on the threshold of 
h istory among all civilized peoples." A footnote at th is p oint makes the 
following statement :  

l n  recent times a ridiculous prejudice has bεcome widεspread， t。
the effect that the ηatuγally evolved [ natU1ψüchsigen 1 form of 
common property is a specifically Slavic o.r .  even exclusively 
Russian form. It is the original form， which we can point to 
among the Romans， Teutons， and Celts; of this form， how.εver， a 
whole showcaseful ，  with divεrse specimens， is still to be found 
among the lndians [ of AsiaJ ， even though partly in  ruins. A 
closer study of the Asiatic， especially the Indian， forms of com
mon property would show how different forms of natura11y 
evolved common property gave rÎse to different forms of its 
dissolution.  Thus ，  for example ，  the various original typεs of 
Roman and τeutonic private property can be traced back to 
various forms of I ndian common property. 77 

Capital later quoted this in ful l .  as a footnote to a similar statement.78 

The scope of “ the Asiatic . . .  forms of common property" in  this 
passage would be ambiguous perhaps， were it not introduced by the 
reference to  the “history among alI civilized peoples." There is no 
question， however， about a later letter by Marx to Engels， written after 
reading Maurer’s books on the constitution of the old German mark 
and village community :  
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. he demonstrates in detail that p rivate property in Iand devel
。ped only later . . . .  Precisely now it’s interesting that the R ussiaη 
way of redistributing the soil at definite times (in Germany at 
first annua1Iy) was maintained in Germany here and there up into 
the eighteεnth and even the nineteenth century. The view which 1 
put forward [in the Critique o[ Political Economy J ， that every
where the Asiatic， or Indian， property forms constitute the start
ing point in Europe， here receives a new proof (although Maurer 
does not know about it). For the Russians， however， even the Iast 
trace of a c1aim oof originalityO disappears， even oin this line.。
What’s left them is that they are still stuck in forms that their 
neighbors cast off Iong ago. 79 

If “Asiatic" property forms “constitute the starting point in 
Europe，" it is plain that Marx was quite wilIing to apply the AsiatÎc 
label to the communal forms of primitive Europe or any other conti
nent. Asiatic is used as a type-labeI ; and “the Asiatic mode of produc
tion" was the generic designation for the primitive community in any 
or a11 of the various forms discussed in the Grund，'isse notebooks， from 
the earIiest community taken as it is evolving out of natura1 conditions， 
up through its transition to a state-organized class society， and， with a 
certain additiona1 looseness， including the finaI stage where， in the 
“specifica1Iy Orienta1 form，" this mode of production becomes subordi
nated as the economic foundation of a developed Orienta1 despotism. 

In subsequent references by Marx， there is strong affirmation that 
the vilIage-community economy based on common property (whatever 
the labeI pinned on it) was once the general case in Europe as well as in 
Asia. A few days after the last-mentioned letter， Marx again wrote 
Engels about Maurer’s works: 

His books are exceptiona11y important . . . .  Even the best minds 
fail to sεe-on principle， owing to oa certain judici외 blindnesso -
things that are righ t in front of thεir noses. Later， when the 
moment h as arrived， one is surprised to find traces everywhere of 
what one has failed to see . .  

To show how much we all labor under this Ojudicia1 blind
nessO : Righ t in my 0τvn neigh borhood [near TrierJ ， in the 
Hunsrück mountains， the old German system survived up till the 
last [ew years， 1 now remember my father talking to me about it 
from a lawyeγ’'s point of view! 80 

In another letter two years later: 
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It is， furthermore， a h istorical lie to say that this [ Russianl 
common property is Moηgolian. As 1 have repeatedly indicated in 
my writings， it is of 1ηdian origin and therefore is found among 
all civilized European peoples at the beginning of their develop
ment. I ts specifically Slavic (not Mongolian) form in Russia 
(which aIso recurs among non-Russiaη Soutb Slaνs) indeed has 
the greatest similarity mutatis mutandis to the old German modi
fication of Indian common property.81 

There is an especially interesting passage where Marx used the very 
term Oriental for the primitive economic form in the development of 
classical society (Greece and Rome). A footnote in Capital remarks that 
the small peasant economy and handicrafts in combination not only 
form the basis of the feudal mode of production but “likewise form the 
economic foundation of the c1assical communities in their best period， 
after the original Oriental common property ownership had disinte
grated and before slavery had taken over production in earnest." 82 
Obviously， Oriental is used h ere purely as a typological label meaning 
“common property as found in the Orient，" or “Oriental-type common 
property ."  The English translation by Moore-Aveling-Engels in 1887 
struck the word Oriental out of this  passage (though it  remained in the 
German editions of Capital) .  

lf  Marx could publish this statement in 1 867，  without realizing that 
it m ight be confusing to readers， there should be no d ifficulty in 
accepting the fact that， in 1 8 5 9， he intended “Asiatic mode of produc
tion" to have the same scope， that is， to apply to a general stage in 
social evolution， not one limited geographically to Asia. 

10. THE “ARCHAIC FOR뼈ATION" 

The next step in the development of Marx’s view of early social 
evolution， as he continued to study the problem， is mainly known to us 
from his drafts for a letter to V.  Zasulich about the Russian village 
commune， in 1 8 8 1  (two years before his death).  

Here he was addressing himsdf more to the European past than to 
the Asian. His comments are incidental to the maÎn point of the letter， 
hence not intended to be systematic ; in addition ， the exposition was 
left unfinished. For present purposes， it Îs triply fragmentary， but still 
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suggestive. He is thoroughly aware of the inadequacy of the historical 
material at h is disposal : “The history of the decadence of the primit ive 
communities still remains to be d one. . . .  Up to now only meager 
outlines have been provided." 83 

The former predominance of the primitive communal form in 
Europe is the basis of the whole discussion. 

Go back to the origins of Western societies and everywhere you 
will find common property in the soil ; in the course of social 
progress this has everywhere disappeared in the face of p rivate 
property . . . .  84 

The general labeI used throilghout these drafts for the earIy epoch， 
anterior to the development of slavery and serfdom and the breakup of 
the communal land system， is “the archaic formation of society." 8S ( In 
one place， “the primitive formation of society" is also used，86 and in 
another “common property of a more or less archaic type." 87) 

‘ This archaic formation is our previous acquaintance， the naturalIy 
evolved community. It is d ivided into two main stages: the “commu
nity of the more archaic type，"  that is， the earliest stage， and its 
successor， the “agricultural commune" or “rural commune" (so called 
“by common agreement，" writes Marx) .  The latter stage was no longer 
based on kinship， gave more scope to private property， and had periodic 
redivisions of the communal land for individual cultivation. It is “the 
last expressioη or last period of the archaic formation"-“the most 
receηt type and ， so to speak， the last word in the archaic formation of 
societies." 88 The contemporaneous Russian commune was of this  Iater 
type. 

This agricultural-commune form is， in turn， the transition to the 
class societies based on private property (in Europe) :  

As the last phase in the primitive formation of society， the 
agricultural commune is at the same time the phase of transition 
to the secondary formation， hence transition from society based 
on common property to society based on private property. The 
secondary formation， of course， embraces the series of societies 
based on slavery and serfdom.89 

In short， this archaic formation，  which M arx specificaIIy sees as the 
generally early form in both Europe and Asia (and elsewhere) ， repre
sents exactly the same rung in the ladder of social evolution that had 
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beεn labeled the AsÎatÎc mode of production twenty-two years previ
ously. 

Even the diffεrence in the label can be easily understood. In 1859  
Marx had gone through a study of  the village community mainly in  its 
Asian forms， which at that time were relativeIy well known， while there 
were only intimations of a similar development in Europe. The Iabel 
“Asiatic mode of production" could be used faute de mieux， in the 
same sense as the anthropologists and geologists were using geographic 
labels for time periods. By 1 8 8 1  Marx had gone through an exciting 
study of Maurer and other works on Europe ’s past， and the letter he 
was drafting specifically dealt mainly with Europe. Using “Asiatic mode 
of production" as generic label was out of the question in this new 
context. But the change in label should not obscure the identity of 
substance. '" 

With the 1 8 8 1  letter drafts before us， we have as full an idea as we can 
get of Marx’s conception of the social basis of Asiatic society. Now: 
what was the nature of the political structure associated with this form? 

$ Also identical in substance is Engels' l inking of the common-Iand institutions 
of early Europε with those in lndia and J ava， in  1875 in an article doubtless 
discussed with l'v\arx: “ln reality communal ownership of land is an instÎtution 
which is to be found among all lndo-Germanic peoples 00 a low level of 
development， from lndía to Ireland， and even among the Malays， who are 
developing under indian influence， for instance， in J ava." And 50 on.90 As in the 
case of Marx’s letter drafts to Zasulich， the background target was the Russian 
Narodnik c1aim that the village-community pattern was peculiar to the Russian 
soul .  
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STATE AND BUREAUCRACY 

If  the societal form represented by the Asiatic viUage community 
was based on a mode of production different from those familiar to 
Europeans from their own class history， that is， from classical slavery 
and medieval feudaHsm， then can it be considered an example of 
primitive communism? lf so， does this mean it was classless and state
less like the earliest tribal communities? 

Indeed， in a passage we cited on page 5 36-from Marx’s notes for the 
fourth volume of CapitaF-he does label the Asiatic community， in 
passing， as primitive [ naturwücbsigen ] communism， that is， a primitive 
communal form that has developed directly out of the state of nature. '" 
In  this case， where does the Oriental despotism come in? 

1 .  THE TRANSITION TO THE STATE 

This question arises because so far， in summarizing Marx’s notebooks 
and his line of thought ，  we have been l argely bypassing what is half the 
problem. So far the spotlight has been mainly on the underlying 
village-community economy. I f  an ancient Indian village community 

.. The sarne idea is behind an i nteresting passage in a Iittle-known work by 
Marx’s folJower J. G. Eccarius (secretary of the International 1 867-1 8 7 1 )， a work 
“which was written with mighty assistance and coaching by M�rx，" according t。
Engels. Chapter 1 gives a bird’s-eye view of the succession of social epochs， after 
quoting Marx’s summary statement on this from his preface to the C꺼tique 01 
Po/itical Economy. Then comes a substantial passage on the Asiatic mode of 
production， beginning: 

The leading characteristic of the Asiatic， as contradistinguished from any 
other mode of production， is a species of communism， with a political 

545 
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were transposed to another planet as an isolated colony， then its 
character as a primitive communism would stand out in relief. But if we 
consider the village community as it existed in historical Asia， not on 
Mars， then we must take account of the fact that it did not exist as an 
isolate. 

It should be apparent that， in the Grundrisse notebooks， Marx 
inextricably fused the nature of the village-community economy with 
the role of the “higher Unity" towering over it. Marx’s resort to the 
seemingly vague term unity， in the sense of something that unites or 
embodies the coIlectivity of the social unit， is not simply a Hegelian 
reminiscence. The Hegelianizing term is useful because its vagueness， or 
indeterminacy of content，  allows this unifying entity to be seen as a 
h istorical process as its content changes. The concept has an algebraic 
character : the x changes， but the equation ( the social relationship) 
remains. >1< The Unity ends by being embodied În ，  and identifiεd with ， 
the supreme power of the sovereign or despot ; it begiηs with the earliest 
forms of collectivity， or the sense of Oneness， in the tribal extended 
family， in the i nstitutions of communality developing out of primitive 
natural conditions (the naturwücbsiges Gemeiηweseη). 

Underlying this conception is the view of the state’s origin which 
was explained in Chapter 1 1 :  the state does not arise as an institution 
that descends on society out of the blue ; it develops out of the overall 
unifying institutions of the primitive community， out of the already 
existing organizing authority of the originally state!ess society. lt fol
lows that this could have taken place only in the course of transitional 

superstructure of “caste. ': The 50il is the common possession of the people 
. every village was in itself a whole， insulated and secluded from the rest 

of the land and produced all that was necessary to the satisfaction of 
human needs. 

Eccarius' book goes on to stress that the monarch was the control ler of the 
economy， assisted by “the public officers." Outlining the composition of the 
population， it lists first “the higher officers of state， the dignitaries of religion， the 
standing army" and then the “artists IsicJ and artisans" and their domestics-and 
no other classes. While this is Eccarius writing， not Marx， there can be l i ttle doubt 
that this is Eccarius’ version of what he had gathered from Marx’s coaching. I 

.. The same x is used elsewhere in these notebooks for a different relation. 
From the outset of capitalist development， says Marx， “capital stands as One or 
Unity vis용-vis the workers as Many . . .  as a Unity that is external to the 
workers，" 2 for capital is by nature the concentration of many units of Iiving 
labor. In this case， capital is viewed as the unifying entity over the separate atoms 
of labor. 
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epochs and in transitional forms. I nevitably (given the paucity of 
positive knowledge of prehistory) a given πansition외 form will appear 
to us as a a puzzling phenomenon: it seems to be neither this nor that. 
One task of theory is to aid investigation by su잃esting what it is 
transitional from and to. ‘ 

Marx’s exposition in the notebooks assumed such a procεss of 
transition，  the historical process in which one variant of the naturaIly 
evolved community arosε under Asiatic conditions and eventuaIly fos
silized. The generaI process of transition was most clearly sketched by 
Engels in Aηti-Dübriηg， as presented in Chapter 1 1 . Now， in addition， 
let us see how Engels specificaIly discusses this transition in terms of 
Asíatíc socíety. 

To refute the notion that the state comes into being simply as an 
imposition by force from outside the sociaI sσucture， Engels develops 
the foIlowing argument (in his preparatory draft for the book) :  

But state and force are precisely what aIl hitherto existing forms 
of society [after primitive timesl had had in commoη， and if 1 
should try to explain， for instance， the Oriental despotisms， the 
republics of antiquity， the Macedonian monarchies， the Roman 
Empire and the feudalism of the Middle Ages by stating that they 
were aIl based on force， I have explained nothing as yet. 

The explanation has to be made in terms of what the force is used to take， 
namely， the products and productive forces of the time. and so on. 

I t  would then appear that OrientaI despotism was founded on 
common property. the antique republic on the cities engaged in 
agriculture， the Roman Empire on the latifundia， feudalism on 
the domination of the country over the town， which had its 
materiaI causes， etc.3 

The rough summary statement that “OrientaI despotism was founded 
on common property" did not get into the finished work， though this 
rough formula had been written down by Marx more than once. In 
what sense could a state， which is  the outcome of class divisions， be 
“founded on common property"?  In A nti-Dübring itself. the matter is 
put in terms of historicaI process. Engels brings up the role of the 
OrientaI water works， for example， precisely in connection with the 
process of class differentiation:  

Society divides into classes : the privileged and the dispossessed， 
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the εxploiters and the exploited， the rulers and thε ruled ; and the 
state，4 which the primitive groups of communíties of the same 
tríbe had at first arrived at only in order to safeguard their 
common interests (e.g. irrígation in the East) and for protection 
against external enemies， from this stage onwards acquires just as 
much the function of maintaining by force the conditions of 
existence and domination of the ruling class against the subject 
class. 5 

The protostate institution arises in order to safeguard “common inter
ests"-in the Orient，  irrigation-and then evolves its class function. This 
is what it means to say that it was founded on c9mmon property. To 
complete this p icture， let us see how a ruling class arises out of the same 
foundation of common property. 

2. THE TRANSITION TO A RULlNG CLASS 

Pointing to the Asiatic village communities， Engels recalls that “For 
thousands of years Oriental despotism and the changing rule of con
quering nomad people were unable to injure these old communities，" 
whereas the importation of European goods started to dissolve them， 
not primarily by the use of force . 

. the peasants simply find it to their advantage that the private 
ownership of land should take the place of common ownership. 
Evεn the formation of a primitive aristocracy， as in the case of 
the Celts， the G ermans and the Indian Punjab， took place on the 
basis of common ownership of the Iand， and at first was not 
based in any way on force， but on voluntariness and custom. 6 

This primitive aristocracy which was formed on the basis of common 
。wnership of the land: was it a ruling class? We can raise the same 
question about the primitive aristocracy that Marx had first described 
in h is article on the Duchess of Sutherland and the Scottish clan. We are 
dealing with transitions; in this case it is clear that we are dealing with a 
social formation which is in transition. ln general ， we are dealing with a 
ruling class in the process of becoming， an embryonic ruling class， that 
is， not yet a (finished) ruling class; or merely-depending on what point 
in the transition is in question-an officialdom with the potentiality of 
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becoming a ruling class. Marx gave thought to the same problem in his 
anthropological studies.7 1 t is in the nature of transitions that a definite 
answer is possible only after concrεte factual investigation of a partic
ular case. There is still a controversy over when fertilized ova become 
persons， and how many hairs must be lost before one is officially bald. 

Thε Scottish clan officialdom described by Marx was needed t。
safeguard communal interests. Likewise， Enge1s writes of the need for 
offices even in c1assless communities to safeguard certain common 
interests， including control of water suppl ies， and adds :  

Such offices are found in aboriginal communities of every period 
-in the oldest German marks and even today [ the 1870s] in 
India. They are naturally endowed with a certain measure of 
authority and are the beginnings of state power. 

These beginnings of state power ， which naturally do not begin by quite 
being a state power， tend to become increasingly independent of the 
community as a whole as class differentiation proceeds. 

lt is not necessary for us to examine here how this independence 
of social functions in relation to society increased with time until 
it developed into domination over society j how he who was 
originally the servant， where conditions were favorable， changed 
gradually into the lord ; how this lord ， depending on the condi
tions， emerged as an Oriental despot or satrap， the dynast of a 
Greek tribe， chieftain of a Ce1tic clan， and so on ; to what extent 
he subsequently had recoursε to force in thε course of this 
transformationj  and how finally the individual rulers united into a 
ruling class.8 

“ I t  is not necessary for us，" wrote Engels in this notable example of 
apophasis， “to examine here how" this potential ， embryonic， un
finished， proto-ruling class， comprising all these lords， chieftains， 
satraps， Oriental despots and whatnots， moulted into such a ruling class 
as could be recognizεd by a textbook ; or united (crystallized， amalga
mated， clotted， or synthesized) out of class elements into a certifiable 
class. At any rate， if the how of it was not further examined， it is stilJ 
quite clear that the individual rulers did unite into a ruling class， 
including the individual big and little despots and satraps of the Orient， 
emerging out of the community infrastructure with independent 
powers that could be transferred， by conquest or ot 
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Oriental despots. Engels， l ike Marx， saw no puzzling problem in this 
process. '" 

When a state power did crystalIize， continued Engels' exposition， its 
basis was always “the exercise of a social function." And “However 
great the number of despotisms which rose and fell in Persia and I nd ia， 
each was fully aware that above all it was the entreprεneur responsible 
for the coIlective maintenance of irrigation throughout the river valleys， 
without which no agriculture was possible there." This reflected the 
“common interests" side of the political power， which continued along
side the class function. I t  really was in the common interest of the 
despot or state to keep the communities flourishing; for how else could 
state revenue be collected? On the other hand， if the amalgamated 
ruling class of despots and satraps could maintain themselves only in 
constant warfare， which devastated the vill쟁es and undermined the 
maintenance of the state’s social function， this was an internal contra
diction of the system. ，. * 

3 .  THE TRIBUTE-COLLECTING STATE 

If a distinctive type of class society developed out of the village
community economy and produced individual rulers who finally united 
into a ruling class (with a characteristic type of state， the Oriental 
despotism)，  there are more questions raised about the relationship 
between the mode of production and the political power. 

The key point was the “question of property"-the dominant type， 
landed property. Wbo owηed tbe laηd? The answer is duplex， reflecting 
two sides of the reality. On the onε hand ， Marx made clear often 
enough ， as we have seen， that in this mode of production it was the 
village community that owned the soil. On the other hand， he wrote 

• AI1 this describes， according to Engels， 0ηe • ‘ process of formatÎon of 
classes，" alongside which “another was also taking place." This was the emergence 
。f slavery.9 lt is clear that class society based on slavery is regarded as qual ita
tively different from the type of class differen tiation described above， even 
though both might proceed in conjunction . 

• " A modern account， starting with Marx’s views， of the development of a 
ruling class out of village-community society may be found in an important work 
by F. Tökei. 1 。
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more than once that i t  was the state (Oriental despot， etc . )  that owned 
the land. In a Tribuηe article he referred quite in passing to “the Asiatic 
system making the state the real landlord. "  In Capital. emphasizing that 
the appropriation of ground rent presupposes the ownεrship of landed 
property “by certain individuaIs，" he gave examples beginning with : 
“The owner may be an individuaI representing the community， as in 
Asia， Egypt， etc . ，"  that is， the state sovereign or despot. The context is 
a warning against “confusing the various forms of rent pertaining to 
different stages of development . . . .  " In  other notes ， he wrote that 
most of the surplus product in the precapitalist modes of production 
goes to “the landowner (the  state in Asia) ." In Aηti-Düh서ng Engels 
combined the two formulations to make the point that “ In  the 
whoJe of the Orient，  where the village community or the state 
owns the land， the very term landlord is not to be found in the 

， ， 1 1  varlOus languages . . . .  
If we are considering the naturally evolved community before the 

institution of the state separates out， that is， while the Unity is located 
within the life of the tribal community itself， then there is no problem. 
The land is communal property. But a special feature of the Asiatic 
mode of production in the Orient is not simply the existence of the 
village-community form but the continued existence of this form after 
the communal Unity has become embodied in a “higher" power， one 
that has risen above the local communities， that has separated itself 
from the producers as a collectivity and now towers above them with a 
separate body of armed men and special institutions to extract the 
surplus product. This is the vi1lage-community form taken after it has 
given birth to a class differentiation， which in turn has taken on a life of 
its own as a state power-ψhile the village-community ηfrastructure 
persists. “vegetating in the teeth of time."  

Within the  framework of  its own little world，  the village community 
may remain relativeIy unchanged for a long timc ; and within this 
framework it is still the owner of the soil as against the iηdiνidual. But 
there is now a new relationship between it， as a little world ， and the 
larger world outside its sporelike walls. The essential feature of the new 
relationship is the appropriation of its surplus product by the state 
power， wh ich is the real owner of the soil as agaiηst the local 
commumty. 

The form in which thi 
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between the Oriental state and the underlying village community is tbe 
tributary relationsbip. 

Thus， Marx writes in Capital that 

Under the slave relationship， serf relationship， tributary relation
ship ( insofar as primitive communities are concerned) ， it is the 
slaveholder， the feudal lord. the tribute-collecting state that is the 
owner and hence the seller of the product. 12 

Further on， there is a similar remark that specifies the state as the 
economic ruler (owner of the surplus product) taken parallel to the 
slaveholder and the feudal lord. Marx mentions 

under those earlier modes of production the principal owners of 
the surplus product with whom the merchant dealt .  namely， the 
slaveholder. the feudal lord. and the state (for instance. the 
Oriental despot) . . . .  13 

The tribute-collecting state is the specific political structure cor
responding to the Asiatic mode of production in its Oriental form. '" 
There are three features of this type of state that may usefuIly be 
reviewed here : 

1 .  This state extracts tribute not from the individual producer， not 
from a slave or serf， but from the community of producers as a whole. 
In general， the tributary relationship did not primarily regulate the 
relations of the state with individuals; it was the form in which the 
surplus product (or surplus labor) was extracted from the local com
munity as a collectivity. 

2. The relationship of this state to its economic infrastructure more 
nearly resembles symbiosis than in any other society ; for it appears as a 
relationship between two organisms that seem to be more or less 
autonomous. The Mogul power can be imagined conquering Afghan
istan or Turkey instead of India (though not necessarily with the Same 
socioeconomic result. of course) j and the vi11age communities did in 
fact get along much the same under a variety of conquerors. The 

$ See also the passage in Capital that speaks of the greater amount of freedom 
for the worker under the “tributary rela.tionship" than under “serfdom with 
compulsory labor." 14 The tribute-collecting nature of this state was not yet 
developed when Marx was jotting down his Gruηdrisse notes， though i t  is 
suggested i n  påssing in the passage quoted above， p.  5 3 2. Elsewhere Marx men
tions the ordinary tribute relationship between a conquering state and subjugated 
peoples， with a referehce to the Turks and Romans ; ' 5  but Roman society was not 
built around tribu t:e-collection any more than around merchant capital. 
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communities felt the effect of changεs in state composìtion in terms of 
the “i:hree departments of government" that Engels and Marx had 
described as characteristic of the Oriental state: more or less tribute 
extracted， more or less devastation by war， more or less attentÍon to the 
necεssary public works (especially water works). Otherwise， the “rest
less change iri the persons and peoples that get control of the political 
superstructure" merely changed the hands that collected the tribute. 
The conquests， the “storms in the political skies，" replaced one central
ized power with a similar one， this centralization being the other face of 
the atomizatÎon that reignεd below， in “a society whose framework was 
based on a sort of equilibrium， resulting from a general repulsion and 
constitutional excIusiveness between all its members [components] ."  16 

3 .  The tributary relationship-unl ike the slave relationship， serf 
relationship， or wage-labor relationship-is scarcely conceivable except 
as a relationship between the producers on the one hand and the ruling ‘ 
political power on the other. I n  the case of the other three， the 
relationship of exploitation appears as a relationship between two 
classes of civil society， between a class of producers and a class of 
private-property owners. * In these cases， the state normally arises as the 
instrument or guardian of the economic rulers， the owning class. But in 
the tributary relationship， the relationship of exploitation is between 
the producers and tbe state itself， directly. Put anothcr way : in the case 
of the other three modes of exploitation， economic exploitation and 
political rule are related in a certain way ; but in the tributary mode， 
economic exploitation and political rule are fused in  the same hands. 

* With the qual ification that the feudal ruling class tends to h ave the dual 
character of property-owner and politica‘ power-wielder， a point that has already 
been made in several connections. 1 7  Therefore serfdom partly shares the charac
teristic of the tributary mode explained above. But  i n  the tribute-collecting state 
of the Orient， i t  was the ruliη'g political power ( the summit) that owned the land 
and the surplus product， intermediaríes being merely i ts agents. U nder feudalism. 
the serf relationship couJd and did exist formal1y between direct producers (serfs) 
and l andowners quite low in the feudaJ hierarchy， cach of whom was one member 
of the ruling c1ass. 
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4. SYMBIOSIS :  LOCALlSM 
AND ORIENTAL DESPOTISM 

The disconnected Jocal autonomy of the communities， then， was the 
complement of the over-all state centralization. “1 believe that no one 
could think of anγ more solid foun뼈tion for Asiatic despotism and 
sta.gnation，" Marx told Engels. 18 When he sent this letter， Marx had 
already written his first article on “The British Rule in India， " which 
c10sed with a powerful passage along these lines. “Sickening a1i it must 
be to human feeling" to see what British imperia1ism is doing to these 
치noffensive social organizations，" the viIlage communities， still “we 
must not forget that these idyllic viIIage communities， inoffensive 
though they may appear， had always been the solid foundation of 
Oriental despotism . . . .  " 

It is worth reading thε rest of this indictment of an outlived and 
retrograde society， set alongside his invective against the viJeness and 
stupidity of the Bri쉽so masters. We must not forget， continued Marx， 

that they restrained the human mind within the smalIest possible 
compass， making it the unresisting tool of superstition， enslaving 
it beneath traditional rules， depriving it of all grandeur and 
historical energies. We must not forget the barbarian egotism 
which， concentrating ön some miserable patch of land， had 
quietly witnessed the ruin of empires， the perpetration of un-
speakable cruelties， the massacre of the population of large 
towns， with no other consideration bestowed upon them than on 
natural events， itself the helpless prey of any aggressor who 
deigned to notice it at aH. We must not forget that this undig-
nified， stagnatory， and vegetative life， that this passive sort of 
existence evoked on the other part， in  contradistinction， wild， 
aimless， unbounded forces of destruction and rendered murder 
itself a religious rite in Hindostan. We must not forget that these 
little communities were contaminated by distinctions of caste and 
by sJavery， that they subjugated man to external circumstances 
instead of elevating man to be the sovereign of circumstances， 
that they transformed a self-developing socia1 state into never-
changing. natural destiny， and thus brought about a brutalizing 
worship of nature， exhibiting its degradation in the fact that man， 
the sovereign of nature， fell down on his knees in adoration of 
Kanuman， the monkey， and Sabbala， the cow. 19 
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Turned around， from an indictment to a program， this is also a 
�tatement about the grand socíalist alternative as against both the 
“inoffensive" victims stuck in the past and the “vile" exploiters of the 
present. ，. 

Marx also appl ied this insight into the symbiotic union of atomized 
localism with despotism to the obvious case of Russia. The Russian 
village community has a self-weakening characteristic: 

This is its isolation， the lack of liaison between the life of one 
commune and the others’-this loca/ized microcosm， ，. >1' which is 
not found everywhere as an inherent characteristic of this type 
but which ， wherever it is fOllnd， has given rise to a more or 1εss 
central despotism over the communes.2 1 

Engels echoed the point more than once， usually with an eyε on 
Russian czarism : 

Such a complete isolation of the individual communities from 
one another， which creates throughout the country similar， but 
the very opposite of common， interests， is the natural basis for 
Orienta/ despotism， and from India to Russia this form of society， 
wherever it prevailed， has always produced it and always found its 
complement in it. 22 

This common ownership [ of land J quietly persisted in l ndia and 
Russia under the most diverse forcible conquests and despotisms， 
and formed their basis.23 

Where the ancient communes have continued to exist， they have 
for thousands of years formed the basis of the cruelest form of 
state， Oriental despotism， from India to RussÌa. lt was only where 
these communities dissolved that the peoples made progress of 
themselves.24 

‘ Marx ended this article (a sure sign that he regarded it as an important piece 
of writing) wich a f10urish from the literary c1assics. in this case from Goethe : 

Since their pain has 5welled our pleasure. 
Should we too not feel this pain? 
Have not souls beyond all measure 
Been consumed by Tamerlane? 

* Q EJsewhere in this draft Jetter. the phrase becomes: “its /oca/ized micro
cosm. which deprives it of historical initiative. " 20 For another reference (by 
Engels) to this insight， see the passage about Dutch state-socialism in J ava. p age 
559f ( letter to Kautsky). 
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We shall takε up the case of Russia in the next chapter. It is more 
unexpected that Marx saw the Oriental despotism element in a Euro
pean country at the western end of the continent:  Spain. 

5. THE CASE OF SPAIN 

On plunging deep into Spanish history for his series of articles on the 
Spanish revolution in 1 854， Marx was struck by the occurrence of the 
localism-despotism pattern in the peculiar devεlopment of absolutism 
on the peninsula. 

On the one hand， S pain was “the very country， where of all the 
feudal states absolute monarchy first arose in its most unmitigated 
form" ;  yet here “centralization has never succeeded in taking root"
that is， centralization of the social infrastructure as distÎnct from the 
political centralization represented by the absolute monarchy. Marx 
asked: “How are we to account for the singular phenomenon"?2S 

Marx’s answer (which he announced was “not difficult") does not 
concern us here in detail j i t  sought to explain historically why the 
absolute monarchy in this country did not play the same civilizing 
(modernizing) and centralizing role as eJsewhere in Europe， and hence 
why the towns and bourgeoisie vegetated in decay. 

。oAnd while the absolute monarchy found in Spain materÍal in its 
very nature repulsive to centralization， it did all in its power to 
prevent the growth of common interests . . . the very basis on 
which alone a uniform system of administration and the rule of 
general laws can be created. Thus the absolute monarchy in 
S pain ， bearing but a superficial resemblance to the absolute 
monarchies of Europe in generaJ ， is rather to be ranged in a class 
with Asiatic forms of government. 

What was “Asiatic" about this form of government? It is the localism
despotism relationship that Marx has in mind. 

。oSpain， like Turkey， remained an agglomeration of mismanaged 
republics with . a nominal sovereign at their head. Despotism 
changed character in the different provinces with the arbitrary 
interpretation of the general laws by viceroys and governorsj but 
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despotic a s  was the government it did not prevent the provinces 
from subsisting with d ifferent laws and customs， different coins， 
military banners of different colors， and with their respective 
양stems of taxation. The oriental despotism attacks municipal 
seIf-government only when opposed to its direct interests， but is 
very glad to allow those institutions to continue so long as they 
take off its shoulders the duty of doing something and spare it 
the trouble of regular administration.26 

I n  presenting this observation on a Spanish peculiarity， Marx is 
detaching the pattεrn of Oriental despotism as a form of government 
from the Asiatic mode of production. There is no question here of a 
primitive village-community economy， only municipal seIf
government. '" This usefully underlines the fact that Marx uses Orieηtal 
despotism to mεan a form of government， Iike republic (which ， remem
ber， he metaphorically applied even to the Indian village community 
itself) or moηarchy. 

Furthermore， the e1ement of OrientaI despotism is only one strand 
in the political character of this peculiar Western state. It is that aspect 
of Spain’s history which differentiates it from other European coun
tries; but it does not negate the area of likeness. The background is not 
the yillage community but feudalism ; and “Charles 1 attempted to 
transform that still feudal monarchy into an absolute one，" by destroy
ing the power of the nobles and restraining the power of the Cortes. 
The royal power won out in civil war : “it was， above all ， the bitter 
antagonism betweεn the classes of the nobles and the cÌtizens of the 
towns which Charles employed for the degradation of both." 28 

This class pattern is simiIar to the rise of other absolutisms， as we 
saw in  Chapter 1 9 . But for specific historicaI reasons in Spain it l ed to 
economic stagnation and a decaying infrastructure， instead of industrial 
development and a burgeoning bourgeoisie: hence to retrograde pol iti
cal forms. We may add : h ence also to retrograde political ideologies， 
such as anarchism， which flourished in Spain longer than elsewhere-its 
localism being the natural complement of despotism. 

• In this study Marx does not mention the role of water works in Spain’s 
economic past. He does in Capital: “The secret of the flourishing state of industry 
in Spain and Sici!y under the domination of the Arabs lay in their irrigation 
works." 27 A footnote at this point makes a connection with India bu t not with 
Spanish history. 
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6. THE TRI BUTEζOLLECTING CLA55 

Let us now take a closer look at the nature of the tribute-collecting 
state. 5pecifically， we are interested in the c1ass at the receiving end of 
this relationship. For Marx the ruling class was defined， socio
economicaIly speaking， as the c1ass possessing control over the appropri
ation of the surplus product. Under the Oriental despotisms-as under 
feudalism， but not capitalism-the answer to this basic question was 
visible to the naked eye of the most u ntutored peasant :  it was acted out 
in front of h im every day. He could see the physica1 hands that reached 
out to take away his surplus product， and he was solemnly made aware 
of-not deceived about-the hierarchy of power that lay behind those 
hands. We are， in fact， asking one of the easiest questions in a11 socia1 
history. 

That is， it is an easy question aS long as we are dea1ing with Marx’s 
tribute-collecting state， and not with the views of others who c1aim that 
the dominant forms of Asiatic history have been chattel-slavery or 
feudalism， that is， forms familiar to the Europocentric mind. 

An illuminating light on the nature of the tribute-collecting state is 
cast， from another direction， by an inquiry of Engels’-unwittingly， for 
he was not thinking aboUt O riental despotism in this connection. 500n 
after Marx’s death， Engels， reading about the Dutch colonial system in 
Java， saw an important point in the difference between Dutch and 
British colonia1 policy in Asia. J. W.  B. Money’s Java made c1ear to him 
that ， whereas the British in Java ( 1 8 1 1-1836) as well as in l ndia had 
tried to introduce private p roperty in land for peasants， the Dutch 
refrained from such a westernizing effort in J ava. The Dutch main
tained the old village-community system， and channeled their control 
and exploitation through the native chiefs and village heads without 
changing the age-old economic forms of the infrastructure. They merely 
put tbemselves at the receiving end. The villages paid their tribute as 
usual to their higher-ups， who in turn were milked by tne Dutch. 

To Engels， preoccupied at the time ( 1 884) with the problems of 
Bismarckian Germany and its homegrown “ Bonapartist socia1ists，" the 
pattern had a familiar look. He wrote the German party to examine this 
case of state-socialism in order to use it as a means of educationally 
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exposing the exploitive meaning of the Bismarckian state-socialism then 
making a stir. * 

I n  terms of our present subject， the case of the Dutch in J ava 
showed how a modern imperialist power could step into the role of the 
Oriental despot just like any other conquering tribe-and maintaiη tbe 
same mode of production as tbe underpinniη'g of its exploitation and 
rule. There were two officialdoms， not one ， involved in this political 
system. Standing between the direct producers and the Dutch rulers 
was the native aristocracy (Money’s term) of chiefs and village heads， 
equivalent to the “primitive aristocracy" discussed above on pages 
548-549 ; and standing above this native communal hierarchy was the 
Dutch colonial bureaucracy， which appropriated the surplus product， 
allowing part to stay with the native chiefs. In the case of the old 
despotisms， this would be the complete pattern ; in the case of the 
Dutch ， of course， there was an extra step up，  for above the colonial 
bureaucracy was its ruling class back home. But (to run a hypothetical 
i:est mentioned before) if J ava with its colonial masters were trans
ported to Mars， it would be detached from the overseas capitalist dass. 
Only the Dutch settlers (immediate colonial exploiters) would remain 
at the head of the society. To be sure， this transmogrification could not 
actually be worked on the Dutch ; but it serves to i/lustrate tbe exact 
pattern of tbe traditional Oriental despotism with modern imperialists 
at the summit. 

• Engels wrote to Bebel : 

If you want a model of state-socialism， then take java. Here， on the basis 
of the old communistic village communities， the Dutch government has 
。rganized all production in so beautifully socialistic a fashion， and has 5。
nicely taken the sale of all products in h and， that， aside from about 1 00  
million marks i n  stipends for officials and the army， there is stilI e.nother 
sum of about 70 million marks in net proceed� _ that accrues annual ly  . .  
In comparison Bismarck is a mere child indeed ! "  

The explanation to editor KautSky was longer: 
I t  would be good if someone took the trouble to lay bare the state
socialism now rife， through an example that is in full-blooming practice in 
java. AlI  the material is contained in [Money’s book) . . . .  Here one sees 
how， on the b asis of the old community communism [Gemeinde
kommunismusl ， the Dutch organized production under the aegis of the 
state， and secured for the people their idea of a quite comfortable exis
tence. Result:  the people are kept at the stage of primitive stupidity and 70 
million marks a year (very l ikely more now) are raked in for the Dutch 
treasury. The case is highly interesting， and the practical applications can 
easily be seen. Besides， it is proof how primi tÎve communism [ Ur-
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Engels had leaped the gap between two apparently u nrelated social 
forms: the updated Oriental despotism of the Dutch in Java (subordi
nated to an overseas capitalism) ，  and the up-to-date state-socialism of 
Bonapartism in its Bismarckian version， the class content of which was 
discussed in  Chapter 16 .31  What the two had in common， amidst a host 
of differences， was the autonomous role of the state power with respect 
to the class structure of civil society : this was what l inked Java to 
state socialism. 

In Java as in Germany， the executor of this autonomous role was the 
bureaucracy. 

It is ironic， in viζw of the contemporary intimations that Marx was 
reluctant to recognize the existence of the Oriental bureaucracy， that 
Marx-so far as 1 have been able to discover-was the very first writer to 
do exactly that : apply the still new-fangled term bureaucracy to the 
Chinese state apparatus (in 1 858).  >$ More than today， the very use of 
the word had overtones. As we have pointed out， Marx wrote about the 
h ighly visible officialdom of the Chinese state with about the same 
relative frequency as he did of the Prussian， and with about the same 
division of labor between terms treating the sovereign power as a 
Gesamteinheit (king， emperor， Crown， throne， monarchy) and terms 
referring to the inside of the state apparatus. And as in the case of 
Prussia， he assumed everyone knew that “The existeηce of the sovereign 
power is， indeed ， pre떠ely its officials， army， administration， judges. 
Apart from this its body ， it is a shadow， a figment of the imagination ， a 
[mere] name. ， ， 34 

kommunismusl there， as in I ndia and Russía today， provídes the fines� and 
broadest foundation for exploitation and despotism (as long as no modern 
co�munist 

.
elem.ent �tir� it  up� ， an? ho'7' it sho，:"s it�e1f to b� as much ，!f a 

crying anachronism in  the midst of modern society (one to be removed or 
else well-nigh reversed in course) _�s were the independent mark associa
tions of the-original Swiss cantons.30 
.. Marx’s 1 8 5 8  articles on the British-ímposed. opium trade dealt with one of 

the consequences for Chína: “ [ t J  he corrup tíon that ate ínto the heart of the 
Ce1estial bureaucracy， and destroyed the bulwark of the patriarchal constitu
tíon. " 32 ( I t  would seem that it was not the emperor that was the bulwark of this 
politícal system.) The sovereign power was power\ess to control íts officialdom in 
íts effo: ts to suppress the opium trade， efforts which (Marx points out) were 
decided on by the delíberations of “all the high officers of the Empire." Among 
other interesting glimpses of the Chinese bureaucracy in Marx’s articles， there is 
the role of the mandarinate in meeting the Taiping rebels' attacks， which can be 
read in an interesting if neglected article entitled “Chinese Affaíl's. " 33 I do not 
mean to exclude the possibilíty that a search might turn up other writers wh。
applied the neologísm bureaucracy to China earlier than Marx. 
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I t  is certainly true that it never occurred to Marx to reassure future 
marxologists about a question no one was yet asking， since his un
sophisticated era knew no special inhibition about the concept of a 
bureaucratic ruling power. For two cεnturies writers on China had again 
and again routinely described the locus of a11 power in the hands of the 
state apparatus， whether this was consìdered to be the emperor operat
ing through his far-flung administrative machine or the apparatus with 
the emperor at its head. In the case of Russia， the Marquis de Custine'" 
had taken some time to concIude that the state power was in the hands 
of an apparat that was no longer εffectively controlled by the czar， but 
the one theory that Custine never entertained was that the power was 
in the hands of the nobility or any other property-holding class. In 
Marx’s lifetime， i t  would have been a puzzling innovation if anyone had 
claimed thilt the ruling power under Oriental despotism was in any 
hands otber than the state apparatus. 

Another reminder is necessary， if only as background : as in the case 
。f many other subjects， Marx’s p이itical writings about China and lndia 
were usually keyed to current issues， like British poI icy， movements of 
revolt， and so on. He never got around to writing his planned volume on 
the state， nor did he  set pen to paper to wrap up the political scene in 
scientific formulas. He did not do this even with a long list of far more 
important issues-unfortunately. Nowhεre did he ask， in good catechεt
ical fashion， Wbat is tbe ruling class uηder tbe absolute monarcby?  and 
set down the answer for the textbooks of the future. Several scores of 
marxologists have written learnedly of his failure to promulgate a 
canonical definition of class. '" '" 

The fact is that Marx took it for granted that everyone and his or‘her 
mother knew who ruled under Oriental despotism and similar regimes. 
It was an easy question， not a d ifficul ty .  In Cαpital， . one of his first 
remarks about “ the  ancÌent AsÎatic and other ancìent modes of produc
tion" is this: “Those ancient social organisms of production are， as 
compared with bourgeois society， much more simple and transparent， 
to an extraordinary degree." 36 In contrast， Marx has amply explained 
that “bourgeois society Îs the most highly developed and most multi-

'" The Marquis de Custine’S observations are reported in Sp<!cial Note E. $ .  / t remained for Wittfogel to c1aim that Ma.rx’s alleged reticence a.bout a 
ruling c1ass under Oriental despotism “was a strange formulation for a ma.n who 
ordinarily was eager [0 define social classes . . . .  " 35 
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plex historical organization of production." 37 On the economic leve\ ， 
the simple peasant understood about his own society what the simple 
professor disputes in ours， namely the fact and mode of exploitation， 
the appropriation of the surplus product. Simp/e and traηsparent. 

7. THE “POLITICAL DEPENDENCY RELATIONSHIP" 

Most important is the common failure to understand the significance 
of Marx’s repeated insistence on what was basic to the inquiry :  the 
contention， which he put forward aggressive\y time and again as the key 
to everything， that this Oriental society was founded on “common 
property" ;  that is， that tbere was ηo priνate-property-holdiη'g class i11 
existence. Only today do we have to spell out that there could be no 
ruling class based on private property if the social scene contained not a 
single candidate for this honor. To be sure， p rivate-property-holding 
elements existed in the pores of this society ; but they were not such 
candidates. It was therefore no problem for Engels-writing in Anti
Dübring. in inteHectual collaboration with Marx， the sole work in which 
they u ndertook a more or less systematic presentation of Marx’s ideas 
-to speak of the amalgamation “into a ruling class" of ruling elements 
not based on private-property power.38 

ln Capital Marx used an appropriate term for the stratum of eco
nomic exploiters in the Asiatic mode of production : referrìng specif
ically to the old village-community system， he wrote of the nonagricul
tural laborers that they 

are directly employed by the magnates [den G γossεη ] ，  to whom a 
portìon of the agricultural surplus product is rendered in the 
shapε of tribute or rent. One portion of this product is consumed 
by the magnates in kind . . . . 39 

Die Grossen-the Great O nes， magnates， or grandees-is a term used 
globally for the appropriators of the surp!us product， the identity of 
whom we know from Marx’s explanations. It may remínd us of Marx’s 
use of tbe great maη for the head of the hierarchy of officers ìn the 
Scottish clan.40 Later Marx used ruγal magnates (in Englìsh ) to refer to 
the landed aristocracy in the French provinces.4 1 

In 1 88 1 - 1 882 Engels resorted to the same algebraic term die 
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Grossen in describing the transition to the feudal ruling class out of the 
Germanic communities that had meJded in the i nvasions of Rome and 
gone over to private property in land. But this ruling class-in-formation 
did not begin simply out of land ownership. 

When， during and by means of the civil wars， the beginnings of a 
ruli ng class of the great men [ Grosseη 1 and the powerful
landowners， officials， and military chiefs-were already being 
formed ，  their support was bought by the princeJings with gifts of 
land.42 

Thus the “officials and military chiefs" who entered into the formation 
of this ruling class were homogenized with the landowners-eventually. 
So it was in the European， not the Asiatic， course of development. In  
the Asiatic pattern ， they could not be so homogenized because a private 
landowning class did not arise. 

I n  Capital Marx’s use of the Great 0ηes for the ruling magnates who 
received the tribute or rent (the distinctive revenue of rulers under 
Oriental despotism) occurs in the course of a favorable summary of 
Richard J ones’s analysis of the I ndian system. In his economic note
books Marx had copious notes on and excerpts from Jones rεgarding 
this point among others. These notes show J ones referring only to 안he 
sovereign" as the controIIer of the general labor fund for the non
agricultural laborers.43 It was Marx who introduced the Great Ones. In 
another book J ones referred incidentally to “the state and its officers" 
as thε receivers and dispensers of this fund õ  and Marx excerpts this 
passage for quotation in his work.44 

Most interesting is a statεment that occurs as Marx’s conclusion from 
Jonεs’s matζrial on thε history of rent: 

In  all earlier forms it ìs thε landowner， not the capitalist ， who 
fìgures as the direct appropriator of the surplus labor of others. 
Reηt . . .  appears historicaIly (on the biggest scale among the 
Asiatic peoples) as the general form of surplus lab01'， of labor 
performed gratis. Here the appropriation of this surplus labor is 
not mediated through exchange， as in the case of capital， but its 
basis is the forcible rule of one section of society by another 
(hence aIso direct slavery， serfdom， or politicaI dependency 
reIati。nship).45

“The forcible rule of onε section of society by another，" which pro
vides the basis for the appropriation of the prQducers’ surplus labor， 
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“on the biggest scale among the Asiatic peoples": what else did this 
mean to Marx than the pattern of the state in socioeconomic terms? 

Th is is immediately followed by a list of three modes of production 
presented as exemplifying different forms of the precεding pattern. 
Two of these three are well known : direct slavery and serfdom， both of 
which we know Marx ruled out as descriptions of the dominant Asiatic 
mode of production. The Asiatic form is termed the political depen
dency relationship (politiscbes Abbängigkeitsverbältnis). This is not a 
designation for the pol ìtical superstructure of this mode of production:  
it i s  the term for the central relationship of the mode of production 
itself. 

What is the political dependency relationship which is sεt coordi
nately alongside slavery and serfdom? Why is it  a political dependency 
relationship? "Because of the specific characteristic of this mode of 
production which was explained in a previous section : 46 the direct 
dependence of the producer on the political power. It is the political 
power that is the socioecoηomic exploiter， that section of society 
which exercises its forcible rule over another. 

When the state apparatus is taken as a ruling “section of society，" it 
is idle to believe that some crowned head is the total content. I f， 
further on， Marx remarks that in precapitalist modes of production 
most of the surplus labor and surplus product goes t。 “the landowner 
( the state in Asia)，" 47 it is as disingenuous to believe that he means a 
single landowner in the first case as that he knows only a single person 
in the second . "  

Let us put this passage alongside the previously cited one i n  which 
the same three modes of production were listed in their double aspect: 

Under the slave relationship，  serf relationship， tributary relation
ship ( insofar as primitive communities are concerned) ，  it is the 
slaveholder， the feudal lord ， the tribute-colIecting state that is the 
。wner and hence the seller of the product.49 

The thrεεfold division is identical ， for the tributary relationship is the 

‘ A similar remark occurs in Capital under “ Rent in K ind，" where Marx again 
discusses characteristics common to precapitalist societies. Even when rent in kind 
replaces labor rent， he writes， it is still usually accompanied by survivals of the 
earlier form (rent paid in compulsory labor>. “no matter whether the landlord is a 
private person or the state." Rent in kind as a form “is quite suitable for serving 
as the basis for stationary social conditions， as we see e.g. in Asia." 48 
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same as the political dependency relationship. It is political because it is 
the tribute-collecting state which is the owner of the products of labor 
as well as of the land itself， that is， owner of the economic infra
structure as welI as ruler of the political structure， thereby fusing 
economics and politics in this form of sociεty. It is this fusion which 
makes the political dependency relationship central to the mode of 
production. 

The importance of the designation political dependency relation for 
the Asiatic mode of production may be better gauged if we get 
acquainted with the role played in Marx’s thinking by the basic concept 
of dependeηcy relations (Abhäη'gigkeitsverhältnisse) .  Marx worked this 
out in the Gruηdrisse notebooks; Capital reflects the results. 

Well known is Marx’s periodization of history in terms of modes of 
production characteristic of different societies. ln h is notebooks Marx 
proposes a related periodization of history in terrns of the dependency 
relations characteristic of three great stages of society. In these terms， 
all precapitalist societies becomε the first stage j capitalism represents a 
second stagej and the future socialist society will be the third stage. An 
interesting feature of this synoptic view is the basis on which all 
precapitalist forms are subsumed under a single head : this common 
content is called ‘ψersonal dependency rεlations. " 

Following is a résumé of Marx’s exposition whif;h foIlows his 
language fairly closely， with added explanations: 

<11 The mutual interdependence of everybody with everγbody else in 
production is a characteristic of all societies and always remains true， 
but this “all-around dependency of the producers on each other" may 
be organized in different forms. In modern bourgeois society， where all 
products and activities tend to become exchange values (commodities) ， 
the nεcessary interdependence of everybody in production is brought 
about for the first time by a social bond， not a personal one. 

<11 This social bond， the binding force that keeps people working in 
concert， is represented by bourgeois exchange value  (commodity rela
tions， production for the markεt) ， and is objectified as money. Thus the 
social bond ， which εmbodies the social character of production， con
fronts the individual producer as something alien to him τvhich has 
become a thing (in this case， money) ， not simply a relation. 

<11 But in precapitalist societ 
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in production. Rather， this function-the function of binding individ
uals together for production-was performed by the power o[ the 
community over the individual， whether this community was the old 
patriarchal community， the community of ancient classical society， or 
of the feudal and guild system. 

• Today， in bourgeois society， the thing-the social bond standi ng 
outside the individual-has an impersonal power over him. I n  a society 
where no thiηg has this social power， the same job has to be done by 
people， that is， by personal relations. Thus Marx writes: 

Every individual [ today) possess!:!s this social power in the form 
of a thing [money) . Rob the thing of this sociaI power and you 
must give it to [certain )  people [to exercise] over [ otherJ 
people. Personal dependency relations (quite spontaneously 
developed from nature， to begin with) are the first forms of 
society in which human  productivity develops. [ if l  only to a 
slight extent and at isolated points. Personal independence based 
on dependence on tbings is the sccond great form， one in which 
for the first time there takes shape a system of general social 
metabolism， a system of universal interrelations， multifarious 
needs， and universal [social } wealth. Free individuaIity， based on 
the universal development of individuals and on gaining mastery 
。vc:r their communal ， social productivity as well as over their 
social weal빼， is the third stage. The second stage creates the 
preconditions for the third .50 

Or in  bare outline: ( 1 )  The societies based I?n personal dependency 
relations. (2) The society， capitalism， in which the personal bond in 
depen蘭ncy relations is replaced by a social bond， 외ien to or extern외 
to the individual’s personal relations. This is summarized as “personal 
independencε based on dependencε on things. " ( 3 )  τhe coming 'replace
ment of all dependency relations by “free individuality ." 

This sets the framework in which to understand Marx’s treatment of 
the Asiatic form. All the social forms of the precapitaIist stage are based 
on personal dependency relations in one way or another; bu t in the 
Asiatic form these personal dependency relations are political: that is， 
the binding force in production is the re1ationship to the state. This is 
why Marx can write “direct slavery， serfdom，  or political dependency 
relationship" as a quick rollcall of precapitalist societies. Under all 
three， the PQwer that enforces thε interdependen 
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people called slaveowners ; under serfdom， it is  wielded by certain 
people caIled feudal lords; under the pol itical dependency relation， it is 
wielded by certain people called the state. 

8. THEOCRATS AND PRIEST RULE 

Before coming to the main passage in Capital where this political 
dependency relationship is expounded somewhat systematically if 
briefly， it is worth noting a place where it appears in passing. 

Discussing “ the  colossal effects of simple cooperation" in labor， 
Marx presents a passage from Jones about the gigantic structures 
erected by Oriental states， out of the surplus， through prodigal use of 
massed human labor. Jones remarks that what makes this possible is the 
“confinement of the revenues wh ich feed them [ the laborers 1 to one or 
a few hands." This does not sound as if he is aware of a ruling class ; but 
in the same passage (still as quoted by Marx) he had alsò remarked of 
Egyptian food production :  “this food， belonging to the monarch and 
the priesthood， afforded the means of erecting the mighty monu
ments . . . .  " S I  I n  Egypt h e  is aware o f  the priesthood as a social element 
which is an integral part of the state structure. 

Marx then adds' the following comment of his own :  

This power o f  Asiatic and Egyptian kings or Etruscan thεocrats， 
etc . ，  has in modern society passed over to the capitalist， whether 
he figures as an is。이la따te려d c않ap미it떼밍i따s앞t 。αr， a잃S 1띠n j。이m따1πt-았. 
a co이llec다t디lVε capitalist.52 

The reference to the Etruscan theocrats is not in Jones， who was 
discussing 0αr따. 
now as then; but whatever Marx had in mind by Etruscan theocrats
pres찌uma매b비ly either ear싸‘샤y priest-kings or the later a앙n파s았to。야cr따acy that a잃s

sumed religious sanctions (called the “Etruscan priest-nobles" elsewhere 
by Marx) S3-the term plainJy pointed to a class or classlìke formation. 
Morεovεr， the power over the disposal of the social surplus-the basic 
socioeconomic power in any society-is regarded as held by the Asiatic 
sovereigns in the same sensε as thε Etruscan rul ing class and the modεrn 
capitalist ruling class. 

The reference to the Etruscan theocrats as a ruling class has its 
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near-counterpart in an equally casual refεrence by Marx to Egypt， 
which is however far more specific than J ones’s 안he monarch and the 
priesthood ，" though it derives from the same historical sources. Marx 
writes :  “The necessity for caIculating the periods of the Nile’s overflow 
created Egyptian astronomy ， and with it the rule of the priest caste as 
the director [ Leiterin ] of agriculture. " S4 Typically， Marx is not here 
posing the question What is the ruling class η Egypt? but making a 
different point， whose very formulation reveals what he is taking for 
granted . * The control by the priest “caste" over the technological 
essential of the conditions of production !ed to their control over 
economic life not by means of private-property ownership but rather 
by means of their control over the state apparatus-a political control 
exercised through religious sanctions much like the Etruscan theocrats. 
What was εstablished was a politica! dependency relationship， basically 
different from direct slavery or serfdom as Marx' had explained. 
(Whether and when slavery also existed within the framework of this 
system， as in India， is an entirely separate issue.) 

9.  THE “ INNERMOST SECRET" OF 
SOCIETY AND ST ATE 

1 t is in the section on “ Labor Rent" included in the third volume of 
Capital that Marx comes closest to a direct discussion of the political 
dependency relationship. It begins with labor rent under serfdom 
(ground rent in the form of unpaid labor for the feudal lord’s estate). 
Marx -i:hen generalizes that in all forms of society in which the direct 
producer does not own his land but is only its “possessor， " 

’ Equally typically， Wittfogel disposes of this passage by a diversion. Besides 
objecting that Marx gives him caste and not class， he throws it out on the ground 
that Marx uses “a most peculiar determinant of economic dominance ， "  namely 
커naking astronomy the basis for economic leadership" instead of “control over 
the means of production." 55 But astronomy díd not begín as an intellectual 
pursuít by professors. Marx’s point is precisely that the tecJmology involved 
(astronomy) was the economic necessity (condition of production) essential for 
“control over the means of production." Furthermore: if this inept objection 
were indeed justified， then it  would mean that MllfX departed frαn his own 
theory in order to nominate a ηanptψ'ate-property-holdi7Ig stratum as the ruling 
power of Egyptian society. A most peculiar insistence for a man “paralyzed" by 
fear of just such a conclusion! 
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the property relationship must likewise show Îtself as a direct 
relationship of rulers and ruled [ 01' lordship and servitudel ， and 
therefore show that the direct producer is not a free man-a lack 
of freedom which can soften from serfdom with compulsory 
labor down to a mere obligation to pay tribute [ T서butpflichtig
keit l .:>O 

The latter， we know， is the central feature of the Asiatic mode of 
production， or bεtter， tributary mode of production based on the 
village community. The direct producer independently carries on his 
cultivation and handicrafts. 

This independence is not negated by the fact that， much as they 
do in India， these small peasants may form themselves into a 
more or less naturally evolved community of production， since 
involved here is merely their independence from the nominal 
landlord. Under these conditions， surplus labor for thε nominal 
landowner can be squeezed out of them only by noneconomic 
coercion， whatever form this may take. 

One should keep in mind that， for the worker under capitalism， the 
normal form of pressure involves ecoηomic coercion， coercion not 
directly mediated through the state. Basically the same is true of 
serfdom， which normally involved a mutual dependency relationship
the direct land-tiller receiving protection and other services from his 
lord. But slavery involved noneconomic coercion (forceful compulsion 
at least implied). Therefore in the next sentence Marx makes the 
distinction: “What d ifferentiates this from the slave or plantation 
economy is that the slave works with another’s conditions of produc
tion， and not independently." He then continues on t:he village
community form : “Hence a personal dependency relationship is 
necessary， personal unfreedom to one degree or another， and the 
condition of being tied to the soiI as an appurtenance， bondage in the 
true sense." This characteristic applies to both the serf relationship and 
the tributary relationship. The next sentence narrows it down : 

If it is not a private landowner but rather， as in Asia， the state 
which confronts them ( the direct producersl directly as their 
landowner and their sovereign at one and the same time， then 
rent and taxes coincide;  or rather， there then exists no tax other 
than this form of ground rent. 
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To pa.ra.phra.se: if the sta.te， vis-à-vis the direct producers， is both 
economic a.nd politica1 overlord rolled into one， then ground rent a.nd 
taxes are a1so rolled into one pa.ckage (the tribute in this ca.se) ; and it is 
this amaIgamated levy which is the source of the socia1 surplus collected 
by the rulers. Marx continues: 

Under these conditions， the dependency relationsh ip .  politically 
as well as economica.lly need not take harsher form than what is 
common to a.ny subjection to tha.t state. Here the state is the 
supreme landlord. Here sovereignty is concentrated l and owner
ship on a national sca1e. It follows， however， that private land 
ownership does not exisr， although there is both private and 
collectiv� ownership and usufruct irÍ the soiL 58 

In this system， “sovereignty，" that is， political rule， “is concentrated 
land ownership，" writes Marx. This is not merely another form of the 
aphorism that politics is concentrated economics， which merely points 
to a relationship between the twO. What we have here is an identity， a 
fusion. Here the state is not the managing committee of the landlords; 
“here the state is the supreme landlord." 

Is  this view somehow out of line with Marx’s theory of the state? As 
if to answer this in advance even at the expense of an intrusive 
digression， • •  at this very point we get the most genera1ized statement 
in Capita/ on the nature of the state in terms of its socioeconomic 
underpinnings. In line with the context， the formulation is not pitched 
in terms of class-which provides only a mediating definition-hut 
rather in terms o[ tbat whicb de[ines class too. This rock-bottom 
determinant is the “sovereignty-‘dependency relationship" which derives 
from “the specific economic form in which unpaid surplus labor is 
pumped out of the direct producers." 

The specific economic form in which unpaid surplus labor is 
pumped out of the direct producers determines the relationship 
of rulers and ruled， as it grows directly out of production itself 
and in turn reacts upon it as a determinant. But on it is based the 
entire formation of the economic community growing out of the 

$ This key term (Abhängigkeitsverhältnis) has dísappeared from extant English 
translations. Not quite as bad is the fact that， in the first volume of Capital. where 
Marx remarks that the Asiatic mode of produc.tion is based on “direct ruler-ruled 
rc:lationships." the translations blur this into: “direct relations of subjection." 57 

.. ..  The order was possibly determined by Engels' editingô the original manu
scripts would have to be checked to determine this. 
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productive relations thεmselves， and therewith its specific polit
ical form likewÌse. It is always the direct relationship of the 
owners of the conditions of production to the direct producers-a 
relationship whose actual form always naturally corresponds to a 
definite stage of development in the ways and means of labor and 
hence its social productive powεr-which holds the innermost 
secret， the hidden foundation of the entìre social structure and 
hence also of the political form of the sovereignty-dependency 
relationship， in short， of the specific form of the state in each 

S9 case. 

These three sentences* present the most concentrated statement by 
Marx of his theory of the state in relation to his theory of social 
structure and change ， pitched in terms applicable to all c1ass societies 
without exception. If one had to select from Marx’s writing a single 
statement which contains the main body of his theoretical work iη oν0， 
this would be it. 

• A fourth sentence completed the paragrap h :  
This does n o t  gainsay the fact that. due to innumerable different empirical 
circumstances. natural conditions， relationships among races ( tribes， &c.J . 
outside historical influences. etc .• the same economic basis-same in terms 
of the main conditions-can show endless variations and gradations in the 
phen‘)menon. which. �an be made out only by an떠ysis of these empirical\y 
밍 ， .... ________ 60 n clrcumstan 

This was a caution to the coming generations of marxologists who were going to 
repeat endlessly that Marx reduced all history to unil inear. one-fac tor. rigidified 
uniformity. “How long wilt tbou speak tbese tbiηgs? alld bow IOllg sba/l tbe 
words of tby moutb be like a strollg wiηd? "  said Bildad the Shuhite in an Eastern 
land. 
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I t  is now possible to take up Marx’s views on the nature of the 
Russian czarist political superstructure， and， finalIy， come to a state
ment of his general theory of the state. 

The case of the Russian state has already been mentioned in connec
tion with Oriental despotism. What exact1y was the connection? By its 
nature the connection was not exact at alJ .  To Marx as to everyone else， 
Russia was the “semi" country :  semi-Asiatic， semi-occidental ， semi
civilized ， semi-Byzantine， semi-Mongolian. While every country has an 
admixture of influences， Russia was an extreme case for obvious his
torical reasons; and moreover the problem of what was， or was becom
ing， its dominant line of development changed even while Marx and 
Engels were considering it during their lifetime. The challenge was to 
disentangle the separate interacting factors， evaluate their relationship 
to each other at any given time， and estimate their direction and rate of 
change. 

There are， of course， a number of questions clustering about Russian 
history ，  but for present purposes we are interested in Marx’s views on 
the nature of the state power. 

1 .  THE ASIATIC SIDE 

The economic forms that the  Russian state encompassed were as 
conglomerate as the historical influences on the country. A letter by 
Engels to a Russian socialist in 1 885 sums up an important aspect: 

5 72 
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There [ in  R ussiaJ where the situation is so strained， where the 
revolutionary elements have accumulatεd to such a degree， where 
the economic conditions of the enormous mass of the people 
become daily more impossible，  where every stage of social devel
opment is represented ， from the primitive commune to modern 
large-scale industry and h igh finance，  and where all these contra
dictions are viol ently held in check by an unexamp led despotism， 
a d espotism which is becoming more and more u nbearable to a 
youth in wh om the dignity and inteIligence of the nation are 
united-there， when 1 789  has once been l au nched ， 1 79 3  will not 
be l ong in following. l 

We want to focus not on the nature of the coming Russian revolution 
which is adumbrated here and elsewhere in Marx and Engels* but on 
the peculiarity of th is society “where every stage of socia.l d evel opment 
ìs rεpresented " :  a living museum of precapitalist economic forms a.long
side the latest capitalist formations-the “combined" aspect of the 
Russian development. The two extreme ends o f  this spectrum， men
tioned by E ngels， represented different features : on one side ，  the still 
primitive peasant village community (obshchiηa， mír) ; on the other， the 
modern industria.l works in the big cities. ln between there were the 

surviving feudal forms represented by the privileges of the aristocracy， 
though serfdom had been formally aboIished in 1 86 1 .  

1 n  this potpourri， who ruled? What c1ass wielded the state p ower? 
This now-standard question assumes that a c1ass wielded the state 
power: an assumption withou t a shadow of justification within thε 
framework of Marx’s conceptions. In any case， this is not how the 
Russian reality l ooked to Marx. While the state was tied to the interests 
of the socioeconomic Ínfrastructure as ah‘rays， it was not acting as the 
too1 of any one of th e classes of civil society. As we have seen in the 
case of Westεrn Bonapartism， this means we are dea.ling with a state 
characterized by a high degree of au tonomy. 

The Asiatic component of this “ semi" country was represented 
socially by the village-community economy in which the bulk of the 
peasantry still lived . When Marx found evidence in Maurer that the 

'" Marx’s and Engels' views on the coming Russian revolution are reserved for 
another volume. In the above passage， 1 78 9  stands for tne bourgeois-democratic 
revolutionõ 1793  was the high point in the domination of dle French Revolution 
by the plebeian left wing， pushing beyond the bourgeois boundaries of the 
revolution. 
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Russian viUage commune (which the Narodniks， or Populists， vaunted 
as a Russian originality) had arisen in Asia and elsewhere in Europe， he 
commented that “the very last vestige of a title to originality disappears 
for the Russians . . . .  What remains true of thcm is that they are still to 
this day stuck fast in forms that their neighbors cast off long ago." 2 

Later that year， Marx specified further: 

The whole thing [ the Russian community J ， doψη to the smallest 
detail， is absolutely identical wÎth the primitiνe Germanic com
muηity. What must be added in the case of the Russians (and this 
is also found in a section o[ tbe 1ηdiaη communi얀1， not just in the 
Punjab but in the South )  is ( 1 )  the 11Ondemocratic but patriarchal 
character of the commune executive， and (2) the collective re
spoηsibility for taxes to the state， etc. It follows from the second 
point that the more Ìndustrious a Russian peasant is， the more he 
is exploited on behalf of the state， not only for taxes but for 
supplying produce， h orses， etc . during the continual troop move
ments， for government couriers， etc. The whole pile of crap is in 
process of coUapse." 

ln another connectÎon we have also seen some of Engels' references to 
the link between the RussÎan community and Oriental despotism.4 

This provides the economic underpinning of Marx’s (and others’) 
view of RussÍa’s AsiatÎc heritage: the village-community economy repre
sents “the economic groundwork of Asiatic production" in Russia. * I n  
another place Marx l inked the institutions of “common property o f  the 
RussÎan peasants" to their “Asiatic barbarisrn，"  thε same AsÎatic barbar
ism being also as a general characteristic of the Russian power 
vis�쏘vis Europe. Indeed， Marx and Engels were free with characteriza
tions of the Russ싫n power as Asiatic， “semÎ-Asia.tic in her condition， 
manners， tradit띠ns， and institutions"; “semi-Eastern" (whereas China 
W잃 “completely eastern") ，  a “Byzantine κlffspring" in religion and civ
ilization， Mongolian-l‘artar especially in thξ arist。‘:racy‘6

In  short， the “ despotism " aspect of the Russian complεx 
referred to the symbiotic relationship betwcen the disconnected “local
ized microcosms" of the old village communities iη which the peasantry 
lived， on the one hand， and the aut。‘ ;'U11:>'-" " centralized despotism on 
top， on th강 other. 

This remark in εapitalS refers to  the impμ:t of Russian commerce， and no 
doubt refers not only to “Asiadc p roduction" in  Russia itself bu t also to the 
“neighboring Asiatic market" (50 in  Engels' appended footnote). 
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2 ‘  THE REVOLUTION FROM ABOVE 

But this Asiatic side represented the past， which still weighed on 
Russia’s development. The European side， or the side which looked to 
Europe， depended on the economic modernization of the country in 
order to maintain it as  a power among the other great powers. 

On this side the Russian state resembled the absolute monarchies of 
the West rather than the Oriental despotisms. ln Chapter 1 9  we saw 
that the absolute m011archies， 110 matter how great their initial feudal 
sympathies ， were compelIed to encourage the development of capitalist 
commerce and industry， that is to stÎmulate the growth of the new class 
that was to destroy them. This was easy to understand in England and 
France before the first bourgeois revolutions， when the feudal power 
simply regarded the bourgeois as moneybags to be exploited or cows t。
be pastured for milking. But even in the nineteenth century， when 
Europe was 씩ready part bourgeois and part prebourgeois， the old 
regimes were not scared off th is course by the suspicion they might be 
d igging their own graves. On the contrary， the remaining absolutisms 
intensified efforts to boμrgeoisψ their owη social m'ders while still 
holding tightly onto the reins of state power. They accepted social 
bourgeoisification (development of capitalist industry， and so on) as 
necessary and inevitable， and set out to carry out this revolutionization 
of society under the auspices of the absolutist state power precisely in 
order to avoid seeing it carried out under a bourgeois state power; that 
is， in order to avoid a revolution frαm below. This was what Marx cal1ed 
the revolution from above， which was characteristic of the Bismarck 
reglme . 

. then came the new period [wrote Engels J ，  ushered in by 
Germany， a period of revolutions from the top . . . Russia took 
part in this general movement. 7 

Russia was under even greater strains than Germany ; for Russian 
society was very obsolete， the state was very autocratic (autonomous) ，  
the aristocracy was very dinosaurial1， thc !iberal bour웠eoisìe was very 
spineless， and the peasantry was very resentful and restive. The dis
location between state and civil society was the greatest in Europe. It 
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meant: a social order iη extremis， and a state power au tonomized ad 
extrer.ηuη1. 

This course worked itself out under various pressures. As Marx wrote 
in a somewhat different connection， “Russia exists in a modern histori
cal milieu ; it is contemporaneous with a superior culture; it is tied to a 
world market in which capitalist production predominates ."  8 The form 
in which this economic imperative manifested itself most imperiously 
was， as often， the problem of military might ，  with war as the court of 
judgment. Not only were the Russian nobles paupers (in their own 
eyes) as compared with the Western capitalist nabobs; not only did they 
habituaIly speak French instead of Russian as their l ink to a h igher 
culture ; but Russia was sliding down to a third-rate power， as the 
Crimean War showed. Five years after the Treaty of Paris came the 
“emancipation" of the Russian serfs as a step toward modernization. As 
Engels wrote to a Russian correspondent in 1 892 : 

。OFrom the moment warfare became a branch of the grande 
iηdustrie (ironclad ships， rifled artillery， quickfiring and repeating 
cannons， repeating rifles， steel covered bullets， smokeless powder， 
etc . ) ，  la graηde industrie， without which al1 these th ings cannot be 
made， became a political necessity. 

A political necessity : that is， the economic modernization of the 
country was required by the state ’'s interests. Engels' Ietter continued:  

AII  these things cannot be had without a highly developed metal 
manufacture. And that manufacture cannot bε had without a 
corresponding development in a11 other branches of rnanufacture， 
εspecially textile. 

quite agree with you in fixing the beginning of the new 
industrial era of your country about 186 1 .  It was thε hopeless 
struggle of a nation， with prirnitive forrns of producti0n ， against 
nations with rnodern production， which characterised the Ameri
can l Civil ] War. The Russian understood this perfectly ;  
hence their transition t o  modern forms， a transition rendered 
irrevocable by the εrnancip.ation act of 1861 .  . 

Another thing is certaìn : if Russ업 required after the Crirnean 
War a grande ind따trie of her own， she could have it in one forrn 
。nly : the capitalistic [orm. " 

The low level of cul ture in gεneral rneant that Russia， l ike Austria， 
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“lacks the numerically large educated class that alone can supply a 
sufficient number of competent officers for so large an 따my ，" hence 
the Russian mishaps in the 1 878 war with Turkey. lO During the fighting 
with Turkey， Engels explained to Marx why neither side could carry on 
a modern war; 

The immobility of the Turks lies essentially in the lack of supplies 
organization‘ I t  seems impossible for any barbarians and semi
barbarians to make an army fit not merely for fighting but a1s。
for free mobilitYi their army， organized by dint of great exertions 
to approximate a modern one (for fighting) ， has to carry out 
movements by means of the “appliancesν of an old-time barbarian 
army. Modern weapons are introduced， but the ammunition for 
them is left to take care of 'Ítself. Brigades， divisions ，  and army 
corps are organized and massed in accordance with the rules of 
modern strategy but they forget that they are then unable to 
forage for their own upkeep like a horde of Janissaries， Spahis， or 
nomads. Thìs is a1ready visible with the Russians， sti1l more with 
the Turks . . . .  1 1  

Rcsult? In  a n  cncycJopedia artidc， “Infantry，" Engels compared the 
Russian situation with the bureaucratization of the Byzantine army. In 
Byzantium 

。OThe hierarchic and administrative organization of the troops 
was perfected to an almost ideal state of bureaucracy， but with 
the result that we now see in Russia: a perfect organization of 
embezzlement and fraud at the expense of the state， with armies 
costing enormous sums and existing in part: only on paper. 12 

The Russian state power undertook a “social revolution"-th e revolu
tion from above. So E ngeIs summarized it， from the perspective of 
1 890: 

。OThe internal devεlopment of Russia since 1856 ，  furthered by 
the Government ítself， has done its work. The social revolution 
has made giant strides; Rûssia is daily becoming more and mor，ε 
OccidentaIised i modern manufactures， steam， railways， the trans
formation of all payments in kind into money payments， and 
Wl삼1 this the crumbling of the old foundations óf society， are 
developing with ever accelerated speed. But in the same degree is 
also evolving the incompatibility of despotic Tsardom with the 
new society in course of formation . . . .  The Revolution that in 
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1 848 halted 0!1 the Polish frontier， is now knocking at the door 
of Russia. . . . •  .> 

Russia.， Engels argued ， could not ha.ve “held its own in the world" without 
industria.lization. “A na.tion of 1 00 million tha.t pla.y an important part in 
the h isrory of the world could not， under the present economic a.nd 
industrial conditions， continue in the state in which Russia was up to the 
Crimean War." The “domestic patriarchal indusrry" would have been 
smashed by the West’s ch.eap goods， and Russia would have wound up like 
“India， a country economically subject to the great Central Workshop， 
England，" that is， with a semicolonial status. 14 

3 .  THE STATE BREEDS A CAPITALIST CLASS 

Looking back in 1 894 over the changes in Russia in the past two 
decades， Engels a용ain insisted that， after the Crimean defeats of the old 
czarist despotism， “there was only one way out:  the swiftest possible 
changeover 1:0 capitalist industry." But one change had to lead to 
another in an inexorable chain. The vast expanses of the empire 

h ad to be spanned by a network of strategic railways. But 
railways implied a capitalist industry and a revolutionizing of the 
primitive agriculture. On the one hand， agricultural produce even 
from the remotest part of the country come into direct contact 
with the wor1d market ; on the other， an extensive network of 
railways cannot be buHt and run without a domestic industry 
supplying rails， locomotives， railway cars， etc. But it is impossible 
to create 0ηe branch of large-scale industry without also intro
d ucing the whole system j the rdatively modern textile industry 

. was given a fresh impetus. The construction of railways and 
factories was followed by the enlargement of the existing banks 
and the establishment of new ones; the emancipation of the 
peasants from serfdom led to freedom of movement ，  and it  was 
only to be expected that this would naturally be followed by the 
emancipation of a sizable part of these peasants from landowner
ship as well. In this way， all the fou ndations of the capitalist 
mode of product:ion were laid in Russia in a short time. 15 
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This precipitate growth of modern industry in Russia “has been 
brought about only through artificial means， protectivε tariffs， state 
subsidies， etc." 16 To be sure， industrialization had been furthered by 
state policy and action in Western Europe tOO. * But Russia’s case， as 
seen by Marx and Engels， showed a qualitative difference. The English 
and French monarchies acted largely under the pressure of an objective 
economic impulsion (the rise of money， for example) and an expanding 
bourgeoisie ; but by the time this wave of the future hit Russia， the 
relationship had to be reversed . The Russian state， under the imprεss of 
the socioeconomic forces that gripped the modern world to which it 
was tied， set out to cγeate in Russia the modern economy which it 
lacked. hence aIso the dass and the bourgeois conditions which alone 
could produce this rεsult. 

。OThe [Crimeanl war had proved [ wrote EngeIs in 1 890J that 
Russia needed railways， steam engines， modern industry， even on 
purely military grounds. And thus the government set about 
breeding a Russian capitalist dass. 

In “breeding a RusSÍan capitalist class，" the state bred anothεr dass too，  
continued Engels: 

But such a dass cannot exist without a proletariat， a dass of 
wage-workers， and in order to procure the elements for this， the 
so-called emancipation of the peasants had to be taken in handj 
h is personal frεedom the peasant paid for by the transference of 
the bεtter part of his landed property to the nobility. What of it 
was left to him Was too much for dyir핑， too little for living. While 
the Russian peasant Obshtchina [ village community J was at
tacked thus at the very root， the new development of the bour
geoisie was artificially forced as in a hot-house， by means of 
railway concessions， protective duties， and other privileges; and 
thus a comolete social revolution was initiated in town and 

18 country . .  

• Even to furthering the creation of classes， for example in the creation of the 
c1ass of free laborers by freeing them of all property. Marx’s Grundrisse note
books put i t :  

I t  has been historically established that they f the free laborersl first tried 
the latter alternative !begging， vagabondage， and rQbbery l . but were driven 
off this road， onto the strait and narrow path leading to the labor market. 
by means of gallows. pillory， and whip-from which ( i t  followsl therefore 
that the governments， for instance Henry VII .  VII I .  etc .. figure as condi
ti 
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Marx had written before this about a case of the deliberate creatioη 
of social classes by a political power : by the British in India. "' With 
regard to Russia， he too had used the image of the czarist state’s 
h othouse-forcing the growth of capitalism : 

At the expense of the peasants the state has hothouse-forced the 
growth of branches of the Western capitalist system which a re 
best fit to facilitate and stimulate the robbery of agricultural 
products through unproductive intermediaries. . . .  It has thus 
coIlaborated in  the enrichment of a new capitalist vermin sucking 
the blood of the already debilitated “rural commune." 21 

Marx saw the big industries as “placed under govεrmùental tutelage. " 22 

“A certain kind of capitalism ， nourished at the expense of the peasants 
through the intermediary of the state， has been erected vis-à-vis the 

， 23 commune. 

4. THE ROLE OF THE 
CZARIST BUREAUCRACY 

There is an interesting passagε in which Engels discusses possible 
class alternatives before Russia at the crossroads following the Crimean 
War. What actualIy happened， he had explained， was the changeover to 
capitalist production and the chopping down of the Russian village 
commumty. 

To lament over this now is useless. Had the czarist despotism 
been replaced after the Crimean War by the direct rule of nobles 

.. Marx wrote that Campbel1 was right， from the English standpoint， in his 
assertion that “it is necessary to ereate a fresh c1ass" in India， an intermediate 
privileged c1ass. 19 In fact， the British did call into being a new c1ass of pseudo
landowners in the shape of the “zemindars，" replacing “the original c1ass of 
zemindars，" and the new c1ass “have introduced a variety of the zemindari tenure 
called patni"-who “have created in their turn a c1ass of ‘hereditary’ middlemen 
called patnidars， who created again their subpatnidars， etc. ，  so that a perfect scale 
of h ierarchy of middlemen has sprung up . . . .  " Again: “From the Indian natives， 
reluctantly and sparingly educated at Calcutta， under English superintendence， a 
fresh c1ass is springing up， endowed with the requirements for government and 
imbued with European science ."lO Obviously Marx was not as finicky in using the 
appellation class as his epigones. 
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and bureaucrats， the process [of the commune’s destruction j 
would perhaps have been somewhat slowed down ; had the bud
ding bourgeoisie come to the helm， it would certainly have been 
accelerated still more. The way things were， there was no other 
choice. With the Second Empire in France and the most dazzling 
upswing of capitalist industry in England， Russia could not really 
be expected to plunge into state-socialist experiments from above 
on the basis of the peasant commune. * Something had to happen. 
What was possible under the circumstances did happen， as is 
always and everywhere true in countrÌes of commodity produc
tion， for the most part only half consciously， or quite mechan
ical1y without knowing what one was doing.24 

There was no other choice? Certainly each of the classes named had 
its own choice. I t  was the autonomized state that decided. But who 
exactly made the decision? 

In this connection， there is special interest in the casual reference t。
“the direct rule of nobles and bureaucrats" as one of the alternatives 
proposed (ξven if unrealistically) .  This course being counterposed to 
the maintenance of the despotism， it means that the bureaucracy and 
the state were not always synonymous in terms of political reality. * *  In 
fact， there was (and is) a tendency in political literature to speak of the 
bureaucracy as an independent reality 0ηly insofar as it escapes from 
complete subordination to the sovereign. As long as it remains an inert 
tool of the central Unity， it does not impose i tself on observers as a 
social force and does not provoke separate identification. 

In the Russian case， the talk about a parliament of nobles and 
bureaucrats meant， in the second member， a decisive sector of the 
bureaucracy; it did not imply that the czar would be left with only h is 
valet. But after all ， such splits are inevitable in the case of any social 
stratum. What is important is that the despotism (the central state 
power around the czar， therefore including a sector of the bureaucracy) 
pushed in one d irεction while an important sector of the bureaucracy 
pressed in another. The latter acted as an independent class element. 

• For such state-socialist experíments， compare this with Engels on state
socialism i n  Java under the Dutch， above， p. 5 59f. 

" " An earlier glimpse of this reality played a key role ín the estímate of the 
state by Custine， discussed in Special Note E. The next sentencc above applies t。
Custine particularly. 
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As in the classic case of France u nder RicheIieu ， the creation of the 
czarist burεaucracy had begun as part of the necessity. fo1' freeing the 
central state power from the pressure of the landed aristocracy. The 
emancipation of 1861  was another step in this d irectÍon : “First of a11 ，" 
said Marx， “the emancipation of the serfs had emancipated the supreme 
government from the obstacles the nobles were in a position to place in 
opposition to its centralized action. ， ， 2S This pattern-balancing the 
peasants against the nobility in order to free the hand of the central 
state-went back at least to lvan the Terrible and the sixteenth century: 
“While enraged against the boyars and also against the rabble in 
뼈oscow， he sought， and had to seek， to present h imseIf as representa
tive of the peasants ’  in terests， " wrote Marx.26 More positiveIy， the 
bureaucracy was the indispensable instrument of the czarist state for 
the eχecution of the long revolution from above. So wrote Marx: 

。O lf the Muscovite Czars . . .  were obliged to tartarize Muscovy， 
Peter the G reat， who resolved upon working through the agency 
。f the west. was obliged to ciνilize Russia. I n  grasping upon the 
Baltic provinces， he seized at once the tools necessary for this 
process. τhey afforded him not only the d iplomatists and the 
generals， the brains with which to execute h is system of political 
and military action on the west， they yielded him， at the same 
time， a crop of bureaucrats， schoolmasters， and drill-sergeants， 
who were to drill Russians int。 버at varnish of civilization that 
adapts them to the technical appliances of the Western peoples， 
without imbuing them with their ideas?7 

Diplomatists， generals， bureaucrats， schoolmasters， drill-sergeants-all of 
these elements belong to the state bureaucracy in real ity ， though the 
word bureaucrats appears as only one item. 

These are the human components of the state machine， which， when 
they act as one， seem to merge into one visage. This was the bureau
cratic army-civil and military. for the military is included in the 
bureaucracy-of the long revolution of the czarist despotism. In the 
first place， as mentioned， it was an army mobilized against the landed 
nobility. �o sub�rdinate them to the central state power; that is， to 
shear them of power to control it. l n  the second place， it was an army 
of . taskmasters to módernize the leading elements of the population. 
induding the brood of bourgeois in the aforemen 
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economic policy， just as the bourgeoisie’s fear of change from below 
kept it u nder the state’s tutelage. '" 

This bureaucracy， acting out not a conjunctural but a long-term 
historical role， could not seriously be regarded as the instrument of any 
of the extant classes of civil society. 

Now what is the Russian system of govεrnment， whεrever it is not 
mixed up with feuda! institutions， but a mi!itary occupation， in 
which the civil and judicial hierarchy are organized in a military 
manner， and where the people have to pay for the whole? 29 

This was an attempt by Engels， even bεfore the Crimean War and the 
emancipation of the serfs， to find a label for “the Russian autocratic 
system， åccompanied with its concomitant corruption， half-military 
bureaucracy， and pasha-like exertion . "  30 When talk of the coming 
emancipation arosε in Russia as it staggered under. the Crimean War， 
Engels noted that the country was stirring， but 

。OStill， with the existing political state of the country， no other 
system of administration was possible than the excIusive and 
exaggerated bureaucratic system which existed. To lay a founda
tion for a better system， Alexander l L  had to recur to the idea of 
emancipating the serfs. He had two formidable opponents to 
contend with， the nobilìty and the very bureaucracy which he 
intended to reform against its own will ， and which at the same 
time was to serve as the instrument 。f h is designs-3 l 

In  effect， this pointed to a contest inside the bureaucratic system. ，， >1<  l n  
any case， i t  assumes the most extreme condition of autonomization on 
the part of the state. 

In 1875  Engels published an essay we have had occasion to cite more 
than once : a polemic against the views of a Populist-)acobin
confusionist named Tkachov， who maintained that the Russian state 

.. As Engels p u t  i t :  

ln  all important economic questions. the state must comply with i ts [ the 
bourgeoisie’sl wishes. If me-áÌlwhile the bourgeoisie still pms up with the 
despotic autocracy of the czar and his o fficials， it  does so only because this 
autocracy， which in any case is  mitigated by the corruption of the bureauc
racy， offers it  more guarantees than do changes-even bourgeois-liberal 
ones-whose conseauences for Russia’5 internal situation no one can 
foresee.28 。resee. 
.. ..  This p assage continues with the discussion of countervailing social forces in 

Russia quoted in Chapter 1 2， p. 278ε 
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was an “imaginary power，" a state “hanging in the air， so to speak， one 
that has nothing in common with the existing social order，" and which 
“does not embody the interests of any particular estate [Staηd] ." 32 
The kernel of rationality in this we have already seen ; but Engels has 
little difficulty showing how the interests of the various classes (he uses 
Staηd and K/asse interchangeably) are the material bases on which the 
state rests， instead of hanging in the air. After listing the interests of the 
noble landowners， the peasantry， the usurers and traders， he winds up 
with the big bourgeois elements， and finalIy asks : 

. have all these important and rapidly growing elements of the 
population no interest in the existence of the Russian state? To 
say nothing of the countless army of officials， which swarms over 
Russia and plunders it and here constitutes a real social estate 
[Stand] . 33 

The term a rea/ Staηd would ordinarily be translated a rea/ c/ass， not 
。nly in 1875  but even today for the most part. In using Stand here 
instead of K/asse， Engels is merely echoing the text of Tkachov’s 
statement， which he is engaged in refuting. I nsofar as there was for
merly a h istorical d istinction，  it has no present bearing on the case. 
True， it runs into the consideration previously eXplained in the case of 
caste. 34 But the sterile question of terminological refinement is un
important compared to the plain reality of the special social role played 
by the czarist bureaucracy， as seen by Marx as by Engels. For it is 
here-in Russia， says Engels， not in bourgeois Western Europe-that the 
bureaucracy constitutes a real c1ass-like formation. 

5 . THE GENERAL THEORY OF THE STATE 

Let us now put the question Wbo ruled? in the following form: What 
c1ass was it that pushed through the long “social revolution" in Russia? 
The state was the executive or managing committee of what class as it 
set about breeding a bourgeoisie and bourgeois industry as in a hot
house? Certainly not of the bourgeoisie that first had to be bred up ; not 
。f the aristocracy which fought it every step， tooth and nail ; not of the 
peasantry which was being ruined in the process. That does not leave 
very many classes as candidates for the post. 
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It is in this connection that Engels presented the basic formulariza
tion of the socioeconomic foundation of the state structure. It is 
expressed in terms broad enough to include the normal class interpre
tation of the normaI state ; that is， it underlies the class formula. Like  
the lattεr， Î t  Î s  put  in terms of  εxecutors. Writing specifically of  the 
complex role of the Russian state absolutism， Enge\s stated : 

。oAIJ governments， be they ever so absolu te，  are en dernier lieu 
[ in  the last analysisl but the executors of the economic neces
sities of the national situation. They may do this in variιus ways， 
good ， bad and indifferent ; they may acce\erate or retard the 
economic deveJopment and its political and � juridical conse
quences， but in the long run they must follow it."" 

This， EngeIs continued， was why the industrial revolution in Russia was 
unavoidabJe. 

This was no new thought for Engels， even in this aphoristic form. Hε 
had met the same problem in a similar way， if from another d irection，  
in 1 875 .  I n  the essay against Tkachov， as  mentioned， EngeIs showed 
how the interests of the various c1asses are the material bases on which 
the state stands， instead of hanging in the air. Bu.t he does not turn the 
Tkachov fantasy over on its other side by trying to prove that this 
Russian state is simply the instrument of a particular c1ass. The conclu
sion he comes to is put as foIlows : 

Not only the Russian state in general but even its specific form， 
the czarist despotism， instead of hanging in the air， is the neces
sary and logical product of the Russian social conditions with 
wh ich， according to Mr. Tkachov， it has “n。thing in common” !  36 

This is a formula for the nature of the state which cuts behind-or 
deeper than-the normal class formula. * 

The relation between thesε two formulas can now be understood to 
state the full content of Marx’s theory of the state : 

Under normal conditions-conditions of relative stability in sociεty
the necessary product of the social conditions is the accession of a 

• At this point i t  would be useful to look back to Chap ter 20， where the same 
<.:onception is  arrived at from another direction ， the nature of the Bismarckian 
state. Compare Engels' conclusion that " I n  reality however the state as it exists i n  
Germany is  l ikewise t h e  necessàry product of  the socia! basis ou t o f  which i t  has 
developed. "  37 Also related is the passage by Marx o n  the “innermost secret" of 
the sta.te (p .  5 7 1 f) .  
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particular class to the unshared domination of the state power. But this 
can hardly be the product in a period when a societal transition is still 
unresolved. It cannot be the product when classes are still struggling for 
dominion in an undecided contest ; in such a fIux the state’s class 
content will reflect the state of the war. Nor can it be the necessary 
product in a situation such as Russia’s， driven into the maelstrom of 
social revolution from above， where no class of civil society was capable 
。f acting as “executors of the economic necessities of the national 
situation. " 

In this Russian case， what was needed was a class whose own 
interests impelled it to act as the instrument to save the real interests of 
all the social strata that had a stake in the ongoing society， to save them 
by saviηg the society itself from the co/lapse wbich ψas the only 
alterηative to tbe social traηsformatioη. This is what defines “the 
economic necessities of the national situation，" not in terms of the 
interests of any single class， but in terms of the class constellation as a 
whole. 

The only social power that could perform this function was the state 
apparatus. I n  th ìs way the state acts as the Gesamteinbeit-the overall 
Unity-not simply of “society" in the abstract， but of all class elements 
whose real interests rest on the maintenance of social exploitation in 
one form or another. 

And the maintenance of social exploitation ìn one form or another， 
in the midst of the Russian transmogrification， had a very concrete 
meaning， capable of being figured in rubles. In general， we here meet a 
phenomenon that was also imponant in Western Europe in the eventual 
bourgeoisification of the feudal aristocracy itself， insofar as the latter 
reconciled Ítself to the inevitabilìty of change instead of inviting a 1789 
type of revolutionary convulsion. Both the old and the new ruling 
dass-the landowning nobles and the bourgeois-were equally property
。wning. exp!oitive c1asses. The revolution from above was a shift from 
one mode of extracting surplus l abor to another. This was α[so tbe 
reason wby a reνolution from αboνe τvas possible. The old ruling class in 
crisis learns that. at any rate， this sort of revolution offers them some 
vcry comforting miti.gations of the indignity forced upon them: 
namely， continued economic privileges to one degree or another. (We 
had occasion to make this point in Chapter 14 1"εgarding th.e Bismarck
ian development.)38 

But thìs consolation prize depends on channeling the inescapable 
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revolution into a form that maintains social exploitation in one form or 
another. It is not usually just one of the contending classes themselves 
that can undertake the organiza.tion of this redistribu tion of power; as 
we have pointed out elsewhere， it is d ìffìcult for one sector of the 
capitalist class， for example，  to referee the internecine struggles of 
competing capitalists to make sure that the system is not shakεn apart 
by the melee. In the Russian case， it  is the state that acted as the 
exεcutor for the interests of c1ass socìety as a whole. Autonomous from 
any particular c1ass of civil society ， it could embody what the conten
ders had in common: the need to ensure the conditions under which t。
continue the extraction of surplus labor from the mass of people. 

This spells out the c1ass content of Engels' formulation of the theory 
of the state: the state， “necessary and logical product of the [givenl 
social conditions， " is  always in the last analysis “the executor of the 
economic necessities of the nationaI situation." Thus it is always the 
organizer of society in the interests of the cIass (exploitive) structure 
taken as a whole. 

This is the general theory of the state in Marx and Engels. 
With in its framework l ies the speciaI theory of the state which 

applies to normaI times and condìtions ìn roughly the same way as 
Euclidean geometry applies to normaI space. I t  ìs the view of the state 
as the managing committee of a ruling c1ass with which we started in 
Chapter 1 1 .  

Normality herc is a function of the process of change. The more 
rapid the change-.대ε more revolutionary the tirnes， the more h istory is 
caught in the flux of becoming-the more does the special theory begin 
to warp away from a close match with rεality， and the more does the 
general theory of the state becomε applicable in order to explain the 
pattern of political power in the process of social transformation. 
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MARX AND THE 
ECONOMIε-JEW STEREOTYPE 
A Note to Chapter 5， page 1 23 

There is a bulky output of literature alleging that Marx’s essay “On 
the Jewish Question" is anti-Semitic because it equates Jewry with the 
spirit of money-making， the merchant-huckster， preoccupation with 
self-interest and egoism-that is， with the commercialism of the new 
bourgeois order. The charge has been furthered in various ways， includ
ing forgery : one honest critic renamed the essay “A World Without 
Jews" as if this were Marx’s title.1 Few discussions of the essay explain 
clearly its political purpose and content in connection with the Jewish 
emancipation question， or even accurately present the views of its 
target， Bauer. Mainly， the allegation is supported by reading the atti
tudes of the second half of the twentieth century back into the 
language of the 1 840s. More than that， it is supported only if the whole 
course of G erman and European anti-Jewish sentiment is whitewashed， 
so as to make Marx’s essay stand out as a black spot. This note wiII take 
up only the 1 84 3  essay and its background. 

The general method was memorably illustrated in C. B. Kelland’s 
1 9 3 6  novel Mr. Deeds G oes to Town， which some may know as a Gary 
Cooper film. In an attempt to have a hearing declare Mr. Deeds of 
unsound mind， two little 이d ladies are brought in from his home town 
to testify. 1 t’s well known， one explains， that he is pixillated-balmy in 
the h ead. The honest woman’s evidence seems damning. But the case 
blows up later when she is asked one more question: “Who else in your 
town is pixillated?" She answers: “Why， everybody! " 

As soon as the question is raised， it is not difficult or even controver
sial to show that virtualIy the entire population of Germany (and the 
rest of Europe， too) was p ixillated-that is， habitually used and ac
cepted the words Jeψ and Jewry in the manner of Marx’s essay whether 
they were favorable to the Jews' cause or not， whether they were 
anti-Semitic or not， whether they were J ews or not. In this they were 
only following the very old， if now d iscredited， practice of using 
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national and ethnic names as epithεts， usually derogatory， for people 
showing a trait supposedly characteristic of the nation or ethnic group. 
This practice， which began to be suppressξd in self-consciously polite 
society only a few decades ago， was as common in English as in any 
other language， and some of it still hangs on. Consider a few: wild 
Jndiaη (active child)， apacbe (Paris criminal) ，  Hottentot (as in Hot
teηtot moralíty) ， street arab， gypsy， bobemiaη， Cossack， blackamoor， 
Turk; or， as an adjective : Dutcb courage， Me.앉xicanη ge�ηneral， Frenη1κcb leav 
Another of this grouψp， for centuries， has been jew. 

1 .  THE P A TTERN IN GERMANY 

Marx’s essay represents a very attenuated form of the general pat
tern， for most commonly jew was a synonym for usurer， whereas by 
this time mere money-making was eminently respectable.2 Bauer’s 
writing assumed that jew meant usurer-quite in passing， for he was not 
interested in the economic Jew but in the “Sabbath Jew." " The same 
ecoÍlomic stereotype of the J ew can be found in Arnold Ruge，4 wh。
remained a liberal and never became a communist， as welI as in Max 
Stìrner，5 whose book Tbe Ego and lts Own heralded anarchism. These 
names already cover the spectrum of the Young Hegelian milieu ， whose 
philosophic mentor Feuerbach provided the immediate example for this 
language about the role of Jewry.6 

A special case， near if not in the Young Hegelian tendency， was 
Moses Hess: conscientiously J ewish himself， Hess had been brought Up 
in an orthodox household and later became the progenitor of Zionism. 
It is well known that the l anguage of Marx’s Part I I  of “On the J ewish 
Question" foIlowed the view of the Jews' role given in an essay “On the 
Money System" just written by none other than Hess， and just read by 
Marx. 7 

Hess’s thesis was that present-day society was a “huckster world，"  a 
“social animal-world，" in which people become fully developed “ego
ists，"  beasts of prey and bloodsuckers. “The jeψs， " wrote the father of 
Zionism， “who in the natural history of the social anima:l-world had the 
world-bistoric mission of developing the beast Of prey out of humanity 
hàve now finally completed tbeir missioη 's work. " I t  was in the 
“Judeo-Christian huckster world" that “the mystery of the blood Of 
Cbrist， l ike  the mystery of the aηcient jewisb blood-worsbψ， finally 
appears quite unmasked a:s the mystery Of tbe beast Of prey. " There is 
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more ver:biage， going back to the “blood-cult" of ancient Judaism as the 
prototype of modern society， and on to a condemnatìon of priests as 
the “hyenas of the socìal animal-world" who are as bad as the other 
animal-people by virtue of their “common quality as beasts of prey， as 
bloodsuckers， as J ews， as financial wolves." Ö Earlier in 1843  Hess had 
published an important article on “The Philosophy of Action，" which 
only incidentally remarked that “The Christian God is an imi tation of 
the Jewish Moloch-Jehovah， to whom the first-born were sacrificed to 
‘propitiate’ him， and whom the juste-mi/ìeu age of Jewry bought off 
with money . . . .  " "  Hess intended n o  special anti-Jewìsh animus ì n  any 
of this stuff， compared to which Marx’s approach is complimentary and 
drily economic. Note that Judaism is crìticized as part of the Judeo
Christian complex， and not ìn order to praise Christianity-this being 
the same pattern as Voltaìre’S ; although Hess saw no contradiction 
between h is own continued J εwish faith and loyalties and his opinion， 
expounded in his wrìtìngs， that Christianity was the more advanced， 
modern and “pure" relìgìon-all in the Feuerbachian groove. 10 

It ìs relevant to add that much of the economic-Jew stereotype had 
at thìs time gained general Jewisb acceptance， at least as applied to rich 
Jews: so one can learn from the best German historian of anti
Semitism， Eleonore S terling. 1 1  

I f  we  move outside Young Hegelian circles， we  may note that two 
other famous Jews of the period are no exception to the rule :  Lassalle12 

and Heine. Heine is especial1y interesting， as always. His article on the 
Damascus affair of 1 840-one of the famous frameups of Jews on the 
“hlood" accusation-is full of bitter indignation against the French 
Jews for lack of concern over their victimized brethren abroad. 
“Among the French Jews， as with other Frenchmen ，"  wrote Heine ( in 
France)， “gold is ì:he god of the time， and industry is the prevailing 
religion." Baron Rothschild and the noted ]ewish plutocrat Fould are 
called “two distinguished rabbis of finance. " Heine says causticalIy， “I 
do not beIieve that Israel ever gave money ，  save when its teeth were 
drawn by force . . . .  There are， of course， now and then examples that 
vanity can open the obdurate pockets of J ews， but then their liberality 
is more repulsive than their meanness." 13 (At this point the American 
translator was moved to apologize for Heine’s language. fo 
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naturally makes c1ear Heine’s polyvalence about ]ewry (ambivaleηce 
would be too weak) .  

As for other products of the Hegelian school， farther right， D. F. 
Strauss 1S was more virulently anti-]ewish than those mentioned ; and 
the famous Hegelian scholar Eduard Gans， whose lectures Marx at
tended at the university， was another Jewish case in point. I ndeed， 
Gans’s case can be considered a symbol. When Marx came to the 
University of B.erlin in 1 8 36 ， Gans (in jurisprudence) was the big 
Hegelian inf1uence on the faculty. Seventeen years before， Gans had 
helped Leopold Zunz found the first society for J ewish studies in the 
world ， of which he became president. The project bogged down because 
the rich ]ews whom they had counted on refused to dip into their 
pockets. Zunz cried that J ewry was beyond reform， “the prey of 
barbarians， fools， moneylenders， and parnasim， " (synogogue money
men)， “slaves of mere self-interest . . .  a pap of praying， bank notes， and 
charity ."  But he plugged on. President Gans reported: “The only link 
which unites the J ews is fear; the only interest for which they are 
willing to part with some of their worldly goods is charity"-whereupon 
he went through the baptism route from the cheder to the Katheder. 
But even earlier， in the society’s jourηal ， Gans had had no inhibition 
against remarking that “J ewish life" ref1ected a “double aristocracy 
whose component parts . . .  are . . .  money and rabbis. " 16 

Hegel h imself had written along the same linεs mainly in early 
works， that is， before his Prussian conservatization. 17 This was no 
paradox. It was the conservative right that usually expressed antipathy 
to Jewry in religious and racialist termSj it was the left-of-center that 
put the spotlight on the ecoηomic role of Jewry， the economic Jews; 
and both stereotypes f10urished among peasants and other poor victims 
of the system. Fichte， another source of philosophic radicalism， de
served the name of systematic anti-Semite more than any so far 

_， 18  mentlOned 
If we move to anti-Establishment dissent to the right of the Y oung 

Hegεlians and their circIe， we find that the Young Germany movement， 
through the pens of its leader Karl Gutzkow and prominent literary 
light Heinrich Laube， wrote no differently about the jews， and at some 
length . 19 
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2. THE UNIVERSALlTY OF PIXILLATION 

In  the 1 840s both sides， for and against political emancipation， held 
the economic image of the J ew as common ground. The strong bour
geois-liberal movement pressing for J ewish rights was quite vocal in 
arguing that civil emancipation was necessary in order to solve the 
J ewish question by dissolving Jewry as a recognizable entity into the 
general pool of Germanness and thus eventualIy eliminating it. Hess 
h imself had presented this viewpoint in his most successful book， in 
1 84 1 .20 Says Gustav Mayer of the pro-Jewish liberals: “Only through 
full and equal rights， they believed， would it be possible to wean away 
the Prussian Jews from their un-German customs and from their one
sided preference for petty trade.

， ， 2 1 

GIickson， in the course of an indigoant harangue against Marx， lets 
slip the folIowing statement: “ It is a well-known fact that the contem
porary masters of philosophy and literature， with the single exception 
of Lessing， had no sympathy for Jews or Judaism. The greatest of them 
taught that the Jews were foreign and different，  and drew definite 
political condusions from these teachings. Goethe， the great world
citizen ， strongly opposed the liberation of the Jewsj he saw in them 
h eretics who deny ‘the  source of our h igh culture." ’ 22 Goethe had 
worse and stupider things to say about the J ews than this， including of 
course the commercial stereotype.23 Lessing， the alleged “single excep
tion，" had been dead for sixty-two years and was hardly a contempo
rarY i we wiIl come back to th is mythical exception. ( Wby， everybody 's 
pixillated ! )  

Sìlberner， who writes as a prosecuting attornεy， eventually makes 
the following remark: “The most various writers could indeed have 
reinforced Marx’s prejudice against the J ews. Many representatives of 
German classical literature and philosophy were not precisely fond of 
the ]ews， and since he read much of them， they could have contributed 
to his ]udeophobia. ， ， 24 Silberner does not mention any who were “fond 
。f the ] ews，" including ]ews. All of German history exists， for him， 
。nJy as an influence on Marx. This bizarre approach ís due to the 
understandable reluctance， shown by h im and similar writers， to Ìnform 
the modern reader that so many great men either disliked the Jews or 
thought of them in terms of the economic stereotype，  for fear of 
reinforcing contemporary anti-Semitic currents by giving them respect
able sanction. It is only Marx who is to be acc 
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one could very easily assign to the camp of anti-Semitism three-quartεrs 
of the thinkers， writers， and politicians of the past." 25 If we consider 
only left-of-centεr circles， the proportion would be closer to 1 00 
percent， since it is on the left， rather than on the right ，  that the 
economic structure and role of Jewry was the main operative factor. 

AlI this was not only true of Germany. l n  France and England the 
economic stereotype of the J ew and its expression in leftish circIes was 
similar; we are not dealing with a phenomenon of the German soul. 
France was worse. 

An essay by Z. Szajkowski is iUuminating on the subject of Franc�. 
It reports at the end that it is impossible to find any “sympathetic 
referεnce to the J ews in the French socialist literature， from Saint
Simon to the date of Drumont’s fjrst appearance [ 18861 ." F or the 
most part， what this involved was the stereotyped identjfication of Jews 
with money values and economic exploitation. More virulent attitudes 
existed among the Fouriεrists especially. The tradition of dislike for 
Jewish economic activities goes back in France not simply to Voltaire 
but to the h istory of Jewry in the later Middle Ages and the 
Enlightenment.26 

In  France， indeed， one first finds a new note: here Jew-hatred took a 
proto-Nazi form in the express desire of Proudhon (father of anarchist 
“libertar때1Ìsm") for the physical exterminatÏon of all ]ews. Bakunin， 
the other father of anarchism， was almost as virulently anti-Semitic in 
the modern sense as Proudhon.27 But in this period， this proto-Nazi 
anti-Semitism is found only among these anarchist liberty-shouters， as 
far as i know. 

England was by no means as bad as France. But routine equation of 
the economic Jew with monεy-bags， financial overlords， commercial 
exploitation， and the rest， cropped up in the Chartist press， including 
th� best of the left Chartists，28 in thε manner of Marx’s εssay. To take 
another part of the political spectrum : Macaulay can be viewed as an 
English example of the l iberal supporter of jewish civil emancipation 
who expressed as much aversion to economic activities as many 
an opponent.29 The jìbes at the economic stereotype are not at all 
peculiar to socialist writings: they are found wherever there is expres
sion of antagonism to the bourgeois or financial world. The reactionary 
antibourgeois critic Thomas Carlyle was not only virulently anti-Jewish 
but also opposed the gra 
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to Marx’s essay just as autornatical1y as its opponents， it is instructive t。
look at the first jewish socialist rnovement which began stirring in the 
latter 1 870s. 

This is three decades later than the period of Marx’s essay j the whole 
basis of awarenεss of the J ewish question has been transforrned by the 
rise of a systematically racist anti-Sernitic movernent for the first timej 
we are dealing with J ewish-conscious socialists reacting to a real anti
Semitic  threat; and by this time there is something of a Jewish prole
tariat in existence. Everything is different; but stiI I ，  consider the terrns 
of the first socialist manifesto issued to Jewry， by Aaron Lieberman， 
the historic pioneer of this rnovement. His Call to the jewish Youth 
reverberated with the tones of lsaiah (as in Isai삶1 2 : 7-9， for example). 
It said :  “ Ernancipate yourselves frorn the power-lust that lies at the 
bottom of your privileges. S top praying to gold and might." Lieberman 
blames the Jewish bankers and rnerchants for the plight of his people: 

We have had to pay for your sins! Thε race hatred， the religious 
hatred， with all their terrors have fallen rnostIy upon us [ the poor 
J ews ] . You kindled the fire that devours us. We have you to 
thank for it that the narne I srael has become a curse. The entire 
J ewish people， suffering and astray， rnust suffer more than all 
other peoples because of your greed. I t  is your faul t  that we have 
been exposed to calurnny. International speculators， who have 
dragged 

.
our name through the rnud， you dò not belong to us ! 31 

The power of the traditional stereotype is recognized here precisely 
by the justified fervor of the plea to repudiate Ît， to emphasize the cJass 
struggle withiη J ewry in order to exorcize it. There is a historical 
background to this. 

3 .  ROOTS OF THE ECONOMIC JEW 

We have assurned up to now that the reader has a genεral conception 
of the economic history bεhind the stereotype-at any rate. how J ews 
were forced into a lopsided economic structure by Christendom’s 
prohibition on theìr entrance into agriculture， guiId occupations， and 
professions. Three myths about the economic J ew are easy to refute 
but not german，e here; they are :  ( 1 )  that Jews controlled finance or any 
part of economic life õ ( 2 )  that αII Jews werε rich ; and ( 3 )  that it was the 
Jews that created， or invented， capitalism. After these myths are dis
posed of， however， the real h istorical basis of the economic Jew can be 
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broached. Something else was involved beyond these exaggerations， and 
may be summarÎzed as follows : 

1 .  The important role that the (upper stratum of) Jews did play in 
the development of postfeudal society， especially considering the t iny 
proportion of the population they constituted. 

2 .  The great tilt in the economic structure of J ewry toward middle
man and financiaJ occupations， including the bulk of poor Jews in 
huckstering occupations， for exampJe， peddlers， petty merchants. 

3 .  The relatively high visibility of the Jews' economic role-as， for 
example， when Junkers employed J ews as loan colIectors and mortgage 
foreclosers， thus gaining the prqfits while the Jews gained the onus as 
“bloodsuckers . .. 

I n  1 84 3  little was known， even to those aware of the question， about 
the economic or sociohistorical development of the Jewish people. The 
very concept of a Wisseηschaft des Judeηtums (Jewish studies) had 
arisen only in the first quarter of the nineteenth century. Today there is 
a considerable literature on the question，32 but it is ahistorical t。
predate Îts acquisition. A portion òf that h istory which is important 
background for our present subject is well summarized in Sterling’s 
Judeηhass， which deals precise1y with Germany in the years 1 8 1 5-
1850 :  

The enlightened officials recognized， already in the middle of  the 
eighteenth century， the useful and progressive function of the 
J ews in the development of commerce and industry ， which 
tended to transform the still seminatural-economy state into a 
modεrn money- and credit-εconomy state. The princes sum
moned Jews to their courts in order to carry out the financing of 
their provinces indepenclently of the Estates， in order to obtaÎn 
moneys for raising and maintaining their armies， and to make 
possible the operation of new businesses. In thìs way was formed 
a small rich and politically privileged upper stratum wÎthin the 
J ewish population. J ewish court agents， bankers， and army con
tractors assumed an important position in finance， in commerce 
and in the industry of the mercantilist-oriented states. When the 
economic upswing set in after the Napoleonic war， many Chris
tians as weIl as ]ews found themse1ves in an advantageous posi
tion because they had large amounts of liquid capital at their 
disposal. Still their number must have been slight . .  

In  the course of time arose a new but also not numerous group 
of Jews who became well-t。
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system and stock speculation. They understood how to turn out 
large quantities of goods produced in the new factories for the 
market， got in position to give state loans， and participated in 
railroad constructÏon and built factories. 

I n  that way the real security of the Jews essentially depended 
on their usefulness to others and on the good will of the govern
ments ;  aII their enterprises， indeed their very existence， remained 
always in jeopardy. Thεy therefore attempted with great energy 
to compensate with economic power for the legal and social 
security they lacked. I n  this way the Jewish financiers who had 
grown rich in the new capitaIist order， in which money was 
aII-powerful ，  achieved a “privileged" position . .  

I n  the sections where capitalist commerce and industry had 
already made important progress even without Jews， the Christìan 
population by no means felt that the success of the Jewish upper 
stratum was a handicap for themselves. Thus， aIready in 1 8 1 7  the 
Gewerbepolizei in Aachen said that Jewish business in the Prus
sian Rhineland could no longer be conside.!�d “usury" but a 
synonym for free tradε and th� profit system. 33 

Such favorable attitudes were not taken， however， by merchants' corpo
rative guilds and the patrician order in the smaller German states and 
backward areas， not to speak of the peasantry and artisanry. 

I t  is clear why the spearhead of the Jewish emancipation drive， the 
petJt10n campalgn， 

came mostly from the big-bourgeois circles of the cities in which 
industrial development  was already far advanced and in which the 
Jews of the bourgeois upper stratum already played an integrating 
function in the economy. It was Christian and Jεwish great 
merchants， factory owners， bankers， and Însurance directors who 
drafted t뻗 petitions and suhmitted them with numerous 
slgnatures. - ‘ 

This was the nature of the emancipation campaign which Marx sup
ported and Bauer attacked. 

But it would be a mistake to beIieve that the economic-Jew stereo
type amol1g the population was merely a reflection of this upper 
stratum， of the Rothschilds and Foulds. Many or mosr of the poor Jews 
also functioned as middlemen-peddlers， hawkers， hand-to-mouth 
traders and merchants， petty money-Ienders-in very d irect contact 
wìth the poor Christian population， caught in the classic pattern of 
having to squeeze those below as they were squeezed from above. Jews 
were associatεd with “financial exploitation 
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Solomon Bloom， “strengthened this popular suspicion; J ewish money
lenders broke up properties of landlords and farmers at the end of the 
eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century. The Western 
radical community was not u naffected by the resulting animosities." 
Gustav Mayer says， of anyone brought up in the young Marx’s place 
and time : “ ‘The Jews’ to him meant mainly the Jewish cattle dealers in 
the Rhineland， those who bought from， and sold to the small peasants， 
taking advantage of their own superior business abilities. ， ， 3s 

For our present purposes it is not necessary to settle the controversy 
over just how important the J ews were in the rise of capitalism. The 
identification of Jewry with commercialism， which was everybody‘s 
pixillation in the 1840s， was elaborated in great detail as late as 1 9 1 1 
by Werner Sombart’s The Jews aηd Modern Capitalism; and after all the 
nonsense in that erudite opus is discounted， there is more than enough 
left to explain the mind of a generation that existed before economic 
history had even been invented. 

4. EX POST FACTO ANTI-SEMITISM 

After the rise of H itlerism， it became de rigueur to play down the 
Jews' significance for capitalism， since the Nazis used it for their own 
purpose�. 36 But eminent J ewish historians have proudly lauded their 
role. In h is introduction to Ruppin’s The Jews in the Modern World， for 
example， Professor L. B. Namier， writing militantly as a Zionist Jew and 
a true-blue Englishman， boasted : “Two races [ sic ] headed the move
ment [ of progress in the capitalist system] though under vastly dif
ferent conditions-the British and the Jews; they were the pioneers of 
capitalism， and its first， and perhaps chief， beneficiaries." For others， 
that picture was considered to hold only until about the middle of the 
nineteenth century， which thoroughly covers Marx’s essay.37 

A. Léon has argued， against Sombart and others， that Jewry played 
such a role in preζapitalist society : 

Judaism was an indispensable factor i n  precapitalist society. It 
was a fUl)damental organism within it. That is what explains the 
two-thousand year existence of Judaism in the D iaspora. The Jew 
was as characteristic a personage in feudal society as the lord and 
the serf. I t  was no accident that a foreígn element played the role 
。f “capital" in feudal society . . . .  The “capit�!" of precapitalist 
societÝ existed outside of its �conomic system.38 
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But， continues Léon’s thesis， the rise of capitalism to dominance in the 
social system went hand in hand with the decliηe of J ewry in this 
function. Thereupon the J ews were pushed more and more into the 
interstices of the system， especially in a capacity as distributÎon middle
men and as u surers dealing more with the poor than with kings， as 
formerly. “ In  the measure that usury became the principaI occupation 
。f J ews， they entered increasingly into relations with the popular 
masses， and thesε relations worsenεd all thε time." The peasant who 
lost his land or stock， or the artisan who lost his tools， to the Jewish 
money-lender， was incapable of seeing the upper-bourgeois Christians 
behind the usurer j hatreds were Iεt loose on the highly visible inter
mediaries.39 Léon’s term for J ewry， the people-class， is an attempt t。
give scientific form to the social basis of what we have been calling the 
economic-Jew stereotype .  * 

Léon aimed at a Marxist analysis; but we can turn to a leading 
theoretician of Socialist Zionism for confirmation， from an εntirely 
different angle， of the effective univεrsality of the old equation for 
which Marx’s essay gets dεnounced. Hayim Greenberg， writing in 1 942， 
was disturbed about the use made by Nazi anti-Semitism of the facts of 
the Jews' economic role. He denies “the old charge that Jews are 
parasites in the world’s economic order" by arguing that the economic 
role which J ewry was forced into was in fact useful ，  honorable， and 
nothing to apologize for. He concludes that “There is nothing wicked in 
being a middleman， but it is not sound for a whole people to consist of 
middlemen. "  What Greenberg is trying to say is that it is no more 
wicked to be a Jewish middleman than a Christian one. All of which 
was true ，  of course， as MaEχ had demonstrated in his own way by 
transforming the issue from the contrast of J ews to Christians into the 
economic equivaleηce of Jews and Christians. In the course of this 
defense， however， Greenberg testifies to the universality of pixiIlation
in queasy terms which， it must be rememberεd， are being written by a 
Zionist champion a hundred yεars after Marx’s essay and over a decade 
after the rise of Nazism : 

Jews also have been considerably influenced by the notion that 
they constitute an u nprodllctivε， or even a destructive force， in 
the world’s economy. We speak of J ews as essentially a people of 
• Léon’s term people-class， which marks the conjuncture of an e 
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individuals whose occupations are unsubstantial， who are 
exploiters， speculators and traffickers in the labor of others. 

Signs of this self-condemnation first appear in the l iterature of 
our “enlightenment." Jews who felt spiritually emancipated from 
the civilization of the ghetto even before they were emancipated 
from its legal disabilities， developed a great admiration for Euro
pean culture and were in no small degree affected by its anti
J ewish prejudices. Certainly they shared the European’s disdain 
for the Jew as a trader. 

By 1 942 all this had become anti-Semitic by ex post facto determina
tion; but note that Greenberg was not so ignorant or hypocritical as to 
pretend that he had Marx in mind: 

The views of many J ewish socialists in regard to the economic 
role of the J ews have also been tinged by a certain anti-Semitic 
bias . .  

Non-Jewish socialists， and not necessarily Marxian socialists， 
have tended to look down on the Jew in the world’s economy. 

He cites the Russian Narodnaya Volya， the peasant-oriented popul ist
terrorist movement of the late nineteenth century， which was even 
known to encourage peasant pogroms as one activity in their struggle. 
The Populists， he explains， held “the idea that the Jew was essentially a 
‘bloodsucker，' ， ’ and adds :  “This also explains Tolstoy’s rather un
friendly attitude towards the Jews， an attitude most eloquently ex
pressed by his repeated failure to speak up on behalf of the persecuted 
Jews." There goes another pixilIated “libertarian." But Greenberg goes 
further : to the Zionist socialists themselves aηd their left wing: 

Nor is Zionism free from its share of responsibility. Therε was a 
time when it used to be the fashion for Zionist spe따‘ers (includ
ing the writer) to declare from the platform that “to be a good 
Zionist one must first be somewhat of an anti-Semite ."41 

Greenberg states that this attitude can be found in Pinsker， Syrkin， 
Borochov， A. D .  Gordon ，  and others-all of them the leaders and 
founders of the Labor Zionist movement. “To this day，" he adds， 
“Labor Zionist circles are under the infIuence of the idea that the 
Return to Zion involves a process of purification from our economic 
uncleanness. ， ，42 It should be added that the movement’s social
democratic theoretician， Ber Borochov， based his whole theory of 
Socialist Zionism on a class analysis of the Jewish people along the 
now-interdicted (“anti-Semitic") lines， and that his fundamental “Marx
ist" argument for Zionism was that it was the only road to changing the 
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class composition of the ] ews. The same goes for his successor as the 
theoretici�n of Socialist Zionism， Nachman 

�
Syrkin.43 

I t  cannot be overemphasized that all of this， for which Greenberg 
beats his breast， was a matter of contrasting the economic ] ew with the 
Christian world to the ] ews' discredit; for this bolstered the Zionist aim 
of making the Jews “a people like other people." None of this sort of 
thing was in Marx’s 1 843  essay， which repudiated such a derogatory 
contrast by already identify뺑 modern (bourgeois) Christendom with 
the commercial role of what Léon called the people-class. 

While we have shown that this identificatÌon was in no way peculiar 
to Marx but was the common coin of the tÎme-and it was precisely for 
this reason that Marx could turn it to account in order to make his 
political point-we must now go a little further along these lines. This 
identification was not merely generalJy accepted， but had been built 
into the language. McLellan goes so far as to put it .this way : 

Judentum， the G erman word for Judaism， had the derivative 
meanihg of “commerce，" and it is this meaning which is upper
most in Marx’s mind throughout the article. “Judaism" has very 
little religious， and still less racial ， content for Marx and it 
would be little exaggeration to say that this latter part of Marx’s 
review [Part H of “On the Jewish Question" 1 is an extended pun 
at Bauer’s expense.44 

This pun was not a jest but a play on words. Such word-play was indeed 
a favorite literary pattern of the young Marx， as it was of Hegel . In both 
it was not a humorous but an expIicatory device: a means of develop
ing， out of the different aspects of meaning packed into one word， 
various aspects of the reality which the word reflected. 

Ruppin states that “in the Middle Ages the conceptions of Jew and 
trader became well-nigh synonymous." Gustav Mayer makes a similar 
statement: “to the average German， Judaism and capitalism came 
pretty close to being synonymous." Sterling quotes the economist 
Friedrich Harkort at the time， on the fact that behind the Jewish 
money-lenders and mortgage collectors stood the Junkers， who made 
the profit. These Junkers Harkort calIed “the Jews with boots and 
spurs" who constituted the real speculators and grasping creditors.45 

The synonymy of Jew and some form of commercialism was taken for 
granted not only by those who threw epithets at the Jews but equally 
by those who defended them. 

With this background in mind， 。
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I t  was a contribution to a hotly fought campaign in favor of J ewish 
political emancipation-not however on behalf of the “Christian and 
Jewish great merchants， factory owners， bankers， and insurance direc
tors who drafted the petitions，" but to show how to link this current 
battle up with the eventual struggle agaiηst these very gentlemen. Its 
aim was to support political emancipation today in order to make 
possible social emancipation tomorrow. Hence its last words: “The 
social emancipation of the J ew is the emancipation of society from 
judaism. " 

These compact words do in fact sum up the entire burden of the 
argument: It is wrong to make the political emancipation of the J ew 
wait on his social emancipation (as Bauer wanted) ;  for we are deal ing 
with the economic Jew， and economic Judaism is now one with 
bourgeois society as a whole. 

5 .  HOW TO MANUFACTURE ANTI-S EMITES 

It  should be clear now that there were two quite d ifferent issues 
involved in attitude toward the J ews， from the period of the Enlighten
mεnt to at least the 1870s (when anti-Semitism first became a racialist 
social and political movement and indeed the term itself was inventεd
by anti-Semites). One issue involved an opinion about das judentum * 
( like or dislikε ) ;  the other， a position on the status of Jews in the state 
and society (abolition of civic， legal， pol itical disabilities). As we have 
seεn ，  a dim vicw of ] ewry was weIl-nigh universal， in somε not-always
dear sense and for varying reasons， but with clear rootS in the nature of 
“economic Judaism." The division in public opinion occurred on the 
second issue， the question of political emancipat피n and equal rights. 

As a result there is a curious system common among historians， not 
to speak of marxologists. Historical figures are made int。 “phiJo-

.. This， in tur.n， divides into two subquestions: one’S opinion of the religion 
(Judaism) or of the people. The first problem was consciousness of the distinc
tion . Marx had distinguished between the two with unusual c1arity in his Ictter of 
1 3  March 1 843 (see p. 1 1 1  fn)， in which he mcntioned his repugnance to the 
religion as against supporting the dernand for Jewish εmancipation. I t  must be 
rccalled that at this point J udaism mcant mainly the orthodox faith as it had 
emerged from the Middle Ages; Reform J udaism had just taken shape but would 
not have determined the public discussion . The rise of Reform Judaism was itself 
a symptom of the widespread repugnance fel t  by those modernized Jews wh。
were not willing to be hypocritically orthodox à la Rothschild. 
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Semites" or “anti-Semites" at wiII by referring only to one or the other 
issue， with the same ohtuse lack of distinction that Wa5 50 characteristic 
。f the people of that benigh ted era it5eIf. A couple of example5 wi1l 
give a proper per5pective on the treatment of Marx’5 essay. 

We saw that Gl ickson (p. 595)  had looked for a single exception 
among the contemporary masters to the general Iack of sympathy for 
Jews， and had gone back to the previous century to turn one up :  G. E .  
Lessing， whose poetic drama Natbaη tbe Wise ( I 779) was the most 
renowned “philo-Semitic" production in Germany， perhaps in Euro
pean history. This reputation is based on the sympathetic portrayal of 
Nathan as Ede킨ude， the noble Jew， good and wise. This reputation 
brought down on Lessing’s head the vituperation of generations of 

4ú anti-Semites-for example， Nazi-like ravings by E .  Dühring in 1 8 8 1 .  
Without derogating Lessing’s contrihution for its time， a closer 100k at 
the play produces a strange result if it is counterposed to Marx’s essay. 

1 .  Lessing’s play does not raise the question of equal righ ts for J ews; 
to the contrary. it takes their inferior status for granted. For the setting 
is Saladin’s J erusalem， where both Jews and Christians exist on the 
sufferance of Saladin， who is portrayed as being just as noble as Nathan. 

2. Lessing’s chosen model ， Nathan， is a rich Jewish merchant who 
has just returned from a debt-collecting trip， bringing back a fabulous 
wealth of goods. He  is so rich that he is capable of playing the part of 
Rothschild to the su1 tan. In short， he is the worse of the two stereo
types of the economic J ew， not the poor-huckster model but the 
financial-plutocrat model. Lessing does not chal1enge the stereotype ;  he 
giIds it .  He glorifies h is rich Jew by painting him in  pleasing colors. 

3 .  Nathan is a Jew by birth but not by belief in J udaism， being in 
fact a Deist， like Lessing h imself. He explains in a parable (which is the 
ideological centerpiece of the play and was its starting point in Lessing’s 
mind) that the threε religions are as like as identical rings; the only 
difference is that one happens to inherit one rather than the other. The 
repugnance the wise Nathan would feel for ]ewish orthodoxy ís left 
implicit but is unquestionable. 

4. The point is repeatedly made that Nathan is an excep tioηal ]ew. 
RepeatedJy “J ew" is used generically to rεfer to the usual mean"， 
miser1y， money-mad 1ew of the popular language. The noble Sittah 
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dirty Moors，" the contemporaneous equivalent of “dirty niggers. ") 47 
In short， the great “philo-Semitic" message of the play is the 

equiv며ent of “Some of my best friends are Jews，" or even “You would 
hardly believe he’s a Jew， my dear !"  In fact ，  Lessing had written it 
down himself， in an early ( 1 749) “philo-Semitic" comedy called “The 
Jews" : “Truly there are Jews who aren’t J ews at all . ， ， 48 Replying to a 
critic who urged that the noble-Jew figure was so great an improbability 
as to invalidate the play，  Lessing vigorously agreed the case was rare， 
but argued that， since the Jews’ unfortunate condition was due to their 
necessity for “living purely and simply from trade，" it would cease with 
the cause， when the Jews no longer “maintain a wretched existence 
through base small trade." Hence， he explained， he chose a rich man as 
his figure.49 Lessing’s views revolved around the economic-Jew stereo
type as completely as anyone’s. 

The single exception in a hundred years， Lessing， turns out to have 
used jude as the same generic cuss-word as every other pixillated 
German and European. ln contrast， Marx used judentum as an im
personal historic-economic category， to make the point that J ewry and 
Christendom had been homogenized in our huckster society. 

There is a second example， mentioned earlier : the case of “Voltaire’s 
anti-Semitism，" as reported by Peter Gay.SO Vo1taire’s derogatory re
marks about the Jews， including the inevitable economic stereotype， are 
exhibited. But we are told in addition that Voltaire’s transgression is so 
much the less forgivable because the very same period held a live option 
for “philo-Semitism" which was taken by other men. 

J ohn Locke is cited as the philo-Semite， against Voltaire the anti
Semite. The evidence Îs Locke’s Letter 0η Toleratioη (1689) ， where he 
indubitably comes out in favor of religious worship for J ews: “The 
Jews are permitted to have dwellings and private houses; why are they 
denied synogogues?" lf Locke was a1so in favor of equal rights for J ews 
across the board， as Gay seems to imply， Locke neglected to say 50 in 
this essay. He goes so far as to state that “neither Pagan nor Mahometan 
nor J ew should be excluded from the commonwealth because of his 
religion. " 

Gay did not mention， however， that in this very same pa5sage Locke 
mllkes c1ear that be considers J udaism to be “abominable." 51  Thi5 is 
said only in passing; but then the other statements are in pas5ing too; 
fo 
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the civil-liberties lawyer who battles for equ려 rights even for known 
criminals. 

But was not Voltaire also for religious toleration in the same sense? 
Yes， he was; and in fact in 1 764 a French translation of Locke’5 essay 
was joined to Voltaire’s treatise on toleration to make one book， with a 
preface (which Professor Klibansky believes was written by Voltaire 
himself) praising Locke’s argument.S2  

We can now see how to create (or appoint) phHo-Semites and 
anti-Semites at will . Granted that: both Locke and Voltaire were for 
toleration of the Jewish religion， and that both disliked the Jews 
themselves， you quote Locke on the first and VoltaÏre on the second
voilà! The system is an infallible recipe. >1< 

There is a further complication about the “anti-Semite" Voltaire， 
which Gay does set forth. It seems， argues Gay， that in these excursions 
Voltaire was interested in striking not So much at Judaism as at 
Christianity， for he wanted to reinforce his hostile view of Christianity 
by also discrediting the source (Judaism) from which this pernicious 
religion derived. Hence his “dislike of the J ews . . .  was a partly . 
unconscious， partly conscious c10ak for his antiζhristian senti
ments." 54 I n  fact， Voltaire was interested in attacking a11 rel igions from 
his Deist standpoint-just as， from the same Deist sta.ndpoint ， Lessing 
wanted to represent all religions as equally meaningless as far as differ
ences were concerned. Where Lessing portrayed the noble Jew， Moslem， 
and Christian with equabJe brush in a paroxysm of reconciliation， 
Voltaire painted all the devout as fools， knaves， and miscellaneous 
miscreants-also fairly impartially. In his century there was no reason to 
let the J ews off the hook ; that makes him an “anti-Semite" in this 
century-for historians who project themselves back Înto history as 
undercover agents of the Anti-Defamation League. 

Lastly: we mentioned earIier that the “Young Germany" movement 
(Gutzkow， Laube) has been cited for anti-Semitic treatment of J ewish 
figures-like everybody e1se. Gutzkow， for example， wrote a noveI 
involving this sort of anti-Sεmitism. But when the young EngeIs， not 
yet nineteen ， became enthusiastic about Young Germany’s liberal and 
democratic tendency， the figure he admired most was Ludwig Börne. 

• Gay does th e same with Montesquieu， but with an open contradiction. He 
cites Montesq‘lÍeu as his second example of philo-Semitism a.5 against Voltaire， 
since MOI 
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Indeed h is letters of this time to a boyhood friend are filled with 
encomíums on this German J ewish publicist.5 5  ln this young man’s 
eyes， Young Germany stood not only for politícal freedom in general 
but in particular for J ewish emancípation-“Who can have anything 
against this?" " For him， the “distress of the Jews" is part of the liberal 
indictment of the status qUO. He tells h is friend about his literary hero : 
Y ou call for a faithful Eckart? “See， there he is already ， a small chap 
with a sharp Jewish profile-his name is Börne . . . .  " I-k mentions the 
liberal poet Creizenach twice with warm praise， and both times promi
nently identifies Creizenach as a j ew. He brings Up the “Wandering 
jew" (in German， the “Eternal J ew") as one of the models for freedom 
of the spirit about which he dreams of writing a second Faust. He lists 
“the emancipation of the l sraelites" as the first of three positive 
achievements of Napoleon.S7 

Is thís young man a philo-Semite like Lessing? Yes， l ike Lessing: for， 
in this same corrεspondence with h is friend， one also finds the routine 
use of the economic-jew stereotype as a jibe， as also in later life. 
Quoted by itself， this would make him an anti-Semite-like al1 the other 
p ixillated people. 

The real issue of the time had nothing to do with the use of language 
about judaism based on the universally accepted economic-Jew stereo
type. The real Jewish question was; For or agaiηst the political emanci
patioη o[ the Jews? For or against equal rigbts for Jews? 

This was the Jewish question that Marx discussed， not the one that 
dominated the minds of a sick society a century later. 

* See page 200 for two citations IÌrom Engels' letters of 1 8 39 mentioning 
the J ewish emancipation issue. The emancipation of the J ews， as a p olitical issue， 
continued to play the same role for Engels in later years.56 
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RHYME AND REASON: 
THE CONTENT OF MARX’S 
JUVENILE VERSE 
A Note to Chapter 9， page 1 96 

Comments on the verse that Marx wrotε i n  1 8 3 6-1 837 ，  whεn hε was 
about 1 8  or 1 9 ，  usualIy echo Franz Mehring’s negative opinions. 1 This 
would seem a safe procedure， in view of Mehring’s status as a Marxist， 
historian， and literary critic. Besides， there is the scornful view of his 
own poetic productions which Marx himself expressed by Iate 1 8 3 7  and 
in later years? Since Mehring， any serious independent evaluations of 
these poems can be counted on the fingers of one hand." 

This much remains uncontroversial: most of the poems are 와natory 
effusions of a personal sort ; the themes were common in recent German 
romantic poetry， going back at least a couple of decades; and estheti
cally speaking they are not notable as poetry. “However，" Mehring 
added， “something that has no esthetic value can nevertheless have a 
biographical and psychological value." 4 This is our present concern: 
what features of interest do the poems show in the context of our 
discussion in Chapter 9 ?  

Precisely o n  this point Mehring i s  o f  limited use as a guide， for a 
reason that is usualIy overlooked . The poems he discussed are not the 
ones that have been avai1able to us. He saw the poetry notebooks of 
1 8 3 6 ，  which were later Iost; the poetry notebook of 1 83 7 ，  the only one 
extant untiI recently， h ad not b een discovered when Mehring wrote. 
But the latter Îs substantially more interesting than the former with 
regard to the “biographical and psychological value" of the materiaJ..* 

To begin with ， there is no d oubt that many of the poems breathe a 
spirit of passionate ener없'; but the trouble with making much of this 

.. Here is a summary of the facts about the various poetry notebooks. 
( 1 )  Poems 01 1836: in three notebooks， dedicated to Jenny von Westphalen (to 
whom Marx had become secretly engaged earlier that year) and given to her as a 
Christmas present; some poems may have been written before 1 836. Two of the 
notebooks are titled Buch der Liebe (Book of Love)õ Part 1 ;  compiled in Octo
ber-November， was dated “Berlin，  1836， end of autumn"; Part l I ，  compiled in 
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fact is that it is just in this respect that they are most pl떠띠y echoes of 
romantic clichés. Byronic and Heinesque heroes with emotions that are 
tearing them apart had long been a drug on the market. This has never 
prevented young apprentices to poetry from feeling the old emotions 
anew， but thε forms into which the passions are poured h ave to be seen 
in their contemporaneous context. Thus， if in a “Song to the Stars" I 

the young Marx denounces the tranquillity of his subject-

But ah ! you shine forever 
With calm ethereal rays; . 
The gods will fill you never 
With burning brands that blaze-

one must recognize that the sentiment was in a rut，  though it is illogical 
to conclude that it was insincere. 

In this body of verse， the most often mentioned examples of tearing 
a passion to tatters are the two-the only two-that Marx published， 
four years later， under the joint title “Wild Songs. " "  The very first 
products of Marx’s pen to see print， they are as good ex잉nples as any 
of this genre. The first is “The Minstrel" :  

The Minstrel’s vioI is singing; 
His light-brown hair is out-fIinging 

He wears a saber at h is side， 
His pleated cloak is flaring wide. 

November. was dated “November 18 36." The third notebook. titled Bucb der 
Lieder (Book of Songs). was compi1ed in November-December and dated simply 
“ 1 8 3 6." This set of notebooks had disappeared by 1925 when D. Ryazanov of 
the Marx-Engels Institute searched for them. and were not published in MEGA. A 
handful of stanzas had been quoted in print-for example. by Mehring and in 
John Sparg。’s Karl Marx of 1 9 1 0. But in 1 954 and 1 960 members of the Longuet 
family turned them over to tne Moscow institute. Their reappearance was men
tioned in a note in MEW. which however published only one of the newly 
recovered poems; others appeared in translation in the new English edition of the 
Collected Works. s (2)  Poems of 1836: a single notebook which Marx compiled for 
his father’s sixtieth birthday in April 1 8 3 7 .  Although previously known from 
Marx’s description in his letter to his father of 10 November 1 8 3 7. it was 
disèovered through Ryazanov’s efforts. and is the only notebook reprinted in 
MEGA.6 Postscripi:: As this volume is prepared for the press. the first volume of 
the new Marx-Engels Gesamtausgabe has just appeared with the full contents of 
the above-Iisted notebooks. plus more early poems by Marx from two notebooks 
compiled by his sister Sophie. 
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“Minstrel， Minstrel ， how savage you sound ! 
Minstrel ， why look so wildly around? 

What inner storm is so heart-rending? 
Look， your very bow is bending !"  

-“You ask me why? Why does Ocean roar? 
To shatter waves on its rocky shore， 

Till eyes go blind and hearts rebeI ， 
And the soul goes roaring down to helI ! "  

-“Minstrel， though scorn tears at your heart， 
A shining God sent the healer， Art， 

To draw you on high to rhythms entrancing 
.Till you mount the sky where stars are dancing ! "  

-“What’s that ! I ’II thrust， beyond control ， 
This blood-black saber into your soul ;*  

God knows not of Art ，  and less does he care;  
Art rises as fumes from the Devil’s own lair， 

Till it addles the brain and transmutes the heart : 
I got it from Old Nick h imself， this Art. 

’Tis he beats the time， he tells me how 
I must play the dead-march wildly now， 

Must play a-darkling， must play a-glow， 
Till the l1eart is broken by strings and bow." 

The MinstreI’s viol is  singing; 
His l ight-brown hair out-flinging 

He wears a saber at h is side， 
His pleated cloak is flaring wide. 

The companion poem， entitled “Love in the Nigh t，" 10 is somewhat 
darker: 

His arms round her straÌn， 
His eyes dark and stormy : 
-“Love， hot burns your pain， 
You， you tremble before me. 

• At rhis point there is an additional couplet in Marx’S original (notebook) 
version of the poem õ it was omitted on publication in 1 84 1 .  This couplet 
continues the threat: “Get out with you， get ou t of mx， si방lt ，  / Or children will 
play 0’er your head tonigh t ! "  The other lines move down accordingly， till the 
next-to-Iast stanza is filled out to a quatrain Iike the rest. There were some other 
small changes.9 
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“You drank of my soul ，  
From me took fire! 
Blaze out， aureole， 
Young blood， blaze higher ! "  

-“Sweet， whitely you stare， 
Speak so strangely， my love ; 
Look， singing up  there 
High the worlds spin above ! "  

-“High ， darling， h igh ! 
Burn， stars， 0 burn ! 
Up ! up to the sky 
Let our souls flash in turn! "  

His voice low and frightening， 
Despair in his sighs， 
His glances dart lightning， 
Burn a void in his eyes. 

-“It was poison you drank， 
We must go-come ‘away ! 
Night’s host， rank on rank， 
Comes to banish the day ."  

His  arms round her strain ，  
Death stands at  the door ; 
And stabs of deep pain 
Close her eyes evermore. 

Perhaps the maximum that can be read into these j uvenile effusions， 
this side of common sense， has been set down by W. M. Joh nston in 
connection with “The Minstrel." He sees it as an “expression of the 
artist’s isolation"; the artist is “a victim of alienation" ;  he “knows no 
restraint in his calling." 

Indeed， at first glance it may seem that here Marx is expressing a 
whole series of romantic commonplaces. The artist as a man in 
league with the powers of darkness， the musician as the supreme 
artist， the power of music to intoxicate the sou\ ，  the scorn of the 
artÎst for the restraints of the social order-these themes are 
familiar in Germany from Wackenroder， Tieck， and Novalis in the 
1 790’s on down to Platen， Lenau， and Heine in the 18 30’s. Marx， 
h owever， voices these sentiments with a fury that suggests rebel
lion of a starker sort than mere poetic We/tscbmerz. 

Why is this “of a starker sort"? Because this artist carries a saber and 
threatens to commit mayhem. This effort to endow the becloaked 
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minstrel with originality assumes that Heine and the  others always 
exprεssed “mere poetic Weltschmerz " rathεr than fury with the way of 
the world : an assumption which is simply not true. But why must the 
poetical sentiments bε established as original before they can be taken 
to reflect Marx’s temperament? ]ohnston also writes: 

While it may be going too far to say that this minstrel is an 
incipient revolutionary， it is plain that his estrangement from 
society is total. He  lives uniquely for his art， as a dedicated 
revolutionary Iives uniquely for his cause. In tεmperament， 
Marx’s minstrel is a born despiser of the socia\ order. It is not 
far-fetched to say that out of this minstrel a revolutionary is 
waiting to be born. And even if we ignore Marx’s post-1846 
vocation as a revolutionary， his portrait of the artist as the 
alienated individual par excelleηce suggests that his own sense of 
aliena��on may have deepened enormously during 1 8 3 6  and 
1 8 3 7. 1 1  

Maybe. The trouble with this kind o f  case is that too many adoles
cents and youths of idealistic temperamεnt have gone through stages of 
rebellion and estrangement without becoming revolutionaries; the revo
lutionary that waits to be born is aborted by the despised society. 
Plainly Marx’s case went  deeper than anything visible in the juvεnile 
verse. 

Obviously more self-revealing was the poem which Mehring selected 
for quoting from the notebook that was later lost. 12 

I ne’er can treat with calm dispassion 
What grips my soul the mightiest， 
Ne’er repose in easeful fashion-
On 1 dash ， without a rest. 

* * * 

I would compass all， attaining 
Every boon the gods impart: 
Dare to cravε all knowledge， straining 
To embrace all song and art .  

* * * 

So let’s dare all things to seek out ，  
Never resting， never through， 
Not so dead as not to speak out ，  
Not to want， and not to do. 
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O nly never， meekly standing， 
Bear a yoke in fear and pain ;  
For the  yearning， the demanding， 
And the deed-all these remain. 

Therε are quite a number of poems in the 1 8 3 7  notebook that deal 
directly with ideas， though none is overt1y political. '" Some reflect the 
youth’s idealistic indignation against sordidly materialistic attitudes. 
Among a group directed at the medical profession， perhaps best is one 
entitled “To Physicians." 14 

Y ou philistine physicians， cursèd pack， 
To you the world’s a bone-heap in a sack. 
If once you’ve cooled the blood with hydrogen， 
And felt the pulse begin to throb， why then 
You think: “ I’vε done what can be done for these: 
Now one can live in tolerable ease ; 
The Lord God is a clever one， I see， 
To be so well-versed in anatomy ; 
And every flower is useful， it is true， 
When once it’s made into an herbal brew." 

The same spirit is evident in several of the “εpigrams，" taking the 
side of the high-minded， loftily spiritual， and idealistic against the 
mundane. Goethe and SchiI1er are taken as representing the former. 
There is a philosophical quartet of “epigrams" .entit1ed “Hegel，" which 
reflects Marx’s first antagonistic reaction to that thinker. In the follow
ing example， the third of the quartet， 15 it must be understood that the 
“ 1"  rεfers to Hegel， and the whole thing was intended as a needle-thrust 
against him : 

* There is a possible exception in the prose piece， Scorpioη und Felix， 
subtitled a Humorous Novel， of which Marx included some chapters ín the 1 8 3 7  
notebook. l ts style i s  something like Tristram Sbandy b u t  written with more 
deliberate incoherence . .  Chapter 27， the whole of which follows， J 3  can be i nter
preted as a cry o{ political confusion. Or pc:rhaps not. 1 quote it with fingers 
crossed: 

“Ignorance， bound，less ignorance." 
“ Because (referring to a previous chapter) his knees bent too much to 

one particular side! "  but there is nothing definite， and who can define or 
fathom which side is right and which is left? 

Tell me， mortal， where the wind comes from， or whether God's face has 
a nose， and 1 wil! tell you what right and left are. 

Nothing but relative concepts are they， in order for folly and madness 
to drink themselves into wisdom ! 

。h， vain is all our striving， iIIusory our yearning， until we fathom what 
right and !eft are， for the goats will be put on the left but the sheep on the 
right. 

Turning around， he takes a different direction， since he dreamed at 
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Kant and Fichte like to  roam the ethereal blue， 
Where they sought a distant shore; 

But 1 seek only to grasp through and through 
What 1 found-right outside my door! 

A year later， this sarcastic jab was going to change from derogatoIγ to 
honorific， as Marx found that Hegel ’s concern with the real world 
(which is mundane by definition) was his strong side as compared with 
previous idealist philosophy. Indeed， the same reversal would affect 
Schiller later : Marx used “Schillerizing，" counterposed to “Shakespear-

16 izing，" to connote abstraction-mongering in literature. 
But in other "epigrams" of the 1 8 3 7  notebook， Schil!:r and Goethe 

were put on a pedestaL In thε following two examples ， 17 the assumed 
speaker is a despised critic of the Olympians: 

v 

This is the trouble with Schiller， 1 ’d  say : 
He can't entertain in a human-like way; 

He drives things so far they take off and soar， 
But won’t put his hand to a workaday chore. 

He’s good at the thunder-and-lightning bit， 
But entirely lacks plain ev，εryday wit. 

VI 

There’s Goethe now， too precious a man :  
He’d rather view Venus than Raggedy Ann ;  

Right stoutly he’d grasp things from below， 
Yet if soaring on h igh one is forced to go， 

Don’t make the form too subl ime， on the whole: 
It leaves no footing for the soul. 

Now Schiller was right to a greater extent: 
With him the ideas werè evident， 

You could say they were down in black-and-white， 
Even if you didn’t quite grasp them aright. 

night that the goats are to the right and the pious to the left in accordance 
with our wretched views. 

Therefore settle for me what right and left are， and the whole riddle of 
creation is solved， A cher01μa movebo . . .  if Mephistopheles appeared. 1 
would become Faust. for it is c1ear. everyone of us， everyone is a Faust， in 
that we know not which side is right， which side is left， our life is thercfore 
a circus， we run around and search for the sides， till we fall on the sand and 
the gladiator， namely Life， slays us， we mus t  h ave a new Redeemer， 
for-tormen ting thought， you rob me of slumber， you rob rne of health. 
you desπ。y rny life-we cannot distinguish the left side frorn the right. we 
do not know where they lie--
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There is a group of “epigrams" under the collective title “Pust
kuchen，" dεfending Goethε and Schiller against the Lutheran pastor of 
that name who became notorious when he attacked Goethe as the 
“most typical representative of the licentious and depraved tendencies 
in modern literature" and published a moralizing parody of Wilbelm 
Meister. Here are three of the Pustkuchen “epigrams." 18  

1 

Schiller， he thinks， might have been aIl right 
Had he only read more in the Bible at night ;  
His  poem “The Bell" would be fine if  a section 
Were added to expound the Resurrection， 

Or how on his little ass 
Christ rode into town ， alas. 

And h is “Wallenstein" needs additional scenes 
On how David defeated the Ph ilistines. 

2 

For the ladies Goethe is pure Hades， 
A h orror above all to old ladies ;  

All  he has grasped is nature’s totality 
But hasn’t polished it up with morality .  

Let him study Luther’s book a bit 
And manufacture verses out of it. 

On beauty， indeed， he ’d sometimes call 
But forget to say， “God made it all ."  

7 

On the wings of sin this Faust would soar; 
He lived for h imself and nothing more. 

He doubted in God， in the world no less， 
Forgot Moses thought it a smashing success. 

And Maggie that goose， she loved him instead 
Of stuffing the fear of the Lord in his head 

By reminding h im he was the Fiend’s own prey 
As he soon would find out on )udgment Day. 

“How David defeated the Philistines" is indeed the keynote. The 
sensitive youth sees the “apathetic throng" and the dead weight of 
philistinedom flattening all public life， and reacts with scorn. The first 
and third of the “epigrams" 19 express this most clearly:  
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In snug arrnchairs， dull and dumb， 
The German publ ic  all  keep mum. 

What if  the storms rage n imbus-shrouded， 
What if the sky grows d ark and clouded ， 

What i f  the lightnings writhe and hiss
They are not stirred by things like this. 

But  when the sun comes out of hiding， 
The breezes rustle， the storm’s subsiding， 

Then forth they corne and crow at last， 
And write a book : “The danger is past. " 

They spin out fancies ， fabr디icat디IOnπ15‘s 
Would trace the th ing to i파t앉S fOlωun찌1벼da따tio。αons， 

Claim the correct way wasn’t pressεd， 
It j ust was heaven’s peculiar j est， 

Life needs a more systεmatic model-
First rub your feet and tben your noddle

They act like childrcn ， babble on， 
Chase after th i ngs long dead and gone

Meanwhile， let them only seize the day， 
Let earth and heaven go their own way， 

Things would go on as they did before 
And the wave roll calmly along the shore. 

I
 

n
 If th e Germans had evζr got under way， 

The people would surely have won thε daY í 
And when it all was over， indeed， 
。n every wall here’s what y ou ‘Nould read : 

“Marvels have h ap pened ! Will wonders ne’er cease? 
All men will soon have three legs apiece . "  

Thereupon evεrybody would fidger and fret 
And bεgin to be covered with shame and regrεt; 

“Too much all at once has happεned， we vow-
Lεt’s all become qu iet as mice for nOW j  

That sort of thing bel ongs in a book-
And it won’t lack for buyεrs， the way things look." 

(f ]ohnston saw the “incipient revolutionary" in the alienated artist
figure， D. Ryazanov pointed to the last-cited epigrams as “the germinal 
form of rebellion" : 
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It is against ph ilistinism that the idealist concentrates the who\e 
bitterness of his scorn and the sharpness of his ridicule. But it is 
not a question of the traditiona1 antithesis between the gay life of 
students kicking over the traces and the orderly， comfortable 
everyday Iife üf the good burgher: tbis “Sturm und Drang" 
period Marx had already gone through in Bonn [ the university ] .  
He appears here， rather， as a youth filIed with philosophicaI and 
political aspirations that come into contradiction with the insipid 
realism and inertia of the “public. " . . .  This protest against the 
intellectual domination of the philistine is， h owevεr， nothing but 
the germinal fOI:'rp of rebellion against the dominant state of 

， . 20 thm!!s m socletv. 

There are many kinds of germs， and from this undifferentiated form 
one does not always know what the germ wiIl grow up to be. What we 
have at this point is a leaning in character and temperament. 



S PECIAL 
NOTE 
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THE STATE AS POLITICAL 
SUPERSTRUCTURE: 
MARX ON MAZZINI 
A Note to Chapter 1 8， page 460 

In  1858  Marx’s attention was focused on what he thought were the 
last gasps of the Bonaparte regime in France. The political temperature 
had h eated up with the attempt by the I talian nationalist Fel ice Orsini 
to assassinate the emperor on ]anuary 14， in protest against the French 
designs on I taly. In brief， Bonaparte wanted to “liberate" I taly from 
Austrian domination in order to impose French control. In  I taly ， 
Cavour was playing th.e cat-and-mouse game of alliance with France， 
aiming to use Bonaparte’s imperial ambitions for the purposes of the 
House of Savoy， without being swallowed up by the French “libera
tor." In this situation the émigré leader of the republican wing of the 
Risorgimento， G iuseppe Mazzini， called on the “people" to forge I talian 
national unity against both Cavour and the foreigners. 

Mazzini took the Orsini attentat as an occasion for issuing an open 
letter denouncing Bonaparte. j Now in general Mazzini represented 
about everything Marx detested in the self-styled radical: he was as 
bitterly antisocialist as he was antidemocratic ;  a much admired rheto
rician who substituted empty moralizing abstractions for political ideas; 
a bourgeois nationalist who sought a foUowing among the working 
classes with social elocution rather than a social program; a conspira
torialist who preferred plots to mass organization. Six years after this 
episode ，  it was going to be a knot of Mazzinians in London， headed by 
Mazzini’s secretary Luigi Wolf， who presented one of the first obstacles 
to putting the International on ìts feet. 

But Mazzini’s open letter to Bonaparte impressed Marx as striking a 
nεw note， in its awareness of the reIationship of socioeconomic devel
。pment to poiitical problems in general， and in its attention in partic
ular to the interests of working people. In consequence Marx wrote an 
article for the New York Tribune on the MazzÍni letter which greeted it 
with pleasure and quoted from it extensively and approvingly. 

619 
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The longest Mazzini passage quoted indicted the Bonaparte regime 
in terms of the economic conditÎons of the peasantry and working class 
as well as of the “dissatisfied bourgeoisie." It is also made clear that 
Mazzini was pronouncing the doom of the Second Empire : “The fullness 
of time approachεSj the Imperial tide is visibly rolling back，" he wrote. 
“ . . .  From this moment， your fate is sealed. You may now live months j 
years you cannot. " 

Written on March 30 ，  1858 ，  Marx’s piece was published on May 1 1  
under the title “Mazzini and Napoleon， "  as a leading article (editorial ) ，  
hence unsigned. We reproduce the first part of  the article， up to  the 
point where Marx starts quoting and summarizing the content of the 
Mazzini letter. 

So much for the context. Its interest for us here lies in its remarks 
on the relation between the political superstructure and the “economlc 
realities. " 

MAZZINI AND NAPOLEON 

M. Mazzini has rεcently addressed a letter to the French 
Emperor， wh ich ， in a literary point of view， must hold， perhaps， 
the first place among his productions. There are but few traces 
left of that false subl imity ， puffy grandeur， verbosity and pro
phetic mysticism so characteristic of many of his writings， and 
almost forming the distinctive features of that schooI of l talian 
líterature of wh ich he is the founder. An εnlargement of views ís 
aIso perceptible. He has， till now， figured as the chief of the 
Republican formalists of Europe. Exclusively bent on the pol iti
cal forms of the State， they have had no ζyε for the organization 
of socíety on which the polítical superstructure rests. Boasting of 
a false idεalism， they have considered it beneath their dignity to 
become acquainted with economical rεalities. Nothing is easier 
tlian to be an idealist on behalf of other people. A surfeited man 
may easily sneer at the materíalism of hungry people asking for 
vulgar bread . instead of sublime ideas. The Triumvirs of the 
Roman Republic of 1 848 치 leaving the peasants of the Campagna 
in a state of slavery more exasperating than that of their ancestors 
of  the times of imperíal Rome ， were quite welcome to descant on 
the degraded state of the rural mind. 

All real progress in the writing of modern history has been 
effected by descending from the political surface into the depths 
。f social l ife. Dureau de Lamalle，2 in tracing thε different phases 

• On March 29， 1 849 (not 1 848)，  upon the l talian dcfeat at Novara and the 
abdication of the king， the nationalist forces in Rome set up a triumvirate to keep 
orderô Mazzini was one of the three triumvirs‘ 
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of the deveIopment of landεd propεrty in ancient Rome， has 
afforded a key to the destinies of that wprld-conquering city， 
beside which Montesquieu ’s considerations -' on its greatness and 
decline appear almost like a schoolboy’s declamation. The vener
able Lelewel ‘’， by his laborious research into the economical 
circumstances which transformed the P ol ish peasant from a free 
man into a serf， has done more to shed ligh t on the subjugation of 
his country than the whole host of writers whose stock in trade is 
simple denunciation of Russia. M. Mazzini ， too ，  does not now 
disdain to dwell on social realities， the interests of the different 
classes， the exports and imports， the prices of necessaries， house
rent， and other such vulgar things， being struck， perhaps， by the 
great if not fatal shock given to the second Empire， not by the 
manifestoes of Democratic Committees， bu t by the commerciaJ 
convulsion which started from New York to encompass the 
world. It is only to be hoped that he will not stop at this point， 
but， unbiased by a faJsε pride， will proceed to reform h is whoIe 
political catechism by the light of economical science. 

The hope that Marx exprεssed in this article was not to be fulfilled. 
In September of the same year， Marx devoted another Tribuηe article 
to Mazzini， “Mazzini’s New Manifesto. " 5 Most of the article is given 
over to a translation of his “historical document enabling the reader to 
judge for h imself of the vitality and the propects of that part of the 
revolutionary emigration marshaled under the banner of the Roman 
triumvir." Marx l imits himself to a brief comment: 

lnstead of inquiring into the social agencies on which the Revolu
tion of 1 848-1849 foundered， and of trying to delineate the real 
conditions that， during the last ten years， have silently grown up 
and combined to prepare a new and more powerfuJ movement， 
Mazzini， relapsing， as it appears to us， into his antiquated crotch
ets， puts to h imself an imaginary problem which， of course， 
cannot but lead to a delusive solution. 

The “imaginary problem" is why the émigrés have faiIed “at renovating 
the world" ;  Mazzini “busies himself with advertising nostrums for the 
cure of their political palsy. " The long excerpts from the manifesto show 
Mazzini appealing for “action" regardless of views， with the People “writ
ing upon its banner the signal : God， People， ]ustice， Truth ， Virtue. " 

S till， the following year Marx had occasion to write another Tribune 
article complimentary to Mazzini， for by that time the expected war had 
broken out ，  with France ostensibly allied with Piedmont against Austria. 
Marx’s artide on “Mazzini’s Manifesto" welcomed the republican Ieader’s 
position of intransigent opposirion to Bonaparte’s schemes.6 
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THE “STATE PARASITE" 
AND THE “CAPITALIST VERMIN" 
A N ote to  Chap ter 20， pagε 5 14 

A number of differεnt theories of the state have been assigned to 
Marx posthumously， since it is easier to deal with a Marxian theory if 
one has first invented it oneself. One of these is “the ‘independent 
parasite’ theory" of the state， fabricated by an ingenious marxologist 
by putting together two words to form a phrase which Marx never used 
and which makes no sense in his framework. ‘ It is done with rare 
economy， by quoting a sentence from The Eighteeηth Brumaire 
without wasting words on analysis. 

While none of Marx’s passing mentions of state parasite constitutes a 
theory， there is a certain interest in examining the train of thought 
behind its use. 

1 .  lN THE EIGHTEENTH BR UMAIRE 

The use of the metaphor state parasite (or similar term) is concen
trated in， though not limited to， two of Marx’s historical works written 
about two decades apart， The Eighteenth Brumaire of L ouis Boηaparte 
and The Civil War in Fraηce (especially the drafts of the latter)， 
representing respectively the beginning and end of Bonaparte’s Second 
Empire. Since i t  is found mostly in connection with a denunciation of 
the grossly overinflated bureaucratic machine of the Bonapartist state， 
the question arises whether， in the thought behind the phrase， it is the 
state as such which is being impugned as parasitic， or only the Bona
partist overgrowth. 

The second interpretation is certainly in the forefront， for the 
context overwhelmingly emphasizes the dispeηsability of the character
isticaIly Bonapaπist expansion of the government apparatus. We meet 

622 
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the epithet in a key passage of The E썽hteenth Brumaire， describing the 
overbureaucratization of the French state. [t says that “in a country 
like France， " where the state has swollen to such immense and aIl
pervading proportions， “where through the most extraordinary centra1i
zation this parasitic body acquires a ubiquity . . .  " one of the National 
Assembly’s tasks waS to “simplify the administratìon of the state， 
reduce the army of officiaJs as far as possibJe. . . .  " '" 

This is also the interpretation we would expect from everything else 
that， we have seen， Marx wrote about Bonaparte’s regime， with its 
superstructure of praetorians， stockjobbers， swindlers， functionless func
tionaries， and Jumpen adventurers， piJed on top of the normal state 
superstructure. 

But it is evident that to point to a parasitic element as dispensable 
does not mean it is useless to the ruJing class. On the contrary， not onJy 
was the inflated bureaucracy obviously useful to Bonaparte: in the very 
next sentence Marx points out it became useful also to the French 
bourgeoisie. The fact that the Bonapartist freebooters sponge off the 
social' revfnue does not in the least prevent them from playing a role as 
instruments of the rulers: indeed， the first is requisite to the second 
[r.om the standpoiηt o[ the rulers， though not from the standpoint of 
society’s objective interests. These elements are certainly parasites from 
a basic social point of view， but pillars of the state from the point of 
view of their patrons. 

A second key passage in The Eighteenth Brumaire elaborate，s the 
description of the French bureaucratic tradition， and again the “para
site" epithet crops up in the indictment. '" '" But this time we are clearly 
told that “This executive power . . .  this appaIling parasitic body . . .  
sprang up  in the days of the absolute monarchy，  with the decay of the 
feudal system . . . . " 2 It was not the state that sprang up at this time， 
only a particuJar type of state or state apparatus. Unquestionably the 
reference is not to the state as such but to the special phenomenon of 
the heavily overbureaucratized state structure. 

A similar remark six years later also refers specifica1ly to the Bona
partist regime :  “the Adm1nistration， that ubiquitous parasite f，εeding on 
the vitals of France . . . .  " "  

’ For the whole passage， see p p. 3 9 5-396 . 
. . The context of this passage is given on p. 401 . 
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2. IN THE C1V/L WA R IN FRANCE 

Whεn we get to The Civil War ìη France there is a certain ambiva
lence bui1t into thε relevant passages. The reason for this ìs the great 
and repeated emphasis in this work， particularly in its drafts， on the 
Commune’s replacement of the state as such. '" This pervades the work 
so thoroughly that the two possible interpretations under discussíon 
appear to be tεlescoped. 

To be sure， thε second draft of the essay repeats the statement， 
from The Eighteenth Brumaire， that “The huge governmental parasitε 

. dates its birth from the days of absolute monarchy." Ò Again， it is 
clear at this point that the parasite is the overinflated bureaucratization 
of the state， and not the state as such. But in a dozen other passages
mainly by juxtaposition of ideas， never by direct statement-the attrÍ
bution of parasitism could just as well be an epithet hurled against the 
state as such， and not only against the particular French leviathan. 

The final v，εrsion of Tbe Ciνil War iη Fraηce says that the organiza
tion of national unity by the Commune constitution would become a 
reality “by the destruction of the State power which c1aimed to be the 
embodiment of that unity indepεndent of， and superior to， the nation 
itself， from which it was but a parasitic excrescence." But this is 
followed immediately by the clearest of alI statements that there was 
no question of abolishing the state tout court: the “legitimate func
tions" of the state would be exercised by “the responsible agents of 
society ." Further: “The Communal ConstitutÎon would have restored 
to the social body all the forces hitherto absorbed by the State parasite 
feeding upon， and clogging the free movεment of， society." The argu
ment is made that thε Commune would have provided “cheap govern
ment . . . by destroying the two greatest sources of expenditures-the 
standing army and State functionarism I bureaucracy ] ." 7 In short， 

" This question of the Commune state (or nonstate) is reserved for another 
volume. $uffice to say that the meaning is concisely explained ìn the second 
draft: the old stafe is replaced by 

the central functions， not of governmenral authority over the people， but 
[ those) necessitated by the general and common wants of the country . . . .  
These functions would exist， but the functionaries themselves could  not， as 
in the old governmental mach inery， raise themselves over real society， 
because the functions were to be �executed by commuηal agents， and， 
therefore， always under real control.4 

1 have reviewed parr of this question in a special article. 5 
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parasitic excrescences are to be eIiminatεd， legitimate functions re
tained in a new form-the concept of the smashing and recasting of the 
state machine. Further along， we read that “The Commune would have 

. transformed his [ the peasant’s] present bloodsuckers， the notary， 
advocate [ lawyer ] ， executor， and other judicial vampires， into salaried 
communal agents. " 。

In  the first draft of this work， where Marx-along with an unusual 
number of other cuss-words， please note 9 -uses the “parasite" epithet 
very freeIy，  the passing mentions are equally casual. None in the least 
resembles a statement on the idea. >1< 

But we may well pause at the remark that the Commune does away 
“with the unproductive and mischievous [ that is， harmful ] work of the 
state parasites . . . .  " 14 This links the charge of parasitism with the fact 
that， economically speaking， state officials are unproductive laborers. 
This is a significant ingredient in the connotatÎon of the phrase. 

The economics of unproductive labor had already been thoroughly 
explored by Marx in h is manuscripts for Capital， particularly the fourth 
volume， and we wiI1 take this subject up in some detail in Volume 2 of 
this work， dealing with the role of intellectuals in society. One con
nection has already beεn mad e  in the passage which we had occasion to 
quote about  the subordination of the bureaucracy to bourgeois soci
e ty . l S  Here the subj ect is the social stratum of unproductive laborers 
such as “state officials， military people， artists， doctors， priests， judges， 
lawyers， etc." AIl of them find it unpleasant 

• Some samples: “officia! France. �he France of Louis Bonaparte， tne France 
of the rul ing classes and their state-parasites-a putrescent cadaver" . . .  “tne 

exploiting classes， their retainers and theìr state parasi tes" . ‘ · “a mere state 
parasite. l ike τhiers， a mere talker" . . .  " th e  state parasite reccived on’y i ts last 
[ i.e.， latest) developmcnt during the second Empire" . . .  the state bureaucracy is 
“a trained caste-state parasites， richly paid sycophants and sinecurists， in rhe 
h igher posts" . . .  The Commune means “the army of  state parasites removed." 1 0 
The main passage on state gigan tism in France Îs followed by tnis “This para
sitica1 [ excrescence upon] civil society . . .  grew to its fulI development under the 
sway of the first Bona.parte. " 1 1  The bracketed words were apparently added by 
the original Russian editol"s under Ryazanov， but it is not clear whetner 
as an interpolation or reconstruction. This draft also refcrs to the “state vermin " 
and the “state monster，" and， just as we have read of bloodsuckers and vampires， 
it denounces “the bourgeois spiders that suck i ts blood ，’‘ meaning the state’s 
judiciary functionaries who dip into the people’s pockets . 1 2  The word excrescence 
did not by itself mean parasilic (0 Marx; he IJSC‘d it in the scnse of any outgrowth . 
not a dispensable morbid growth;  as in his remark tnat “in all its forms it 1 the 
state l is an excresceηce 01 society. > > 13 
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to be relegated [by Adam Smith J economically to the same class 
as clowns and menial servants and to appear merely as people 
partaking in the consumption， p�rasites on the actual producers 
(or rather agents of production).  '0  

The bourgeoisie originally objected to the expense of keeping such 
unproductive laborers， but changed back insofar as state power came 
under its own control. ，. 

Bourgeois society reproduces in its own form everything ;;gainst 
which it had fought in feudal or absolutist form. In the first place 
thεrefore it becomes a principal task for the sycophants of this 
society ， and especially of the upper c1asses， to restore in theoret
ical terms even the simply parasitic section of these “un
productive laborers， " or to justify e�t:n the exaggerated demands 
�f the section which is indispensable. 18 

I t  is seen on c10ser examination， then， that Marx does not say that 
all unproductive laborers are also parasitic. There is a “parasitic 
section，" but others are indispensable. And if the parasitic elements are 
dispensable， they may stiII be useful in a class sense. In any case， while 
unproductiveness is a scientific category and not a value judgment 
(poets and socialist theoreticians arc just as unproductive as policemen)，  
it would be a mistake to treat the “parasite" epithet as if it  aspired to 
be the same sort of scientific term. That is why we never meet it except 
as an incidental sideswipe. 

If this is understood， then it may wζll bε that in Tbe Civil War iη 
France Marx pinned the “ parasitε" label on the state as such in one 
definite sense : namely that the best interests of society no longer need 
a state at all any longer， and that it will be the task of socialism (as it 
was the orientation of the Commune) to gεt rid of this ηo 10ηger 
indispensable institutioη. ，. ，.  This points to the wεll-known prospect of 
the withering away of the state， but not to any innovation in Marxist 
theory. 

* Thomas J efferson， l ike Adam Smith reflεcting “the stiJl revolutionary bour
geoisie" on this point， l ikewise linked overbureaucratization with parasitism : “l 
think we h ave more machinery of government than is necessary， too many para
sites living on the labor of the industrious. " 17  

" " This is the interpretation seen by Lenin， in State and Revolution， of the 
two Marx passages he quotes on the state as parasite. The context is his argument 
against “κautskyite opportunism" (social-democratic view of the state) which 
“considers the view that the state is a parasìtic orgaηism to be the peculiar and 
exclusive attribute of anat'chism . "  1 9  This argument， in which Lenin was un
questionably correct， involves only that aspect of the “parasite" epithet which 
points to the “withering away of the state. "  
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3 .  “PARASITIC" CAPITALlSM 

Insofar as parasitic simply connotes dispeηsable， then Marx should 
be just as complaisant about applying it to capitalism itself， not only 
the state. And that is exactly what he does-in exactly the same way， as 
a passing expletive. I t  crops up particularly in notes and drafts rather 
than in finished and published writings， as an expression of antipathy 
rather than analysis. Thus， in the notes for the fourth volume of 
Capital， Marx discusses just how much the productivity of labor must 
rise “before a 。profitmongεr，。 a parasite ， can come into being. - - -” 2O 

This certainly reflects Marx’s feelings about the role of capitalists， but it 
hardly constitutes a new theory of capitalism. 

Some profit-mongers are more parasitic than others: this is applied， 
with or without the epithet! especiaIly to usury and commerce as 
distinct from manufact�ring. 21 It:  applies redoubled to special situa
tions， like that of the czarist state， which has “ collaborated in the 
enrichment of a new capitalist vermin， sucking the blood of the already 
debilitated ‘rural commune. ’  ，

， 22 

Besides the “capitalist vermin，" we also find M arx denouncing the 
。。English factory owners as “These vampyres [sic] ， fattening on the 

Iifeblood of the young working generation of their own country . . . . " 깅 
because of their sweatshop use of child labor. And in a draft of The 
Civii War in Fraηce he  refers to the “financial sw，indler [ sl " as “ the 
most parasite fraction" of the reactionary classes.24 

Like Marx， Engels pointed to Russia as the country where “capital
istic parasitism" was most deveIoped， referring to elements Iess ad
vanced than the big bourgeoisie.25 More important， Engels flady called 
the merchant class in general “a class of p arasitεs." The context shows 
that this labeI referred to its character as an unproductive class， 

. a class that took no part in production ， but engaged exc1u
sively in exchanging products-the merchants. . . .  Here a c1ass 
appears for thε first time which ， without taking any part in 
production， capturεs the management of production as a whole 
and economicaIly subjugates the producers to its ru!e; a c1ass that 
makes Ítself the indispensable intermediary between any tw。
producers and exploits them both . . . .  [ThusJ a c\ass of parasitεs 
arises， real social spongers， who， as a f'εward for very slight real 
servic.εs， skim the cream off production at homε and abroa.d. 26 

Here the use of parasite is clearly rhetorical ， especially since it is 
simultaneously acknowledged that this parasite is indispεnsable under 
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the given historical circumstances. I t  is not used as a scÎentific economic 
term， any more than state parasíte is a rigorous politicaI term. One 
might as weIl try to read something into Marx’s note that “Capital ‘ . . .  
co�stantly suck� in Iiving labor as Üts] soul， like a vampire. ，

， 27-
But any 

marxologist who Îs beating the brush for new and profound Marxian 
“theories" can spin the Theory of Vampire Capitalism into a fresh 
discovery wîthout any more dîfficulty than heretofore. 
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Q〕 。RIENτ'AL DESPOTISM 
BEFORE MARX: 
THE 、이lITTFOGEL FABLE 
A Note tO Chapter 2 1 ，  p age 5 1 5  

Today， discussions of Oriental despotism have mainly become a 
surrogate form of discussing the contemporary “ Communist" social 
system-that is， a society ruled by a state bureaucracy. As such， the 
subject is outside our purview， but a word about its genesis may help to 
c1arify our own inquiry. 

1 .  THE CONTEMPORARY ISSUE 

JUSt as the Iiterati of the EnIightenment praisεd Chinese despotism 
as a means of criticizing th，e society they Iived under， Voltaire being the 
type， so now theories of Oriental despotism tend to be-and to be 
regarded as-predated judgments on the type of society deveIoped in 
Stalin’s Russia. This approach was first adopted by the StaIin bureauc
racy itself， when a Leningrad conference in February 193 1 decreed a 
n ew party line， a departure from views expressed in the 1 920s by 
D .  Ryazanov and others， and even fror:n the views embodied in the 1 928 

Program of the Communist InternationaI . 1 The new pronouncement by 
the scholastic estabIishment was that henceforth Marx’s views on the 
Asiatic modε of production ， if mentioned at all ，  were to be interpreted 
to mean that the Asiatic societies were essentialIy feudal. 

The po1itical motiνa.tion behind this decísion was not hidden: it was 
spedficaIly directed against the menace of “Trotskyism，" after . the 
disaster of Stalin’s China policy of 1 92 5  -1 92 7. What was required from 
scholars was a theory justifying Stalin’s popular-front type  of policy， 
which in turn involved the notion that the enemy in China was the 
“remnants of feudalism" and imperiaIism-at any rate， precapitalist 
social forces familiar to European political thought. Supporters of any 

629 
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other view were decreed to be Trotskyites， and a number of them were 
sent to their ancestors for instruction on this point. 

The party l ine was later amended by 1 93 4  to make the Asiatic 
societies slavery-based instead of feudal ; later， loosened up to allow 
other versψns mixing slavery or feudalism as ingredients， as !ong as 
interpretations stayed inside the framework of European classica! and 
medieval society. The Chinese Communists (Maoists) continued to 
enforce this policy after their accession to power， as before. Even 
dissidents who persisted in emphasizing the uniqueness of Chinese 
society relative to the two European patterns had to do so in terms of 
the “slaveholding" or “feudal" labels. The crux was the proposition 
that the ruling class had to be one of these two private-property-holding 
classes， so that the possibility of the mandarinate bureaucracy was 
excluded.ι 

The contribution by Wittfogel on this issue ，  especially through the 
publication of h is book 0서eηtal Despotism in 1 957 ，  was to rouse a hue 
and cry in the Western marxological enterprise， which widely accepted 
Wittfogel’s claim that here was a new handle by which to administer a 
beating to Marx’s reputation. As it happened， this coincided with the 
intellectual thaw touching Eastern Europe after the d eath of Stalin and 
after the Twentieth Congress in 1956 .  I t  was clear that refutation of 
Wittfogelism on the basis of the Stalinist dogma on Oriental society was 
impossible for anyone striving for a modicum of intellectual honesty. 
There arose a strong thrust in some intellectual circles of the Com
munist world for a change in the party line， or at least a loosening to 
allow deviationist opinions， namely Marx’s. 

One of the prominent spokesmen of this tendency was the Hungar
ian Sinologist Ferenc Tökei， who first published his views in his own 
country and then participated in discussions that bubbled up in Frεnch 
Communist circles of Orientalists and others who respected scholarship 
more than political dogma. During the 1 960s the French discussion 
became the main interriational soundir피ng-b’’.b’ 
this issue from sc야holar앙s in various Communist countries， at any rate in 
print .3 

A discussion opened in Russia in December 1 964， sparked by 
E. Varga. In May 1965 the Russian academic establishment organized a 
conference on the issue in Moscow， where variants of the Asiatic mode 
of production view were permitted 
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themselves) but，  Nikiforov emphasized ， the crux was not the term itself 
but this : 

When it is said that there is no Asiatic form [of society 1 ， what is 
meant is that there is not， and there could not arise， a society 
characterized by antagonisms without a class of private owners of 
the means of production ;  that the state could not arise in a 
society where classes have not formed-in any case l!P to now we 
do not know any facts attesting such a development.‘’ 

The crucial word is p껴vate: no class society can exist except under a 
ruling class of priνate-property owners-so goes the decree for the past， 
present， and future. The concept of a state bureaucracy functioning as a 
ruling class in any conceivable society Îs outlawed. In the internatÎonal 
d iscussion there was somewhat more leeway for analyses of Oriental 
society as a mode of production， but much less for any p이itical 
conclusions， that is， implications for the theory of the state. . 

2 .  WITTFOGEL’S CLAIMS 

With respect to this issue， Wittfogel represented the opposite side of 
the coin .  

Karl Wittfogel came out of  the matrix we  have just sketched. A 
former Comintern theoretician ， he  had been one of those whose views 
were scotched in Leningrad in 1 9 3 1 .  By 1 95 7  he was one of the many 
exζommunists reconciled to Western capitalism and specializing in 
exposing his ex-colleaguεs. However， by the time of the cold-war period 
of the 1 950s， anti김ommunist expositions were neither new nor scarcc. 
Wittfogel’s novelty consisted primarily in threζ aIlegations: 

1 .  Marx refused to take the obvious step of designating the ruling 
class of Oriental despotism to be the state burεaucracy. 

2. He did this because hε was “paralyzed" by the precognition that 
his socialism had to lead to a bureaucratic despotism like Stal in ’s. 

3 .  This was embedde:d in a grandiose theory about a wor!d-historical 
pattern of “hydraulic society" (based on watεr works) ， wh ich pur
ported also to offer a h istorical explanation for the rise of the Stalinist 
regime in Russia. " 

* Wittfogel 's theories arε mainly presented i n  h is  book Oriental Despotism 
( 1 9 5 7 )  and the article which heralded it，  “The Ruling Bureaucracy of Orien tal 
Despotism : A Phenomenon That Paralyzed Marx" ( 1 9 5 3 ) . O ther articJes added 
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Not all of these propositions had equal success. The hydraulic
society theory on its Wittfogelian scale soon began petering out， as an 
over-watered exaggeration of the water-works factor. The second 
proposition-the paralysis thesis in its most psychiatric form-has not 
been taken up with a wìll by most of the marxological industry ; 
apparently it required too much of the instant-Freudian psychoanalysis 
seen mainly in movie plots and the works of L. S .  Feuer. The deposit 
that was left behind by Wittfogel’s contributions has worn down mainly 
to one theorem : Marx failed to “solve the problem of the ruling c1ass" 
under Oriental despotism because he could not accept a bureaucracy in 
this role ;  and this shows that h is theory cannot account for historical 
reality. 

We have seen in Chapter 2 1  that， along with everyone else， Marx was 
unaware of an unsolved problem of this sort in connection with Asiatic 
society， and that he had no difficulty working with the then commonly 
accepted view of the nature of this Oriental state and society. But this 
is exactly what had to be expunged from the picture if Wittfogel’s 
thesis was to have verisimilitude. If Marx was to be depicted as γefusiηg 
to see what was so c1early before his eyes that his blindness could be 
explained only by mental “paralysis，"  then there must have been 
contemporaries of h is who did make the discovery that he c10sed his 
eyes to. Wittfogel entered his nominees for this service: “the c1assical 
economists，" mainly Richard Jones and Joh n  Stuart MiIl ， also Adam 
Smith and James Mill. 

Hence Wittfogel solved his problem with the following two proposi
tions， essential to h is casc: 

1 .  Marx learned about Oriental despotism (or AsiatÎc society) from 
these dassical economists， who-in the Wittfogel stOIγ-were the first t。
use these concepts， indeed the first to use these labels or their sirnilars. 

2 .  “jones， Mill ， and others" did “indicate the character of the ruling 
c1ass in Oricntal society，" thereby providing Marx with the answer 
which he refused to adopt. Therefore the excuse cannot be made for 

Iittle of interest. The originator of the Oriental-despotism theory of post- 1 9 1 7  
Russia was Karl Kautsky， as far as I know: “Some forms o f  government are 
incompatible with a prosperous capitalist development. One of them is Oriental 
despotism， and another is its most modern prototype， which masquerades in the 
garb of the dictatorship of the proletariat ."5  Wittfogel ’S own obsessions go 
beyond the propositiolls listed above. He actually proposed， for example， that 
Marx’s “paralysis" was at least in part over the following worrisome question: 
“Would state ownership of the means of productíon work as well in an industrial 
socialist society [ as envisaged by Marxl as in  Asiatic agrarian society?" 6- th at is， 
as in  ancient China! 
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Marx that the idea was unheard of. If Marx has to be depicted as 
rej ecting it， then someone has to be discovered who proposεd it. 

These claims are a farrago of misinformation in a doublε-barreled 
way. The cIassical economists did ηot do what Wittfogel claims; but， far 
from the concept of AsiatÍc society being otherwise unknown， it had 
been spread over Europe on  a massive scale for two centuries and had 
become ideological platìtudes. Far from the British classical economists 
being innovators of these ideas， they were relatively silent about
perhaps uninterested in-Continental views about the Oriental state and 
bureaucracy which were part of an εducated person’s baggage when 
Marx was a mere student， frequently encountered in the l iterature on 
which he  was educated. 

But before we review this Continental furor over Oriental society， let 
us see what i t  is Wittfogel tries to extract from the writings of J ones， 
Mil l ，  and others. 

3 .  THE CLASSICAL ECONOMISTS 

Wittfogel scoured the writings of Smith ， J ones， and Mill ， and came 
up with a meager handful of phrases which went  l ittle further than to 
refer to the existeηce of state officials under the power of the Oriental 
emperor. Naturally this material， if clearIy presented， would not have 
set the Potomac on fire. Their phrases had to be puffed up into the 
semblance of a theory， or at least a serious conceptìon， about the 
Oriental state structure and bureaucracy. This job is accomplished by 
Wittfogel indirectly. 

To begin with ， how are these writers represented as innovators? We 
are told that Marx， on reading them， “aocepted . . . their conviction 
that . . .  there existed a specific institutional conformation， which they 
[ they， presumably not others before them ]  called Asiatic or Oriental 
society ." When the Commuηist Maη핸sto was written， Ma.rx and EngeIs 
“seemed unaware of a specific Asiatic society .' " It was in the early 
1 850s that Marx began to use the concept “foUowing Richard J ones 
and J oh n  Stuart Mill . . . .  " He had found “the ‘Asiatíc’ concept . 
ready-made in the writings of the classical economists ."  Again : “Marx’s 
concept of Asiatic society was built largely on the views of such 
dassical economists as Richard Jones and John Stua.rt Mill . . . .  " ð  The 
ínvention of the term Orieηtal society is assigned to MilI in 1 848， and 
of Asiatic society to Jones. (We shall see that the p icture implied by 
these claims is pure fantasy.) 
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How does Wittfogel know that Marx learned about Asiatic society 
only from Jones and MiIl? The factual basis' is sole1y that Marx read 
them， as he  did indeed. There is' no question of evidence that he  so 
much as jotted down a note about the discovèry claimed by Wittfogel . 
But Wittfogel embroiders freehand: 

ln the 1 850s the notion of a specific Asiatic society struck Marx 
with the force of discovery. Temporarily abandoning party poli
tics， he appli<;.d himself intensely to the study of industrial 
capitalism. . . ’ 

This is pure fiction. No attempt is made to confuse by citing a fact .  But 
we know quite well， from the Marx-Enge1s correspondence， why Marx 
temporarily “abandoned" party politics (organizational life) after the 
revolution ;  and we know that it had nothing whatsoever to do with the 
unrecorded moment when the discovery of Asiatic society burst on 
Mar.x as he read the classical economists. The historical method here is 
vintage Hollywood， the script being modeled after the dramatic 
moment when Don Ameche invented the te1ephone. 

What exact1y was the innovative p이itical theory allegedly put for
ward by the classical economists? I n  his original article on the subject， 
Wittfogel went close to the edge of outright falsification : “ In  contrast 
to Jones， Mill， añd others， Marx faHed to indicate the character of the 
ruling c1ass-.in Oriental society ." 10 Ord.inary people would take this to 
mean that Jones， Mill， and others did designate the ruling class in 
Oriental society ; and furthermore the context would leave no doubt 
that the ruling c1ass they nominated was the state bureaucracy. But 
Wittfogel cannot cite a line or word where J ones or Mill did this service ; 
in fact， no such statement exists in Jones or Mil1 to aêcount for Marx’s 
“discovery" ;  in fact， neither . of these men even raised the question of 
what the ruling class was in Oriental society ， or 치ndicated" that such a 
question existed. 

A couple of pages after this dangerous juggle， the claim is stated 
more carefully: 

. Marx should have had no real difficulty in determining the 
ruling class in Asiatic society. Moreover， Jones and Mill had 
already volunteered important suggestions. Jones had viewed， as 
the representatives of the Asiatic state， the monarch “and h is 
officers각 at times he omitted the sovereign altogether and spoke 
only of “the king’s officers" or “the state and its officers." John 
Stuart Mill listed among the “many" persons who benefited from 
the rev 
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sovereign，" and particularly “the various functionaries of g9yern
ment" and “the objects of the sovereign’s favor or caprice. ;; 1 1 

The inquiring reader who turns to the actual passages in Jones and 
Mill indicated by Wittfogel will find that these passages are not at all 
concerned with any political exposition or theory about the state 
officials mentioned， let alone about a ruling class. * The great “dis
covery" is that these state officials exist and consume revenue，  that the 
state does not consist solely of the person of the monarch . We are to 
assume that somehow Europe had believed， before Jones and Mill 
uncovered the truth ， that the Oriental state had no officers ， that 
perhaps the monarch had no household，  or that the officers and 
household were not maintained by state revenue， or some other remark
able notion which would mean that Jones and Mill were preceded in 
Europe exclusively by simpleminded witlings. 

The “important suggestions" about the nature of the ruling dass 
which Jones and Mill made， then， turn out to be the fact that they 
reveal the existence of state officials and such. I t  was on coming across 
this revelation one day that Marx threw Up his hands and abandoned 
party politics. Moreover， according to Wittfogel， upon learning the 
crucial fact that an officialdom existed， “Marx should have had no real 
difficulty in determining the ruling cIass in Asiatic society." On this a 
provisional comment: it becomes very puzzling why ，  thr야 quartεrs of a 
century and several revolutions later， after everybody and his brother 
had raised the question of the bureaucratic ruling power all over the 
wor1d press， Wittfogel h imself had such agonizing difficulty in deter
mining the ruling class in a society right in front of his eyes， where state 
officials not only obviously existed ， but in fact ordered him what to 
think-about state officiaIs. 

In h is main OpuS published four years later， Wittfogel was more 
discreet. At the very beginning he even stated some of the damaging 

.. Neither Jones nor Mill used the term bureaucracy in connection wirh the 
Oriental state， in the works cited by Wittfogel，  that is， up to 1848. lt was only in 
1 8 6 1  that Mil I ’s Representative Govemmeηt referred t。 “The Chincse Govern
ment， a bureaucracy of Mandarins." The same 1861 cssay contained formulations 
about the “oligarchies of officials" in  scveral European countries and in past 

governments. 1 2  By that time， bureaucracy had made its tour of the world， though 
thc term was still regarded with suspicion in the academy. Furthermore， we have 
pointed out that the claims made for the classical economists by Wittfogel do not 
amount to much when these claims are givcn a hard lookõ but if， in addition， one 
bothers to look up the passagcs cited to back up the claims (when such passages 
are cited)， thin�양 begin to dim out. This is entered as a general caveat without 
taking space for the textuaJ demonstration. 
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facts about what h is �nnovators had not done. True， J ones and MilI 
“indicated [a word that does not mean said ] that in Oriental society 
the officials enjoyed advantages of income wh ich in the West accrued to 
the private owners of land and capital ." How this enjoyment of “advan
tages of income" differs from that by officials in any other society is 
not “ indicated，" nor is there any citation to explain it ;  nor is it 
mentioned that “advantages of income" is precisely what does ηot 
define a ruling class， or a class of any kind， from Marx’s viewpoint. 

But Wittfogcl is very modest in making claims even for this minor 
accomplishment. For “they did so only in passing and without stating 
clearly that under agrodespotic conditions the managerial bureauc
racy was the ruling class." (Did they come near stating it even un
clearly? Wittfogel can’t be caught stating this.) “They therefore did not 
challenge the widely accepted concept of class wh ich takes as its main 
criterion d iversities in (active) private property." 13 This means : their 
theoretical conceptions d id not even raise the possibility of the bu
reaucracy being the ruling class. l?erhaps Mill was “paralyzed" by the 
precognitíon that the coming aggrandizement of the state under liberal 
capitalism was going to lead to fascism-if Wittfogelian psychiatry is 
taken seriously. 

l n  spite of this total lack of evidence for his central prop。인디아1， 
Winfogel still manages to find words to contrast Marx’s “paralysis" 
with the perspicacity of Jones and Mill ， for he cannot do without some 
such ploy : “although Marx accepted the classical view in many impor
tant essentials， he failed to draw a conclusion，" namely that his own 
theory required the designation of the bureaucracy as the ruling class. 14 

The admission about the innovators leaves Wittfogel with remarkably 
little basis for claiming that Marx “should have had no real difficulty" 
in giving an answer to a question that no one had even asked as far as 
Wittfogel knows. 

AlI he has is the indubitable fact that J ones and Mill had mentioned 
the existence of state officials in the Oriental society. To h int at a 
contrast， then， Wittfogel must actually suggest that Marx failed to note 
even the existence of anybody in the Oriental state except the individ
ual monarch.  How he manáges this testifies to the advantages of being 
an ex-Comintern wrangler. The following statement appears: 

Marx established a ruling class as the main b 
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A careful reexamination of this extraordinary statement turns up the 
possibility that this is not a summary statement (as ít would appear to 
the ordinary literate reader) but that it applies only to certain previ
ously mentioned passages in Marx. That is， in these passages Marx 
mentions only a single person or the state. If this were realIy all 
Wittfogel was saying， then it would be quitε irrele、rant. It is un
questionablε that Marx-and evεryone elsε， including J ones and MiIl
usually referred to the political power by speaking of the sovereign， the 
Crowll ， and the l ike. It is l ikewise unquestionable that he usually did 
this not only in connection with Oriental society but in connection 
with the Prussian state and any other absolutism. Wittfogel’s statement 
plays a crucial role in the argument only insofar as it is misleading. 

We have seen in our last three chapters that Marx referred plentifuUy 
(more so than Jonεs and MilJ ) to the officialdom of the Oriental 
despotisms， when there was a reason for so doing. Wittfogel h imself 
mentions that， in the fourth volume of Capital， Marx cites p recisely the 
passage in Jones about the state and its officers， as well as a long 
passage by Bernier in h is cùrrespondence . 16 Does Marx get points for 
this? I t  is only another reason for denouncing h im :  with Wittfoge1， it’s 
Heads 1 win， tails you lose. About thεse two citations by Marx， 
Wittfogel complains they prove that Marx did “know of . . .  persons 
who， in Asiatic society， shared the surplus with the sovereign"-and 
therefore presumably “should have had no difficulty ." Then any offi
cials who share the surplus with the sovereign power are thereby 
constituted as the ruling cláss? This foolìshness is the only argument 
made on the subj ect. 

In another place， a summary statement， Wittfogel asserts that Marx 
“crippled" the concept of an Asiatic society “by dropping the idea of a 
bureaucratic ruling class ." 17 Whose idea was dropped? Not Marx’s own， 
for Wittfogel denies he ever put it forward. Not that of Jones or Mill ， 
for Wittfogel admits t�ey never h ad it. 

It remains now to emphasize that there was a special contributÍon 
made by ]ones and MilI to the u nderstanding of Oriental society ， one 
that Marx repeatedly praised. lt did not pertain to the poJiticaI struc
ture (state or bureaucracy)， nor to innovating the concεpt of an Asiatic 
or Oriental society. Their positive contribution was to thε economic 
analysis of these societies. This se 
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Mill inferior in this respect as we\l as a mediocrity in general. 18 Both 
J ones and Mill were experts on lndia particularly ， rather than China， for 
both were involved with the British administration of lndia in their 
working lives. >1< 

4. THE DREAM OF ENLIGHTENED DESPOTISM 

The real career of the Oriental-despotism concept dates back two 
centuries and more before Jones and Mill. 

The European discovery of the wonders of Chinese society began 
with the merchant adventurers of the sixteenth century. and the first 
knowledgeable reports were brought by the missionaries who followed， 
especially the Jesuits. The latter， “the greatest trading company of 
Europe，" were especially influential in arousing the interest and admira
tion of the European public. The praise heaped on Chinese society by 
Jesuit missionaries mounted up through the eighteenth century.20 

The European intellectual and social world echoed this admiration 
(contrary to Wittfogel’s assertion) 21 with few exceptions. There is a 
considerable literature on the wave of Sinophilism that gathered 
strength by the seventeenth century ; and “I t  was in the fol1owing 
century-the Age of Enl ightenment-that the spirit of Chinese culture 
reigned supreme . . . .  Thus by the middle of the eighteenth century 
Sinomania had become one of the chief cults of the time." . . .  “ In  
religious， philosophical， political， and economic fields France turned to 
the East for enlightenment." The much-publicized portrait of Chinese 
Înstitu tions “afforded a rallying point for many advocates of reform" as 
the “rGνe chiηois "  was pop�larlz�d.22 

This Chinese Dream had more than one source， but let us concen
trate on its roots in an important sociopolitical develdpment. 

• J ones succeeded Malthus in  the chair of political economy and history at the 
East I ndia College at Haileybury， a training school for the Indian bureaucracy. 
MíII was a kingpin in that Bri tish Indian bureaucracy which Marx riddled with 
derisive denunciation. Hc became Chief Examiner at India House (head of the 
bureaucracy， in effect) shonly beforc dissolution was proposed in 1 8 5 7， in tirne 
to take on thc job of theorizing and composing the argument for the defense of 
the East I ndia Company (as his father had done in 1 8 3 3 ) .  In both cases， writes 
biographer Packe， “they were convinced that in India， as in prirnitive cornmunities 
of the ancient world， despotisrn was the only possìble systern for the time， and in 
this sense they bel ìeved the Company to be unrival\ed." Called radicals in 
England， “ for I

-
ndia they were more tory than the Tories." 19 
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The rise of the absolutist state out of polycentric feudalism estab
lished the idea that the general weJfare could best be furthered by a 
firm state power based on a centralized bureaucracy， which subordi
nated the warring elements of civil society to overaIl control. But in 
practice， this new state power was accompanied by arbitrary injustice， 
harsh oppressions， corruption， and incompetence. If only the absolutist 
weJfare state could be purged of its bad side! The notion of an idealized 
absolutism is familiar to us as the yearning for an enlightened despotism 
that fiIled the pb“osopbes of the Enlightenment. 

As H. Jacoby has pointed out， “These ideas were not at alI put 
forward simply by apologists and propagandists for royal power， but no 
less by utopian visionaries， who were out to project  the image of a 
better state ." If for Hobbes the state (the absolute state) was an 
artjficial contrivance to protect and benefit the people， then i t  was 
inevitab1e that advanced thinkers should look forward to an ideal 
Leviathan where the contrivance of society’s weJfare through a per
fected bureaucracy was pushed to its furthest thinkable point. This 
represents the real root of the early (pre- 1 789) utopianism of Thomas 
More， CampanelIa， Morelly， and others.23 

The conceptions of an enlightened despotism and the socìal idealism 
of the original utopianism were， then ， of a piece. If Richelieu ， the 
political engineer of the absolutist state， already put forward the 
essential concept of monolithism in his “αη roi， Ul1e foi， UJ2e loi， " it is 
also true， as Tocqueville remarked in an analysis that should be read in 
its entirεty， that “The modern [ 1 856]  idea of a single class of citizens 
on an equal footing would certainly have pleased Richelieu， since 
equality of this kind facilitates the exercise of power." 24 Or more 
generally: bureaucratic despotism tended to press in the direction of 
reducing everybody to the state of a mass of administered atoms， which 
it then celebrated as equality and fraterniry. '" 

‘ The poin t is underl ined by the fact that Tocqueville h imself， who sees this 
clearly in 1856，  is  still imprisoned within tne same conception. He writes of the 
French people th at by 1 789 “They had come to regard the ideal social system as 
one whose aristocracy consisted exclusively of governmen t officials and in which 
an alJ.powerful bureaucracy not only took charge of affairs of state but controlled 
men ’5 private l ives." But he admi ts that his own objection is  only to the plebeian 
cast of this development. He sighs for an autocratic revolu tion from above， rather 
than a destructive rebell ion from below: 

A n  absolute monarch would have been a far less dangerous innovator. 
Personally . . . I caQnot help feel ing that had this revolution ，  instead of 
being carried out by the masses on behalf of the sovereign ty of the people， 
been the work of an enl ightened autocrat， i t  m ig� t  well have left us better 
fitted to d evelop in due course into a free natÎon."S 
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This is why the characteristic political attitude of the Enlighten
ment， as is well known， was a yearning for a good despotism (enl썽ht
eηed despotism)-whether in China， Egypt， l nca Peru ， J esuìt Paraguay， 
or Catherine’s Russia. This attitude was well known to Marx， of course， 
who mentions the phenomenon in connection with the Russophile cult 
of the period， which wen't hand in hand with the Sinophile dream. Of 
the Bonapartist Karl Vogt， who was also an admirer of Russìan czarism， 
Marx wrote : 

Crying up phrases about Russia as the lord protector of liberalism 
and national aspirations is not new. Catharine II was ce\ebrated as 
the banner-bearer of progre�s by a whole host of French and 
German E nl ighteners. The “noble" Alexander 1 . . . in his time 
played the role of the hero of libζralism in all of Europe. Didn’t 
he rejoice Finland with the blessings of Russian civilization? [ And 
so on， until ] Nicholas too was greeted before 1 8 30 as a hero 
liberating �ationalities， in every language with or without the help 
。f rhym�.26 

And just as we have interpreted More’s Utopia as an idealized extrapola
tion of absolute despotism， 50 also Marx interpreted Plato’s Republic 
(whose institutÎons were traditionally regarded as communistic) as an 
idealization of the Egyptian system as it appeared to Greek eyes: 

Plato ’s Republic， insofar as division of labor is .treated in it as the 
formative principle of the state， is mereJy the Athenian idealiza
tion of the Egyptian system of castes， Egypt having served as the 
model of an industrial country to many of h is contemporaries 

’ 27 also . . .  

I t  was the vogue of enlightened despotism among the Enlighteners 
that provided the real context for the career of Oriental despotism that 
flourished in the European intellectual and political world right up to 
Marx’s day， in one form or another. 

5 .  S INOMANIA IN GERMANY 

The S inophile cult of the Enlightenment meant that Oriental despot
ism was cried u p  as a model statζ and society. Two things must be kept 
dear that are blurred by Wittfogel : ( 1 )  This admiration was felt not iη 
spite 01 the despotism of the regime but because it was viewed as a 
good despotism， the right kind of despotism; and (2 )  what was admired 
even more than the paternal beneficence of thc empεror was the 
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competence， efficiency， and effectiveness of the administrative appa
ratus， the mandarinate bureaucracy. One of the odd notions in 
Wittfogel is that the existence of the Oriental bureaucracy had to be 
d iscovered in the nineteenth century. On the contrary， from close t。
the beginning of the European- infatuation with China， it was the 
performance of the state bureaucracy that was in the forefront. 

The first great name in the Sinophile movement was， as it happens， a 
German， though the French Iater assumed Ieadership. Leibniz’s Noνis
sima Sinica (“Latest News from China") of 1 697， based on the J esuits' 
reports， caIled for Chinese missionaries to teach Europe the good Iife. It 
was Leibniz who gave the first strong impulse to both the French and 
German Enl ighten

-
ers in presenting the Ch inese despotism as a model.28 

Sch olar， mathematician， and philosopher， Leibniz was also deeply con
cerned with politics and economic development. H is Protestantism did 
not get in the way of his strong support of the J esuit operation in 
China， wh ich was ín líne with “the Leibnizian formula for missionary 
penetration through cultural and commercial exchange." The China 
cult was important in influencing the introduction of the merÌt system 
of civil-service examinatiori for the state bureaucracies of France and 
Britain ， perhaps also of Prussia， which began this system first in Europe. 
Leibn iz may have stimulated this， as he did the establishment of at least 
one economic monopoly as a Prussian state enterprise. 29 

The positive value of Ch inese despotism was very clear to Leibniz: 

For to win the mind of a single man， such as the czar or the 
monarch of China， and to turn it to good ends， by inspiring in 
h im a zeal for the glory of God and for the perfection of 
mankind ， th is is more than winning a hundred battles. because on 
the will of such men severaI milIion others depend. 

On the other hand. the Chinese system was equaIly effective in keeping 
the masses quiet whilε their “perfection" was being effected : 

I ndeed. it is difficult to describe how beautifulIy all the laws of 
the Chinese. in contrast to those of other peoples. are directed t。
the achievement of public tranquiIIity and the establishment of 
social order. so _tþat men shall be disrupted in their relations as 
Iittle as possible. 30 

The autocrat. converted t。 “progress，" octroys his reforms from above， 
wh ile the people obey in silence and business is not disrupted : a real 
utopla. 

Lei 
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Fénelon， Montesquieu ， and Rousseau were in France. )  Von ]usti was a 
worthy successor among the Enl ighteners. He “counterposed the Euro. 
pean states， governed irrationally by their rulers and the latter’s hench
men， to the well-ordered bureaucratic administration of China. In China 
there was not only one or two ministεrs with government authority but 
a whole administrative apparatus."  ln China， wrote von Justi ， “a great 
mass of state servants" were organized into working ranks， their num
bers running to 1 3 ，600 : 

I t  is the special advantage of the Chìnese monarchy that its 
principles， motives， conceptions， and ways have the aim of getting 
the state servants， or the mandarins who are 50 designated， to 
regard themselves in all matters as fathers of the people . .  

Hε saw the despotic rεgime a5 an approach to a real welfare state， which 
would be perfected in proportion to the advance in Po/izeiwísseηscδa[t 
( the seventeenth-century term for social administration).31 

Herdξr， whilε not uncritical of A5iatic de5potism， recognized that 
the emperor of Ch ina was not simply an absolute dεspot but h imself 
subordinate to the yoke of tradition-that is， the system. He was 
entirely aware of the mandarinate and state officialdom in general ， and 
spoke of the people’s “slavish service" to the “sta te mach ine." 32 

6. FRANCE : VOLTAIRE TO QUESNAY 

The China cult reached its zenith in intensity and inf1uence in the 
land of Voltaire， who became the leading encomiast of the Oriental 
despotism. In a play， in the Dictíoηηaire Pbi/osopbique， and partic
ularly in his Essai’ sur les Moeurs， he portrayed China with uncritical 
enthusiasm as a social and po\ itical Eden of state wisdom and to\erance 
which put European institutions in an unflattering jight. Previously， 
Voltaire had thought to find the ideal enlightened despot in Frederick 
the Great (that “inventor of patriarchal despotism ，" as Marx called 
him) ，33 but he was disillusioned in Berlin;  he did not make the mistake 
of trying to visit Peking.34 Other pbi/osopbes and their admirers were 
no less involved in the apotheosis of the rêνe cbinois， such as Helvetius 
and Madame Pompadour. 

In mid-eighteenth century， three series of “Chinese letters" with 
wide popular appeal reinforced the Sinomania. Alongside the Marquis 
d ’Argens' Lettres Cbinoises and Goldsmith’s A Citizeη o[ tbe World， it 
was Etienne de Silhouette’s La Balance Cbinoise that was most interest-
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ing. S ilhouette’s emphasis was on the perfection of the bureaucracy 
(which was thε “balance" of the title， countεrvailing the sovereign 
power). The Chìnese “recognize . . . no rank but that appertaining to a 
man’s office': ; promotion in governmεnt service is for virtue and ability 
only; the efficiency of the governmental machinery is lauded ， the 
“perfect mandarin" being the ideal state official ; hence the emperor， 
though a despot， cannot abuse h is despotic power. “The state has 
regulated all things， even the most minutε " 3S 

Although ， as mentioned， there was a minority among the Enlight
eners who viewed thζ China cult with dubiety or reserve， it was the 
spokesmen for the old feuda! aristocracy whose power had been cur
tailed by absolutism who strongly attacked the centralized bureaucratic 
state perfected by Richelieu and， in works published abroad， “pressed 
the similarity of the bureaucratic absolute monarchy with the bureau
cratic desp。ts of Oriental s。ciety .” 36

Bernier-whose Travels， read by Marx in 1 8 5 3 ，  was important in 
concretizing the latter’s analysis of Oriental society-is chock-full of 
discussions and descriptions of the Mogul bureaucracies in lndia， in
clud ing a long section detail ing their numbers， varieties， hierarchical 
grades， and so on， as welJ as the great burden on the land and the 
people to satisfy their exactions. The French traveler， whose power of 
observation Marx lauded， notes more than once that the 안yranny" of 
the top bureuacrats is stroηger than the sovereign power， and that the 
“reins of government" are often in the hands of viziers while the 
emperor remains “profoundly ignorant of the domestic and political 
condition of his empire ." I n  another work， publ ished 1 688，  Bernier 
took the usual contemporaneous view of China as a humane and 
enlightened despotism based not on force but on virtue， persuasion， and 
love.37 ove. 

In aIl th is adulatory literature， as well as in the writings of holdouts 
like Montesquieu，38 the Chinese and Indian (Mogul) empi;es were freeJy 
and uninhibitedly labeled Oriental or Eastern despotisms. the word 
implying no necessary disapprQval. Chronologically speaking， the 
apogee of the gIorification of the Oriental despotisms as such came with 
that school of economists who first represented the bourgeois spirit in 
the absolutist state : the Physiocrats. Their þead was Quesnay， a writer 
whose works Marx studied intensively. Whát has been 
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eXplaining that China is the good kind qf despotism. Again and again， 
repetitiously， the bureaucratic machinery of the officialdom is de
scribed ， for th is emphasis on the countervailing power of the bureauc
racy is part of h is polemic against Montesquieu. Quesnay explains in 
some detail that the (formally) absolute power of the emperor is really 
tempered by the de facto powεr of the officialdom， and argues that an 
emperor who persisted in disregarding “remonstances" by the manda
rins would eventually have to yield. The hierarch ical organization of the 
bureaucracy is described in detail. A host and multitude of mandarins 
carry on administration， and “stamp out sects and errors at their 
inception， in order to preserve the true and solid doctrine in all its 
purity. "  (The last words of the booklet celebrate China’s “inherεntly 
stable order. ") Quesnay explains that the “nobility" is “no hereditary 
nobility，" for he is  using this European term to mean the actual rul ing 
class : “Only two classes may be distingu ished among the Chinese 
people， the nobility and the people ; the first include the princes of. the 
blood， those with titles， the mandarins， and the scholars; the second， 
the husbandmen， merchants， artisans， etc ." He describes the various 
“classes of scholars， "  who arε also the administrators， below the manda
rinate， while the war mandarins “are divided into nine classes ，" and so 

40 on. 
Tocqueville， quite rightly if superficially， emphasized that the Physi

ocrats were not only principled supporters of enlightened despotism， 
but more， tended toward what we might today call totalitarianism : that 
is， they wished to destroy all centers of countervailing influence other 
than the central state power and to reduce al1 elements of the popula
tion to equally atomized individual fragments dependent on the bene
ficence of the bureaucratic state. Since Tocqueville’s definition of 
democracy was equality of status， he accepted the contemporary label 
of democratic despotism for this political ideal of Quesnay’s 

.1 __ 4 1  comraaes. 
“The state . . .  should be aIl-powerful ，"  was the opinion of the 

Physiocrat Mercier de la Rivière. “We must see to it that the state 
rightly understands its duty and then give it a free hand ，"  said another 
Physiocrat. 

I ndeed， aIl thinkers of the period [ continued TocqueviIle] ， from 
Quesnay to the Abbé Baudeau， were of the same opinion . . . the 
new form of government contemplated b 
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recasting it in a given mold， of shaping the mentality of the 
population as a whole in accordance with a predetermíned 
modeI . . . .  I n  short ，  they set no I ímit to its rights and powersj i ts 
duty was not merely to reform but to transform the French 
nation-a task of which the central power alone was capable. 
“The state makes men exactly what it wishes them to be." This 
remark of Baudeau’s sums up the Economists’ approach to the 
subject . .  

Being unable to find anything in contemporary Europe corre
spondíng to this ideal state they dreamed of， our Economists 
turned their eyes to the Far East， and it is no exaggeration to say 
that not one of them faiIs， in some part of h is writings， to voice 
an immense enthusiasm for China ancl aIl th ings Chine융 42 

Tocquevi1le then links this S inocultist "  movement with “the sub
versive theories of what today [ 1856 1  is known as socialism ，"  referring 
to MoreIly.43 H ε  is only half right， for he ignores the fact that the other 
prominent precursor of French socialism， Mably， was one of the few 
who publicly attacked the pro-Chinese views of Quesnay and Mercier de 
la Rivière . .... 

In  h is economic notebooks on the Physiocrats， Marx digressed to 
take passing cognizance of thεir political views too. He notes Quesnay’s 
advocacy of absolutism and of the existence of “only one supreme 
power" in government. He quotes Mεrcier de la Rivière’s saying that by 
nature man “is intended to live under a despotism."  Yet， says Marx-

It was precisely this school ， with its laissez faire， laissez alleγ， that 
overthrew Colbertism and all forms of government intederence in 
the activities of bourgeois society . . . .  The glorjfication of landed 
property [ in  Physiocratic theoryJ in practice turns into the 
demand that taxes should be put exclusively on ground rent . . .  
[ and this implies] the virtual confiscation of landed property by 
the state. . . . For all their sham feudaI pretences the Plwsiocrats 
were working hand in hand with the Encyclopedists! 45 

SureJy there has scarcely been a more mind-boggling contradictÎon， 
formally speaking， than the fact that the inventors of the very， phrase 
laissez faire were also the first principled theoreticians of the all
encompassing despotic state in modern times. Coming in the dawn 
years of capitalism ， this h istorical fact prefigures the combination， in its 
twilight period ， of enthusiasm for authoritarian state controls in the 
name of free enterprise. The formaI contradiction is e 
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ity ，46 while operating within the power context of the absolute monar
chy. 1 ntellectually ， Quesnay’s school heaped praise on an Oriental 
despotism which subordinated the rights of private property to the 
state， but in fact they had no desire to import this feature into Europe. 
The growing bourgeois system needed a bureaucratic despotism that 
could combine efficiency and virtuε， for the purpose of “recasting [ the 
nation ]  in a given mold，" as required by the new class whose interests 
also molded the ideas of the Physiocratic school. 

In short， a formal， scholastic case could be made out that the 
Sinocultist wavε preceding the French Revolution Was a movement for 
a social system and type of state basically different from the bourgeois 
as well as the feudal-one that we might anachronistically call bureau
cratic collectivist of a sort ; but this superficial case would be h istori
cally misleading in mistaking intellectual foreplay for social reality. The 
play of freefloating ideas， as always， revealed potentialities， but it was 
going to take the unwinding of a whole h istorical epoch before the 
Întellectual potential was bodied forth. 

lt is a150 significant that the cult of Oriental despotism was relatively 
weak in bourgeoisified England， where it was mainly a l iterary echo 
from the Continent. One need o nly compare Goldsmith’s use of the 
Chinese exemplar with Voltaire’s to measure the great difference. In 
France and Germany ， S inomania started to fade soon after Quesnay’s 
paεan of praise， that is， after thε 1 760s， though its place was part1y 
taken by a new faddist enthusiasm for Hindu marvels.47 By 1 789 it w잃 
no longer a popular cult or uncritical furor， to be. sure， but the 
conception of Oriental despotism remained altogether familiar to the 
intellectual world. 

7. H EGEL AND ORIENTAL DESPOTISM 

I t  is therefore not surprising (except to readers of Wittfogel) that 
Hegel dealt with Oriental despotism time and again， using this term and 
similar ones. We are told that “preoccupation with the O rient was o ne 
of the most intensive， if not tbe most intensive ， preoccupation of 
Hegel’s in Berl in." He came to Berlin in the year Marx was born， and h is 
interest in the Orient was at its height in 1 826-1 827.48 

I n  h is lectures on Tbe Pbilosophy o[ tbe Spirit Hegel sought to 
differentÎate “true monarchy" from Oriental despotism， since both 
seemed superficially to be cases where “the will of a single individui 
stands at the summÍt of the state. " The difference he finds is in thc 
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“principles of right" on which the state power is based， nameIy “free
dom of property ownership，  at any rate personal freedom， frεedom of 
cíviI socíety， its industry and the municipalities，" plus the subordina
tion of the authoritíes to law.49 He thus assumed his readers understood 
that OrientaI despotism was inimical to European (bourgeois) concep
tions of property rights. 

In China， noted Hegel’s encyclopedic survey in the Phi!osophy o[ 
Histoη" the soil came to be regarded as state property at some 
unspecified late epoch.  after which time “it was established that a ninth 
part of what is produced goes to the emperor. " Here he also mεntions 
the existence of forms of slavery and serfdom as well as private 
property in land in certain times and circumstances， bu t stresses that 
these forms are all subordinate to the overall domination of the .central 
power: “ I t  ís necessarily true in China that the difference between 
slavery and freedom is not great， since all are equal before the emperor， 
that is， all are equally dεgraded. "  In I ndia ， he mentions， the pre-British 
society was “organized in nearly feudal fashion ，"  with various princes 
at the head of s�alI realms， so but hε is definitely not c1aiming that the 
society was feuda! in some European sense. The remark is descriptive， 
not analytical， and thε rest of the description is plainly alien to 
European feudalism. 

[n short ， although Hegel does not pose the modern question of 
sponing social systems in time and space ， he not on1y m와‘es no effort 
to assimilate the Orient to familiar European forms， but， on the 
contrary， wishes to emphasize that Oriental social and political forms 
are fossil representatives of a first stage of human history that is long 
behind Europe. 

For Hegel， of course， the stages of world history go hand in hand 
wíth corresponding steps in man’s ascent to freedom， marked also by an 
ascent in political forms. “Hisrory begins" in China， and despotism in 
the Orient marks “the childhood of history." I t  is an inconvenience for 
his schema that， while despotism comes first in man’s development， 
folIowed by the classical duo of aristocracy and democracy， it is 
monarchy that represεnts the culmination of progress; 5 1 yet he must 
admit that despotism is one variety of monarchy ! The embarrassment is 
solved by divíding monarchy ínto despotism and monarchy proper， or 
“true monarchy，" which is the blessed state of affairs that obtains when 
one-man ru 
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therefore， is exercised to demonstratc the basic gulf between Oriental 
despotism， which represents political childhood， and the absolute mon
archy of h is day， which represents maturity. Far from wanting to 
assirnilate Oriental society to European forms， Hegel’s constant un
spoken premise is that Oriental despotism must be shown to be as alien 
to modern Europe as a Manchu to a Hohenzollern. 

Hegel has to distinguish despotism in general from the sovereign 
power which wields force， for state sovereignty is not merely a matter 
of force. “ But despotism denotes in general the condition of lawlessness 
where a particular wiIl as such-whether of a monarch or a people 
(ochlocracy [ mob rule J  )-counts as law， or rather counts instead， of 
law . . . .  " Despotism is like “the purely feudal monarchies that formerly 
existed" in Europe and which were rriarked by constant revolts， wars， 
and ou trages，  “because under such conditions the division of the state’s 
business is merely mechanical， since its sectors are handed over to 
vassals， pashas， etc."  Despotism reduces the scene to a polarization of 
“the princes and the people" in which “the latter have an effect， if at 
all， merely as a destructive mass versus the organized structure. " Given 
an organic role in the state system by the true monarchy ， the masses 
will pursue their interests în a legal， orderly way ; otherwise they run 
wild. “ ln  despotic states， th.erefore， the despot goes easy on the 
people，" who even pay little taxes! 53 It is c1ear that Hegel’s criticism 01 
despotism is not that thts system oppresses the masses particularly: hü  
objections focus on what despotism does to  the  upper strata who have 
to grovel before the εmperor like everybody else. The ascent to free' 
dom will be a boon mainly for the propertied magnates whom despot. 
ism represses. From this new direction it is implicit that there is a gulf 
between despotism and modern monarchy. 

Hegel is also concerned about the way in which different societie: 
determine division into classes (Stäηde). '" If in modern Europe “free 

$ In fact， Hege1 went furrher : he was quite aware of the origin of the state ir 
c1ass divisions and property relations. This is indicated twice in the Phi/osophy 0， 
Histoη， first in connection wíth the river-valley p lains that saw the rise of th‘ 
Oriental states: 

In these lands great empires arise and great states begin to be established. 
For agriculture， which predominates here as the prim 
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dom" means that the arbitrarγ power of the soverεign is used to 
effectuate only what is Necessary and RationaI ， then by contrast， in the 
Orient as in the ancient worId ，  the division into classes “was left to the 
governing class ， as in the Platonic state [ Plat。’s Republic] . . .  or was 
simply a matter of bil'th， as in the lndian castes. " �:'> Or  worse， c1ass 
divisions may be virtually atomized as in China. Thus Hegel shows that 
the class system of Europe is not simply an arbitrary imposition from 
above as in the past， but the exercise of mature sovereignty within the 
framework of necessity and reason. 

This conditions h is class analyses of thε despotisms. In Oriental 
society ， “ there is only a c1ass of lords and thra1ls， it Ís the sphere of 
despotism，" he remarks in his Histo1"Y o[ Philosophy. 56 and when he 
goes on to explain that “fear is the ruling category" there (a c1ear echo 
of Montesquieu ’s basic indictment) it is plain whose fear is meant 
concreteIy. His compJaint is that despotism breaks up the class sýstem 
in a bad way: “The [ c1assl distinctions that develop in accordance with 
the various aspects of mores， government， and state， become . 
stodgy， compli.cated， and superstitious rituaIs， accidents of personal 
power and arbitrary domineering， and the arrangement into classes 
undergoes a naturaI rigidification into' castes. " 57 ln this “patriarchal 
despotism" where the emperor’s “fatherly solicitude" runs eve!γthing， 
even h is upper-cIass subjects are Jegally minors， and “No independent 
categories or cIasses have interests to protect for themselves， as in India， 
for everγthing is managed and superintended from above."  Thus “ In  
China the people are dependent on the laws and moral will of  the 
emperor without distÌnction of classe5，" but this is bad， for “this very 
equality is not a triumphant testimonial to a person’s inner worth but 
to a low level of self-esteem that has not yet attained to recognizing 
distinctions." 58 

To put it somewhat anachronistical1y ，  Hεgel seems to be complain
íng that th is Oriental despotism is a cIassless society of equals: “Outside 

outler for the chid source of discontent and maimaíns thc status quo in civil 
society. (The fron ticr thesis is aJso appl ied to Europ e :  “ H ad thc old Teutonic 
forests stil l  existed. thεn sureJy the French ReyolutÎon wou!d no t h ave taken 
p l ace. ") Hencε no state is yet requ ired in the Unitcd States， for be야des the 
absence of imernal pressure， tbere is no danger from the neighboring states. A 
“ firrn cohesion "  is not yet needed. 

fOI" a real state and a real governmen t  develop only if there i s  aJrcady a 
dístinction in classes rStändej .  if wea l th and poverty h ave becorne very 
great and the situation arises where a big rnass of the people can no longer 
satisfy rheir ne강ds in the way they are used to. 

Needless to say， Hegel d(jes not condude tha t the state comes in as a repressive or 
dass force. 54 
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of the emperor there is among the Chinese no specially distinguished 
class [or rank， Stand ] ， no nobility. Only the princes of the imperial 
house and the sons of ministers enjoy any superior rank， more by their 
position than by their birth. Otherwise， all count as equals. Since in 
China equality rules， yet without freedom， despotism is necessarily the 
mode of government." s9 The point is very l ike the one that TocqueviIle 
is goir\g to make later. ( But we shall have to mention that this passage is 
followed without a pause by his account of the wonderful Oriental 
bureaucracy.) 

8. HEGEL TO MARX 

AIso like Tocqueville later， Hegel turns this criticism of Oriental 
despotism into a criticÎsm of what we might nowadays call something 
like totalitarianism， that is， a society so rigidified by constraints from 
above that there is no allowance for the play of cou ntervailing forces 
even in the upper strata， at least formally. He has to make do without 
the modern term. ln h is lectures on aesthetics， he remarks that the 
“unfree Oriental Unity"-that is， the monolithism of state power in the 
Oriental system-“results in religious and political despotism" because 
the individual has no rights as a person and therefore no footing of his 
own. Elsewhere: “Under the Asian despots， individuality is allowed no 
vaJ idity as such ，"  wherεas it is respected in modern Europe. “The Orienl 
knew， and still knows， only that One is free，" for all the frεedom 
allocated by history to this toddler-society is concentrated in the 
one-man ruler who singly represented the Unity of society through the 
Fatherhood of all. “For outside the One Power， before which nothing 
can take independεnt form， there exists nothing but gruesome arbitrari. 
ness ranging a� large to no one’S goOd. ，， 60 

ln a comparison with the sÏtuation in India， he rεmarks that “China 
is all state" (as one would say an object is all steel) ;  and in anothel 
comparison， that “the substantive totality [Gaηze 1 " seen in China il 
not found in Persia. ( lncidentally， for Hegel it  is China that is “quit‘ 
characteristically Oriental，" while I ndia and Persia compare with Greec( 
and Rome. )6 1 

I t  Ís instnlctive that it is as easy for Hegel to show that China is “al 
state" as that i t  is “no state，" and that he does both， though not in th‘ 
same book. In his Pbilosopby of History: “if China is all state， th‘ 
lndian political system Îs only a people， not a state，" since in lndi: 
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there is no principle of freedom located anywhere， not even in a 
monarch ; it is merely the most arbitrary and evil despotism， not a true 
state. But in his Philosophy of R ight， he wants to take a fall out of the 
advocates of church-state unity， and so argues: “Under Oriental despot
ism is found that oft-desired unity of church and state-but thereby the 
state does not exist: not the self-conscious formation based on Iawful
ness， free ethica1ity， and organic development which is alone worthy of 
the spirit ." This elimination of the state’s existence in Oriental despot
ism does not stop Hegel from writing (elsewhere) voluminously about 
the state in China， and even of its “perfected mach inery" for “the unity 
of the state organization ."  62 

This ambivalence， displayed over the question whether China is all 
state or no state ，  crops up also in Hegel’s account of the Chinese 
bureaucracy. Here the realities of Prussian statism preserve the rem
nants of the Chinese Dream. The existence of a pervasive bureaucracy 
in this childhood-society can hardly bε considered an infantile trait 
when it is found also in the state wh ich crowns the ages， Prussia. To 
continue a passage already begun :  

. aIl count as equals， and only those take part in government 
administration who possess skill in it. Offices are thus filled by 
those most highly educated in a scholarly way [wisseηschaftlich ] . 
Therefore the Chinese state has often been put forward as an 
ideal that should serve as a model even for us.6:r 

The praise is put forward secondhand but not negated， except for the 
caveats previously mentionerl : equality minus freedom equals despot
ism. Explaining that “the government proceeds exclusivdy from the 
emperor， who carriεs it on as a hierarchy of officials or mandarins，" 
Hegel lays in pages of detailed description of the bureaucracy : its 
numbers， varieties， gradations， dassifications， and checks."'" “The  whole 
of this adminÎstration is thus covered with a network of officials . .  ). . 
Everything Îs arranged with the mioutest prccision . . . .  " 

This hierarchy of officìals or mandarins-is it aristocracy? We have 
seen why Hegel denied that China had an aristocracy or nobility at least 
in the European sense. I f  modern jargon had existed， he would have 
been able to explain that it was a meritocracy， for he does explain Ît is 
“by the merit that anyone may acquire" that one attaÎns to any high 
position in the state.o" But， he would have to add， j 

From all this it is clear rh;lt the emperor is the centra1 point 
around which everything revolves and to wh ich everything refers 
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back， and it is on the emperor that thereby depends the welfare 
of the land and the peopJe. The whole h ierarchy of thε admin
istration works more or less according to a routine that becomes a 
convenient habit when things are quiet. It goes its own way first， 
Iast and always， with the uniformity and regularity of nature’s 
course ; only， the Emperor is supposed to be its alert， ever vigilant， 
and seJ f-active soul. 66 

Now the importance to us of Hegel’s portrayal of Oriental despotism 
does not depend on its accuracy in the light of later kn。、‘rledge， which 
generally downgraded the emperor’s unitary power and gave more 
emphasis to the power- or property-holding classes， which Hegel repre
sented as thoroughly atomized under the thumb of the Imperial One. 
I ts importance lies in the fact ( 1 )  that Hegel， who early absorbed the 
literature of the Enlightenment， takes his place in the long line of 
European thinkers and writers who since 1585  had published copious 
descriptions and analyses of Oriental despotism， its h ierarchy， its 
bureaucracy， and its form of society ; and (2) that Marx early absorbed， 
not only the literature of the Enlightenment like any other intelligent 
student of the 1 8 3 0s， but in particular these writings of Hegel. 

It would be supererogatory to explain that Marx absorbed Hegel， but 
it may be worth mentioning that most of our references to the Phílos
ophy 01 R 썽ht come from the samε part of that book that Marx 
dissected minutely in 1843 ; and that in The German ldeology， Marx 
refers rεpeatedly to Hegel’s views on China as he ridicules Stirner for 
clumsily parroting Hegel ’s opinion of Chinese virtues， as expressεd in 
the Philosophy of History. 67 In the discussion of precapitalist economic 
forrnations in the Gruηdrisse notes， Marx frequently makes use of 
Hege1’s concept of Unity (Eiηheit) as underlining the role of the 
Oriental despot. While dεparting basically from Hegel’s h istorical anal
ysis， of course， Marx retains a number of other concepts， notably that 
of the Orient’s static h istorical nature， so prominent in Hegel. 68 

9 .  HESS AND CUSTINE 

Perhaps we can now appreciate the enormity of Wittfogξl’s claim 
that it took some incídental words in Jones and Mill to enlighten Marx 
(or any other well-informed literatus of the time) about the existencε 
。f a concept of Oriental society and its officialdom， so that he aban. 
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doned parry politics in despair as the discovery pierced his soul. This 
after Hegel ! * 

Hegel was not thε only one from whom Marx heard about Oriental 
despotism in h is student days. The pioneer of comparative geography 
KarI Ritter was one of the Iive eminences at the Universiry of BerIin in 
those days， and Marx took his course in General Geography in 1 8 3 8 .  ω 

Ritter gave considerable attention to O riental society-with stress on 
material and social factors， too-in his works and doubtless in his 
lectures. 

Then there was Moses Hess， whose collaboration with the young 
Marx has been noted in Part I. In a couple of artic1es in 1845 Hess made 
some revealing rεferences to OrientaI dεspotism. In one ar.‘tic1e， he 
charged that Weit1ing’s rype  of communism would inevitably l ead to 
“the destruction of aII freedom， reversion to an Oriental despotism or 
some other already obsolete condition of lordship and servitude." In  
another essay he argued that i f  communism were really a system of 
forced labor， as painted by the bourgeoisie， it would run afoul of the 
sense of freedom of the Western peoples “wh o  would not stand for any 
Oriental despotism."  71 

In  these popular propaganda articles， Hess assumed genera1 familiar
ity on the part of the educated public with the authoritarian features of 
Oriental despotism which already made it a bogy if regarded as the 
threatened outcome of communism. A similar reference to Oriental 
despotism as a bogy may be found in an earIy article by the young 
Engels. 1ι 

This familiar use of Oriental despotism by the German Ieft was no 
doubt encouraged by the copious material on the Russian variety that 
pervaded the general press and the columns of the Paris Vorwärts in 
1 844. The Vorwärts was a semiweekly published for the German 
εmigrants in France during that yearj in the spring Marx and his friends 
began to <:()IIaborate with it close1y and influence its politics in a radical 
direction. 1'> Marx and EngeIs published material in fourteen issues of 

‘ Of course Wittfogel knows Hegel’s writings on China; in 1 9 3 1  he published 
an article entitled “Hegel über China" in the Comintern’s theoretical journal . A 
footnote in Orieηtal Despotism mentions cryptically that in 1 9 3 1  he “pointed . . .  
to Hegel as possibly ( ! )  h avíng influenced Marx，" adding: “but 1 did not then 
realjze the fundamental dependence of Marx on the classical economists ."  That is 
all .  Two pages before， Hegel had been listed as one of “the unilinealists of the 
nineteenth century" wh。 “disregarded hydraul ic society." This， the only state
ment made in the book about Hegel’s views， is quite false， as Wittfogel’s 1 9 3 1  
article made clear.69 
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the paper. The Vorwärts carried copious excerpts from a book j ust 
published by Marc Fournier in collaboration with the German radical 
Bornstedt， R ussie， A llemagne et Fraηce. This in turn followed the 
sensational impact made about the same time by the book La R ussie eη 
1839， by the Marquis de Custine， published in 1 843  and immediately 
translated into German and English. Custine’s book was of great impor
tance in this period， and M. Rubel is probably right in claiming that 
Marx was much influenced by its formulations. M 

The Marquis de Custine was a class-conscious feuda! aristocrat whose 
travels not only made books but took him away from a France that 
alienated h im. He was as hostile to absolutism as to democracy， hence 
sensitive to a desp.otism that made bondsmen out of the Russian nobil
ity. During h is sojourn in St. Petersburg he was dazzled by the czar’s 
personal attentions though repelled by the regime， and at first his 
letters reflect the illusion that the Crown is the all-in-all of the state. 
Only after a sojourn in Moscow and the provinces does his realization 
come that the bureaucracy wields a collective p ower standing even 
above the czar’s. 

Nicholas himself tells him that the regime is a despotism : “it Îs the 
essence of my government." Custine adds that it is an Oríental despot
ism. Especially after Moscow， he repeats that the land lies between the 
Occident and the Orient， that Moscow is “between London and 
peking." 7S 

Custine’s early view of the czar as the One Power resembles Hegel’s 
of the Chinese emperor: “The empire is the emperor." lt is his will 
“which alone animates the country，" like “the patriarchal tyranny of 
the Asiatic governments." Acute observer in the tradition of Bernier， he 
early notes the shadowy background figures of the officialdom who 
seem to be saying， “Make way， 1 am one of the members of the grand 
machine of state." Y et in Petersburg he snorts at the ornate ministry 
buildings， “Temples erected to clerks!" In his first sketch of the “class 
of men" constituting the bureaucracy， he sees them only as instruments 
of the throne and a danger to the state. fO 

After traveling in the interior， he abandons his original notion that 
the czar’s absolutism really means that equality reigns below him ; he 
vaguely sees castes and mutually antagonistic secondary powers. The 
nobles can do what they please on their own estates “but the country is 
not governed by them." Where then is the power? He finally 
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Russia is governed by a class of subaltern employés， transferred 
direct from the public schooIs to the public administration . .  
By vÌrtue of their offÌces， these despots oppress the country with 
impunity， and incommode even the -Emperorô who perceivεs， with 
astonishment， that he is not so powerful as he imagined， though 
he dares not complain or even confess it to himseIf. This is the 
bureaucracy， a power terrible everywhere， because its abuses are 
always made in the name of order， but more terrible in Russia 
than anywhere eIse. When we see administratíve tyranny acting 
under ImperiaI despotism， we may tremble for a land . . . .  77 

$oon he concIudes of this “class of subaltern employés， or secondary 
nobility ’ ’ :  

This， indeed， is the class which， in spite of the Emperor， governs 
the empire. . . .  These new men . . . are also masters of the 
supreme master ô and are the preparers likewise of a revolution in 
Russia . . .  

These are old enemies created by the emperors themselves， ín 
their distrust of the oId nobility . . .  a host of commissioners and 
deputies， the greater number of foreign origin .  ' .' . Jõ 

10 .  THE IMAGE OF THE 
ORIENTAL BUREAUCRACY 

The contemporaneous brouhaha over Custine’s portrait of Russia 
was due to its exposé of the progressíve pretensions of thís despotísm. 
It was not the notion of a bureaucratÎc ruIing class that disturbed the 
readers. 

An investigation of this corner of inteIlectual h istory would be 
ínteresting， though beyond the call of duty here. A couple of examples 
specially pertaining to Marx may be useful ，  with focus on the midpoint 
of the nineteenth century as Marx started writing about the subject. 

1 .  We know that one of the important books M arx used and often 
quoted in h is writings on India waS George CampbeIl ’s knowledgeable 
Modern 1ηdia， 1852 .  Campbell ， an old I ndia hand， shows constant 
interest in the varíeties of social systems there. He notes areas of 
slavery ， feudal forms， and so on， while stressing that these forms are not 
predominant. He  describes the nature of the viIlage organization 앓 a 
stateless community (not h is term) .  And as for the “centralized 
despotism" of the Mogul imperiaJ power， he classifies it directly as an 
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Orienta1 despotism. Moreover， unlike J ones or MilI or Wittfogel’s other 
stick-figures， Campbell takes up and answers the question of the ruling 
social power in this state: The “only aristocracy." he writes， is the 
officialdom， which is headed by the sovereign. There is “nothing 
feuda!" in the composition of this empire， he  avers. Natura1 !y， he 
devotes detailed attention 1:0 the organization← 。f the administrative 
cadres that make up the governing bureaucracy. " 

None of these observations is made by Campbel1 as a discoverγ or 
revelation， nor even as a fresh or original thought. 

2. Major encyclopedias of a period usually reflect thought about a 
decade behind. I n  all the leading encydopedias at mid-century， Ît goes 
without saying， detailed attention was paid to the Oriental bureauc
racies such as cannot be found in Jones or MiII. lt was standard fare in 
such works as the Britannica or Brockhaus. Two others are especially 
mterestmg. 

I n  the σreat Larousse du X/Xe Siècle the article on China teIls us 
quite matter-of-factIy that， while the government is absolute， “As with 
a11 despotic governments， it is a eunuch . . .  who， from behind the 
curtain， works the imperial puppet; hence one doεs not complain about 
the sovereign. . . . The impe�rial palace . . . is a veritable city， with its 
government and its people. "  80 

In  the New A mericaη Cyclopaedia， the leftish Dana-Ripley enter
prise for which Marx and Engels ground out articles， one reads that the 
Chinese monarchy is not despotic， “since the emperor is bound by 
ancient laws and customs， and could scarcely without danger， if he 
would ，  disregard the advice or remonstrances of his ministers or the 
boards of administration." There is the usual devotion of great space to 
what is calIed “the most stupendous bureaucracy in existence." Indeed， 
of ancient Egypt we are told outright that “The priests were the ruling 
class，" the monarchy being limited by “the powerful hereditary 
p1'ivileged classes of priests and soldiers." This was ‘an interp1'etation 
very like what Hegel had written down.8 1  

There is n o  awa1'eness in these sober encyclopedia articles， any more 
than in Campbell， that one should be sta1'tled by these opinions， right 
or wrong. The idea that some states were， or could be， ruled by 
bureaucracies was perfectly conventiona1， if not downright platitudi
nous. The notioη that this concept was ipso facto scandalous， satrile
gious， 01' sinful is a distin 
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ORIENTAL DESPOTISM 
AND ENGELS 
A Note to Chapter 22， page 5 3 5  

The statement has frequently been made that EngeIs eventually 
discarded or abandoned the concepts of the Asiatic mode of production 
and Oriental despotism. '" The k ernel of fact behind this claim is that 
neither term appears in Engels '  writings after the death of Marx. More 
specifically， the main exhibit is Engels' Origiη 01 tbe Family， written in 
1 884， only a year after Marx’s death : not only d oes neither term 
appear， but it has been argued th at some statements in that book 
exclude the concepts by making sla)ièry， and only slaverγ， the first type 
of class society. 

Certainly Engels never mentioned ， or even hinted at， any change of 
view in this r앵ard. There is not the sIightest evidence that be was aware 
of it. The speculation about it， in my opinion， arises frorn a rnisunder
standing of Engels' relation to the question. 

THE MISAPPREHENSION ABOUT ENGELS 

The difference between Engels' reIation to this issue before and after 
Marx’s death is not 싫 great as is made out. One must be struck by the 
reIatively rninor part that Engels played with respect to this question 
frorn the beginning， ever since 185 3 when Marx fírst raised ít. Hís part 
was even less than would be indicated by the few tirnes that he has been 
quoted as using the terms under discussion. 

ln the original correspondence of June 185 3 ，  when Marx brought up 
the matter with his reference to Bernier’s b ook， duly made a 

" The sa.me c1aim ìs sometimes made with respect to Marx; il1 fact， this extended 
claim is  part of the official Moscow line proscribing the concept. (See Special Note 
E， page 6 3 1 .) B u t  there is no case made for it  that requ ires discussion. 

657 
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useful suggestion in his reply l-and then immediately returned to the 
historical problem he had been working on (Arab and Middle East 
h istory) and his plans to learn Arabic or Persian. He never did comment 
on the interesting material that Marx included in his follow-up letter.2 

I n  fact， neither then nor at any subsequent time did Engels show much 
interest or initiative in studying or working out Asiatic social and 
economic h istory. 

This was by no means an unusual facet of the division of labor， or 
division of interest， between the two men: on h is part， Marx did not get 
involved in a number of the special enthusiasms developed by Engels， 
who pursued more than any one man could follow. Engels' attitude 
plainly was: “Marx is working up lndia and China， and that takes care of 
that. " His own journalistic articles on lndian and Asian events (mainly 
military， to be sure) never mentioned Oriental despotism. 

In fact， for the thirty years before Marx’s death in 1 8 8 3 ，  there was 
not one occasion on wh ich Engels independently brought up or wrote 
on this subject-with a questionable exception in the 1 870s. The 
exception， of course， is Ami-D상brjηg; what is questionable about the 
exception is whether Engels brought it up independently. We know that 
Marx closely reviewed the manuscript and wrote a part of it as 
explained in the foreword. I t  is difficult to ignore the coincidence that 
the only substantial references to these concepts ever made by Engels 
occurred in the work which was written in the closest collaboration 
with Marx.* 

In short: with a prominent exception， Engels “failed" to mention 
Oriental despotism or the Asiatic mode of production for three decades 
before 1 8 8 3 .  That hardly warrants much to-do over the fact that he did 
not mention it after 1 88 3 . But we know that this “failurc" had nothing 
whatevεr to do with d isagreement or doubt about Marx’s views. I t  
simply was not h is bailiwick. 

ENGELS' L!NE OF INTEREST 

。n the positive side : if 
ìndependent work on Asian 

never showed any initiative for 
which Marx was covering， he was 

There is a minor excep tion of the same sort that was mentioned on p. 5 5 5  
above: the reference t o  Oriental in Engels’ p olemic against the Russian 
Tkachov in 1 87 5 . 3 This was the 50rt of in which Marx would take 
detailed in tercst， and at Engels' behest. 1'0 be sure， a‘50 uscd terms Iike 
“the despotic East" in referring to RU5sia.4 
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aII the more involvεd in the early h istory of Europe. Unpublished 
manuscripts on the development of precapitalist society among the 
German tribes show h is intensive work; he started on a history of 
lreland ; his letters show that h e  had done wide reading at various times 
on earIy history in a number of Scandinavian and Balkan countries-to 
mention a few of his projects. 

It is therefore not to be wondered at that， after Marx had made him 
aware of Lewis Morgan’s A η cient Socieη， Engels rounded out Morgan’s 
material for his own purposes with the material that he knew best and 
could h andle with some expertise. This is sufficient to explain why his 
Or썽iη o[ the Family specificalIy restricted itself to fill ing out，  or 
illustrating， the generaI thesis with material from Greek， Roman， and 
German h istory ， remarks about other parts of the world being i nci
dentaI. 

In The Origin o[ the Family itself， Engels stated in so many words 
that he was leaving out consideration of Asia: 

Space prevents us from going into the gentile institutions still 
found in a more or less pure form among the most diverse savage 
and barbarian peoples of the present daY i or into the traces of 
such institutions found in the ancient h istory o(civilized nations 
in Asia. One or th e other is met with everywhere." 

。ne may suspect that he exernpted Asia frorn discussion not only 
because of space but also because it was not his field of knowledge. I n  
any case， i t  is difficult t o  u nderstand why this plain staternent i s  
ignored by those wh o make o u t  a case for “abandonment" simply on 
the basis of what is ηot in the book. 

When， therefore， writes in his surnmary that “SIavery Îs the 
first form of exploitation，  characteristic of the ancient [ classicaJ ] 
world ，"<>  he is  summarizing the Euγopean material. ‘t  Îs  not  intended as 
a universal not only il1 viεw of what preceded it ，  but in the 
contεxt of the qualification contained in the statement itself. Yet it is 
suggested that wrote this sentεnce as a 50rt of secret repudiation 
。f the form of exploitation which Capital cal!ed thε tributary rel ation
ship : a manner of proceeding in the acadernic world but not in 
Engels. 

In any case， we h ave here another example of the marxologists’ 
propensity for takcn in one context. into 
theories about something else. The term 51ανεηI is an especialIy nsky 
subject for this enterprise， for Marx’s and E ngels’ writings are fuH of 
examples of th 
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relation in nistory. This broad use is not always signaled by a modifier， 
as m τoage-slavery， and not confined to popular writings. For 
example， in the Grundrisse notebooks we find Marx writing， after a 
reference to capitalism : “All earlier forms of property condemn the 
greater part of humanity， the slaves， to be pure instruments of labor. " 7 

This “proves" that Marx saw slavery as the content of “all" social forms 
earIier than capitalism . .  

Finally， we can point out that， in a real sense， the Asiatic mode of 
production is not absent from The Origin 01 the Fam센y， though the 
term is not used. I t  depends on whether the term bears Karl Marx’s 
meaning or sorneone else’s. Marx’s Asiatic mode of proouction， we have 
explained， is identical with the general social form of primitive tribal 
cornrnunalism which he termed the archaic formation in his 1881  letter 
drafts-a form which went through changes in tirne， and which took 
different aspects in Europe and Asia. In  The Origin 01 the Family 
there are nurnerous mentions of the European examplars of this social 
forrn : the viIl�ge community， the German Mark， the ηaturwüchsiges 
Gemeinwesen，o  and many others. 

In this book a point which Engels had eXplained in detail in 
Aηti-Dühriηg now appears mainly as background : th is is the p rocess of 
cJass and state formation out of the proto-political institutions. For 
example， he writes about the outcome of the Athenian development: 

The class antagonism on which the social and polhical institutions 
rested was no longer that between the nobles and the cornmon 
people， þut that between slaves and freemen， dependents and 
cltlzens. ' 

I t  turns out， after all， that there ψas a kind of cJass antagonism which 
preceded sla:very， even here. It is typical of this book ’s focus of 
concentration that the very existence of this p rirnitive aristocracy 
(which arises out of the archaic formation ，  as we have seen) is referred 
to only in passing， though often enough. 10 

What this points to is a weak side of The Origin of the Family; the 
content derived frorn Morgan and other anthropologists， and filled out 
by EngeIs， is not well integrated with the approach taken in (say) 
Aηti-Dübriηg. But this has nothing to do with the a1leged rejection of 
Oriental despotism. 
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OTHER LATE WRITINGS BY ENGELS 

As in Tbe Origiη o[ tbe Family， the primitive-communal mode of 
production gets mentioned in EngeIs’ l ater writings under various 
designations， when he is writing about Europε. It would be rather 
wrongheaded to fault h im for declining to p in the Asiatic or Oriental 
Iabel on these European forms， to the confusion of readers. 

Thus， b e[ore Marx’s death， EngeIs had published a considerabIe essay 
on this early mode of production in “The Mark，"  without once using 
“Asiatic" terms or even l inking this German form with other variations， 
as Marx might conceivably have done. Engels continued to approach 
the question this way after Marx’s death ， without any significant 
change in either his viewpoint or his terminological strat앵y. Take， for 
example， a letter to Sorge in h is last year: 

The war in China has given the death-blow to the old China. 
I solation has become impossiblζ. . . .  But with it the old eco
nomic system of small peasant agriculwre， where the family also 
made its industrial products itself， falIs to pieces too， and with it 
the whole old system which made reIatively dεnse population 
possible . 1 I 

The description of this “old system" gets along without a label of any 
kind ; there is none really available-none that even Marx stuck to in his 
private papers and notes. But by the same token this old system 
without a name is not any of the old systems that friend Sorge would 
recognize by name. 

We hav.ε mentioned Engels' letters in 1 884 about Java’s “old 
communistic village communities." In line with our prcsent point， we 
must be stnlck by the fact that， although dealing with an Asian 
primitive communism， EngεIs’ mind made the operative connection 
with something going on in Europε-in this case Bismarck’s state
socialism. 

Finally ， in 1 894 Engels very clεarly identified the Asian vìllage
community system with the European ，  in hís last polemic against the 
Russian Tkachov. Here he refers to “what soon [after Haxthausen]  
became common knowledge，" and þroceeds to summarize the views of 
Marx which a.re dεtailed in Chapter 2 1 ， sections 9-1 0. 

Namely ，  that communal ownership of land was a form of tenure 
which in the pri!TIÎtive epoch had been prevalent among the 
G ermans， the Celts， and the I ndians， in short， among aH the 
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Indo-European peoples， which still exists in lndia， which was only 
recently forcibly destroyed in lreland and Scotland and still 
occurs here and there in Germany even today， and that it is a 
disappearing form of tenure which is， in fact ，  a phenomenon 
common t。 외1 peoples at a definite stage of development. 12 

This is a general statement of Marx’s view of the archaic formation. 
It remains to be pointed out that in this last period there is one 

important work in which Engels continued to publish the view of 
Asiatic social formations and Oriental state forms as before: his editions 
of Marx’s Cαpital. This bears on the English translation of Volume 1 as 
weIl as his construction of Volume 3 out of Marx’s notes. Especially in 
the case of the third volume， where there was considerable room for 
choice in editing and arrangement， there is no indication that， after 
allegedly turning against and discarding Marx’s views on this subject， he 
sought to save Marx’s honor by leaving this erroneous materiaI out. On 
the contrary， the materÍaI on this subject in Volume 3 is， if anything， 
morε effective than in Volume 1 .  

KAUTSKY’S ARTlCLE O F  1 887 

It  is risky and speculative to cite anybody else’s writings as a 
reflection of Marx’s and Engels' views; certainly no firm conclusion can 
be founded on such evidence alone. With this warning， however， there is 
good reason to call attention to an artic1e published by Karl Kautsky， 
editor of the party’s theoretical organ Die Neue Zeit in 1 887-the time 
of his closest collaboration with Engels， both being resident in London. 

Entitled “Die modεrne NationaIität，" the article attempts to sketch 
the h istorical deve10pment of nationhood from the earliest tÎmes. A 
long section is devoted to the prehistoric crystallization of nations 
around economic needs， the first such formation discussed being that of 
the river-vallεy cultures of the Orient. The suggestions in Marx on the 
relation between water control (irrigation and so on) and the rise of the 
Oriental empires are devεloped here. The references to Marx’s writings 
are only implicit but quite clear ; for example， to the failure of the 
British to keep up l ndian water works. Like Marx， Kautsky links thε 
disconnected autonomies of the village communities with the anarchist 
ideal ， and comments : “This ideal is not one of the future but of the 
hoariest past， as we have just seen. Its result， however， was not 
unbounded personal freedom but Oriental ， ， 13 
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Kautsky evinces no para1ysis about the ruling power in this Orienta1 
despotism . He writes about the ruling aristocracies， “ the holders ‘ of 
the central power-often with only a n ominally personal head-the 
soldier and priest castes (as they have been ca1led， not always very 
happily) . . .  " 

In fact， he digressεs to polemize against the shalIow historians who 
explain “the origin of class differences" purely and simply by conquest; 
and offers h is own explanation for the origin of the ruling class ( the 
aforementioned aristocracy). To be sure， he agrees， “There can be n。
doubt that the ruling aristocracy of thε Oriental despotisms was and is 
。ftεn a fon:!ign conquering tribε. " But such a conquering tribe “could 
takε over the central power only if it was already in existence. " 

I f  it took over this central power and i ts functions， then the 
people would let it  rule in peace ， since actuaIly nothing would be 
essentially changed. Both the rulers and the ruled class then 
blended into one nation， becausε both parts constituted a single _n _ : �_ 14 economlc orllamsm. 

Further， of these conquerors-turned-rulers he adds: 

Far from feeling themselves to be foreigners， these aristocracies 
together with their retinue became， in the c ivil ized states of the 
Orient ，  the bearers of all national l ife insofar as it developed at 
all. . . .  But these beginnings of national life confined themselves 
always to a small fraction of thε wh ole peop1e， to the aristocracy， 
to the possessors of seats in the central power， to the free urban 
population . 1S 

The article， i t  is true， is vague about thε mode of production behind 
this national statε development (although ， on the othεr hand ， this was 
not the subject). Clearly neithεr slavery nor feudalism is represented as 
dominant ;  the reference to the military and the priesthbod as the ruling 
powers is not developed further， but certainly no private-property
h olding class is on  the scene. The terrn αγistocracy is， as often， simply a 
generic term for a ruling stratum. 

What is significant Ís that the concept of Oriental dεspotism as a 
h istorical state form ìs prorninently put forward， and the cIass rulers are 
represented without visibl e inh ib ìtion in terms of those who held the 
central state power. ln fact， one of the reasons for the lack of further 
detail along these l ines appears to be the assumption that there is no 
great neεd for explanation. 

Two quεnes: 
1 .  Where did Kautsky get thesε concepts in 18B7?  It ma 
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generation. Certainly there were the suggestions in the first volume of 
Capital and in Anti-Dühriη'g， already publ ished. But the important third 
volume of Capital was not yet in being， nor were the Grundrisse 
notebooks known. I f  Kautsky rεad the seminal discussion in Marx’s 
1 85 3  articles (not to speak of the letters) it was only because Marx or 
Engels made them speciaIIy avai1able. lndeed， it is hardly conjectural 
that this was precisely the kind of historical subject that Kautsky would 
be eager to discuss with Marx in London before his death j no doubt 
also with Engels after that. In  any case， the least doubtful proposition is 
that Kautsky wrote this in the beHef he was giving currency to Marx’s 
vlews. 

2. What about his relations with Engels， who aIIegedly had now 
discarded the concept of Oriental despotism? If that allegation has any 
truth at all ，  we have a mystery. If it is baseless， all is clear. 

For in this period Kautsky’s i ntelIectual association with Engels was 
dose and dependent. That does not exdude disagreement， but it makes 
it overwhelmingly probable that such a disagreement would have left 
some traces. 

As it happens， it was in just this year that we get the most 
far-reaching statement by Engels on his relations with Kautsky. A 
rumor wa.s received-from America !-that Kautsky was beeoming re
served in h is association with Engels. Engels replied with a round 
denunciation of the rumor as a complete fiction. 

1 rely on Kautsky as on myself; like most of the young people he 
can do something precocious at times， but íf he had any douhts 
he would first let me know. In any case 1 ’Il ask him tonight what， 
if anything at all， the report may refer to. 16 

The dose personal relations between Engels and Kautsky， indicated 
this l ettεr afid ahundant other testimony， 17 plus the nature of the 

subject on which Kautsky was writing， make it likely that Kautsky at 
least showed the artidε to Engels before publicatìon. 
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1 .  There are extensive bibliographies on this subject in several p laces， e.g.， 
McLel1an: M Bef. Mxism. ; Mészáros: M ’'s Tb. A lien. A book that should not be 
。verlooked is Lowy : Th. Rev. jellne M. 

2. Ltr， M to Ruge， 13 Mar. 1 843，  MEW 27 :41 7 .  
3 .  E:  Sp.  Graveside， in ME:SW 3 : 162- 163 [MEW 1 9 : 3 36] . 
4. Ltr， M to J .  P. Becker， 26 Feb. 1862， in ME:SC，  1 25.  
5.  M :  Grundrisse， 204. 
6. Ch. 20， p. 5 07. 
7. M:  Pov. Philo.， 1 54; cornpare also the point rnade on 4 1-42. 
8. Bukharin: Hist. Mat.， 278， also 276. This type of definition was repeated in 

e.g.， Hook: Tψds. Uηd. K. M.， 229. 
9. For ex. ， Bendix & Lipset: K. λ1. Tbeor. Soc. Cl.， 28. 

10.  More or less in  order: M: Theor. S.  V.， 1 : 1 7 1  [MEW 26. 1 : 1461 ; M: 
Grundrisse， 1 7 5 ;  M:  Cap. 1 :446 [MEW 2 3 :470， 47 1 ] ; M: Grundrisse， 
304-305 fn ; M: Afterword/Cap.lGer.， in M: Cap. 1 : 1 3  [MEW 2 3 : 19J ; ME: 
Rev.lConspirators， MEW 7 : 272;  M:  Duchess of Suth.， in ME: Art. Brit. ， 148;  
M:  Grundrisse， 734-736 passirn; and see Ch. 23 ，  p .  579 fn. 

1 1 .  ME: Ger. Ideol.， 208; cf. MEW 3 :  1 78.  
1 2. For ex.， see the rn aterial and references in Ch. 22， � 2.  
13 .  Guizot: De la Dém. eη Fr. ， 9-10. 
14. For “God protect rne . . .  " see qu.， Ch. 1 ，  p. 40. For 1 850， ME: G. Kinkel， 

MEW 7 : 299. 
1 5. Lenin: State & Rev.， in his Coll. Wks.， 25:43 1 .  
1 6. See Acton:  Wbat M Really Said， 1 12， for his closest approach， but h e  has 

Lenin in view. 
1 7 .  Lenin: State & Reν" in his Coll. Wks.， 25 : 386. 
1 8. Ltr， E to Hourwich， 27 May 1 89 3 ，  in ME: Ltrs. Arner.， 254. 
1 9. A. Voden， in Remiηisc. ME， 3 29. 
20. For E’s specific report on the division of labor， see E:  Hous. Qu.lPref. 2d 

ed.，  in ME:SW 2 :297. 
21. M:  Herr Vogt， MEW 14:472. 
22. M: Fwo.!Soc. Utop. Sci.， in M:  Ltrs et Doc.， 207 [MEW 1 9 : 1 85] . Also cf. 

M’s ref. to Anti-Dühring in Itr， M to Blos， 1 0  Nov. 1 877， in ME:SC， 3 10 
(MEW 34: 3 1 1 ] . 

2 3 .  An ex떠nple of this feat is Hodges: E ’'s Coηtrib. 
24. Ltr， M to Lassal1e， 28 Apr. 1 862， MEW 30:622;  Itr， E to M， 3 Apr. 1 8 5 1 ，  

MEW 2 7 : 2 3 3 f. 

1 .  THE DEMOCRATIC EXTREMIST 

1. On Hegel’s use of real， cf. E: L.  Feuerbach， first two pages. 
2. M: 'Lead. Art. K. Z.，  MEW 1 : 1 03 ， 95， 104. 
3. Cf. Dupré: Pbil. Fdns. Mism. ， 4-5. 
4. See Ch. 1 1 ，  p. 2 3 7  fn. 
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5. As claimed in McGovern: Yg. M on State， 440-441 ，  443-444， 465. The 
opposite exaggeration is conveyed by Marcuse: Reason & Rev . . 1 7 3 ， 2 1 3 :  
“the state is separate from society" tout court. 

6. ME: Ger. ldeol. (64)， 47-48， rev. after MEW 3 : 3 6. For the same point， see 
M’s intro. to the Grundrisse， first two pages; the translation in M: Contrib. 
Pol. Econ. (70)， 189- 1 90，  loses this point by replacing civíl society with 
bourgeois society. 

7. ME: Ger. ldeol. (64)， 2 1 7 .  
8 .  M:  Crit. Pol. Ec./Pref.， i n  ME:SW 1 : 5 0 3 .  
9 .  M:  Banning o f  L.A.Z.， MEW 1 : 1 62. 

1 0. E: Third Member of AlIiance， NRZ 4 May 1 849， MEW 6 :470. 
1 1 .  For this period， see Ch. 22. 
1 2 .  M: Local Elec.， MEW Eb. l :426-430. 
1 3 .  Dorn : Pruss. Bureaucr.， 407. 
14. For ex.， cf. Tocqueville :  Old Regime & Fr. Reν.， 2 3 2. 
1 5 .  E: Role of Force， MEW 2 1 :445 (cf. ME:SW 3 :412) .  See also ME:SW 3 : 385 .  

For the pro-French sentiment in  Cologne in Mar. 1 848， see ltr， E to M， 9 
Mar. 1 848， MEW 2 7 : 1 1 6. 

1 6. Remiηisc. ME ( Kovalevsky) ，  289 ; Cornu : K.λf. et F.E.， 1 :  1 9， 26， 88. The 
law professor， Eduard Gans， had published a book in 1 8 36 which discussed 
Saint-Simonism at some length ; see Gans: Rμckblicke， 9 1-103 ;  Marx became 
a student in his departrnent in October of the same year. 

1 7 .  Cornu : K. M. et F. E.， 1 : 279-280; Mehring: K. M.， 6 1 .  
1 8. Cf. quotation from Johann J acoby i n  Cornu : κ. M .  e t  F. E.， 1 : 167 fn. 
1 9. M: Debates Freed. Press， MEW 1 : 70. 
20. Ibid.， 36-3 7， 64. 
2 1 .  M: Comments Lat. Pruss. Cens.， MEW 1 : 5， 9-10. 
22. M :  Debates Freed. Press， MEW 1 : 3 3 .  
2 3 .  Ibid.， 34. 
24. Ibid.， 38. 
25. Ibid.， 4 1 .  
2 6 .  Ibid.， 77.  
27. M:  Comments Lat. Pruss. Cens.， M EW 1 :4. 
28. lbid.， 25.  
29.  M:  Debates Freed. Press， M EW 1 : 3 2-3 3 .  
3 0. {This ref. note deleted.] 
3 1 . M :  Debates Freed. Press. MEW 1 : 3 3 .  
3 2. lbid.， 68. 
3 3 .  lbid.， 75 .  
34.  Ibid.， 7 5 .  
3 5 .  M:  Lib. Opp. Han.， M E W  Eb . 1 : 3 88 .  
36.  M :  Debates Freed. Press， MEW 1，76. 
3 7. Ibid. ，  6 3 .  
3 8 .  Ibid.， 65-66. 
39. Ibid.， 66. 
40. Ibid.， 67. 
4 1 .  Ibid.， 70. 
42. lbid.， 5 7-58. 
43. M: Notes on Charges， MEW Eb. 1 :423 ; these are notes Marx made to argue 

against banning the RZ. 
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44. M: Debates Freed. Press， MEW 1 : 62. 
45 .  Ibìd.，  6 3 .  
46. Ibìd . .  64. 
47. M :  Comments Lat. Pruss. Cens.， MEW 1 : 4 ， 6.  
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actions， not opinions-in a later article also， M: Banning of L.A. Z. ， MEW 
1 : 1 5 7 ， 168.  

49.  Ibid. ，  24. 
50. Ibid.， 8 ，  7.  
51.  Ibid. ，  7.  
52.  Ibid. ，  15.  
53.  Ibid. ，  17.  
54. lbid.，  24. 
5 5 .  M: Divorce Bill， MEW 1 : 1 50. 
56. M: Debates Freed. Press， MEW 1 : 42. 
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58. M: On Divorce Bill， MEW Eb. 1 : 3 89.  
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60. Ibid.，  48-49. 
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78. M: Comments Lat. Pruss. Cens.， MEW 1 :7 .  
79 .  M :  Debates Freed. Press， MEW 1 : 57.  
80.  Ibid. ，  59-60. 
8 1 .  lbid. ，  60. 
82. Ibid. 
83. M :  Grundrisse， 1 5 5f. 
84. For an expansion of this thought， see an article published by M at the end of 

the year， M: Supp. on Estates Comm.， MEW Eb. 1 : 405.  
85 .  M:  Debates Freed. Press， MEW 1 : 60-6 1 .  For an echo of this passage， see ME: 

First Press. Prosec. ， MEW 6 :  23 1 .  
86. ME: Holy Fam. (56)，  2 1 9 .  
87. ME: Great Men， in ME: Col. Com. Trìal， 1 76.  
88. M: Debates Freed. Press， MEW 1 : 5 5 .  
8 9 .  Ibid.，  54. 
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94. M: Comments Lat. Pruss. Cens.， MEW 1 : 2 5 .  
9 5 .  M: Debates Freed. Press， MEW 1 :77.  
96.  Cornu:  K. M. und F. E. ，  1 : 3 50 fn. 
97.  Ltr， M to Oppenheim， c. 25 Aug. 1 842， MEW 2 7 :409-4 1 0. 
98.  Ibid.，  409. 
99. M: Divorce Bil l ，  MEW 1 : 1 50.  

1 00. For an e1aboration of this theme， see my Two Souls o[ Socialism， which 
considers the question both before and after Marx. 
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26. E: Imperial Cortege， MEW Eb. 2 : 1 39-140. 
27. For the first side， cf. E: Progress Soc. Ref.， MEGA 1 ，  2 :436;  E: Cond. 

Eng.l1 8th Cent.， MEW 1 : 5 54 Of M E :  Art. Brit.， 1 3 .  For the second， cf. esp. 
E: State of Ger.lI， in MEGA 1，  4 :484-486; E: Ger. Socialism， MEW 4 : 2 3 3 .  

28. E :  Status Quo in Ger.， M E W  4 :45. 
29. E: Notes.on Ger.llntro.， in E: Peas. War Ger. (56)， 23 1 .  
30. É :  Mark， in E :  Peas. War Ger. (56)， 1 79 ; l tr ，  E to P. Lafargue， 1 9  Mar. 1 888， 

in E & Lafargue: COtr. 2 : 1 07 ;  E: Peas. Qu.， in M E:SW 3 :457. 
3 1 . E :  To Span. Workers， MEW 22:405 (retranslated). 
32. E :  lntro./Civ. War Fr. ， in ME:SW 2: 187;  M: Civ. War Fr.， 1 st Draft， in ME: 

Wr.  Par. Com.， 1 49. 
33. E: For. Pol. Russ. Cz.lTime， Part IH， 5 2 5 .  (This refers to the English 

translation overseen by Engels; for tr. from German， see ME: Russ. Men.， 
39 
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18 .  BONAPARTISM IN EXTREMIS 

1 .  Thompson: L. Napoleon， 227-254; for specific references， 227， 2 3 2-233 ，  
236-24 1 ， 253 .  

2 .  M :  Kossuth & L. Nap.，  N. Y. Tribune， 24 Sept. 1 859. 
3 .  For Proudhon’s La R낭volution Sociale Dém01ltrée par le Coup d ’'Etat du 2 

Décembre (Paris， 1852)，  see e.g.， Schapiro: Proudboη， ìn h ìs Lib. & Cba/
leη!ge， Ch. 14.  (Woodcock’s Proudboη， as usual whitewashes this episode; cf. 
1 8 1 -1 82.) 

4. See ME: Alleged Schisms， in ME:SW 2 : 283-285.  
5 .  M :  Herr Vogt， MEW 14 :548. 
6. Leroy : Hist. Id. Soc. 3 :262-268. 
7. Quoted by Marx in I tr， M to Lassalle， 23 Feb. 1 852 ，  MEW 28:497， and then 

incorporated in M: 1 8th Brum.， in ME:SW 1 :476. 
8. Ltr， E to M， 18 Mar. 1852， MEW 28:41 .  
9 .  Ltr， M to Cluss， bef. 26 J une 1852， MEW 28 :534. 

1 0. Ltr， M to E， 2 J une 1 860， M EW 30: 6 1 ;  Silberner: M. Hess， 3 58ff.， 377， 45 1 ，  
463， 503f， 5 1 5， 52Of， 5 37f ;  Hirsch: Denker & Kãmpfer， 9 1-97. 

1 1 . M: French Cred. M ob.-I ，  N. Y .  Tribune， 2 1  J une 1 856. 
1 2. M: 18th Brum.， in ME:SW 1 :486 ;  Iπ， M (0 E，  7 Aug. 1 855， MEW 28:455. 
1 3 . M: French Cred. Mob.-I1 ，  N. Y. Tribune， 24 J une 1856. 
14. M:  New Treaty ， N. Y. Tribune， 14 Feb. 1860. 
1 5 . M :  French Cred. Mob.-l l ，  N. Y. Tribune， 24 June 1 8 56. 
16 .  M :  French Cred. Mob.-lII ，  N. Y. Tribune， 1 1  J uly 1 856. 
1 7. Fourier: Design f Utop.， 5 1  and (for mercantìle feudalism) 1 00; also see 

Gide’s introduction to this volume. Pankhurst: Fourierism， 427; Gurvitch : 
Proudboη， 5 1 ;  Wilshire: Socialism lnev.， 1 49. Cuvillier: Proudboη， 10 ;  for 
Ghent， see Bibliography. 

18 .  E: Kö!n. Ztg. on Eng. Cond.， MEW 5 : 287;  cf. also E: True Soc.， in ME:  Ger. 
Ideol . (64)， 609 (for feudalism of money). 

1 9 .  Berle: 20tb Cel2t. Cap. R ev.， esp. Ch. 3， but it is the thesis of the whole 
book. 

20. M: Brit. Com. & Fin.， in N. Y. Tribune， 4 0ct. 1 858. 
2 1 .  M :  article (no title) in N. Y. Tribune， 9 0ct. 1 856. 
22. Ltr， M to E，  1 1  Apr. 1 868， MEW 3 2 :58 .  
2 3 .  M :  Monet. Crisis， N. Y. Tribune， 15  Oct. 1856. 
24. Ltr， E to M. i 7 Nov. 1 856， MEW 29 : 86 ;  M to E，  10 J an. 1857， ibid. ，  93 .  
25 .  Ltr， M to  E， 8 Dec. 1 857，  MEW 29 :224‘ 
26. Ltr， M to E， 25 Dec. 1 857，  MEW 29 :238 ;  E to M， 1 7  Mar. 1 858，  ibid.， 303 .  
27.  M :  artide (no title) in N. Y. Tribune， 15 Dec. 1 858. Cf. also I tr ，  M to E‘ 29 

Nov. 1 858，  MEW 29 : 3 7 1 ;  M.  to Lassalle， 4 Feb. 1 859，  ibid.， 575. 
28. Ltr， M to E，  18 Dec. 1 857， MEW 29 : 23 3 .  
29. Lσ， E to 뼈， 1 7  Mar. 1 858， MEW 29 : 304. 
30. E: Hous. Qu. ，  in ME:SW 2 : 3 3 9f; E :  Anti-Dühr. (59)， 383 fn. (or Soc. Utop. 

Sci.. in ME:SW 3 : 1 44 fn). 
3 1 .  M :  Grundrisse， 73 .  
32 .  M :  Cap. 3 :592. 
33.  Ibid.， 594. 
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34. Ibid.， 593-594. 
3 5. See I tr， M to E， 2 Mar. 1 858， MEW 29 : 29 1 ;  Lassalle to Marx， 10 Feb. 1 858， 

in Lassal le :  Nachgel. Br. & Schr. 3 : 1 14. 
36 .  E: Pruss. Mil. Qu.， MEW 16 :72 ;  E :  Intro./Cl. S tr. Fr.， in ME:SW 1 : 1 9 3 .  
3 7. M:  Civ. War Fr.， i n  ME:SW 2 : 21 9 .  
3 8. ME:  article ( n o  title) i n  N. Y. Tribune， 2 3  Dec. 1 858 (ascribed i n  MEW t o  

Engels only b u t  I feel M arx’s hand shows plainly). 
39. M: Russ. Victory， N. Y. Tribune， 27 Dec. 1 85 3 ;  also M: Polit. Movements， 

ibid.， 30 Sept. 1853 .  
40. Ltr， M to  E， 29  Jan .  1 858，  MEW 29 : 269. 
41. M: article (no title)， N. Y. Tribune 22 Feb. 1 858. 
42. M: article (no title) in N.  Y.  Tribune， 12 Mar. 1 858， pub. as a leading article. 
43 .  M :  Rule of the Pretorians， N.  Y. Tribune， 1 2  Mar. 1 858.  (Not to be confused 

with the untitled article published on the same date， referred to in preceding 
note.) 

44. See S 6， p. 45 1 .  
45.  M: Herr Vogt， MEW 14:472， 573.  
46. M:  Bonaparte’5 Pres. Pos.， N .  Y. Tribune， 1 Apr. 1 858. 
47. Lπ， M to Lassalle， 4 Feb. 1 859， MEW 29 :576. 
48. M: Historic Par. ，  N. Y. Tribune， 3 1  Mar. 1 859. 
49. E :  Prosecution of Mont.， N. Y.  Tribune， 24 Nov. " 1 858. 
50. M:  France， in N. Y. Tribune， 30 Apr. 1858;  datelined 13 Apr. 
5 1 .  From I tr，  M to E， 3 1  May 1 858， MEW 29: 3 29. 
52. M: article (no title) in N. Y. Tribune， 1 1  June 1 858;  datelined 27 May. 
5 3 .  M: Bonaparte’s Pres. Pos.， N. Y. Tribune， 1 Apr. 1 858. 
54. M: Pelissier’s Mission， N. Y .  Tribune， 1 5  Apr. 1 858. 
55 .  M: article (no title) in N.  Y.  Tribune， 24 J une 1858 ;  written 1 1  June. 
56. M :  Peace or War， N. Y.  Tribune， 25 Mar. 1859.  
57. Rubcl : K. M. Devant le Boηap.， 49-5 1 ;  more generally all of Ch. 3-4. 
58. M: 1 8th Brum.， in ME:SW 1 : 478 [MEW 8 : 1 97 1 . 
59. M: Civ. War Fr. ， 1 st Draft， in ME:  Wr. Par. Com.，  1 49-50. 
60. Ibid.， 1 50- 1 5 1 .  
6 1 .  Same， 2 d  Draft， i n  M E :  Wr. Par. Com.，  1 96. 
62. M :  Civ. War Fr.， in ME:SW 2 : 2 1 9. 

1 9 .  STATE AUTONOMY IN PRECAPITALlST SOCIETY 

1. Lπ， E to Bebel， 1 2  Apr. 1 888， MEW 37 : 5 1 .  
2 .  ME: Com. Manif.， in ME:SW 1 : 1 08-1 09 .  
3 .  E :  Anti-Dühr. (59)， 228. 
4. Ibid.， 386， or E: Soc. Utop. Sci.， in ME:S、W 3 : 1 46. 
S. M: Pref.!1 8th Brum.， in ME:SW 1 : 395. 
6. Ladendorf: Hist. Schlagw.， 40-4 1 .  
7 .  M :  Aff. i n  Prussia， N. Y.  Tribune， 14 June 1 860， E :  article (no title) in N. Y. 

Tribune， 23 Dec. 1 858 (dl'afted by E but M sεnt the article inh M: War 
Prospect， N. Y. Tribune， 3 1  j an. 1 859.  

8 .  Ltr， E to M，  3 Dec. 1 8 5 1 ，  in ME:SC， 62.  
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9. For ex.， brief references i n  Capital and e1sewhere， traceable through the 
subject or geographic index of most MEW volumes (but not 1 -8， 26) ， m ost 
being to economic or mil itary history only， in a technical connection. E:  
Orig. Fam.， Ch.  6， which deals with Rome， focuses on the ori밍n， not decline， 
of the state. Likewise M: Grundrisse， for ex. 378-82 (π. 7 1-77) ;  cf. aJso 
Hobsbawm intro to M: Pre-<:ap. Ec. Form.， 38-4 1 .  

1 0 .  Ltr， M .  to Zasulich/1st Draft (final draft dated 8 Mar. 1 881) ，  i n  ME:SW 
3 : 1 59 .  

1 1 .  E :  Orig. Fam. ，  i n  ME:SW 3 : 327-28. 
1 2. M: Cap. 3 : 325.  
1 3 .  M :  Cap.  2， in MEW 24: 1 1 3  (trans. state eηterpη!se in M :  Cap. 2 :  1 1 0) .  
14 .  M :  Debates Wood-Theft， MEW 1 :  1 18 .  
15 .  See Ch . 3 ，  g4，  p.  87. 
16. See Ch. 1 ， g 1 .  
1 7. M :  Crit. Heg. Ph. Law/Ms.， MEW 1 :2 3 3 .  
1 8. See Ch. 3 ， g 3 . 
19 .  See Ch. 1 ，  g 3 ， p. 36 fn. 
20. M :  Crit. Heg. Ph . Law/Ms.， MEW 1 : 275. 
2 1 .  Ibid.， 276， and more for another page. 
22. See Ch. 5， g 4， p. 1 18f. 
23. M: Econ. Ph. Ms.， MEW Eb. 1 :505-506. 
24. Ibid.， 506. 
25. Ibid.， 507. Note also the passage quoted from Adam Smith， ibid.， 484 (cf. tr. 

78). 
26. ME: Ger. ldeol. (64)， 452. 
27. Ibid.， 90. 
28. Ibid.， 35 ‘  
29 .  E :  Army， in  ME:  Art. N.A.C.， 72. 
3 0. ME: Ger. fdeol. (64)， 77， 78， 79. 
3 1 .  M: Cap. 1 : 3 3 2. 
32 .  M :  Cap. 3 : 603경04 rev. after MEW 2 5 :63 1 .  
3 3 .  M :  Grundrisse， 628. 
34. E:  Princ. Com.， i n  ME:SW 1 :88;  E: Peas. War. Ger. (56)， 40， and see also 

41-42 in this connection ; E :  Rev. & C.R. Ger.， in ME:SW 1 : 302 .  
35 .  M :  Cap. 1 :7 1 8 ;  ME:  Ger. IdeoJ. (64)， 207. 
36. Cf. E :  Intro./Soc. Utop. Sci.， in ME:SW 3 : 105 ;  E: Notes on Ger./lntro. ，  in  

E :  Peas. War. Ger. (56) ，  224. 
3 7. E: Status Quo in Ger.， MEW 4:47‘ 
38. M E :  G er. ldeol. (64)， 458. 
39.  E :  For ‘Peas. War，’ MEW 21 :402; cf. tr. E: Peas. War Ger. (56)， 222. 
40. E :  Decay of Fcud. ，  in  E: Peas. War Ger. (56)，  2 1 6-2 17 .  
4 1 .  ME:  Ger. !deol. (δ4) ， 78. 
42. Ibid.， 208-209 rev. after M EW 3 : 178.  The basic idea is repeated ibid.， 

393-394 [MEW 3 :345 1 . 
43 . E :  Pruss. Const.， in MEGA ! ，  6 :25 3-254. 
44. ME: Com. Manif.， in  ME:SW 1 : 1 10. 
45. E :  Begin. End Austria， MEW 4:505.  
46. E :  Rev. & C .  R. Ger.， in M E:$W 1 :3 2 1 .  
47. E :  Hung. S trug.， NRZ 1 3  Jan. 1 849， MEW 6 : 1 67-1 68 ;  cf. tr. in M E :  Russ. 

Men.， 58-59 .  
48. M :  Cap. 1 :7 1 8. 
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49. Ltr， E. to Kautsky， 20 Feb. 1 889， in ME:  Sel. Corr. (55) ，  481 ，  rev. after 
MEW 37: 1 54. 

50. E: Anri-Dühr. (59) ， 252. 
51.  Ibid. ，  227. 
52. M: Moral. Crit.， MEW 4: 3 39-340. 
53 .  lbid.， 347. 
54. Ibid.， 353 .  
55 .  E :  Hous. Qu.， in ME:SW 2 : 348. 
56. E. Bernstein: unsigned article “ Zur Naturgeschichte der Volkspartei ，" in Deγ 

Sozialdemokrat (Zurich)， 20 Mar. 1 884. For E’s comment， see his ltr， E to 
Bernstein， 24 Mar. 1884， in ME:SC， 3 7 1 .  

57. Ltr， E to Bernstein， 2 7  Aug. 1 883，  in  ME:SC， 363 .  
58 .  E :  PreUPeas. War Ger./1 874， in ME:SW 2 : 1 66. 
59. E: Hous. Qu.， in ME:SW 2 : 348-349. In this connection， E: Prussian Scbnaps， 

MEW 1 9 :37ff， is a spirited note on the bourgeoisification of ]unkerdom. 
60. E: Hous. Qu.， in ME:SW 2 : 348. 

20. STATE BUREA UCRACY AND CLASS 

1. Ltr， E to C. Schmidt， 27 Oct. 1 890， in ME:SC，  421 ;  cited in Ch. 1 1 ， p. 246. 
2. For this passage by EngeJs， see Ch. 1 1 ，  p. 252. 
3. M :  Lassalle， in NRZ， 4 Mar. 1 849， MEW 6 : 3 2 1 .  
4 .  ]acoby: Bürok. d. Welt， 2 5 1 .  
5 .  S o  says Dulaure: Hist. Paris， 438. 
6. M :  Notebk. on Maine， 3 29 .  
7. Albrow: Bureaucracy， intro.， 1 3- 1 5 ;  on Marx， 68-72. 
8. lbid.， 1 8f; this work， esp. Ch. 1 ，  is also the source of other references to the 

early history of the term not .otherwise ascribed. For the German press， see 
Schulz: Deut. Fremdwb.， 1 : 1 02. 

9 .  For Marx in 1 842-1843 ，  see MEW 1 : 1 01 ，  MEW Eb. 1 :424. For Engels in 
1 83 9-1840， see MEW Eb. 2 name index. 

1 0. Emgc: Bürokratisieηmg， 179 ;  Schulz: Deut. Fremdwb.，  1 :  1 02. 
1 1 .  MiI l :  Rev./A .  Carγ'el， 72. 
1 2. Mohl :  Ueber Bur.， 99-100; cf. also 101 - 102 .  
1 3 .  Blackie， i n  Westm쩌ster Review， v. 3 7 ，  1 842， p .  1 34ff; edit. note on p. 

1 70-1 7 1 ;  most important passage is at p .  1 58-1 6 3 ;  similariry with China 
invoked p. 1 56. Perhaps first use of the term in English was in  Popular 
Encyclopaedia of 1 83 7， based on Brockhaus. Albrow’s ref. to BJackwood's 
for 1 836 is misleading， the term occurring there as a purely French word. 

14. Ch. 1 ，  p. 36， incl. fn. 
1 5 . See Ch. 3 ，  � 3， esp. p. 82f; cf. also Ch. 6 ，  p .  143，  and Ch. 8， p .  169f. 
16. See Ch. 1， p. 3 4. 
1 7. See Ch. 1 ，  p. 45f. 
1 8. See Ch. 2， p. 72. 
1 9. M: Vindication Moselle Corr.， MEW 1 : 185 ; cited in Ch. 2 .  p.  65. 
20. Ibid.， 1 89 .  
21 .  M :  Crit. Heg. Ph. Rt.lMs.， MEW 1 :248-249 ; cited i n  Ch. 3 ，  p .  8 1 .  
22. Ibid.， 284. 
23. For this， see Ch. 19 ，  S 2 .  
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24. M: Crit. Heg. Ph. Rt./Ms.， MEW 1 : 249-2 5 5 ;  cited in Ch .  3， pp.  8 1 -84. 
2 5 .  ME:  Ger. ‘ deoJ.， MEW 3 : 46， rev. from ME: Ger. I deol. ( 64) ， 60-6 1 .  
26. This refers to the distinction made in Ch. 1 4， p .  3 1 2  fn. 
27 .  These passages have already been cited in Ch. 19，  pp.  477-478;  see the 

references given there. 
28. E: State of Ger./ I I I ，  in MEGA 1， 4: 494-495. 
29. E: Pruss. Const.， in MEGA 1，  6 : 2 5 3 ;  this passage was quoted more fully in 

Ch. 19， p. 478. 
3 0. M: Moral. Crit.， MEW 4: 3 5 3 ;  this whole passage was quoted and discussed in 

Ch. 19， p .  48 1 f. 
3 1 .  M :  Com . of Rh. B. ，  MEW 4 : 1 9 3 .  
3 2. M :  1 8th Brum .， i n  ME:SW 1 :477;  the whole passage was quoted and dis-

cussed in Ch. 1 5， p. 40 1 .  
3 3 .  M :  Civ. War Fr.， i n  ME:SW 2 : 2 1 7. 
34. S잉ne， 1 st Draft， in ME: Wr. Par. Comm.， 1 48. 
3 5 .  M: 1 8th Brum.，  in ME:SW 1 :477-478 ; this passage was re ferred to in Ch. 1 7， 

p. 4 3 1  fn. 
36. See Ch. 9， p. 207f and its fn. ;  also Ch. 1， p .  36 .  
3 7. M :  Ltrs from D . F.J . ，  no. 2 (May 1 843) ，  MEW 1 : 341-342 [ tr. M:  Wr. Yg. M.， 

209-2 1 0 1 . Dienerstaat was trans. as seηlile state in Ch. 9， p. 208， where this 
passage was given in full. 

38. M/E : Speech fr. Throne， NRZ， 2 Mar. 1 849， MEW 6 : 3 1 9. 
3 9. E: Rev. & C .  R. Ger.， in ME:SW 1 : 308， 3 1 0， 3 1 1 .  
40. This passage was given i n  Ch. 9， p .  208 fn. ，  from M:  Aff. i n  Prussia， N.  Y. 

Tribune， 1 Feb. 1 8 59 .  
4 1 .  From the same Tribune article. 
42. M: K. M. bef. Cologne J ury ， MEW 6 : 244 I tr .  ME:  Rev. 48-49， 2 3 2 ) . 
4 3 .  Ibid.，  2 5 3  I tr. ibid.， 241-242 1 . 
44. Ibid.，  2 5 4  I tr. ibid. ， 243 J . 
45 .  M :  Aff. in Pru잃.， N .  Y. Tribunc， 1 Feb. 1859 .  
46 .  M :  Grundrisse， 844. 
47. M: K. M. bef. Cologne ] ury， MEW 6 : 2 5 3  [ tr. ME: Rev. 48-49， 242-24 3 J . 
48. This passagε was cited above， p. 49 3 .  
4 9 .  M :  1 8 th Brum.， in M E : S W  1 :478. The !arger context o f  this passage was 

givcn in Ch.  1 5 ，  p. 401 . 
5 0. For context， see Ch. 16，  p. 4 1 5 ;  for source， ref. 1 5  in that chapter. 
5 1 .  Sec Ch.  2 3 ，  g 5 ， esp. I tr， E to Daniclson， 1 8  J une 1 892， thcre quoted. 
5 2. MEW 26. 1 : 145，  rev. from M: Theor. S. V.， 1 : 1 70. 
5 3 .  M: Theor. S. V.， 1 : 1 7 1 [MEW 26. 1 : 1 45-146 1 . 
54.  MEW 2 6 . 1 : 2 7 3-2 74， rev. from M :  Theor. S. V. ，  1 : 29 1-292. Cf. also M :  

Grundrìsse， 3 72 .  
5 5 .  Cited ìn Ch.  1 4 ，  pp. 3 1 3-3 1 4， from a Tribune article by Marx (ME: On 

Colon. (68)，  6 2-64). 
56 .  M: Brit. I ncomes， N.  Y. Tribune， 2 1  Sep t. 1 85 7， in ME: On Co!on. (68)，  

1 68- 1 72.  
5 7. E :  Status Quo in Ger.， MEW 4 : 44. 
58.  lbid.， 45.  
59 .  Ibid . ，  50. 
60. Ibid.， 5 1 .  
6 1 .  Ibid.，  5 3 .  
62 .  Ibid. ，  54. 
6 3 .  E: Rev: & C. R.  Ger.，  in ME:SW 1 : 3 22.  
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64. For ex.， cf. “race of lawyers" in the sarne work， ibid.， 3 08. 
6 5 .  M :  Morning Post， i n  M :  Surveys fr. Exile，  286. 
66.  M :  Aff. in Pruss.， N.  Y .  Tribune， 3 Dec.  1 8 58. 
67. Ladendorf: Hist. Schlagw.， 1 62-1 6 3 .  
6 8. Footnote by E in M :  Pov. Philo. ( FLPH)，  1 74 ;  the whole p assage iIIuminates 

this point. For M in 1 849， see above， p. 498. 
69.  M:  Wage-Lab. & Cap. ，  in ME:SW 1 : 1 59 .  
70. M:  Montesquieu LVI ，  in N RZ ，  2 1  ] an. 1 849， MEW 6 : 1 87-1 88. 
7 1 .  E :  Rev. & C. R.  Ger. ，  in ME:SW 1 : 3 1 1 ;  passage cited above， p .  494. 
72. E: Anti-Dühr. (59) ， 244， and MEW 20: 1 64. 
7 3 .  See esp. E:  Orig. Fam.， in  ME:SW 3 : 27 5  (a  summary) ; also ibid . ，  208， 

237， 272. 
74. Bukharin: Hist. Mat.， 279-2 8 1 .  
75 .  Ibid.，  1 52. 
76.  ME: Ger. Ideol. (64)， 51 IMEW 3 : 39 ) ; M :  Pov. Philo. (FLPH)， 1 27 ，  1 3 1 ， 

1 3 5 1M:  Misère， 1 3 5， 1 3 8，  1 4 3 )  -this passage being anticipated in Itr， M to 
Annenkov， 28 Dec. 1 846， in ME :SC， 3 7 ;  M: Cap. 1 : 3 3 9-340， 366;  M :  
Grundrisse， 3 8 1 ，  o r  M :  Pre-Cap. Econ. Form.， 76-77. Minor locus in  1π， M to 
E， 14 ] une 1 8 5 3 ，  in ME:SC， 86. 

77.  See “Caste，" Encyc. Brit.， 1 1 th ed.， 5 :468-469. 
78. M: 1 8th Brum.， in ME :SW 1 :482-483 ; for context， see Ch. 1 5， p. 402. 
79. E: Ger. Camp.  Const.， �EW 7 : 1 3 3 .  
80. E :  Hous. Qu.， in ME: SW 2: 348 ; context given in C h .  1 6， p. 4 1 5. ( For a 

similar use of caste by Marx in 1 87 1 ，  see M: Civ. War Fr. ，  1 st Draft， in ME:  
Wr. Par. Com. ，  1 5 3 . )  

81 .  E :  M .  & NRZ， in ME:SW 3 : 1 6 5 .  
82. Albrow: Bureaucracy， 1 6 ，  1 27. 
8 3 .  E :  War in East， N.  Y.  Tribune， 3 0  Nov. 1 854. 
84. E:  Brit.  Disaster， N. Y.  Tribune， 22 j an.  1 8 5 5 ，  in M :  East. Qu.，  506. 
85. M :  Brit.  Army， N .  Y. Tribune， 14 Apr. 1 8 5 5 .  
8 6 .  Ibid. 
37. Schillεf: F. E. & Schiller-Anstalt， 486-489. 
훌8. Ltr， E to Ex. Com. of Schiller I nstitute， ca. 3 May 1 86 1 ，  MEW 30: 596-597.  
89. See 다 . 1 5 ，  pp.  3 1 2-3 1 4， and in  this chapter p .  501 .  
90 .  M :  Aff. in  Pruss.， N .  Y .  Trìbune， 8 Nov. 1 85 8. 
9 1 .  M :  Paper Tax， N. Y. Tribune， 22 Aug. 1 860. 
92. M/E: New Charter， NRZ 17 May 1 849， MEW 6 : 49 7 ;  ME: First Press Prosec.， 

MEW 6:223 .  

21 .  O R I ENTAL DESP011SM: THE SOCIAL BASIS 

1. The phrase is from the contemporary New A mericaη Cyclopaedia; see 
S pecial Note E， p. 6 56.  

2. ME: Ger. l deol. ( 64)，  80 fn; the break is more accurately shown at MEW 
3 :65 .  

3 .  The explicit statement is  made at ME : Ger. IdeoL (64)， 77.  
4. ME: Ger.  Ideol. ，  in MEW 3 : 22 [ tr. 3 3 1 .  
5 .  ME: Ger. Ideol. ( 64)， 7 7  [MEW 3 : 61 1 . 
6. Ibid.，  3 3 ，  rev. "after MEW 3 : 22-23 .  
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8. The ref. to three centuries is in M :  Chinese Aff.， M EW 1 5 : 5 14. 
9. ME:  Review/Jan.-Feb. ，  in ME: On Colon.， 1 8， 1 7. 

1 0. Ibid.， 18 .  
1 1 . Same， in MEW 7 : 220-22 1 .  
1 2. M :  Duchess of Sutherland， in M E :  Art. Brit.， 145. 
1 3. M :  Cap. 1 :729-730. 
1 4. MiII: Hist. Brit. lndia， 1 : 3 1 4. 
1 5. M :  Rev. in China， in ME:  On Colon.， 1 9  
1 6. Ibid.， 24. 
1 7. Ibid.， 25. 
1 8. M: Cap. 1 in MEW 2 3 :85 fn ; the Eng. tr. omitted the ref . .  to “dancing 

tables，" which would have needed explanation. (For the explanation， see 
“Tischrücken" in Ladendorf: Hist. Schlag'Lvb.， 3 14; cf. M: Chinese Aff.， 
MEW 1 5 : 5 1 4.) 

19. M: Aff. in HoIland， in ME:  On Colon.， 29. 
20. For M’s later years， see his p ainstaking work in M: Notes on I nd. Hist. For 

his and E’s reading in Oriental h istory， see Hobsbawm’s intro to M: Preζap. 
Econ. Forin.， 2 1 -22. 

2 1 .  For the passages in which Bernier stresses this， see Bernier: Travels， 5， 204， 
220， 226， 232 .  

22 .  Ltr， M to E， 2 June 1853 ，  MEW 28 :252-254 [ME: SC， 80-81 } . 
2 3 .  Ltr， E to M， 6 June 1853 ，  MEW 28:259 [ME:SC， 82J . 
24. M :  Cap. 1 in MEW 2 3 : 3 79 [ tr. 1 : 358] ; M :  Chinese Aff.， MEW 1 5 : 5 14， 5 16 ;  

E:  Persia-China， N .  Y.  Tribune， 5 June 1 857， i n  M E :  O n  Colon. (68)， 1 20;  
M:  Opium Trade/l， N.  Y. Tribune， 20 Sept. 1858，  ibid.， 2 1 6. 

25 .  M :  Future Res. BrÎt. Rule， N. Y. Tribune， 8 Aug. 1853 ，  in ME:SW 1 :494. 
26. M: Grundrisse， 30. 
27. M :  Brit. Rule in lnd.， N. Y. Tribune， 25 J une 1853 ，  in ME:SW 1 :490. For 

Munro， see M :  Notes 00 Ind. Hist.， 1 3 8. 
28. M :  Chinese Aff.， MEW 1 5 : 5 14. 
29. Ex Lib. K. M.， 1 03. 
30. M :  Cap. 1 in MEW 2 3 : 3 79 [ tr. 1 : 358] . 
3 1 .  M :  Cap. 1 :79 (MEW 2 3 :93-94J ; M :  Brit. Rule in lndia， N. Y. Tribune， 25 

J une 1 85 3 ，  in  ME:SW 1 : 488; M: Chinese Aff.， MEW 1 5 : 51 4; E:  B. Bauer & 
Early Chr.， in ME:  On �elig.， 201-203 ， and h is On Hist. Early Chr.， ibid. ， 
3 1 4-3 1 5 ;  ME:  Ger. Ideol. (64)， 5 1 ;  Thalheimer: Intro. Dial. Mat. ， Ch. 14-1 5 
(cf. aIso Ch. 1 -2) . 

32.  Ltr， E to M， 6 June 1853 ，  MEW 28:259 [ME:SC， 82J . 
3 3. Brit. Rule in I nd.， N. Y .  Tribune， 25 J une 1853 ，  in ME:SW 1 :489. 
34. ι‘: Cap. 1 : 5 1 3-5 14， 5 1 4  fn. 
35 .  Ltr， M to E， 14 June 1 8 5 3 ，  MEW 28:267 [ME:SC， 85J . 
36. Same Itr， ibid. ;  M :  Brit. Rule in Ind.， in ME:SW 1 :49 1f; M :  Cap. 1 : 3 58 fn ; in 

all three cases Marx is quoting from RaffIes， not Campbell. 
3 7. This passage is given here， punctuation and all ，  as it appears in the original 

report， not as transcribed by Raffles ( from whom Marx cites it) or others. 
Source: Fifth R eport of the Select Committee of the House of Commons 011 
Iηdian Affairs， 1 8 1 2. Part 11， Presidency of Fort St. George， section on the 
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39. M: Brit. Rule in Ind.， in ME:SW 1 :492. 
40. Re slavery : e.g.， same article， ibid. ; re domestic slavery as a subordinate form， 

see E: Anti-Dühr. ( 59)， 480. M: Lord Canning’s Proc.， N. Y. Tribune， 7 June 
1 858， in ME: On Colon.， 192 ;  ME: Russo-Turk. Difficulty， N. Y. Tribune， 
25 July 1853 ，  in ibid.， 70-7 3 .  

4 1 .  For ex.， see M :  Notebk. on  Phear， 256， 283 .  
42 .  M:  Cap. 1 in MEW 23 :93  I tr. 79] . Ltr， M to  E，  14 June 1 85 3 ，  in ME:SC， 86. 

M: Lord Canning’s Proc.， in ME: On Colon.， 1 9Off. 
43.  M :  Notebk. on Lubbock， 340. 
44. M: Brit. Rule in Ind.， in ME:SW 1 :492. 
45 . M :  Cap. 3 : 3 28. 
46. M: Future Results Brit. Rule， in ME:SW 1 :496. 
47. M: Cap. 3 :583-584. 
48. M: Grundrisse， 742. 
49. M :  Cap . 1 : 3 34. 
50. M:  Cap. 1 in MEW 2 3 : 1 02 I tr. 1 : 87 ] . 
5 1 .  Ex Lib. K. M.， 1 03. 
52. M :  Cap. 1 in MEW 2 3 : 378-379 I tr. 1 : 357-358] ; the continuation of this 

passage was quoted on p. 524. 
53. M:  Grundrisse， 375-376 I tr. 68-69] . 
54. Ibid. (These ideas are repeated in other contexts later: p. 380， 383 ，  385 1 tr. 

75 ， 79， 82] '> 
55. Ibid.， 377 I tr. 69-70] ; cf‘ also 383 I tr. 79J . 
56. Ibid.， 390 I tr. 88] . 
57. Ibid.， 377 Itr. 70-7 1 ] .  
58. Ibid.， 3 7 1 .  
5 9 .  Ibid.， 742， 3 82. 
60. Ibid.， 3 86 I tr. 83) . 
6 1 .  Ibid.， 423-424. 
62. Ibid.， 392-393 I tr. 9 1 ) ; cf. also a brief repetition in 394 [π. 93 1 . 
63.  Ibid.， 394 ftr. 94] . 
64. Cf. Marx’s discussión of Linguet’s “Asiatic slavery" in M. Theor. S. V. ，  

1 : 3 35， 3 39. 
65. E: Cond. Wkg. Cl. Eng.!Pref. 87， in ME:  On Brít.， 1 0. 
66. M :  Grundrisse， 393  Iπ. 9 1-92J ; the preceding exposition began on 392. 
67. Ibid.， 395. (Tr. in M: Pre-Cap . Ec. Form. ，  95， garbles this.) 
68. M: Theor. S. V. 3， in MEW 26.3 :414 I tr.  3 :422-42 3 J ; the first set .  of 

parentheses stand for brackets in Marx’s ms. 
69. M :  Ltr to Zasulich， 8 Mar. 1881/2d Draft， in ME Archiv， 1 : 3 32 ;  1 st Draft， 

ibid. ，  1 : 3 20 IME:SW 3 : 1 54J . 
70. See g 3 ，  p. 520. 
7 1 .  M: Grundrisse， 375，  377 I tr. 67， 70-7 1 ] . 
72. Ibid.， 377 I tr. 70J . 
73 .  Ibid.， 376， 378， 386 I tr.  68，  72， 82] ; 377 I tr .  70] ; 396-397 I tr.  97) . These 

four subdivisions are also listed at ibid. ， 3 95 I tr. 95J  ; 377 I tr. 70] ; 380 I tr. 
75 J . 

74. In these drafts， see passim， 1 st Draft， in ME Archiv， 1 :3 1 8-322 {ME:SW 
3 : 1 52-1 56] ; 2d Draft， ibid.， 3 32-3 3 3 ;  3d Draft， ibid. ， 3 3 5-338. 

75. M :  Crit. Pol. Ec.lPref.， in ME:SW 1 : 504 IMEW 1 3 :9 J . 
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76. M :  Grundrisse， 9 (from Intro . ;  the corrected reading in MEW 1 3 : 6 1 9  is used 
here)， 8 5 0-8 5 1  (from the earliest p art)， 764 (end) ;  i n  addition cf. 628. See 
also 429-4 3 0  about govξrnmen tal public works in Europe as well as Asia. 

77. M: CrÏt. Pol. Ec.， MEW 1 3 : 2 1  [ tr. 3 3 J . ‘ 
78. M: Cap. 1 : 77-78. 
79. Ltr， M to E ，  14 Mar. 1 868，  ME‘" 32 :42. 
80. Ltr， M to E， 25 Mar. 1 868， in ME:SC， 201， rev. after MEW 3 2 : 5 1-52.  For the 

same point‘ see M: Ltr to Zasulich ， 8 Mar. 1 88 111st Draft， in ME Archiv， 
1 : 3 20 [ME:SW 3 : 1 54 J  and 3d Draft， ibid.，  1 : 3 3(';.  Re other survivals in 
Germany， see E:  On Soc. Rel. Russ.， in  ME:SW 2 : 392，  393  [MEW 1 8 : 5 62，  
5 6 3 J . 

8 1 .  Ltr， M to Kugelmann， 1 7  Feb. 1 870， MEW 3 2 :650.  
82.  M :  Cap.  1 in MEW 2 3 : 3 54 fn ; cf. the editorial change in  M :  Cap.  1 : 3 34 fn; 

the difference was pointed out by R.  Rosdolsky quoted in  Thorner: M 0η 
111dia， 60 fn. 

8 3 .  M: Ltr to Zasulich， 8 Mar. 188 111st Draft， in  ME Archiv， 1 : 320 [ME:SW 
3 : 1 541 . 

84. Same， 3d Draft， ibid.，  1 : 3 3 5 ;  similar statement in 1st Draft， ibid.， 1 : 3 1 8 
[ME:SW 3 : 1 5 21 . 

85 .  Same， 1 st Draft， ibid. ，  1 : 3 2 1 ， 322 [ME:SW 3 : 1 5 5 ，  1 5 6 ) ; 2d Draft， ibid. ， 
1 : 3 3 2 ;  3d Draft， ibid.， 1 : 3 3 5 ，  3 3 6. 

86. Same， 3d Draft， ibid.， 1 : 3 3 7- 3 38.  
87.  Same， 1 st Draft， ibid. ， 1 : 3 1 8  [ME :SW 3 : 1 52) . 
88. Same， 3d Draft， ibid.， 1 : 3 3 5， 3 36-3 3 7 ;  1st Draft， ibid.， 1 : 3 2 1  [ME:SW 

3:  1 55 ) . 
89. Same， 3d Draft， ibid . ，  1 : 3 3 7- 3 3 8 ;  similar statement in 1st Draft， ibid.，  1 : 3 22 

[ME:SW 3 : 1 56 ) . 
90. E: On Soc. Rel. Russ.， in ME:SW 2 : 3 9 3  [MEW 1 8: 56 3 ) .  

22. ORIENTAL D ESPOTISM: STATE AND BUREAUCRACY 

1. The citations are from Eccarius’ German version of this work， EÎl1es 
Arbei，“ter.πs Wγiμde잉r.’.legun，η'g， pp. 4-5 .  The translation is based on that in the Labor 
Standard， 20 jan. 1877，  p. 2 (“A Workingman’5 Refutation . . .  " ) ;  the 
italicization does not appear in  the German. For Engels on Eccarius’ book， 
see Itr， E to Schlüter， 7 Dec. 1 8 8 5 ，  MEW 36 :408. The quote from M: Crit. 
Pol . Ec./Pref. is the one 밍ven on p .  5 3 9 ，  n.  75.  

2. M :  Grundrisse， 484. 
3. E: Anti-Dühr.lPrep. Writ.， in Anti-Dü hr. (59) ，  486. 
4. On this USe of state， see the fn，  Ch. 1 1 ， p. 245. 
5 .  E: Anti-Dühr. ( 59) ，  205. 
6.  Ibid.， 224. 
7. For ex. ，  see M: Notebk. on Maine， 294 and passim in the following pages. 
8. E: Anti-Dühr. ( 5 9) ， 247， 248. 
9.  Ibid.， 248-249. 

1 0. Tökei: Sur M. P. A . ，  esp. 6 1 경 3 .  
1 1 .  M :  War Qu.， N .  Y.  ' Tribune， 5 Aug. 1 8 5 3 ，  i n  M E :  O n  Colon.， 79 . M :  Cap. 

3 :6 1 9 .  M: Theor. S .  V. 3 : 4 1 2  [MEW 26.3 :420) . E :  Anti-Dühr. ( 5 9) ，  243-
244. 
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1 2. M: Cap. 3 in MEW 2 5 : 3 3 8 [ tr. 3 : 3 2 1 1 . 
1 3 . M: Cap. 3 : 3 2 5 ，  rev. after MEW 2 5 : 343 .  
1 4. M: Cap. 3 in MEW 2 5 : 798;  this passage i s  quoted below， p. 569. 
1 5 . M :  Grundrisse， 1 8 ;  there are unimportant references to tribute on 9， 26. 
1 6. M:  future Res. Brit. Rule， in ME:SW 1 : 494. 
1 7. See esp. Ch. 1 9， pp. 468-47 5 ;  also Ch. 5 ，  p. 1 1 8f， with mentions at Ch. 3， p. 

86f; Ch.  8， p. 1 7 1 ;  Ch. 1 4， p. 3 2 1 f. 
18 .  This letter was dted on p. 5 27 .  
1 9. M :  Brit. Rule in Ind. ，  in ME:SW 1 : 49 2-49 3 .  
2 0 .  M :  Ltr to Zasulích， 8 Mar. 1 88 111st Draft， in M E  Archiv， 1 : 3 2 5 ;  not 

included in tr. in ME :SW 3 : 1 58 because it  occurs in a stricken passage ; 
similar formulation repeated in 3d Draft， ibid. ，  1 : 3 38-3 39.  

2 1 .  Same/ 1st Draft， in M E  Archiv， 1 : 3 23-324 [ tr .  ME:SW 3 : 1 57 1 . 
22. E :  On Soc. Rel.  Russ.， in ME :SW 2 : 3 94. 
23.  E :  An ti-Dühr.lPrep . Writ. ，  in AntÎ-Dühr. ( 59) ，  48 3 .  
24. E :  Anti-Dühr. ( 59) ，  2 50. 
2 5 .  M:  Revol. Spainll，  in ME: Rev. in Spain， 25 .  
26. Ibid. ，  26. 
27.  M: Cap. 1 : 5 14.  
28. M:  Revol. Spain/l ，  in ME:  Rev‘ in Spain， 2 1 -2 3 .  
2 9 .  Ltr， E to Bebel， 1 8  jan. 1 884， MEW 3 6 :88 [ M E :  On Colon.， 309J . 
30. Ltr， E to Kautsky， 1 6  Feb. 1 884， MEW 3 6 :  1 09 [ME:SC ，  368，  makes a bad 

error) . 
3 1 .  See particularly � 5 ，  p. 425f. 
32 .  M: Opium Trade/I l ，  N. Y. Tribune， 25 Sept. 1 858，  in ME: On Colon . ，  2 1 7 ;  

‘cf. also 2 1 8-219 .  
3 3 .  M: Chinese Aff.， MEW 1 5 : 5 1 4ff. 
34. See Ch. 20， p. 485 fn. 
3 5 .  Wittfoge l :  Oriental Desp.， 3 80. 
36. M: Cap. 1 in MEW 2 3 : 9 3  I tr. 79 1 .  
3 7 .  M :  Grundrisse， 2 5 .  
3 8 .  See C h .  2 2 ，  p .  549. 
39. M: Cap. 1 : 59 8 ;  cf. MEW 2 3 :625 .  
40. See  Ch. 2 1 ， p .  5 20. 
4 1 .  M:  Civ. War Fr.l l st Draft， in M E :  Wr. Par. Com. ，  1 6 5 - 1 66.  
42. E :  Frankish Age， MEW 1 9 :477;  cf.  also 478. 
43 .  M:  Theor. S .  V. 3 :4 1 6  [MEW 26. 3 :408， 5 8 1 1 . 
44. lbid. ，  4 3 5  [MEW 26.3 :428 ， 587J . 
45 .  M :  Theor. S .  V. 3 in MEW 26. 3 : 3 9 1  [ tr. 400J . 
46. See p. 5 5 3  ( point 3 ) .  
4 7 .  M: Theor. S .  V. 3 : 4 1 2  [MEW 26.3 :420J . 
48. M :  Cap. 3 in MEW 2 5 : 802-803 ， 804 [ tr. 7 7 5 ，  7761 . 
49. Cited above， � 3， p. 5 52.  
50.  M: Grundrisse， 7 5 ;  the preceding exposition begins on 73.  Cf.  also 8 1 .  
5 1 . M :  Cap. 1 : 3 3 3-3 34， o r  MEW 2 3 : 3 5 3 ; the passage from J ones’s Text-Book o[ 

Lectures， quoted by Marx from the 1 8 5 2  ed. ， appeared in h is L iterary 
Remains， pp. 4 5 1 -452.  

5 2. M:  Cap.  1 : 3 3 4 rev. after MEW 2 3 : 3 5 3 . 
5 3 .  M :  Grundrisse， 3 3 7 ;  cf. also 427. 
5 4. M: Cap. 1 in MEW 23 : 5 3 7  fn I tr. 5 14 fnl .  
5 5 .  Wittfogel :  Orieηtal Desp. ， 382.  



56.  M :  Cap. 3 in MEW 2 5 : 798 [ tr. 77 1 J . 
5 7 .  M: Cap. 1 in MEW 2 3 : 9 3  [ tr. 79J . 
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58. M :  Cap. 3 in  MEW 2 5 : 79 9  [ tr. 77 1-772 1 . 
59.  Ibid‘ ， 799-800 [ tr. 772) . 
60. Ibid.， 800 [ tr. 772J . 

2 3 .  R USSIAN CZARISM : STATE AND BUREA UCRACY 

1 .  Ltr， E to Zasulich， 23 Apr. 1 8 8 5 ，  ME:SC，  3 85 .  
2. Ltr， M t o  E， 1 4  Mar. 1 868，  MEW 3 2 :42 ; also cited above， Ch. 2 1 ，  p .  541 .  For 

the Narodnik boast， see e.g. E :  On Soc. Rel.  Russ.， in ME:SW 2 : 3 93 [MEW 
1 8 : 5 62-56 3 )  ‘ 

3 .  Ltr， M to E， 7 Nov. 1868， ME:SC，  2 1 7 ，  rev. after MEW 3 2 : 1 9 7. 
4. See Ch. 2 1 ，  p. 5 5 5f. 
5. M: Cap. 3 : 329.  
6.  M :  Pol .  Eur. Mission， in Le Socíalisme， 4， 5 ;  E :  Turk. Qu. ，  N.  Y .  Tribune， 1 9  

Apr. 1 8 5 3 .  i n  M E :  Russ. Men . •  1 34; M :  War Qu. ，  N .  Y.  Tribune. 5 A ug. 
1 8 5 3 ，  in M: East. Qu.， 7 5 ;  M :  Financial Fai l . ，  N. Y. Tribune ，  1 2  Aug. 1 8 5 3 ，  
in  ME:  Russ. Men.， 167  (cf. aiso 1 69) ;  1 π ，  M to Kugelmann， 1 7  Feb. 1 870， 
MEW 3 2 : 650; M: Secr. Dip. H ist.， 1 1 1 ，  1 2 1 ，  1 2 5 ，  1 26.  

7. E :  A fterword/On Soc. Rel. Russ.， i n  ME:SW 2 : 408 [MEW 22:4 3 3 J  . 
8. M :  Ltr to Zasulich ， 8 Mar. 1 8 8 1 12d Draft， in ME Archiv， 3 3 2  [ tr. ME:  Russ. 

Men.，  222] . 
9‘ Ltr， E to Danielson， 22 Sept. 1 892，  i n  ME: Corr. ( 3 5) ，  498-499. 

1 0. Ltr， E to Faerber， 22 Oct. 1885 ，  MEW 3 6 : 3 75 .  
1 1 .  Ltr， E to M， 25 Aug. 1877. MEW 3 4 : 73-74. 
1 2 .  E: Infantry， 1 80. 
1 3 .  E: For. Pol. Russ. Cz.JTime， Part I I l ，  540. 
1 4. Ltr， E to Danielson， 18 J une 1892，  ME:SC， 445 .  
1 5 .  E :  Afterword/On Soc. Rel. Russ.， in  ME:SW 2 :407， rev. after MEW 

22:432-43 3 ‘  
1 6 .  Ltr， E to Danielson， 1 8  J une 1892，  retrans. from MEW 38: 364 (orig. in 

Eng.). 
1 7 .  M: Grundrisse， 406-407 { tr. 1 1 1 j ; cf. also 6 5 5 .  
1 8 .  E :  For. Po. Russ. Cz./Time， Part m ，  5 3 3 -34.-0 n  breeding capitalisrs， see 

also l tr， E to Bebel ，  1 O ct. 1 8 9 1 ， MEW 3 8 : 1 60 (“The Russian bourgeoisie . . •  is what it is through the state，" etc.). 
19. ME: R usso-Turk. DifficuJty， N. Y. Tribune， 25 J ul y  1 85 3 ，  in ME: O n  Colon.， 

7 3 .  
20. M:  War Qu.， N.  Y. Tribune，  5 Aug. 1 85 3 ，  in  ME:  O n  Colon. ，  78;  M :  Future 

Res. Brit. Rule， N. Y. Tribune， 8 Aug. 1 8 5 3 ，  in ME :SW 1 :495.  
2 1 .  M :  Ltr to Zasulich， 8 Mar. 1 8 8 1 /1st Draft， in  ME Archiv， 3 27 [ tr. 1 59-1601 . 
22. lbid.，  3 28 [ tr. 1 60] . 
f 3 .  Same， 2d Draft， in ME Archiv， 3 34. 
24. E: A fterword/On Soc. Rel. Russ.， MEW 22:43 3 [ME:SW 2:4081 . 
2 5 .  M :  Pol. Eur. Mission， i n  Le Socialisme， 4. 
26. M :  Notebk. on Maine， 3 3 0. 
27. M: Secr. Dip. H ist.， 1 2 5 .  
2 8 .  E :  A fterword/On Soc. Rel. Russ.， MEW 22:434-43 5  [ME:SW 2 :409 ] . 
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29. E: What 15 to Become of Turk.， N .  Y. Tribune， 21 Apr. 1 8 5 3 .  
3 0 .  lbid. 
3 1 .  E: article (no title) in N. Y.  Tribune， 23 Dec. 1 85 8 .  
3 2. E :  O n  Soc. Rel. Russ.， ín  ME:SW 2 : 3 88 [MEW 1 8 : 5 5 7) . 
3 3 .  l bid.， 390 !뼈EW 1 8 : 5 59 1 . 
34.  See Ch. 20， � 6. 
3 5 .  Ltr， E to Daníelson，  1 8  J une 1 89 2 ，  in ME:SC，  446. 
36. E: On Soc. Rel. Russ.， ín ME:SW 2 : 3 94， rev. after MEW 1 8 : 56 3  f. 
37. See Ch‘ 20， p. 499 and fn ; Ch. 1 6， p .  4 1 5 .  
3 8 .  See Ch. 1 4， p .  3 28f. 

SpeciaJ Note A. MARX AND 
THE ECONOMIC J EW STEREOTYPE 

1. See Dagobert Runes， ed.: A World Witbout ]ews， by Karl Marx， an alleged 
transJation ;  the reader is n ot told that the title is Runes’5 invention ; there are 
other distortions in the text. 

2. For the usurer definition， see any good German-English dictionary (e.g.， 
Muret-Sanders， 1 920， or Wildhagen-Héraucourt， 1 970) as wel l as， say， the 
1843 edition of FJügeJ's， uncler ]ude， ]udelei， judeln， etc. Cf. Eηcyclopaedia 

]udaica ( BerIin， 1 9 3 2-pre-Hitler)， v. 9， p. 5 30. English was no different: in 
the Oxford English D ictionary， under ]ew and its forms， see the ex따nples 
cited from writers l i ke Byron， Coleridge， Cobbett， Washington Irving， D. G .  
Rossetti ， going back t o  Chaucer. ( l n  1 97 3  this dictionary was sued o n  the 
demand that it should suppress this corner of philology.) For the German 
J ews' tendency to abandon Jude as a dirty word by the begínning of the 
1 9th century， see Graupe : Entstebung Mod. ]ud.， 2 3 5 ;  also the comment in 
Waldman:  Goetbe， 2 5 5 .  

3 .  Bauer: Jeωish Prob.， 1 0 ，  1 1 4 ，  1 2 3 ;  Si lberner: 502. 2. ]ud.， 1 1 7 ;  Sterl ing: 
Judenbass， 1 0 1 .  

4 .  Silberner: 50z. z. Jud.， 1 1 7 ;  S terling: ]udeηhass， 1 0 1 .  
5 .  Stirner: Ego， 20-2 1 ， 48， 1 3 5. 
6. Massing: Rebearsal， 2 5 3 ，  n. 1 5 ;  Silberner: Soz. z. JlId.， 1 26 ;  Oiamond: 

Maγx's First Tbesis， 544;  Mehring: Gesch. Deut. 502. -Derη" : 1 2 1- 1 22.  
7. Cornu : K. M. 강 F. E.， 2 : 2 7 3 ，  3 3 0  fn. 1 ;  Silbernel': M. Hess， 1 9 1- 1 9 2 ;  

McLellan: Yg. Heg. & K. M.， 1 5 3-1 54.  
8.  Hess: Phil. S02. 5cbrift‘，  345-346;  Silbernεr: M. Hess， 1 88-189 ，  also partly 

quoted in h is S02. 2. ]ud.， 1 84-1 85 ，  in  both without the least comment. Cf. 
also Cornu : K. M. et F. E.， 2 : 2 73-274， 3 23-3， 3 0. 

9. Silberner: M. Hess， 1 �O; and h is S02. 2. Jud.， 1 84. 
10.  Silberner: M. Hess， 26-28 ， 48 ， 8 5 .  
1 1 . Sterling: ]ewisb Reac. to Jew-Hatγεd， 1 10- 1 1 2 .  
12 .  Silberner: S02. z .  ]ud.， Ch.  1 0 ;  Footman: F. Lassalle， 1 1 9- 1 20. 
1 3 . Heine: Works (Leland)， 8 : 7 5 ，  78 ;  cf. also 5 1 0-5 1 1 .  
1 4. Rosc: H. He‘ne， 1 3 2 ;  cf. also 1 0 1 . 
1 5 .  S terling: Judenhass， 1 0 1 .  
1 6. Lowenthal : ]ews Geκ ， 2 3 9 ;  R잉ssner: Rebel. Dilemma， 1 7 9 ;  Meyer: Orig. 

Mod. ]ew， 1 8 1 . 
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1 7. Silberner: 502. 2. jud.， 1 2 7 ;  cf. 1 6 7 .  Avineri :  Heg. Tb. Mod. 5tate， 1 7. 19 ，  
5 5 .  

1 8 .  Krieger: Ger. ldea Freed. ， 1 8 1 ;  Silberner: 502. 2. jud. ， 1 70-1 72 .  
1 9 .  Sterling: judeηhass， 1 00- 1 0 1 .  
20. Silberner: M .  Hess， 86. 
2 1 .  Mayer: Early Ger. 50c.，  4 1 0. Cf. also the ex잉nple of  W. MenzeJ mentioned 

incidentally in Silberner: M. Hess， 34. 
2 2 .  G J ickson :  jewish Compl.， 29. 
2 3 .  Waldman: Goethe， 246-268， esp. 249. 
24. Si lberner : 502. 2. jud.， 1 26- 1 2 7 .  
2 5 .  RosdoJsky : NRZ & juifs， 6 1 .  
26. Szajkowski:  jewisb 5t.-5imon쩌ηs， 60. For Fourierism， ibid.， 46-50 esp. ; 

Silberner : Cb. Fourier (al l ) ;  aJso his A tt. of FOllrie서'st 5cbool (alD，  and his 
502. 2. jud.， 1 6-43 .  On Voltaire， Gay: Paγty of Hμm.， 9 7- 1 08，  esp . 1 02.  A 
good account on France is contained in H ertzberg: Frencb Enlight. & jews. 

2 7 .  On Proudhon ， Schapiro: Lib. & Cballenge， 3 58-3 5 9 ;  Draper: Note 011 Father 
of A narch.， 80. On Bakunin， Carr: M. Ba!wnin， 1 4 5 ， 369， 3 7 1 ， 45 9 ;  Pyziur: 
Doctr. A 71arch. Bak.， 38 n . ;  S iJberner : S02. 2. jud.， Ch. 1 8 .  For James 
G uillaume， Bakunin’s chief lieutenant，  see his book Karl Marx Panger
maniste， which throughout carefully identifies as 1ews all the p ossible 
enemies of h umaníty ;  also cf. Silberner: 502. 2. jud.， 276. 

28.  See e.g. Harney’s Democratic Review， editorial ， v. 1 ，  p .  3 5 2 ;  Ernest J ones’s 
Notes to tbe People， article on “The J ews in Poland" ( probably not by J ones 
himself)， v. 1 ，  1 8 5 1 ，  no. 1 1 ;  for Bromerre 。 ’ Brien， see Collins & Abramsky， 
2 5 3  and fn ; about an 0 ’B rienite， sce Plummer: Bγoηterre， 268;  Silberner: 
502. 2. jlld.， Ch. 1 5 .  

2 9 .  Avineri : M .  & jewish Emaηc.， 447. 
30. Symons: T. Carlyle， 2 3 2 ;  WiJson :  T. Carlyle， 3 :405 ， 409 ; 4: 1 62- 1 6 3 ，  3 7 3 ，  

379， 4 5 1 -452.  
3 1 .  Quoted in Rocker: Londo71 Yrs.， 1 1 7， 1 1 9. 
3 2 .  Summations of this economic-historical research may be found in :  Ruppin: 

jews iη Mod. World， Part I / l ，  esp. 1 09- 1 1 5 ， 1 22-1 2 3 ， 1 3 0- 1 3 5 ;  Reich :  Econ. 
5trllc. ; Hertzfer:  50ciol. A ntι5em.， 8δ-9 1 ;  G raupe :  Eηtstebun‘g Mod. jlld. ， 
2 3 9-24 1 ;  Cohen : jewish Life， 1 82-2 1 3 ;  Léon:  jewisb Q깅. 

3 3. S terling: judenhass， 29-3 0;  re the last sentcnce， see also Efbogen : Gescb. 
jud. Deutscb.， 1 96- 1 97，  222.  

34.  lbid. ，  79.  
35.  For insight into lower-cfass anti-Jewish see S terling: A ηtì-j잉J)isb 

Riots (on 1 8 1 9).  Bloom : κ. M. & jews， 8. Mayer: Early Ger. 5oc.， 4 1 7. 
3 6 .  For one sil ly  exampfe of this trend， sec Miriam Beard: Antì-Sem.， which is 

anthol ogizcd under the rubric “The Miragc of the Economic } ew." 
3 7 .  Namier， in  Ruppin:  je 
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44. McLellan : M .  bef Mxism， 141-142 ;  성50 his ed. o f  M :  Early Texts， 1 1 2 ;  
Tucker: Pbil. & λfytb. ， 1 1 1 . 

45 .  Ruppin: Jews Mod. World， 1 3 3 .  Mayer: Early Ger. Soc.， 420 ; see al50 hi5 
explanation on 4 19-420. Sterling: Jμdenbass， 3 3 ;  cf. use of Scbacberjuden 
by young Enge\s in his Cond. Wkg. C1. Eng.， in MEW 2 : 487 IME: On Brit.， 
3 1 41 . See also Meyer: Orig. Mod. jeψ， 69. 

46. Dühring: Ueberscbätz. Lessing 's， esp. but not only Ch.  3 .  
47. Le55ing: Natball der Weise， Act I l ，  sc. 3 ;  I I I ，  4 ;  lV，  4 ;  m ，  6 ;  1 1 ，  9.  
48. Quoted in  Sterling: Kamp[ Emanz. Jud.， 285.  
49 . Le5sing: Sämt. Scb서ft.， 6: 1 60- 1 6 1 .  
50. Gay: Party o[ Hum.， 97ff. “Voltaire’5 Anti-Semitism" is the chapter títle. 
5 1 .  Locke: L tr on Toler. ， 1 45 (for all quotations given). 
52. Preface by Prof. Raymond Kliban5ky， in ibid.， xxx. 
5 3 .  Gay :  Party o[ Hum.， 99-1 00. 
54. Ibid.，  103 .  
55 .  Engels' prai5e of Börne i5 50 constant that one need 5imply look up Börne in 

the name index to MEW Eb. 2; some typical ex따nples are at p. 395 ， 4 1 3 ，  
420-42 1 ，  426， 430， 434. Later Engels qualified the re\ation5hip o f  Börne to 
Young Germany; cf. E: Rev.!A. J ung， MEW 1 :437.  

56.  E.g. E :  H ungary， NRZ 1 9  May 1 849， MEW 6 : 507， 5 1 4. 
5 7. Ltr， E to W. Graeber， 30 J uly 1 8 3 9 ，  M EW Eb . 2 :414-4 1 5 ;  the 5ame， 8 0ct. 

and 1 5  Nov. 1 839，  in ibid.， 419 ，  432 ;  the same， 1 5  Nov. 1 839，  ibid.， 43 1 ;  cf. 
E: Ger. Chapbks， MEW Eb. 2 : 1 6 ;  a\so see hi5 ref. to an e5say “The J ews in 
Bremen" following month， ibid.，  437 (not extant) . E: E. M. Arndt， MEW Eb. 
2 : 1 22.  

Specia! Note B .  RHYME AND REASON : 
THE CONTENT OF MARX’S J UVENI LE VERSE 

1.  Mehring: K. 셔.，  3 8-39 ; Mehring， ed.: A us Iit. Nacblass， 1 : 2 5-28. 
2.  Ltr， M to h is father， 1 0  Nov. 1 8 3 7 ，  in M: Wr. Yg. M.， 41-42， 46， 48. For 

Laura Marx Lafargue’5 letter on how her parents laughed about “this 
youthful foolishness，" see Mehring， ed.: A us lit. Nacblass， 1 : 25-26. 

3 .  Cf. Ollivier: ME foètes (the most ambitious effort) ; J ohnston:  K. M. ’'s Verse; 
Demetz: ME & Poets， 47-56 ;  Ryazanov: intro. to MEGA 1 ，  1 . 2: xiv-xι Not 
counted i5 the gutter school of m arxology ( R. Paync， Künzli). 

4. Mehring， ed.: A us lit. Nacblass， 1 : 26.  
5 .  MEW Eb.  1 :676，  n .  1 36.  In the new English ME: Col lected Works， see 1 : 75 6-7 

( n . 1 9 1-194) . 
6. MEGA 1 ， 1 .2 : 3-89. 
7.  MEGA 1， 1 . 2 : 5 1 .  
8 .  Published i n  a Berlìn Young Hege!ian weekly， Athelläum， for 2 3  ] an. 1 84 1 .  
9 .  Thε A thelläum version (followed here) î s  in MEW E b .  1 :604-605 a n d  MEGA 

1 ， 1 . 1 : 147. The original (notebook) version is in MEGA 1 ， 1 . 2 : 5 7-58. 
1 0. The A tbeηäum version is fol lowed here; it ís in  MEW Eb. 1 : 605 and MEGA 

1 ， 1 . 1 : 148. The original version is in MEGA 1 ， 1 . 2 : 9- 1 0. 
1 1 .  Johnston : K. M. ’'s Verse， 267. 
1 2. Mehring: A us lit. Nacblass， 1 : 28.  
1 3 . MEGA 1 ， 1 .2 : 8 1 .  



1 4. Ibid.， 16 .  
1 5. MEW Eb. 1 :608， or  MEGA 1 ， 1 . 2 :42. 
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1 6 .  Ltr， M to Lassalle， 1 9  Apr. 1859， in ME:SC，  1 1 7. 
1 7. MEW Eb. 1 :609， or MEGA 1 ， 1 .2 :43.  
1 8. MEW Eb.  1 :6 1 0-61 1 ，  or M EGA 1 ， 1 .2 :43-45. 
1 9. MEW Eb. 1 :607-608， or MEGA 1 ， 1 .2 :41-42. 
20. Ryazanov: intro. to MEGA 1， 1 . 2 :xiv. 

Special Note C. THE STATE AS POLlTICAL 
SUPERSTRUCTURE: MARX ON MAZZINI 

1 .  I n  the form of a pamphlet: Joseph Mazzini ， To Louis Napoleon， publíshed in 
London. 

2. A. J. C. A. Dureau de la MaIle: Econoηlie Po/it낌ue des Romains， 2ι， Paris， 
1 840. 

3 .  Montesq‘lieu : Coηsidérations sur les Causes d e  la Graηdeur des Romains et 
de Leur Décadence， Amsterdam， 1 7 34. 

4. Joachim Lelewel : Consid깅ratioηs sur Z 'Etat PoIitique de Z 'A ncierme Pologlle 
et sur 1’'Histoire de Son Peuple， Paris， 1 844. 

5 .  M :  Mazzini’s New Manif. ， N .  Y .  Tribune， 1 3  Oct. 1 858;  written 2 1  Sept. 
6. M: Mazzini’s Manif.， N .  Y.  Tribune， 17 J une 1 859. 

Special Note D.  THE “STATE PARASITE" 
AND THE “CAPIT ALlST VERMIN" 

1. Sanderson : 1ηteφ. Pol. Ideas， 55 ， 64， 68 ; also h is ME 0η State， 95 1-953 .  
2. M :  1 8th Brum.， in  ME:SW 1 :477. 
3 .  M: article (no title) in  N. Y .  Tribune， 22 Feb. 1 858. 
4. M:  Civ. War Fr. ，  2d Draft， i n  ME: Wr. Par. Com. ，  200. 
5. Draper: Death ofState， 293ff. 
6. M :  Civ. War Fr.， 2d Draft， in ME:  Wr. Par. Com.， 196-197 ;  see also 2 1 2， and 

for v따npire image， 201 .  
7. M :  Civ. War Fr.， i n  ME:SW 2 :22 1-222. 
8. Ibid.， 225. 
9 .  Cf. the expletives bowdlerized (replaced by dashes) by the Russian editors， 

in ME:  Wr. Par. Com.， 1 06 ( following the original publication)， l ikewise in all 
available editions， e.g. MEW 1 7:496. 

1 0. ME: Wr. Par. Com.， 1 26，  1 29 ， 1 49 ，  1 5 3 ，  1 54. Other phrases of intere!;t are 
on 1 24， 140， 146， 1 58 ，  160;  for near cases， also 1 56，  1 66. 

1 1. l bid.， 148. 
1 2. lbid.， 1 49，  1 54， 1 56. 
1 3 . M: Notebk. on Maine， 329. 
1 4. ME:  Wr. Par. Com.， 1 54. 
1 5 .  See Ch. 20， p. 5 00. 
16.  M :  Theor. S. V.， 1 : 1 70. 
17. From jefferson’s letter to WilI iam Ludlow， 1824. 
18 .  M :  Theor. S .  V.， 1 : 1 7 1  rev. after MEW 26. 1 : 145. 
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19 .  Lenin: Coll. Wks.， 25 :407 ; see a1so 430-43 1 .  
20. M :  Theor. S .  V.，  2 : 1 6  [MEW 26.2:8 J . 
2 1 .  See M: Cap. 3 : 583 ，  596; also compare p. 325  vs. 585 ;  on 580， trade and 

usury are called twi n brothers. 
22. Ch. 23， p.  580. 
2 3 .  M :  Cond. Fact. Lab . ，  N. Y. Tribune， 22 Apr. 1857 .  
24.  M :  Civ. War Fr.， 1 st Draft， in  M E :  Wr. Par. Com. ，  1 49 .  
25 .  E :  On Soc. Rel. Russ.， in M E : SW 2 : 3 90. 
26. E :  Orig. Fam. ，  in M E : SW 3 : 3 2 3  rev. after M EW 2 1 : 16 1 .  
2 7 .  M :  Grundrisse， 539 ;  cf. also 6 4 3  o n  France. 

Special Note E. ORIENTAL DESPOTISM 
B EFORE MARX : THE WITTFOGEL FABLE 

1.  For the Comintern program， see Degras: Com. 1ηt.  Docs.， 2 :5 06.  
2 .  For the  h istory of this question under S tal in，  see Chesneaux : Mode Prod. 

Asiat.， 3 7-39‘ l n  Recherches Int. #57-58，  see Suret-<:anale， 1 0-1 1 ;  Pecirka， 
60 ff; other articles in this collection i l lustrate the pattern. A fuller  account 
is in Sofri : Uber asiat. Prod.， 9 9-1 27. 

3 .  For this part of the story ， see Parain : Mode Prod. A siat . ，  3-5 ; Chesneaux: 
Mode Prod. A siat. ， 34-35 .  The account in  Encausse & Schram， 92-96， is 
worthless. For Tökei’5 work， see Bibliography. 

4. Nikiforov: Discussion， 242. 
5 .  Kautsky : Labour Reν.， 89. 
6 .  Wittwgel : R uling B ur. ， 3 53 .  
7.  Ibid.，  3 5 0. 
8. Wittfogel : Orieηtal Desp.， 5-6， 372.  
9. Ibid. ，  373.  

1 0. Wittfoge l :  R u/iη'g Bur.， 3 50. 
1 1 . Ibid.，  352 .  
1 2. Mil I :  Rep. Govt.， 274; 244， 245 ，  247. 
1 3. Wircfogel : Oriental Desp. ， 4. 
14. Ibid.， 6.  
1 5 .  lbid.，  380; see a1so his R uling Bur.， 352 .  
16 .  Wittfogel : Orieηtal Desp.， 381 ; I ikewise， for Bernier， in h i s  R uling B ur.， 3 54. 
1 7. Wittfogel : Orieηtal Desp.， 380. 
18. M: Grundrisse/ln tro.， in M: Crit. Pol.  Ec.， 2 1 1 .  M: Theor. S .  V.， 3 : 399 ，  also 

402; cf. also M :  Cap. 1 : 5 98. Derogation of  }. S. MiII runs through Capitα/: 
see M: Cap. 3 :8 5 6， also 1 : 1 5-16，  5 18 ;  a1so M :  Grundrisse， 5 10， 644. 

19 .  Packe: L함 o[}. S. M싸 388-389;  cf. also whole section， 387-39 1 .  
20 .  On JesuÎts， Kautsky: T. More， 72.  Lach : China & Eγ.a EηI썽ht. ，  209-21 1 ;  

Reichwein : China & Eur.， 78 ;  Maverick:  Chílla， Ch.  1 .  
2 1 .  Wittfoge l :  Oriental Desp.， 1 .  
22.  Rowbotham : Missionary， 277， 278;  Rowbotham : China， 201 ‘  Maverick: 

China， 60. 
23 .  J acoby : Bürokr. d. Welt， 69-70; the valuable discussion here owes much t。

Tocqueville  (see next note). 
24. Tocquevil le :  Old Regiη1e & Fr. Rev.， 8; high l ights of  the analysis will be 

found on 68， 1 46 ，  1 58-167， 1 89 esp. 



2 5 .  Ibid.，  167.  
26.  M :  Herr Vogt， M EW 1 4 : 499-500. 
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27. M :  Cap. 1 : 3 66.  Cf. Hegel : Philo. Hist. ， 206. 
28. Maverick:  Chiηa， 1 2- 1 3 ，  1 8- 19 ，  1 12 ;  Lach : China & Era Enlight. ， 2 1 5 ;  

Rowbotham : China， 1 8 3 .  
2 9 .  Lach : Pγef. t o  Leibηiz， 8-9， 3 1 ，  3 7-38， 6 5 ， 72 fn ; the quotation i s  from 6 1 .  
3 0. Ibid.，  4 9  (from a letter by Leibniz， tr. revised) ;  Leibniz :  Noν. Siηica， 70. 
3 1 .  J acoby: Bürokr. d.  Welt， 7 1-74. For E’s ref. to policé， see E :  Orig. Fam.，  in 

ME:SW 3 :283.  
32.  Herder: Ideen z .  Philo. ，  3 9 ，  12 ，  1 3 ;  see also 7 ，  33 ，  86，  89. 
3 3 .  M: Deeds of H. of  Hohenzollern， MEW 6 : 477 .  
34 .  Rowbotham : Voltaire (all ) ;  also his Missioηary， 282-284 ; Lach : China & Era 

Enligbt.， 2 1 9-220. 
35. Maverick: Cbiηa， 27-3 3 .  
36.  J acoby : Bürokr. d. Welt， 78. 
37.  Bernier: TraveJs， 1 4 5  (qu.)，  also 1 9 5 ， 226;  for description of the hierarchy， 

see esp. 205 ff， also 1 0， 204， 2 25-236.  For 1 688 work， Maverick: China， 
1 6- 1 7. 

3 8. For Montesquieu， see e.g. ， Carcassonne:  Chine， passim. 
39. By Reichwein :  Chiηa & Eur.， 1 0 5 .  
40. Quesnay : Despotism 써 Cbiηa， 1 4 1 ; description o f  bureaucracy， 2 3 9-254; 

2 1 5 ; administration， 2 3 5-2 3 7 ，  228， 2 1 9 ;  1 9 7 ;  1 72 ;  cIasses， 200ff， 1 75 .  
(“Confucius of Europe":  Rowbotham : Missionaη1， 285. )  

4 1 .  Tocquevil le :  OId Regime & Fr. Rev. ， 1 6 1-1 6 3 .  
4 2 .  Ibid.， 1 62- 163 .  
43 .  Ibid.，  1 64. 
44. Rowbotham : China， 199 fn. 
45. M: Theor. S .  V .  1 :6 5 .  
46. M :  Cap. 3 : 7 6 5 ;  cf. also Grundrisse， 2 3 5 .  On Physiocrats’ combination of 

laissez faire and despotism， see Gide & Rist. : Hist. EC071. Doct.， 3 5-37. 
47. On England， Rowbotham : China， 201 fn ; Lach : Pref. to Leibniz， 57 fn. 

Rowbotham : Missionary， 288. 
48. Schul in :  Weltg. Erf. Orie11ts， 42， 4 1 .  
49. Hege l :  Sämt. Werke， 10:420-42 1 .  
50. Hegel : S W  1 1  : 1 8 1- 1 82 ， 224 [ tr. Philo. Hist. ， 1 30-1 3 1 ，  165 } . 
5 1 .  Ibid.，  1 59 and cf. also 1 6 3  [ tr. 1 1 2 ，  1 16 ) ; 1 5 1  f， 1 50 [σ.  105 ，  1 041 . 
52 .  Hegel : SW 7 : 284 [ tr. Pbilo. Right， 1 3 3 1 . 
5 3 .  Ibid. ， 3 80， 394， 4 1 2  ( tr. 1 80， 188， 292 f) . 
54. H egel : S W  1 1 : 1 3 3 ， 1 29-1 29 [ tr. Philo. Hist.， 89， 8 5-861 . 
5 5 .  Hegel : SW 7 : 284 ( tr. Philo. R ight， 1 3 3 ) . 
56. H egel : SW 1 7 : 1 3 0. 
57 .  HegèI : S W 7 :453  (tr. Philo. R ight， 220) . 
5 8 .  Hegel : SW 1 1 : 1 82， 1 70 ， 1 78 [ tr. Philo. Hisι， 1 3 1 ， 1 2 1 ， 1 2 7  fl ; 201 ， 1 9 1  [ tr. 

147，  1 3 8 1 . 
59.  Ibid.，  1 74 [ tr. 1 241 . 
60. Hcgel :  SW 1 3 : 1 5. S W  7 : 341  [ tr .  Philo. R ight， 2801 . SW 1 1 : 1 50 [ tr .  Philo. 

Hist. ， 1 041 ， 1 52 [ tr .  105 J . 
6 1 .  Hege 1 :  SW 1 1 : 2 1 9， 25 1 ， 1 6 1  [ tr. Pbilo. Hist.， 1 6 1 ，  1 88， 1 1 3 1 . 
62.  Ibid.，  2 1 9  [ tr. 1 6 1  J .  S W  7 :  362  [ tr. Philo. R ight， 1 7 3 1  . S W  1 1  : 1 60 [ tr .  Philo. 

Hist.， 1 1 3 1 . 
6 3 .  Hège1 : SW l 1 : 1 74 [ tr. Philo. Hist. ， 1 241 . 
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64. Ibid.， 1 74-178 I tr. 1 24- 1 2 7 1 . 
65 .  Ibid.， 1 74 I tr. 1 24 J . 
66.  Ibid. ，  1 77 I tr. 1 2 7 ) . 
67. ME: Ger. Ideol . ，  1 74，  1 76，  1 80. 
68. For Hegel， see Sämt. Werke， 1 1 : 1 62- 163 ， 1 9 1 ， 234 [tr. Philo.  Hist. ， 1 1 5- 1 1 6， 

1 4 2 ， 1 7 3 )  ; ibid . ，  7 :453  I tr. Ph‘10. R i�ht ，  220) . 
69. Unter dem Ballηer des Marxismus， Dec. 1 93 1 ，  J g  5 ，  p .  3 46ff. (Wittfogel’s 

own ref. is only to p. 3 54，  apparently a mistake.) Wittfogel :  Orieηtal Desp.，\ 
3 72 fn， 3 70.  

70.  Cornu: K. M. et F. E.， 1 : 1 3 3  (Ger. ed. ，  1 : 1 24). 
7 1 .  Hess: Phil. Soz. Schηift.， 3 2 5 ;  Silberner: M. Hess， 226. 
72. E:  Cond. Eng./Engl. Const. ，  in ME: Art. Brit.， 3 5 .  
7 3 .  Cornu:  K .  M .  e t  F. E.， 3 :64-68 (Ger. ed.， 2 :86-92 ) ;  MEW 2 : 664， n.  1 1 5 .  
74. Rubel， i n  edit. notes in M E :  Russ. Komm.， 288-289 ;  Grandjonc :  Vorwärts 

1844， 20， 25  n ;  Groh: R lIssland & Selb. Ellr.， 1 84- 1 9 1 .  
7 5 .  Custine :  R ussia， 1 :2 7 1 ， 2 : 294 (cf. 2 : 6) ，  3 :6 5 ，  and elsewhere. 
76. Ibid.， 1 : 1 8 3 ， 228， 2 : 25 8. On officialdom : 1 : 1 2 1 ， 2 1 4 ;  2 : 1 5. 
77. Ibid . ，  3 : 9 1 ，  1 50;  last qu . from 3 : 1 50- 1 5 1 .  
78. Ibid.， 3 : 224-225 .  
79.  Campbel l :  Mod. Ind.， 7 5-76;  administration， 77 ff. 
80. Larollsse du XIxe Siècle ( 1 869)， 4 : 1 27. 
8 1 .  New A merican Cyclopaedia ( 1 8 5 9 )， 5 : 1 0 1 - 1 02，  7 : 39.  Hegel : Philo. Hist.， 

204. 

Special Note F. O RIENTAL DESPOTISM AND ENGELS 

1. See pp. 5 22-5 27 above; for E’'s letter of 6 J une 1 8 5 3 ，  MEW 28:259-26 1 (part 
tr. in ME:SC， 82-83 ) .  

2 .  For M’s f이low-up letter o f  1 4  J une 1 85 3 ，  see p p .  5 26-52 7  above ; E’s silence 
is indicated in Itr， M to E， 8 J uly 1 85 3 ，  MEW 28 : 272. 

3 .  E :  On Soc. Rel. Russ.， in M E : SW 2 : 3 94. 
4 .  E: Revol. Upris.， MEW 6 :5 2 5 .  
5 .  E :  Orig. Fam.， i n  ME:SW 3 : 29 3 .  
6. E :  Orig. Fam.， in MEW 2 1 : 1 70 [ME:SW 3 : 3 3 2 J . 
7 .  M :  Grundrisse ， 484. 
8.  For this term， see E: Orig. Fam.， MEW 2 1 : 9 7， for ex따nple. 
9. E :  Orig. Fam.， in ME:SW 3 : 284 {MEW 2 1 : 1 1 6 J . 

1 0. See ibid.， 272 [MEW 2 1 : 1 02 }  for the case of Athens， for example. 
1 1 .  Ltr， E to Sorge， 1 0  Nov. 1 894， in ME:SC， 476 (MEW 3 9: 3 1 0 J . 
1 2. E: Afterwd.lOn Soc. Rel. Russ.， in ME:SW 2 : 3 98-3 99 (MEW 22 :42 1 1 . 
1 3. Kautsky: Mod. Nat.， 396.  
1 4. Ibid . ，  397.  
1 5 .  Ibid.， 398.  
16 .  Ltr， E to Sorge， 6 Apr.  1887，  MEW 36:635  [ME: Ltrs. Amer.， 180J . 
1 7. E.g.， Mayer: F. Engels， 2 :470-471 .  
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This list providcs bibliographic data for titles referred to in the Reference 
Notcs or in thc tcxt. In the first thrce sections-writings by Marx and Engels， 
writings by Marx， writings by Engcls-titles are given first in Engl ish， followed by 
thc origin외 languagc (in italics)， or by a double degree sign to ) if the original was 
in English. The form of citation is thc same for diffcrcnt kinds of writings
articles， books， or wharevcr. Thc fol lowing information is provided for individual 
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1 62-64， 1 73 ， 1 83 ， 1 85 ， 1 89 ， 2 1 6， 
2 9 3 ，  308f， 399， 406f， 4 3 6， 443， 
465， 468; venical aod horizontal， 
385 

dassical society (antiquity)， 1 87n， 1 89 ，  
2 1 40， 475， 5 16， 5 28n， 5 3 30， 5 3 5n， 
5 39 ， 542， 547， 566， 6 30， 659. See 
also Greece， Rome 

Clèmence (character)， 2 3 1 0  
Cobbett， WilIiarn， 305 
Coblentz， 6 3  
Code Napoléon， 4 3 4  
coercion， 240-45 ， 2 5 0  
Colbert， J ean Baptistc， 645 
Collected Essays (Ma.rx)， 59 
Cologne， 3 1 ，  3 5 ，  59n， 99， 1 1 1 ， 1 34， 

1 36f， 1 50， 2 1 2， 29 1 ， 488， 495， 498 
coloniali힐n ， 425 ， 5 1 3 ， 5 1 6， 5 5 8 ， 578. 

See also imperialism 
C히umbus， Christophcr， 209n 
“Commcnts on the Latest Prussian 

1 nstructioos" (Marx)， 3 6  
communal ity ， 1 00n ， 1 1 9 ，  1 68，  1 70.7 1 ，  

1 90， 566 
communism and coπImunist 힘roups， 

1 7 1 ; the term ， 62， 97-99; Marx’s 
path to， 3 1 ，  59， 76， 96， 1 000， 
1 04， 1 95 ， 282 ; ε communists， 
66， 96， 1 04f‘ 1 3 2， 1 39 ， 1 42 ， 148， 
1 5 3， 1 56， 1 84-86， 2 1 6‘18， 225，  
282， 308， 3:>'0; Hess as  commu-
nist， 99， 1 3ι 50， 1 86， 2 1 6-17;  

cιI!nmullist， 1 39 ，  1 48， 
21 8， 65 3 ;  prîmitive commu

m앙n， 545f， 559-600; contemporary 
Communism， 396， 629.3 1 
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Communist Internatìonal， 629， 6 3 1 ，  
6 36， 653n 

Communist League， 1 5 3 .  See also 
League of the Just 

Comte， Auguste， 441 
Conservatìves ( Englìsh ) ，  265， 279， 3 3 7. 

See also Tories 
Considérant， Victor， 6 1  
conspiratorialism and secret societies， 

1 7 ， 98， 1 3 3 ， 1 3 8， 447， 456， 6 1 9  
constìtutional monarchy， 87， 207， 292 
constitutionalism， 3 5 ， 42， 57， 80， 85，  

88f， 9 1 ，  1 76，  1 88n， 200， 205， 276， 
278， 28 1 ， 287， 297 .• .302， 4 1 6， 483 

Cooper， Gary， 5 9 1 ’  
cooperatives， 1 3 3， 322n 
cooptation， 264， 268 
Cornu ，  Auguste， 7 3 n  
corrup tion; 264， 269f， 306， 3 30n， 443， 

447f， 457， 462， 5 2 1 ， 5 29 ， 560n， 
577， 583， 623 

Crédit Mobilier， 440， 442 .. .45 1 
Creizenach， Theodor， 608 
crime and punishment， 72n， 1 8 5 ，  192，  

228， 243， 266， 290 
Crimean War， 2 1 2， 305， 5 1 1 ， 5 76， 

$78-80， 583 
“Critical Criticism." See Bauer， B run。
critique as method， 56， 6 1 ， 1 02 ， 1 08 
“Critique of H egel’s Philosophy of 

Right" (Marx)， 77f 
Croats， 304 
Custine， Astolphe， Marquis de， 5 6 1 ，  

5 8 1 n ，  654f 
Czarism. See Russia 
Czechoslovakia， 1 7 5  

Daily News (London)， 441 
Damascus affair， 593  
Dana， Charles A. ，  438，  656 
David， 6 1 6f 
Declaration of the Rights of Man， 1 1 7， 

1 27， 1 87n， 191n 
Deeds， Mr.， 5 9 1  
defeatism， 1 29 
dehumanization， 1 46， 1 6 1 ，  183， 225， 

429， 554 
deism， 605， 607 
Delhi， 522 
democracy and democrats， 18， 3 1 ，  

3 6  .. .52， 54 ...  59， 88 ... 9 3 ，  100， 1 16， 

1 26， 1 59， 1 70， 1 9‘1， 208， 2 1 7， 
2 1 8n， 27α74， 278， 279-8 1 ， 282… 
3 10， 3 1 1 ， 3 1 4， 466， 647， 654; the 
term ， 1 8 ， 84-87 ，  286n， 307， 3 1 1 . 
See a/so freedom of the press， 
representaUve government 

Democratic Party ( U.S.) ， 3 30n 
Democritus， 203 
demonsσations， 303f 
descriptive economics， 1 53 
de5potism， 5Of， 202， 230， 429， 436;  

despotic state forms， 260， 270， 
276-78， 299， 306， 3 1 1 ， 385 ， 4 1 7 ;  
c1ass despotism， 389 ; enlightened 
despotism， 6 3 8-40; military and 
bureaucratic， 406， 408， 4 5 1 ，  458; 
Napoleon’s， 3 1 7， 426n， 428 ..• 437;  
Bonaparte’'5， 406， 408， 45 1 ， 452， 
458; Crédit Mobilier as， 442， 449; 
Prussian， 3 1 7， 494; Bismarck’s， 421 ;  
BolÍvar’s， 438f; Russian， 5 7 3 ，  
5 80-83 ， 585， 654; MiIl o n ，  48n， ，5 2 ，  
638n;  Physiocrats on， 645. See also 
Oriental despotism 

Deutsch-Franzδsische Jahrbücher， 96， 
1 30， 1 58， 1 9 1 n， 288n 

Dezamy， Théodore， 59， 99， 1 04 
dialectÎcs. See philosophy 
dictatorship， 3 36， 386， 3 88， 389， 402f， 

41 3 ， 42 3， 425 ， 43 5 ， 438， 441 ， 442， 
454， 463， 466 

dictatorship of the proletariat， 1 2， 59， 
6 3 2n 

Dierig brothers， 1 7 5  
Diggers. See True Levelers 
Diocletian， 424， 467， 473p 
Disraeli ，  Benjamin， 1 95n， 3 3 5 f  
division of  labor， 1 90， 1 92， 246， 248n， 

249 ， 279， 3 1.5f， 508， 5 3 0  
divorce， 6 1 ，  228 
dock workers， 3 3 3  
Doctors' Club， 1 97 
“Doctrinaires" ( French)， 225 
dogmatism， 1 02f， 1 04 
Don Quixote， 1 99n， 3 27， 422 
Drumont， Edouard， 596 
DührÎng， Eugen， 605 
Düsseldorf， 485n 
Dumas， Alexandre， fils， 227 
Dureau de la Malle， A. J . C. A.， 620 
Dutch colonialism. See Java 



East India Colle양， 638n 
East India Co.， 3 1 2-14， 522 
Easton， Da찌d， 250f 
Ebert， Friedrich， 423 
Eccarius， J. G.， 545-46n 
Ecoηomic and PhiJosophic Manusαipts 

‘(Marx)， 1 62 
economics. See political economy 
Economist (London)， 400 
education， 48-5 1 ，  88n， 1 1 5 ，  1 35 ，  1 37， 

143，  1 54f， 1 56， 1 86， 217， 232-34， 
397; free tuition， 298 

Egypt， 508， 525 ， 551 ， 567， 568， 640 
Elberfeld，  1 50， 1 84-86， 2 1 8  
Elbogen， Ismar， 1 10 
elections. See representative govern

ment 
e1ectoral ri없lts. See voting 
e1itism， 46， 125，  141，  147， 1 57， 219，  

221 . . • 226， 233 ，  264n 
Eηcyclopaedia Britannica， 656 
Encyclopedia of the Social Scieηces， 

250 
Encyclopedists， 645 
ends and means， 48n， 52-54， 230n 
“enemy of my enemy，" 3 9 1 ， 406 
Enf;따ltin， Barthélemy Prosper， 443 
Eng'εIs， Friedrich， Sr.， 198 
English Revolution ( 17th cenrury)， 

2 1 3 ， 280， 289 
Enlightenment， Age of， 429， 505， 5 1 5 ，  

596， 602， 604， 629， 638 ... 643 ，  652 
Epicurus， 203 
equality， 50， 69-70， 85， 1 1 1， 1 1 7， 

1 3 5n， 187n， 217， 244， 246， 267f， 
270-74， 275， 6 39， 644， 647， 654 

Ermen， Gottfried， 329 
Ernst August (king， Hanover)， 1 52 
Erwerbsarbeit ( term)， 1 60-63 
estates (Stäηde)， 1 7， 37， 73，  100f， 1 35，  

1 45， 273， 471 ， 476， 478， 479n， 
487， 490， 498-99， 505-8， 584， 598 

Estates Assemblies. See representative 
government 

Etruscan society， 567f 
Eugénie， Empress， 4 3 3  
Europe (genera) )， 1 3， 6 1 ， 85， 250， 254， 

260， 264， 3 37， 3 87， 391 ， 408-9， 
420， 430n， 4 3 3-35， 447， 45 1 f， 457， 
461 ， 466n， 468f， 473， 5 1 5f， 5 19， 
521 ， 526， 528n， 536f， 5 3 8， 541-45， 
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548， 556， 5 58， 563， 575，‘ 59 1 ， 602， 
630， 640， 645， 647� 649 ， 659�1 

exeαltive power， 84n， 92， 1 88n， 296f， 
3 1 1  ••. 3 1 8， 3 3 1 ，  390， 392n， 395， 
399， 401 ， 462 ; minimization of， 
297， 300-2; fusion with Jegislative 
power， 296， 3 1 4  

Fabianism， 3 1 3 ，  323  
falsification， as  state method， 264f; 

Iying， 37 ，  291n 
fan1ily， 1 74， 1 90， 239， 253，  290， 398 

5 1 7 ， 520， 5 3 1 f， 537 
fanatici앙n， 195， 210 
Faucher， J ulius， 226 
Faust， Faustiani앙n， 196， 199n， 608， 

6 1 5n， 6 1 6  
February Revolution. See revolution of 

1 848 
federalism， 1 88n 
Federalists (U.S.)，  1 3 5n 
Fénelon， François de Salignac de la 

Mothe， 642 
fetishism， 46 
feudal socialism， 232， 481， 503 
feudalism， feudal relations， 1 5， 1 3 1 ，  

1 69 ， 1 82， 1 89 ， 273， 299 ， 3 09， 
3 3 7-38， 394， 397， 414， 429 ， 4300， 
433f， 463， 465， 493f， 498， 5 06-8， 
5 10， 5 3 9. 547， 5 52， 556� 563， 568， 
575， 586， 600， 623， 626， 639， 646; 
fusion of economics and politics in， 
86， 1 1 8f， 3 22， 468 •.. 475; elements 
in G ermany， 41.4， 420， 42 3-24， 494， 
496， 509; elements in Russia， 573，  
583，  586;  relation to Oriental 
despotism， 5 1 5 ， 520， 523-24， 528n， 
542， 55 3n， 558， 629f， 643， 647-48， 
65Sf， 663. See also absolutism， 
Middle Ages， serfdom 

Feuer， L. S.， 632 
Feuerbach， Ludwig， 1 2， 50，  60，  78， 

1 16， 120f， 1 37，  1 64， 167， 187， 198， 
232， 592f 

f'ichte， J ohann Gottlieb， 99， 1 1 3， 122， 
594， 6 1 5  

Figaro (character)， 294 
finance capital， 3 22， 3 92f， 400， 405-6， 

409， 4 1 6， 424， 440， 442 .. .446， 457， 
479， 573， 593， 596-97， 599， 605， 
627. See also Crédit Mobilier 
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Finland， 435，  640 
First InternationaL See !nternational 

Working Men’s Assocìation 
Flanders， 525 
force (and violence)， 1 86， 218，  240f， 

243-45， 249-5 1 ，  263， 3 9 1 ，  
468， 485n， 548f， 569 

Fould， Achille， 593 ，  599 
Fouríer， Charles， 59， 98， 104， 1 1 3， 

1 98， 2 3 1 ， 445-46 
Fourierism， 97， 105， 2 1 2， 228， 446n， 

596. See also Brisbane， Considérant 
Foumier， Marc， 6 54 
Francke， A. H.， 641 
Franco-Prussian War， 304f 
Frankfurt am Main， 287， 295 
Frankfurt National Assembly. See 

revolution of 1 848 
Frederick the Great， 201-3 ， 642 
“ Free， The，" 60 
free labor， 27 1 -73 ，  3 22 
free state ( term)， 3 1 0  
free trade. See tarìff 
freedom. See democracy， freedom of 

the press 
freedom of association (assembly). See 

right to organizi: 
freedom of the press and censorship， 

36 . . • 59， 60， 64f， 7 3 0， 76， 85， 1 1 0f， 
1 76， 205 ， 277， 285， 2860， 288-89， 
291-94， 298， 404， 433 ， 496 

Freiligrath， Ferdinand， 2091'1 
French milliards， ιH6 
French Revolu tion， JS， 92， 1 09，  1 1 8f， 

1 27-28， 1 3 1 ，  1 35，  1 38n， 1 42-45; 
1 70-72， 1 77 ， 1 80， 182， 1 871'1， 1 9 11'1， 
223f， 274， 289， 309， 3 1 7， 3 861'1， 
393， 4 1 1 ， 429， 4.34-35， 454， 486， 
493 ， 573， 63.9， 646， 6491'1. See al50 
Hébert， Robespierre 

Friedrich Wilhelm m (Prussia)， 1 52， 
201， 205， 494， 499 

Friedrich Wilhelm IV (Prussia)，  36， 7 5 ，  
201 ， 205， 207-9 ， 276， 28 1 ， 493-96 

Gall， Ludwig， 36 
Gans， Eduard， 36，  594 
Garibaldi， Giuseppe， 2 141'1 
Gay， J ules， 59 
Gay， Peter， 606f 
George， Henry， 5 3 5 n  

German ldeolo양• The (Marx and 
Engels)， 1 89 

German people， characteristics， 40， 
1 29n 

German tribal society， 68n，  69，  243，  
253， 474， 5 3 8n ， S40f， S42， 544n， 
548-49， 563，  574， 6491'1， 6 59-62 

Gerolstein. See Rudolph 
gerrymandering， 303 
Ghent， W.  J .， 446n 
Girondins， 3 9 3  
Glickson， 쩌oshe， 595， 605 
Gobineau， J oseph Arthur， Comte de， 

2671'1 
Goering， Hermann， 4490 
Gδπes， J. J.， 486 
Goethe， J ohann Wolfgang von， 196，  

200， 5550， 595， 6 1 4-16. See also 
Faust 

Goldsmith， Oliver， 642， 646 
Gordon， A. D.， 602 
Gould， J ay， 424 
Gournay， Vincent de， 5 1 0  
government (term) ，  84n， 9 5 ，  240 
Greece (classical) ，  3 3[1， 8 5용6， 208， 

2 1 4， 219n，  237， 245， 247， 508， 
542， 549， 640， 650， 6 59. See a150 
classícal societv 

Greenberg， Hayim， 601-3 
Gr피1m， J akob， 641 
GI'ÍÎn， Karl， 44 1 
Gnmdrisse (Marx)， 5 3 1  
Guatemala， 323  
Guelphic Fund， 269 
Guizot， François， 18， 225， 3 16， 441 
Cutzkov， Karl， 594， 607 

Ha용ue， The， 4 1 21'1 
Haiieybury， 6 3 8n 
hair， 5 3 n  
Hamilton， Thomas， 1 24， 1 3 5 
Hansemann， David， 292， 294f 
Hapsburgs. See Austria 
Harcourt， S ir Wi‘liam， 99n 
hards and softs， 1 94f， 2아 ， 2 10， 279 
Harkort， Friedrich， 603 
Harney， Georgε j ulian， 1 52， 1 57 ，  

1 830， 188， 308 
Hauptmann， Gerhart， 174 
Haussmann， Georges， 2 6 1 ， 457 
Hautpoul， Alphonse Henri， Marquis d’， 

388 



Haxthausen， August， Freiherr von， 661 
Hébert， Jacques， 1 28 
Hegel， Hegelianism， 5 2 ，  60， 1 02，  1 64， 

1 80n， 1 9 7-98， 225f， 403， 447， 5 19， 
594， 603;  theory of state， 3 1-34-， 
65-66， 73-75， 81 ... 9 3 ，  143，  1 68-1 1 ，  
1 12-13 ， 118， 469-7 1 ， 518， 650f;  
Marx’s critique of， 31 ，  34， 71 . . .  95 ，  
96， 1 00， 1 1 8， 1 3 5f， 1 38n， 143 ，  
1 62n， 1 65-61， 1 68-7 1 ，  1 12f， 1 78， 
1 82 ， 1 87， 1 90， 192， 207， 2 1 8n， 
283 ， 470-7 1 ，  6 1 4f; on bureaucracy， 
34， 80공4， 94f， 143f， 1 69 ， 47 1 ，  
486-89， 650 .•. 6 5 3 ;  on democracy， 
86ζ 88-90; on Oriental despotism 
and China， 5 16，  523 ，  525n，  5 3 1 ，  
546， 646-53 ， 654. 656. See also 
Y oung Hegelians 

Heidelberg， 294 
Heine， Heinrich， 3 5 ， 60， 1 74， 1 77n， 

1 97 ， 434， 5 9� ， 610， 6 1 2- 1 3  
Heinzen， Karl Peter， 307 
Helvétius， Claude Adrien， 642 
Henry vn (Eng.)， 579n 
Henry VIl! (Eng.)， 5 79n 
Hephaestus (character)， 2 1 0  
Herder， J ohann GottfrÎed von， 642 
Hermes， C.  H. ，  5 1 ，  1 1Of， 1 1 3  
Hermes (god)， 203， 2 10， 2 1 3  
Herwe방1， Georg， 1 56 
Hess， Moses， 99 ， 1 22 ，  1 34f， 1 50，  

1 56-57， 1 60n， 1 64， 1 67， 1 86， 1 97，  
2 1 6f， 441 ，  5 92f， 5 9 5， 6 5 3  

Hesse， Hessian government， 301 ， 3 0 3  
hierarchy， 8 2 ，  8 3 f， 94f， 1 88n， 485， 

489， 494， 501 ， 504， 5 20， 559， 577， 
5 8 3 ， 6 5 1 .  See also bureaucracy 

Hinduism， 505， 509n， 646. See also 
India 

Hindustan. See India 
Hirsch， Carl， 267 
Hirsch， Samuel (Rabbi)，  1 27 
historical materialism. See materialist 

conception of history 
Hitler， Adolf， 403 .  See also Nazi잉n 
Hobbes， Thomas， 639 
Hofstadter， Richard， 3 1 9n 
Hohenzollerns， 201，  254， 3 05，  648 
Holbach， Paul Henri Dietrich， Baron d’， 

1 97 
Hollywood， 254n， 634 
HoJmes， Sherlock， 461 
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Holy Family， 1'he (Marx and Engels)， 
1 87n， 221 ，  222， 2 3 2  

Hoover， Herbert， 3 26n 
Hottentots， 592 
House of Commons， 3 24n 
housing， 62， 261 
Hugo， Victor， 432  
humanism， 1 04， 1 1 6， 1 20， 1 3 8， 1 48 
Hume， David， 203 
Hungary， 3 5， 438， 630 
Hunsruck Mts.， 541  
Hydarnes， 5 7  
Hyde Park， 303f 

Icarians. See Cabetism 
ideological superstructure， 1 73 ，  252， 

3 20f， 459， 460n， 468， 418， 500， 
5 24， 6 1 9f 

imperialism， 3 23 ， 409， 433 ， 43 5， 5 1 5， 
5 54， 5 59， 6 1 9， 629. See also 
colonialism 

Imperialist socialism. See Bonapartist 
socialism 

Incas， 529， 5 3 2， 5 3 8n， 640 
I ndia， 299， 4 3 3 ，  5 1 5-16， 522，  5 58 ，  

561 ，  568， 578， 646， 658;  classes in， 
1 7， 5 80;  social reIations in， 522 •.• 
5 3 9， 550， 5 54-56， 5 5 7n， 560n， 647， 
655f; village community in， 5 20n， 
5 26 .. . 5 38， 545f， 5 54f， 560n， 569， 
574， 662; caste in， 505， 509n， 649 ; 
development of state in， 246， 548， 
549 ;  Mogul bureaucracy， 5�7， 643， 
65 5 f; British I ndian bureaucracy， 
3 1 2-14， 501， 5 1 3 ， 638; Hegel on， 
649-50. See also East India Co.， 
Hinduism， Moguls， Oriental des
potlsm 

lndians (Native Americans)， 206， 592 
individualism， 98， 1 7 1 ， 272n， 566 
informers， 304， 397， 432， 457 
Inquisition， 1 1 3  
intellectuals， 1 55f， 1 8 5， 202， 2 1 7， 

222f， 2 26， 3 24， 3 87， 422， 4 3 1 ，  500 
internal passport， 299 
International Association， 1 97n 
Iηterηational Eηcyclopedia 

o[ the Social Sciences， 2 3 7n， 2 3 8， 
250 

International Working Men’s Associa
tion (First International) ，  1 97n， 
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216， 304， 41 2n， 440， 545n， 6 19 
internationalism， 1 88， 5 19， 5 2 1  
Ireland and the Irish， 1 50， 1 5 5，  303f， 

5 30， 544n， 659， 662 
Iroquois， 2 3 9  
Irwin， Henry C . ，  524， 5 29n， 529f 
Isaiah， 597 
I taly and ltalian movements， 1 88， 269， 

41 1 ， 4 3 1n， 438， 4 5 2， 467n， 525，  
619f 

Ivan the Terrible (Czar)， 582 

J acobinism， 98，  1"28， 1 3 1 ，  1 3 3 ， 393，  
429， 5 8 3  

J acoby， H enry， 6 3 9  
J acoby， J ohann， 294f 
J anissaries， 264， 504， 577 
Java， 544n， 5 5 5n，  5 58-60， 5 8 1n，  6 6 1  
J ava m an，  5 3 7  
Jeffer�on，  Thomas， 626n 
Jerusalem， 605 
j esuits， J esuiπy， 52，  54， 82， 6 3 8， 

640-4 1 ， 643 
J ewish question 때d an ti-Semitism， 

1 70;  J ewish emancipation， 
1 09 ... 1 28， 200， 434， 5 9 1 ...608 ; 
J udaism， 1 1 1， 1 20-22， 5 9 3 ， 603-4 ; 
anti-Semitism， 1 1 2， 5 9 1 ，  595-97， 
602 ; an ti-Semitic social m ovements， 
266-67， 597， 604. See also Zionism 

johnston， W. M.， 6 1 2f， 6 1 8  
joint-stock companies， 444-46， 4 5 1 ，  

567 
J ones， Ernest， 297n， 308 
j ones， Richard， 563， 5 67f， 6 3 2  . . .  6 3 8， 

6 5 2， 6 5 6  
Journal des Débats ( Paris) ， 441 
judiciary and jury system， 84n， 1 84， 

1 88n， 243， 2 5 1 ，  277， 285，  300-302， 
3 03， 3 1 7， 3 90， 434， 462， 480， 485n， 
5 00， 5 8 3 ， 625 

J uly revolution. See revolution of 1 83 0  
June Days ( France， 1 848). See revolu

tion of 1 848 
Junkers， 3 27f， 4 10f， 412 . .  .427， 

494-96， 504， 598， 603 
Justi， J. H. G.  von， 642 

Kant， Immanuel， 49n， 6 1 5  
Kautsky， Karl， 2 1 ， 480， 5 59n， 626n， 

6 3 2n，  662-64 

Kelland， C. B .， 5 9 1  
Kepler’s laws， 22， 4 1 7  
Kerensky， Alexander F.，  399 
Klibansky， Raymond (Prof.l， 607 
Kölniscbe Zeitung (Cologne)， 1 10f 
Köppen， K. F.， 201-3 
Kδttgen， G .  A.， 1 86 
Kossuth， Louis， 4 3 8  
Kraus， C.  J . ，  486 
Kreuznach， 1 36 
Krellzzeitung， i.e.， Nelle Preussiscbe 

Zeitung ( Berlin) ，  265 
Kühlwetter， F. C. H .  von， 3 1 5f 
Kugelmann， Franzisca， 432 

labor aristocracy， 264n 
labor bank， 449 
Ladendorf， O tto， 426n 
Lafargue， Laura. See Marx， Laura 
Laissac， Maître， 98n 
laissez-faire， 1 7 1n，  1 84， 238， 260， 3 22， 

5 1 0， 645 
Lamartine， Alphonse de， 307f 
Lammenais， Félicité Robert de， 1 56 
Lancashire， 3 3 3 ，  3 3 5  
Langenbielau ( B ie1awa) ， 1 75 
Larousse dll XIXe Siècle， 656 
Lassalle， Ferdinand， 62， 2 1 5n， 4 1 3 ，  

485n， 5 9 3  
Lassalleanism， 3 10， 4 1 3 ， 4 16， 422， 437 
Laube， Heinrich， 594，  607 
Laveleye， Emile de，  98n 
lawyers， 1 7， 1 9 3 ， 3 24， 3 89， 392-9 3，  

625 
Leach， j ames， 1 5 2  
Leadenhall S treet. See East lndia Co. 
League of the just， 1 3 7-38，  1 5 7， 1 88.  

See also Communist League 
Ledru-Roll in， Alexandre Auguste， 3 88， 

395 ， 406 
Leeds， 1 52， 1 8 3 n  
Left Hegelians. See Young Hegel ians 
legislature， legislative power. See 

representative government 
Legitimists. See Bourbons 
Leibniz， Gottfried Wilhelm von， 641 
Lelewe1， Joach 피1 ， 6 2 1  
Lenau， Nikolaus， 6 1 2  
Lenin， V .  1 . ，  20f， 626n 
Leningrad， 629， 6 3 1 .  See also St. 

Petersburg 



Léon， A.， 600f 
Le Play， Frédéric， 441 
Leroux， Pierre， 6 1 ，  156  
Lessing， G .  E . ，  1 97， 595 ，  605f， 608 
Lessing Legend， Tbe (Mehring>， 20 1 
Leviathan， 639  
liberaJization， 66， 276-81 
liberals and IiberaJisrn， 43， 5 1 ，  65， 79， 

105， 1 5 1， 1 82， 1 96， 201-2， 259， 
265 ，  279， 282n， 283 ; in Prussia， 36， 
57， 107， 150， 175-76， 200-201， 205， 
207， 208n， 281 ， 288， 289， 3 1 5 ， 3 28， 
41 3-14， 428， 592， 595， 607f; in 
Rhineland， 3 5， 3 8-40， 47， 57， 1 10， 
1 26， 1 36， 428; in France， 3 36， 3 87， 
389-92， 3 97， 430;  in Russia， 278， 
3 07， 575，  583n，  640; in England， 
280， 596; En멍ish Liberal par양， 
265， 279， 3 300; M iII’s Iiberalism， 
48-490， 52. See also democracy， 
Young Germany 

Lieberman， Aaron， 597 
Liebknecht， Wi1he1m， 304 
Lindsay， A. D.， 282n 
localisrn， 284n， 5 55-57， 5 74. See also 

deceo tralization， federalism 
Locke， J ohn， 606f 
Lombards， 601 n 
Londón， 23 ， 24， 1 3 7， 1 52， 1 88， 2 1 7， 

304， 3 32， 3 34， 5 12n， 6 1 9， 654， 
662f. See o/so Hyde Park 

Longuet family， 610n 
Lorraine. See AIsace-Lorraine 
Louis XIV， 229， 440n， 485n 
Louis B onaparte， Louis Napoleon. See 

Bonaparte， L. N. 
Louís Philippe， 1 52， 172， 182， 215 ，  

229， 300， 387-89， 3 92， 3 94， 429， 
43 1 n， 454， 493 ， 5 1 3  

Loustalot， Elisée， 224 
lumpen-c1ass， 228， 3 87， 3 99， 406， 423， 

431n ， 623 
Luther， Martin， 140f， 616 
Lutheranisrn， 121 
Iying. See falsífication 

Mably， Gabriel B onnot de， 645 
Macaulay， Thomas Babington， 596 
Macedonia， 547 
Machiavelli， Niccolò， 52 
McLeJlan， David， 603 
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Maine， Henry S .， 485n 
Malays， 544n 
Malchus， K. A.， 487n 
Malthus， Thomas Robert， 638n 
Malthusianisrn， 3 30n 
Manchester， 23-24， 1 32， 150， 152， 

1 55， 183 ， 1 88， 220， 3 29， 5 1 20 
Manchu dynasty， 5 1 8， 521 ， 648 
Maoisrn， 630  
Marat， J ean Paul， 431  
mark， old German， 68n， 243 ，  246， 

540f， 549， 660-61 
Mars， 546， 5 59 
martial l aw. See state of siege 
Marx， Heiorich (father)， 1 96-97， 428， 

541， 610n 
Ly1arx， J enny (Mrs.)， 96， 181 ， 1 96， 1 99， 

2 1 1， 609n 
Marx， J enny (m.  Longuet)， 432f 
Marx， Laura (m. Lafargue)， 1 9 50， 3 36 
Marx， Sophie， 610n 
Marx-Engels Werke， 1 1 ， 19f， 4590， 6100 
marxology， 1 1， 1 3 ，  1 5， 1 9， 54， 561，  

571n，  591 ， 604， 622， 628， 6 30， 632，  
659f 

Massing， Paul W.，  267 
materialisrn， 82， 1 19，  232f， 620 
materialist concep디on of history， 59， 

1 74， 1 89， 232， 239， 320， 423 ， 473， 
5 1 7， 525， 620f 

Mathy， Karl， 295 
Maurer， Georg Ludwig von， 540f， 544， 

573  
Mayer， Gustav， 595 ，  600， 603 
Mazzioi， Giuseppe， 438， 619-21 
Means， G. C.， 445 
medievaJ society. See Midd1e Ages 
Mediterranean Sea， 5 1 9  
Mehring， Fraoz， 1 77n， 201 f， 609， 

610n， 6 1 3  
Mephistophe1es， 6 1 50 
Mercier de l a  R ivi상'e， Paul Pierre， 644f 
merchaots， 1 5， 16， 123 ， 475， 507， 552， 

591 ，  599， 605， 627， 6 38， 644. See 
also shopkeepers 

Mesopotamia， 525 
Metternich， Clemens， Fürst von， 479， 

504 
Mexico， 532， 5 3 8n 
Middle Ages， 86f， 1 22f， 1 71 ，  1 89， 268， 

323 ， 3 3 7， 469-7 1 ， 477， 489， 508， 
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5 16， 547， 5 96， 601 n ， 603， 604， 6 30. 
See also ieudalism 

Milan， 3 04 
militia， 288， 296 
Mill ，  J 앙nes， 1 60， 1 62n， 1 64， 5 20n， 

6 3 2， 6 3 8n 
MilI， John Stuart， 48-49n， 5 2， 486， 

6 3 2  . . .  638， 6 5 2 ， 656 
Miranda ( character)， 3 2 0  
Mobile Guard (Paris)， 3 8 7  
modernization， 200， 202， 3 27， 408f， 

41 2， 4 1 8f， 420f， 4 3 3 ，  4 34n， 4 3.6， 
5 56，  575，  576-80 

Moguls (Mogul Empire)， 522，  5 52， 
643， 6 5 5  

Mohl， Robert von， 487n 
Moll， J oseph， 1 57 
Moloch cult， 294， 5 9 3  
monarchy， monarchism， 87f， 90f， 

207f， 2 1 7， 288， 307， 646-48; French 
royalists， 3 9 2-94， 406. See also 
absolutism， constitutional monarchy 

Money， J. W. B.， 5 58f 
money， 4 1 ，  43， 1 23-2 5 ，  1 3 5n， 1 4 3 ，  

1 70， 2 18， 2 30f， 241 f， 269f， 475‘ 
501，  5 07n， 5 29，  565f， 579， 5 9 1 -94， 
596， 598， 607n 

Mongolian society， 542， 572， 57얘 
Montesquieu， Charles， Baron de， 3 1 4， 

607n， 6 2 1 ， 642-44， 649 
f얘oore， Samuel， 257n，  3 1 8n，  479n， 

5 3 1 n， 542 
Moors， 606 
morality， 266 
Moravia， 437 
More， Thomas， 639，  640 
Morel (character)， 2 28n， 229 
Morelly， 6 3.9， 645 
Morgan， Lewis， 659f 
Morny， Charles， D u ke of， 448n 
Moscow， 582，  6 3 0， δ54， 657n 
MoseJle peasants， 6 3-66， 7 5 ，  1 34， 488 
A‘oses， 6 1 6  
Moslems， 606f 
Mousterian culture， 5 3 7  
Münzer， Thomas， 1 3 5 ，  2 1 3n 
Munro， Sir Thomas， 5 24 
Mystèγes de Pa서s. See Sue， Eugène 

Namier， L. B.， 600 
Nanking， 5 2 1 

11aturwüchs쟁 (term)， 5 3 1 n  
Nap�eon I ， 3 5 ，  1 09，  1 52 ， 1 77，  1 82 ，  

200， 292， 3 1 7， 3 3 1 ，  3 86n， 4 10f， 
426n， 428 ...  436，  4 3 8-39， 4 5 1 ， 464， 
493， 608 

Napoleon HI.  See B on ap arte， L. N. 
Napoleon， Prince (“Plon-Plon")， 440 
Narodnaya Volya， 602 
Narodniks ( Russian Populists)， 544n， 

5 74， 5 8 3 ， 602 
nationalism， 1 88n， 206， 258，  264， 3 89， 

408， 4 1 1 ， 42 1 ， 4 30， 43 2-3 3 ， 4 3 5， 
4 3 8， 479， 6 1 9 ， 640， 662 

Nationalverein， 4 1 3  
Nazism， 596， 60α601.  See also Hitler 
Negroes. See blacks 
Netherlands， 42， 5 5 5n，  5 5 8 ，  5 8 1 n. See 

also J ava 
Neue Rheinische Zeitung (Cologne)， 

209n， 28 1 ，  287 ••. 296， 3 1 5， 485n， 
494n， 495 

Neue Rheinische Zeit:μ2g， Politisch-
δkonomische Reνue ( London)， 5 1 8  

Neue Zeit ( S tuttgart)， 662 
Ne'W A mericaη Cyclopaedia， 4 3 8， 6 56 
New England， 1 24 
New Hampshire， 1 1 7  
Neψ Moral World (London)， 1 48，  1 52，  

1 5 5 ， 1 57-58， 1 74， 1 84f， 1 88， 2 16f， 
227. See also Owenism 

New Testament， 2 1  
New York， 1 3 5n，  424， 6 2 1  
New York T서bune， 42 3，  459-60n， 5 19 
New York World， 2 1 2  
Nice， 43 1 n  
Nicene Creed， 3 19 
Nicholas 1 (Czar)， 278-79， δ40， 6 54f 
Nicolaus， Martin， 27 
r‘Hghtin쩔le， F lorenee， 5 1 2  
Nikiforov， V.， 6 3 0f 
Nile River， 568 
Nock， A. J .， 240n 
Normans， 259，  6 0 1 n  
North America. See United States 
Northe깨 Star (Leeds， London)， 1 57， 

1 74， 1 83n， 2 1 9  
Novalís (Friedrich 1I0n Hardenberg) ， 

6 1 2  
Novara， battle of， 620n 

Oceanus ( character)， 2 1 0  
O ’Connell， Dan， 1 5 5  



Olympus， 2 1 3  
Opium War， 5 18 
Oppenheim， Dagobert， 1 1 1  
Oriental despotism， 247， 276， 284n， 

469. 473，  485n， 5 1 5  .. .571 ，  572， 
574， 629 ... 664 

Oriental society. See Asia， Oriental 
despotism 

Orleanists， �92 ... 3 94， 456， 458 
Orsini， Felice， 452f. 458， 6 1 9  
Owen， Robert， 5 9 ，  1 05， 148， 2 13 ， 2 3 3  
Owenism， 97， 1 3 2， 1 48， 1 52， 1 55， 1 57， 

1 59， 185， 2 1 3 ， 2 1 8. See a‘so New 
Moral World 

Pacific Ocean， 5 1 9  
Packe， Michael St. j ohn， 638n 
Panama scandal， 269 
Panamino scanda!， 269 
pantheism， 1 2 1  
Paraguay， 640 
parasites， 228， 300， 323 ，  3 25 ，  3 9δ， 

， 40 1 ， 453 ， 455，  5 1 3f， 601 ， 622 •.. 628 
Paris， 1 46，  1 52， 228， 3 9 1 ， 403， 432， ‘ 443， 452 ，  466n， 592 ; Marx in， 96， 

1 04， 1 3 5， 1 36-38， 1 7� 1 84， 220; 
movements and c1ubs in， 98， 99， 
1 04， 1 3 2， 1 3 6-38， 1 46， 1 5 3， 1 88， 
284， 3 08， 387; Haussmann’s recon
struction. 26 1 ， 457;  Treaψ of， 576; 
씨'ysteries o[ Paγ1s: see Sue， Eugène 

Paris Commune of 1871 ，  82n， 2 1 2， 
2 1 5， 259， 283， 302， 305， 3 1 7， 408， 
432， 435， 493 ， 624-26 

Paris-Journal， 2 59 
Parkinson， C. N.， 3 1 2  
parliamentarism， 47， 296， 3 1 5- 1 7， 3 37， 

392， 397f， 408 ; parliamentary 
cretinism， 3 99. See also constitu-
tionalism， representatìve government 

party. 1 5 3 ，  1 88n， 279 ; the term， 1 53n ;  
one  c1ass， one party. 3 32n， 389n ; 
party coalitions， 3 3 7. See also Whigs 
and Tories and otber party names 

P싫sion， 1 2， 1 96-98， 2 1 2， 5 14 
Paui， WilJ iam， 240n 
Peasant \far， 141 .  2 1 3n， 274， 475 
pe없anα， 42， 1 6 5 f， 259， 2 7 1， 273，  4 1 4， 

480， 562， 601 ;  in Prussia， 63 ，  79， 
1 54， 4 1 3 ， 599;  in Rhineland， 3 5 ，  3 7， 
40n， 600; in France， 3 87， 3 9 1 ，  3 97， 
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401 f， 406， 408， 432 ，  435， 452-54， 
458， 462， 499， 620， 625 ;  in Russia， 
5 73-75， 5 78-82， 584， 602 ; in 
Austria， 479 ; in Scotland， 520; in 
classical society， 467， 542 ; in Asiatic 
society， 5 18， 548， 558， 562， 569. 
See also Moselle peasants， Peasant 
War， serfdom 

Pecqueur， Charles， 450 
Peking， 642， 654 
Peking man， 5 3 7， 539 
Pennsylvania， 1 1 7 
Pereire brothers， 440， 443， 445‘ 450 
permanent revolu tion， 59， 283，  286 
Persia， 57， 2 3 9， 523， 525，  550， 6 50， 

658 
Peru. See Incas 
Peter thc Great (Czar). 582 
Petcrswaldau (PCπvald)， 1 75 
petty-bourgeoisie， 1 6， 267n， 3 87， 39 1 ，  

393. 395， 406， 501-3， 509. See also 
s!，!opkeepers 

philanthropism， 1 58， 2 1 3 ， 228， 2 3 1 ，  
261 ， 5 1 1 ， 520 

Philippson， Gustav， 1 26 
Phil ips， Lion， 1 95n 
philosophy， 99， 126‘ 1 59， 202， 25M， 

594， 595， 638， 641 ; Marx’s relation 
to， 1 1 ，  1 2， 25M; in young M arx， 3 1 ，  
3 7， 58， θ 1 ， 64， 66， 67， 74-75， 77-79， 
82， 95 ， 1 0 1 ，  105， 1 06，  1 36， 1 39-42， 
1 47f， 1 62n， 1 66， 1 7 1， 1 89， 197， 
209， 2 1 9-21 ，  225f， 2 3 2， 234， 618 ;  
h i s  disscnation， 203-5 ; Engels and， 
1 56， 1 59，  1 89 ，  2 16 f. See also ends 
and means， Feuerbach， Hegel， 
materialism， Y oung Hegelians 

Phoenicìans， 601n 
Physiocrats， 643-46 
Piedmont， 6 2 1  
Pietism， 1 50f， 198 
Pinsker， Leon， 602 
Platen， August von， 6 1 2  
Plato， 275， 640， δ49 
Poi tiers， rue de (dub)， 3 37 
Poland and Polish movements， 1 75， 

1 88， 277， 433 ， 435 ， 578， 6 2 1  
police， police controls， 4 3 ，  5 1 ，  53 ，  70， 

75，  185，  1 88， 192-9 3 ， 209， 229n， 
255-56， 258， 289-90， 294-95， 299‘ 
3 05， 3 9 1 ， 397-98， 404， 419 ， 432， 
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453， 495-96， 5 1 2n， 642; community 
controJ of police， 302; police state， 
46， 288， 29 1 ， 299， 404， 418， 425， 
5 1 3n 

political dependency relationship， 
562-68 

political economy (gen.) ，  1 46， 1 49， 
1 5 3 ， 155 ， 1 59-63， 1 65， 1 73， 1 88， 
500， 637  

politics and political theory， 1 1 ， 1 2， 
14， 1 9， 22f， 32，  58， 6 1 ，  64， 66， 73， 
75， 77， 98， 1 02-7， 1 26， 1 38n， 1 53 ，  
1 59， 1 8 1 ， 2 34， 237， 240， 250， 252， 
3 1 0， 3 24. See a/so state 

Pomerania， 267 
Pompadour， Antoinette Poisson， Mar

quise de， 642 
Pooh-Bah (character)， 1 1  
popular sovereignty. See sovereign ty of 

the.people 
posters ( placards)， 290， 292f 
poverty and pauperism， 63-64， 68f， 

98n， 1 3 1 ，  1 54， 1 75， 1 77， 227， 3 3 3  
practice. See theory and practice 
Praetorians. See army 
press. See freedom of the press 
preventive measures， 5 3 ，  55  
primogeniture， 79f， 300 
privatization， 49 
productive and unproductive labor， 

500， 5 1 3 ，  625f 
professional politician， 3 24f 
þrogressiveness， 436-38， 477， 5 1 5， 539， 

655 
proletariat， the term， Blf， 147n ; 

Marx’s early views of. 82， 1 30， 
1 34 ... 1 67， 22Of; Engels' early views 
。f， 2 1 8f; basic view of， 2 14f， 2 74. 
See also workers 

Prometheus， 202-4， 209， 2 1 0， 2 1 3 ，  2 3 3  
Prospero. See Caliban 
protective tariff. See tariff 
Proudhon， P. J .， 59， 6 1 ，  68， 90， 98， 

98-99n， 1 0 1 ，  1 0κ 1 48， 1 56， 2 1 M， 
308， 432， 440， 446n， 596 

Proudhonism， 99， 2 17 
Prussian Mìlitary Questioη• Tbe 

(Engels) ， 24 
punishment. See crime 
Punjab， 548， 574 
Pustkuchen-GJantzow， J .  F. W.， 6 1 6  

Pyat， Félix， 441 

Quesnay， François， 643-46 

Rabelais， François， 476n 
race and racism， 264n， 266-68， 505， 

593f， 597 ; the term， 504. See a/so 
.blacks， j ewish question 

Radetzky， J oseph (Count and Gen.) ，  
304 

Radicals， English party， 1 5 3-55， 3 3  7 ;  
German party， 296 

Ra형an， F. J .  H .  S .  ( Lord)， 5 1 H 
Ranke， LeopoJd von， 88n， 1 3  5n 
R ecbt (term) ，  77n 
red tape， 290， 3 1 3. See also 

bureaucracy 
reforms， 264， 276， 279， 3 98， 4 1 8， 426， 

441 ，  522 
Reformation， 1 35， 1 40f 
reformism， 228， 395， 441 
religion and the Church， 69， 1 69， 2 3 0， 

323 ， 3 30n， 433 ， 5 1 1 ，  574， 594， 605， 
607， 621 ， 638 ;  young Marx’s view 
。f， 89， 1 04-6， 1 1 4- 17， 1 19-20， 1 26， 
1 38， 140， 1 73-74， 203， 603， 604n; 
young Engels' view of， 1 50-5 1 ，  1 59 ，  
200; You.ng Hege\ian view of， 60， 
89， 5 9 3 ;  Bauer on， 1 13-1 7， 1 20-25 ;  
freedom of， 42， 52，  109 .•• 1 20， 1 26， 
1 28， 200， 300， 606f; church and 
state， 1 1 1 ， 208n ; social role of， 
264f， 3 89，  3 92-94， 397-98， 43 1 ，  
440， 457-58， 462， 480， 482，  495， 
500， 567f， 625， 656， 663 ;  in  pr피li
tive society， 246， 255，  274; in 
Oriental society， 522-25， 5 3 2， 546n， 
650f. See a[so atheism， Catholicism， 
Christianity， dei잉n， J esuits， Jewish 
questlOn 

Rembrandt， 42 
representative government and legjsla

tive power， 3 5， 46f， 67， 73-74， 84n， 
85， 92f， 1 0M， 1 26， 1 87n， 257， 
284n， 285， 3 1 4-17  

republic and repubJican썩n， 88， 90f， 
1 00， 392-94， 432， 5 19;에527;  demo
cratic republic， 295;  bourgeois 
republic， 3 07， 3 87， 389， 3 94， 547， 
557 

revolution， 1 2， 437;  in young Marx， 



9 1 ，  100， l4lf; in young Engels， 
1 85f; revolutionary confidence， 
1 29f; revolutionary fanaticism， 2 1 0; 
revolution from above， 426-27， 
575-77， 582， 586， 639n;  political 
and social， 1 80f， 447; in China， 
5 18f， 5 2 1 ;  in Russia， 573 ，  575 ... 587; 
or ruin， 465. See also French Revo-
’u tion and otber revolutioηs 

revolution of 1 830， 1 32， 1 5 l f， 1 72， 
1 82， 200， 3 86， 498 

revolution of 1 848-49， 35， 42， 59， 85， 
281 ， 283， 286 . . .  297， 3 02 ， 307， 3 1 5f， 
3 17， 327， 3 88 . .  .393 ， 408， 426， 
429， 447， 483 ， 5 14， 5 16， 621  

R beinische Zeitung (Cologne)， 3 1 ，  3 5， 
36 ... 76 (esp. 60f， 64， 75， 76)， 99， 
1 10， 1 1 2， 1 2 1 ，  12� 1 34， 1 50， 1 53 ，  
1 55 ， 209 

Rhineland， 34-36， 109f， 1 34， 1 50， 1 84， 
1 88， 428， 435‘ 599， 600; Rhenish 
Diet， 35n， 36  •.. 54， 63， 67  .•. 7 3， 1 09， 
1 1 1- 1 2'， 2 32n， 487 

Ricardo， David， 1 60， 1 7 3 ;  Ricardian 
socialists， 2 1 4n 

Richelieu， A. J .  du Plessis， Cardinal， 
582， 6 3 9， 643 

Riesser， Gabriel， 1 26f 
Rienzi， Cola di， 205-7 
right to organize， 292， 294f， 298， 404 
Ripley， George， 656 
Ritter， Karl， 653 
Robespierre， Maximilien de， 45， 429 
Roman Republic of 1 848， 388， 620 
Romanian society， 538n 
Rome (classical) and Roman society， 

44-45， 69， 1 3 1 ， 2 19n， 254， 265， 
272n， 273， 3 22， 418， 453 ， 455， 458， 
466f， 473f， 506， 508， 5 10， 540， 
542， 547， 552n， 563， 620� 650， 659 

Rome (city)， 206 
Roosevelt， Franklin D.，  3 26n， 423 
Rosdolsky， Roman， 596 
Rose， Wílliam， 593f  
Rothschild family， 593，  599， 604-5 
Rousseau， Jean Jacques， 1 97， 275， 642 
r9yalists. See monarchy 
Rubel， Maximilien， 459n， 654 
Rudolph (character)， 54， 228-3 1 
Ruge， Arnold， 54， 96， 1 29，  1 38n， 1 56， 

1 75f， 1 78， 1 80， 220-21 ， 288， 592 
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:Ruppin， Ard1Ur， 1 2 3 n， 600， 603 
Russia and Russians， 19 ，  2 1 ，  3 5， 88n， 

1 1 2， 1 94， 2 1 1 ， 276-79， 3 1 0， 435， 
469， 499n， 5 1 5 ，  5 20， 54û-44， 555f， 
560n， 561 ，  572 .•. 587， 625n， 627， 
629-31 ， 640， 6 53-55. See aIso Slavs 

Ryazanov， D.，  1 9 5-96， 6 1 0n， 6 1 8， 
625n， 629 

Sahara， 525 
Sainte-Beuve， Charles Augustin， 441 
St. Petersburg， 654. See also Leningrad 
Saint-Simon， Claude Henri， 98， 1 3 3， 

1 48， 440， 443 ， 596 
Saint-Simonism， 36， 59， 105， 1 3 1 ，  323 ，  

398， 422， 440， 443， 446， 449-50 
Saladin， 605 
Salvation Army， 264 
sanitation， 258， 260f 
savior-messiah pattern， 207f， 227， 

229-32， 432  
Savoy， House of， 6 1 9  
Say， J ean Baptiste， 1 60 
Scandinavia， 659 
Schaper， von， 75 
Schapper， Karl， 1 5 7  
Schelling， F .  W .  von， 204 
Schiller， Friedrich von， 6 14-16 
Schiller Instiru te (Manchester)， 5 1 2-

1 3n 
SchJegel， Friedrich von， 426n 
Schleswig-Holstein， 300， ，303 
Schoyen， A. R.， 1 83 n  
Schurz， Car!， 2 10 
science， 1 2， 1 8， 1 04， 1 74， 249， 261 ，  

3 00 
Scotland and Scottish society， 520， 

548f， 562， 662. See also Celts 
secret societies. See conspiratorialism 
sects and sectarianism， 1 0 1 ，  1 07， 1 1 3 ，  

1 20f， 1 3 7  
Sedan， battie of， 3 05 
self-emancipation， 2 1 3  ... 234 
separation of  p。、vers， 1 88n， 3 1‘1- 1 7， 

490 
Sepoy Rεvolt， 522， 5 3 1  
Sermon on 며 e  Mount， 3 1 9  
serfdom， 2 1 4， 273 ，  299， 469， 473-74， 

532， 5 3 4f， 543，  552f， 563-67， 
568-69， 573 ， 578， 647 ; emancipa
tion 6f serfs， 278f， 582-83. Seε a!so 
feudalism 
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Shaftesbury， Anthony Ashley Cooper， 
Earl of， 440n 

Shakespeare， William， 1 22， 1 25n，  2 1 0. 
See also Caliban 

shame， 1 29，  1 30n 
Shanghai， 5 2 1  
S h aw. G eorge Bernard， 2 18n 
shopkeepers， 16， 3 2 5， 44 1 
Sicily， 5 5 7n 
Siegfried， 1 98-99， 206 
Sieyès， Emmanuel J oseph (Abbé)， 4 1  
Sikh wars， 5 2 2  
Silberner， Edmund， 5 9 5  
Silesian weavers， 1 40f， 1 74-77， 2 20-21 
Silhouette， Etienne de， 642f 
S imeon Stylites， St.， 1 95n 
Sinomania， Sinophilism， 5 1 5， 

6 3 8  ... 646 
Sismondi， Léonard Simonde de， 1 3 2  
Sittah (character)， 605 
Skarbek， Frédéric， Com te de， 1 60 
slavery. and slave relations， the term， 

660; in antiquity， 1 79， 1 89 ， 2 14， 
248-49， 2 5 3 f， 2 7 1 ，  3 22， 465 ， 467-
69， 508， 5 1 7， 543，  5 50n， 5 5 2f， 558，  
5 6 3 -69， 657， 660; in Oriental 50-

ciety， 5 28n， 5 34， 5 54， 6 3 0， 647‘ 
655， 663 ; “general slavery，" 5 34-36; 
in U.S. South， 507n. See also classi
cal society 

Slavs， 5 3 3n，  5 3 8n， 540， 5ι�2. See also 
RU5sia， Po!and 

Smith， 160， 1 7 3 ，  500， 626， 
6 3 2f 

Social Democracy， 3 09，  3 9 5 ， 6260 
$ocialism， 2 1 4， 323， 436， 493n， 5 19， 

5 55. 565� 5 96， 626， 6 3 1 ， 6 3 2n ; the 
term， 62， 91-99， 1 05 ;  move-
ments， 3 5 ，  59， 97-99， 105，  1 32-34， 
1 42， 1 48， 1 5 3， 1 57， 3 2 3 ，  398;  
Marx’s to， 75，  96， 1 00- 1 01 ， 1 0 5 ，  
1 07， 1 3 0， 1 34‘ 1 38n， 1 42， 1 64， 1 8 1 ，  
1 95 ; ’ path to， 1 57 ;  and 
democracy， 59， 1 48， 2 1 40， 282-86; 
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